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DISSERTATIONS, &c. 

M. DE TOCQUEVILLE 

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA.* 

I T has been the rare fortune. of U. de Tocqueville's 
. book to have achieved an 'eas.r triumph, both over 

tlle indifference of our at . once busy and indolent 
public to profound speculation, and over the particular 
oblStacles which oppose the reception of speculations 
from a foreign, and abov~ all from a French. source~ 
There is some ground for the remark often made upon 
us by foreigners, that the character of our national 
intellect is insular. The general movement of the 
European mind sweeps past us without our being 
drawn into it. or even looking sufficiently at it to dis
cover in what direction it is tending; and if we had 

. not a tolerably rapid onginal movement of our own, 
wi'should long since have been left in the distance. 
iThe French language is almost uniyersally cultiv,ted 
on this side of the Channel; a flood of human beings 
perpetually ebbs and flows between London and Paris; 
national prejudices and animosities are becoming 
numbered among the things that were j yet the reva-' 

• Ed·inburg1t. Review, October 1S4.0. 
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luti~n which has taken pl3ce in the tendencies of 
French tbought, which has cbanged the thal'3C~r of 
the higher literature of France, and alwO$t that of 
the French langua~, seems hitherto, as far as tlie 
English public are concerned. to ba\"e taken place in 
nm. At a time \\"hen the prevailing tone of French 
speculation is one of "ex~~rated reaction ~...-ainst the 
doctrines of the eight~nth tentury,French philvso'phy. 
with us, is still synonymous \\"ith Encyclopedism. TLe 
Engli .. hmen may almost be numbered who are a\\"are 

tha! France has pr04uced any great names in prose 
literatt;re liince ",oltaire and Rousseau; ~d ."hile 
modern history bas been receiving a new acpec:t from 
the laOO\;TS of men who are not only among the pro
foundt'St thinkers. but the clearest and most popular 
writers of tl>eir a~, nen thOiie of their works which 
are expressly dedicated to the hk"1ory of our own 
conntry remain mostly nntr.lIlblat~ and in almost 
all ca.ses" unread. 

To this general nt"glect 1L de Tocqnerille's book 
forms; howenr, as we have already said, a brilli.mt 
exception. Its reputation \\"as as liudd~n, and U &:J 

erlensi\"e, in this country as in FTaDcr', and in 013t 
large part of Europe ,,"hich receives its opinions from 
France. The pro<;ress of political dissatisfaction, and 
the comparisons mwe between the fruits of a popular 
constitution on one side of the .Ailintie. and of a 
mi.d government with a preponderating aristocratic 
element on the other, had made the working of. Ame
rican institutions a party question. For many yean, 
~Yery book of travels in America bad bet-n a party 
pamphlet, or hw at least fallen among partisans. and 
been pres.seJ. into the service of one party or Clf the 
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• • other. When, therefore, a new book, of a grave and 

imposing character, on Democracy in America. made 
its appearance even on the other side of the Dritish 
Channel, it was not likely to be overlooked, or to 
escape an attempt to convert it to party purposes. 
If ever political writer had reason to believe that he 
had laboured succesRfully to render his book incapable 
of such a use, M. de Tocqueville }Vas entitled to think 
so. Dut though his theories are of an impartiality 
without example, and his practical conclusions lean 
towards Radicalism, some of his phrases are suscep
tible of a Tory application. One of these is • the 
tyranny of the majority.' 'This phrase was forthwith 
adopted into the Conservative dialect, and trumpeted 
by Sir Robert Peel in" his Tamworth oration, when. 
as booksellers' advertisem~nts have since frequently 
reminded us, he • t>arnestly requested the perusal' of 
the book by all and t>ach of hit! audience. And we 
believe it has since been the opinion of the country 
gentlemen that M. de Tocqueville is one of the pillars 
of Conservatism, and his book a definitive demolition 
of America and of Democracy. The error has done 
more good than the truth would perhaps Lave done; 
since the result is, that th~ English public now know 
and read the first philosophical book ever written on 
Democracy, as it manifests itself in mo,lern society; 
a book, the essential doctrines of which it. is not likely 
that any future speculations will subvert, to whatever 
degree they may modify them; while ~ts spirit, and 
the general mode in which it treats its sul~ect, con
stitute it the beginning of a new era in the scientific 
study of politics. 

·The importance of M. de Tocqueville's speculations 
B2 
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is Z«>t to be e;timated by tlfe opinions which he has 
adopted, be these true or false: The value of his 
work is less in the conclusions, than in the mode of 
arriving at them. He has applied .to the greatest 
question in the art and science .of government, those 
principles and methods of philosophizing to which 
mankind are indebted for all the advances made by 
modern times in the other branches of the study of 
nature. It is not risking to'o much to affirm of these 
volumes, that they contain the first analytical inquiry 
into the influences of Democracy. For the first time. 
that phenomenon is treated of as something which, 
being a reality in' ~ature, and no mere mathematical 
or metaphysical abstraction, manifests itself by innu
~erable properties, not by some one only j and must 
be looked at in many aspects before it can be made 
the sp,bject even of that modest and conjectural judg
ment, which is alone attainable respecting a fact at 
once so great and so new. Jts consequences are by 
no means to be comprehended in one single descrip
tion, "Dor in one summary verdict of approval or con
d~mnation. So complicated and endless are their 
ramifications, that he who sees furthest into thefn will, 
in general, long~st hesitate, before finally pronouncing 
whether the good' or the evil of its influence, on the 
whole, preponderates. . , 

If. de Tocqueville has endeavoured to ascertain and 
discriminate the various properties and tendencies of 
Democracy; the separate relations in which it stands 
towards the different intere~ts of society, and the 
different moral and social requisites of human nature. 
In the investigation. he has of necessity left mnch 
undone, and much which will be better done by those 
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who come aftci- him, and. build upon his fo~ndations. 
But he has earned the double honour of being the 
first to make the attempt, and of having done more 
towards the success of it than probably will ever again 
be done by anyone individual. His method is, as 
that of a philosopher on such a subject must be-a 
combination of deduction with induction: his evi
dences are, laws of human nature, on the one hand; 
the example of America, and France, and oth'er 
modem nations, so far as applicable, on the other. 
His conclusions never rest on either species of 
evidence alone; whatever he classes as an effect of 
Democracy, he has both ascertained to exist in those 
countries in which the state of society is democratic, 
and has &SO succeeded in connecting with Democracy 
by deductions a prim', tending to show that such 
.would naturally be its influences upon beings consti
tuted as mankind are, and placed in a world such as 
we know ours to be. If this be not the true Baco
nian and Newtonian method a.pplied to society a.nd 
government; if any better, or even any ot~er be 
possible • .M. de Tocqueville would be the first to say, 
candidu8 imperii: if not, he is entitled to say to poli
tical theorists, whether calling themselves philosophers 
or practical me~, h~ .tere meClllll. 

That part of .. Democracy in America" .which was 
first published, professes to treat of the political 
effects of Democrdcv: the second is devoted to its 
influence on societj in the widest sense; 'on the 
relations of private life, on intellect, morals, and 
the habits and modes of feeling which constitute 
national character. The last is both a newer and a 
more difficult subject of inqwry than the first; there 
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are fewer who. are competeJli, or who will even think 
themselves competent, to judge M. de Tocqlleville's 
conclusions. Dut, we belie\'e, no one, in the least 
entitled to an opinion, will refuse to lJilD the prai!\e of 
havinti probed the suhjecl to a dt'pth which had never 
before been sounded; of having carried forward the 
contro\"ersy into a wider and a loftier region of 
thought; and pointed out'many questions essential to 
tl1e subject which had not been before attended to: 
questioDIi which he mayor may not have solved, 
but of which, in any case, he has greatly facilitated 
the solution. 

The comprehensiveness of ltI. de TocqueTille's 
views, and the impartiality of his feeling~, have not 
led him into the common infirmity of tho,;e who see 
100 many sides to a question-that of thinking them 
all equally important. He is able to arrive at a decidetl. 
opinion. Nor has the more extensive range of con
Riderations embraced in his Second Part, &fTected 
practically the general conclusions which resul~ 
from bis First. They may be &tated as follows:
Tbat Democracy, in the modem world, is inevibble; 
and that it is on the whole desirable; but desirilble 
only under certain conditions, and those conditions 
capable, by human care and foresight, of being realized. 
but capable also of being missed. The progress and 
ultimate ascendancy of the democratic principle has 
in his eyes -the character of a law of nAture. lie 
thinks it an ineritable result of the tendendes of a 
progressive cirilization; by which expressions he by 
no means intends to imply either praise or censure. 
No human eff'lrt, no accident even, unless one which 
should throw back civilization itself. can avail, in his 
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opinion, to defeat, or even very considerably to retard, 
this progress. But though the fact itself appears to 
him removed from human control, its salutary or 
baneful consequences do not. Like other great powers 
of nature, the tendency, though it cannot be coun
teracted, may be guided to good. :Man cannot turn 
back the rivers to their source; but it rests with him
self whether they shall fertilize or lay waste his tields. 
Left to its spontaneous course, with nothing done to 
prepare before. it that set of circumstances tinder 
which it can exist with safety, and to fight against its 
worse by an apt employment of its better pecu
liarities, the probable effects of Democracy upon 
human well-being, and upon whatever is best and 
noblest in human character, appear to M. de Tocque. 
ville extremely formidable. But with as much of 
wise effort devoted to the' purpos~ as it is not irra
tional to hope for, most of what is mischievous in its 

. tendencies may, in his opinion, be corrected, and its 
natural capacities of good so far strengthened and 
made use of, as to leave no cause for regret in the old 

. state of society, and enable the new one to be contem
plated with calm contentment, if without exultation. 

I t is necessary to observe t.ha.t by Democracy. M. 
de TocqueVille does not in general mean any particular 
form of government. He can conceive a Democracy 
under an absolute monarch. Nay, he entertaiIlll no 
small dread lest in some countries it should actually 
appear iu' t11.at form.. By Democracy, )1. de Tocque. 
ville understands equality of conditions; the absence 
of all aristocracy, whether constituted by political 
privileges, or by superiority in individual imp~rtan~e 
and social power. It is towards Democracy 1U thlS 
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sense, towards equality between man and man, that 
he .conceives society to be irresistibly tending. To
wards Democracy in the other, and more common 
sense, it mayor may not be travelling. Equality of 
conditions tends naturally to produce a. popular 
government, but not necessit-ily. Equality may he 
equal' freedom, or equal servitude: America is the 
type of the first; Fiance, he thinks, is in danger of 
falling into the second. The latter country is in the 
condition which, of all that civilized societies are 
liable to, he regards with the greatest alarm-a demo
cratic state of society without democratic institutions. 
For, in democratic institntions, If. de Tocqueville 
sees not an aggravation, but'a corrective, of the most 
serious evils incl.dent to a democratic state of society. 
No one is more' opposed than' he is to that species of 
democratic radicalism, which' would admit at once to 
the highest of political franchises, untaught masses 
who have not yet been exp~rimentany proved fit even 
for the lowest. But the ever.increasing intervention 
of the people, and of all classes of the people, in 
their 'bwn affairs, he regards as a cardinal maxim in 
the modern art of government: and he believes that 
the nations or civilized Europe, though not all equally 
advanced, are all advancing, towards a condition in 
which there will be no distinctions of political rightd, 
no great or very permanent distinctions· of heredi
tary wealth; when, as there will remain no. classes 
nor individuals capable of making head against the 
government, unless ail are, and are fit· to be, alike 
citizens, all will ere long be equally slaves. 

The Qpinion that there is this irresistible tendency 
to equality of conditions,' is, perhaps, of all the lead. 
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iog doctrines of the book, that which most stands in 
need of confirmation to English readers. :U. de 
l'ocqueville devotes but little space to the elucidation 
of it. To French rea.ders, the historical retrospect upon 
which it rest.i is familia~; and facts known to every 
one establish its truth, 80 far as relates to that 
country. But to the English public, who have less 
faith in 'irresistible tendencies, and who, while they 
require for every political theory an histQrical basis, 
are far less accustomed to link together the events of 
history in a. connected chain, the proposition will 
hardly seem to be sufficiently made out. -Our author's 
historical argument is, however, deserving of th~ir 
attention. 

I Let U8 recollect tbe 8ituation of France 8even bundred 
yean ago, wben the territory 11'88 divided amongst a small 
number of families, who were the owners of the 80il and the 
rulers of the inhabitant8: the right of governing descended 
with the family inheritance from generation to generation; 
force was the only means by which man could act on man; 
and landed property 11'88 the sole source of power. 

I Soon, however, the political power. of the cler~y 11'88 

founded, and hegan to extend itself: the clergy opened its 
ranks to all classes, to the poor and the rich, the villein aud 
the lord; equality penetrated into the government through 
the church, and the being who 88 a serf must have vegetated 
in perpetual ~ondage, took his place ~ a priest in the midst 

'of noble8, and not unfrequently above the beads of king8. 
I The dill'erent relations of men became more complicated 

and more numerous, 88 society gradually became more stable 
and more civilized. Thence the "aut of civillaw8 11'88 felt; 
and the order of legal functionaries soon rose from the obscu
rity of their tribunals and their dusty chambers, to appear at 
the court of the monarch, by the side of the feudal barous in 
their ermine and their mail. 
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'Whilst the kings were ruining themselves by their great 
enterprises, and the nobles exhausting their resource. by 
private wars, the ~ower orders were enriching themselves by 
commerce. The influence of money began to be perceptible 
in state affairs. The transactions of business opened a new 
road to power, and the financier lOlle to a station of political 
. inflnence, in which he was at once flattered and despised. 

'Gradually the spread of mental acquirements, and the 
. increasing taste for literature and the arts, opened chanecs of 
succes. to talent; knowledge became a means of government, 
intelligence became a social power, and the man of letter. 
took a part in the affairs of the state. . 

I The value attached to the privileges of birth decreased, in 
the exact proportion in which new paths were atruck out to 
advancement. In the e1eventh century nobility was beyond 
all price; in the thirteenth it might- be purchased: it waa 
conferred for the first time in ] 270; and equality waa thus 
introduced into the government through aristocracy itself. 

• In the course of these seven hundred years, it sometimes 
happened that, in order to resist the authority of the crown, 
or to diminish the power of their rivals, the noble. granted a 
certain share pf political rights to the people. Or, more 
frequently, the king permitted the inferior orden to enjoy a 
degre& of power, with the intention of lowering the aristocracy. 

• As soon as land was held on any other than a feudal 
tenure, and personal property began in its turn to confer 
influence 'and power, every improvement which 11'811 intro
duced in commerce or manufactures was a fresh element of 
equality of conditions. Henceforward every Dew discovery, 
every new want which grew np, and ever' Dew desire 
which craved satisfaction, W8.11 a step toward. the univenal 
level. The taste for luxury, the 10v'e of war, the 8wayof 
fashion, the most superficial as well 8.11 the deepest passions of 
the human heart, co-operated to enrich the poor and to im
poverish the rich. 

• From the time when the exercise of the intellect became 
a source of pow'er and of wealth; it is impo8llible bot ~ 
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sider every addition to science, every fresh truth, every new 
idea, as a gerlI\ of ~wer placed within the reach of the people. 
Poetry, eloquence, and memory, the grace of wit, the glow of 
imagillation, the depth of thought, and all the gifts which are 
bc~towed by Providence without respect of perilOUS, turued to 
the advantage of dcmocracy; and even "hen they were 
in the possession of its adversaries, they still Bervcd its cause, 
by briuging into relicf the natural greatnes8 of man; its con-

: quests spread, therefore, with tho~e of ci~iljzation and know
L 

ledge; and literature became an arsenal, where the poorest 
and the weakest could always find weapons to their hand. 

I In perusing the pages of our history, we shall Bcarcely 
meet with a Bingle great event, in the lapse of seven hundred 
years, which has not turned to the advantage of equality. 

• 'I'he Cl'Usadcs, and the wars with the English, decimated 
the nobles and divided their posseJsions; the erection of cor
porate towns introduced an element of democratic liberty into 
the bosom of feudal monarchy j the invention of fire·arms 
equalized the villein and the noble on the field of battle j 
printing opened the same resources to the minds of all classes; 
the post was established, so as to bring the same information 
to the door of the poor man'. cottage and .to the gate of the 
palace j and Protestantism proclaimed that all men are alike 
able to find the road to heaven. The discovery of America 
offered a thousand new paths to fortune, and placed riches 
and power within the reach of the adventurous and the 
obscure. 

I If we examine what was happening in France at intervals 
of fifty years, beginning with the eleventh century, we shall 
invariably perceive that a twofold revolution has taken place 
in the state of society. The Doble has gone down on the 
social ladder, and the rotu~jer has gone up j the one descends 
as the other rises. Every half century lh-ings them nearer to 
each other. 

<Nor is this phenomenon at all peculiar to France. 'Whither
soever we turn our eyes, we witness the same continual revo
lution throughout the whole of ~hristelldom. 
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I Everywhere the variou8 occurrences of national existence 
have turned to thE; advantage of democracy j all men have' 
aided it by their exertions. Those who have intentionally 
laboured in its cause, and those who have aerved it .unwit
tingly j those who have fought for it, and those who have 
declared themselves its opponents--have all been driven 
along in the same track, have all laboured to one end, some 
ign'orantly and Bome unwillingly; all have been blind instru
ments in the handa of God. 

• The gradual development of the equality of conditions ia 
therefore a providential fact, and possesses alr the charactcris
tics of a Divine decree: it is universal, it is durable, it con
stantly eludes all human interference, and all events as well 
as all men contribute to its progress. 

I Would it be wise to imagine that a social impulse which 
dates from so far back, can be checked by the efforts of II. 

generation? Is it credible that the democracy which has 
annihilated the feudal system, and vanquished kings, will 
respect the bourgeou and the capitalist? Will it stop now 
that it is grown so strong, and.its adversaries so weak? 

, Is it not necessary. that God himself should speak, in order 
to disclose to us the unquestionable signs of his will. We can 
discern them in the habitual course of nature, and in the in
variaHe tendency of events. 

'The Christian nations 'of our age seem to me to present a 
most al~rming spectacle. The impulse ~hich is bearing them 
along is so strong that it cannot be stopped, but it is not yet 
BO rapid that it cannot be guided. Their 'fate is in their 
hands; yet a little while, and it may be BO no longer.'
(Introduction to the Firrst Part.) 

That such has been the actual course of events in 
~odern history, nobody can doubt. and as truly in 
England as in France. Of old. every' proprietor of 
land was sovereign over its ~nhabitants, while the cul
tivators could Dot call even their bodily powers their 
own. It was by degrees only. and in a succession of 
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a~t'!I, that their perional emancipation was efft!(:t~!d, 
all(I their labour became theirs, to Sen fur whatever 
tllCY could obtain for it. They became the rich mell'. 
equals in the eye of tltu law; but tile ridl haJ still 
the waking of the law, and the a.lminist\!ring of it; 
awl the equality wa.. .. at first little more than nominal. 
The poor, bowever, could now aC(luire property; the 
path was open to them to quit t1H:ir own cbs for a 
hi;\wr; tbeir rille even to a con!o>iJerable sution, 
grullually became a common occurrence; IlIlJ to tho,.;e 
who acquired a large furtune, tIle other PO""crs and 
pri\'iler;t'8 of aristocracy were liucces~ivdy opened, 
until lu'reditary bonourll have Lecome less a power in 
thelUllclvcs, than a symbol and ortlament of great 
ricl,e.s. While individualtt thus continually rose from 
the mal'S, the mass it!!clf multiplied and stren~hent\d ; 
the towns ohtainoo a ,"oice in puhlic allilirs ; the many. 
in the nggrq;ate, became even in property more anJ 
more a match for the few; and the nation became a 
llOwer, c.listiuct from the small number of individuals 
whQ once disposed even ~f the crown, and determined 
all public atTatrs at their pleasure. The Ueformation 
""as the dawn of the go\'ernment of public opinion. 
Even at that early period, opinion was not formed by 
the higher classes exclusively.; and while the publicity 
of all State transactions, the liberty of petition and 
public discussion, the press-and of late, above all. 
the periodical press-have rendered public opini,)Q 
mor~ and more the supreme power, the flame canses 
have rendered the form:.ltion of it less and leliS depen
dent 'upon the initiative of the higher ranb. Even 
the direct participation of the people at large in the 
govcrOlnenl had, in various ways, been greatly 
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extended, before the political events of the last few 
years, when democracy has given so signal a proof of 
its progress in society, by the inroads it has been able 
to make int~ the political constitution. 'And in spite 
of the alarm which has been taken by the possessors 
onarge property. who are far more generally opposed 
than they had been within the present generation to 
any additional Btrength~ing of the popular element 
in the House of Commons, there is at this moment a 
much stronger party for a further parliamentary 
reform, than many good observers thought there was, 
twelve years ago, for that which has already taken 
place. . 

But there is a surer mode of deciding the point 
than any historical retrospect. Let us look at, the 
powers which are even now at wor~ in society 
itself. • 

To a superficial glance at the condition of our own 
country, nothing can seeIIi more unlike any tendency 
~o equality of condition. !he inequalities of pro
perty • are apparently greater than in any former 
period of history. Nearly all the lartd is parcelled 
out in great estates,among comparatively, few 

families j and it is not the large, but the small pro
perties, which are in process of extinction. A here
ditary and titled nobility, more potent by their vast 
possessions than by their social· precedency, are con
stitutionally and really one of the great powers in 
the state. To form part of their order is that which 
every ambitious man aspires to, as the crowning 
glory of a successful career. The passion for -equality 
of which M. de TocquevilIe speaks almost as if it 
were the great moral lever of modern times, is hardly 
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known in this country even by name. On the con
trary, all ranks seem to have a passion for inequality. 
The hopes of every person are directed to rising in 
the world, not to pulling the world down to him. 
The greatest enemy of the political conduct of the 
House of Lords, submits to their superiority of rank 
as he would to 'the ordinances of nature; and often 
thinks any amount of toil and watching repa.id by a 
nod of recognition from one of their number. 

We h.ave put the case as strongly as it could be 
put by an adversary, and have stated as facts some 
things which, if they have been facts, are giving 
visible signs that they will not always, be ~o. If we 
look back even twenty years, we shall find that the 
popular respect for the higher classes is by no means 
the thing it was; and though all who are .rising 
wish for the' continuance of advantages which they 
themf.'clvcs hope to share, there are among those who 
do not expect to rise,' increasing indications that a 
levelling spirit is abroad,.j and political dis<{ontents, in 
whatever man~er origin'ating, show an' incre~sing 
tendency to take that shape. But it is the less 
necessary to dwell upon thelie things, as we shall be 
satisfied with making' out, in respect to the tendency 
to equality in England, much less t~an M. de Tocque
ville contends for. We do not maintain that the 
time is drawing near when there will be no distilJc
tion of classes; but we do. contend that the power of 
the higher classes, both in government and in society, 
is diminishing; while that of the mid.dIe and even 
the lowe. classes is increasing, and likely to increas.e. 

The constituent elements of political importance are 
property,. intelligence, and the power of combination. 
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In everyone of these elements, is it the higher claslles, 
or the other" portions ·of society, that have lately made 
and are continuing to make the most rapid advances? 

I Even with regard to the elel!lent of propp-rty, there 
cannot be room for more than a. momentary doubt. 
The class who are rich by inheritance, are 80 far from 
.augmenting their fortunes, that it is much if they can 
be said to keep them up. A territorial aristocracy 
always live up to their means-generally biyond 
them. Our own is no exception to the rule; and as 
their control over the taxes becomes every day more 
restri<:ted, and the liberal professions more over
crowded, they are condemned more and more to bear 
the burden of-their own large families; which it is 
not easy to do, compatibly with leaving to the heir 
the m.eans· of keeping up, without becoming em
parras sed. the old family establishments. His matter 
of notoriety how severely the (lifficuHy of IJrc;,viJing 
for younger sons is felt even in the highest rcl.nk; 
and that, as a provision for daughters, alliances are 
now courted which would not have been endured a. 
generation ago. The additions to the • money-po.wer' 
of the higher ranks, con~ist of the richEls of the 110m 

Itominea who are continually aggregated to that class 
from among the merchants and manufacturers, and 
occasionally from the professions. But many of these 
are merely successors to the impoverished owners of 
the land they buy; and the fortunes of others are 
taken, in the. way of marriage, to payoff the mort
gages of older families. Even with these allowances, 
no dQubt the number of wealthy p~rsons is steadily on 
the increase; but what is this to the accumulation of 
capitals and growth of incomes in the hands of the 
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middle class? It is that class which furnishes all the 
accessions to the aristocracy of wealth; and for one 
wno makes a. large fortune, fifty acquire, without ex
ceeding, a moderate competency, .and leave their 
children to work, like .themselves, at the labouring 
oar. 

In point of intelligence, it can still less be affirmed 
that the higher classes maintain the same proportional 
ascendancy as of old. They have shared with the 
rest of the world in the diffusion of information. 
They have improved, like all other classes, in the 
decorous virtues. Their humane feelings and refined 
tastes form in general a striking contrast to the coarse 
habits of the same class a few generations ago. But 

. it would be difficult to point out what new idea 
in speculation, what invention or discovery in the 
practical arts, what useful institution, or what perma
nently valuable book, Great Britain has owed for the 
last hundred years to her hereditary aristocracy, titled 
or untitled ;·-what great public enterprise, what 
important national movement in religion . or. poli
tics, those classes have originated, or have so much 
as taken in it the principal share. Considered in 
respect to active energies and laborious habits, to' 
the stirring. qualities which fit men for playing 
a considerable part in the affairs of mankind, few 
will say that our aristocracy have not deteriorated. 
It is, on the other hand, one of the common
places of the age, that knowledge and intelligence 
are sp.reading,· in a degree which was formerly 

• 
• The chier p.xceptions since tlie accession or the 'Honse of Hanover. 

are the chemist Ca.vendish in the last century, and the Earl of Rosse 
in the present. 

VOL.n. C 
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thought impossible, to the lower, and down even to 
the l?west r.mk. And this is a fact, not accomplislleJ. 
but in tlle mere dawn of its accomplishment, and 
which has shown hitherto but a slight promise of its 
future fruits. It is easy to scoff at the kind of inkl. 
~o-euce which is thus diffusing ibieIf j l;mt it is intelli. 
gence still. The knowledge which is power, is Dot 
the highest description of knowledge only: any know. 
ledge which gives the habit of forming an opinion, 
and the capacity of expressing that opinion, consti
tutes a political power; and if combined with the 
capacity and habit of acting in concert, & formidable 
one. 

It is in this la.st element, the power of rombined 
action, that the progress of the Democracy has ~n 
the most gigantic. What combination can do has 
heen shown by an experiment, of now many yean! 
duration, among a people the most backward in civill. 
zation (thanks to English mi5govemment) between the 
Vistula and the Pyrenees. Even on this side of the 
Irish J;hannel we have seen something of what could 
be done by Political Unions, Anti·Slavery Societie'!l, 
and the like j to say nothing ofthe less ad\"anced, but 
already powerful organization of the working classes, 
the progress of which bas been suspended only by the 
temporary failure arising from the manifest impracti
cability of its present objects. And these various 
associations are not the machinery of democratic com· 
bination, but the occasional weapons which that spirit 
forges as it needs them. The real Political Unions 
of England are the Newspapers. • It is these 'which 
tell every person what" all other persons are feeling, 
and in ,what manner they are ready to act: it is by 
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these that the people learn, it may truly be said, their 
own wishes, and through these that they declare 
them. The newspapers and the railroads are solving 
the problem of bringing the democracy of England to 
vote, like that of Athens, simultaneously in one a!Jora; 
and the same agencies are rapidly effacing those local 
distinctions which rendered one part of our population 
strangers to another; and are making us more than 
ever (what i~ the first condition of a powerful public 
opwi<>9) a homogeneous people. If America has been 
said to prove that in an extensive country a popular 
government may exist, England seems destined to 
afford the proof that after a certain stage in civiliza
tion it must; for as soon as the numerically stronger 
have the same advantages, in means of combination 
and celerity of movement, as the smaller number, they 
are the D?asters; and, except by their permission, no 
government can any longer exist. 

It may be said: doubtless, that though the aristo
cratic class may be no longer in the ascendant, the 
pow~r by which it is succeeded is not that of' the 
numerical majority; that the middle cla.'!s in this 
country is as little in danger of being outstripped by 
the democracy below, as of being kept down by the 
aristocracy above; and that there can be no difficulty 
for that class, aided as it would be by the rich, in 
making head by its property, intelligence, and power 
of combination, against any possible growth of those 
elements of importance in the inferior classes; and in 
excluding the m°aSs of mere manual labourers from any 
share in political riglits, unless such a restricted and 
subordinate one as may be found compatible with the 

° complete ascendancy of property. 
c2 
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We Ilre disposed partially to agree in this opinion. 
Universai suffrage is never likely to exist and main- . 
tain itself where the majority are proletairea j and we 
are not unwilling to believe that a labouring claHs in 
abject poverty, like a. great part of our rural popula.
tion, or which expends its surplus earnings in gin or 
in waste, like so much of the better paid population 
of the towns, may be kept politically in subjection, 
and that the middle classes are safe from the perma.
nent rule of such a. body, though perhaps not from its 
Swing outrages, or Wat Tyler insurrections. But 
this admission leaves the fact of a tendency towards. 
democracy practically untouched. There i' a. demo
cracy shQl't of pauper suffrage; the working classes 
themselves contain a middle as well as a lowest class. 
Not to meddle with the vexata quteslio, wllether the 
lowest class is or is not improving in condition, "it is 
certain that a larger and larger body of ma.nual 
labourers are rising above that class, and acquiring at 
once decent wages and decent habits of conduct. A 
rapidly increasing multitude of our working people are' 
becoming, in point of condition and habits, what the 
American working people are. And if our boasted 
improvements are of any worth,' there must be a 
growing tendency in society and government to make 
this condition of the labouring classes the general one. 
The nation must be most slenderly supplied with 
wisdom and virtue, if it cannot do something to im
prove its own physical condition, to say nothing of its 
moral. It is something gained, that well-meaning 
persons of all parties. now at length profess to have 
this end in view. But in proportion as it is 
approached to-in proportion· as the working class 

, 
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becomes, what all proclaim their desire that it should 
be-well paid, well taught, and well conducted; in the 
same proportion will the opinions of that class tell, ac
cording to its numbers, upon the affairs oftbe country. 
Whatever portion of the class succeeds in thus raising 
itself, becomes a part of th~ ruling body; and if" the 
suffrage be necessary to make it so, it will not be long 
without the suffrage. 

Meanwhi1e, we are satisfied if it be admiUed, that 
the "government of England is progressively changing 
from the government of a few, to the government, not 
indeed of the many, but of many i-from an aristocracy 
with a popular infusion, to the regime of the middle 
class. To most purposes, in the constitution of 
modem society, the government of a numerous middle 
class is democracy. Nay, it not merely i8 democracy, 
but the only democracy of which there is yet any
example j what is called universal1!uffrage in America 
arising from the fact that America is all middle class j 
the whole people being in a condition, both as to edu
catio~ and pecuniary means, corresponding to, the 
middle class here. The consequences which we would 
deduce' from this fact will appear presently, when we 
examine M. de Tocqueville's view or the" moral, social, 
and intellectual influences of democracy. This caD.\lot· 
be done until we have briefly stated his opinions 
on the purely political branch of the question. To 

"this part of our task we shall now proceed j with as 
much conciseness as is permitted by the number and 
importance of the ide~ which, holding an essential 
place among the grounds of his general conclusions, 
have a claim not to be omitted even from the most 
rapid summary. 
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We have already intimated that M. de Tocqueville 
recognises such a thing as a democratic state of society 
without a. democratic government;· a state in which 
the people are all equal, and subjected to one common 
master, who selects indiscriminately from all of 
them the instruments of his government. In this 
sense, as he remarks, the government of the Pasha of 
Egypt is a specimen of democracy; and to this type 
(with allowance for differellce of' civilization and 
manners) he thinks that all nations are in danger of 
approximating, in which the equalization of conditions 
has made greater progress than the· spirit of liberty. 
N (YW, this he holds to be the condition of France. The 
kings of France have always been the greatt1st of 
levellers; Louis XI., Richelieu, Louis XIV., alike 
laboured to break the power of the noblesse, and 
reduce all intermediate classes and bodies to the 
general level. After them came the Revolution, 
bringing with it the abolition of hereditary privileges, 
the emigration and dispossession of half the great 
landed proprietors. and the subdivision of large' 
fortunes by the revolutionary law of inheritance. 
While the equalization of.conditions was thus rapidly 
reaching its extreme limits, no corresponding progress 
of. public spirit was taking place in the people at 
large. No institutions capable of fostering an inte
rest in the details of public affairs were created .by 
the Revolution': it swept away even those which 
despotism had spared; and if it admitted a portion of 
the population to a voice in the go'vernment, gave it 
them only on the greatest but rarest occasions-the 
electioll of the great council of the state. A political ' 
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act, to be don~ only once in a few years, and for which 
nothing in the daily habits of the citizen has prepared 
him, leaves his intellect and moral dispositions very 
much as it found them; and the citizens not being 
encouraged to take upon themselves collectively that 
portion of the business of society which had been per
formed by the privileged classes, the ('-entral govern
ment easily drew to itself not only the whole local 
administration, but much of what, in countries like 
ours, is performed by associations of individuals. 
Whether the government was revolutionary or 
counter-revolut~nary made no differenc~; under the 
one and the other, everything was done for the people, 
and nothing b!l the people. In France, consequently, 
the arbitrary power of the magistrate ':in detail is 
almost without limit. And when of late some attempts 
have been made to associate a portion of the citizens 
in the management of local affairs, comparatively few 
have been found, eve~ among ,those in good circum
stances, (anywhere but in the large towns,) who 
could be induced willingly to take any part in that 
management; who, wh,en they had no personal 'object 
to gain, felt the public interest sufficiently their own 
interest, not to grudge every moment which· they 
withdrew from their occupations or pleasures to 
bestow upon it. With all the eagerness. and violence 
of party contests in France, a nation more passive in 
the hands of anyone who is opperm~st does not exist. 
M. de To,cqueville has no faith in the virtues, nor 
even in the prolonged existence, of a superficial love 
of freedom, in the face of a pradical habit of slavery; 
~d t.he question whether the French are to be a free 
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people, depends, in his opinion, upon the possibility 
of creating a spirit· and a habit of local self-govern-
ment. . 

M .. de Tocqueville sees the· principal source and 
. security of American freedom, not so much in the 
election of the President and Congress by popular 
suffrage, as in the administration of nearly all the 
business of society by the people themselves. This 
it is which, according to hint, keeps up the habit of 
attending to the public inter~st, not in the gross 
merely, or on a. few momentous occasions, but in its 
dry and troublesome details. This, -too, it is which 
enlightens the people j which teaches them by expe
rience how public affairs must he carried on. The 
dissemination of public business as widely as possible 
·among the people, is. in his opinion, the only means 
by which they can be fitted· for the exercise of any 
share of power over the legislature j and generally. 
also the only means by which they can be led to 
desife it. 

For the particulars of this education or th~ Ame. 
ric:.m 'people .by means of political institutionrl, we 
must refer to the work itself j of which it is one of 
the minor recommendations. that it h~ never been 
equalled even as a mere statement and explanation of· 
the institutions of the United States. The genera.l 
principle to which M. de Tocqueville has given the 
sanction of his authority, merits more· consideration 
than it has yet received from the professed labourers 
in the cause of national education. It has often been 
said, and requires to he repeated still oftener, that 
books and discourses alone are not education; that 
life is a problem, not a theorem; that action can only 
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be learnt in action. A child learns to write its 
name only by a succession of trials; and is a man 
to be taught to use his mind and guide his conduct 
by mere precept P What can be learnt in schools is 
important; but not all-important. The main branch 
of the education of human beings is their habitual 
employment; whiuh must be either .their individual 
vocation, or some matter of general concern, in which 
they are called to take a part. The private money
getting occupation of almost everyone is more or 
less a mechanical routine; it brings but few of his 
faculties into act\on, while its exclusive pursuit tends 
to fasten his ·attention and interest exclusively upon 
himself, and upon his family as an appendage of him-. 
self; making him indifferent to the public, to the 
more generous objects and the nobler interests, and, 
in his inordinate regard for his pers~nal comforts, 
selfish and cowardly. Balance these tendencies by 
contrary ·ones; give him something to do for the 
public, whether as a vestryman, a juryman, or ali 
elector; and, in that degree, his ideas and fe~lings 
are taken out of this narrow circle. He becomes 
acquainted with more varied business, and a larger 
range of considerations. He is made to feel that 
besides the interests which separate him from his 
fellow-citizens, he has Interests which connect him 
with them; that not only the common weal is· his 
weal, but that it partly depends upo"n his exertions. 
Whatever might be the case in some other constitu
tions of society, the spirit of a·commercial people will 
be, we are persuaded, essentially mean and slavish, 
wherever public spirit is· not cultivated by an exten
sive participation of the peopie in the business of 
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government in detail; nor will the desideratum of 
a general diffusion of intellih"'Cnce among either the 
middle or lower classes be realized, but by a. corre
sponding dissemination of public functions and a 
voice in public affairs. 

Nor is this inconsistent with· obtaining a consider
able share of the benefits (and they are great) of what 
is called centralization. The principle of local lIe1f
government has been undeservedly discredited, by 
being associated with the agita.tion against th~ new 
poor-law. The most active agency of a .central 
authority in collecting and communicating informa
tion, giving advice to the local bodies, and even 
framing general rules for their observance, ill no hin
drance, but ~n aid, to making the local liberties an 
instrument of educating the people. The existence 
of such a central agency allows of intrusting to the 
people themselves, or to local bodies representative of 
them, many things of too great national importance 
to be committed unresen'edly to the localities; and 
completes the effir-<lcy of local self-government all a 
means of instruction, by ~customing the people not 
only to judge of particular facts, but to understand, 
and apply, and feel practically the value of, principles. 
The mode of administration provided for the English 
poor-laws by the late Act setlms to us to be in its 
general conception almost theoretically perfect. And 
the extension of a similar mixture of central and 
local management to several other branches of aJ
ministration, "thereby combining the be!;t fruita of 
popular intervention with much of the advantage of 
skilled supervision and traditional experience, would, 
Wtl believe. be entiUed to no mean rank in 1I. de 
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Tocqueville's list of correctives to the inconveniences 
of Democracy. 

In estimating the effects of democratic govern
ment as distinguished from a democratic cond:.tioti of 
society, M. de Tocqueville assumes the stat<: of cir
cumstances which exists in America-a popular 
government in the State, combined with popular local 
institutions. In such a government he sees great 
advantages, balanced by no inconsiderable e.vils. 

Among the advantages, one which figures in the 
folemost rank is that of which we have just spoken, 
the diffusion of intelligence; the remarkable impulse 
given by democratic institutions to the active facul
ties of that portion of the community who in other 
circumstances are the most ignorant, passive, and 
apathetic. These are characteristics of America which 
strike all travellers. Activity, enterprise, and a 
respectable amount of information, are not the qua
lities of a few among the American citizens, nor even 
of many, but of all. There is no class of I!ersons 
who are the slaves of habit and routine. Every 
American will carlyon his manufacture, or cultivate 
his farm, by the newest and best methods applicable 
to the circumstances of ~he case. Th~ poorest Ame
rican understands and can expla.in the most intricate 
parts of his country's institutions; can discuss her 
interests, internal and forei~n. Much of this may 
justly be attributed to the universality of easy cir
cumstances, and to the education and1 .habits which 
the first settlers in America brought with them; but 
our author is certainly not wrong in ascribing a cer
tain portion of it to the perpetual ex.eroise of the 
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faculties of every man among the people. through 
the universal practice of ,tlubmitting all public ques
tions to his judgment. 

I It is incontestable that the people frequently conduct 
public business very ill; but it is imposllible that the people 
should 'take a part in public business without extending 'the 
circle of their ideas, and without quitting the ordinary routine 
of their mental occupations. The humblest individual who 
ill called upon to co-operate in the government of society, 
acquires a'fertain degree of self-respect; and, as he p0811el!8ee 
power, minds-more enlightened than his own offer him their 
services. He IS canvassed by a multitude of claimants who 
need his support;· and who, seeking to deceive him in. a 
thousand different ways, instruct him during the process. He 
takes a part in political nndertakings which did not originate 
in his own conception, but which give him a general taste for 
iuchundertakings. New ameliorations are daily suggested to 
him in the property which he holds in common with others, 
and this gives him the desire of improving that property which 
is peculiarly hie own. He is, perhaps, neither happier nor 
better than those who came before him; but he is better in
formed and more active. I have no doubt that the democratic 
institutions of the Uniteq States, join'ed to the physical con
stitution of the country, .are the cause (not the direct, as is 
so often asserted, but the indirect cause) of the prodigious com-

, mercial activity of the inhabitants. It is not engendered by 
th~ lIlws, but it proceeds from habits acquired througH par
ticipation in making the laws. • 

I When the opponents of Democracy assert that a single 
individual performs the fun~tions which he undertakes, better .. ; 
than the government of the people at large, it appears to me 
that they are perfectly right. The government of an indi
viduall supposing an equal degree of instruction on either lIide, 

"has more constancy. more perseverance, than that of a multi
tude; more combination in its plans, and more perfection in 
its details; and is better qualified judicioWily to discriminate 
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the c11aracters ofthe men it employs. If any deny this, they 
have never seen a democratic government, or have formed 
their opinion only npon a few instances. It must be conceded 
that even when local circumstances and the disposition of the 
people allow democratic institutions to subsist, they never 
display a regular and methodical system of government. 
Democratic liberty is far from accomplishing all the projects 
it undertakes with the skill of an intelligent despotism.· It fre
quently abandons them before they have borne their fruits, or 
risks them when the consequeIlCes may prove dangerous; but 
in the end it produces greater results than any absolute 
government. It does fewer things well, but it does a greater 
number of things. Not what is done by II democratic govern
ment, but what is done under a democratic government by 
private agency, is really great. Democracy does not confer 
the most skilful kind of government upon the people, but it 
produces that which the most skilful governments are fre
quently unable to awaken, namely, an all-pervading and rest
less activity-a. superabundant force--an energy which is. 
never seen elsewhere, and which may, under favourable 
circumstances, beget the most amazing benefits. These are 
the true advantages of democracy/-(vo!. ii. chap:.6.) 

The other great political advantage which our 
author ascribes to Democracy, requires less illustra
tion, because it is more obvious, and has been oftener 
treated of; that the course of legislation and admi
nistration tends always in the direction of the interest 
of the greatest number. Although M. d~ Tocqueville 
is far fr~m con~idering this .quality of Democracy as 
the panacea in politics which it has sometimes been 
supposed to be, he expresses his sense of its importance, 
if in measured, in no undecided terms. America. does 
not exhibit to 'Us what we see in the best mixed con
stitutions-the class interests of small minorities 
wielding the powers of legislation, in opposition both 
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to the general interest and to the general opinion of 
the community; still less does she exhibit what has 
been characteristic of most representative govern
ments, and is only gradually ceasing to characterize 
our own-a standing league of class interests-a tacit 
compact among the various knots of men who profit 
by abuses, to stand by one auother in resisting 
reform. Nothing can subsist in America that is not 
recommended by arguments, which, in appearance at 
least, address themselves to the interest of the many. 
However frequently, therefore, that interest may be 
mistaken, the direction of legislation towards it is 
maintained in the midst of the mistakes; anu if a 
community is so situated or so ordered that it 'can 
'support the transitory action of bad .laws, and can 
await without destruction the result of the !Jeneral 
.tendency of the laws,' that country, in the opinion of 
:M. de Tocqueville, will prosper more under a demo
cratic go,vernment than under any other. ,Dut in 
aristocratic governments, the interest,' or at best the 
honour and glory, of the ruling class, is considered as 
the public interest; and all that is most ~aluable to the 
individuals composing the subordinate classes, is 'apt 
to be immolated to that public interest with, all the 
rigour of antique patriotism. 

• 
f The men who are intrusted with the direction of public 

atI'airs in the United States are frequently inffrior, both in 
point of capacity and of morality, to those ~hom aristocratic 
institutions would raise to power. But their interest is iden
tified and confounded with that of the majority of th~ir 
fellow-citizens. They may frequently be faithless and fre
quently mistaken, but they will never systematically adopt a 
line of Conduct hostile to the majority j and it is impossible 
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tllat they .honld give a dangerous 'Or an exclusive character 
to the government. 

• The mal-administration of a democratic magistrate is, 
moreover, a mere isolated fact, the effects of which do not 
last beyond the short period for which he- is elected. Corrup
tion and incapacity do not act as common interests, which 
connect men permanently with one another. A corrupt or 
an incapable magistrate will not concert his measures with 
another magistrate, simply because that individual is corrupt 
and incapable like himself; and 'these two men will never 
unite their endeavours to promote or screen the corruption or 
inaptitude of their remote posterity. The ambition and the 
manreuvres of the one will serve, on the contrary, to unmask 
the other. The vices of the magistrate in democratic states 
are usually those of his individual character. 

• Dut, under aristocratic governments, public men are 
swayed by the interest of their order, which, ifit is sometimes 
blended with the interests of the majority, is frequently dis
tinct from them. This interest is a common and lasting bond 
which unites them together. It induces them to coalesce, and 
combine their efforts towards attaining an end which is not 
always the happiness of the greateSt number; and it not only 
connects the persons in authority with each other, but links 
them also to a considerable portion of the governed, since a 
numerous body of citizens belongs to the aristocracy, without 
being investea with official functions. The aristocratic magis
trate, therefore, ,finds himself fJupported in his own natural 
tendencies by a portion of society itself, 88 well 88 by the 
government of which he is a member. 

'The common object which connects the interest of the 
magistrates in aristocracies with that of a portion of their co
temporaries, identifies it also with future generations of their 
order. They labour for ages to come 88 well as for their own 
time. The aristocratic magistrate is thus urged towards the 
same point by the passions of those who surround him, by his 
own, and, I might almost say, by those of his posterity. Is it 
wonderful that he should not resist? And hence it is that 
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minister, and where there are frequent changes oC 
ministrf, are far-sighted views of policy likely to be 
acted upon; whether the country be England or France, 
in: the eighteenth century or in the nineteenth.
Clllde and ill-considered legislation it! the character 
of all governments whose laws are made and acts of 
administration performed impromptu, not in pur
suance of a general design, but from the pressure of 
some present occasion j of all go·vernments in whi(:h 
the ruling power is to any great extent exercised by 
persons not trained to government as a business. It 
is true that the governmenta which have been cele
brated for their profound policy, have generally been 
aristocracies. But they have been very narrow aris
tocracies, consisting of so few members, that every 
member could personally participate in the business 
of administration. T~se· are the governments which 
have a natural tendency to be administered steadily
that is, according to fixed. principles. Every member 
of the governing body being trained to government 
as a. profession, like other professions they respect 
precedent, transmit their experience from generation 
to generation, acquire and pr~serve a set of traditions, 
and all being competent judges of each other's merits, 
the ablest easily rises to his proper level. The govern
ments of ancient Rome and modem Venice were of 
this character; and as all know, for ages conducted 
the affairs of those states with admirable constancy 
and skill, on fixed principles, often unworthy 
enough, but always eminently adapted to the ends of 
those governments. When the governing body. 

• A few sentences are here inserted from another paper by. the 
author. 
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whether it consists of the many or of a privileged class, 
is so numerous, that' the large majority of it do not 
and : cannot make the practice of government the 
main occupation of their lives, it is impossible that 
there should be wisdom, foresight, and caution in the 
governing body itself. These qualities must be found, 
if found at all, not in the body, but in those whom 
the body trust. The opinion ·of' a numerous ruling 
class is as fluctuating, as liable to be wholly given up 
to immediate impulses, as the opinion of the people. 
Witness the whole course of English history. All 
our laws have been mil-de ·on temporary im
pulses. In no country has the course of legisla
tion been less directed to any steady and consistent 
purpose. 

In so far as it is true that there is a deficiency of 
remarkable merit in American public men (and 
our author allows that there is a large number of ex
ceptions), the fact may pe~haps admit of a less dis
creditable explanation. America needs very little 
government. She has ~o wars, no neighbours, no 
complicated international relations; no old' society 
with its thousand abuses to reform; no half-fed and 
untaqght millions in want of food and guidance. 
Society in America requires little but to be let alone. 
The current affairs which her government bas to 

,transact can seldom demand much more than average 
capacity; and" it may be in the Americans a wise 
economy, not to pay the price of great talents when 
common ones will serve their purpose. We make 
these remarks by way of caution, not of controversy. 
Like many other partS' of our author's doctrines, that 0, which we are now speaking affords work for a sue-

D2 
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cession of thinkers and of accurate ob!lervers, and 
must in the main depend on future experience to con
firm or refute it. 

We now come to that on~ among the da.ngers of 
Democracy, respecting which 80 much has been sa.id, 
and which our author designates as c the despotism of 
the majority.' 

It IS perhaps the greatest defect of ~I. de Tocque
ville's book, that from the scarcity of exa.mples, his 
propositions, even when derived from observation, 
have the air of mere abstract ~peculations. lIe ~peaks 
of the tyranny ot the lJlajority in general phrases, 
but givetl hardly any instances of it, nor much inCI.'r
mation as to the mode in which it is practically ex
emplified. The omission was in the present instance 
the more excusable, as the despotism complained of 
was, at that time, politically at least, an evil i~ appre
hension more than in sufferance; and he· was uneasy 
rather at ihe total absence of security against the 
tyranny of the majority, than at the frequency of its 
actual, exertion. 

Events, however, which have occurred since the 
publication of the first part of M. de Tocque
ville's work, give indication of the shape which 

• tyranny is most likely to assume when exercised by a 
majority. 

It is not easy to surmise any inducements of inte
rest, by which, in a country like America, the greater 
number could be led to oppress the smaller. When 
the majority and the minority are spoken of as eon
flicting interests, the rich and the poor are generally 
meant; but where the rich are cont~nt with being 
rich, and do not claim as such any political privilege .. 
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their interest and that of the poor are generally the 
same: complete protection to property, and freedom in 
the disposal of it, are alike important to bot,h. When, 
'indeed, the poor are so poor that they can scarcely be 
worse off, respect on their part for rights of property 
wh~ch they cannot hope to share, is' never safely to be 
calculated upon. But where all have property, either 
in enjoyment or in re~onable hope, and an appre
ciable chance of acquiring a large fortune; and where 
every man's way of life proceeds on the confident 
assnrancc that, by superior exertion, he will obtain a 
superior reward; the importance of .inviolability of 
property is not likely to be lost sight of. It il! not 
affirmed of the Americans that they mak.e laws 
against the rich, or unduly press upon them in the 
imposition of taxes. If a labouring class, less happily 
circumstanced, could prematurely force themselves 
into influence over our own legislature, there might 
then be danger, not so much of violations of property, 
as of undue interference with contracts; unenlightened 
legislation, for the supposed interest ot: the .many; 
laws founded on mistakes in pqlitical economy. A 
minimum of. wages, or a tax on machinery, might be 
attempted: as silly and as inefficaciou~ attempts 
might be made to keep up wages by law, as were so 
long made by the British legislature to keep them 
down by the same means. We have no wish to see' 
the experiment tried, but we are fully convinced that 
experience would correct the one error as it has cor· 
rected the other, and in the'same. way; namely, by 
complete practical failure. 

It is not from the separate interests, real or imagi
nary, of ,the majority, that minorities are in danger; 
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but from its antipathies of religion, political party, or. 
·race ; and· eiperience in America seems to confirm 
what theory rendered probable, that the tyranny of 
the majority would not take the shape of tyrannical 
laws, -but that of a dispensing power over all law8, 
The people of Massachusetts passed no law prohibi~illg 

,Roman Catholic· schools, or, exempting Protestants 
from the penalties of incendiarism; they contented 
themselves with burning the Ursul.ine convent to the 
ground, aware that no jury would be found to redress 
the injury. In the same reliance the people of New
York and Philadelphia sacked and destroyed the 
h.ouses of the Abolitionists, and the schools and 
churehes of their black fellow-citizens, while numbers 
who took no share in the outrage amused themselv('s 
with the sight. The laws of Maryland still prohibit 
murder and burglary j but in un 2, a Baltimore mob, 
after destroying the printirlg office of a newspaper 
which had opposed the war with England, broke into 
the prison to which the editors had been conveyed for 
safety. murdered one of them, left the others for dead; 
and the criminals were tri('d and acquitted. In the 
same city. in 1835, a riot whic~ lasted four days, and 
the foolish. history of which is related in M. Ch~valier' s 
Letters, was occasioned by the fraudulent bank
ruptcy of the Maryland Bank. It is not 80 much the 
riots, in such instances, that are deplorable j these 
might have occurred in any country: it is the ina: 
possibility of obtaining aid from, an executive depen
dent on the mob, or justice from- juries which 
formed part of it: it is the apathetic cowardly truck
ling of disapproving lookers-on; almost a parallel to 
the passive imbecility of the people of Paris, ,.,-hen a 
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handful of hired assassiM perpetrated the massacres 
of September. F~r where .the .majority is the sole 
power, and a power iSRuing its mandates in the form 
of riots, it inspires a terror which the lllost arbitra;ry 
monarch often fails to excite. The silent sympathy 
of the majority may support on the scaffold the martyr 
of one man's tyranny; but if we would imagine the 
situation of a victim of the majority' itself, we must 
look to the annals of religious persecution for a 
parallel. . 

Yet, neither ought we· to forget that even this 
lawless ;violence is not so great, because not so lasting, 
an evil, as tyranny through the medium of the law. 
A tyrannical law remains; because, so long as it is 
submitted to, its existence does not weaken the 
general authority of the laws. But in America, 
tyranny will seldom use the instrument of law, 
because there is in general no permanent class to be 
tyrannized over. The subjects of oppression are 
casual objects .of popular resentment, who cannot be 
reached by law, but qnly by occasional acts of lawless 
power; and to tolerate these, if they everbtlcame 
frequent, would be consenting to live without law. 
Already, in the United States, the spirit of outrage 
has raised a spirit of resistance to outrage,. of moral 
resistance first, as was to be wished and expected: if 
that fuil, physical resistance will follow. .'I.'he majo
rity, like other despotic powers, will 'be taught by 
a.xperience that it cannot enjoy both the advantages 
of civilized society, and the barbarian liberty oftaking 
roen's lives and property at its discretion. Let it 
onc~ be gener~y understood that minorities will 
fight, and majorities will be shy of prOVOking them. 
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'l'he bad government of which there is any perma
nent danger under modern civilization, is in the fonn 
of bad laws and bad tribunals: government by the 
8ic volo eitheJ: of a king or a mob belongs to past 
ages, and can no more exist, for long together, out of 
the pale of Asiatic barbarism. 

The despotism, therefore, of the majority within 
the limits of civil life, though a real evil, does not 
appear to us to be a formidable one. The tyranny 
which we fear, and which 1\1. de Tocq~eville princi
pally dreads, is of another kind-a tyranny not over 
the body, but over the mind. 

It is the complaint of M. de Tocqueville, as well as 
of other travellers ih America, that in no country 
does there exist less independence of thought. In 
religion, indeed, the varieties of opinion which fortu
nately prevailed among those by whom the colonies 
were settled. have produced a toleration in law and in 
fact extending to the limits of Christianity. If by ill 
fortune there had happened to be a religion of the 
majority, the case would probably have been different. 
On every other subject, when the opinion of the 
majority is made up, hardly anyone, it is affirmed, 
dares to be of any other opinion, or at least to profess 
it. Thee statements are not clear as to the nature or 
amount of the inconvenience that would be suffered 
by anyone who presumed to question a received 
opmlOn. It seems certain, however, that scarcely any 
pers_on has that courage; that when public opinion 
considers ~ question as settled, no further discussion 
of it takes place; and that not only nobOdy dares 
(what everybody may venture upon in Europ~) to 
sayanythirig disrespectful to the public, or derogatory 
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to its opinions, but that its wisdom and virtue are 
perpetually celebrated with the most servile adulation 
and sycophancy. ' 

These considerations, which were much dwelt on 
in the author's First Part, are intimately connected 
with the views promulgated in his Second, respecting 
the influence of Democracy on intellect. 

The Americans, according to M. de Tocqueville, 
not only profess, but carry into practice, on. all sub
jects except the fundamental doctrines of Christianity 
and Ch~tian ethics, the habit of mind which has 
been so often inculcated as the one sufficient security 
against mental slavery---the rejection of authority, 
and the assertion of tp.e right of private judgment. 
They regard the traditions of the past merely in the 
light of materials; ~as. 'a useful study for doing 
otherwise and hetter.' They are not accustomed to 
look for gui~ance either to the wisdom of ancestors, 
or to eminent cotemporary wisdom, but require that 
the grounds on which they act shall be made level to 
their own comprehension. And, as is natural to those 
who govern themselves by common-sense rath;r than 
by science, their cast of mind is altogether unpe
dantic and practical; they go straight to the end, with
out favour or prejudice towards any set of ~eans, and 
aim at the substance of things, with something like a 
contempt for form. 

From such habits and ways of thinking, the conse
quence which would be apprehended by some would 
be a most licentious abuse of individual independence 
of thought. The fact is the reverse. It is impossible, 
as our author truly remarks, that mankind in general 
should form all their opinion$ for the~selves: an 
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authority from which they mostly derive them may 
b~ rejected· in theory. but it always exists in fact. 
That law above them, which older: societies have found 
in the traditions of antiquity. Ol' in the dogmas· of 
priests or philosophers, the Americans find iIi the 
opinions of one another. All being nearly equal in 
circumstances, and all nearly alike in intelligence and 
knowledge, the only authority which commands an 
involuntary dOeferenee is that 'of numbers. The more 
perfectly each knows himself the equal of every single 
individual. the more insignificant and helple~s he feeJs 
against the aggregate mass; and the more incredible 
it appears to him that the opinion of all the world 
can possibly be erroneous. • Faith in public opinion: 
·says M. de. Tocqueville. • becomes in such countries a 
species of religion, and the majop.ty its prophet. ' 
The idea that the things which the multitude belie\'e 
are still disputable, \s no longer kept alive by dissen
tient voices; the tight of private judgment. by being 
extended to the incompetent, ceases to be exercised 
even bl the competent; and speculation becomes pos
sible only within the limits traced, not as of old by 
the infallibility of Aristotle, but by that of.' our free 
and enlightened citizens,' or • our free and enlightened 
age.' 

On the influence of Democracy upon the cultiva
tion of science and art, the opinions of M. de Tocque
ville are highly worthy of attention. There' are 
many who, partly from theoretic considerations, and 
partly from the marked absence in America of ori
ginal efforts in literature, philosophy, or the fine arts, 
incline to believe that modern democracy is fatal to 
them, and that wherever its spirit spreads they will 
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take flight. lI. de Tocqueville is not of this opinion. 
The example of America, as he observes, ill not to 
the purpose, because America is, intellectually speak
ing, a.prov~nce of E~gland; a province in which the 
great occupation of the inhabitants is making .money, 
because fol' that they have peculiar facilities, and are 
therefore, like the people of Manchester or Birming
ham, for the most part contented to receive the higher 
branches of knowledge ready-made from the capital. 
In a deIl).bcratic nation, which is ~so free, and gene~ 
rally educated, our author is far from thinking that 
there will be no public to relish or remunerate the 
works of science and genius. Although there will 
be great shifting of fortunes, and no hereditary 
body of wealthy persons sufficient to form a class, 
there will be, he thinks, from the general activity 
and the absence of artificial barriers, combined with 
the aequality of human intelligence, a far greater. 
number of rich· individuals (injini1Izentpl7d no,ooreuiC) 
than in an aristocratic society. There will be, there
fore, though not so complete a leisure, yet a 1Jlisure 
extending perhaps to more persons; while from the 
close~ contact and greater mutual intercourse between 
classes, the love of intellectual pleasures and occupa
tions will spread downward. very wide]y among those 
who have not the same advantages of leisure. More
over, talents and knowledge being in a democratic 
socit!ty the only means of rapid improvement in for
tune, they will be, in the abstract at least, by no means 
undervalued; "hatever measure of them any persoll 
is capable of appreciating, he will also be desirous of 
possessing. Instead. therefore. of any neglect of 
science. and literature. th~ eager ambition which is 
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universal in such a state of society takes that direc
tion as well as. others, and the number of those who 
cultivate these pursuits becomes • immense.' 

It is from this fact-from the more active compe
tition in the products of intellect, and the more 
numerous public to which they are addressed-that 
M. de Tocqueville deduces the defects with which the 
products themselves will be chargeahle. In the mul
tiplicati.on of their quantity he sees the deterioration 
of their quality. ,Distracted by so great a multitude, 
the public can bestow but a; momenfs attention on 
each; they will be adapted, therefore, chiefly for 

. striking at the momen~. Deliberate approval, and a 
duration beyond the hour, become more and more 
difficult of attainment. What is wntten for the 
judgmint. of a highly instructed few, amidst the 
abundance of writings may very probably never reach 
them; and their suffrage, which never gave fiches, 
does not now confer even glory. But the multitude 
of buyers affords the possibility of great pecuniary 
succ~s and momentlU'y notoriety, for the work which 
is made up to please at once, and to please the many. 
Literature thus becomes not only a trade, but is 
carried on by th.:: maxims usually adopted by' other 
trades which live· by .the number, rather than by the 
quality, of their customers; that much pains need 
not be bestowed on commodities intended for the 
~general.market, and that what is saved in the work
manship 'may be more profitably expended in self
advertisement. There will thus be an immense mass 
of tlrird and fourth-rate productions, and very few 
first· rate. Even the turmoil and bustltl of a society 
in which every one is striving to get on, is in itself, 
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our author observes, not favourable to meditation. 
• 11 loegne dans Ie sein de ces nations un petit mouve
ment incommode, ube sorte de roulement incessant 
des homme!\ les uns sur les autres, qui trouQIE.' et dis
trait l'esprit sans l'animer et l'elever.' Not to mention 
that the universal tendency to action, and to rapid 
action, directs the taste to applications rather than 
principles, :md basty approximations to truth rather 
than scientific accuracy in it. • 

Passing now from ·the province of intellect to that 
of sentiments and morals. M. de Tocqueville is of 
opinion that the general softening of manners, and the 
remarkable growth, in modern times, of humanity and 
philanthropy, are in great part the effect of the 
gradual progress of social equality. Where the 
different classes of mankind are divided by impass;" 
able barrier;,!, each may have intense sympathies with 
his .own class, more intense than it is almost possible 
to have with mankind in general; but those who are 
far below him in eon<1ition are so unlike himself, that' 
he hardly considers them as human beings; ap.d If 
they are refractory and troublesome, will be unable 
to teel for them even that kindly interest which he 
experiences for his more unresisting domestic' cattle. 

~·.pur author cites a well-known passage of Madame de 
Sevign"e's Letters, in exemplification of the want of 
feeling exhibited even by good sort of persons towards 
those with whom they have no fellow-feeling. In 
America, except towards the slaves (an exception 
which proves • the rule,) he finds the sentiments of 
philanthropy and compassion almost universal, accom
panied by a general kindness of manner and obliging
ness of disposition, without much of ceremony and 
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punctilio. As all feel that they are not above the 
possible need of the good-will and good offices of 
others, every one is ready to afford his own. Th~ 
general equality penetrates also into the family rela.
tions: there is more intimacy, he think.s, than in 
Europe, between parents and children, but less, except 
in the earliest years, of paternal authority, and the 
filial respe'!t which is founded on it. This, how
ever, is among the topics which we must omit; as 
well as the connexion which our author attempts to 
trace between equality of conditions and strictness of 
domestic morals, and some other remarks on domestic 
society in America, which do not appear to us to be of 
any considerable value. 

M. de Tocqueville is of opini<1b, that one of the 
tendencies of a democratic state of society is to make 
everyone, in a manner, retire within himself, and 
concentrate his interests, wishes, and pursuits within 
his own business and household. 

The members of a democrati~ community are like 
the s,a.nds of the sea-shore, each very minute, and no 
one adhering to any other. There are no permanent 
clolsse!'l. and therefore no tapn"t de COrp8 " few here
diwy fortunes, and therefore few local attachmentR, 
or outward objects consecrated by family feeling. A 
man feels little connexion with his neighbours, little 
with his ancestors, little with his posterity. There 
are scarcely any ties to connect any two men together. 
except the common one of country. Now, the love 
of country is not, in large communities, a passion of 
spontaneous growth. 'Vhen a man's country is his 
.town, where his ancestors have lived for generations. 
of which he knows every inhabitant, and haa recol-
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lections, associated with every street and building
in which alone, of all places on the earth, he is not a 
stranger-which he' is perpetually called upon to 
defend in the field, and in whose glory or shame he 
has an appr~ciable share, made sensible by the con
stant presence and rivalry of foreigners; in such a 
state of things patriotism is easy. It was easy in the 
anci.ent republics, or in moderp Switzerland. But in 
great communities an intense interest in public affa.irs 
is scarcely natural, except to a member of an aristo
cracy, who alone has .so~onspicuous a position, and is 
80 personally identified with the conduct of the govern
ment, that his credit and consequence are essentially 
connected with the glory and power of the nation 
he belongs to; its glory and power (observe,) not the 
well-being of the bulk of its inhabitants, It is diffi
cult for an obscure person like the citizen of a deomo
cracy, who is in no way involved in the responsibility 
of public affa.irs, and cannot hope to exercise more 
than the minutest influence over them, to have the 
sentiment of patriotism as a living and- earneSt feel
ing, Th'ere being no intermediate objects for his 
attachments to fix upon, they fasten tl;temselves on 

'his own private affairs; and, according to national 
character and circum~tances, it becomes hI's ruling 
passion either to improve his condition in life, or to 
tak; his ease' and pleasure ~y the means which it 
already affords him. 

As, therefore, the state of society b~comes more 
democratic, it is more and more necessary to nourish 
patriotism by artificial means; and of these none are 
so efficacious as free institutions-a large and fre
quent intervention of the citizens in the management 
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of public business. Nor does the love of ~ountry 
alone requii-e this encouragement, but every feeling 
which connects men either by interest or sympathy 
with their neighbour" and fellow·citizens. Popular 
institutions are the grea~ means of rendering general 
in a people, and especially among the richer classes, 
the desire of be~ing useful in their generation j useful 
to the public, or to their neighbours without distinc
tion of rank; as well as coUrteous and unassuming in 
their habitual 'intercourse. 

'When the public is supreme. there is no man who does 
not feel the value of public good. will. or who does not endea
vour to court it by drawing to himself the esteem and affec
tion of those amongst whom he i8 to live. Many of the 
pasf\ion8 which congeal and keep asunder hnman hearts. are 
then obliged to retire. and hide below the surface. Pride 
must be dissembled j disdain doe8 not break out j selfishness 
is afraid of itself. Under a free government. as most public 
officers are elecnve. the men w hoae elevated minds or aspiring 
hope8 are too closely circumscribed in. private life, constantly 
feel th&.l; they cannot do without the population which sur
rounds them. lIen learn at 8uch timClt to think of their 
fellow-men from ambitious motives. and they frequently find 
it, in a manner. their inteJ'cst, to be forgetful of self. 

'I maY' here be .met by an objection, derived from elec
tioneering intrigues. the meannesses of candidate8, and tbe 
calumnies of their oppone'uts. These are opportunities of 
animosity which occur oftener. the more frequent elections 
become. Such evils are, doubtless, great, but they are tran
sient; whereas the benefits which attend them remain. The 
desire of being elected may lead some men for a time to 

, mutual hostility j hut this same desire leads all men, in the 
long run. mutually to support each other j and if it happens 
that an election accidentally severs two friends, the electoral 
system brings a multitude of citizen8 permanently together 
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who woulcl always have remai.ned unkno~n to each other. 
Freedom engenders private animosities, but despotism gives 
birtu to general indifference. . • . . . 

, A 'brilliant achievement may win for you the favour of a 
people at one stroke; but to earn the love and fespect of the 
PSlpulation which surrounds you, requires a long succession of 
little services and obscnre good offices, a constant habit of 
kindness, and an established reputation for disinterestedness. 
Local freedom, then, which leads a great number of citizens 
to valne the affections of their neighbours, and of those with 
whom they are in contact, perpetually draws men back to one 
another, in spite of the propensities which sever them j and 
forces them to render each other mutual assistance. 

f In the United States, the mqre opulent citizens take great 
care not to stand aloof from the people: on the contrary, they 
constantly keep on easy terms with them; they listen to 
tbem; they speak to them every day. They know that the 
rich, in democracies, always stand in need of the poor; and 
that in democratic times a poor man's attachment depends 
more on manner than on benefits conferred. The very magni
tude of such benefits, by setting. the difference of conditions 
in a strong light, causes a secret irritation to those who reap 
advantage from them; but the charm of simplicity of manners 
is almost irresistible .••••• This truth does not penetJilte at 
once into the minds of the rich. They generally resist it as 
long as the democratic revoluti~n lasts, and they do not 
acknowledge it immediately after that revolution is accom
plished. They are very ready to do good to the pCQple, but 
'they still choose to keep them at arm's length j they think 
that is sufficient, but ~hey are mistaken. They might spend 
fortunes thus, without warming th~ hearts of the population 
around them; that population does not ask them for the 
sacrifice of their money, but of their pride. 

'It would seem as if every imagination in the United 
States were on the stretch to invent means of increasing the 
wealth and satisfying the wants of tile public. The best in~ 
formed iuhabitants. of each district are incessantly using th,eir 

VOL. II. E 
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information to dillcover new means of augmenting the general 
prosperity i ·and, when they have made any such discoverics, 
they eagerly surrender them to the mass of the peoplc .•••. 

I I have often seen Americans make ~reat and realsacrificcs 
to the publiclVelfare i and I have a hundred times remarked 
that, in case of need, they hardly ever fail to lend faithful sup· 
port to each other. The free institutions which tbe inhabitants 
of the United States possess, and the political rights of which 
they make so much use, remind every ci tizen, and in a thousand 
ways, that he is a: member of society. They at every instant 
impress upon his mind the notion that it is the duty as well 
as the interest of men to· make themselves useful to thcir 
fellow-creatures i and as he sees no particular reason for dis
liking them, since he is never either their master or their 
slave, his heart readily leans to the side of kindness. Men 
attend to the interests of the public, first by necessity, after· 
wards 1'y choice i what was calculation becomes an in8tinct i 
and, by .dint of working for the good of one's fellow-dtizeus, 
the habit and the taste for serving them is at length 
acquired . 

• Many people in France consider equality of conditions as 
one evil, and political freedom as a second. When they are 
obliged to yield to the former, they strive at least to escape 
from 'the latter. But I contend that, in order to combat the 
evil8 which equality may produce~ there is only one effectual 
remedy-political freedom!-(vol iii. part ii. chap. 4.) 

• 
With regard to the tone of moral sentiment charac-

teristic of democracy, 1\1. de Tocqueville holds an 
opinton which we think deserves the attention of 
moralists. Among a class composed of personll who 
hav~ been born into a distinguished position, the' 
habitual springs of action will be very different from 
those of a democratic community.· Speaking gene
rally, (and making abstraction both of individual 
peculiarities, alld of the influence of moral cu.lture,~ 
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it may be said of the first, that their feelings and 
actions will be mainly under the influence of pride; 
of the latter, under that of. interest. Now, as in an 
aristocratic society the elevated class, though small in 
number, sets the fashion in opinion and feeling, even 
virtue will, in that state of 80ciety, seem to be most 
strongly recommended by arguments addressing them
I!clves to pride; in' a democrdcy, by those which address 
themselves to self-interest. In the one, we hear chiefly 
of the beauty and dignity of virtue, the grandeur of 
self-sacrifice; in the other, 'of honesty the best policy, 
the value of character, and the common interest of 
every individual in the good of the whole. 

Neither the one nor the other of these modes of 
feeling, our author is well aware, constitutes moral 

. excellence j which must have a deeper foundation 
than either the calculations of self-interest, or the 
emotions of self-flattery. But a~ an auxiliary to that 
bigher principle, and as far as possible a substitute 
for it when it is absent, the latter of the two, in his 
opinion, though the least sentimental, will st3.Jld the 
most wear. 

, The principle of enlightened self- interest is not a lofty one, 
. but it is clear and sure. It does not aim at mighty objects, but 
it attains, without impracticable efforts, all those at which it 
aims, As it lies within the reach of all capacities, every one 
can without difficulty apprehend and retain it. By its adap
tation to human weaknesses, it easily obtains great dominion; 
nor is its dominion precarious, since it employs self-interest 
itself to correct self-interest, and nses, to direct the passions, 
the very instrument which excites 'them. 

, The doctrine of enlightened self-interest produces no great 
acts of self-sacrifice, but it suggests daily small acts of self
denial. By itself it cannot suffice to make a virtuous man, 

:&2 
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but it disciplin{'S a multitude of citizens in habits of n-gularity, 
tcmp<'rance, moderation, foresight, self-command: and if it 
does 110t at 011l'e lead men to virtue by th"ir will, it drawl 
them gradually in that tlircction by their habits. I( the prin
ciple of I interest rightly undcr.-tood' ,,-ere to sWlY the ,.-hole 
moral world, extraordinary virtues would doubtl('8S be more 
rare i bnt I think that gro.. ... d,'pravily ",ould then al>iO be Il'M 

common. That principle, J><'rhaps, prevcnts lome men from 
rising far abm-e the le,'d of mankind; but a great number 
of others, who were falling below that level, are caught and 
upheld by it. Obst'ne rolUe few individuals, they are lowcred 
by it; suney mankind, it is rai"ed. 

I I am 110t afraid to say, that the principlc of enlightened 
self-intcrest ap!>,'an to me tbe best lIuited of aU philowllhical 
theories to thc wants of the mt'u of our time; and that I 
regard it as thcir chief remaiuing security against themM'lves. 
Towards it, therefore, the min,lll of the morali.;ts of our ~"C 
SllOUld turn; {"-en should they ju,lge it incomplete, it must 
nevrrtheless be adopted ILS necessary. 

I No power upon earth can llreTent the increasing t"qllality 
of conditions from impl'lling the human mind to 8t'l'k 'out 
w hat is useful, or from inclining every member of the commu
nity to coucentrate his alrt'etions on himself: It DlUl.lt there
fore be'expected that personal interest .ill become more than 
ever the principal, if not the sole, spring of mcn,'s actions; but 
it remains to be st'en how each man will understand his per
!!onal interest.. 

I I do not think that the doctrine of self-interest, as it is 
proll'ssed in America, is self-t"'itlent in all its parts; but it 
contains a great number of truths 80 t'vidl'nt, that men, if 
tht'y are but instructt'd, cannot fail to ae-e thrm. Instruct 
them, then, at all huaros; (or the age of implicit self-Qcritice 
and instiuctive virtues is already flying (ar a1l-ay from ns, and 
the time is fast approaching lI-hen freedom, public peace, and 
~ocial order itselt~ will not be aLle to exist without instruction.' 
-('-01. iii. ll''U1 ii. chap. 8.) 

M. ue Tocqucville considers~. uemocratic state of 
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society as eminently tending to give the strongest 
impulse to the desire of physical well-beittg. He 
ascribes this, not so much to the equality of conditions 
as to their mobility. In a country like America every 
one may acquire riches; no one, at least, is artificially 
impeded in acquiring them; and hardly anyone is 
born to them. Now, these are the conditions under 
which the passions which attach themselves to wealth, 
and to what wealth can purchase, are the strongest. 
Those who are Lorn in the midst of affluence are 
generally more or less UaBes to its enjoyments. They 
take the comfort or luxury to which they have always 
been accustoqled, as they do the air they breathe. It 
is not Ie but de la vie, but une 1Il01ziere de vim·e. An· 
aristocracy, whe~ put to the proof, has in general 
shown wonderful facility in enduring the loss of riches 
and of physical comforts. The very pride, nourished 
by the elevation which they owed to wealth, supports 
them under the privation of it. But to those who 
have chased riches laboriously for half their lives, to 
lose it is the loss of all; une vie 1Iliznfjuee; R'disap
pointment greater than can be endured. In a demo
cracy, again, there is no contented poverty. No one 
being forced to remain poor; !pany who were poor 
daily becoming rich, and the cOmforts of life being 
apparently within the reach of all, the desire to appro
priate them descends to the very lowest rank. Thus,-

< The desire of acquiring the comforts of the world haunts 
the imagination of the poor, and the dread of losing them that 
of the rich. Many scanty fortunes spring up; those who 
possess them have a sufficient share of physical gratifications 
to conceive a taste for those pleasures-not enough to ~htisfy 

~ . 
it. They never procure them without exertion, and they 
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never indulge in them without apprehension. They are there
fore always straining to pursue or to retain gratifications so 
precious, so incomplete, and 80 fugitive. 

• If I inquire what passion is most natural to men who are 
at once stimulated and circum~cribed by ~he obscurity of their 
birtli or the medil1crity of their fortune, I call discover none 
more peculiarly appropriate to them than this love of physical 
prosperity. The passion for physical comforts is e·sscntially a 
passion of the middle classes i with those classes it grows and 
8preads, and along with. them it becomes preponderant. 
From them it mounts into the higher orders of society, and 
descends into the mass of the people. 

f I never met in America with any citizen so poor 815 not to 
cast a glance of hope and longing towards the enjoyments of 
the rich, or whose imagination did not indulge itRelf by anti
cipation in those good things which fate still obstinately with
held from him. 

• On the other hand, I never perceived, amongst the 
wealthier inhabitants of the United States, that proud con
tempt of thc indulgences of riches, which is sometimes to be 
met with even in the most opulent and dissolute aristocracies. 
Most of these wealthy persons were once 'poor; they have felt 
the stimulus of . privation, they have long IItrug~led with ad. 
verse fdrtune; and now that the victory is won, the passions 
which accompanied the contest have survived it i their minds 
are, as it were, intoxicated by the petty enjoyments which 
they have pursued for forty years. . 

• Not but that in the·United States, as elsewhere, there are 
a certain number of wealthy persons, who, having come into 
their property by inheritance, possess, without exertion, an 
opulence they have not earned. But even these are not leu 
ilevotedly attached to the pleasures of material life. The love 
of physical comfort has become the predominant taste of the 
nation; the great current of man'. pas8ioll8 run. in that 
~hannel, and sweeps everything along in its COUl'8I?.'-(voL iii 
part ii. chap. 10.) 

A regulated sensuality thus established itself-the 
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parent of effeminaCy rather than of debauchery; pay
ing respect to the social'rights of other people ~nd to 
the opinion of the world; not' leading men away in 
search of forbidden enjoyments, hut absorbing them 
in the pursuit of permitted ones. This spirit is fre-. 
quently comQined with a 8pecie~ of religious morality; 
men wish to be as well off as they can in this world, 
without foregoing their chance of another: 

From the preternatural stimulus given to the desire 
of acquiring and of enjoying wealth, by the intense 
competition which necessarily exists where an entire 
population are the competitors, arises the restlessness 
so characteristic of American life. 

,'It is strange to see with what feveris~ ardour the Ameri
cans pursue their own welfare; and to watch the vague dread 
that constantly torments them lest they should not have 
chosen the shortest path ,which may lead to it. A native of 
the United States clings to this world's goods as if he were 
certain never to die, and is so hasty in grasping at all within 
his reach, that one would suppose he was constautly afraid of 
not living long enough to enjoy them. He clutches every
thing, he holds nothing fast, but soon loosens his g;asp to 

, pursue fresh gratifications. • • : •• 
, At first sight there is something surprising in this strange 

unrest of so many happy men, uneasy in the midst of abun
'dance. The spectacle is, however, as old as the :world; the 
,novelty ill to see a· whole people furnish an example of 
it .•••• 

'When all the privileges of birth and fortune are abolished, 
when all professions are accessible to all, and a man's own 
energies may place him at the top of allY one of them, an easy 
and unbounded career seems 'Open to his ambition, and he 
will readily persuade ':himself ·that he is born to no vulgar' 
deRtinies. But .this !s an erroneous notion, which is corr~cted 
by daily experience. The same equality which allows every 
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citizen to conceive these lofty hopes, renders' all tile citizcns 
individually feeble. It circumscribes their powers on every 
side, while it gives freer scope to their desires. Not o~y are 
they rerstrainrd by their own lI"eakne~, but they are metat every 
step by immense obstacles which they did not at first perceive. 
They have swept away the privileges of some of tbeir fcllow
creatures which" stood in their way i but they have now to 
encounter the competition of all. The barrier has changed its 
shape rather than its place. "·hen men ~re nearly alike, and 
all follow the same track, it is very difficult for anyone indi
vidual to get on fast, and cleave a way through the hom~e
neous throng which surrounds and presses npon him. This 
constant strife between the wishes springing from the equality, 
of conditions and the means ~t supplies to satisfy them, 
harasses and wearies the mind.'-{vol. iii. part ii. chap. 13.) 

And hence. according to M. de Tocqueville, while 
everyone is devoured by ambition. hardly anyone 
is ambitious on a large scale. Among so many com
petit~rs for but a few gr~at prizes, none of the 
candidates starting from the vantage ground of an 
elevated social position, very few can hope to gain 
those ,rrizes. and they not until" late in life. Men in 
general, therefore, do not look so high. A vast energy 
of passion in a whole community. is developed and 
squandered in the petty pursuit of petty advance
ments in fortime. and the hurried snatching of petty 
pleasures. 
" To sum up our author's opinion of the dangers to 
which maukind are liable as they advance toward:f 
equality of condition: his fear, both in government and 
in intellect and mora)s, is not of too great liberty, but of 
too ready submission j not of anarchy, but of servility j 
not of too rapid change, but of Chin.ese stationariness. 
As democracy a~vances. the" opinions of mankind on 
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most subjects of general interest will become, he be
lieves, as compared with any furmer period, more 
rooted and more difficult to change; and,mankind 
are more and more in danger of losing. the moral 
courag(,l and pride of independeIl;ce, which make them 
deviate from the beaten path, either in specula.tion 
o! in conduct. Even in politics, it is t~ be apprehended 
lest, feeling their personal insignincance, and conceiv
ing a. prop'orlionally vast idea of the importance of 
society at 1arge; being jealous, moreover, of one < 

another, but not jealous of the central power which 
derives its origin from the majori~y, or which' at least 
is the faithful representative of its desire to annihilate 
every intermediate power-they should allow that cen
tral government to assume more and more control, en
gross more and more of the business of society: and; 
on condition of making itself the organ cf the general 
mode of feeling and thinking, should suffer it to 
relieve mankind from the care . of their own interests, 
and keep them under a kind of tutelage; trampling 
meanwhile with, considerable recklessness, ·as oftpn as 
couvenient, upon the· rights of individuals, in the 
name of society anq the public good. 

Against these political evils the corrective to which 
our author looks is popular education, and, above all, 
the spirit of liberty, fostered by the extension and 
dissemination of political rights. Democratic insti. 
tutions, therefore, ·are his remedy for the worst mis· 
chiefs to which a democratic state of society is exposed. 
As for those to which democratic institutions are 
themselves liable, these, he holds, society must struggle 
with, and bear with so much of them as it cannot 
find the means of conquering. For M. de Tocque. 
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ville is no believer in the reality of mixed govern
ments. There is, he says, always and everywhere, a 
strongest power: in every government E;ither the king, 
th~ aristocracy, or the people, have an effective °pre_ 
dominance, and can carry any point on which they 
set their heart. 'When a community really comes to 
have a mixed government, that is, to be equally 
divided between otwo adverse principles, it is either 
falling into a revolutionary state or into dissolution.' 
M. de TocqueviIle believes that the preponderant 
power, which must exist everywhere, is most rightly 
placed in the body ~f tlie people. But he thinks it 
most pernicious that this power, whether residing in 
the people or elsewhere, should be • checked oby no 
obstacles which may retard its course, and force it to 
moderate its own vehemence.' The difference, in his 
eyes, is great between one sort of democratic institu
tions and another. That form of democracy should 
be sought out and devi~ed, and in every way en
deavoured to be carried into prl!ctice, which, on the 
one ~and, most exercises and cultivates the intelli
gence and mental activity of the majority j and, on 
the other, bOreaks the headlong impulses of popular 
opinion, by delay, rigour of forms, and adverse dis
cussion. • The organization and the establishment of 
democracy' on these principles • is the great political 
problem of our time.' 

And when this problem is solved, there remains an 
equally serious one; to make head against the ten
dency of democracy towards bearing down individu
ality, and circumscribing the exercise of the human 
faculties within narrow limits. To sustain the higher 
pursuits of philosophy and art j to vindicate and 
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protect tlle unfettered exercise of reason, and the 
moral freedom of the individual-these are purposes 
to which, under a democracy, the· superi?r sPiSts, 
and the government so far as it is permittM, 'Should 
devote their utmost energies. 

, I shall conclude by one general idea, which comprises not 
only all the patticular ideWl which have been expr.essed in the 
present chapter, but also most of those which it is the object 
of this Look to treat of. 

'In the ages of aristocracy which preceded our own, there 
were private persons of great power, and a social authority of
extreme weakness. The princifal efforts of the men of tho~e 
times were required, to strengthen, aggrandize, and secure the 
supreme power i and, on the other hand, to circumscribe 
indivirlual independence within narrower limits, and to sub
ject private interests to public. Other perils and other cares 
await the men of our age. Amongst the greater part of 
modern nations, the government, whatever may be its origin, 
its constitution, or its name, has become almost omnipotent, 
and private persons are falling, more and more, into the lowest 
stage of weakness and dependence. 

'The general character of old society was diversity i ~ity 
and uniformity were nowhere to be met with. In modern 
~iety, all things threaten to become 80 much alike, that the 
peculiar characteristics of each individual will be entirely lost 
in the uniformity of the general aspect. Our forefathers were 
ever prone to make an improper use of the notion, that 
private rights ought to be respected; and we are naturally 
prone, on the other hand, to exaggerate the idea, that the 
interest of an. individual ought to bend to the interest of the 
many. 

'The political world is metamorphosed i new remedies 
must henceforth be sought for new disorders. To lay down 
extensive, but distinct and immovable limits to the action of 
the rt.ling power i to confer certain rights on private persons, 
and secure to them the undisputed enjoyment of their 
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rights; ,to enable in~ividual man to maintain whatever inrle
'pendence, strength, and originality he IItill posscsses; to raip,e 
him by the side of :society at large, and uphold him in that 
position i-these appear to me the main objects for tho 
legislator in the age upon which we ,are now entering. 

I It wbuld seem as if the rulp.l'!I of our time 80ught only to 
use men in order to' effect great things; I ",ish that they 
would try a.Iittle more to make great men; that trlf~y would 
set less value upon the work, and more upon the workman; 
that they would never forget that a nation pan not long 
remain strong when every man belonging to it is individually 
weak i and that no form or combination of 80cial polity hal! 
yet been devised to make an energetic people, out of a com
munity of citizens persQnally feeble and pusillanimrJus!
(voL. iv. part iv .. chap. 7.) 

If we were here to close tbis article, and leave 
tbese noble speculations to produce their effect "itL. 
out furtber comment, the reader probably would not 
blame us. Our. recommendation is not needed in 
tbeir behalf. That nothing on the whole com'parable 

, in profundity to them has yet been writteI) on Demo
cracy, will scarcely be disputed by anyone ,who lias 
read even our hasty abridgment of them. We lD ust 
guard, at the same time, against attaching to these 
conclusions, or to any others that can result from 
such inquirie~, a character of scientific certainty that 
can never belong to them. Democracy is too recent 
a phenomenon, and of too great magnitude, for any 
one who now lives to comprehend its consequences. 
A few 0'£ its more immediate tendencies' may be per
ceived or surmised; what other tendencies, destined 
to overrule or to combine with these, lie behind. 
there are not grounds even to conjecture. If we 
reve~ to any similar fact in past history, any change 
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in llllman affairs a.pproaching in ~reatness to what is 
passing before our eyes, we shall find that no predic
tion which could have been made at the time, or for 
many generat,ions afterwards, would have borne any 
resemblance to what has actually been the course of 
events. 'When the Greek commonwealths were 
crushed, and liberty in the civilized world apparently' 
extinguished by the M:acedonian invaders; w!:ten a 
rude unlettered people of Italy stretched their con
quests and their' dominion from one end to the other 
of the known world; when that people in turn lost 
its freedom and its old institutions, and fell under 
the military despotism of one of its own citizens j
what similarity is there between the effects we now 
know to have been produced by these causes, and 
anything which the wise~tperson could then have 
anticipated from them? When the Roman empire, 
containing all the art, science, literature. and industry 
of the world, was overrun, ravl!ged,"and aismembered 

, by hordes of barbarians, everybody lamented the 
destruction of civilization, in an event which is now 
admitted to have been the necessary condition of its 
renovation. 'When the Christian religion had existed 
but for two centuries-when the Pope was only begin
ning to assert his ascendancy-what philosopher or 
statesman co~d have foreseen the destinies of Chris
tianity, or the part which has been acted in history 
by the Catholic Church? It is thus with all other 
really great historical facts-the invention of gun
po)vder for instance, or of the printing-press; even 
when their direct operation is as exactly meastlr'dble, 
because as strictly mechanical, as these were, the 
mere scale on which they operate gives birth to end-
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less consequences, of a kiIfd which would 11ave 
appeared visionary to the most far-seeing cotemporary 
wisdom. 

It is not, therefore, without a deep sense of the 
uncertainty attaching to such predictions, that the 
wise would hazard an opinion as to the fate of man
kind under the new democratic di!!pensation. nut 
without pretending to judge confidently of remote 
tendencies, those immediate ones which are already 
developing themselves require to be dealt with as we 
treat any of the other circumstances in which we are 
placed i-by encouraging those which are salutary, 
and working out the means. by which such as are 
hurtful may be counteracted. To exhort men. to 
ihis, and to aid them in doing it, is the end for 
which :M:. de Tocqueville has written: and in the 
sa.me spirit we will now venture to· make one criti
cism upon hjm i-to point out one correction, of which 
we think his -viewi\ stand in need; and for want of 
which they have occasionally an air of over-subtlety 
and.false refinement, exciting the distrust of common 
readers; and making the opinions themselves appear 
less true, and less practically important, than, it 
seems to us, they really are . 

.1\1. de 1'0cqueville, then, has, at least apparently, 
confounded the effects of Democracy with the effects 
of Civilization. He has bound up in one abstract 
idea the whole of the tendencies of modem commer
cial society, and given them one name--Democracy; 
thereby letting it· be supposed that he ascribes to 
equality of conditions,. several of the effects naturally 
arising from the mere progress of national prosperity, 
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in the form in which that progress manifests itself in 
modern times. 

It is no doubt true, that among the tendencies of 
commercial civilization, a tendeney to the equaliza
tion of conditions is one, and not the least conspi
cuous. 'Then a nation is advancing in prosperity-· 
when its industry is expanding, and its capital rapidly 
augmenting-the number also of those who possess 
capital increases in at least as grp.at a proportion; 
and though the distance between the two extremes of 
society may not be much diminished, there is a rapid 
multiplication of those who occupy the intermediate 
positions. There may be princes at one end of the 
scale and paupers at the other; but between them 
there will be a respectable and well-paid class of 
artizans, and a middle· class who combine properly 
and industry. This may be called, and is, a tendency 
to equalization. But this growing equality is only 
one of the features of progressive- civilization; one of 
the incidental effects of the progress of industry and 
wealth: a most important effect, and one whi-;;h, as 
our author shows, re-acts in a hundred ways npon 
the other effects, bnt not therefore to be confounded 
with tbe canse. _ 

So far is it, indeed, from being admissible, that 
mere equality of conditions i!t the mainspring of those 
moral and social phenomena which M. de Tocqueville 
has characterized, that when some unusual chance 
exhibits to ns equality of conditions by itself, severed 
from that commercial state of society and that pro-

'-gress of industry of which it is the na~~ concomi
tant. it produces few or none of the moral effects 
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ascribed to it. Consider, for 'instance, the French of 
Lower Canada. Equality of conditions is more uni
versal there than in the United St~tes i for the whole 
people, without exception, are in easy circumstances, 
and there are not even that considerable number of 
rich individuals who are to be found in aU the great 
towns of the American Republic. Yet do wo find 
in Canada that go-ahead spirit-that restless, impa.
tient eagerness for improvement in circumstances
that mobility, that shifting and fluctuating, now up 
now down, now here now there:-that absence of 
classes and class-spi~it-that jealousy of superior 
attainments-that want of deference for authority 
and leadership-that ha;bit of bringing things to the 
rule and square of each man's own understanding
which M. de Tocqueville imputes to the same cause 
in t,h,e United States? In all these respects the very 
contr~ry qualities prevail. We by no means deny 

. that where the other circumstances which detcrmine 
these effects exist, equality of condition's has a very 
perceptible efle~t incorroboraiing them. 'Ve think 
1\1. de Tocqueville h~s shown that it has. But that 
it is the exclusive, or even the principal cause, we 
think tlle example of Canada goes far to disproye. 

For the reverse of this experiment, we have only 
to look at home. Of all· countries in a state of pro
gressive commercial civilization, Great Britain is that 
in 'which the equalization of conditions has made 
least prog~ess. The extremes of wealth and poverty 
are wider apart, and there is a more numerous body 
of persons at each extreme. than in any other com
mercial cpmmunity. From the habits of the popu
latiom iij. regard to marriage, the poor have. remained 
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poor i from the laws which tend to keep large masses 
of property together, the rich have remained rich i and 
often, when they have lost the substance of riches, 
have retained its social advantages and outward trap
pings, Great fortunes are continually accumulated, 
and seldom redistributed. In this respect. thel;efore, 
England is the most complete contrast to the United 
States. But in commercial prosperity, in the rapid 
growth of industry and wealth, she is the next after 
America, and not very much inferior to her. Accord
ingly we appeal to all competent observers, whether, 
in. nearly all the moral and intellectual features of 
American society, as represented by M. de Tocque
ville, this country does not stand next to America? 
whether, with the .single diierence of onr remaining 
respect for aristocracy, the American people, both in 
their good qualities and in their defects, resemble 
anything so much as an exaggeration of our own 
middle class? whether the spirit, which is gaining. 
more and more the ascendant with us, is not in a very 
great degree American? and whether all the moral 
elements of an American state of society are not most 
rapidly growing up? I 

For example, that entire unfixedness in the social 
position of individuals-that treading upon the heels 
of one another-that habitual dissatisfaction of each 
with the position he occupies, and eager desire to 
push himself into the next above it-has 'not this 
become, and is it not becoming more and more, an 
English characteristic? In England, as well as in 
America, it appears to foreigners, and even to English
men recently returned from a foreign . country, as if 
every~ody had but ·one wish~to improve his condi· 

VOL. II. 'Ii' 
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tion, never to ~njoy it j as if no Englishman C3l'N to 
cultivate either the pleasures or the Tirt1Je'S corre
sponding to his station ip. society. but sole)y to get 
out of it u quickly as possible; or if that canJlot Le 
done, and until it is done, to seem to have got out of 
it. • The hypocrisy d luxury,' as 1I. de Tocqueville 
ciI.lls the maintaining an appearance beyond one'. real 
expenditure, he considers as a democratic peculiarity. 
It is surely aD. English one. The highest class of all. 
indeed, is, 88 might be expected, comparatively 
exempt from these bad peculiarities. But the very 
existence of such a class, whose immunities and poli
tical priTileges are attainable by wealth, ~nd.t to 
aggravate the struggle of the other cla. .. ses for the 
possession of that passwrt to all. other importance j 

and it perhaps required the example of America to 
prove that the • sabbathless pursuit of wealth' could 
be 88 intensely prevalent, where there were no aristo-
cratic distinctions to tempt to it. • 

Again, the mobility and fluctuating nature of indi
vid~a1 relations-the absence of permanent ties, local 
or personal; how often has this been commented on 
88 one ofthe organic changes by which the ancient 
structure of English society is becoming dissolveJ r 
Without reverting to the days of clanship, or to those 
in which the gentry led a patriarchal life among tlleir 
tenantry and neighbours, the -memory of man extends 
to a time when the same tenants remained attached 
to the same landlords, the same servants to the same 
household. But this, with other old customs, after 
progressively retiring to the remote comers of C'ur 
island, has nearly tUea flight altogether; and it may 
now be said. that in all the relations of life, except 
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those to which law and religion have given perma
nence, change has become the, general rule, and 
constancy the exception. 

The remainder of the tendencies which M. de 
Tocqueville has delineated, may mostly be brought 
under o~e general agency as their immediate cause; 
the growing insignificance of individuals in compa
rison with the mass. Now, it would be difficult to 
show any country in which this insignificance is more 
marked and conllpicuous than in England, or any 
incompatibility between that tendency and aristocratic 
institutions. It is not because the indiViduals com
posing. the mass are all equal, but because the masa 
itself has grown to so immense a size, that individuals 
are powerless in the face of it; and because the mass, 
having, by mechanical improvements, become capable 
of acting simultaneously, can compel not merely any 
individual, but any' number of individuals. to bend 
before it. The House of Lords is the richest and 
most powerful collection of persons in Europe, yet 
they not only could not prev:ent. but were themsflves 
compelled to pass, the Reform Bill. The daily actions 
of every peer and peeress are fulling more· and more 
under the yoke of 6our!Jeou opinion; they feel every 
day a stronger necessity of showing an immaculate 
front to the world. When they do venture to disre
gard common opinion, it is in a body. and when sup
ported by one another; whereas formerly every noble
man acted on lils own notions. and dared be as 
eccentric as he plea-qed. No rank in society is now 
exempt from the fear of being peculiar. thl? unwil. 
lingness to be, or to be thought. in any respect 
original. Hardly anything now depen<ls upon indi. 

l!'2 
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viduals, but all upon classes, and among classes 
mainly upon the middle class. That class is now 
the power in society, the arbiter of fortune and suc
cess. Ten times more money is made by supply
ing the wants, even the superfluous wants, of the 
middle, nay of the lower classes, than those of the 
higher. It is the middle class that now rewards even 
literature and art; the books by which most ruoney 
is made are the cheap books; the greatest part of the 

. profit of a picture is the profit of the engraving from 
it. Accordingly, all the intellectual effects which 
M. de Tocqueville ascribes to Democracy, are taking 
place under the democracy of the middl~ class. 
There is a greatly augmented number of moderate 
successes, fewer great literary and scientific reputa
tions. Elementary and popular treatises are im
mensely multiplied, superficial information far more 
widely diffused; but there. are fewer who devote 
themselves to thought for its own sake, and pursue 
in retirement those prof~under researches, the results 
of which can only be appreciated by a few.' Lite
rary-productions are seldom highly finished-they are 
got up .to be read bj many, and to be read but once. 
If the work sells for If. day, the author's time and 
pains will be better laid out in writing a second, than 
in improving the first. And this is not because books 
are nc longer written for the· aristocracy: they never 
were ';0. The aristocracy (saving individual excep
tions) never were a. reading class. It is because 
books are now written for a numerous, and therefore 
an unlearned public; no longer principally for' scho
lars and men of science, who have knowledge of their 
own, and are not imposed upon by half-knowledge-
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who Itava studied the great works of genius, ~nd can 
make comparisons. * 

As for the decay of authority, and diminution of 
respect for traditional opinions, this could not well be 
so far advanced among an ancient people-all whose 
political notions rest on an historical basis, and whose 
institutions themselves are built on prescription, 
and not on ideas of expediency-as in America, 
where the whole edifice of government was constructed 
within the memory of man upon abstract principles. 
But surely this change also is taking place as fast as. 
could be expected under the circumstances. And 
even tbis effect, though it lias a more direct connexion 
with Democracy, has not an exclusive one. Respect 
for old opinions must diminish wherever science and 
knowledge are rapidly progressive. As the people in 
general become aware of the recent date of the most 
impol'tant physical discoveries, they are liable to form 
a rather contemptuous opinion of their ancestors . 

• 
• On this account, among others, we think :M. de Tocquevill~-right 

in theelP'eat importance he attaches to the study of Greek and Roman 
literature; not as being without faults. but 8.B having the contrary 
faults to those of our own day. Not only do those literatures fnrnish 
examples of high finish and perfection in workmanship. to correct the 
slovenly habits of modern hasty writing. but they exhibit, in the mili
tary and agricultural commonwealths of antiquity. precisely that order 
of virtues in which a commercial society is apt to be deficient; and 
they altogether show human nature on a grander scale: with leslI 
benevolence but more patriotism, less'sentiment but more self-control; 
if a lower average of virtue, more striking individual examples of it; 
fewer small goodnesses, but more greatness. and appreciation of great
ness; more which tends to exalt the imagination, and inspire high 
conceptions of the capabilities of human nature. If, as every one may 
see, the want of affinity of these studies to the modem mind is gradually 
lowering them in popular estimation, this is but a confirmation of the 
need of them. and renders it more incumbent upon those who have the 
power, to do their utmost towards preventing their decline. 
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The mere visible truths of scientific progress in a 
wealthy society, the mechanical ·improvements, the 
steam-engines, the railroads, carry the feeling of ad
miration· for modern and disrespect for ancient timet 
down even to thel wholly uneducated classes. For 
that other mental characteristic which M. de Tocque
ville finds in America-a positive, matter-of· fact spirit 
-a demand that all things shall be made clear to eacb 
man's understanding--:-an indifference to the subtler 
proofs which address themselves to more cultivated 
and systematically exercised· intellects; for what 
may be called, in short, .the dogmatism of com
mon seuse-we need not look" beyond our own country. 
There needs no Democracy to account for this; there 
needs only the habit of energetic action, witho~t a 
proportional development of th~ taste for !>peculation. 
Bonaparte was one of the most 'remarkable examples 
of it; and the diffusion of half-instruction, without 
any sufficient provision made by society for sustaining 
the higher cultivation, tends greatly to "encourage its 
exce~s. 

Nearly all those moral and social influences, there
fore, which are the subject ·of M. de Tocqueville's 
second part, are shown ·to be iIi full operation in aris
tocratic England. What connexion they have with 
fqUality is with the growth of the middle class, not 
with the annihilation of the extremes: They are 
quite compatible with the existence of peers and pro
te/aires; nay, with the most abundant pJ:ovision of 
both those varieties of human nature. If we were 
sure of retaining for ever our aristocI""cltic institutions, 
society would no less· have to struggle against all these 
tendencies; and perhaps even the loss of those insti~ 
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tutions would not have so much effect as is supposed 
in a.ccelerating their triumph. 

The evil is not in the preponderance of a demo
crati~ class. but of any class. The defects which, M. 
de TocqueviUe points out in' the ~erican, and which 
we see in the modem English mind, are the ordinar,. 
ones of a commercial class. The portion of society 
which is predominant in America, aud that which is 
attaining predominance here, the American Many, and 
our middle class, agree in being commercial classes. 
The one country is affording;l complete, and the other 
a progressive exemplification, that whenever any 
variety of human nature becomes preponderant in a. 
community, it imposes upon all the rest of society ,its 
own type; forcing all, either to submit to it or to 
imitate it. 

It is not in China. only tha.t a. homogeneous com
munity is naturally a. stationary comr:nunity. The 
unlikeness of one person to another is not only a 
p'rinciple of improvement, but would seem almost to 
be iheonly prin;iple. It is profoundly rema.rke~' by 
M. Guizot, that the short duration or stunt,ed growth 
of the earlier civilizations arose from this, that in 
each of them some one element of human improve
ment existed exclusively, or so preponderatingly as 
to overpower all the others; whereby the community, 
after accomplishing rapidly all which that one ehiment 
Could do, either perished for want of what it could 
not do, or came to, a. ~alt, and became immoveable. 
It would be an error to suppose that such coul~ not. 
possibly be our fate. In the generalization which 
pronounces the 'Jaw of progress' to be ~n inherent 
attribute of human nature, it is forgotten tha.t, among 
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the inhabitants of our earth, the European family of 
nations is the only one which haS' ever yet shown any 
capability of spontaneous improvement, beyond a 
certain low level. Let us beware of supposing that 
we owe this pecullrity to any superiority of nature, 
and not rather to combinations of circum stance II, which 
have existed nowhere else, and may not exist for ever 
among ourselves. The spirit ef commerce and in
dus~ry is one of the greate!!t instruments not only of 
civilization in the narrowest, but of improvement and 
culture in the widest sense: to it, or to its conse
quences, we owe nearly all that advantageously distin
guishes the present period from the middle a~es. So 
long as other co-ordinate elements of improvement 
existed beside it, doing what it left undone, and keep
ing its exclusive tendencies in equipoise by an opposite 
order of sentiments, principles of action, and modes 
of thought-so· long the benefits which it conferred 
on humanity were unqualified. But example and 
theory alike justify the expectation, that with its 
com:plete preponderance would commepce an era either 
of stationariness or of decline. 

If' to avert this consummation it were necessary 
that the class which wields the strongest power in 
society should be prevented from exercising its 
strength, or that those who are powerful enough to 
overthrow the government should not claim a para
mount control over it, the case of civilized nations 
would be alr;nost hopeless. But human affairs are 
not entirely governed by mechanical laws, nor men's 
characters wholly and irrevocably formed by their 
situation in life: Economical and social changes, 
though among the greatest., arc not the only force» 
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wInch shape the course of our species; ideas are not 
always the mere signs and effects of social circum
stances, they are themselves a power in history. Let 
the idea take hold of the more generous and cultivated 
minds, that the most serious dapger to the future 
prospects of mllnkind i~ in the unbalanced influence 
of the commercial· spirit-let the wiser and better
hearted politicians and public teachers look upon it 
as their most ptessi~g duty, to protect and strengthen 
whatever, in the h~art of man or in. his outwal'd life. 
can form a salutary check to the exclusive tendencies 
of that spirit-and we should not only have individual 
testimonies against it, in all the forms of genius. from 
those who have the privilege of speaking not to their 
own age merely. but to all time; there would also 
gradually shape itself forth a national education, 
which, without overlooking any other of the requisites 
of human' well-being, would be adapted to this purpose 
in particular. 

What is requisite in politics for the same end, is 
not that public opinion should not be, what it i~.and 
must be, the ruling power; but that, in order to the 
formation of the best public opinion, . there should 
exist somewhere a great social support for opinions 
and sentiments different from those of the mass. The 
shape which that support may best a~sume is a ques
tion of time, place, and circumstance; but tin a com
mercialcotintry, and an age when, happily for 
mankind, the military spirit is gone by) there can be 
no doubt about the elements which must compose it; 
they are, an agricultural class, a leisured class, and a 
learned class. 

The natural tendencies of an agricultural. class art) 
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in many respects the reverse of those of a manufac
turing and commercial. In the first place, from 
their more scattered position, and less exercised acti
vity of mind, they have usually a greater willingness, 
to look np to, and accept of, guidance. In the next 
place, they are the class who hate local attachmeJlts ; 
and it is astonishing how much of character depends 
upon this one circumstance. If t11..e atiricultural spirit 
is not felt in America as & counterpoise to the com
mercial, it is because American agriculturists have no 
local. attachments; they range from place to place, 
and are to all intents and purposes a commercial class. 
But in an old country, where the Ilame family has 
long occupied the same land, the case will n;aturaUy 
be different. From attach'ient to places, follows 
attachment to persons who are associated with those 
places. Though no longer the permanent !ie which 
it once was, the connexion between tenants and land
lords is one not lightly broken off ;---<>ne which both 
'parties, when they enter into it, desire and hope will 
be Ffrmanent. Again, with attachment to the place 
comes generally attachment to the occupation: a 
farmer· seldom becomes anything but a farmer. The 
rage of money-getting can scarcely, in .agricultural 
occupations, reach any dangerous height:· except 
where bad laws have aggravated the natural fluctua
tions of price, there is little room for gambling j the 
rewards of industry and skill are sure but moderate; 
an ~griculturist can rarely make a. large fortune. A 
lllanufacturer or merchant, nnless he can outstrip 
others, knows that others will outstrip him, and ruin 
hlm; while, in the irksOme drudgery to which he 
su.bjects himself as a means, there is nothing agree-
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able to d,vell on except the ultimate end. But 
agriculture is in itself an interesting occupation, 
which few wish to retire froml and which men 
of· property and education often ·pursue merely for 
their amusement. Men so occupied are satisfied with 
less gain, and are less impatient to· realize it.. Our 
town population, it has long been remarked, is becom
ing almost as mobile and uneasy as the American. It 
ought not to be so with our agriculturists; they 
ought to be the counterbalancing element in our 
national character j they should represent the type 
opposite to the commercial,-that of moderate wishes, 
tranquil tastes, culfivation of the excitements and 
enjoyments near at hand, and compatible with their 
existing position. 

To attain this object, how much alteration may be 
requisite in the system of rack-renting and tenancy at 
will, we cannot undertake to show in this place. . It 
is sufficiently obvioulil also that the corn-laws must 
disappear; there must be no feud raging between the 
commercial class and that by whose influence •• and 
example .its excesses are to be tempered: men arE} not 
prone to adopt the characteristics of their ene~ies. 
Nor is this all.. In order that the agricultural popu
lation should count for anything in politics,' or con
tribute its part to the formation of the national cha
racter, it is absolutely necessary that it should be 
educated. And let it be rememb~red that. in an· 
agricultural people, the diffusion of information ~nd 
intelligence must necessarily. be artificial i-the work 
of government, or of the superior classes. In popu. 
lous towns, the mere collisiotl of man: ",ith ~an. the 
keenness of competition. the habits of society and dis. 
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cussion, the easy access to reading-even the dulne!\s 
of the ordinary occupations, which drives men to 
other excitements-produce of themselves a. certain 
development of intelligence. The least favoured class 
of a town population are seldom actual1y stupid, and 
have often in sOlne directions a morbid keenness and 
acuteness. It is otherwise with the peasantry. 
Whatever it is desired that they ,should know: they 
must be taught j whatever intelligence is expected to 
grow up among them~ must first be implanted, and 
sedulous1y nursed. . 

It is not needful to go into a similar analysis of 
the tendencies of the other two classes-a leisured, 
and a learned class. The capabilities which they 
possess for controlling the excess of the commercial 
spirit by a contrary spirit, are at once apparent. 'Ve 
regard it as one of the greatest advantages of this 
country over America, that it possesses both these 
classes j and we believe that the inte~esh of the time 
to come are greatly dependent upon preserving them;' 
and J?pon their being rendered, as they mu<;:h require 
to be, better and 1>etter qualified for their important 
functions. 

If we believed that the national character of Eng
land, instead of reacting upon the American character 
and raising it, was gradually assimilating itself to 
those points of it which the best and wisest Ameri
cans see with mo~t uneasiness, it would be no conso
lation to us to think that we might possibly avoid the 
institutions of America j for we should have all the 
effects of her institutions, except those which are 
beneficial. The American lIany are not essentially 
a. different class from. our 'ten-pound householders; 
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and if the middle class are left to the mere }IiJobits and 
instincts of a commercial community, we shall have a 
• tyranny of the majority,' Bot the less irksome because 
most of the tyrants may not be manual labourers. 
For it iii a chimerical hope to overbear or outnumber 
the middle class; whatever modes of voting, whatever 
redistribution of the constituencies, ~e really neces
sary for placing the government in their hands, 
those, whether we like it or not, they will aSsuredly 
obtain: . 

The ascendancy of the commercial class in modem 
society and politics is inevitable, and, under due 
limitations, ought not to be regarded as an evil. 
That class· is the most powerful; but it needs not 
therefore be all-powerful. Now, as ever, the great 
problem in government is to prevent the strongest 
from becoming the only' power. and repress the 
natural tendency of the instincts and passions of the 
ruling body, to sweep away all barriers which are 
c'apable of resisting, even for a moment, their own 
tendencies. Any counterbalancing power can ~nce
forth exist only by the sufierance of the commercial 
class; but that it should tolerate some such limitation, 
we de~m as important as that· it should no~' itself be 
hel<l, in vassalage. . 

(As a specimen of the contrivances for 'organizing democracy,' 
which, without sacrificing any of ita beneficial tendencies, are adapted 
to counterbalance and correct ita characteristic infirmities, an extract 
is subjoined from another paper by the author, published in 18!6, being 
a review of the • Lettres Politiques' of Y. Charles Duveyrier; a book 
which among man.yother valuable suggestions, anticipated Sir Charles 
Trevelyan in the pNPOSal to make admission into the service of govern
ment in aU cases the prize· of success in a public and competitive 
examination.] 
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• Every people,' says M. Dunyrier, 'comprise., and 
probaLly will always comprise. two societies. an 
aJmilfi,lraljo1l and a p"U4c; the one, of w hieh the 
general interest is the Impreme law. where positions 
are not hereditary, but the principle is that of class
ing its members according to qteir merit. and re
warding them according to their worb; and ,,·here 
the moderation of salaries is compensated by their 
fixity, and especially by honour and consideration. 
The other, composed of landed proprietors, of capi
talists, of masters and workmen, among whom the 
supreme law is that of inheritance, the principal rule 
of conduct is personal interest, competition and 
strug~le the favourite elements. • 

• These two societies serve mutually as a eounter
poise; they continually act and react upon one another. 
The public tends to introduce into the administration 
the stimulus naturally wanting to it. the principle of 
emulation. The administration, conformably to its 
appointe~ purpose, tends to introduce more and more 
into.~the mass of the public. elements of order and 
forethought. In this twofold direction, the adminis
tration and the public have rendered and do render 
daily to eacb othet. reciprocal services.' 

The Chamber of Deputies (he proceeds to say) 
represents the public and its tendencies. The Chamber 
of Peers represents, or from ita. eonstitution is fitted 
to repre~nt, those who are or have been public func
tionaries :', whose appointed duty and oceupati9n it 
,has been to look at questions from the point of .ie .... 
'not of any mere local or sectional, but of the general 
interest: and who have the judgment and knowledge 
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resulting from labour and experience. To a body 
like this, it naturally belongs to take the initiative in 
all legislation, not of a constitutiollal or organic cha
racter. If, in the natural course of things, well-con
sidered views of policy are anywhere to be looked for, 
it mu~t 'be among 8uch a body. To no other accept
ance can such views, when originating elsewhere, be 
so appropriately submitted-through no other organ 
so fitly introduced into the lawsr 

We shall not enter into the considerations by which 
the author attempts to impress upon the Peers this 
elevated view of their function in the commonwealth. 
Oil a new boely, starting fresh as a senate, those con
siderations might have influence. But the senate of 
France is not a new body. It set ·out on the dis
credited foundation of the old hereditary chamber; 
and its change of character only takes place gradually, 
as the members die oft'. To redeem a. lost positio~ is 
more difficult than to create a. new one. The new 
. members, joining a. body of no weight, become accus
tomed to political insignificance j they have m?stly 
passed the age of enterprise; and the Peerage is con
sidered little else than an honourable retirement for 
the invalids of the public service.' M. Duveyrier's 
suggestion has made some impression upon the public; 
it has gained him the public ear, .and launched his 
doctrines into discussion; but we do not find that the' 
conduct of the Peers has been at aU affected· by it. 
Ener/iY is precisely that quality which,' if men have 
it not of themselves, cannot he .breathed into them by 
other people's advice and exhortations. There are· 
involved, however, in this speculation, some ideas of 
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a more general character; not unworthy of the atten. 
tion of those 'who concern themselves about the social 
changes which the future must produce. 

There are, we believe, few real thinkera, 'of whatever 
party, who have not reflected with 80me anxiety upon 
the views which have become current of late, respect
ing the irrellistible tendency of modern society towarda; 
democracy. The 811re, and now no longer lilow, 
advance, by which the classes hitherto in the ascendant 
are merging into the common mass, and all other 
forces are giving waybefore the powerofniere numbers, 
is well calculated to inspire uneasiness, even in those 
to whom democracy per Be presep.ts uothin~ alarming. 
It is not the. uncontrolled ascendancy of popular 
power, but of any power. which is formidable. There 
is no one power in society., or capable of being con· 
stituted in it, of which the influences do not become 
mischievous as soon as it reigns uncontrolled-as soon 
,as 'it becomes exempted from any ~ecessity of being in 
the "right" by being able to make its mere will prevail, 
witl>put the condit jon of a previous struggle. To 
render its ascendancy safe, it must be fitted with cor· 
rectiyes and counteractives, possessing the qnalities 
opposite to its characteristic defects. Now, the defects 
to which the government of numbers, whether in the 
pure American or in the mixed English form, is most 
liable, are precisely those of a public, as compared 
with an ad~initltration. 'Vant of appreciation cJ 
distant objects and remote conseqnences; wh~re an 
object is desired, want both of an adequate' sense of 
practical difficulties, and of the sagacity necessary for 
eluding them; disregard of traditions, and of maxims 
sanctioned .~y experience j an undervaluing of the 

t 
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importance of fixed rules, when immediate purposes 
require a departure from them-these are among the 
acknowledged dangers of popular government: and 
. there is the still greater, though less recognised, 
danger, of· being ruled. by a spirit o~ suspicious and 
intolerant mediocrity. Taking these things into con
sideration, aM also the progressive decline of the 
existing checks and counterpoises, and the little pro
bability there is that the influence of mere wealth, still 
less of hirth, will be sufficient hereafter to restrain 
.the tendencies of the growing power by mere passive 
resistance; we do not think that a. nation whose his
torical antecedents give ;t any choice, ~ could select .a. 
fitter basis upon which to ground the counterbalancing 
power iIi the State, than the principle of the French 
Upper House. The defe~ts of representative assem
blies are, in substance, those of unskilled politicians. 
The mode of raising a power most 'Competent to their 
correction, would be an organization and combination 
of the skilled. History affords the example' of a 
government carried on for centuries with the grpatest 
con~istency of purpose, and the highest skill and 
talent, ever realized in public affairs; and it was COl).

stituted on this very principle. . The Roman Senate 
was a Senate for life, composed of all who had filled 
high offices in the State, and were not disqualified by 
a public note of disgrace. The faults of the Roman 
policy were in its ends; which, however, were those 
of alr the states of the ancient world. Its choice of 
means was consummate. This government, and others 
distantly approaching to it, have given to aristocracy 
all the credit which it has obtained for constancy and 
wisdom. A Senate of some such description, com-

VOl •• II. G 
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posed of persons no longer young, and whose rcputa. 
tionis aiready gained, will necessarily lean to, the 
Cons,ervative side; but not with the blind, merely in
stinctive spirit of conservatism, generated by mere. 
wealth or social importance unearned by prl)vious 
labour. Such a body would secure a due hearing and 
a reasonable regard for precedent and esla'Llished rule. 
It would disarm jealousy, by its freedom from any' 
class interest; and while it never could become the 
really predominant power in the State, still, since its 
position would be the consequence of recognised merit 
'and actual services to the public, it woulcl have as 
much personal influence, and excite as little hostility, 
as is compatible with resi:4ing in any degree the tefl. 
dencies of the really strongest power. 

There is another class 01 considerations connected 
with representativ.e governments, to which we shall 
also briefly advert. In proportion as it has been 
better understood what legislation is, and the unity 
of plan as well as maturity of deliberation which are 
essell..iial to it, thinking persons have &liked them. 
selves the question-Whether a popular body of 655 
or 459 members, not specially educated for the pur
pose, having served no apprenticeship, and undergone 
no examination, and who transact business ill, the 
forms and very much in the spirit of a debating 
society, can have as its peculiarly appropriate office 
to make laws? Whether that is not a work certain 
to be spoiled by putting such a superfluous Dumber 
of hands upon it? Whether it is not essentially a 
business for one, ,or a very small number, of most 
carefully prepared aud selected individual'J? And 
whether, the proper office of a Represen~tive Body, 
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(in addition to controlling the public expenditure, 
and deciding who shall hold office,) be not that of 
di8CU~8£llg all national interests; of giving expression 
to the wishes and feelings of the country; and grant. 
ing or withholding its consent to the laws which 
others make, rather than themselves framing, or 
even altering them? The law of this and most other 
nations is already such a 'chaos, that the quality of 
what is yearly added, .does Dot materially aJrect the 
general mass; but in a country possessed of a real 
Code or Digest, and desirous of retaining that advan
tage, ,!ho could ~hink without dismay of its being 
tampered with at the will of a body like the House 
of CommoIts, or the Chamber of Deputies? Imper
fect as is the French Code, the- inconveniences arising 
from this cause are alrea,dy strongly felt; and they 
afford an additional inducement for associating with 
the popular body a skilled Senate, or Council of 
Legislation, which, whatever might be its special 
constitution, must. be grounded upon 'some form of 
the principle which we have now considered. 



BAILEY ON BERKELEY'S THEORY 
OF VISION.-

THE doctrine concerning the original and deriva
tive functions of the sense of sight, which, from 

the name of its author, is known as Berkeley's Theol'y 
of Vision,_ has remained, almost .from its fi~ijt pro
mulgation, one of the least disputed doctrines in the 
lnost disputed and most disputable of all AcienceA, the 
Bcience of Man. This is the more remarkable, as no 
doctrine in mental philosophy is more at variance_ 
with first appearances, more contradictory to the 
natural prejudices of mankind. Yet this apparent 
paradox was no sooner published, than it took its 
place, almos~ without contestation, among established 
opiJii~ns; the warfare which has since distracted the 
world of metaphysics, has swept past this insulated 
position without disturbing it; and while so many of 
the other conclusions of the analytical school of 
mental philosophy, the school of Hobbes an4 Locke, 
hav:e been repudiated with violence by the Antagonist 
school, that of Common Sense or innate principles, 
this one itoctrine has been recognised and upheld by 
the leading thinkers of both schools }like. Adam 
Smith, Reid, Stewart, and 'Whewell (not to go be-

• WestminsteT Ret1W, OctobeT 1842.'-:' A Review or Berkeley', 
Theory of Vision, designed to show the Unsoundness or that Cele
brated Speculation.' By Samnel Bailey, Author of • E88aYI on the 
Formation and Publication or OpiD.iODS,' &e. 
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yond our own island) have made the doctrine as much 
their own, and have taken 'as much pains to enforce 
and illustrate it, as Hartley, Brown, or James Mill. 

This general consent of the most contrary ,schools 
of thinkers in support of a doctrine which conflicts' 
alike with the natural tendencies of the mind, and 
with the pec';11iar ones of the larger half of the specu
lative world, certainly does not prove the doctrine 
true. But it proves that the reasons capable of being 
urged in behalf of the doctrine, are such as a mind 
accustomed to any sort of psychological inquiry must 
find it very difficult to resist. If the doctrine be 
.false, there must be something radically wrong in the 
recetved modes of studying mental phenomena. It is 
difficult to imagine that 80 many minds of the highest 
powers, so little accustomed to agree with, one another, 
should have been led (the majority in opposition to 
the whole leaning and direction of their' scientific 
habits) into ,this rare and difficult unanimity, by rea
sonings which are a mere tissue of paralogisms and 
i!/llorationes elenchi. .' 

Such, however, is the thesis which Mr. Bailey, in 
the volume before us, has undertaken t9 defend; and 

'Mr. Bailey is one who, on any subject on which he 
thinks Jit to write, is entitled to a respectful hearing. 
He is entitled on 'this occasion to something more
to the thanks, which are due to whoever, in the style 
and spirit of sober and scientific inq~i1y, calls in 
question a received opinion. The good which follows 
from such public questioning is not indeed without 
alloy. It fosters scepticism 'as to the worth of science, 
and by creating difIerence where there previously was 
agreement, enfeebles the authority of cultivated inte!· 
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lects over the ignorant. But, on the other hand, such 
a break in the line of scientific prescription applies a 
wholesome stimulus to the activity of thinkers; it 
counteracts the tendency of speculation to grow torpid 
(jn the points oawhich general agreement has appa
rently been attained,; and by not permitting philo
sophers to take opinions upon trust from. their prede
cessors or from their former selves, constrains them to 
recal their attention to the substantial grounds on' 
which those opinions were first adopted, and must still 
be received. 

If the result of this I·e-examination be unfavourable 
to the received opinion, science is happily weeded of a -
prevailing error; if favourable, it is of no lesH· im
portance that this too should be shown, and the disl'en
tient, if not convinced, at least prevented from making 
converts. _ It is for the interest of philosophy, there
fore, that a bold assault, by a champion whom no one 
can despise, upon one of the few doctrines of analytical 
psychology which were supposed to be out of the reach 
of doubt, should not oe let pru;s without a minute ex
amination and deliberate judgment. 

It is necessary to begin by a clear statement of the 
doctrine which .Mr. Bailey denies; especially as we 
think that an indistinct mode of conceiving and ex· 
pressing the doctrine is the source o·f most of his appa
rent victo1es pver it. 

The theory of vision, commonly designated as Berke
ley' 8,_ but in fact the received doctrine of modem meta-
physicians, may be stated, then, as follows. • 

,Of the information- which we appear to receive, 
and which we really do, in the maturity of our facul. 
ties, receive through the eye, a part only is originalll 
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and intuitively furnished by that sense j the remainder 
is the result of experience, and of an acquired power. 
The sense of sight informs us of nothing originally, 
except light and colours, and a certain arr;tngement 
of coloured lines and points. This arrangement con-· 
stitutes what are called by opticians and astronomers 
apparent figure, apparent position, and apparent mag
nitude. Of real figure, position, and magnitude, the 
eye teaches us nothing; these are facts revealed ex
ch;a,ively by the sense of tOQch. but since differences 
in tht! reality are commo·nly accompanied by diffe
rences also in the appearance, the mind infers tlie real . 
from the apparent in ~onseqnence of experience, and 
with ft. degree of accuracy proportioned to the correct
ness and completeness of the data which experience 
affords. 

Further, those cotoured appearances which are 
called visual or apparent position, figure, and magni
tude, have existence only in two dimensions; or, to 
speak more properly, in as many directions as are 
capable of being traced on a plain. surface. A, line 
drawn from aD object to the eye, or, in other words, 
the distance of an object from us, is not a visible thing. 
When we judge by the eye of the remoteness of any 
object, we judge by signs j the signs b')ing no oth.er 
than those which painterll nse when they wish to 
represent the difference between a near and a remote 
object. We judge an object to be more dittant from 
us by the diminution of its apparent magnitude, that 
is, by linear perspective j or by that dimness or faint
ness of colour and outline whic.h generally increafes 
with the distance, in other words by aerial prr
spective. 
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Thus, then, the powers of the eyesight are of two 
classes, its original and its acquired powers; but the 
things which it djscovers by its acquired l'0werl~ seem 
to be perceived a8 directly as what it sees by its ori
ginal capacities as a Rense. Though the distance of 
an object from us is really a matter of judgment and 
inference, we cannot help faLcying that we 8ee it 
directly with our eyes; and though our sight· can of 
itself inform us only of apparent magnitudes an<1 
figures, while it is our. mind which from these infers 
the real, we believe that w; see the real magn1tudes 
and'figures, or what we suppose to be so, not the ap
parent ones. A mistake occasioned by that law of 
the human mind (a consequence .and corollary of the 
law of association) whereby a process of reasoning, 
which from habit is very rapidly performed, resembles, 
so closely as to be mistaken for,' an act of intuition. 

But although opposed to- first impressions and 
common apprehension,. the doctrine in question is 
confirmed by a great mass of common experience. 
Visii{~e objects, seen through a clear atmosphere, as 
travellers in southern countries never fail to remark, 
seem much nearer to us; because. they are seen with 
less diminution of their c?stomary brightness, than 
has generally been the case at that distance in our 
previous experience. . A known object, seen through a 
mist, seems not only farther off, but also larger than 
usual-a fnost convincing instance; for, in this case 
the visual magnitude of the object, depending on 
the size of its picture on the retina, remaiDlt exactly 
th~ same; but. from the same apparent size we infer 
a ~arger real SIze, because we have first been led by 
th~ dimness of the object to imagine it farther off, 
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and at this greater distance there is need of a larger 
. object to produce the same visaal magnitude. So 
. powerful, however, is the Jaw of mind, by virtue of 
which a rapid inference seems to be an intuition, that 
when we look through a mist we cannot hinder our
selves from fancying that we actually see things 
larger; although their visual magnitude, which alqne 
e,ven Mr. Bailey contends that we see, remains, and 
must remain, precisely the same. 

Again, where we have no experience,. our eyesight 
gives us no information either of distance or of real 
magnitude. We cannot judge by the eye, of the dis
tance of the heavenly bodies from us, nor does any 
one of them appear nearer or farther off than another; 
because we have no means of comparing their bright
ness or their apparent magnitude as it is, with what 
it would be at some known distance. As little do we 
fancy we can judge by the eye of the magnitudes of 
those bodies; or if a child fancies the moon to be no 
lal'ger than a cheese, it ill because he forgets that it is 
farther off, and draws from the visual appearancj} an 
inference, which would be well grounded if the ~lOon 
and the cheesl,l were really at an equal distance from 
him. 

Our purpose, however, in this place, was not to 
illustrate or prove the theory. but to state it. .In a 
few words, then, it is this: That the information 
obtained through the eye consists of two' things
sensations; and inferences from those sensations: that 
the senijations are merely colours variously arranged. 
and changes of colour j that all else is inference. the 
work of the intellect, not. of the eye; or if, in com
plianc:!e with common usage, we ascribe it to the EfYe,. 
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we must say that the eye does it not by an original, 
but by an acquired. power-a powl'r which the eye 

. exercises, through, and by means of, the r('asoning or 
inferring faculty. 

This is the • Berkeleian Theory of Vibion: accu
rately stated j anel this statement of it comprises the 
essence of that to which the subSl'quent schools of 
psychology have unanimously assented. 

But with the doctrine in thi5 simple form we can
Dot find that ¥t. Baill'y has in any oue instance really 
grappled. He has gone back. to the primitive phrase
ology in which the theory was propounJed hy 
Berkeley and his immediate successors j mE'n to whom 
tIle glory belongs of originating many important dis
coveries, but who seldom addeJ to this the easier, ret 
still rarer, merit, of exprl'ssing those discoveries in 
language logically unexceptionable. No one can rl'ad 
the metaphysicians of the last two centuries, especially' 
those of our' .own country, without acknowleJging 
that (with one or two exceptions, among whom the 
~eat name of Hobbes strulds pre-eminent) the very 
best of them are often wanting either in ilie de~nlli
llaieness of thought, or the command over language, 
which would make their words express shortly, pre
eil'ely, and unambiguously, the very thing they mean. 
Accordingly. there are few of the great truths of psy
chology which are Dot, in almOst all w.ntings antcce
dent to the present century, wrapped up in p~ 
more or less equivocal and vague, through which one 
person may clearly Sl'e what is rl'ally within. but 
anoilier, of perhaps equal powers, will, in the words 
of Locke, instead of • sei%ing ilie scope' of the specu-
lation. • stick in the incidents.' . 
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Upon .such vague phrases· Mr. Bailey has wasted 
his strength, never placing the truth which they 
represented plainly and unambiguously before his 
mind; and he imagines himself to have triumphed 
over the doctrine, while he has been kept from con
tact with it by a rampart of words which he himself 

. has helped to raise. 
One of the principal of these phrases is Perception, 

a word which has wrought almost as notable mischief 
, in metaphysics as the word Idea. The writer who 

first made Perception ~ ~ord ~f mark and likelihood 
in mental philosophy was Reid, who made use of it as 
a means of begging several of the questions in dispute 
between him!>elf and his antagonists. Mr. Bailey, 
with, we admit, good warrant from precedent, has 
throughout his book darkened the discussion, by 
stating the question, not thus :-What information do 
we gain, or what facts do we learn, by the sense of 
sight? but thus :-What do we perceive by the eye 
or .what are our perceptions of sight? The word . 
seems made on purpose to confuse the di~tinrJ.ion 
between what the eye tells us directly, and what it 
teaches by way of inference; and we shall presently 
see how completely, in our author's case, the cause 
has produced its ,effect. 

It is in the first section of his second chapter that 
the author ent€rs upon his argument; and in this he 
inquires whether r outness' (as it is termed by 
Berkeley) is • immediately of itself perceived by 
sight ?'-in other words, whether we naturally, and 
antecedently to experience, see things to be external 
to ourselves . 

. Berkeley alleged that to a person born blind, and 
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suddenly enabled to see, ~1l objects would se~m to be 
in his eye, or rather, in his mind. It would,. be a. 
more correct version, however, of the theory, to say 
that such a. person would at first have no conception 
of in er out, and would only be conscious of colours, 
but not of objects. When by his sense of touch he . 
became acquainted with objects, and hau time to 
associate mentally the objects he touched with the 
colours he saw, then, and not till then, would he begin 
to see' objects. Or, adopting Mr. Dailey's summary 
statement of Derkeley's vie~s, 

" . 
, Outness is not immediately of itself perceived by sight, 

but only suggested to our thoughts by certain visible ideas 
and sensations attending vitjion. * * * By a connexion 
taught us by experience, visible ideas and visual sensations 
come to signify and suggest outlless to us, after th~ lIame 
manner that the words of any language suggest the ideas 
they are made to stand for.' 

To this Mr. Dailey replies, that the law of mind by 
which one thing suggests another, cannot produce 
any, such effect as the one here ascribed to it. If we 
have had an internal feeling A, at the same time with 
an external sensation B, and this conjunction has 
occurred often, the two will in .time suggest one 
another: when the internal feeling occurs, it will 
bring to mind the external one, and vice versa. Dut 
Berkeley's theory, he says, demands more than this. 
Berkeley maintains that because the internal feeling 
h~s been found to be accompanied by the external 
one; it will, when experienced alone, not only s~g
gest the external sensation, • but absolutely' be 
regarded as external itself, or rather, be converted 
into the perception of an external object j'-just as if 

" 
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one were to assert that the sound • rose,' by suggesting 
the visible flower, became itself vigible. 

I It may be asserted,' says Mr. Bailey, 'without hesitation, 
that there ill nothing in the whole operations of tlie human 
mind analogous to aueh a process :' 

and it may be asserted as unhesitatingly that Berke
ley's theory implies no such absurdity. 

'l'he internal feeling which, when received by sight, 
becomes a. sign of the presence of an external.~bject, 
is a scnsatio.n of colour. Does Berkeley pretend, or is 
it a fact, that this sensation is ever regarded as exter
nal ? Certainly not. 'What we regard as external is 
not the sensation, but the cause of the sensation-the 
thing which by its presence is supposed to give rise 
to the sensation: the coloured object, or the quality 
residing in that object, which we term its colour. 
Berkeley is not, as Mr. Bailey supposes, bound to 
show that the sensation of colour is 'converted into 
the perception of an external object,' since nobody is 
bound to prove a. proposition which nobody can under
stand. Expressed in unequivocal language, ~hat 
Mr. Bailey calls the perception of an object is simply 
a judgment of the intellect that an object is present. 
Berkeley is not called upon to show that the senRation 
of colour can be 'converted' into thIS judgment .. 
because his theory requires no snch conversion. It 
requires that the judgment should follow as an infe
rence from the sensation, and Berk~~ey is bound to 
show that this is possible. And this he can do, since 
there is no law of mind more familiar than that by 
which, when two things have constantly been expe
rienced together, we infer from the presence of the 
one the presence of the other .. 
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, Thus it is, that from using the obscure word' per
ception' instead of the' intelligible words 'sensation'. 
and • judgment' or • inference,' our author leaves his 
antagonist unanswered, and triumphs over a shadow. 
It is true that Berkeley and Berkeley's adherents have 
I;et him the example of this misleading phraseology. 
But Mr. Bailey live~ in a more accurate age, and should 
use languag~ more accurately. 
. In the second section (we pass over some obserya
tions ii:t the first, to which the answer ill obvious) the 
author proceeds to inquire whether we naturally see 
things at different distances, or whether our percep
tion by the eye of distance from us, results (~ Berkeley 
contends) from an association, formed by experience, 
between the usual signs of distance, and ideas of space 
originally derived from the touch. 

And here Mr. Bailey has to confute an assertion of 
Berkeley, that 

, Distance of itself and immediately cannot be seen. For 
distance being a line directed endwise to the eye, it projects 
only,one point in the fund of the eye, which point remain. 
invariably the same, whether the distance be longer or 
shorter j' 

or, as Adam Smith has completed the expression of 
the idea,. the distance of an object from the eye' must 
appear to it but as one point.' 

It is not easy to' comprehend how the meaning of 
this argument can be unintelligible, we do not say to a 
person of Mr. Bailey'S acquirements, but to anyone 
who knows as much of optics as Is now commonly 
taught in children's books. Our author, however, 
professes himself unable to understand it, !>ut sur
mises that it proceeds 9n the fallacy of supposing that . 
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we • see the rays of light' that come from the object, 
which it is evident we do not. 

The argument supposes no such thing. The argu
ment is this. 'Ve cannot see anything which is not 
painted on our retina; and we see things alike or un
like, according as they are painted on the retina alike 
or unlike. The distance between an object to our 
right and an object to our left is a line -I!resented side
ways, and is therefore painted on our retina as a line; 
the distance of an object from us 'is a line presented 
endways, and is represented on the retina by a point. 
It seems obvious, therefore, that ·we must be able, .by 
the eye Jone, to discriminate between unequal dis
tances of the former kind, but not of the latter. U n
equal lines drawn across our sphere of vision, we can 
see.to be unequal, because the lines which image tnem.· 
in the eye are also unequal. But the distances of 
objects from uS are represented on our retina in all 
cases by single points; and all points· being equal, 
all such distances must appear t:qual, or r!i-ther; we 
are unable to see them in the character of dist!\Ilces 
at all. : • 

This argument, which involves no premises but 
what all admit, does positively prove that distance 
from us cannot be seen in the way in which we 
see the distances (or rather apparent distances) 
~>f objects from one another, namely, by the originai 
powers of the sens& of sight. Berkeley's argu
ment proves conclusively that distance from the 
eye is not seen, but inferred. It cannot be seen as 
other things are tlee~, because it projects no image on 
the re'tina; it must be seen indirectly, that is, not 
seen, but judged of from signs,-namely, frQm those 
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differences in the appearance of an object. whether in 
respect of magnitude or colour, which are physically 
consequent" upon its being at a gre'ater or a smaller 
" distance. 

And here. 80 fa.r as concerns one principal part of 
the question at issue, the argument might close. It 
is demonstrated that the distance of an object is not 
'perceived' 4irectly, but by means of intt!rmediate 
signs; not seen by the eye but inferred by the mind. 
And this is not only the most essential, but the only 
paradoxical part of Berkeley's theory. 

It is true, there remains a supposition which our 
author may adopt, and which, from occasio~al expres
sions, it might be concluded that he is willing to adopt. 
He may give up the point of actually seeing distance, 

. and admitting that we do not see it, but judgE' of it 
fro~ evidence, he may maintain that the interpretation 
of that evidence is intuitive, and not the result of expe
rience. " He may say that we do not see an object to 
be farther off, but infer it to be so from its looking 
smaller; not, however, because we have heretofore 
obRerved that such is the case, but" by a natural in
stinct which precedes experience, and ~nticipates its 
results. 

There are thus two possible forms of our author'! 
doctrine. He may affirm that we are apprised of dis. 
tance through the eye, by actually seeing it; or he 
may say with Berkeley, that remotenetls is not "een, 
but inferred from paleness of colour and diminution 
of apparent magnitude,---;-but may differ from him by 
asserting that the inference is i.nstinetive, instead of 
tho slow result of gradual experience. The former 
do~trine is demonstra.bly false; the latter not so; it 
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th~ very act of learning to see, not chlJ.: 
'but persons capable of observing and ~, 
impressions, and whose judgmenti oti' 
touche are, already accurate and steadJ\' 
agreeable reflection, to how great an ex 
and valuable opportunities have be(~ 
slightly and carelessly cases so interes'.;, 
have been observed, and how scanty &1 
is the information yvhich has been record; 
them. . 

The best known case, that of the yel' 
couched by Cheselden, has always 1:
strongly confirmatory of Berkeley's dol' 
Bailey has however attempted, we cannl 
any success, to, maintain the contrary .• 
patient said that aU objects seemed to to~\" 
as what he felt did his skin. There has\~' 
discussion (in which our author takes aJl\~ 
as to what the boy may hl1\1e meant by f . 
eyes; we think quite needlessly .. That " 
touched him was obviously a mere supposil: 
he made because it was with his eyes HI 
ceived them. From his experience of tOt", 
tion of an ~bject and contact with it wert,;' 
indissolubly associated in his mind. Buii 
scarcely have said that all objects seemed k 
eyes, if some of them had appelfred farth(, 
others. The case, therefor~ as far as anyth', 
concluded from one instance, seems to PJ 
pletely that we are at first incapable of seejl 
at unequal distances. Our author curiou~t 
t,hat the boy might have exprel'sed himself, 
without regarding all visible objects as equ<l 
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,1;:r'I","h:,,, :n ... boy compa.reJ hi~ visual impression9 
!"'''i'';'-~ d II! .• of touch, and 'Ve do not consider aU 
",'h': Pl'!,t qts as equa.!ly near. True. we do not; 
(;j,LI\l'l' J to say that all objects seemed ,iujul. 

,\i13 l,i::I' luch. our ~nd, it. would require 80me 

1 ~. ., . ,t; .. ' .:concl1e thIs assertIOn with the fact that 
"t' i p.d_~ I" IT) " 

i ... (\('".cn,tt;)!at very mo~ent, perceiving them to be 
, '.. stances from It. 
, l"'I'C( P'.:tA

t 
I ecimen of our author's power of explain. 

,,;: l' rTI'" • t J ," 'I. . tl' ; 1 :" ;. 'lence, is to be found in his remark, that 
;\;~:~l(l"I.~l;, •. 'i' ,of Cheselden'~ narrative 

1 L :1' ~: 11.rthing from which we can learn or infer-not 
;}lltJU !,!'L"evidence to provl'-that the boy', subsequent 
.' .,. , •. ,: , visible distance had beeu acquired bJ meanl 0/ 
.' 1." " .,.) l, 

]~ ";, h";1 

01.< .. ' 'pks Mr. Bailey of this passage. quoted by 

,;.f , .' :.:,;,\ not the shape.oC anything, nor anyone thing 
r,,':j( ,~. if, however different in snape or magnitude; but 
bt' l;·.Tbc' told what things were, whose form be before 
hlll:di(!,:, i!eling, be would, carefully observe, that be might 
ob"c')'n:tl Igain; but baving too many objects to learn at 
-;f.i IV: t I":l'got many of them; and (as be sa,id) at first he 
1':'5 a1 ~ ". "now, and again forgot, a thousand tbings in a 

T . "," t>articular only, though it may appear trifling, I 
, ,: . Having often Corgot wbich was the cat, and 
'.11"".1 ;1!t'. og, he was ashamed to ask; but catching the cat 
• J .ll'.' • i knew by feeling), be was observed' to look at her 
r u·; '.1, and tben, setting her down, ,aid,' So, PUll, J 
1)\1 t it:: 'you another time." 
of ""') ", 

Io
L t" iley will not wi8h to shelter himself under 

ll;~:~r. ;~:.r:·rfuge that the proce['s of learning to see, 
~ 1(, ~-' 'leselden here so graphically describes, has 
Uc1el,rlv: 
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and of visible' magnitude; anJ the on'l~ 
whether these natural signs are iuter~ 

tively, or by virtue of previous eXp'~rieI' 
Now if brutes have really an instinct; 

iug these appearances,-if they are lnh 
of drawing, without experience, the in' 
experience would warrant-we .allow ~ 
gically probable that some 'Testige of a s. 
exists in human beings; although, as i 
cases, the instinctive property, which n 
be observable in idiots, is overruled and si 
the superior force of that rational fa
gronnds its' judgment~ upon experien~ 
truth, our knowledge of tQe mental operf~ . 
mals is too imperfect to enable Ul! to affir" 
that they have this instinct. We knowt 
extent the external acts of animals, but. 
from what inward promptings, or on wIn 
indications, those acts are performed. Fit 
as ajudicious critic in the C Spectator' neVI' 
remarked, some of the motions which are f . r 
show tb;lt young auimals can see distance h, 
after birth, are performed equally by thost 
born blind; kittens and puppies seek the ( 
as calves and lambs. We are not aware i; 
riment was ever tried whether a blind du," 
run to the water; it would not be more . 
than many facts in the history of the lowl

1
: 

which are well known to be true. Thos' 
have to us an inexplicable facility both of if. 
of selecting tbe objects which their want 
without, as far as we can -perceive, any ~ 
opportunities of experience. But it is a 
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: hId like to see' examined by a good 
_ \ i,,hat extent it ill th~ir eyesight which 
:~o the performance of these wonders. 

',man has not these s~rne facilities~ man 
;,1n hhagons by an instinctive faculty, 

iiI .an." ' 
J wish to evade a question which we are 
,'e, or to blink the fact that the case of 

, jmals is the most serious difficulty which 
,'f Berkeley has to encounter. But we 

. I,t it is a difficulty only, not a refutation; 
ren granting the full extent of what is 

, )r, the theory would still be practically 
" an beings. Mr. Bailey allows that infants 
.est that early perception of distance '\vhich 
.Is do; he imputes this, plausibly enough, 
Jarative immaturity of their organs at the 

"irth. But before the time when, accord •. 
.. the organs have attained sufficient matu
,anifesting this original power, experience 

I hed impressions and formed associations, 
i lOut supposing'any such power, will accoUllt 
,. ch th'e eyes can do in the way of observa.. 
"there is ample evidence that our judgments 
1 things from visual signs are practically, 

, ,t life, regulated by these acquired' aB80· 

;ts which relate to young children and the 
the lower animals being disposed of, there 
.ose derited from persons born blind, and 

_' ~om blindness at a mature -age. These, if 
imticated. would be the' most valuable facts 

') I • • 

, , ' the human species. They exhibit to us, in 
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are more to the point, and have been 10 
real stumbling-block in the way of the 1 

• It is manife8t,' 8ays Mr. Bailey, • by the: 
young animals, that they 8e~ external objects 
are born, and before'they can pos8ibly ha 
aRs!stance from their powers of touch or Jr 

The duckling makes to the water as soon a 
shell; the lamb moves about as soon alii drop! 
turtles and crocodiles, says Sir Humphry , 
without care of parents, run to the water; the 
at a stick, if it be presented to it, the moment 
Again, , Their running about, their snatching, 
sen ted to them as soon as born, their seeking th 
dam, their leapi~g from one spot to another wit 
preci!lion, all show not only that they can see ok, 
different distances, but that there is a natura': 
action between their limbs and their eyes j that t'i 
portion their muscular efforts to visible distanCe!, 

It is asserted, and we know of no reason 
the fact, th~t chickens will'pick up corn wii, 
culty as soon as they are hatched. ' 

These are strong factJ;. and though ?\ 
confirm them from our own knowledge; 
they are denied'by no one, :we presume thej 
received as unquestionable. Some of the" 
adherents of Berkeley's doctrine, particulari;' 
Stewart and Brown, have felt ,compelled ~ 
facts to allow, that, in many of the lower a~ 
perception of distance by the eye is coni 
instinctive. In this admission these philosop 
no inconsistency, it being an acknowledged t.t 
brutes have many instincts, of which man is) 
to supply th; place by acquired knowledg 
Bailey, however, goes further, and says;" 
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'eye is at least an organ capable of a 
.uitive perception of distance. lIere, 
~t all events a complete refutation of 

asserts that such a direct perception is 
,possiLle. 
f of the passages which look as if ~ur 
,ver quite settled with himsdf whether 
In of distance' by the 'eye is a real fllJlc
brgan, Qr is that very process of inter
)Ie signs which Berkeley contends fur, 

1t is instinctive instead of being the result 
.e. It is against the former hypothesis 
~he argument of llerkeleJ., which :Mr . 
. to, is directed. To refute him, there-

lId be necessary to show, not only that 
n distinguish distance as soon as they are 
nat they distinguish it by the sight itself, 
'y interpretation of signs. Yet the other 
; is the one which, in order to treat our 
·ly, we were obliged to suppose him to adoIJt. 
ye of a brute is a different kind of organ 
lXlan eye, there is no reasoning from one to 

brutes may be capable of seeing distance 
.ty, and yet this will be no reason for sup
)at men are capable. But if in a brute, as 
, it be a necessary condition of vision that an 
rresponding to the object should be formed 
retina, then in a brute, as in a man, 

o08sible that two lines should se~m of un
pgth, which are both alike represented on 
ca by points. There ",ill be no resource. 
1 man or beast for judging ~f remoteness, 
"'Qm difference in the degrees of brigbtness 
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tangible distance, as the measure by w_ 
person, tangible distances are accuBtou; 
mated. In our own experience we sh 
when we look at an object to judge ( 
from us, the idea suggested is commoi 
length of time, or the quantity of : 
would be requisite for reaching to the 
to us, or walking up to it if at a distant 

The indistinctness, therefore, of our id 
extension and magnitude, and the fact ot~ 
on most of ot;lr mental processes by mt. 
visual signs, without distinctly recallinf 
impressions upon which our ideas of ell 
magnitude were originally grounded, is r4 
against Berkeley's theory, but is ex:f 

from the laws of association, we shou!.; 
happeu supposing that theory· to be t1 
our a·uthor has failed, by this as much r 

other arguments, to strike an effective 14 
theory. . 

. 'Ye may here close our examination of.:. 
versial, and properly argumentative part o~ 
The remainder of it is an attempt to sho,,: 
observation, that distances are distinguish 
eye before there has been time to form a", 
tion between the sight and the touch, and ~ 
the sense of touch has been sufficiently e~ 
be capable of yielding accurate ideas. 

The facts adduced are of three- kinds 
either to human infants, to the yonng of 
animals, or to persons born blind, and : 
rendered ~apable of sight. . 

Our author's facts relating to human i 
. ! 
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~~nclusive, They are chiefly intended 
.~ sense of sight in a. child is· developed 
~ sense of touch, because a child raco
~and objects by the !light, when his 
11~ing his hands so as to acquire tactual 
f1- the very lowest order. From this 
i1ers, or seems to infer, that the iufant 
.!(lts by the sense of sight, before he has 

: ~uch whereby to judge of them. It is 
, '! so able a thinker should not have 

ihe fact, that the child may experience 
, touch from two sources, namely. either 

ft. ects which he touches, or from those 
him. A child six months old is not very 

. p.dling objects so as to acquire an accurate 
~ir distance and shape; but persons and 
ontinually touching the child, and seldom 
experiencing simultaneously some peculiar 

. earance. It cannot, therefore, be long 
Isociates at least those contacts which are 
(or painful, with the corresponding visual 

; i and when this association is formed, he 
)ing the visual appearances, give signs of 

I .d: not from recognising the object, for as 
ihere is not a shadow of' proof that he yet 

it. but simply because the sensation of 
;es the expectation of the accustomed plea
.in. That anything. beyond this takes place 
p.t's· mind at an age at which it has not yet 
:factual notions of disfance and magnitude, 
1 has not proved. and would find it difficult . . 
" its relating to the young of the lower animals . 
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, the point in issue. He cannot see tho 
a perception of sight is simply a jt 
intellect, inferring from a sensation o~ 

sence of an object. The idea of an , 
idea derived from ).ouch, ideas of t~uc 
dation of this j II.dgment of the intellel 
therefore necessary to consider them II 

sense whatever of the term, • transmu\ 
a judgment or into a perception. 

Mr. Bailey's next argument is the l 

psychologieal fact, which, as a fact, is I 

necessary completion and explanation ~. 

with which he imagines it to conflict. ; 
Berkeley's doctrine, says Mr. Bailey, wilt 
when we appear to ourselves to see distai 
a close and rapid suggestion of tangible di 
up by certain visual appearances or sit, 

. mind (as is its custom) does not dwell u;; 
nor remember even the next minute th.l 
pearance of the object, which i~dicated. 
but rushes at once from the sign to the th: 
And accordingly, a person learning to d. 
very difficult to recall accurately the visual~ 
or, even when the scene is before his eye. 
on paper the apparent positions and fig~ 
ever altering them by the llubstitutioT,,; 
ones .• So inveterate is the habit oft; ex 
sign and attending only t_o the thing ll, 0) 

is a hard and difficult task to .delinei:;y ;rnl 

see them j our tendency is always t" w", 

as we know them to be. '; 
Now, if these doctrines be true, argues· 

. -if ':,isible appearances are mere signs, 
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1y circles, which are the real concrete 
the word? Assuredly not: words, a~ 
~n' occasions, suggest no more of the 
; associated with them, than the IImallest 
ill enable the mind to do what those 
ons require; and it is only to pe'rf;on8 
:,rdinary vividnes~ of imagination, tbat 
.' tbings ever recall more than the 
'lie of even their own conceptions of 

t 

r. be true of words, which are conven
it is not less true of natural signs, such 
'ons of sight, which derive their power of 
lot from convention, but from always 
conjunction with the things which they 

'hen once the visual appearances, from 
nee, suggest the tactual impressions with 
,iness and familiarity, it would be contrary 
now of association to suppose that they 
~ to suggest them with the original vivacity 
, As the mind, without attending to the 
;n to the t1ing ~iOI:.ifi~, so does it also, 
lending to the thiqg signified, run on 
': else that thing suggests. Those vl\;d 
of the touch and of the muscular frame 
1 the infant learned his first ideas of dis
J.d, when the necessity "bas ceased for 
,ending to them, be more and more dimly 

'hile enough only would be distinctly sug-
inable the mind to go on to wbat it has next 
he amount pf distinct suggestion, and its 

i ure, probably differ in different individuals; 
,1 the visual sign suggests, not so much the 
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becau§e they may be delineated Oil a plan. 
look solid:' 

which, as he justly says, would be a 
inference. 

But !\Ir. Bailey misconceives the sCOI 
ment to which he fancies that he is . 
fa.ct tha.t a pla.ne mCl.Y be mistaken for 
urged to show that a solid mU8t, but on 
be seen originally as a plane. Since ev~ 
coloured as to 'make the same image . 
which a solid would make, ismista.ken 
without doubt an aetual solid will be J 

such. even if it be seen in no. other m~ 
the plane is. The fact that we recognisi, 
solid, is no proof that so far as the mert\ 
cerned we do not see it as a plane; sin,; 
which is certainly seen only as a plane, ~; 
for a solid, and appears to the person hi~ 
seen as such. . ., 

'Ve proceed to another of our author's 
If it were true, he says, that we origi~ 
objects in a party-coloured plane, but aftet 
by experience that this visual appearance k' 
connected with a' tangible object, we shot 
associate the two ideas, but thls 8ubsequet 
tion would.not alter the original perceptiol\ 
before saw a party-coloured plane, we 8houl~,: 
to see it. Though the idea of a tangible obj; 
be uniformly suggested, the impression of sig . 
suggested it would· in no wise be ch·anged, 
touching or handling can make us see the iii 
milTor to be on the surface, but we cannot h£ 
i'lle~ beyond it, 80 if all objects, near and ~ 

H 
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1 sight to be at the same distance, all 
i feeling in the world could not make 
pe at various distances. 
,the author bas permitted a set of inde
(to intercept his view of the position 
tndertaken to subvert. It is quite true 
~ation between the sight and the touch 
, us see anything that the eyesight has 
,r of showing us. If we originally see 

'::oloured plane, no touching or handling 
Je us see anything more. But touching 
,!may well maI.e us infer something more; 
;g to Berkeley's theory, this is all it needs 
;' very pith and marrow of the tlJeory iM, 

,Ir. Bailey calls seeing thin~s at various 
, "in truth, inferring them to be so, and tllat 

',rst nor at last do we actually see anything 
)lours. ~erk.eley, therefortl, is. under no 
if affirming that experience or association 

'..tnature of our perceptions of sense. All 
fS to sense, according to him, remains the 

,,' /.t experience does ,is to superadd to the im
, I, seme an instantaneous act of judgment. 

;; we have already written we have answered 
;ial part of so much of onr author'F argu

".t we may forbear to follow him into the 
clodes of statement by which he endeavours 
.lis refutation' to the varieties of Berkeley's 
t The same radical misconception p(;rvades 
rthat of representing Berkeley as pretending 
pception derived from touch is actually trans-

~,lto a. perception of sight. rt is still, as before, 
, perception which dil'guises from our authC1t. 
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may perhaps be refuted, but cannot I 
absurdity. J 

The author, however, from the im 
which he has conceived the question, ; 
have finally made his choice between 
positions.· 'When he draws near to 
(he never comes quite close), and is co: 
press himself with a. nearer than US\; 

precision, his language seems to imply 
ception of distance from us is not a pro 
but au instinctive inference of the n 
cannot have consciously elected this ~t 
exclusion' of the other, or he would scar(i 
large use he does, for confirming his t 

I 

supposed conformity to the' universal iID,.~ 

mankind.' To those natural impressions!'. 
thus understood, is as repugnant as Berkel:,.; 
kind, when they use their eyesight to e;~ 
distance of an object, do not fancy thems:t 
interpreting signs; they are not ~onscious; 
are judging by the apparent smallness of 
and by the loss of brilliancy whioh it su 
tlie intervening atmosphere. If their \ 
opinion goes for anything, it goes to pro 
actually Bee distance; for they are unawa' 
difference between the procells of seeing th ' 
of tbA tree from lhe house, an~ seeing the a," 
the' house .i"om their eye. h ~ 

If the autlor, ab~-1."'--'~"'o L' __ ~ .Lm to ~v. 
prejudices onYJ side, should finally a~qUlesl 
opinion that what he calls our perceptiOn of 

• [Mr. Ba.iley has since explained t~at ~e ~dheres to ~ . 
.!ired vision, and repudia.tes that of iustmctive mter~retatil 

VOL. 11. 
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.. by the eye, is an instinctive intcrpre
,variations in colour and appa.rent mag-

t :ally do accompany varieties of distance; 
t ;11 then lie open to only one objection
j,ness of assuming an instinct to account 

. J' h knowledge derived from experience 
eplai~. Long before a child gives eli

o .guishing distances by the eye with Rny 
tACCuracy, he has had time more than 
",am from experience the corrc!1pondence 

'I: ,) er distance to the outstretched arm, and 
, :n ~ude to the eye. At any age at which 
1lpable of forming expectations from past 

! :le mllst have had experience of this cor
, ;. a~d must have learnt to ground expec

it. 
o ~ next takes' notice of the argument which 

followers have drawn from the effect of 
:' ~om the fact that things may be so repre-
o ,. Bat surface as to deceive the sight. They 
;irom this, that though we appear to see 
.... 3 in truth only infer it from signs; because 
5" appear to see it when the solidity is no 
:~sent, provided the signs are. This argu

. ref ore, aims at proving no more than that 
.1 call seeing solidity is inferring solidity, a 
H)D which, as we have alreidy ohser'ved, our 
) 'Oult~h' 'llford to admit. Neve·theless/ be 
IuS IS. ' 

. h. 'l'C7llT'l'H-nt '11\ h<>tter n .. n he nnder-
lone W Jch preceded it. ht says it is 

}ly .argui~g tbat because plane. can be made to 
.' solid obJects are originally seeD plane. * * * 
~cts. they say. must be originally IeCQ as plan8, 
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reference to form only, and not to distan, 
exhibits the boy actively engaged in te: 
by the touch to judge of forms by tht, 
this process he could not avoid learnin€,; 
of. distances: much more rapidly, in,. 
forms, the ideas concerned being much I 

After this example, the reader may' 
our entering into the details of-five othel,. 
our author discusses. Some of these ca~; 
others less, favourable in appearance t, 
theory j but, all our author himself rem~) 
bear evidence that the observers were not~ 
of' the psychological difficulties of the prc 
point which Mr. Bailey most dwells on a:, 
in his favour, is that two of the patients ci 

, guish by the unassisted eye whether an; 
bt'ought nearer or ca.rried farth~r from th: 
indeed, would be decisive' of the questi: 
experiments had been fair ones. But ill 01.( 

cases the patient was of mature years, ami 
not made till the eighteenth day after the l 
by which time Ii. middle.aged woman might, 
acquired the experience necessary for distr, 

so simple a phenomenon. In the other (" 
cases, the patient, I:L boy seven years oldl • 

capable, before the operation, of distinguishiI:,' 
• when they were very strong and held clo's 
eye j' and had probably, therefore, had the c;;, 
observing, antecedently to the operation, tbat 
grow fainter when .the coloured object is J' 

further off. r 
On the whole, then, it will'probably be th, 

of the philosophical reader, that neither by, 
VOL. 11. 
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'Uments has Mr. Bailey throw~ any Dew 
\, question, but has left Berkeley's Theory 

. [1 found it, subject, as it ha.'1 always been, 
'1 edged difficulty arising from the motion!! 
t1als, but otherwise unshaken, and to ,all 

r1\shakeable. 
: r 

, 
" 

• ,H 

ring Jlublisht'd a reJll~ to the precMing criticilfDl. it if 
" : the following 

« .,. 

• 
't~DER TO MR. BAILEY'S REPLY.t 

I .' j. 
, t 

i F,phlet :Mr. Bailey riplies to our article of 
• l.>ctober, and to a paper in Blackwood's 
: ;~~n the Rame subject. Between Mr.' Bailey 
; ,,:iter in Blackwood we are not called upon 
: , ie. Of what he has said in answer to our 
. pents, our respect for him. as well a.'l the 
interest of the subject, compel us to take 

t~ce ; . bu~ we cannot venture to inflict upon 
j}rs that detailed analysi" of his arguments 

.• uld be necessary to satisfy him that we had 
sidered them. We prefer resting' our case 

we have already written, and on a com. 
l')etween that and what is offered in reply to 
. are really afraid lest in any attempt to state, 
'J 

.ter to a Philosopher, in Reply to aome recent llttempta to 
, 13erkeley'. Theory or ViaiOD,' and in further ElDcidat.ion of 
"('luess.' 

t Westminste7' Review, )[ayl843. 
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the substance of Mr. Bailey's argumen\ 
lmwittingly leave out something which: 
an essential part of them; so little do \'\' 
of comprehe~ding what it is which gi ': 
conclusiveness they possess in his eyes. ~ 

more desirable that the reader should 
word respecting Mr. Bailtly's opinions, .
that on one important point we have, in l', 
justice and courtesy to Mr. Bailey, mr' 
them. ' 

\ 

We remarked that a dissentient from; 
doct~ne might adopt either of two theorie' 
assert th8;t we actually see distance, which 
trine; or he might admit that we only i" 
tance of an o~ject, from the diminution of i, 
size and apparent brilliancy, but might sa' 
inference is not madefro.:n experience, but"', 
or intuition. 'Ve surmised that Mr. Baile~ 
state of indecision between these two th( 
with a leaning towards the latter. In thi' . ,1 
we were wrong, for he not only holds stead,. . 
former of the two doctrines, but finds it 'in~ , 
how anyone of honesty and intelligence' COl: 

misunderstand him as to imagine otherwise, • I,J' 
the supposition ·of greater haste than' was co'. 
with due examination: We can assure M:i~ 
that ourmistake-tlince mistake it was-aros 
from an honest desire to do him justice. Of'f 
opinions, we, in all candour, attributed to him:i 
which appeared to us least unreasonable, ru: 
difficult satisfactorily to reflite. It wow" 
abridged our labour very much if we had ,.' 
ourselves at liberty to aseribe to him the 0p: 

I : 
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That opinion we thought; and .continue 
'Iably untenable, being inconsistent with 

I :s, while the other, from' the nature 
~. can only be combated. by negative 
I 
I 

'In that distance from the eye can be 
1. needs, we coftceive, no other refutation 
hy'!!. 'We can 8ee nothing except in so far 

) l'resented on our retina; and things which 
lt~d on our retina exactly alike, will bu 
The distances of aU objects from the eye, 

,directed en~wise to the ret.ina, ca.n.only 
'nselves upon it by single points, that is to 

"

• alike; therefore they are seen exactly 
, which is Berkeley's argument, Mr. Dailey, 

t1phlet, disposes of by saying that it sup
?istances to be • material or physical lines,' 

j
! ginary or hypothetical lines can project no 
. the retina. ' We must aga.in reiterate our 
~representing Mr. Bailey, for we can scarcely 
~im to mean (what he scems to say) that 
~8 can be represented on the retina, and not 
~ spaces between bodies; or else, that we 
ee bodies when, and, only when, they are 
III the re'tina, but see the spaces between them 
any such optical equivalent. The fact surely 
{fe see bodies and tlleir distances by precisely 
Ie mechanism. 'Ve see two stars, if they are 
on the retina, and not otherwise; ~'e see the 
between those stars, if there is an interval on 

~a between t~ two images, and if there is no 
. terval we see it not. Now, as the interval 
; an object and our eye has not any interval 
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answering to it on the retina, we do not '. 
this argument does not depend upo:: 
assumption that the intervals betwe~;, 
physical lines joining them. 

This is Mr. Bailey's answer to ont 
ments. 'Whether he ha.~ succeeded 
replying to the remainder of them, \\. 
it to others to judge. . , 

~ I 1 

Mr. Bailey, in his reply, insist~ ver:, 
point which we passed over in our former. 
confirm~tion which he imagines his thet 
from :Mr. Wheatstone's discoveries resfl 
cular vision, exhibited in the phenomena, 
scope. .We think Mr~ Bailey must' 
further' consideration, that these phenOl 
himself says of Cheselden's observa', 
equally consistent with poth theories. 
scope makes us see, or appear to' see, soliditJ 'C'" i 

us lookjpon a flat picture.of an object, and ' ... 
/ \ \" 

Li 

.' :,( 

!.j,,' 

• See page S9 ofthe pamphlet.. Without arguing this '~, ,L r" ," " 
author, we wilL however, take note of an IICknowledgment, ",:,.', • , 
him, which is of trome importance. Although the bo I, , • 

Cbeselden eould, according to Mr. Bailey, see distancesy',,;:\· 
previoud proceu of comparing his visual sensations with I I;, : , ; ,,1 • " 
euce, Mr. Bailey admits that he still had to go through 
cess of compari~n before he could know that the distan ~ tu ~,:, ~, 
saw coJTeAponded with those heprevionsly knew by tone:. "'L\ lJ:;j. 
wish to lay more stress upon this admission than belong;. . J , 

seems to UlI very like a surrender of the whole question. ) It 18 ue 
not at once perceive whether the distances he saw were <>'1 La;,~ d!C 

same with those he already knew, then we do not really :'iI,ti!'i;~:ltr, 
If we saw distances, we should not need to learn by eX}. , " 
distances we saw. We should at once recognise an objec+ t t h f" ;" 

distance we saw it at; and should confidently expect tha lattt'r. w~' 
tions of tonch would correspond. This expectation J I 
grounded, for we might see the dis~ces incorrectly, : was. t 
result would be error; not perplexity, and inability td ju~ air rp), :J. 

'waa the cue with Cheselden's patient. 11 "frJJ ,'':, 
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,'1n we ever bad before, the semblance of 
iect in three dimensions. nut how is 
',\:Ierely by imitating on a plane, more 
,'ras ever done before, the precise sensa· 
;': and visible form wllich we habitually 
~jolid object, a body in three dimensionA, 

·,0 us. The stereoscope produces a more 
.sion than a mere picture, because it does 
ious picture ever did-it allows for, and 

~ , 

two different sets of ocular appearances 
ceive from an object very near to .us when 
1t with both our eyes. If either theory 

support from this experiment, it would 
·hat which supposes our perceptiolliJ of 

te inferences rapidly drawn from visual 
confined to two dimensions. nut we do 

; pon this, as we deem the argument from 
I' a~y of its· forms, only valid to prove, not 

; rf Berkeley's theory, but its sufficiency to 
1 I phenomena; or, as we before exp:essed it, 
t f may, not that it must, be seen originally 

: ~ourse of bis remarks, Mr. Bailey hles fre-
iortunities of 'animadverting on th'e tOile of 
e, in a manner evincing at least as much 
ess to what he deems hostile criticism, as ~ 
'patible with the ch8.racter of a pl1ilosopuer. 
so entirely unconscious of having laid our-
~l to this kind ofreproof, as to have flattered 
that the style and tone of our criticism on 

pinion of Mr. Bailey, bore indubitable marks 
,feigned respect which we entertain for his 
Jowers; nor are we aware of having shown 
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to this day not wholly superseded b, ~or the renova-
the production of '3 French emigt: he Continent; 
Thoyras. The histories and histori~ Ie, in an intel
the Commonwealth period, never yet ( fhat there are 
own country, have been translated al, ~ have at las: 
Paris in an assembled form, under the s Niebuhr's un
of M. Guizot; to whom also we owe tl '~ part to ordi
both in thought and. in composition, oj ~eaders, or at 
Charles I. The reigns of the la'st tw+ their native 
been written, with the mind of a state: ia translation 
hand of a vigorous writ&r, by Armand ~ highly com
I Histoire de la Contre-revolution en An, at least been 
at' greater length, with much research a.:e's works has 
fa.cts, by M. Mazure. To ·call these • that two of 
numerous others which have lat,ely ,ough French 
}'rance, superficial, would only prove a tble in Eng
acquaintance with them. 'JIblic is not 

A.mong the French writers now labe \ and in the 
historical field, we must at present coni "Dee, in the 
to thotie who have narrated as well as pI. 'hat reason 

,who have written history, as well as w ttrymen to 
history. Were we to include in our s'~ore>solid 
general speculations which aim at connect!, mind in 
the facts of universal history, we could po ~ to M. de 
which we deem even more instructive, h'some diffi
more comprehensive and fa~reaching ch, it is the 
any which will now fall under our notice. ~rhaps the 
ours,elves, however, to historiaD.s in the rect)erficiality. 
of the word, and among them to those whoa.t there is 
enough to be regarded as the chiefs and )\ latter, we 
tives ?f the new tendency, we should say was. It 
three great historical minds of France, ine affirm, a 
ar~ Thierry, Guizot, and the writer wh(~ France. 
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and whether st" ,t of his most important- production, 
be permanent. <!ginning of the present article. . 

ag~inst the ~rr, .r appreciation of these writers, and of 

phl~osophy IS 'deas on the use and study of history, . 

o! Its most.~ :itings exemplify an<\ dift'use, we ma.y 
lament that I 'lere are three distinct stages in histo
considerable 

tion~' opposi~.)f th~ fir8t stage is Larcher, the trans

doctrIne8. 'j'iotUB, who, as remarked by Paul Louis 

receiving Chrl',s with him to the durbar of Darius the 

no way feel t~'f the Court of Louis Quatorze;·· and, 
as a fact in 11 • 

.• th' 13 un truchement qui, pa.rlant aa Benat de Rome pour 
gUlSlDg elr lube, au lieu de ce debut, 
finer things iRinB, et VOUB Senat, assia pour m'ecouter,' 
for mankind, ~e8sieurs, puisque vous me fuites l'houneur de vonloir 
t' f '(re humble serviteur,j'aurai celui de vous dire. . . . 
IOn 0 some f t ce que font 1es interpretea d'Herodote. La version 

have ant hir ne parler que decene quiestla plus connue, ne .'ecarte 
favour of t~ pvilite: on ne saurait. dire que ce Boit Ie laquais de 

D 
'd H gne, auquel elle compare lei traJucteun d'alor.: car 

aVl u dans Bon langage bas, !e style de la conr, tanws que 
patronage ( Ltraire, met en Bty~e de la cour ce qU'a oii l'homme 
. 'G t B ; Herodote, dans Larcber, ne parle que de prince., de 
ill ~ea lligneurs, et de gens de qualite; ces prince" montentBur 

W·ith l'eS~nent de la couronne, ont une cour, des miniatres t.-t de 
French hil" fai~ant, comme 01,1. peut croire, Ie bonbeur des Bujetl i 

. . .. " pnncesses,les dames de la cour, accordent !eUrl faveurs 
search, It r ;grieurcl. Orest-il qu'Herodote ne se dante jamais de ce 
which pro JIona princes, trone et couronne, oi de ce qu·ir.l'acatlemu, 
. tnurs des dame\ et bonbenr del Bujets. Cbez lui, les 

times posse~UCe88eS m~lDent boire !eUrl vacbel, 011 celle. da roi leur 
a8 numerowaine voiaine, trouveut lA des jeunes geDB, et font quelque 

d h ;rs exprimee danB l'auteur avec Ie mot propre: on ('lit. 
an er pOke, mais on n'e;t point B~jet dans Herodote. • . . • 
our own. \mmera pas Ie boulanger de Cresus,le palefrenier de Cyrus, 
respects bt'ier Mn.cistos; it dit grand panetier, kuyer, armurier, aver· 

, ote que cela est plus noble.'-PrQBpectu, a'une Tradltc, 
accurate, ~ d'He,.odote, (Euvres de P. L. Courier, iii. 262. 
has done l1lr specimen, we may instance the Abbe Velly, the most 

h
. Th .er of French bistory in the last century. We quote from 
as. e, third letter on the History of Fra.nce :-
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any other 'bluntness" 'confidence,' q' 
than are implied in thinking ourselves, 
consequence, Mr. Bailey wrong. We! 
not feel ourselves required, by consider, 
to state our difference of opinion w. , 
hesitation. We should not have writte. 
ject unle8~ we had been able to form a dE\ 
on it j and, having done 80, to haNe e>-. 
opinion otherwise than decidedly woull; 
cowardice, . not modesty j it would have 
ficing our conviction of truth to fear of (! ; 

dispute the soundness of a man's dock. 
conclusiveness of his arguments, may alw' 
preted as an: assumption of superiority OVt; 

courtesy, however, between thinkers, is nf.:· 
retraining from this sort of 'assumption, .~' 

rating it in one another; and we clairi. 
Bailey this tolerance, as we, on our part, si>: 
cheerfullY concede to him the like. 
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'l~s tlH);;t .:.:. ·ii 
,i .!!,:nt, t1liJt ir,. l~' 
,l'·~.t!.~ld'!r.til!(' t.,1 i • 
~ i')"i.lal. 0; '; '0S( )fLte been a frequent remark among Conti· 
,hdril,'. rr ),.nkers, that the tendencies of the age f;et 
rr;di ~ illi~ C'h- , )e, direction of historical inquiry, and that 
1:'; ~;< ~. ".'1 'i:ltmed to assume. a new aspect from t~e 
;h it Llt.!. in J! labours of the mmds now devoted to It~ 
"11i~n" Itei;'G. The anticipation mU8t appear at least 
fmr ttl::;:> :"~ an observer in England, confining his 
FA mi.l'l "'1. ! to hi.s own country, Whatever may be 
t :.):1 ;)f ,;, ,t;~ in some subordinate respects, of such his· 

t ' .. , ,"', " I ',' e. last twenty years have produced among 
1(1 t L .. ,).~. '" ~ 

!iVOll' "'~ '.':. J in general distinguished by no essential 
I h v id; : " "Ii~;om the historical writings of the last cen· 
. . ... '.,.:' ligns of a new school have been manifested 
~nl",:~ ~ ,~tt" ~'j !..h~y will be affirmed by no ?ne to constitute 

'(£"11 even prefigure the era which is to come: 
\\ J , retl IJ . 

1''''']1,.1 i.ii the • shadow of its coming' rested for an 
. '. ,'1 the lamented Dr. Arnold at the close of 

~','a)'('; 1: 1 • '. 
1 '1 .' 1·j while Mr. Carlyle has shown a sIgnal 

"',\' .1..1](', l ~ ,j' \'.1. . • .,. 

f' ,... .,'~. \ n hls • Fre~ch RevolutIon, of the epIc tone 
;"Isn~,; ,I .', ,~ial colouring ~hich may.be given to literal 
'I' 'cl !I,.y ',:,: ;:n materials are copious, and when the writt'r 
, ': ' .. ' ! the laborious accuracy of a. chronicler with 
'>lor QV .... • • • 

rt'.'; J"(':.~-, l' Imagmab?n of a. poet. . ' . 
1
1

,(,1:llll.l,:, l"boever de.sIres to know eIther the best ~hlch 
LJ" G.L'''') r accomphshed, or what the most advanced 
h;, .. , Tht> • Edinbwrgh Bevi8tl1, January 1844. 
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nowise behind him, an English transh, 'ior of the Ana-
basis, who renders ;:1I~pU; tlTpaTIWTa, be : 'gelltlem~n of 
the' army.' The character of this sc\ pol is to trans
port present feelings and nptions back into the past. 
and refer all ages and forms of hur, 'fl.n life to the 
standard of that in which the writer. tbimself lives; 
Whatever cannot be translated into t~ language of 
their o}Vn time, whatever they canno'~ represent to 
themselves by 'Some fancied modern~quivalent. is 
nothing' to them) calls up no ideas in the;; minds at all. 
They cannot imagine anything differe~t from their 

, S'agit.il d'exprimer III. distinction que III. COnqOek~des bn.rbares et~. 
blissait entre eux et le8 vaincuB, distinction grave et .. riste, par laquelle 
Ie vie d'une indigene n'ctait estimee, d'apres Ie taux des amendes, qu'& 
III. moitie du prix mi8 & celle de l'etranger, ce sont de pures preferences 
de cour, le8 faveur8 de no. roi, s'addressent surloni\aux vainqueurs. 
S'agit.il de presenter Ie tableau de ces grandes assen;l16es, ou tous lee 
hommes de race Germanique se rendaient en armes;:Ou chacun etait 
consulM depuisle premier jusqu'au dernier; l'Abbe 7ell! nous parle 
d'one espece de parlement am.bulatoire et des rours pMr. "res, qui etaient 
(apres Ia. chasse) una partia des amUBemenB de n081 liB. 'Nos rois,' 
ajoote l'aimable abbe,' ne se trooverent bientOt plus e' etat de donner 
cos soperbes fetes. On peut dire que Ie regne des C;ulovingj,llns fut 
cdui des cours p16nieres. • . . n y eut cependant ~ojours des fetes 
a 1& cour; mais, avec plus de galanterie, plus de po~teS8e, plus de 
gout, on n'y retrouva. ni cette grandeur ni cette richeSt. " 

., Hilderic,' dit Gregoire ae Tours, 'regnant sur Ia. nw. :In des Franks 
et se livrant a une extr~me dissolution, se prit 1 abuserd',: leurs filles: et 
eux, indignes de celli., Ie destituerent d!lla royaute. Infbrm6, en outre, 
qu'ils voulaient Ie mettre & mort, il partit et s'en alla i en Thuinge.' 
Ce recit est d'nn ecrivain qui vivait un siecle apre's l'eve~ltement. Voici 
maintenant les paroles de 1'4.bb6 Velly, qui se vante, d[~ns sa preface, 
de puiser aux sources anciennes, et de peindre exactem~nt lea mmurs, 
les usages, et lee coutumes: 'Childeric fut un prince & 'grandes aven. 
tares; • , • c'etait l'homme Ie mieux fait de son roya'lIDe. n avait 
de I' esprit, du courage: mais, ne avec un creur tendre, il: t'abandonnait 
trop 0. l'a.mour: ce fot Ia. cause de sa perte. Les seigni!urs Fra.n<;ais, 
aU88i sensibles a I'outrage que leors femmes l'avaient eM; aux charmes 
de ce prince, se liguerent poor Ie detr6ner. Contraint d:e ceder & leur 
f ureur, il se retira eu Allemagne~ , I 
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own everYday~ aperience. They a.o;sume that words 
mean the sam thing to a monkish chronir.ler as to a 
modern memb • of parliament. If they find the term 
re;c applied to . 'llovis or Clotaire, they already talk of 
• the French nl/narchy: or • the 'kingdom of France.' 
If among a t~ be of savages newly escaped from the 
woods, they ~ 1d mention of a council of leading men, 
or an assemb~d multitude giving its sanction to some 
matter of g leraI concernment, th~ir imagination 
jumps to a s tern of free institutions,"and a wille con. 
trivance of constitutional balances and checks. If, at 
other times, 11ey find the chief ~ilIing and plundering 
without this anction, they just as promptly figure to 
themselves .1 acknowledged despotism. In this 
manner they antedate not only modern ideas, but the 
essential characters of the modern mind; an!I imagine 
their ancest<i,,'s to be very like their next neighbours, 
saving a. fei, eccentricities, occasioned !>y being still 
Pagans or ~ J.tholics, by having no Ita!J{J(PJ corpta act, 
and no Sunl tay schools. If an historian of this stamp 
takes4' side tm controversy, and passes judgment upon 
actions or personages that have figured in history, he 
applies to (,hem in the crudest form the canons of 
some mod(.n party or creed. If he is a Tory, and 
his subject, is Greece, everything Athenian must be 
cried down("and Philip and Dionysius must be washed 
white as s~ow, lest Pericles and Demostllenes shoulJ 
not be sufficiently black. If he be a Liberal, Cresar 
and Croml.'ell, and all usurpers similar to them, are 
• damned l) everl~ting fame.' Is he a disbeliever (){ 
revelation \' a short-sighted, narrow-minded Julian 
becomes H,is pattern of a prince, and the heroes and 
martyrs "Of Christianity objej!ts of scornful pity. If 
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rnindil think it PO!, sible to accQmplish, r,ry VII. must 
tion of historical studies, must look to X. was a self
and Ly the Contillent we mean, of cou pthing but a 
lectual sense, Germany and France. :rian does not 
historians in Germany, our countrym'~mate must be 
discovered. ',rhe first two volumes of.~ ust to forget 
finished work, though the least attracti\~ an improve
nary tastes, are s~id to have had more ich contented 
least more purchasers, in English than ~cient autho-' 
language. Of the remaining volume/ own mind in 
has lately appeared, by a different, but .~. to conceive 
petent hand. Schlosser, if not read, ha.sf Anacharsis 
heard of in England; and one of Rank.\ut a figure in 
been twice translated: we would rathe~owman; and 
them had been translated once. But, tqRollin. He 
Looks are supposed to be sufficiently leflpersonages : 
land without translation, th~ English :.qses, which, 
aware, that both in historical speculationl ~n, . are still 
importance of her historic~ writings, F_:~Jy distinct, 
present day, far surpasses Germany. 'Jon of their 
induces the educated part of our COUl~ step .. and, 
ign~re, in so determined a manner, the ,\m, is not 
productions of the· most active nationi; 
Europe, and to limit their French readin'1'cal study 
Batzac and M. Eugene Sue, there would be eye of a. 
cuIty in precisely determining. Perhap, a cotem
ancient dread of French' infidelity ; p(~re of the 
ancient contempt of French frivolity and ~;u~peculia.ri
If it he the former, we can assnre them thre of any 
no longer ground for such a feeling; if the prl;Wtical 
must be permitted to doubt that there everrittle way 
is unnecessary to discuss whether, as som+e of the 
strong religious • revival' is taking place jody forth 
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the form~ of nch a pb.enomenon, if real, is likely to 
faculty to' seej There is at least a decided reaction 
preserved of 51., igion of the last age. T4e Voltairian 
whole to wh~ oked upon as a thing of the past; on~ 
the individual ebrated assailants ba~ been heard to 
or to which si la..11 ~o living representative sufficiently 
for that ver~ perform the functions of a • constitu
Impposes. Sdon' against the rE:igning philosophic 
and, what i~he present French thinkers, whether 
them. He ~tianity or not as a divine revelation, in 
mand to a~~mselves called upon to be unjust to it 
deduced by ;istory. There are men 'who, not. dis
for. With own unbelief, have written deeper and 
romance, he vindication of what religion has done 
wh.at can bel than have sufficed to found the reputa
rare a com9;1:lf its most"admired defenders. If they 

Realized! ;orical prejudice on the subject, it is in 
is; but j priesthood. They leave' the opinions of 
accor~ing on ecclesiasti~al history to the excl~ive 
sagacity }~ are 80rry to say) of Protestant wnterlt 
and o.rags 'tRin. . 
state of ~)ect to the charge 80 often made against 
writers t orians, of superficiality and want of re: 
stand, th a strange accusation against the, country 
able modfuced the Benedictines. France has at all 
colours of~sed a class ofstudious and accurate erudjts, 
of a. rea~s as any other country except Germany; 
pitch thRflUlar writers are not more superficial than 
writers, ,'voltaire gave false views of histor! in ~a?y 
who sysut not falser than Hume's; Thlers 1.8 In

ideal of ¥.ut less so than Sir Walter Scott. France 
of the pr'Jore for even English history than England 

There very first complete history'of England, and 
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he is of the Church of England, Gre: 
be an ambitious impostor, because Leo' 
indulgent voluptuary; John Knox ) 
coarse-minded fanatic, becanse the hisl-
like John ·Wesley. Humble a'>1 our elr 
of.this kind of writers. it would be UI:" 

that even their moue' u~treating history, 
ment upon the uninquiring credulity wf ' 
itself with copying or translating the i 
rities, without eyer bringing the writer'; 
contact with the subject. It is bette' 
Demosthenes. even under the image 0' 

Ciootz, thoo. not as a, li'ving being at all, f 
a, puppet-show, of which Plutarch is the SL 
Mitford, so far, is a, better historian than:" 

. ',' 

does give a, sort of reality to historical' 
he ascribes to them passions and purp I:, "'. 
though not those of their age or positi'; . 'i, c' 
human j an~ enables us to form a tolera ,. ";"", 
'though in general an exceedingly false no: ' : L 
qualities and circumstances. This is'a firs',:' ,. 1,1 

that step made, th~ reader, once in mot' \' .;.( 
likely to stop there. \,: 

Accordingly, the second stage of histo' 'i ~;< !).: 

attempts to regard former ages not with th,: ~ \\:" ,I, 
modern, but, as far as possible, with that of pLy iil 

'pomry j to realize a true anq living pictt 
past time, clothed in its circumstances and t. b t:..,~ 
ties. This is not an easy task: the knowlet;1i bA 
amonnt of dry generalities,' or even of the' ,ri.in vi 
life and business of his own time, goes a very~' rig]'+ / 
to qualify a writer for it. He needs s()n~h ' e:JT~ 
characteristics of the poet. He has to ·l/·,:hi':"~· 
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, . 
the' for:n, ,{ ·J1ings unknown.' He must have tIle 
j~lclf ~t.Y t.; 1;.;1 ~n the ends and fragments which are 
I'L'~erh'd (>I ' I ~me element of the past, the consistent 
\\[..)10 tu; tlL.h they once belonged; to di8cern, in 
tit" ir.di. jl ',' J .,Ifact which some monument hands down 
OJ' t(1 wlii. , , la.me chronicler testifies, the general, and 
for tI!J, " ,.:,). I' ~eason unrecorded, facts which it pre
hUPI"'s<~, '-;lIUI~h gifts of imagination he must possess; 
~LJJ. 11 \.~t i)lie rarer still, he must forbear to abuse 
tlklJi. Ht~ l,tilust have the conscience and self-com
IIH!J\l - , c.t i'-l~m no more than can be vouched for, or 
.lulu-'.' ' l..,y ! ;:"lgitimate inference from what is vouched 
fur. \\ i h ' ')le genius for producing a grea.t historical 
r,jll~ J'/ 1'(" 'must have the virtue to add nothing to 
\\lll~t· . ~'fi' proved to be true. What wonder if so 
rJ 1 e ; ,; I f nation is not often realized? 

1:, J 'lor course~ in its. ideal p~rfection, it nev~r 
J< , .'. vny now aun at It, and some approach It, 
;,;~.;: '0 the measure of their faculties. Of the , . 
',I : '-' )ch detects the meaning of IImall thing!!; 
<:1.; ,' .• ~~ li,o light the forgotten elements of a gone-by 
~t~,; . I , ~ teciety, from scattered evidences which the 
\\rl~": - t;. )Tmselves who recorded them did not under
~t" "< a world has ·now, in Niebuhr, an imperish
.,: .. ' ; .. ':J~J. The reproduction of past events in the 

:, ,. - .,; - life, and with all the complexity and bustle 
\;I' a : .': ~ scene, can ~ardly be carried to a higher 
I't.''11 .. ;;'ll by Mr. Carlyle. But to find a school of 
,q-:tt.r. ;,,"nd among them several of the first rank, 
,1.1<.' sY"i<tematically direct their aims towards this 
ide. 1 cf 1 uistory, we must look to the French historians 
"f Hl(1 '.r,\eSent day. 

'.ib:I'*~ -~ yet a third, and the highest stage of his-
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. toricdl inve!!tig.ation, in which the aim ~s not simply 
to compose .histories, but to construct'la science of 
history. In this view, the whole oHhe 'tvents which 
have befallen the human race, and the sf: ~es through 
which it has pas Red, are regarded as a ser J

rs 
of pheno

mena, produced by causes, and sU8ceptil, e of expla
nation .. All history is conceived as a,i, progressive 

.chain of causes and effects; or (by·an aptl

t
' metaphor) 

as a gradually unfolding web, in which' every fresh 
part that comes to view is a prolongation I f the part 
,previously unrolled, whether we can trace the sepa
rate threads from the one into the other, or not. The 
facts of each generation are looked upon a~ one com
plex phenom~non, caused by those of the generation: 
preceding, and causing, in its turn, those of the next 
i~ order. 'I'hat these states must follow Olle another 
according to some law, is·considered' certai'~,: how to 
read that law, is deemed the fundamental :.'foblem of 
the science of history. To find on whatirinciples, 
derived from the nature of man and the l~ ~ of the 
outward world, each state of society and of: '. e huwan 
mind' produceu that which came after it; an whether 
there can be traced ~ny order of production E ciently 
definite. to show what future states of sociel , may be 
expected to emanate from the circumstan\ IS which 
exist at present-is the aim of historical phiJ'kophy in 
itl.! third stage. , 

This· ultimate and highest attempt, musI in the 
order of ~ature, follow, not precede, " t at 1a.'1t 
described; for before we can trace the "fih tion of 
states of society one from another. we musti, rightly 
ul\derstand . and clearly conceive them, eac\h apart 
from the rest. Accordingly, this greatest rchie\Te-

VOL. u. 
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ment IS rat?er a possibility to be on~ day realized, 
than an en': ~rpri8e in which any great progress has· 
yet been ~ lode. But of the little yet done in this 
direction, bi far the greater part has hitherto been 
done by Fr, Jcb writers. They have made more hope
ful attempt' than anyone else, and have more clearly 
pointed out the path: they are the real harbingers of 
the dawn 01.: historical ~cience. 

Dr. Ar~old, in his • Historical Lectures' -which, 
(it should ~not be forgotten,) though the latest pro
duction of his life, were the earliest of his sy~tematic 
meditations on gener.a1 history-showed few and faint 
symptomN(of having conceived, with any distinctness, 
this third,. step in historical study. But he had, as 
far as the nature of the work admitted, completely 
realized Ute second stage; and to those who have not 
yet attai1~d that stage, there can scarcely be more 
instructi~.l reading than his Lectures. The same 
praise m/"t be given, in an even higher sense, to the 
earliest ~ ; the three great mode~ French historians, 

. }'[. Aug/,tin Thierry. 

. It wil from historical romances that l\I. Thierry 
learned \ 0 recognise the worthlessness of what in 
those dJ, '8 were called histories; ChateauLriand and 
Sir W

1 
er Scott were his early teachers. He has 

himseif l:escribed the effect produced upon him and 
others, )y finding, in 'Ivanhoe,' Saxons and Normans 
in the Teign of Richard I. Why, he asked himself, 
should; the professed historians have left Buch a fact 
as this' to;' be brought to light by a novelist? and 
what else were such men likely to have understood 
of the i age, when so important and distinctive a 

" feature; of it had escaped them? The study of the 
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original sources of French history, complted his con
viction of the senselessness' of the mOdtfn compilers. 
He resolved • to plant the standard ~~.f historical 
reform;' and to this undertaking all hi:~> subsequent 

·life bas been consecrated. His' His.rpry of the 
~o.rman Conqu~st,'. though justly charjeable wi~h 
rldm~ a favourite Idea too hard, form{; an era 1ll 

.English history. In another of his workl\' the • Let
tres sur l'Histoire de France,' In whic profound 
learning is combined with that clear pract cal insight 

. into the realities of life, which in France" more than 
in any other country except Italy, accompr.nies specu
lative eminence, M. Thierry gives a piquaft exposure 
of the incapacity of historians to enter int.\ the spirit 
of the middle ages, and the ludicrously fa~se impres
sions they communicate of human life as;iit was in 
early ·times. ExemplityiIig the right metl::)~d as well 
as censuring the wrong, he, in the sa e· work, 
extracted' from the records of the middle . ,ges some 
portions, not large but valuable, of the negl "~ted facts 
which constitute the real history of Europe~ ~ soci&ty. 
Nowhere, however, is M. Thie'rry's genius \0 pleas
ingly displaye4, as in his most recent public' ,ion, the 
work of his premature old age, written l:\;der the 
double affliction of blindness and paral)sis-the 
• Hecits des Temps Merovingiens.' . This Hook. the 
first series of which is all that has been P'~blished, 
was d~stined to paint--:what till that time) he had 
only d~scussed and de8crlbe~~tha: chaos o~ l~imitive 
barbansm and enervated ClVlhzatlOn, from w ich the 
present nations~of Europe had their origin, an which 
forms the transition from ancient to modern I istory. 
He makes the age tell its own story ; not < rawing 

K~ 
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anything fr4m invention. but adhering scrupulou!ily 
to authenti~- facts. As the history of the three> cen. 
turies precei;'ing Charlemagne was not worth writin~ 
throughOU~.n fulness of detail, he contents hirn~('lf 
with porti 1S of it, selecting such as, while they Rre 
illustrative )f the times, are also in themselves co?". 
plete stori I, furnished with characters and persol'al 
interest. rChe experiment is completely succ('ssful. 
The grace and beauty of tIle narration makes these 
true histo~ies as pleasant reading as if they were a 
charmingcoU('ction of fictitious tales; while the 
practical foeling t,h~y impart of the form of human 
life. from "hich they are drawn-the familiar nnder· 
standing (hey communicate of • la vie barhare,'-is 
unexampl .d even in fiction, and unthought of hereto
fore in a y writing professedly historical. ' The nar. 
ratives a I preceded by an improved resume of the 
author's revious labours in the theoretical departrhent 
of his su dect, under the title of a • Dissertation on tlu' 
Progress ')f Historical Studies in France.' 

)1. G izot has a mind of a different cast ftOm 
M. Thi ry: the one is especially a man of ttpecula. 
tion an . science, as the other is, more emphatiCally: 
in the gh European sense of the term, an artist; 
though~his is not to be unqerstood of either in an 
exclus~vr sense, each possessing a fair share of the 
qualitie? characteristic of the other. Of all Conti. 
nentall',istorians of whom we are aware, M. Guizot is 

. the oneJbest adapted to tbis COUlltry, and a familiarity 
with "hose writings would do most to train BDd 

ripen !,IDong us the growing spirjt of historical 
specula;, ,ion. 

M. '~uhtOt's only narrative work is the history. 
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already r.eferred to,. of wha~ is calle~\ i~ France 
the EnglIsh RevolutIon. HIs other p~mC1pal pro
ductionll are the • Essais sur l'Histoire ,de France,' 
published in 1822. and the Lectures, which the 
whole literary public of Paris throngtd to hear, 
from 1828 to 1830, and to which fre political 
events of the last of those years put \ an abrupt 
termination. The immense popularity of these 
writings in thdr own country-a cuuntr.y not more 
patient of the • genre ennuyeux' than tits neigh-

I 
bours-is a sufficient guarantee that thtir wearing 
the form of dissertation, and not of narr.~tive, is, in 
this instance, no uetriment to their atttactiveness. 
Even the light reader will fi~d.in them ~o resem
blance to the chapters on • manners and \customs,' 
which, wit:h pardonable impatiellce, he is 81cnstomed 
to skip wben turning over any of the histot. rns of the 
old school. For in them we find only that <i illest and 
most useless of all thin~s, mere facts witho1tt ideas: 
M. Guizot creates within those dry bones a li"ing 

I 
. ,( . 

'SOU.. i 
M. Guizot does not, as in the main: must l ~ said" of 

M. Thierry, remain in wha.t we have call~d tl .~ second 
)'egioll of histurical inquiry: he makes freq. ~nt and 
long incursions into the third. He not only' ?nquires 
what our ancestors were, but what made. tt,..em so; 
what ga;e rise tothe peculiar state of societ.Vof the 

. middle ages, and by what causes this state "fas pro
gressively transformed into what we see arokd us. 
His success in this respect could not, in th{t almost 
nascent state of the science of history~ be perf€, ct; but 
it is as great as was perhaps compatible with tl: f limits 
of his design. for (as M. Comte has well re'ilarked) 
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in the study of history, we must proceed from the 
en8emble to :th~ details, and not conversely. We 
cannot explairr the facts of any age or nation, unless 
we. have first traced out some connected new of the 
main outline of history. The great universal results 
must be fir~t accounted for, not only because they 
are the mooit important, but because they depend on 
the simplest laws. Taking place on so large a scale 
as to neuttalize the operation of local and partial 
agents, it is: in them alone that we see ih undisguised 
action the lnherent tendencies of the human race. 
Those great retlults, therefore, may admit of a com
plete theory; while it would be impossible to give a 
full analysi~ of the innumerable causes which influenced 
the local d· temporary development of some ,ection of 
mankind;l ~nd even a distant approximation to it sup
poses a pr~1 vious understanding of the general Jawsf to 
which ther·e local causes stand in th~ re.lation of modi-
fying circ;lmstances. . 

But b,' bre a8tronomy had its Newton, there was a 
place, ant lan honourable one, for not only the observer 
Tybho, b~~.t the theorizer, Kepler. ltt. Guizot is the 
Kepler, {,d something more, of his particular subject. 
He has ~l real talent for the explanation and generali
zation oj, historical facts. He unfolds at least the 
proximatr causes of social phenomena, with rare dis
cernment, and much knowledge of human· nature. 
We reco!~nise, moreover, in all his theories, not only 
a solidit~f of acquirements, but a sobriety and impar
tiality, "rhich neither his countrymen, nor speculative 
thinkers) in general, have ofte.n manifested.in 80 high 
~ degrefao He does not exaggerate the IDlluence of 
.. ome on caDse or agency, sacrificing all others to it. 
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He neither writes as if human affairs were absolutely 
moulded by the wisdom and virtue or tIl' e vices and 
follies of rulers; nor as if ~he general c rcumstances 
of society did all, and accident or eminen~r individuals 
could flo nothing. He neither attributes everything 
to political institutions, nor everything to the ideas 
and convictions in men's minds; but shows how they 
both co-operate, and react upon one an~ther. He 
sees in European civilization the complex) product of 
many conflicttng influences, Germanic, broman, and 
Christian; and of the peculiar positionf in which 
these different forc.es were brought to' aC11 upon one. 
another. lIe ascnbes to each of them ~!ts share of 
influence. Whatever may be added to ~is specula.
tions in a more advanced state of histori, ''11 science, 
little that he has done, will, we think, rec hire to be 
undone; his conclusions are seldom likely t } be found 
in contradiction with the deeper or more I extensive 
results that may, perhaps,llereafter be obtllJtted. 

It speaks little for the intellectual taste:,1 and the 
~iberal curiosity of ~ur countrym~~, ~hat th.», rem~in 
Ignorant or neglectful of such wntmgs. T.; ..... ~ssa.Ys 
we have seldom met with an Englishman'; . 11 \ had 

1'-'1'1...1 
rea.d. Of the ~ectures, one volume has b.,l,:.l'rwice 
translated, and has had some readers, especia hy when 
1\:1. Guizot's arrival in England as the reprerntative 
of his country, obtruded (as Dr. Chalmers w,. utd say) 
a knowledge of his existence and charact r upon 
London society .. But the other five volumes are un
translated and unread~ although they are tl~e work 
itself, to which th:e first volume is, in truth, )nly the 
introduction. When the Vill~le Ministry "'~ ~s over:
thrown,and the interdict removed by wI Jch the 
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Government :of the Restoration had ch~ned up all 
independent ~peculation, M. Guizot reopened 'his lec
ture-room, aft;er a suspension of near ten years. Half 
the academic. season having then expired, he was com· 
pelled, not oIlly to restrict his view of modern mstory 
to the meres~ outline, bltt to leave' out half the subject 
altogether i tlreating only of the progress of Society. 
and reservinig for the more extended labours of sub. 
sequent ye,!s, the development of the individual 
human bein~~. Yet critics have becn found in En'gland. 
who, in enti:re ignorance that the volume before them 
was a mere ipreface, visited upon the author, as short
coming!! in ~lis own doctrines. the laCUllfZ UDll.voida.bly 
left in his first year's lectures .. and amply filled up.in 
those of th1' succeeding seasons i-charging upon him 
as a grave )hilosophical error, that he saw in history 
only instit ,tions and social relations, and altogether 
overlooked human beings. . 

What h/,.s obtained for tlie introductory 'volume 'the 
share of a~:tention with which it (and not the others) 
has ~een G ;reate~ by the E~glish ~ublic, is ~~h.aps 
that ~~t. 1 '8 as Its second tItle, ' HIstory of CIviliza
tion i r ' .rope i' while the other volumes, after the 
word :1": ~ >urs d'Histoire Modeme,' bear the desig
natio on' Histoire de la Civilisation en France:' 
-and as s;uch may have been deemed not specially 
interesbin/! to England. But though this may avail 
in explat!ation, it is inadmissible as an excuse. A 
person ~ust need instruclion in history very much •. 
who does I not know that the history of civilization in 
France i8j that of civilization in Eur.ope. The main 
c~urse of, .. he stream of civilization is identical in all 
the west rn, nations; their origin was essentially 
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similar-they went through the same phases':'-'and 
society in aU of them, at least until after the Reforma
tion, consisted fundamentally of the same elements. 
Anyone country, therefore, may, in some measure, 
stand for all the rest. But France is the best type, 
as representing best the average circumstances of 
Europe. Ther~ is .no country in which the general 

. tendencies of modern society Lave been so little 
interfered with by secondary and modifying agencies. 
In England, for example, much is to be ascribed to 
the peouliarity of a double conquest. While else
where one race of barbarians overran an extensive 
region, and settled down amidst a subject population 
greatly more numerous, as well as more civilized, 
than themselves; the first invaders of ~1>5lUUtl, 

instead of enslavinO' exterminated or ~xpelled the 
1:)' 

former inhabitants; and after grow1l!g up into a 
n~tion, were in their turn subdued by ~~ r~ce almost 
exactly on a level 'with them in civiliz;atIon. The 
Scandinavian countries, on the other )':land, and a 
great part of Germany, had never been c~~u.e~~4 at 
all; and in the latter, much depended upon tht.1 
elective character of the 'head of the empire,. which \ 
prevented the consolidation of a powerful central ~ 
government. In Italy, the eatly predominance of 
towns and town life; in Spain, the Moorish occupation 
and its consequences, coexisted ~ modifying causes 
with the general circumstances common to all. But, 
in France, no disturbing foreL.?, oi anything like' 
equal potency, can be traced; and the universal tetA
dencies, haying prevaiied more completely, are more 
obviously discernible. • 

To any European, therefore, the history of France 
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tles in his former writings. He has writt.en a history 
of the Roman Republic, in wh!ch he availed himself 
la.rgely, as all writer~ on Roman history now do, of 
the lIew vieyvs opened by the profound sagacity of 
Niebuhr. Une thing, however, he has not drawn 
froID Niebuhr; for Niebuhr had it not to bestow. 
We have no right to require that an author, who has 
done in his department great things which no one 
before. him had done, or could do, should have done 
all other good things likewise. But without meaning 
hisparagement to Niebuhr, it has always struck us as 
r~Illarkable, that a mind so fitted to throw light upon 
the dark places ,in tl;le Roman manuer of existence, 
should have exhausted its efforts in clearing up and 
rendering intelligible the merely civic life of the 
Roman pec~)le. By the aid ()f Niehuhr, we now know, 
better than· we had ever reckoned upon knowing, what 
the J{O!.aan republic was. But what the Romans 
the'Jlselves were, we scarcely know better than we did 
be"fore. It is true that citizenship, its Uleas, feelings, 

td actl,ve duties, filled a larger space in ancient, than 
i any form of modern life; but they did not consti
I ute the whole. A Roman citizen had a religion and 
gods, had It religious morality, had domeb-tic relations; 
there were women in Rome as well as men; there 
were children, who were brought up and educated in 
<t certain manner; there were, even in the earliest 
P~riod of the Roman commonwealth, slaves. Of aU 
ti,is, one perceives hardly anything in Niebuhr's volu-' 
mi~ous work. The central idea of the Roman religion 
aD(.~ polity, the family" scarcely shows itself, e~cept in 
c0J1.nexion with the classification of the citizens; nor are 
we; made to perceive'in what the beliefs and modes of 
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conduct of the Romans, respecting things in general, 
a~reed, and in what disagreed, with those of the rest 
of the ancient world. Yet the mystery of the Romans 
and of their fortunes must lie there. N ow, of many 
of these tbings, one doe!! learn something from the 
much smaller work of M. Micbelet. In imaging to 
ourselves the relation in which a Roman stood, not to 
bis fellow-citizens as such, but to the universe, we 
gain some help from Michelet-next to none from 
NiebuRr. The work before 11S has, in a still greater 
degree, a similar merit. Without neglecting the out- , 
ward condition of mankind, but -on the contrary! 
throwing much new light upon it, he tells us mainly 
their inward mental workings. Others have taught 
us as much of how mankind acted at each period, but 
no one makes us so well comprehend how they felt. 
Re is the subjective historian of the middle ages. 1-

}'or his book, at least in the earlier volumes, is a 
history of the middle ages, quite as much a;( of 
France; and he has aimed at giving us, not th~ dry 
husk, but the spirit of those ages. This had bevel' 
been done before in the same degree, not evenhy his 
eminent precursor, Thierry, except for the pet-iod of 
the Germanic invasions. The great value of t~e Look 
is that it does, to some extent, make us ull<lerstand 
what was really passing in the collective mind, of each 
generation. For, in assuming distinctness, th'e lift: of' 
the past assumes also variety under M. ltichelet's 
hands. With him, each period has a phY~iognomy 
and a character of its own. It is in readin~ him that 
we are made to feel distinctly, how many/successive 
conditions of humanity, and states of fhe human 
mind, are habitually confounded under t~~ appellation 
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of the MidJle Ages. To com!pon pel'C('ption, those 
times are like a distant range of mountains, aU melit:,} 
together into one cloudlike barrier. To M. Michelet, 
they are like the same range on a nearer approach, 
resolved into its separate mountain mas.ses, with sIopin6 
sides overlapping one another,. and gorges openinO' 
between them. 

The tlpirit of an age is a part of its history which 
cannot be extracted literally from ancient recorUs, 
but must be distilled from those arid materials by 
the chemistry ofthe writer's own mind: and whoen-r 
attempts this, will expose himself to the imputatiun of 
l'ubstitut:ng imaginatiun for facts, writing history by 
divination, and the like. These accusations have been 
often brought ~crainst M. ~Iichelet, and we will not 
take upon ourselves to say that !hey 'are never just; 
oA'e think he is not seldom the dupe of his own inge
nuity. Bat it is a mistake to suppose that a man of 
~e;~uS will be oftener wrong, in his views of history. 
than a dull unim<l~tive proser. Not only are the 
\"ery', ehors of the one more instructive than the rom· 
lUon~aces of the other, but he commits fewer of 
them.~ It by no means follows. that he who cannot see 
so far'~ another, must, therefore. see more correctly. 
To be\ incapable of discerning what is, gives no 
exemp~ion from believing what is not; 2:lld there is 
no pe~rsion of hi:;tory by persons who think. equal 
to those\ daily committed by writers who never rise 
to the height of an original idea. . 

It is tr.ue, a person of linly apprehension and fer
tile invention, relying on his 8ag;lcity. may neglect 
the carefu}. study of original documents. But 
~I. Michelet. is a man of deep erudition, and extensive 
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research. He has a high reputation among the Frenct. 
learned for his industry; while his official position, 
which connects him with the archives of the kingdom, 
has given him access to a rich source of unexplored 
authorities, of which he has made ablIndant use in 
his later volumes, and which promise to be of still 
greater importance in those yet to come. Even in 
its mere facts, therefore, this history is considerably 
in advance of all previously written. That his accu
racy is ,not vuln'erable in any material point, may be 
believed on the authority of the sober ind right
minded Thierry, wh,?, in the preface to the Recits, 
in a passage where, .though Michelet is not named, he. 
is evidently pointed at, blames his method as a dan
gerous one, but acquits M. Michelet himself as havi.g 
been saved by 'conscientious studies' from the errors 
into which his e~ample is likely to betray your,g 
writers. The cal'efulness of his investigations 'has 
been impugned on minor points. An English Heview 
has made a violent attack u~on his account of Bfmi
face VIII.; and, from his references (whidl i are 
'always copious) it does not appear·that he had 'con
suIted the Italian authorities on whom the rev,iewer 
relies. But, it is hard to try a~ historian ,by th'e cor
rectness of his details on incident~ 'only colla\erally 
connected with his subject. We ourselves F'~rceive 
that he sometimes trusts to memory, and is ina,bcurate 
in trifles i but the true question is-Has he falsified 
~he esse~tial character of any of the greater (vents oj 

the time about which he writes P If he ha1 not, but 
on the contrary, has placed many of those efVents in a 
truer light, and rendered their character I kore intel. 
ligible, than any former historian, to rectjify his small 
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Imistakes will be a very fitting e'mployment for tholle 
who have the necessary information, and nothing more 
important to do. 

The History, though a real narrative, not a disser
tation, is, in· all its earlier parts, a greatly abridged 
one. The writer dwell/! only on the great Jacts which 
paint their perio~, or on things which it appears to 
him nece~sary to present 'in a new li~ht. As, in his 
progress, however, he came into contact with his 
new materials, his design has extended; and the 
fourth an·d fifth volumes, embracing the confused 
period of the wars of Edward. III. ano. Henry V., 
contain, though in a most condem;ed style, a. tolerably 
minute recital of events. It is impossible for us to 
make any approach to an absttact of the contents of 
so large a work. We must be satisfied with touching 
,\lrs,orily upon some of the passages of history, on 
w~' ch }L Michelet's views are the most originl!l, or 
ot erwise most deserving of notice . 

. n the first volume, be is on ground which had 
alre.~<!y been broken ,and well turned over, by M. 
Thif.~rry. But some one was still wanting who tlhould 
writ&. the history of the time, in a connected narra
tive, 'from .M. Thierry's point ~f ~iew. lI. Michelet 
has ~Ine this, alld more. He has not only under
stood,'~like his predecessor, the character of the age of 
transit,ion, in which the various races, conquered and 
conquE\ring, were mixed on French soil without being 
blended.,; but he has endeavoured to assign to the 
se'\"eral I>~lements of that confused mixture, the share 
of influe~ce which belongs to them over the subse
quent des\~inies of his country. 

It was natural that a subjective hilotorian, <!De whQ 
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looks, above all, to the internal moving forces of 
human affairs, should attach great histotical impor
tance to the consideration of Races. This subject, 
on British soil, has usually fallen into hands little 
eompetellt to treat it soberly, or on true principles 
of induction; but of the great influence of Race in 
the production of national character, no reason
able inquirer can now doubt. As far as history, and 
social circumstances generally, are concerned, how 
little resemblance can be traced between the French 
and the Irish-in national character, "}low much! The 
same ready excitability; the same impetuosity when 
excited, yet the same readiness under excitement to 
Rubmit to the sev,erest discipline-a quality which at 
first might seem to contradict impetuosity, but which 
arises from that" very vehemence of character with 
which it appears to conflict, and is equally cons pi- , 
cuous in Revolutions of Three Days, temperanQo/ 
tnovements, an~ meetings on the" Hill of Tara. Tl!e 
same sociability and demonstrativeness-the sar,he 
natural refinement of manners, down to the l~wrst 
rank-in both, the characteristic weakness an iI)or
dinate vanity, their more serious moral deficiency jthe 
absence of a sensitive regar~ for truth. Their r~~dy 
susceptibility to influences, while it makes them;' less 
steady in right, makes them also less pertinaciods in 
wrong, and renders them, under favourable cifcum
stances of culture, reclaimable and improvabll (espe. 
cially through their more generous feeling¥!) in a 
degree to which the more obstina~e r~es are stjangers. 
To what, except their Gaelic blood, can w1 ascribe 
all this similarity between populations, the whole 
course of whose national history" has been srJ different? 

. ( 
VOL. II. L 
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We say Gaelic, not Celtic, because the Kymri of 
Wales and Bretagne, though also called Celts, anJ 
notwith::;tanding a close affinity in language, have 
evinced throughout history, in· many rellpccts, an 
opposite type of character; more like the Spanish 
Iberians than either the French or Irish: individual 
inste~ of gregarious, tough and obstinate instead Qf 
impressible-instead of the most disciplinable, one of 
the most intractable Races among mankind. . 

Historians who preceded M. Michelet had seen 
chiefly the Frankish, or the Roman elt)ment, in the for
mation of modern France. M. Michelet calls at·ten
tion to the Gaelic element. 'The foundation of the 
French· people,' he says,· 'is the youthful, soft, ant! 
mobile race of the Gaels, brl/yanle, s~nsual, and [1!Jere; 
prompt to learn, prompt to despise, grep.dy of new 

\things.' To the ready. impressibility of this race, and 
~he easy reception it gave to· foreign influenees, he 
attributes the progress made by France. 'Such 
c~ildren require sever.e preceptors. They will meet 
WIth such, both from the south and from the north. 
T~eir mobility will be fixed, their softness hardened 
an4 strengthened. Reason must be added to instinct, 
reflection to impulse.' • 

\ 

I~ is certain that no people, in a semi-barbaroulj 
state~ever received a foreign civilization more rapidly 
than the French Celts. In a century after Julius 
Cresa not only the south, the Gallia ltarboneMill, 
but th~ whole east of ~aul, from Treves and Cologne 
southwards, were already almost as Roman as Italy 
itself: The Roman institutions ant! ideas took a 
deeper rc..ot in Gaul than in any other province of 

" • VoL i. p. 129. . 
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the noman empire, and remained long predominant, 
wherever no great change was effected in the popula
tion by the ravages of the invaders. Dut, along with 
this capacity of improvement, M. Michelet docs not 
find in the Gauls that voluntary loyalty of man to 
man, that free adherence: founded on confiding attach
ment, which was characteristic of the Gernianic tribes, 
and of which, in his opinion, the feudal relation was 
the natural result. It is to these qualities, to per
sonal devotedness and faitp. in one another, that he 
ascribes the universal success of the G~rmanic tribes 
in overpowering the Celtic. He finds already in the 
latter the· root of that ·passion for equality . which 
distinguishE:'s modern France; and which, when un
balanced by a strong principle of Ilympathetic union, 
has always, he says, prevented the pure Celts from 
becoming a nation. Eve,rywhere among the Celts, he I'" 
finds equal division of inheritances, while in the Gte 
manic races primogeI;liture easily established itself 
an institution which, in a rude state of society, e 
justly interprets as equivalent to the permaneD&ej .of 

. the household, the non-separation of families. I 
'Ve think that M. Michelet has here carriea.: the 

influence of Race too far. and that the clifferenJe is 
~etter explained by diversity of position, thar{ by 
diversity of character in the P..aces. The conqufrors. 
a Ilmail body scatkred over a large territory could 
not sever their interests, could not relax the bonds 
which held them together. They were fo . many 
generations· encamped in the country, rath'~r than 
settled in it; they were a military band,~e uirin~ " 
military iliscipline, and the sep!U"ate mem nI co~ld 
not venture to detach themselves from cae other or . , 

L2 
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from their chief. Similar circumstances would haye 
produced similar results among the Gauls themselves. 
They were by no means without something analogous 
to the German comitatus (as the voluntary bond of 
adherence, of the most sacred kind, between followers 
and a leader of their choice,· is called by the Roman 
historians).' ThA ae1)oti of the Gauls and Aquita
nians, mentioned by M. Michelet himself. on the 
authority of Cresar* and Athenreus, were evidently 
not clansmen. Some such relati~n may be traced in 
many other warlike tribes. We find it even among 

. the most ob!ltinately person3.I of all the races of anti
quity. the Iberians of Spain; witness the Roman 
Sertorius and his Spanish body-guard, who slew them
selves, to the last man, before his funeral pile. 'ee 
principe d'attachement a un chef, ee dcvouement per. 

'\ sonnel, cette religi9n de l'homme envers l'homme:t 
is thus by no means peculiar to the Teutonill races. 
ind our ·author's favourite idea' of the 'profonde 
i~personna1ite't inherent in the Germanic genius, 
thOugh we are far-from saying 'that there is no foun-, 
datjon for it, surely requires some limitation. It will 
hardly, for example, be held true of the English, yet 
the \ English are a Germanic people. They; indeed, 
hav~ rather (or at least had) the characteristic whioh 
M. ~1ichelet predicates of the Celts (thinking appa
rentl~ rather of the Kymri than of the Gaels), 'Ie 

, • .Ad~lcant:ulUB. qui'snmmam imperii tenebat. cum DC dev~tis. qnae 
illi sold 'pos appellant: quorum luoo est conditio. uti oamibns in Tita 
oommo~ una cum his fruantur quorum lie amicitil8 dediderint: Ii 
quid iis per vim accidat. aut eundem casnm una ferant. aut. lil,j 

mortem cc,nsciscant: neque adhuc hominum memoria. repertnll en 
quiliqua.m, .(~i. eo in~rf~~ cujns se amicitire devovisaet. mon tecu· 
aaret.-De..L ello GaIluo. 1l1. 22. 

t -Jfichelet, voL i p.168. : Th. p. 17L 
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genie de 1a personnalite libre;~ a. tendency to revolt 
against compulsion, to hold fast to their own, and 
assert the claims of individuality against those of 
society and authority. But though many of M. 
Miche1et's speculations on the characteristics of Races 
appear to us contestable, they are always suggestive 
of thought. The next thing to having a question 
solved, is to have it well raised. M. Michelet's are 
views by which a. thinker, even if he rejects them, 
seldom fails to profit. ' 

Prom the Races, our author passes to the provinces, 
which, by their successive aggr.egation, composed the 
French monarchy. France is, in the main, peopled 
by a mixed race; but it contains several populations 
of pure.race at its remoter extremities.' It includes 
several distinct languages. and a~ove all a. grea~ 
variet, of climate, soil, and situation. Next to here':' 
ditary organization (if not beyond it), geographic~l 
peculiarities have a more powerful influence than aPy 
other natural agency, in the formation of nati~al 
character. Anyone, capable of such specu13.ti~bns, 
will read with strong interest the review of the va~:}ous 
provinces of France, which occupies the first hUD~dred 
and thirty pages of our author's second volume.; In 
this brilliant. sketch, he surveys the local c~'rcum
stances and nationlll peculiarities of each pr,;vince, 
and compares them with the type .of character, which 
belongs to its inhabitants, as shown in the hi~tory of 
each province, in the eminent individuals w~o have 
sprung from it, and in the results of intelli~ent per
sonal observation even in the present day. / We say 
even, because M. Michelet is not unaware /~f the ten
dency of provincial and local peculiaritilfs to disap-
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pear. A strenuous asserter of the power .of mind 
over matter, of will over spontaneous propensities, 
culture over nature, be holds that local characteristic~ 
lose their importance as 'bistoryadvances. In a rude 
age the C fatalities' of race and geographical position 
are absolute. In the progress of society, human fore
thought and purpose, acting by means of uniform 
institutions and 'modes of culture, tend more and more 
to efface the pristine differences. And lie attributes, 
in no small degree, the greatne~s of France to the 
absence' of any marked local peculiarities in the rre
dominant part of her population. Paris, and an 
extensive region all round-from the borders of Brit
tany to the eastern limits of Champagne, from the 
northern extremity of Picardy to the mountains of 
A uvergne"-is d~stinguished by no marked natural 
~eatures; and its inhabitants~a more mixed popula
t~on than any other in France-have no distinct, well· 
d~~ned individuality of character .. Thi" very defi
cie cy, or what might seem so, makes them the ready 
rec pients of ideas and modes of action from all sides, 
and\ qualifies them to bind together hekrogeneous 
pop~lations in harmonious union, by rcceiving the 
inll ence and assuming the character of each, as far 
as ~y be, without exclusion of the rest. In those 
differ' nt populations (on the other hand), 1.1. lIictelet 

, finds an abundallt variety of provincial cllarac
teristi ,of.all shades and degrees, up to those obsti:
nate in ividualities, which cling with the tenacity of 
iron. to lheir, own usages, and yield only after a long 
and dogked resistance to the general movement of 
humanity\ In these portraits of the provinces there 
is much ~ admire, and occasionally something to 
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sta.rtle. The form and vesture are more poet~cal than 
philosophical; . the sketch of Brittany wa.uts only 
verse to be a fine poem. But, though fancifully 
expressed, there is in this survey of France much 
more which seems, than which is, fanciful. There is, 
as WA believe, for much, if not most of it, a founda
tion of soher reason; and out of its poetry we could 
extract an excellen~ treatise in unexceptionable prose, 
did not our limits admonish us to hurry to ~ose'parts 
of the work which are of more universal interest. 

From this place the book becomes a pictUl"e of the 
middle ages, ip a series of Tableaux. The facts are 
not delivered .in the dry form of chronological annals, 
but are grouped round ·a certain number of central 
figures or leading events, s.elected so that cach half 
century bas at least one Tableau belonging to it. The 
groups; we need scarcely add, repI'esent tqe mind of 
the age, not its mere outward physiognomy and cos
tume. The successive titles of the chapters wjll f(,rm 
al,l appropriate catalogue to this new kind of historical 
picture gallel'y :- , 

'Chap. I. The year IOOO-The French King and the 
French Pope, Robert and Gerbert.-Ft:udal France.-II. 
Eleventh Ccntury-GrC'gory VII-Alliance betw~n the 
Normans and the Chmch-Conquests of Naples and. Eng
land.-III. The Crusade.-IV. Consequences of the prusade 
-The Communes-Abailard-First half oC the TweU'th Cen
tury.-V. The King of France and the King of Enuland, , ,., 
Louis-Ie-Jeune and Henry Plantagenet-Second Crusade-
Humiliation of. Louis-Thomas Becket-Humiliation 'of 
Henry.-VI. The year llOO~Innocent III-Tht Pope, by 
the arms of the Northern French, prevails over ,the King.of 
Englaud and the Emperor of Germany, the Greek Empire 
and the Albigcois-Grea~ness.of the King of )i'rance.-VII. 
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The last .chapter continued-Ruin of John-Defeat of the 
Emperor--War of the Albigeois.-VllI. First half of the 
Thirteenth Ceniury-Mlsticism- Louis IX-Sanctity of the 
King of France.-IX. Struggle betwt'Cn the Mendicant 
Orders and the University-St. Thomas-Doubts of St. 
Louis-The Passion as a principle of Art in the :Middle 
Ages.' 

T~e next chapter. being the first of the third 
volume. is headed. I The Sicilian Vespers j' • the second, 
I Philippe Ie Bel and Boniface VIII: 

This' arrangement of topics promisetl much; and 
the promise is well redeemed. Everyone of the 
chapters we have cited is full of interesting aperflllJ, 
and fruitful in suggestions of thought. 

Forced to make a selection. we shall- choose among 
the features of the middle age as here presented. one 
or two of the mbst interesting. and the most imper
fectly und~rstood. Of the individual figures in our 
adthor:s canvass. none is more impressive than Hilde
brand. Of the moral and soci!l-l phenomena which.he 
depf<t1;s. the greatest is the Papacy. 

Respecting the Papal Church. and that. its greatest 
Pontiff, the opinions of our author are such as. from 
the greater number of English readers. can scarcely 
hope \ for ready acceptance. They are far removed 
from iJIose either of our Protestant or of our sceptical 
histori'ans. They are so unlike Hume. that they 
stand '" chance of being confounded with Lingard. 
Such. h~wever. as they are. we think ~hem well worth 
knowin~ and considering. They are. in substance. 
the opinions of almost every hiktorical inquirer in 
France. w~o has any pretensi,ons to thought or re
search, be he Catholic, Proteitant, or Infidel The 
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time is past when any French thinker, worthy the 
"name, looked upon the Catholic Hierarchy as having 
always been the base and tyrannical thing which, to 
a great extent, it ultimately became. No one now 
confounds what the Church was, when its prelates 
and clergy universally believed what they taught, with 
what it was when they had ceased to believe. No 
one arb'Ues-from the conduct which they even con
scientiously pursued when the human intellect, having 
got beyond the Church, became its most formidable 
foe-that it must therefore have been equally an 
enemy to improvement when it was at the head, in
stead of the rear, of civilizatioD; when all that was 
instructed in Europe was comprised w.ithin its pale, 
and it was the authorized champion of intelligence 
and self· con trol, against military and predatory vio
lence. Even the fraud and craft by which it often 
aided' itself in its struggles with brute force; ev~n 
the ,ambition and selfishness by which. in its very best 
days, its nobler aims. like those of all other clas~es 
or bodies, were continually tarnished-do no~ ,ais
guise from impartia.l thinkers on the Continent, I the 
fact that it was the great improver and civiliz/r of 
Europe. " ' 

That the clergy were the preservers of all I tters 
and all cult~h, .. ~f the writings and even the tradi
'tions of literary antiquity, is too evident to ha e been 
ever dis·puted. But for them, there would ha e been 
a complete break, in 'Vestern Europe, bet~een the 
ancient and modern world. Books would ave dis
appeared, and even Christianity. if it surviv d at all, 
would have existed merely as another (orm/of the old 
barbarous superstitions. Some, too, are ~lware' of the 
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services rendered even to material civilization by the 
monastic associations of Italy and France. after the. 
great reform by St. Benedict, Unlike the useless 
communities of contemplative ascetics in the East, 
they were diligent in tilling the earth and fabricating 
useful products j they knew and taught that temporal 
wor~ may also be ~ spiritual exercise j an,), protected 
by their sacre~ character from depredation, they set 
the first example to Europe of industry conducted on 
a large scale by free labour. But these things are 
commonly regarded as good which came out of evil; 
incidental benefits" arising casually, or pro.hlen
tially, from an institution radically vicious. It would 
do many English thinkers much good to acquaint 
themselves with the grounds on which the best Con. 
tinental minds, without disguising one particle of the 
evil which existed, openly or latently. in the l!omish 
Church. are on the whole convinced that it was not 
oI,Uy a beneficent institution, but the only means 
capable of bein~ now assigned, by which Europe could 
bare been reclaimed from barbarism. 
. tt" is, no doubt, the characteristic. evil incident t<> a 
cor~oration of priests, ~hat ihe exaltation of their 
order becomes, in and for .-itself. a primary o~~ect, to 
whi~h the ends .of the institution are often sacrificed. 
That\ exaltation is the strongest interest of all its 
membfrs, the bad equally with the good j for it is the 
means \ by which both hope to attain their ends. The 

. mainte;pance of their influence is to them what the 
mainteuance of its revenue is to a temporal govern
n,ent-tpe condition of its existence. The Romish 
Church, 'J?eing more powerfully organized and more 
thoroughly discipline.d than any other! pur~ued this 
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end with fnfielible energy and perseverance, and 
often by the ~08t culpable means. False miracles, 
forged donations, persecution of heretics-these things 
we have no desire to extenuate; but he must be 
wretchedly ignorant of human nature, who believes 
that any great or durable edifice of monl power was 
ever raised 'chiefly by such means. It is in the 
decline, in the decrepitude of religious systems, that 
force and artifice come into the first rank as expe
dients for maintaining a little longer what is left of 
their dominion. Deep sincerity, entire absorption of 
themselves in their task, were assuredly as indispen
sable· conditions, in the more eminent of the Popes, 
of the success which they met with, as in the heroes 
of the Reformation. In such men the power of the 
hierarchy might well become a passion; but the I 
extension of that power was a. legitimate object, f( . I 
the sake of the great things which they had to acconil-
~~~a : 

Who, in the middle ages, were worthier of power, 
tllRn . the clergy? Did they not need all, and"nlore 
than all the influence they could acquire, when they 
could not be kings or emperors, and when king~ and 
emperQrs were among those whose passion and arro
gance they had to ad~onish and govern? The great 
Ambrose, refusing abs()lution to Theodosius ul\til he 
performed penance for a massacre, was a type of what 
these men had to do. In an age of viole'.lce and 
bri!landa!le, who but the Church could insist on jus
tice, and forbearance, and· reconciliation P In an age 
when the weak were prostrate at the feet of the· 
strong, who was there but the Chu~h to plead to the 
strong for the weak? They. were the de!,ositaries of 
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the only moral power to which the great·wt!re amt'n. 
abl?; they alone had a right to remind kings and 
potentates of responMibiIity j to speak to them of 
humility, charity. and peace. Even in the times of 
the flrNt ferocious invaders, the • Recits' of M. Thierry 
(though the least favourable of the modern French 
historians to the Romish clergy) show, a.t what peril 
to themselves, the prelates of the Church continually 
stepped between the oppressor and his victim. Almost 
all the great 80cial iqlprov~ments which took place, 
were accomplished under their influence. They at 
all times took part with the kings against the feudal 
anarchy. The enfranchisement of the mass of the 
people from personal servitude, they not onlifavoured, 
but inculcated' as a Christian duty. They were the 
authors of the • Truce of God,' that well.known 
\"ttempt to mitigate the prevailing brutalities, by a 
~rced suspension of acts of vengeance and private 
w~r during four days and five nights of every week. 
They could not succeed in enforcing this periodical 
arnii~tice, which was too much in advance of the 
time. Their worst offence was, that they connived 
at a<::ts of unjust acquitlition by friends and supporters 
of the Pope j and encouraged unprovoked aggressions, 
by orthodox princes, against les~ obedient sons of the 
Church. We may add, that they were seldom favour
able to civil liberty ; which, indeed, in the rude form 
in which its first germs grew up,_ not as an institu. 
tion, but as a principle of resistance to institutions, 

_ found I\ttle favour with speculative men in tht! 
middle ages, to whom, by a not unnatural prejudice at 
such a tine, peac~ and obedience seemed the primary 
conditions Df good. But, in another sense, the Church 
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was eminently a democratic institution. To a tem
poral society in which all rank depended on birth, it 
opposed a spiritual s~ciety- in which the source o~ 
rank was personal qualities; in which the distinctions 
of people and aridtocracy, freeman and bondman, 
disappeared-which recruited itself from aU" ranks
in which a serf might rise to be a cardinal, or even a 
pope; while to ris~ at all to any eminence, almost 
alway:s required talent3, and at least a reputation for 
vb·tue. In one of the earliest combinations made by 
the feudal nobles against the clergy, the league of the 
}'rench Seigneurs in 1246, it stands in the foremost 
rank of accusation against them, that they were the 
• sons of serfs.'· 

N ow we say that the priesthood never could have 
stood their ground, in such an age, against kings and 
their powerful vassals, as an independent moral auth' ( 
rity, entitled to advise, to reprimand, and, if ne· ,j 
were, to denounce, if they had nQt been bound togetb.ier 
into an European body, under a government of their 
own. They must otherwise have. grovelled fro!ll ;!the 
firi:lt in that slavish subservience into which they ~knk 
at last. No local, no m'erely national 'organiz2:ftion, 
would have sufficed.' The State has too strong a/ hold 
upon an exclusively national corporation. N ?thing 
but an authority recognized by many nations, 8:nd not 
essentially dependent upon anyone, could, in that 
age, have been adequate to the post. It recluired a 
Pope to speak with authority to Kings and ~bperors. 
Had an individual priest or prelate had the ()Urage to 
tell them that they had violated the la f of God, 
his voice, not being the voice of the ChI jl'ch, would 

I 
• Miohelet, voL ii. p. 615, note. 
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not have been heeded. That the Pope, when he pre
tended to uepose Kings, or made war upon them with 

'\emporal arms, went beyond his province, needil 
hardly, in the present day, be insilited' on. Dut 
when he claimed the right of censuring and denounc
ing them, with 'whatever 'degree of solemnity, in the 
name of the moral law which all recognized, he 
a..~sumed a function necessary at all times, and which, 
in those days, no one excel,t the Church could assume, 
or was in any degree qualified to exercise. Time 
must show if the organ we now have for the perform.' 
ance of this office-if the censure by newspapers and 
public meetings, which has sucl!eeded to cem,ure by 
the Church-will be found in the end less liable to 
perversion and abuse than that was. However thi:t 
may be, the latter, form was the only one possible in 

\',lose days. 
~,l Were the Popes, then, 80 entirely in the lVl'ong, a.~ 
ll~torians have deemSld them, in their· disputes with 
t~~T Emperors, and with the Kings of England and 
Fr~nce? Doubtless th~y, no more than their antago
nis\s: knew where to stop short. Doubtless, in the 
ard~ur of the cOJ.lBict, they laid claim to powers not 
com~atible with a purely spiritual authority, and occa· 
sionally put forth pretensions, which, if completdy 
succe&~ful, would have plunged Europe into the torpor 
of an ~gyptian ·hierarchy. But there never was any 
dang~r~est they should lsucceed too far. The Church 
was alw,ys the weaker party, and occupied essentially 
a defensi.Je pqsitiuD. 

We ~ !not feel any doubt that Gregory VII. 
whatever' iorrors he may have committed, was right in 
the great ~bjects which he proposed to himself. His 
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life is memorable by two things-his contest with the 
State, and the reform in the Church its~lf, which pre
cpded it. The Church was r.lpidly becoming secu
larized. He checked the evil, by enforcing the celibacy 
of the clergy. Protestant writers have looked upon 
this ordinance of the Catholic Church, as the joint 
product of pontifical ambition and popular fanaticism. 
''f e would not deny that fanaticism, or rather religious. 
asceticism, had much to do with the popular feeling 
on the subject, and was perhaps the only lever by 
which the work could possibly have been accomplished. 
nut we believe that in that nge, without the institution 
of celibacy, the efficiency of the Church as an instru
ment of human culture was gon-:. In the early 
vigorou~ youth of the feudal system, when everything 
tended to become hereditary,' when every temporal, 
function had already become so, the clerical office w : 
rapidly becoming hereditary too. The clergy we:e 
becoming a Braminical caste; or worse-a mere l<P
pendage of the caste of soldiery~ Already the rlre-

. lacies and abbacies were filled cy the younger brl)tl iers 
of the feudal nobility, who, like their elder bretb.~en, 
spent the greater part of their time in hunting and 
·war. These had begun to transmit their benefiq:es to 
their sons, and give them in marriage v.ith! their 
daughters. The smaller preferments would- have 
become the prey of their smaller retamers. ,Against 
this evil, what other remedy than that which fJregory 
adopted did the age afford? Coula it rer .lain un-
remedied? ... 

And what, when impartially considered"'~ the pro~ 
tracted dispute about investitures, except) prolonga
tion of the same struggle? For what to!nd did the 
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princes of the middle ages desire the appointment of 
prelates P To make their profit of the revenues by 
keeping the sees vacant; to purchase tools. and reward 
adherents j at best, to keep the office in a state of 
complete subservience. It was no immoderate pre
tension in the spirituaJ authority to claim the free 
choice of its own instruments. 'I'he emperors had pre
viously asserted a right to nominate the Pope 11imself. 
and had exercised that right in many instauces. Had 
they succeeded, the spiritual power would have become 
that mere instrUment of despotism which it became at 
Constantinople-which it. is in Russia-which" the 
Popes of A vignon became in the hands of the French 
kings. And even had the Pope maintained his own 
personal independence, the nomination of the national 
clergy by their respectil"e monarchs, with no effectual 

\ ~ )ncurrence of his, would have made the national 
; ergy take part with the kings against their own 
", :ler; as a large ~E'ction of them always did, and as 
th whole clergy of Fran~e and England ended by . 
dOl g, because in those c~untries the kings, in the main. 
sue "'eded in keeping possession of the appointment to 
ben~fices. 
E~en for what seems in the abstract a still more 

objecl/;ionable pretension~ the claim to the exemption 
of eccllesiastics from. secular jurisdiction, which has 
scand~ized so grievously most of our English his
torians,\ there is much more to be said than those his
torians 'Ivere aware of. What was it, after all, but the 

" assertion: in behalf of the clergy, of the receh'ed 
. I 

English I\ rinciple of l:ieing tried by their peers? The 
secular tn. >unals were the courts of a rival power. 
often in actual conflict with the clergy, always jealous 
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of them, always ready to make use of its jurisdiction 
as a means of wreaking its vengeance, Of serviug its 
amhition; and were stained besides with the grossest 
corruption and tyranny. • These rights,' says M. 
Michelet,· 'gave rise, no doubt, to great abuses; many 
crime~ were committed by priests, and committed 
with impunity; but when one reflects on the frightful 
barbarity, the execrable fis0ality, of the lay tribunals 
in the twelfth century, one is forced to admit that the 
eccle8itl.~tical jurisdiction was then an anchor of safety. 
It spared, perhaps, the guilty, but how often it saved 
the innocent! The Church was 8lmost the only road 
by which the despised races were able to recover any 
ascendancy. We see t.his by the example <?f the two 
Saxons, Breakspear (Adrieln IV.) and Becket. The 
liberties of the Church in that age were those of man
kind.' 

On the other hand, Henry II., by the Constitutiom, 
of CYarendon, assumed to himself and his great jU8 ! 
ticiary a veto on the purely spiritual act of excomml/
nication-the last resort of the Church-the ulti~ate 

I 

sanction on which she depended for her moral jur;s-
diction. No one of the king's tenants was to be ¢x
commuBicated without his consent. On which side 
was here the usurpation? And iIi this preten~ion 
~enry was su~ported, by the great majority of hisrown 
bishops. So httle cause was there really ~o dreae any 
undue preponderance of popes over kings. " 

The Papacy was in the end defeated, eve~i nits 
reasonable claims. It had to give up, in th 1 main, 
all the contested points. A~ the monarchies of f urope 
were consolidated, and the Kings grew more uowerful" 

• Vol. ii p. 343. 
VOL. II. M 
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the Church became more dE.'pendent. The last rOI)e 
who dared' to defy a bad king, was made a prisoner in 

. his palace, insulted and struck by the E.'mis~ary of 
the tyrant. That Pope died brokE.'n-hearW; bi:f 
immediate successor died poisoned. The next was 
ClemE.'nt V., in whom, for· the first time, the Church 
sank into the abjE.'ct tool of secular tyranny. 'Vith 
him commenced that new era of the }'apacy, vdlich 
made it the horror and disgust of the then rapidly 
improving European mind, until the Reformation and 
its consequences closed the period which we commonly 
call the middle age.' 

'Ve know it may be said that long before this time 
veuality w~s a current and merited accusation against 
the Papal court. 'Ve often find Rome denounced, by 
the indignation of cotemporaries, as a market In 

,which everything might be bought. All periods of 
\~.uPPofed purity in the past administration of human 

fairs are tlie dreams of a golden age. 'Ve well 
k' ow ·that there was only occasionally a Pope who 
ac~ed consistently on any high ideal of the pontifical 
cllaracter; that n~any were sordid I}nd vicious, and 
those who were not, had often sordid and vicious 
per~ons around them. Who can estimate the extent 
to which the power of the Church, for realizing the 
nobl~ aims of its more illustrious ornaments, was 
crip~ cd and made infinn by these shortcomings? 
But, t. .. the time of Innocent lIT., if not of Boniface 
VIII.,1 we are unable to doubt that it was on the whole 
a souro.' of good, and of such good as could not have 
been pr~~;ded, for that age, by any other means with 
·which we can conceive such an age to be com

. patible. 
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. Among the Epochs in the progressive movement of 
middle-age history, which M. Michelet has been the 
first to bring clearly and vividly before us, there if, 
none more interesting than the great awakening (Jf 
the human mind which immediately followed toe 
period of the First Crusade. Others before him had 
pointed out the influence of the Crusade in generating 
the feeling of a common Christendo~; in counter
acting the localizing influence of the feudal im;titu
tions, and raising up a kind of republic Qf chivalry 
and Christianity; in drawing closer the ties between 
clliefs and vassals, or even serfs, by the need which 
they mutually experienced of each other's voluntary 
scrvicfs; in giving to the rude barons of 'Western 
Europe a. more varied range of ideas. and a. taste for 
at least the material civilization, which they beheld for 
the first time in the dominions of the Greek Emperors 

. • I 

and the Saracen Soldans. M. Michelet remarks that! 
I 

the effect even upon the religion of the time, was to 
soften its antipathies and weaken its superstition,s. 
The hatred of Mussulmans was far less i.tense ~fJer 
the CrdsaJe than at the beginning of it. The notfon 
of a peculiar sanctity inherent in places, was gre~tly 
weakened when Christians had become the masters of 
the Holy Sepulchre, and found themselves neither 

. better nor happier in ·consequen~e. 
But these special results bear no proportion to the 

general start which was taken, about this ti1e. by. 
the human m~nd, .and which. though it carfot 'be 
ascribed to the Crusade, was without doubt)greatly 
favoured by it.. That remarkable expeditionr.as the 
first great event of moden\ times, which had an 
European and a Christian intereshan int~e~t not of 
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nation, or place, or rank, but which the lowest serfs 
had in common, and more than in common, with the 
loftiest barons. When the soil is moved, all; . 
seeds fructify .. The serfs now began to think thell' 
selves human being~. The beginning of the great 
popular political movement of the middle ages-the 
formation of the Communes-is almost coincident with 
the First Crusade. Some fragments of the eminently 
dramatic history of this movement, are related in the 
.concluding- portion of M. Thierry's' Letters on the 
History of France! Contemporaneously with this 
temporal enfranchisement, began the emancipati"n of 
the human mind. Formidable heresies broke out: it 
was the era of Berengarius, who denied Transubstan. 
tiation-of Roscelinus, the founder of Nominalism, 

".ar~' questioner of the received doctrine respecting 
\ the Trinity. The very answers of the orthodox to 
~hese heretical writings, as may be .seen in M. 
l\~ichelet, * were lessons of free-thinking. The prin. 
ci'~le of free, speculation found a still more 'remark. 
ab~e .. repr;sentative, thongh clear of actu~ he~esy, in 
'the, most celebrated of the schoolmen, Abailard. The 
popJliarity and EiIropeaninfhience of his rationalizing 
metaphysics, as described by cotemporary authorities, 
mus~ surprise those who conceive the age as one of 
rare and difficult communications, and without inte. 
rest iIi letters. To silence this one man, required the 
emine~t religious ascendancy of the most illustrious 
churcht lan of the age, Bernard of Clairvaux. The 
acquirellents and talents of the noble·minded woman, 
whose n~.me is linked for all time with that of Abai. 
lard-a man, so far as we have the means of judging, 

11 VoL ii. pp. 279, 280. 
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not her' superior even in intellect, and in every other 
respeet . unworthy of her-are illustrative of M. 
Michelet's views on the change which 'was taking 
place in the social condition and estimation of 
women:-

',The restoration of woman, which had commenced with 
Christianity, took place chiefly in the twelfth century. A 
slave in the Ea8t, even in the Greek gynlllceum a recluse, 
emancipated 'by the jurisprudence of the Roman Empire, she 
was recognised by the new religion 8S the equal of man. 
Still, Christianity; but just escaped from the sensuality of 
Paganillm, dreaded woman, and distrusted her j or rather, 
men were conscious of weakness, and endeavoul'~ by hard-' 
ness and scornfulness to fortify themselves against their 
strongest temptation •••.•. When Gregory VII. aimed at 
detaching the clergy from the ties of a worldly life, there wai\ 
a new outburst of feeling against that dangerous Eve, whose,,
seductions had ~uined Adam, and still pursued him in hl / 
sons. '/ 

, A movement in the contrary direction commenced in tl,..e 
twelfth century. Free mysticism undertook to upraise'w at 
sacerdotal severity had dragged in the mire. It ,was especi y 
a Breton, Robert d' Arbrissel, who fulfilled this mission ofl ve. 
lIe re-opened to women the bOBOm of Christ; he fou ded 
asylums for them j he built Fontevrault j and there were 
soon other Fontevranlts throughout Christendom. 
There took place insensibly a great religious revolutionJ. The 
Virgin became the deity of the world: she usurped jalmost 
all the temples and altars. Piety turned itself tnto an 
enthusiasm of chivalrous gallantry. The mother of pod wait 
proclaimed pure and without taint. 'The Church oJ. Lyons, 
always mystical in its teIidencies, celebrated, in ,~13-1t, the 
feast of t}le Immaculate Conception-:-thus eXaltin~' woman in 
the character of divine maternity, at the precise time when 
HelOIse was giving expression, in her letters, t()he pure dis
interestedness of love. Woman reigned in / heaven, anc1 
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reigned on earth. We see her taking a part, and a It':uling 
part, in the affairs of the world .••••. Louis VII, dates hi" 
acts from the coronation of his wiCe Adela. Womt'n Nt as 
judges not only in poetical contests and courts of lo\'e, 'mt, 
with an4 on a par with their husbands, in serious a trio in : tIn: 
King of France expressly recogni>!ed it as their right .•.••• 
Excluded up to that time from successions by the fcuJaJ bar
barism, they everywhere became admitted to them in the ti~t 
half of the twelfth century: in England, in Castile, in .\lTa;!on. 
at Jerusalem, in Burgundy, Flanders, Hainault, Yerman.lois. 
Aquitaine, Provence, and the Lower Languedoc. The rapid 
ntinction of males, the softening of manners, lind the l,rog~ 
of equity, re-opeued inheritan~ to women. They tr'arnoported 
sovereignties into foreign houses, accelerated the agglomera
tion of states, and prepared the consolidation of great monar
chiea.!-(vol n. pp. 297-30t,) 

. Half a century furtber OD, th~ scene is chang('(J, A 
\ ttew act of the great drama is now tr.msacting. The 
',,-,eds scattered fifty years before, ha\'"e grown up and 
llvershadow the world. '" e. are no longer in the 
ch.,i1dhood, but in the stormy youth of free ~JX'cula
tion. , . 

, 'lDe face of the world 'WIIS sombre at the clOEe of the 
twelJlh century. The old order was in peril, and the new had 

ot r:et begun. It was no longer the 'mere materiallt~le 
Ofth~Ope and the Emperor, chasing each other altematf"ly 
from ome, ~ in the days of Henry IV. and Gregory VII. 
In the , leventh centnry the evil was OD the surface; in h~OO, 
at the !core. A deep and terrilJe malady had lCized upon 
Christeadom. Gladly"would it have consented to return to 
the quart '!l of iD~estitures, and have had to combat only 00 

the questl;'>n ofthe ring. and crosier. 10 Gregory', time, the 
cause of 1-'Ie Church was the calise of liberty; it had main
tained tbat ,!baracter till the time of Alexander 111., the chief 
of the LombLU'd league. But Alexander himself had wt dared 
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to support Tho!lias Becket; he had defended the liberties of 
Italy. and Letrayed those of England. The Church was about 
to d('tach herself from the great movement Qf the world. 
In~tead of preceding and guiding it, as she had done hitherto, 
she strove to fix it, to arrest time on its passage, to stop the 
earth which was revolving under her feet. Innocent III. 
seemcd to succeed in the attempt; Boniface VIII. perished 
in it. 

'A solemn moment, and of infinite sadness. The hopes 
which inspired the. Crusade had abandoned the earth. 
Authority no longer seemed unas8ailable; it had promised, 
and had deceived. Liberty began to dawn, but in a hundred 
fantastical and rcpulsive shapes, confused and convulsive, 
multiform, deformed ..•.•. 

r In this s~ritual anarchy of' the, twClfth century, which the 
irritated and trembling Church had to attempt to govern, one 
thing shone forth ab,)ve others-a prodigiously audacious' 
scntiment of the moral. power and greatlles9-of man. The 
hardy expression of the Pclagians-< Christ had nothing mOl / 
than I; I, too, by virtue, can raise myself to divinity'-is' /_ 
produced in the t~elfth century in b~barous and myst,:(~l 
forms .•.•.• MessIahs everywhere arIse •••••. A l\1es~lah 

,appears in Antwerp, and all the populace follow him; another, 
in Bretagne, seems to revive the ancient gnosticism of 1;eJand. 
Amaury of Chartres, and his Breton disciple, David of Dinan, 
teach that every Christian is materially a member of C:hrist; 
in other words, that liod is perpetually ~ncarnated.in the 
human race. The Son, say they, has reigned long ebougb; 
let the Holy Ghost now reign .••••• Nothing eqtlals th.!l 
audacity of.these doctors, who mostly teach in the U~versity 
of Paris (authorized by Philippe-Auguste in 1200j. Abai
lard, supposed to be crushed, lives and "peaks in his disciple 
Peter Lombard, who from Paris gives the law t9 European 
philosophy; they reckon nearly five hundred co'~mentators 
011 this schoolman. The spirit ot innovaticn: has now 
acquired two powerful auxiliaries. Jurisprudence is growing 
up by the side ~f thf1?logy, which it undermi.Qes.i the Popes 
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forbid the clergy to be' professors of law, and, by 10 doing, 
merely open public teaching to laymen. The metaphysics of 
Aristotle are brought from Constantinople, while his commen
tators, imported from Spain, will presently be translated from 
the Arabic by order of the Kings of Castile, and the Italian 
princes of the house of Suabia, Frederic II., and Manfred. 
This is no less than the invasion of Greece and the East into 
Christian philosophy. Aristotle takes his place almost beside 
the Saviour. At first prohibited by the Popes, afterwards 
tolerated, he reigns in the professorial chairs; Aristotle pub
licly, secretly the Arabs and the Jews: with the pantheism of 
Averroes and the subtleties of the Cabala. Dialectics entcrs 
into possession of alll!ubjects, and stirs up all thl' boldest quell
tions. Simon of Tournai teaches at 'pleasure the pour and 
the cOlltre. One day when he had delighted the IIchool of 
Paris, by proving marvellously the truth of the thristian reli
gion, he sllddenly exclaimed, '0 little Jesus, little Jeaus! how 
I have glorified thy law.1 If I chose, I could still more easily 

, iepreciate it.' '-(vol. ii. pp. 392-396.) 

\. He then vigorously sket~hes the 'religious ent: .n
~i~$ts of Flanders and the Rhine, the Vaudois of the 
Al~ and the Albigeois of Southern France, and 
pro e .. edJl;-
, ' 'hat rqust not have been, in this danger of the Chureh, 
the t ouble and inquietude of its visible head 1 • • • • • 

'T e Pope at that time was a Roman, Innocent III.: a 
man litte~ to the time. ,A great lawyer, accustomed on all 
questh)ns to consult established right, he examined himself, 
and believed that the right was on his side. And, in truth, 
the Church had still in her favour the immense majority-the 
voice of the people, which is that of God. She had actual 
possessioh, so ancient that it might be deemed prescriptive. 
The ChUl\h was the .~efendant in the cause, the recogn~8ed 
proprieto~,'who ,was lD present occupancy, and had the tItle
deeds; the li'rittenlaw seemed to speak for her. The plaintiff 
was humaq llltelleet j but it came too late, and, in its inexpe.. 
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ricnce, took the wrong road, chicaning on texts instead of 
invpking principles. If asked what it would have, it could 
make no intelligible anllwer. All sorts of confused voices 
called for difl'erent things, and most of the assailants wished to 
rctrograde rather than to advance. In politics, their ideas 
were modelled on the ancient republics; that is, town liber
tics, to the excl~sion of the country. In religion, some wished 
to. suppress the externals of worship, and revert, as they said, 
to the Apostles'; others went further back, and returned to 
the Asiatic spirit, contending for two gods, or preferring the 
strict unity of Islamisw.'-(pp: 419-21.) 

And, after describing the popular detestation which 
pursued these heretics :-

, Such appeared at that time the enemies of the Church
and the Church was people'-(t' eglise etait pcuplc). 'The 
prejudices of the people, the sangninary intoxication of their 
hatred and their terror, ascended through all ranks of the'~ 
clergy to the Pope himself. It would be too unjust to huma' I 
nature to deem that egoism or class interest alone animat· 1 

. the chiefs of the Church. No-all indicates that in the th;r_ 
~een~h century they were still convinced of their right~ T~at 
right admitted, all means seemed good to them for defendpng 
it. Not for Ii mere human interest did St. Dominic't1'AVerse 
the regions of the south, alone and unarmed, in the mii;1st of 
a sectarian population whom he doomed to death, COl)rting 
martyrdom with the same avidity with which he infiicf!ed it. 

• .... J( , 

and, whatever may have been in the great and terribl~:'Inno-
cent III. the temptations of pride and vengeanc,l ( other 
motives animated him in the crusade against the Ji ,1bigeois 
and the foundation of the Dominican Jnq\liSit~'O.l .'_(pp. 
U~~J . . 

,. 

The temporal means by which the Church obtained 
a brief respite from the dangers which bes' t it, con~ 
siste<i in letting loose against the rich an;1 heretical 
South, the fanaticism and rapacity of th~ ~~ orth. The 
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Fpiritual expedient, far the more potent of the hoo, 
was the foundation of the lIendicant Orders. 

W'e are too mnch accustomed to figure t~ oUf!Wl'es 
what are called religious ren.als, as a feature pt>Culiar 
to Protestantism and to recent tim~. The phfnv
menon is nninrsal. In no Christian church has the 
relioious Fpirit flo~ed like a perenniJl fountain; it 
had ever its flux and reflux, like the tide. Its hi~ 
tory is a series or alternations between reli;rious laxity 
and religious earnestness. lIonkery itself, in the 
organized form impres...",ed upon it by St. lkn£'dict, 
was one of the incidents of a religious re\·iYal. '\. e 
have. alre~y spoken of the great fe.inl unJ~r Hil
debrand. Banke has made ns nnderstand the. rf!i. 
gioos revival within the pale of Rumanism iL't.'!f, 
which turned back: the adYancing torrent of the 
lleformation. .As this was characterized by the 

\.. nndation of the order or Jesuits, so were the Fr.m
ci..-'Cans and Dominicans the result of a similar re\'i\'31, 
anld bec-dme its powerful instrument. 

1ge mendicant orders--es~iall'y the m05t popd-n. 
of ihem. the Franciscans-were the offspring of the 
free~:hinking which had already taken strong root in 
the .t:nropean mind; but th~ freedom which they 
reprJ' ented was fr~om in alliance "'ith the Church. 
rising' np against the freedom which was at ennoity 
with ~le Church, and anathematizing it ,Yhat i:i 
called, ,in France, mpticism-in England. religious 
enthnsi3..sm--ronsi~b essentially in looking within 
instead ()f without; in relying on an internal rHe
lation f~rm God to the indi.idn&l belieYer, and 
Jt"Ceiring ~ts principal iru:pirations from that, rather 
than from l, he au~rity of priesU and teachers. St 
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Francis of Assisi was such ~ man. Disowned by the 
Church, he might have been a heresiarch instead of a 
saint; but the Chureh·needed men like him, and had 
the skill to make its instrument of the spirit which 
was preparing its destruction. ' In proportion to the 
decline of authority,' says M. Michelet, 'and the 
dirninution of the priestly influence on the popular 
mind, reJ.igious feeling, being no longer under the 
restraint of fonus, expanded itself into mysticism.'
Making room for these mystics in the ecclesiastical 
system itself, directing their enthusiasm into the path 
for which it peculiarly qualified them, that of popular 
preaching', and never parting with the power of re
pressing any dangerous excess in those whom it 
retained in its allegiance, the Papacy could afford to 
give them the rein, and indulge, within certain limits, 
their most unsacerdotal preference of grace to tho / 
law. " 

The career and character of St. Francis and 1 ;1s 
early followers are graphically' delineated by /~. 
Michelet. t As usual with devotees of his cla§s, hiS 
great practical precept was the love of God; ,love 
which sought all means of demonstrating itself-I-n.ow 
by ecstasies, now by austerities like those of an I,.ldlan 
fakeer-but also by love and charity to all crel,tures. 
In all things which had life, and in many wh1 th had 
not, he recognised children 'of God: he invo'fed ~he 
birds to join in gratitude and praise j he part;led Wl~ 
his cloak to redeem a lamb from the slaughter. HIS 

followers 'wandered barefooted 'over Euro(e, always 
run after by the crowd: in their serrrf0ns, they 
brought the sacred mysteries, as it were, on/ the stage; 

• VoL iii. p. 19.5.. t Yol" .,S38-S43 • . n. PP'{ , 
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laughing in Christmas, weeping on Good Frid~y, 
developing, without reserve, all that Christianity pos
sesses of dramatic elements.'. ['he effect of such a 
band of missionaries. must have been great in rousing 
and feeding dormant devotional feelings. They were 
not less influential in regulating those feelings, and 
turning into the estabiished Catholic channels those 
vagaries of private enthusiasm, which mjght well 
endanger' the Church, since they already threatened 
society itself. The spirit of religious independence 
had descended to the miserable, and was teaching 
them that God had not commanded thein to endure 
their ·misery. It was a lesson for 'which they were 

, not yet ripe. 'Mysticism,' says our author,* 'had 
already produced its most terrible fruit, hatred of the 

\\l,aw j the wild enthusiasm of religious and political 
~ljberty. This demagogic character of mysticism, 
. \.hich so clearly manifested .itself. in the Jacqueriea of 
t\e subsequent ages, especIally In the revolt of the 
SJabian peasants in 1525, and of the Anabaptists in 
Hh~8 .. appeared already in the insurrection of the 
P{l8'toureauJ!,' during the reign of St. Louis. These 
unhl\ppy people, who 'Yere peasantry of the lowest 
clas.s} and, like all other insurgents. of that, class, 
perl~jed miserably-di.per8i 8unt, et quasi canes rabidi 
P;'88Z1l ~ delrlll1cati, are the words of Matthew Paris
w~re ~ Towed enemies' of the priests, whom they are 
s~ld to \have massacred, and administered the sacra
ments t~emselves. They recognised as their chief, a 
man wh0\m·they called the grand master of Hungary, 
and who 1pretended to hold in his hand, which he' 
kept cons~;antly closed, a ,*ritten commission from 

• Vol. ii. p.579. 
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the Virgin Mary. So contradictory to history.,is that 
superficial notion of the middle ages, which looks 
upon the· popular mina as strictly orthodox, and 
implicitly obedient to the Pope. 

Thongh the Papacy survived, in apparently undi
minished splendour, the crisis of which we have now 

. spoken; the mental ascendancy of the priesthood was 
never ag~in what it had been before. The most 
orthodox of the laity, even men whom the Church 
has canonized, were now comparatively emancipated; 
they thought witle the Church, but they no longer let 
the Church think/or them. This change in the times 
is exemplified in the character of St. Louis-himself 
a lay brother of the Franciscan' order; perhaps of all 
kings the one whose religious conscience was the most 
scrupulous, yet who learned his religious duty from his 
own strong and upright judgment, not from his con . . { 
fessor, rior from the Pope. He never shl'ank fr3.2 
resisting the Church .when he had right on his side; 
and was llimself a better sample than· a~y P .. ~pe 
cotemporary with him, of the religious character: of 
his age. The influences of the mystical spirit, are 
easily discernible in his rem~rkable freedom, so; rare 
in that age, from the slavery of the letter; whiCllt, as 
many anecdotes prove, he was always capa~le of 
sacrificing to the spirit, when any conflict ~ arose 
between them. * ., . 

We are obliged to pass rapidly over so~e other 
topics, ~hi~h justice to M. Michelet forbids ui entirely 
to omIt. We could extract many pass~*es more 
illustrative than those we have quoted of .')8 powers 
as a Wliter and an artist; sqch as the hig~}y-finished 

• Vol. ii. p. 612. . 
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sketch'" IJf the greatness and ruin of the unfortunate 
house/ of Hohenstaufen. We prefer to quote the 
remarks of greater philosophical interest, with which 
he winds up one great period of history, and intro
duces another. 

< The Crusade of St. Louis was the last Crusade. The 
middle age had produced its ideal, its flower, and its fruit: 
the time was come for it to perish. In Philippe-Ie-Bel, 
grandson of St. Louis, modern times commence: the mIddle' 
age is insulted in Boniface VII!., the Crusade burned at th~ 
stake in the persons of the Templars. 

, Crusades will be talked about for some time longer; the 
word will be often repeated; it is a well-sounding word, good 
for levying <tenths and taxes. But princes, nobles, and popes 
know well, among themselves, what to think ofit. In 1327, 

" we find the Venetian, Sanuto, proposing to the Pope a com
mercial crusade: < It is not enough,' he said, 'to invade 
"'~gypt,' he proposed < to ruin it: The means hc urged was to 
:, . ·open, to the Indian trade the chaIlIlel of Persia, so that 

" nlvrchalldize might no 10Jlger pass through Alexandria and 
Damietta, 'l'husdoes the modern spirit armounoe its approach: 

., trad,e, not religion, will soon become the moving principle of 
,great r,xpeditions.'-(vol. ii. pp. 607-8.) 

A l1d further on, after quoting the bitter den uncia.: 
tion 61' Dante against the reigning family of }'ra~ce-

< 'l'hios filrious GhibeUine invective, full of truth and of 
calumnj., is the prote~t of the old perishing world against the 
ugly ne"· world which succeeds it. 'I'his new world begins 
towards ~300; it opp,ns with F.rancc, and with the odious 
figure of Phnippe.le-Bel. 

< When -.th~ French monarchy, founded by Philippe-Auguste, 
became ext;l,lguished in Louis XV!., at least it perished in 
the immem'~ , glory of a young republic, which, at its first 
Olll:>et, vanqu'''hed and revolutionized Europe. But the poor 

'.. * Vol. ii. pp. :J87-589. 
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middle age, ib Papacy, its chivalry, its feudality, under what 
hallds did they perish? Under those of the attorney, the 
fralldulent ,baukrupt, ·the false coiner. 

I The bitterness of the poet is excusable; this Dew world is 
a repulsive one. If it is more legitimate than that which it 
rt'places, what eye, even that of a Dante, could see this at the 
time? It is the offspring of the decrepit Roman law, of the 
old imperial fi~cality. It is born a lawyer, a usurer; it is a 
born Gascon, Lombard, and Jew. 

, I '''hat is mO!lt revolting in this modern system, represented 
espe('ially by France,' is its perpetual self· contradiction, its 
instinctive duplicity, the naIve hypocrisy, &0 to speak, with 
which it invokes by turns its two sets of principles, Rowan and 
feudal. France looks like a lawyer in a cuirass, an attorney 
clad ill mail; she employs the feudal power tQ, execute the 
selltence~ of the Roman and canon law. If this obedient 
daughter of the Church seizes upon Italy and chastises the 
Chul'ch, she chastises her as a daughte~ obliged in conscience 
to correct her'mother's misconduct!-(vol. iii. pp. 31, 82,) I 

I 
Yet this revolting exterior is but the mask of ,_. 

great and necessary transformation; the substitution ' 
of legal authority, in the room of feudal violence and 
the arbitrjum of the seigneur j the formation, in sh~rt, 
for the first time, of a government. This goverin:1ent 
could not be carried on without money. The fe'udal 
jurisdictions, the feudal armie!!, cost nothing to the 
treasury; the wages of all feudal services were' the 
land: but the king's judges and administratfTs, of 
whom he has now a host. must be paid. ' 'It is 
not the faqlt of tIus government if it is greedy and 
llavenous. Ravenousness is its nature, its ~ecessity. 
the foundation of its temperaDl~nt. To sa~isfy this, 
it must alternately make use of cunning All.nd force: 
the prince must he at once the Reynard a>d. Isegrim 
of the old satire. To do him justice, he i~ not a lover 
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of war: he prefers any other means of acquisition
purcha.<;e,- for instance, or usury.. He traffics, he 
buys, he exchanges; these are means by which the 
strong man can honourably plunder his weaker 
friends.'* 

This need of money was, for several centuries, the 
primullt mobile of European history. In England, it 
is the hinge on which our constitutional history has 
wholly turned: in France and elsewhere, it was the 
source, from this time forward, of all quarrels between 
the Kings and the Church. The clergy alone we;e 
rich, and money must be had. .. 1:he confiscation of 
Church property was the idea of kings from the thir
b.:nth century. The only difference is, that the 
Protestants took, and the Catholics made the Church 

. ~ive. Henry VIII. had recourse to schism-Francis I. 
\ '0 the Concordat. -Who, in the fourteenth ,century, 
hie King or the Church, was thenceforth to prey upon 
Fr~nce ?-that was the question.'-(vol. iii. p. 50.) . 

to get money was the purpose of Philip's quarrel 
witt~ :Boniface; to get money, he destroyed the Te~
plar~ 

Tl1e proceedings against this celebrated Society 
occupY two most interesting chapters of M. Michelet's 
work. \ ~is view of the subject seems just and 
reason~ble. . 

The '~uppression of the Order, if this had been all, 
was bot~ inevitable and justifiable. Since the ern: 
sades hat,t ceased, and the crusading spirit died out, 
their eXi~~. nce and -their vaet wealth were grounded 
on false p~'etences. Among the mass of calumnies 
which, in oider to make out a case for their destiue-

• VoL iii. p. 42. 
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tion, their oppressor accumulated against them, there 
were probably some truths. I~ is not in the mem
bers ofrich and powerful bodies which have outlived 
the ostensible purposes of their existence, that high 
examples of virtue need be sought. But it was not 
their private misconduct, real or imputed, that gave 
most aid to royal rapacity in effecting their ruin. 
What roused opinion against them-what gave some'
thing like a popular sanction to that atrocious trial" 
in its early stages, before the sufferings and constancy 
of the victims had excited· a general sympathy, was, 
according to our author, a mere mistake-a mal
clliendu, arising from a. change in the spirit of the 
times. 

< The forms of 'reception into the Order were borrowed from 
the whimsical dramatic rites, the mysteries, which the ancient 
Church did not dread to connect with the most sacr;d doc
trines and objects. The candidate for admission was .pre
sented in the character of a sinner, a bad Christian, a rene .. 
gade. In imitation of St. Peter, he denied Christ;. the denial 
was pantomimically represented by spitting on the cross. 
The Order undertook to restore this renegade-to lift him to 
a height as great as the depth to whieh he had fallen. Thus, 
in the Feast of Fools, man offered to the Church which was 
to regenerate him .. the homage even of his imbecility, of his 
infamy. These religious comedies, every day less understood, 
became more and more. dangerous, more capable of scanda:. 
lizillg a prosaic age, which Baw only'the letter, and lost the 
meaning of the symbol'-(vol. iii. pp. 127, 121:1.) 

This is not a mere fanciful hypothesis. M. Michelet 
. has elsewhere shown that the initiation into the Guilds 
of Artificers, in· the middle ages, was of this· very 
character. The acolyte affected to be the most 
worthless character upo~ earth, and wa!\ usually made 

VOL. II. . . N 
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to perform some act symbolical of worthlessness: 
after which, his admission into the fraternity was to 
have tbe merit and honour of his reformation. Such 
forms were in complet.e harmony with the genius of 
an age, in which a transfer of land was not binding 
without the delivery of a clod-in which all things 
tended to express them~elves in mute symbols, rather 
tllan by the conventional expedient of verbal lan-

.guage. It is the nature of all forms used on impor
tant occasions, to outlast, for an indefinite period, the 
state of manners and society in which they origi
nated. The childlike character of the religions senti
ment in a rude people, who know terrot but not awe, 
and are often on the most intimate'terms of familia
rity with the objects of their adoration, makell it 
easily concei~able that the ceremonies used on admis
sion into the Order were; established without any 
irreverent feeling, in the purely symbo.lical acceptation 
which some of the witnesses affirmed. The time, 
however, had past, when such an explanation would 
be lllulerstood or listened to. • What arrayed the 
whole people against them-what left them not a 
single defender among so many noble families to 
which they were related-was this monstrous. accu
sation of denying and spitting on the cross. This 
was precisely the accusation "Which was admitted by 

:the greatest number of the accused. The simple 
·statement of the' fact turned everyone against them; 
everybody crossed himself, and refused to hear another 
word. Thus the Order, which had represented in 
the most eminent degree the symbolical genius of the 
middle age, died of a symbol misunderstood.'-(vol. 
iii. p. 206.) 
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From this time the history of France is not. u:cept 
in a mudt more intlirt'Ct manner. the history of Europe 
and of civiliz.\tion. The subordination of the Church 
to the State once fully established, the next pel'iod 
was m:unly characterized by the stru;gles betweeu 
the king and the barons, and the fiual victory o.f the 
crown. On this subject Ff'J.uc"\ c;tnnot represent 
English history, where the crown W~~ ultimately the 
clell-ated instead of the victorious pariy, and the 
inciden.ts of the contest are necessarily national, ))ot 
Europt>an incid~nts. Here, therefore. having rega:rd 
al~o to our n{'('essary limits, our extracts frol~ 
~I. l1ichelet's wort may suitably close; although the 
succCt.-.Jing "olumes, which come down nearly to 
I.ouis XL. are not inferior in merit to those from 
which we have quoted; and are even, as we before
remarketl. superior in the value of their materials
being grounded. in a great measure, on the puhlic 
dllCuments of the period. and not. like previous his
tories, almost exc1ush'ely on the chronicles. 

In what we ha\"e said, we ha,e been far .• lUore 
desirous to make the work known. and recommend it 
to notice. than to cri~icise it. The latter could only 
become a needful service after the former had been 
accomplished. The faults, whether of matter o~ 
manner, of which M.°1.Iichelet can be accused, are 
not such as require being pointed out to English 
reauers. There is much more danger lest they should 
judge too strictly tlle speculations of such a man; and 
turn impatiently from the germs of truth which often 
lurk ("en in the errors of a man of genius. This is, 
indeed, the more to be apprehended, as ~r. llichelet, 
apparently, has by no means the fear of an unsympa-

N2 
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thizing audience before his eyes. Where we require 
thoughts, he often gives us only allusions to thoughts. 
We continually cO,me upon sentences, and even single 
expressions, which take for granted a whole train of 
previous speculation-often perfectly just, and per. 
haps familiar to French readers; but which in 
:Bngland would certll.ilily have required to be set forth 
i~ terms, and~IE':ll"ed up by explanations. 

'"His sty"!.., cannot be fairly judged from the speci. 
me'us we have exhibited. Our extracts were selected 

I 

a~:lpecimens of his ideas, not of his literary merits; 
'lilld none have bee~ taken from the narrative part, 
which is, of course" the principal-part of the work, 
and the most decisive test of powers of compositiQn in 
~ writer of history. We should say, however, of the 
style generally, that it is sparkling rather than flow
ing; full of expressiveness, but too continuously 
epigrammatic to carry the reader easily along with 
it ; . and pushing ihat ordinary artifice of modern 
French composition, the personification of abstractions, 
to an."almost startling ,extent. It is not, however, 
though it is very likely to be taken for,. an affected 
style; for affectation cannot be jl!stly imputed, where 
the words are chosen, as is evidently the case here, 
for no purpose but to express ideas; and where, con
sequently, the mode of expre~;ion, however' peculiar, 
grows from, and corresponds to, the peculiarities of 
the mode of thought. ' 
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-
• PEUSONS of a thoug~tful mind,' sayS' the ir.:ltro-

duction to this little volume, • seeing closelYI the 
falsehood, the folly, a~d the arrogance of the agJ.l in 
which they live, are apt, cccasionally, to have a g~,,~eat 
contempt for it; and I dotl~t not, that many a nan 
looks upon the present time as \I!1p. of feebleness ·tnd 
degeneracy. There are, however, signs of ail i!1cre!tsed 
solicitude for the Claims of Labour, .which or' itself 
is a, thing of the highest promise, and more to be re
joiced over than all the mechanical triumphs which 
both those who would magnify, and those who would 
depreciate, the present age, woula be apt to point to 
as containing its especial significance and merit.' • 

It is true that many are now inquiring, more ear
nestly than heretofore, 'how the great mass 'Of the 
people are fed, clothed, and taught-and whet;~er the· 
improvement in their condition corresponds at all 
with the improvement o( the condition of the middle 
and upper claSHes.' And many are of opinion, with 
the writer from whom ~e quote, that the answer which 
can be given to theRe questions is an unsatisfactory 
one. Nor is the newly. awakened interest in the con
dition .of the labouring people confined to persons, 
like this author, of feeling and reflection. To its 
claims upon the conscience and philanthropy of the 

• Edinburgh. lWview, A.prill845.-(Part of a review of the work by 
Yr.llelps, entitled 'The Cl~m8 of Labour I an Edsayon the Dutie. 
of the Employers to the Employed.']' 
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more I Favoured classes, to its ever-stren gtilening de
mands upon their sense of self-interest, this cause 
now i adds the more ephemeral attractions of the last 
new ,fashion. The Claims of Labour have become 
the (-J,uestion of the day: the current of public meet
ing~,:, subscriptions, and associations, has for some time 
set :strongly in that direction; and many minor topics 
whi\ch previously occupied thl) public mind, have 
eitler merged into that qu~r.~ion, or been superseded 
by ·t. Even the Legislr.ture, which seldom concerns 
its If much with n,ew tendencies of opinion until they 
hate grClwn, toCl powerful to be safely qverlooked, is 
Jp.r~Led, in each Session with increasing urger.q, to 

. provide that the labouring classes shall earn more, 
work less, or have their lot in some other manner 
alleviated; and in each Session yields more or lells 
cheerfully, but still.yields, though slowly yet increas
ingly, to the requisitiqn. 

'that this impulse is ~alutary and promising, few 
will deny; but it would be idle to suppose that it has 
not ite peculiar dangers, or that the business of doing 
good can be the only one for which zeal suffices, 
without knowledge or circumspection. A change from 
wrong to' right, even in little things, is not so easy 
to make, as to wish for, and to talk about. Society 
cannot with safety, in one of its gravest concerns, 
pass at once from selfish'supineness to restless activity. 
It has a long and difficult apprenticeship yet to serve; 
during which we shall be olten reminded of the dictum 
of Fontenelle, that mankind only settle into the right 
course after passing through and exhausting all ~he 
varieties of error. But however thiIJ may be, the 
movement is not therefore to be damped or discou. 
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raged. If, in the ;tttempt to benefit the labouring 
classell, we are destined to see great mistakes com
mitted in practice, as 80 many errors are already 
advocated in theory, let us Dot lay the blame upon 
excess of zeal. The danger is, that people in general 
will care enough for the object, to "be willing to sacri
fi~e other people's interest to it, but not their own; 
and that the i~w who lead will make the sacrifice of 
their money, thei: time, even their bodily ease, in the 
cause; but will no. do for its sake what to most men 
is so much more dl5cult--undergo the formidable 
labour of thought. 

For several reasons, it will be useful to trace l>ack 
this philanthropic movement~l) its small and unobvioUl 
beginnings-to note its fountaiu-bead, and sbow what 
mingled streams have from time to time swelled its 
course. " 

We are inclined to date its origin from an event 
which would in vulgar apprehension seem to have a. 
less title to that than any other honourable distinc
tion-the appearance of Mr. Malthus's Essay on 
Population. Though tlle assertion may lie 'looked 
upon as a paradox, it is historically true, that only 
from that. time has the economical condition of the 
labouring classeli been regarded by thoughtful men as 
susceptible of" permanent improvement. We know 
that this was not the inference originally drawn from 
the truth propounded by Mr. Malthu.~. Even hy 
himself, that truth was at first announced as an inex
orable law, which, by perpetuating the poverty and 
degradation of the mass of mankind, gave a quietlt8 to 
the visions of ind~finite social improvemept which 
had agitated so fiercely a neighbouring nation. To 
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these supposed corollaries from Mr. Malthus' 8 principle, 
it was, we "believe, indebted for its early success with 
the more opulent classes, and for much of its lasting 
unpopularity with the poorer. But this view of its 
tendencies only continued to prevail while the theory 
itself was but imperfectly understood; and now lin
gers nowhere but in those dark corners,into which 'no 
subsequent lights have penetrated. The first promul
gator of a truth is not always thp'best judge of its 
tendencies and consequences; but' Mr. Malthus early 
abandoned the mistaken infe~nces he had at first 
w:awn from his celebrated pri.&lciple, and adopted the 
ver,. different views now alrr.ost unanimously professed 
ly those who recognise 11S doctrine. 

So long ~s the ne.:l~ssary relation between the num
bers of the laoouring population and their wages had 
escaped attention, the poverty, bordering on destitu
tion, of the great mass of mankind, being an universal 
fact, was (by one of those natural illusions from which 
human reason is still 80 incompletely emancipated) 
conceived to be inevitable i-a provision of nature, and 
as so~e ·said, an ordinance of God i a part of human 
destiny, susceptible merely of partial alleviation in 
individual cases, from public or private charity. The 
only persons by whom any other opinion seemed to be 
entertained, were those who prophesied advancements 
in physical knowledge and mechanical art, sufficient 
to alter the fundamental conditions of man's existence 
on f,arth; or who professed the doctrine, that poverty 
is a factitious thing, produced by the tyranny and 
rarJacity of governments and of the rich. Even 80 

reeent 1\ thinker. and one so much in advance of his 
pxedecessors, as Adam Smith, went no further than 
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to say, that the labourers might be well off in a rapidly 
prvgressive state of the public wealth j-a state which 
has never yet comprehended more than a small portion 
of the earth's surface at once, and can nowhere last 
indefinitely; but that they must be pinched and in a 
condition of hardship in the stationary state, which 
in a finite world, composed of matter not changeable 
in its properties, is the state towards which things 
must oe at all times tending .. The ideas, therefore, 
of the most enlightened men, anterior to Mr. Malthus, 
led really to the discouraging anticipations for which 
his doctrine has been made acc·ountable. But thelie 
anticipations vanished, so !:loon as the truths brought 
to light by Mr: Malthus were correctly undel·sto(.d.. 
It was' then seen that the capabilities of increase of 
the human species, as of animal nature in general 
(bein'g far greater tHan thos~ of subsistence under any 
except very unusual circumstances), must be, and are, 
controlh!d, everywhere else, by one of two . limiting 
principles-starvation, or prudence. and conscience: 
That, under the operation of this conflict, the I:~ward 
of ordinary unskilled labour is always and eve~ywhere 
(saving temporary variations, and rare conjunctions 
of circumstances) at the lowest point to which the 
labourers will consent to be ~educed-the point below 
which they will not choose to propagate their species: 
That this minimum, though everywhere much too low 
for human happiness 'and dignity, is .different in dif. 
ferent places, and in different ages of the world; and, 
in an improving cOlmtry, has on the whole p. tendency 
to rise. These considerations furnished a. sufficient 
explanation of the' state of extreme poverty in, which 
~he majority of mankind had almost everywhere be~n 
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found, without supposing any inherent necessity 
in the case-any universal cause, other than the 
causes which have made human progress altogether 
so imperfect and slow as it is. l\-nJ the explanation 
afforded a sure hope, that whatever accelerates that 
progress would tell with full effect upon the physical 
condition of the labouring classes. Whatever raises 
tlie civilization of the people at large-whatever ac
customs them to require a higher standard or·subs\s
tence, comfort, taste, and enjoyment. affords Qf itself, 
acc<lding to this encouraging view of human prospectll: 
ilie means. of satisfying the wants which it engenders. 
In every moral or intellectual benefit conferred upon 

, t1~ mass of the people, this doctrine teaches us to see 
an assurance also of their physical advantage j a 
means of enabling them to improve their worldly cir
cumstances-not in the vulgar way of • rising in the 
world,' so often recommended to them-not by en
deavouring to escape out of their class, 8.'1 il to live 
by manuallaboul were a fate only endurable as a "tep 
to sOJIlething else; but by raising the class itself, in 
physic3.I well-being and in self·el!timation. These are 
the prospects which the vilified population principle has ' 
opened to mankind. True, indeed the doctrine teaches 

, this further lesson, that any attempt to produce the 
same resolt by other means-any scheme of benefi
cence which trusts for its moving power to anything 
but to the influence over the minds and habits of the 
people, which it either directly aims at, or may happen 
indirectly.to prom~te-might, for any !Jenera! effect of 
a beneficial kind which it can produce, as well be let 
alone. And, the doctrine being br\iught thus into 
conflict .with those plans of easy beneficence whic~ 
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accord 10 well with the inclinations of man, but so ill 
withtbe arrangements of nature, we need not wonder 
that· the epithets of • Malthusians' and • Political 
Economists' are so often considered equivalent to 
hard-hearted, unfeeling, and enemies of the poor;
accusations so far from being .true, that no thinkerA, of 
any pretensions to sobriety, cherish such hopeful views 
of the future social position of labour, or have so long 
made 'the permanent increase of its remu~eration 
the turning-point of their political speculations, as 
those who most broadly acknowledge the doctrine of 
Malthus. 

But if the permanent place now occupied in the 
minds of thinking men by the question of improving 
the condition 'of the labouring classes, may be dated 
from the new light cast by Malthus's speculations 
upon the determining laws of that condition, other 
causes are needful to account for the popularity of 
the su~ject as one of the topics of the day; and we 
believe they will be found in the stir and commotion 
of the national mind, consequent upon the pas;>jn'g of 
the Reform Bill. 
, It wa.'I foretold during the, Reform c!risis, that when 
the consequences of the Bill should have l1ad time to 
manifest themselves, the direct effects with which all 
mouths were filled, would prove unimportant com
pared wit~ those indirect effects which were never 
mentioned in discussion, and which hardly anyone 
seemed to think of, The prophecy'has been signally 
verified.. Considered as a great constitutional change, 
both friends and enemies now seem rather' surprised 
that they should have ascribed 80 much efficacy to the 
Dill, for good or for evil. But its indirect consequences 
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have surpassed every calculation.· The Il~ries of 
events, commencing with Catholic Emancipation, and 
consummated by the Reform Act, brought home for 
the first time to the existing generation a practical 
consciousness of livizig in a world of change. It gave 
the first great shock to old habits. It was to politics 
what the Reformation was to religion-it made reason 
the recognised standard, instead of authority. Dy 
making it evident to the public that they were on a 
new sea, it. destroyed the force of the instinctive 
objection to new courses. Reforms have 8till to 
encounter opposition from those whose interests they 
affect, or seem to affect j but 1nnovation is no longer 
under. a ban, merely as innovation. The existing 
system has lost its pre8tige; it has ceased to be the 
system which Tories had been taught to venerate, and 
has not become that which Liberals were accustomed 
to desire. 'Vhen any. wide-spread social evil was 
brought before minds thus prepared, there was such 
a chance as thet'e had not been for the last two hun
drea ..years, of its being examined with a real desire 
to find a remedy, or at least without a predetermina
'tion to leave tl1ings alone. That the evils of the con
dition of t:be working classes should be brought before 
the mind of the nation in the most emphatic manner, 
was the care of those classes themselves. Their 
'petition of gx?evances' was embodied in the People's 
Charter . 

. The democrat!c movement among the operative 
classes, commonly known asCharti8m, was the first 
open separation of interest, feeling, and opinion, be
tween the labouring portion of the commonwealth and 
aU above them. It was the revolt of nearly all the acti\"e 
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talent, and ,3 great part of the physical force, of the 
working classes, against their whole relation to society. 
Conscientious and sympathizing minds among the 
ruling classes, could not but be. strongly impressed 
by such a protest. They could not but ask them
selves, with misgiving, what there was to say in reply 
to it; how the existing social arrangements could 
best be justified to those who deemed themselves 
aggrieved by them. It seemed highly desirable that 
the benefits derived from those arrangements by the 
poor 8hould be made less questionable--should be 
such as could not easily be overlooked. If the poor 
had reason for their oompiaints, the higher classes 
had not fulfilled their duties as governors; if thf:y 
had no reason, neither had those classes fulfilled their 
duties in a.llowing them to grow up so ignorant and 
uncultivated as to be open to these mischievous delu
sions. Whire one sort of minds among the more 
fortunate classes were thus influenced by the political 
claims put forth by the operatives, there was another 
description upon wllOm that phe,noinenon acted in a 
different manner, leading, however, to the same ;esult. 
While some, by the physical and moral circumstances 
which they saw around them, were made to feel that 
the condition of the labouring classes ought to be 
attended to, others were· made to see that it would be 
attended to, wh~ther they wished to be blind to it or 
not. The victory of 1832, due to the manifest~tion, 
though without the actual employment, of ,physical 
force, had taught a lesson to those who, from the' 
nature of the case .. have always the physical force on 
their side j and who only wanted the organization, 
which they were rapidly aCQuirini. to con'fert their 
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physical power into a moral and social one. It ,,'as 
no longer disputable thab something must be done to 
render the multitude more content with the existing 
state of things .. 

Ideas, unless outwlfrd circumstances conspire with 
them, have in general no very rapid or immediate 
efficacy in human affairs; and the most favourable 
outward circumstances may pass by, or remain in ope· 
rative, for want of ideas suitable to the conjuncture. 
But when the right circulDstances and the right ideas 
meet, the effect is seldom slow in manifesting- itself. 
In the posture of things which has been described, we 
attribute considerable effect to certain writers, by 
whom what many were either .thinking or prepared tv 
think, wa~for the first time· expressly proclaim('d. 
Among these must be reckoned Mr. Carlyle, whose 
• Chartism' and • Past and Present' were openly, what 
much of his previous writings bad been incidentally, 
an indignat;lt remonstrance with the higher classes on 
their sins of omission against the lower; contrasted 
with ""hat he deemed the superior efficiency, in that 
relation, of tbe rulers in older times. On both these 
points; he has met with auxiliaries from a directly 
opposite point of the political horizon j from those 
whom a spirit of reaction against the democratic ten
dencies of tile age, had flung off with the greatel!t 
violence in the direction of feudal .and sacerdot.ll 
ascendancy. As, in the Stuart times, there were said 
to be Church Puritans and State Puritans, 80 there 
are· now Church Puseyites, and what may be called 
State Puseyites j men who look back with fondness to· 
times when the poor had no notion of any other social 
state than to gi,"e obedience to the nearest great lanJ-
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holder, and recein protection; and who assert, in the 
meantime, the right of tho poor to protection, in hope;; 
that the obedience will follow. 

To complete the explanation of this increase of 
sympathy for the poor, it ought to be noticed that, 
until lately, few were adequately aware of their real 
condition. The agitation against the Poor-Law, bad 
as it was and is, both in its objects and in its effects, 
had in it this good, that it incessantly invited atten. 
tion to the details of distress. The inquiries ema· 
nating' from the Poor-Law Commission6 and the official 
investigations of the last few years, brought to light 
many facts which made a great impression upon the 
public j and the poverty and wretchedness of great 
masses of people were incidentally unveiled by the 
struggles of parties respecting the Cor~-Laws. The 
Agriculturists attempted to tum the tables upon their 
opponents, by highly coloured- pictures of the suffer
ings and degradation of. the Factory operatives; and 
the League repaid the attack with interest, by sending 
emi~sarie!S into the rural districts, and publishi~g the 
deplorable poverty of the agricultural labourers. 

From thes~ multifarious causes a feeling has been 
awakened, which would soon be as influential in elec
tions as the anti-slavery movement some years ago, 
and dispose offunds equal to those of the missionary 
societies, had it but as definite an object. The stream 
at' present flows in a multitude of small channels. 
Societies for the protection of needlewomen, of gover
nesses-associations to impro,-e the dwellings of the' 
labouring classes, to pro\"ide them with baths, with 
parks and promenades, have started into existence. 
Legislati\"e interference to abridge the hours of labour 
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in ma~ufactories has obtained large minoritieR, and 
011ce a passing majority, in the House of Commons; 
and attempts are multiplying to ·obtain, by the con
sent of employers, a similar abridgment in many de
partment!! of retail trade. In the rural districts, 
every expedient, practicable or not, for giving work 
to the unemployed, finds advocates; public meetings 
for the discussion and comparison of projects have 
lately been frequent; and the movement towards the 
• allotment system' is becoming general. 

-If these, and other modes of relieving distress, were 
looked upon simply in the light of ordinary charity, 
they would not fill the' large space they do in 
public discussion, and would not demand any special 
comment. To give money in alms has never Lecn, 
either in this ~ountry or in most others, a rare virtue. 
Charitable institutions, and subscriptions for relief 
of the destitute, already abounded: and if new forms 
of sulfering, or classes of sufferers previou~dy over
looked, were bronght into notice,' nothing was more 
natural than to dq for them what had already been 
done for others.' People usually give alms to gra
tify their feelings of compassion, or to discharge what 
they think their duty by giving of their superfluity 
to alleviate the wants of individual sufferers j and 
beyond this they do not, nor are they, in general, 
qualified to look. But it is not-in this spirit that the 
new schemes of benevolence are conceived. They 
are propounded as' instalments of a great social re-

. form~ They are celebrated as the beginning of a 
new moral order, or an old order revived, in which the 
possessors of property are to resume their place as 
the paternal guardians of those less fortunate; and 
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which, when established, is to cause peace and union 
. throughout society, and to extinguish, not indeed 
poverty-that hardly seems to be thought desirable
but the more abject forms of vice, destitution, and 
physical w~etcliedness. What has hitherto been done 
in this brilliant career of improvement, is of very 
little importance compared with what is saM" with 
the' objects held up to pursuit; and the theories 
a vowed. These are not now. confined to speculative 
men and professed philanthropists. They are made 
familiar to every reader of newspapers, by sedulous 
inculcation from day to day ... 

I t is therefore not superffuous to consider whether 
these theories, and the expectations built upon. them, 
are rational or . chimerical; whether tre attempt to 
carry them out would in the end be found to accord or 
conflict with the nature of map, and of the world 
in which he is cast. It would be unfair to the 
theorists to try them by anything which· has been 
commenced, or even projected. Were they asked if 
they expect any good. to the general interest of the 
labouring people, from a. Labo~rers' Friend Society,. 
or a Society for Distressed Needlewomen, they would 
of course answer that they do not j that these are 
but the first leaf-buds of what they hope to nourish 
into a stately and spreading tree; that they do not 
limit their intentions. to mitigating the evils of.,a 
low remuneration of labour. but must have a high 
remnneration; in the words of the operatives in' the 
late disturbanceR-' a fair day's wages for a fair day's 
work;'-that they hope to secure this, and will be 
contented with nothing short of it. Here, then, is a. 
ground on which w~ can fairly meet them. That 

VOL. II. 0 
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object is ours also. The question is of means, not 
ends. 'Let us look a little into the means they 
propose. 

Their theory appears to be, in few words, this
that it is the proper function of the possessors of 
wealth, ,and especially of t.he employers of labour 
and the owners of land, to take care that the labour
ing people are well off :-that they ~ught alwaJs to 
pay good wages i-that .they ought to withdraw their 
custom, their patronage, and any other desirable thing 
at their disposal. from all employers who will not do 
the like i-that, at these good wages, they ought to 
give employment to as great a uumber of persons as 
they ~an afford; and to make them ~ork for no 
greater numb~r of hours in the twenty.four, than is 
compatible with comfort, and with leisure for recreation 
and improvement. That if they have land or houses 
to be let to,. tenants, they should require and accept no 
higher rents than can be paid with comfort; and 
should be ready to build, at such ren~s as can he 
conveniently paid, warm, airy, healthy, alJd spacious 
cottages. for any nu~ber of yomi.g' couples who may 
ask for them. 

All this is not said in direct terms; hut something 
very tittle short of it is. These principles form the 
standard by which we daily see the conduct, both of 
classes and of individuals, measured and condemned; 
and if these principles are not true, the new doctrines 
3.l"e \vithout a meaning. It is allowable to take this 
picture as a true likeness of the • new moral world' 
which the present philanthropic movement aims at 
calling into existence. 

Mankind are often cautiolled by divines and 
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moralists against unreasonableness in their ~xpecta
tions. 'Ve attach greater value to the more limited 
warning against inconsistency in them. The state of 
society which this picture represents, is a conceivable 
one. We shall not at present inquire if it is of.all 
others the most el~gible one, even as an Utopia. We 
only ask if its promoters are willing to accept this 
state of society, together with its inevitable accompa
niments. 

It is quite possible to impose, as a moral or a legal 
obligation, upon the'higher classes, that they shall be 
answerable for the well-doing and well-being of the 
lower. . There have been times and places in which 
this·has in some measure heen done. States of society 
exist, in which it is the recognised duty of every 
owner of land, not only to see that all who dwell and 
work thereon are fed, clothed, and housed, in a su£ti
dent manner; but to be, in so full a sense, responsible 
for their good conduct, as to indemnify all other 

·persons for any damage they do, or offence they may 
cOl~mit. This must surely be the ideal state o,"society 
which the new philanthropists are contending for_ 
Wbo are the happy labouring classes who enjoy the 
blessings of these wise ordinances? The Russian 
boors. There are other labourers, not merely tillers 

. of the soil, but 'Yorkers in great establishments par
taking of the nature of manufactories, for whom the 
laws of our own country, even in our own time, com~ 
pelle~ their employers to find wholesome food,and suffi
cient lodging and clothing. Who were tbese? The 
slaves on a 'Vest Indian estate. The relabon sought to 
be established between the landed and mailUfacturing 
classes and the labourers, is therefore by no meatus un-

02 
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exampled. The former have before now been forced 
to maintain the latter, and to provide work for them, 
or support them in idleness.. But this obligation 
never has existed, and never will nor can exist, with
out, as a countervailing element, absolute power, or 
something approaching to it, in those who are bound 
to afford this support, over those entitled to receive 
it. Such a relation has never existed between human 
beings without immediate degradation to the character 
of the dependent class. Shall we take another 
example, in which things are not carried quite so far 
as this? There are governments in Europe who look 
upon it as part of their ·duty to take care of the 
physical well-being and comfort of the people. ·The 
Austrian government, in its Gt'rman dominions, ·does 

,so. Several of the minor German governments do so. 
But with paternal care is connected paternal authority. 
In these states we find severe restrictions on marriage. 
Noone is permitted to marry, unless he satisfies the 

• authorities that he has a rational prospect of Leing. 
able to~upport a family. 

Thus much, at least, it might have been expected 
that the apostles of the new theory would have been 
prepared for. They cannot mean that the working 
classes should combine the liberty of action of inde
pendent citizens, with the immunities of slaves. There 
ar~ b"ut two modes of social existence for human 
beings: they must be left to the natural consequen~8 
of their mistakes in life; or society must guard against 
the mistakes, by prevention or punishment. Which 
will the new ~hi1anthropist8 have? If it is really to be 
incumbent on whoever have more than a mere sub
sistence, to give. so far. as their means . enable them, 
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good wages and c~mfortable hom'es to all who' present 
themselves, it is not surely intended that these should 
be permitted to {ollow the instinct of multiplication 
at the expense of others, until all are reduced to the 
same level as themselves. We should therefore have 
expected that the philanthropists would have accepted,. 
the condition, and contended for such a measure of 
restriction as might prevent the good they meditate 
from producing an overbalance of evil. To our sur
prise, we find them the great sticklers for ,the domestic 
liberty of the poor. The outcry against the Poor
Law finds among them its prit}cipal organs. Far . 

. from being willing that a man should be subject, 
whenoufl of the poorhouse, to any restraints other 
than his own prudence may dictate, they will not 

. submit to its being imposed upon him while actually 
supported at the expense of others. It is they who 
talk of Union Bastiles. They cannot bear that even 
a workhouse should be a place of regulation and disci
.pline; that any extrinsic restraint should be applied 
even there. Their bitterest quarrel with the present 

, system of relief is" that it enforces the separation of 
the sexes. . 

The higher and middle classes might and ought to 
be willing to submit to a very considerable sacrifice -of 
their own means, for improving the condition of the 
e.xisting generation of l~bourers, if by this they .could 
hope to provide similar advantages for the generation 
to come. But why should. tLey be. called upon to 
make these sacrifices,' merely that the country may 
contain' a greater number of people, in as great 
poverty and as great liability to destitution as now? 
If whoever has too little, is to come to them to make 
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it more, there is no alternative Dut restrictions on 
marriage, combined with such severe penalties on ille .• 
gitimate births, as' it would hardly be possible to 
enforce under a social system in which all grol'm 
persons are, nominally at least, their own masters. 
Without these provisions, the millennium promised 
would.. in little more than a generation, sink the people 
of any country in Europe to one level of poverty. 
If, then, it is intended that the law, or the persoDs of 
properlYlshould assume a control over the multiplica
tion. of the people, tell us so plainly, and inform us 
how you propose to do it. But it will doubtless be 
said, that nothing o'r this 80rt would be endurable; 

. that such things are not to he dreamt of in the state 
of English society and opinion; that the spirit of 
equality, and the love of individual independence, 
have so pc,.].vaded even the poorest class, that they 
would not take plenty to eat and drink, at the price of 
having their most· personal concerns regulated for 
them by others. If this he 80, all schemes for with. 
drawing wages from the control of supply and demand, 
or raising the people by other means than by such
changes in their minds and habits as shall make them 
fit guardians of their own physical condition, are 
schemes for combining incompatibilities. They ought 
on proper conditions to be shielded, we hope they 
already are so, by public or private charity, from 
actual want of mere necessaries, and from any other 
extreme of bodily suffering. But if the whole income 
of the country were divided among them in wages or 
poor-rates, still. until there is a change in themselves, 
there can be no lasting improvement in their outward 
condition. . . 
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And how is this change to be effected, "while we 
cf)ntinue inculcating upon them that their wages are 
to be regulated for them. and that to keep wages high 
is other people's business and not theirs? AU'classes 
are ready enough, without prompting, to believe that 
whatever ails them is not their fault, but the crime of 
somebody else; and that they are gremting an indem
nity to the crime if they attempt to get rid of the evil 
by any effort or sacrifice of their own. The National 
Assembly of France has been ruuch blamed for talking 
in a rhetorical style about the rights of man, and neg
lecting to say anything about the duties. The same 
error is now in the course of being repeated with 
rcspect to the rights of poverty. It would surely be 
no derogation from anyone's philanthropy to consider, 
that it is one thing to tell the rich that they ought to 
take care of the poor, and another thing to tell the 
poor that the ricn ought to take care of them; and 
that it is rather idle in these days to suppose that a 
thin'g will not be overheard by the poor, because it is 
not designed for their ears, It is most true that the 
rich have much to answer for in their conduct to the 
POOl'. But in the matter of their poverty, there is no 
way in which the rich could have helped them, but by 
inducing them to h~lp th~mselves; and if, while we 
stimulate the rich to repair this omission, we do all 
that depends on us to inculcate upon the poor that 
they ~eed not attend to the lesson, we must be little 
aware of the 80rt of feelings and doctrines with which 
the minds of the pOQr are already filled. If we go on in 
this course, we may sQCceed in bursting society asunder 
by ~ Spcialist revolu~ion; but "tne poor, and their 
poverty, we shall leave worse than we found them. 
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The firSt remedy, then, is to abstain from directly 
counteracting our own end. The second, and most 
obvious, is Education. And this indeed is not the 
principal, but the, sole remedy, if understood in its 
wideflt sense. 'Whatever acts upon the minds of the 
labouring classes, is propt>rly their education. But 
their minds, like those of other peopJe, are acted upon 
by the whole of their social circumstances; and often 
the part of their education which is least effic,cious 
as such, is that which goes by the name. 

Yet even in that comparatively narrow sense, too , 
much stress can hardly be laid upon its importance. 
We have scarcely seen more than the small beginnings 
of what might be effected for the country even by 
mere .schooling. The religious rivalries, which ar~ 
the unhappy. price the couI:se of our history has com
pelled us to pay for such religious liberty as we pos
sess, have as yet thwarted every attempt to make this 
benefit universal. But if the children of different 
religious bodies cannot be instructed together, each 
can bE4 instritcted apart. And if we may judge from 
the zeal manifested, and the sums raised, Loth by the 
Church and by Dissenters, since the abandonment of 
the Government measure two years ago, there is no 
deficiency of pecuniary means for the support of 
schools, even without the aid which the State certainly 
will not refuse. Unfortunately there is something 
wanting which pecuniary means will not supply . 

. r.I.'here is ,a lack of sincere desire to attain. the end.' 
There have been schools enoug~ in England, these 
thirty years, to have regenerated the· people, if, where
ever the means were" foun1, the end had been Ilesired. 
But it is not always where there are schools that there 
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is a. wish to educate. There may be a. wish that chil
dren should learn to read the Bible, and, in the Church 
Schools, to repeat the Catechism. In most cases. there 
is lit~le desire that they should be taught more j in 
many, a d~cided objection to it. Schoolmasters, like 
other public officers, are seldom inclined to do more 
than is exacted from them j but we believe that teach
ing the poor is almost the only public duty in which 
the payers are more a check than a stimulant to the 
zeal of their own agents. A teacher whose heart is 
in the work, and who attempts any enlargement of 
the instruction, often finds its greatest obstacle in the 
fears of the patrons and managers lest the poor should 
be 'over-educated j' and is driven to the most absolute 
evasions to obtain leave to teach tlie common rudi
ments of knowledge. Th; four 'rules of arithmetic 
are often only tolerated through ridiculous questions 
about Jacob's lambs, or the number of the Apostles 
or of the Patriarchs jand geography can only be 
taught through maps of faleiltine, to children who 
have yet to learn that the earth consists of E>urope, 
Asia, Africa, and America. A person inust be beyond 
being argued with, who believes that this is the way 
to teach religion, or that a child will "be made to 
understand the Bible by being taught to understand 
nothing else. 'Ve forbear to comment on the instances 
in which Church Schools have been' opened, solely 
that through the influence of superiors the children 
might be drawn aw~y from a Dissenting School already 
existing j and. as soon as that was shut up, the rival 
establishment. having attained its end, has been 
allowed to fall into disuse. 

This spirit could never be tolerated by any person 
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'of honest intentions, who knew the value of even the 
commonest knowledge to the poor. We know llot 
how the case may be in other countries, among a more 
quick-witted people'; but in England, it would hardly 
be believed to what a. degree all that is morallyob
jectionable in the lowest class of the working people 
is nourished, if not engendered, by the low state of 
their un~erstandings. Their infautille credulity to 
what they' hear, when it is from their own class; 
their incapaeity to observe what is before their eyes; 
their inability to comprehend or believe purposes in 
others which they have not been taught to expect, 
and are not conscious of in themselves-are the known 
,.haracteristics of persons of low intellectual faculties 
in all classes. But what would not be equally ere· 
dible without experience, il an amount of defic:iency 
in the power of reasoning and calculation, which 
makes them insensible to their own direct personal 
interests. Few have considered how anyone 'who 
could instil into these people the commonest worldly 
wisdom.-who could render them cap"ble of even 
selfish • prudential calculations-would improve tlleir 
conduct in every relation of life, and clear the soil for 
the growth Of right feelings and worthy propensities. 

To know what sehools may do, we han but to 
think of what the Scottish Parochial Schools have 
formerly done. . The progress of wealth. and popula
tion has outgrown the machinery of these schools, 
and, in the towns especially, they no longer produce 
their full fruits: but what do not the peasantry of 
Scotland. owe to them I For two centuries, the Scot
tish peasant, compared with the same class in other 
situations, has been a. reflecting, an observing, and 
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therefore naturally a self-governing, a moral, and a 
successful human being-because he has been a read
ing and a discussing one; and this he owes, above aU 
~ther causes, to the parish schools. What during the 
same period, have the English peasantry been? 
. Let us be assured that too fouch opportunity cannot 
be given to the poor of exercising their facuJties, nor 
too grea. a variety of ideas placed within their reach. 
We hail, therefore, the cheap Libraries, which are· 
supplying even the poorest with matter more or less 
instructive, and, 'W hat is of equal importance, calcu
lated to interest their minds. But it is not only, or 
even principally, books and book learning, that con
stitutes education for the working or for any other 
class. Schools for reading are but imperfect things, 
unless systematically united ~ith scho?]s of ind~stry ; 
not to improve them as workmen merely, but as 
human beings. It is by action that the faculties are 
called forth, more than by words-more at least than 
by words unaccompanied by action. We want schools 
in which the children of the poor should learn to use 
not only"their hands~ but their minds, for the guidance 
.of their hauds; in which they should be trained to 
the actual adaptation of means to ends; should become 
familiar with the accomplishment of the same object 
by various processes, and be made to apprehend with 
their intellpds in what consists the difference between 
the right way of performing industrial operations 
and the wrong. 'l\leanwhile they would acquire, not 
only manual dexterity, but habits of order and rega
larity, of the utmost use in after-life. and which have 
~ore to do with the formation of character than many 
persons are aware of. Such things would do mU"h.. 
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more than is usually believed towards converting 
these neglected creatures into rational beings-beings 
capable of foresight, accessible to reason and motives 
addressed to their understanding; and therefore not 
governed by the utterl,r senseless modes. of feeling 
and action, which so Iij.uch astonish educated and 
obserying persons when brought into contact with 
iliem. • 

But when education, in this its narrow sense, has 
done its best, and even to enable it to do its best, an 
education of another sort is required, such as schools 
cannot give. What is taught to a child at school 
will be of little effect if the circumstances which sur
round the grown, man or woman contradict the lesson. 
'Ve may cultivate his understanding, but what if he 
cannot employ i~ without becoming discontented with 
his position, and disaffected to the whole order of 
things in which he is cast? Society educa.tes the 
poor, for good or for ill, by its conduct to them, even 
more than by direct teaching. A sense of this truth 
is th~ most valuable feature in the new philapthropic 
agitation; and ~he recognition of it is important, 
whatever mistakes may be at first made in practically 
applying it. . 

In the wo~ic before us, and in the best of the other 
writings which have appeared lately on the philan-. 
thropic side of the subject, a strong cOl}viction is 
expressed, that there can be no healthful state ot 
society. and no social or even physical welfare for the 
poor, where there is no relation between them and 
the rich except the p~yment of wages, and (we 
may add) the receipt of chanty; no sense of co-ope
ration and common. interest between those. natural 
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associates who are now called the employers and the 
employed. In part ofthis we agree, though we think 
the case is oot a little overstated. A well. educated 
labouring class could, and we believe would, keep up 
its condition to a high standard of comfort, or at least 
at a great distance from physica4 destitution, by the 
exercise of the same degree of habitual prudence now 
communly practised by the middle class; among 
whom the responsibilities of a family are rarely in
cUl'red without some prospect of being able to main
tain it with the customary decencies of their·station. 
1Ve believe, too, that if this were the case, the poor 
could do very well without those incessant attentions 
on the part of the rich, which con~ti.tute the new 
whole duty of. man to his poorer neighbour. Seeing 
.no necessary reason why the poor should be hope
Jessly dependent, we do not look upon them as per
manent subjects for the· exercise of those peculiar 
virtues which are essentially inte~ded to mitig~te the 
humiliation and misery of dependence. Dut the need 
of greater fellow-feeling and community of interest 
between the mass of the people and those who are by 
courtesy considered to guide and govern them, does 
not require the aid of exaggeration. We .yield to no 
one in our wish that 'cash payment' should be no 
longer' the universal nerru..<t between man and man;' 
that the employers and employed should have the 
feelings of friendly allies, not of hostile rivals whose 
gain is each other's loss. But while we agree, so far, 
with the new doctrines, it seems to us that some of 
those who preach them are looking in tJle wrong 
quarter for what they seek. The social relations of 
former times, and those of the present. _Dot only are 
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not, but cannot possibly be, the same. The essential 
requirements of human nature may be alike in all 
ages, but each age hasits·own appropriate means of 
satisfying them. Feudality, in whatever manner we 
may conceive it modified, is not the type on which 
instituti<?n~ or habits can now be moulde~. Th~ age 
that produces 1'ailroads which, for a few shillings, 
will convey a labourer and his family fifty miles to 
find work; in which agricultural labourers read news· 
papers, and make flpeeches at public meetings called 
by themselves to. discuss low wages-is not an age 
in which a man can feel loyal and dutiful to another 
because he has been born on his estate. Obedience 
in return for protection, is a bargain only made when 
protection can be had on no other terms. Men ]lOW 

make that barga.in with society, not with a,n indi.· 
vidual. The law protects them, and they give their 
obedience to that. Obedience in return for wages is 
a diffirent matter.. They will make that bargain 
too, if necessity drives them to it. But good-will and 
gratitude form no part of the conditions of such a 
cont~act. The deference which a man now pays to 
his 'brother of the earth,'merely because the one was 
born rich and the other poor, is either hypocri:;y or 
servility. Real attachment, a genuine feeling of sub
ordination, must now be the result of personal quali
ties, and requires them on both sides equally. 'Vhere 
these are wanting, in proportion to the enforced 
observances will be the concealed enmity; not, per
haps, towards the indiviuual, for there will selJom ,be 
the extremes either of hatred or of affection in a 
relation so merely transitory; but that ,aurae ani
mosity which is ulliversal in this country towards the 
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whole class of employers, in the whole class of the 
·employed. 

As one of the correctives to this deep. seated aliena. 
tion of feeling, much stress is, laid dn the importance 
of personal demeanour. In the • Claims of Labour' 
this is the poin~ most insisted upon. 1'he book con· 
tains numerous aphorisms on this subject, and they 
are such as might be expected from the author of 
'Essays writteri in tlle Intervals of Business,' and 
• Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd.' A person 
disposed to criticise might indeed object, that tgese 
earnest and thoughtful sayings are chiefly illustrative 
of the duty of everyone to everyone; and are appli
cable to the formation of our own character, and to 
-human relations generally, rather than to the special 
relation between the rich and the poor. It is not as 
concerning the poor specially, that these lessons are 
needed. The faults of the rich to the poor are the 
universal faults. The demeanour fitting towards the 
poor, is that which is fitting towards everyone. It 
is a just charge against the English nation, considered 
generally, that they do not know how to b; kind; 
courteous, and considerate of ,the feelings of others. 
It is their character throughout Europe. They have 
much to learn from other nations in the arts not only _ 
of being serviceable and amiable with grace, but .of 
being so at all. Whatever brings the habitual feel. 
ings of human beings to one another nearer to the 
Christian standard, will produce a better demeanour 
to everyone, and therefore to the poor. .But it is 
not peculiarly towards them that the deficiency man~. 
fests itself. On the contrary, -speaking of the rich 
individually ~ distinguished from collective conduct 
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in ppblic life), there is generally, we believe, a very 
sincere desire. to be am iable to" the poor. 

Where there ~xists the quality, so rare in England, 
of genuine sociability, combined w~th as much know
ledge of the feelings and ways of the working classes 
a,s can enable anyone to show inteiest in them to 
any useful purpose, the effects obtained are even now 
very valuable. The author of the 'Claims of LaboUJ" 
has done a useful thing by giving additional publicity 
to the ,proceedings of a generous and right-minded 
milJ.-owner, whom he does not name, but who is known 
to be Mr: Samuel Greg, from whose letters to }\fr, 
Leonard Horner he has quoted largely. Mr. Greg 
proceeded partly in the obvious course, of building 
good cottages, granting garden allotments, establish
ing schools, and so forth. But the essence of his plan 
consisted in becoming personally acquainted with the " 
operatives, showing interest in their pursuits, taking 
part in their social amusements, and giving to the 
elite of them-men, women, and young persons
periodjcal access to the society al!-d intercourse of his 
own home. He has afforded a specimen and model 
of what can be done for the people under the calum
niated Factory System, And in nothing is he more 
to be commended, than in the steadiness with which 
he upholds the' one essential principle of all effectual 
phllanthropy. 'The motto on our flag,' says he, 
• is Aide-toi, Ie del t' aidera. It is .the principle I 
endeavour to keep constantly in view. It is the only 
principle on which it is safe to help anybody, or which 
<;an prevent benevolence from being poisoned into a 
fountain of moral mischief: His experiment has, for 
many years, been well rewarded by snccess. Bnt, for 
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the cure of great Rocial evils, too great stress must 
not be laid upon it. Tte originator of such a scheme 
is, 'most likely, a person peculiarly fitted by natural 
and acquired qualifications for winning the confidence 
and attachment of untutored min<ls. If the spirit 
should diffuse itself widely among the employers of. 
labour, there might be, in every large neighbourhood, 
some such man; we ·could never expect that the rna· 
jority would be stich. Even Mr. Greg had to begin, 
as he tells us, by selectinfJ his labourers. He had to 
• get rid of his aborigines.' He' endeavoured, as far 
as possible, to ·find such families as we knew to be 
respectable, or thought likely to be so, and who, "we 
hoped, if they were made comfortable, would remain 
and settle upon the place; thus finding and making 
themselves a home, and losing by degrees that rest
less and migratory spirit which is one of the peculiar 
characteristics of the manufactuf'ing population, and 
perhaps tlle greatest of .all obstacles in the way of 
permanent i~prov~ment among them.' It is in the 
nature of things that employers so much beyo~d the 
average should gather round them better labourers 
than the average, and retain them, while so eligible 
a lot is not to be had elsewhere. But ordinary human 
nature is Sl> poor a: thing, that the same attachment 
and influence would not, with the same certainty .. 
attend similar conduct, if it no longer formed a con
trast with the indiffereJUle of other employers. The 
gratitude of men is for things unusual and unexpected. 
This does not take from.the value of Mr. Greg's exer
tions. Whoever succeeds in improving a certain 
number of the working people, does so much towards 
raising the class; and all such good influences have a 

VOL. II. p 
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tendency to spread. But, for creating a permanent tie 
between employers and employed, we must not count 
upon the results manifested in cases of exception, 
which would probably lose a part of their beneficial 
efficacy if they be~ame the rule. 

If, on a subject on which almost every thinker has 
his Utopia, we might be permitted to have ours; if 
w~ might point to the principle on which. at some 
distant date, we place our chief hope for healin~ the 
widening breach between those who toil and those 
who live on the produce of former toil; it would be 
that of raising the labourer from a receiver of hire 
-a mere bought instrument in the work of pro
duction, having no residuary interest in the work 
itself-to the position of Leing, in some sort, a 
partner in it. The plan of remunerating subordi
nates in whom trust must be reposed, by a commis
sion on the returns. ins~ead of only a fixed salary, is 
already familiar in mercantile concerns, on the ground. 
of its utility to the employer. The wisdom, even in 
a worldly sense, of as80Ciating the interest of the 
agent with the end he is employed to attain, is so 
universally recognised in theory, that it is not chime
rical to expect it may one day be more extensively 
exemplified in practice. In some form of this policy 
.we see the only, or the most practicable. means of 
harmonizing the • rights of industry: and those of 
property; of making the employers the real chietli of 
the people. leading and guiding them in a work in 
which they also are interested-a work of co-opera
tion, not of mere hiring and sen-ice; and justifying, 
by the superior capacity in ~'hich they contribute to 
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the w(lrk. the higher remuneration which they recei.e 
fur their 5ha.re of it. 

But without carrying our neW' fonr:ll'll to ch~cPt'5 
of manners, or changes in the reJati.m of the diff'~rent 
oru~rs of society ~ on~ another. l~t us consider what 
C'".m be done immeJ.iakly. and by the legislature, to 
impnn"e either the bvJ.ily or mental conJition of the 
Lbuuring people. 

And let it here be remembered that we haTe to do 
with a class, f large portion of which read..~ discusses. 
and forms opinions on public interests.. Let it be 
umem hf.red al.'iO. that we li \"'e in a political age; in 
which the desire of political rights, or the abuse of 
})..liliC31 priri1q,~ by the possesst.,f'S of them. are the 
t\.~remost idns in the minds of mo:-t reading men
an age. too, the ",hole t;pirit of ""hich instigates eTery 
one to demand fair play for helping him~lf. rather 
than to seek or expect help from others. In su~h an 
age. an,I in the treatment of minds so predisposed. 
jmtice is the one neeJ.ful thing rather than kindness. 
We may at It'3St 53y that kindness will be little ap
preciated. will hue very little of the effect of fudness 
upon the objects of it, 50 long as injmtiee, or what 
they cannot but d~m to be injustice. is ~rs.?\"'ered in. 
Apply this to several of the laws maintained by our 
It>gishture. Apply it, for example, to the Cern-La,,-s:. 
Will the poor thank you for gi\"'ing them money in 
alms; for subscribing to build baths and layout parks 
for them. or, as Lord J obn lIanners rropo...;;es. playing 
at cricket with them. if JOu are at the same time tax
ing their bread to swell your ~nts? "e could undi!r
sUnd persons who said-the P-?Ople will not be hettu 

p2 
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off whatever we do, and why should we sacrifice our 
rents Qr open our purses for so meagre a result? But 
w.e cannot understand men who give alms with one 
hand, and take away the bread of the labourer with 
the. other. Can they ~onder that the people say
Instead of doling out to us a. small fragment of what 
is rightfully our own, why do you not disgorge your 
unjust gains? One of the evils of the matter is, that 
the gains are so enormously exaggerated. Those who 
have studied the question know that .the landlords 
gain very little by the Corn-Laws j and would sOun 
have even that little restored to them by the indirect 
consequences of the abrogation. The rankling sense 
of gross injustice, which renders any approximation 
of feeling between the classes impossible while even 
the remembrance of it lasts, is inflicted for a quite· 
insignificant pecunia.ry advantage. . . 

There are 'some other practices which, if the now 
doctrines are embraced in earnest, will require to be 
reconsidered. For example, it seems to us that mix
ing in.,the social assemblies of the country people, and 
joining in their sportll, would assort exceedingly ill 
with the preserving of game. If cricketing is to 
be taken in common by rich and poor, why not 
shooting P . We confess that when we read of enormuu:; 
game preserves, kept up that great personages may 
slaughter hundreds of wild animals in a day's shoot
ing, we are amazed at the puerility of taste which can· 
call this a sport; as much as we lament the want of 
just feeling which, for the sake of sport, can keep 
open from generation to generation this source of 
crime and bitterness in the class which it is now 80 

much the fashion to patronize. 
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'Ve must needs think, also, that there is something 
out of joint, when so much is said of the vahte of 
'refining and humanizing tastes to the labouring people 
-when it is proposed to plant parks and layout 
gardens for them, that they may enjoy more freely 
nature's gift alike to rich and poor, of sun, sky, and 
vegetation; and along with this a counter-progress is 
constantly going on, of stopping up paths and enclos
ing commons. Is not this another case of giving with 
one hand, and taking back more largely with the other? 
'Ve look with the utmost jealousy upon any further 
enclosure of commons. In the greater part of this 
island, exclusive of the mountain and moor districts, 
there certainly is not more land remaining in a state 
of natural wildness than is desirable. Those, who 
would make England resemble many parts of the 
Continent, where every foot of soit is hemmed in by 
fences and covered over with the traces of human 
labour, should remember that where this is done, it is 
done for the use and benefit. not of the rich, but of 
the poor; and that in the countries where ther~ remain 
no commons, the rich have no parks. The common is 
the peasant's park. Every argument for ploughing it 
up ,to raise more produce, applies Ii fortiori to 
the park, which is generlllly far more fertile. The 
E'fi'ect of either. when done "in the manner proposed, 
is only to make the poor more numerous, not better 
off'. But what ought to be saia when, as so often 
happens, the common is takEln from the poor, tha.t the 
whole or great part of it may be added to the enclosed 
pleasure domain of the rich? Is the miserable com
pensation. and ~hough miserable not always granted, 
of a small ..scrap of the land to each of the cottagers 
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wh~ had a gooS& on the common, any equivalent to 
the poor generally, to the lovers of nature, or to future 
generations, for this legalized spoliation ? 

These are things to be avoided. Ablong things to 
be done, the most obvious is to remove every restric
tion, every artificial hindrance, which legal and fiscal 
systems oppose to the attempts of the labouring 
classes to forward their own improvement. These 
hindrances are sometimes to be found in quarters in 
which they Ipay not be looked for; as a few instances 
will show. 

Some years ago the Society for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge, in a well-intended tract addressed 
to the working people, to correct the prt-judices enter
tained by some of them against the • claims of cap~tal,' 
gave some advice to the labourers, which produced 
considerable comment at the time. It exhorted them 
to • make themselves capitalists: To most labouring 
people who read it, this exhortation probably ap
peared ironical. But some of the more intelligent 
of the .class found a meuling in it. It did occur 
to them that there was a mode in which they could 
make themselves capitalists. Not, ot course, indi
vidually; but by bringing their small means into a 
common fund, by forming a numerous partnership or 
joint stock, they could, as it seemed to tbem, become 
their own employers-dispense with the agency of 
receivers of profit, and share among tbemselves the 
entire produce of their labour. This was a most 
desirable experiment. It woUld bave been an excellent 
tbing to have ascertained .whetber any great industrial 
enterprise, a lJIanufactory for example, could be suc
cessfully carried on upon this principle. • If it sue-
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ceeded, the benefit was obvious j if, after 'i;.~fficient 
4"ial, it was found impracticable, its failure also,\!ould 
be a valuable lesson. It would prove to the opt}r:a-
tives that the profits ,of the employer are but tlie
nece~sary price paid for the superiority of management 
produced by ·the stimulus of individual interest j and 
that if the capitalist be the co~tliest part of the ma
chinery of production, he more than repays his cost. 
But it was found that the defects of the law of part
nership, as applicable to numerous associations, pre
sented difficulties rendering it impracticable to give 
this experiment a fair tri<Ll. Here, then, is a thing 
which Parliament might do for the labouring classes. 
The framing of a good law of Partnership, giving 
every attainable facility to the formation of large 
industrial capitals by the aggregation of small savings, 
would be a real boon. It would be the removal of no 
ideal grievance, but of one .which we know to be felt, 
and felt deeply, by the most intelligent and right
thinking of'the class-those who are most fitted to 
acquire, and best qualified to' exercise, a beneficent 
influence over the rest.' 

Again, it i's often complained of, as one of the sad
dest features of the constitution of society' in the" 
rural districts, that the class of yeomanry has died 
out j that there is no longer any intermediate con
necting link between the mere labourer and the large 
farmer-no class somewhat above his own, into which, 
by industry and frugality, a labourer can hope to 
rise j that if he makes savings, they are less a benefit 
to him' than a burden and an anxiety, from the 
absence of any local means of investment; unless 
ind~d by becoming a shopkeeper in a town or village, . . 
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where a.u additional shop is probably not wanted, 
where,'he bas to form new habib, with great riak of 
fai1:ufe, and. if he succeeds, does not remain an n· 

/1lfuple and encouragement to others like himself. Is 
it not strange, then, tha~ supposing him to haye an 
opportunity of investing this money in a little patch 
of land, the Stamp-offiee would interfere and take a 
toll on the transaction P The tax, too, which the 
State levies on the transfer of small properties, is 

. a triflin~ matter compared with the tax levied by the 
lawyers. The stamp-duty beara some proportion to 
the pecuniary amount; but the law charges are the 
samf! on the smallest transactions as on the greatest, 
and these are almost wholly occasioned by the defects 
of the law. There is no real reason why the transfer 
of land should be more difficult or costly than the 
transfer of three per cent stock, except that more 
of description is necessary to identify the subject
matter; i.ll the rest is the consequence of mere techn~ 
cali ties, growing out of the obsolete incidents of the' 
Feudal System. 

'Maliy of the removable causes of ill-health are in 
the power of Government; but there i8 no need to 
enlarge npon a subject to which official Report. have 
drawn so much attention. The more effectual per. 
formance by Government of any of ita acknowledged 
duties; the more ~ea1ou8 prosecution of any scheme 
tending to the gt:neral advantage, is beneficial to'the 
labouring classes. Of schemes del!tin~ specially to 
give them employment, or add ·to their comforta, it 
may be said, once for all, that there is a simple test 
by which to judge them. Is the assistance of 8uch a 
kind, and given in luch a- manner as to render .them 
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ultimately independent of the continuance of simil:u
assistance? If not, the best that can be said of the 
plans is, that they are harmless. To make them 
useful, it is an indispensable condition that there be 
a reasonable prospect of their neing at !lome future 
time self-supporting. Even upon the best supposi
tion, it appears to us that too much importance is 
attached to them. Given education and just laws, 
the poorer cla.')s would be ~'competent as any othe~ 
class to take care of their own personal habits and 
requirements. 



GUIZQT'S ESSAYS AND LECTURES ON 
HISTORY.-

THESE two works are the contributions which the 
present lIi~ister for Foreign Affairs in France 

has 'hitherto made to the philosophy of geheral his
tory. They are but fragments: the earlier' 'Of the 
two is a collection of detached Essays, and therefore 
of necessity fragmentary; while the later is all that 
the public possesses, or perhaps is destined to possess, 
of a systematic work cut short in an early stage of its 
progress. It would be unreasonable to lament that 
the exigencies or the te~ptations of politi.cs have 
called from authorship and the Professor's chair to 
the Chamber of Deputies and the Cabinet~ the man 
to whom perhaps more than to any otber it· is owing 
that Europe is now at peace. Yet we cannot forbear 
wishin~ that thill great service to the civifized world' 
had been the achievement of some other, and that 
M. Guizot had been allowed to complete his • Cours 
d'Histoire Modeme.' For this a very moderate amount 
of leisure would probably suffice. For though 11. 
Guizot has written only on a. portion of his 'subject, 
he has done it in the manner or one to whom the 
whole is familiar. • There is a consistency, a cohe
rence, a comprehensiveness, and what the Germans 
would term many-sided ness, in his view of European 
history; together with a full possession of the facta 
which have any i.mportant bearing upon his·~nclu-

• EdirdJurgh Bm-, October 1845. 
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sions j and It deliberateness, a matnreness, an entire 
absence of haste or crudity, in his explanations of 
historical phenomena j' which we never see in writers 
who form their thepries as they. goon-which give 
evidence of a general scheme, so well wrought out 
and digested beforehand, that the labours both of 
research and of thought necessary for the whole workf, 
seem to have been performed before any part wals 
committed ,to paper. Little beyond the mere opera
tion of composition seems to be requisite, to place 
before us, as a connected body of thought, specula
tions which, even in. their unfinished state, may be 
ranked with the most valuable contributions yet made 
to universal history. . 

Of these'speculations no account, having any pre
tensions to completeness,ha!l ever, so far as we are 
aware, appeared in the English language. We shall 
attempt to do "Something towards supplying the defi
ciency. To suppose that this is no longer needful 
would be to presume too much on the supposed 
universality of the French langllage among o~r read
ing public j and on the acquaintance e\'en of those 
to whom.. the language opposes·no difficulty, with the 
n~es . and reputation of. the standard works of con
temporaneous French thought . We believe that a 
knowledge of M. Guizot's writings is even now not 
It common possession in this country, and that it· is 
by no means a superfluous service to inform English 
readers of what they may expect to find there. 

For it is. not with speculations of this kind as it is 
with those for which there exists in this country a 
confirmed and long-established taste. What is done 
in France. or elsewhere for the advanc~ment of 
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. Chemistty or of Mathematics, is immediate1y known 
and· justly appreciated by the matl1ematicianll and 
chemists of Great Britain. . For these are recogni!led 
sciences, the chosen. occup~tion of many instructed 

. :minds, ever on the watch for any accession of facts or 

. ideas in the department wliich they cultivate .. But 
~fe 'interest which historical studies in this country 
l:spire, is not as yet of-a ~cientific character. History 
with us has not passed that stage in which ibJ culti
vation is an affair of mer a litlirature or of erudition, 
not of science. It is studied for the fa.cts, not for the 
explanation of facts. It excites an imaginative, or a 
biographical, or an antiquarian, but not a philoso
phical interest. HIstorical facts are hardly yet felt 
to be like other natural phenomena, amenable 'to 
scientific laws. The characteristic distrust of our 
countrymen for all ambitious efforts of intellect, of 
which the success does not admit of being instantly 
tested by a decisive application to practice, causes all 
widely extended views on the explanation of history 
to be looked U'pon with a suspicion surpassing the 
bounds ·of reilSonable caution, and of which the natural 
result is indifference. • And hence we remai!! in con· 
tented ignorance of the best writings which the nations 
of the Continent have in our time produced; because 
we have no faith in, and no curiosity about, the kind 
of speculations to which the most philosophic minds 
of those. nations have lately devoted themselves; 
even when distinguished, as in the case before us, by 
a sobtiety and a. judicious reserve, borrowesl from 
·the safest and most cautious school of inductive 
mqUlrers. 

In this particular, the difference between the 
• 
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English and the Continental mind forces itself upon 
ns in every province or their respective literatures. 
Certa.in conceptions of history. considered as a whole, 
some notions of a progressive u.nfolding of the capa
bilities of humanity-of a tendency of man and society. 
towards some distant rl!Sult-of a. destination, as it 
were, of humanity-pervade, in its whole extent, the 
popular literature of France. Every newspaper, every 
literary review or magazine, bears witness of such 
notions. They are always turning up accidentally, 
when the writer is ostensibly eo'gaged with something 
else j or 8howing themselves as a background behind 
the opinions which he is immediately maintaining. 
When the writer's mind is not of.a high order, these 
notions are crude and vague; but they are evidentiary 
of a tone of thought which has prevailed so long· 

, among the superior intellects, as to hde spread from 
them to others, and become the general property of 
the nation. Nor is this true only of . France, and of 
the nations of Southern Europe which take their tone 
from France, but almost equally, though under some
what different forms, of the Germanic nations. It 
was Lessing by whom, the course of history was styled 
'the education of the human race.' Among the 
earliest of those by whom the succession ot historical 
events was conceived as a subject of science, were 
Herder and Kant. The latest schoo] of German meta
physicians, the Hegelians, are well known to treat of it 
as a science which might even b~ constructed apriori. 
And as on other 'Subjects, so ou this, the general 
literature of Germany borrows both its ideas and its 
tone from the schools of the highest philosophy. We 
need hardly say that in our own country nothing of 
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all th~s .is true. The speculations of our thinkers, 
and the commonplaces of our mere writers and talkers, 
are of quite another description. 

Even insular England belongs, howeyer, to the com
monwealth of Europe, and yields, though slowly and 
in a way of her own, to the general impulse of the 
European mind. There are signs of a nascent ten
dency in: English thought to turn itself towards 
speculations on history. The tendency first showed 
itself in some of the minds which had received their 
earlie!'!t impulse from "Mr. Coleridge; and an example 
has been given in a quarter where many, perhaps, 
would have leaSt expected it-by the Oxford school 
of theologians. However little ambitious these • writers may be of the title of philosophers; however 
anxious to sink the character of science in that of 
religion-they yet have, after their own fashion, a 
philosophy of history.' They have a the.ory of.the 
world-in our. opinion an erroneous one, but of which 
they recognise as an essential condition that it shall 
explain history; and they do· attempt to explain his
tory by it, and have constituted, on the baRis of it, 
a kind of historical system. ~y this we cannot but 
think that they have done much good, if only in con
tributing to impose a similar neceRsitj upon all theo
rizers of like pretensions. 'Ve believe the time must 
come when all systems which aspire to direct either 
the consciences of mankind. or their political and 
social arrangements, will be required to show not 
only that they are consistent with universal history, 
but that they afford a more reasonable explanation of 
it than any other system. In the philosophy of 
society. more especially. we look upon histOry as an 
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'" inJisper:tsable test and verifier of an doctrines and 
creeds ;' 'and we regard with proportionate interest all 
explanations, however partial, of any important part 
of the series of historical phenomena-all attempts, 
'Yhich. are' in any mea.sure 8ucces"ful, to disentangle 
the complications of those phenomena, to detect the 
orop.r 'of their cau:mtion, and exhibit any portion of 
them .in an unbroken series, each link cemented by 
natut..! laws with those which precede and follow it. 

M. Gui:aot's is one of the most successful of these 
partial eflbrts.. His subject is not history at largt>, 
but.~odem European history; the formation and 
progress of the existing nations of Europe. Em
bracing, therefore, only a part of the succession of 
historical events, he is precluded from attempting to 
determine the law or laws which preside over the 
entire eVQlution. If there be such laws j if the series 
of. states . th~ough which human nature and society 
are .• destined to pass, have been determined more or 
less precisely by the orih>inal constitution of mankind, 
and by the circumstances of the planet on which we 
live j the order of their succession cannot te disco
vered by 'modem or by European experience alone: 
it must be ascertained by a conjunct analysis, so far 
as po~sible, of ihe whole of historj, and the whole of 
human nature. M. Guiz~t stops short of this ambi
tioul enterprise; but, considered as preparatory studies 
for plomoting and facilitating it, his writings are most 

. valuable. He seeks, not the ultimate, but the proxi
mate 'causes of the fads of modem history j he inquires 
in what manner each successive condition of modern 
Europe grew out of that which ne~t preceded. it j and 
how_modem society alto~ether. and the modem ~ind. 
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shaped themselves 'from the elements which had. been 
transmitted to them from the ancient world. To 
have done this with any degree of success, is no 
,trifling achievement. 

Th,e Lectures, which are the principal foundatio~ 
of. M. Ouizot's literary fame, were delivered by him 
in the years 1828, Hs29, and 1830, at the old Sore, 
bonne, now the seat of the FaelllM deB Lettrell of Paris, 
on alternate days with MM. Cousin and Villemain; a 
triad of lecturers, whose brilliant exhibitions, the 
crowds which thronged their lecture.rooms, and tlle 
stir they excited in the active and aspiring minds so 
numerous among the French y011th, the future his. 
torian will commemorate as among the remarkaLle 
appearances of that important era. The f Essays on 
the History of France' are the substance of Lectures 
delivered by 1.1. Gnizot many years earlier; before 
the Bourbons, in their jealousy of all free speculation, 
had shut up his Class-room and abolillhed his profes. 
sorship; which was re-established after seven years' 
interval by the Martignac Ministry. In this earlier 
product10n some topics are discussed at length, ,which, 
in the subsequent Lectures, are either not touch~d 
upon, or much more summarily disposed of. Amon; 
these is the highly interesting subject of the first 
Essay. The wide difference. between M. Guizot and 
preceding historians is marked in the first words of 
his first book. A real thinker is shown in nothing 
more certainly, than in the questions which he asks. • 
The fact which stands at the commencement of 
M. Guizot's subjecr-which is the origin and founda.
tion of.all subsequent history-the fall of the P.oman 
Empire - he found an unexplained phenomenon; 
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unless a few generalities ahout despotism and immo
rality and luxury can be called explanation. His 
E!lsay opens as follows :-

'The fall of the Roman Empire'of the West offers a sin
gular phlilnomenon. Not only the people fail to support the 
government in its struggle against the Barbarians; but the 
nation, abandoned to itt-elf, does not attempt, even on its own 
account, any resistanc~. "More than this-nothing discloses 
that a nation exists; scarcely even is our attention called to 
what it suffers: it undergoes all the horrors of war, pillage, 
famine, a total change of its condition and destiny, without 
giving, either by word or deed, any sign of life. 

l This phen.omenon is no~ only singular, but unex::.mpled. 
Despotism has existed elsewhere than in the Roman Empire: 
more than once, after countries had been long oppressed by it, 
foreign invasion and conqllest have spread destruction over 
them. Even when the nation has not resisted, its existence 
is manifested in history; it suffers, complains, and, in spite 
of its degradation, maintains some struggle against its misery: 
narratives and monuments attest what it underwent, what 
became of it, and if not its own acts, the acts of others in 
regard to it. 

e In the fift~ century, the remn,ant of the Roman-legions 
disputes with hordes of barbarians the immense territory of 
the Empire; but it seems as if that territory was a desert. 
The Imperial troops once driven" out or defeated,-all seems 
over: one barbarous tribe wrests the province from another; 
these excepted, the only existence which shows itself is that 
of tIle bishops and clergy. If we had not the laws to testify 
to us that a Roman population still occupied the soil, history 
would leave us doubtful of it. 

e This total disappearance of the people is more especially 
observable in the provinces most advanced in civilization, and 
longest subject to Rome. The Letter called t The Groans of 

. the Britons,' addressed to ..Etius, and imploring, with bitter 
lamentations, the aid of a legion, has \leen looked upon as & 

VOL.n. Q 
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monument of the helplessness and meanness of spirit into 
which the subjects of the Empire had fallen. This is unjust. 
The Britons, less civilized, less Romanized than the other 
subjects of Rome, did resist the Saxona j and their resistance 
has a history. At the same epoch, in the same situation, the 
Italians, the Gauls, the Spaniards, have none. The Empire 
withdrew from those countries, the Barbarians occupied thcm, 
and the mass of the inhabitants took not the slightest part, 
nor marked their place in any manner in the event. which 
gave them up to so great calamities .• 

f And yet, G.aul, Italy, and Spain, were covered with towns, 
which but lately had been rich and populous. Roads,' aqu~ 
ducts, amphitheatres, schools, they possessed in abundance; 
they were wanting in nothing which gives evidence of wealth, 
and procures for a people a brilliant and animated existence. 
The Barbarians came to plunder these riches, disperse these 
aggregations, destroy these pleasures. Never was the exis
tence of a nation more utterly subvcrted; never had indivi-' 
duals to endure more evils in the present, more terrors for the 
future. Whence came it that thel!e nations were mute and 
lifeless? Why have so many towns sacked, so many fortunes 
reversed, so many planll of life overthrown, 110 many proprie
tors dispossessed, left so few traces, not merely of the active 
resistaQce of the people, but even of their sufferings ? 

f The causes assigned are, the despotism of the Imperial 
government, the degradation of the people, the profound 
apathy which had seized upon all the governed. And this ill 
true j such was really the main cause of so extraordinary all 
effect. But it is not enough to enunciate, in these general 
terms, a cause which has existed elsewhere without.producing 
the same results. We must penetrate deeper inte) the condi
tion of Roman society, such as despotism had made it. 'Ve 
mUilt examine by what means despotism had 10 ~mpleteJ1 

stripped society of all coherence and all life. Despotism 
has various forms and modes of proceeding, which give vcry 
various degrees of energy to ita lLction, and of extell8ivencss to 
its consequences! 
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Such a problem M. Guizot proposes to himself; and 
is it not remarkable that this question not only was 
nof an-swered, but was not so much as raised, by the 
celebrated writers who had treated this period of his
tory bef9re him-one of' those writers being Gibbon? 
The difference between what we learn from Gibbon 
on this subject, and ·what we learn from Guizot, is a 
measure of the progress of historical inquiry in the 
intervening period. Even the true so~rces of history, 
of all that is most important in it, have never until 
the present generation been really understood and 
freely resQrted to. It is not in the chronicles, but 
in the laws, that M. Guiz~t finds the clue to the 
immediate agency in the • decline and fall' of the 
Homan empire. In the legislation of the period M. 
Guizot discovers, under the name of curialea, the 
middle class of the Empire, and the recorded evi
dences of its progressive annihilation. 

It is known that the free inhabitants of Roman 
Europe were almost exclusively a town population: it 
is, then, in the institut.ions and condition of the muni
cipalities that the real state of the inhabitants> of the 
Roman empire must be "tudied. 

In semblance, the constitution of the town commu
nities was of a highly popular character. The curialea, 
or the class liable to serve municipal offices, consisted 
of all the inhabitants (not specially exempted) who 
possessed landed property amounting to twenty-five 
jllflera. This class formed a corporation for th!'l manage
ment of local . affairs. They discharged their func
tions partly as a collective body, partly by electi~g, 
and filling in rotation, the various municipal magis
tra~it:s. N otwithstanuing the apparent dignity and 

Q2 
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authority with which this body was invested, the li~t 
of exemptions consi~ted of all the classes who pos· 
sessed ~ny influence in the State, any real partic~pation 
in the governing power. It comprised, first, all sena. 
torial families, and all persons whom the Emperor had 
honoured with the title of clarissillli: then, all the 
clergy, all the military, from the prfl'fecflJ~ prfl'loni 
down to the common legionary, and all the civil func
tionaries of the State. When we look farther, inui
cations still more significant make their appearance. 
We find that Ulere was an unceasing struggle between 
the government aud the curiale8--Qn their part to 
escape from their condition, on the part of the govern
ment to retain them in it. It was found necessary to 
circumscribe them by every species of artificial restric
tion, They were interdicted from living out of the 
town, from serving in the army, or holding any 
civil employment which conrerred exemption from 
municipal offices, until they had first served aU tho'!e 

. offices, from the lowest to what was called the hight>!<t. 
Even then, their emancipation was only personal, not 
extending to their children, If they entered the 
Church, they must abandon their possessions, either to 
the curia (the municipality), or to lIome individual 
who would become a curiali" in their room. La\Vi 
after laws w~re enacted for detecting, and Lringing 
back to the cun'a, those who had secretly quitted it 
and entered surreptitiously into the army. the clergy, 
or some public office. They could not absent them
selves, ~ven for a time, without the permission of 
superior authority'; and if they succeeded in escaping, 
their property was forfeit to the curia. No Cftriah8, 
without leave from the governor of the province, Could 
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sell the property which constituted him such. If his 
heirs were not members of the curia, or -if his widow 
or liaughter married anyone not a cun"al~, one-funrth 
of their property must be relinquished. If he had no 
children, only one-fuurth could be bequeathed by will, 
the remainder passing to the ('uda. The law looked 
forward to the case of properties abandont,,'(} by the 
possessor, and made provision that they should devolve 
upon the curia; and that th& taxes to which they were 
liable libould be rateably charged npon the property 
of the other Clln"alel. 

"hat was it, in the situation of a Nir;all~~, whieh 
made his conJition so irksome, that nothing could 
keep men in it unless caged up as in a dung~on
unless every hole or cranny by which they could 
cr~p out of it, was tightly closed by the provident 
iIl::,renuity of the legislator P 

The explanation is this, Not only were the cllno.lea 
.buruent>d with all the expenSes of the local adminis
tration. beyond what couM be defrayM from the pro
perty of tlle curia itself - property continuoilly 
encroachca npon, and often confiscated, by the general 
government i but they had also to collect the revenue 
of the State i and their own property was responsible 
f(lr making up its amount. This it was which ren
dered the condition of a cIln'ali8 an object of dread i 
which progressively impoverished and finally extin
guished the class, In their fate, we see what disease 
the Roman empire really died of; and how its destruc
tion had been consummated even before the occupa
tiun by the Barbarians. The invasions were no new 
fact, unheard-of until the fifth century i such attempts 
had" been repeatedly made. and never succeeded until 
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• 
the powers of resistance were destroyed by inward 
decay. The Empire perished of misgovernmen~, in 
the form of over-taxation. The burden, ever increas· 
ing through the necessities occasioned by the impove
rishment it had already produced, at last reached this 
point, that none but those whom.& legal exemption 
had removed out of the class on which the weight 
principally fell, had anything remaining to lose. The 
senatorial houses possessed that privilege, and accord

.ingly we still find, at the period of the successful 
invasions, a certaiit number of families which had 
escaped the general wreck of private ·fortunes i-OPU

lent families,'with large landed possessions and nume· 
rous slaves. Between these and the mas~ of the 
population there existed no tie of affection, no' com
munity of interest. With this exception, and that of 
the Church, all was poverty. The middle class had 
sunk under its burdens. 'Hence,' say~ :M. Guizot, 
'in the fifth century,' so much land lying waste, 'so 
many towns almost depopulated, or filled only with a 
hungry and unoccupied rabble. The system of govern-

, ment which I have described, contributed much more 
to this result than the ravages of the Barbarians,' 

In this situation the northern invaders found the 
Roman empire. What they made of it, is the next 
subject of M. Guizot's investigations. The Essays 
which follow are, ' On the origin and establishment of 
the Franks in Gaul'-' Causes of the fall of the :Mero
vingians and Carlovingians'-' Social state and polio 
tical institutions of France, under the Merovingians 
and Carlovingians' -' Political character of the feudal 
re,9ime: But on. these 8ubj~cts our author's later and 
more mature thoughts are found in his Lectures;' and 
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we shall therefore pass at once to t~e more recent 
work, returning afterwards to the concluding Essay 
in the earlier volume, which bears this interesting 
title: • Causes of the establishment of a. representa
tive system in England.' 

The subject of the Lectures being the history of 
European Civilization, M. Guizot begins with. a dis
sertation on the different meanings of that indefinite 
term j and announces that he intends to use it as an 
equivalent to a state of improvem"ent and progression, 
in the ph,Ysical condition and social relations of man
kind, on .. he one hand, and in their inward spiritual 
development on the other. We have not space to 
follow him into this discussion, with which, were we 
«iliposed to criticize, we might find 'some fault j but 
which ought, assuredly, to have exempted him from 
the imputation c:J' looking upon the improvement of 
mankind as consisting in the progress of social insti
tutions alone. We shall quote a passage near the con
clusion of' the same. Lecture, as a specimen ofthe moral 
and philosophical spirit which pervades the wdrk, and 
because it contains a. truth for which we are glad to 
cite M: Guizot as an authority:-

• I think that in the course of our survey we shall speedily 
become coqvinced that civilization is still very young j that 
the world is very far from having measured the extent of the 
career which is before it. Assuredly, human conception is 
far from being, as yet, all that it is capable of becoming j we 
are far from being able to. embrace in imagination the whQle 
future of humanity. Nevertheless, let each of us descend rnto 
his own thoughts, let him question himself as to the possible 
good which he comprehends and hopes for, and t1ien confront 
his idea with what is realized in the world j he will be satis-
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fled that society and civilization are in a very early stage or 
theil' progress ; that in 8pite of all they have accomplished, 

" they have incomparably more 8till to achieve! 

The second Lecture is devoted to a general specu
lation, which is very characteristic oflI. Guizot's mode 
of thought, and, in our opinion, ,",orthy to be atten
tively weighed ooth by the philosophers and the prac-
tical politicians of the age. " 

He observes, that one of the points of differenc!e by 
which modern civilization"is most distinguish~d from 
ancient, is the com·plication, the multiplicity, which 
characterizes it. In all previous forms of society, 
Oriental, Greek, or Roman. there is a rtlmarkable 
character of unity and simplicity. Some on~ idea 
"seems to have ~resided over the construction of the 
social framework, and to have been carried out into all 

" its consequences, without encountering on the way 
any counterbalancing or limiting principle. Some one 
element, "some one power in society, seems to have 
early attained predominance, and extinguished all 
other agencies which could exercise an influence over 
societj capable .of conflicting with its own. In Egypt, 
for example, the theocratic prihciple absorbed every
thing. The temporal government was grounded on 
the uncontrolled rule of a caste of priests; and the 
moral life of the people was built upon the idea, that 
it belonged to the interpreters of religion to direct 
the whole detail of human actions. The dominion of 
an exclusive class, at once the ministers of religion 
a~ the sole possessors of letters and secular learning, 
has impressed its character on·all which survives of 
Egyptian . monume~ts-on all we know of Egyptian 
life. " Elsewhere; the dominant fact waS the supremacy 
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()f a military caste, or ra~e of conquerors: the institu
tions and habits of society were principally modelled 
by the necessity of maintaining this supremacy. In 
other places, again, society was mainly the expression 
of the democratic principle. The sovereignty of the 
majority, and th.e equal participation of all male 

. citizens in the administration of the State, were the 
leading facts by which the aspect of those societies 
was determined. This singleness in the governing 
principle had not, indeed, always prevailed in those 
states. Their early history often presented a. conllict 
of forces. • Among the Egyptians, the Etruscans, 
even amtmg the Greeks, the caste of warriors, for 
example; maintained a struggle with that of ptiests; 
elsewhere' (in ancient Gaul, for example) 'the ·spirit 
of clanship against that of voluntary association j or 
the aristocratic against the popular principle. But 
ill:ese contests were nearly confined to ante-historical 
periods j, a vague remembrance was all that survived 
of them. If at a later period the str~ggle was re
newed, it was almost always promptly terminated j 

one of the rival powers achieved an early victory, and 
took exclusive possession of society. 

, This rem~kable simplicity of most of the ancient civiliza
tiolls, had,~in different places, different results. Sometimes. 
as in Greece, it produced a most ~apid development: never 
did any people unfold itself so brilliantly in so short a time. 
But after this wonderful outburst, Greece appeared to have 
become suddenly ex~austed. Her decline, if not so. rapid 118 

her elevation, was yet strangely prompt. It seemed· as 
though the creative force of the principle of Greek civiliza
tion had spent itself, and no other principle came to its 
assistance. 

'Elsewhere, in Egypt and India for example, the unity of 
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the dominant principlc had a different effect i lOCicty fell iot.' 
a stationary state. Simplicity produced monotony: the State 
did not fall into di8llOlution i society continued to subeist, but 
immovable, and aa it were congealed.' 

It was- otherwise, saY8 M. Guizot, with modem 
Europe. 

• IIer ci,ilization,' be continues, • ill confused, divenified, 
~tormy: all forms, all principles of social organization co-exi"t; 
ipiritual and temporal authority, theocntic, mo~archic. aristo
cratic, dc.mocratic elements, evcry variety of c1Uie!1 and eociiJ 
conditions, are mixed and crowded together; there are inuu
merable gradations of liberty, wealth. aDd influence. And tbetle 
forces are in a Btate of perpetual conflict, nor haa any of them 
ever been able to stifle the others, and establish its own exclu
Bive authority. :Modern Europe olTers examples ofallsYltemll, 
of all attempts at aocial organization; monarchies pure and 
mixed, theocracies, republica more or leu aristocratic, ha'e 
existed Bimultaneouslyone beside another; and, iu .pite of 
their diversity, they have all a certain homogeneity, a family 
likeness, not to be mistaken: 

• In ideas and Bentiments, the same uriety, the Ia,!,e 
struggle. Theocratic, monarchic, ariBtocratic, popular creeds, 
check, ~mit, and modify one another. Even in the moat 
audacioUl writings of the middle ages, an idea ill DCYcr fol
lowed to its ultimate consequences. The partuans of abllolute 
power unconsciously Bhrink from the resulta of their doctrine; 
democrats are under aimilar restraints. One Bees that there 
are ideas and influenCt1 encomp&88ing them, which do not 
suITer them to go all lengths. There ill none 01 that impertur
bable hardihood, that blindness of logic, which we find in the 
ancient .world. In the feelings of mankind, the same eon
trasts, the II&me multiplicity: a m08t cnergetic love 01 inde
pendence, &long with a great facility olllubminion; a rare 
fidelity 01 man to man, and at the same time an imperious 
impulse to follow each hill own will, to resi&t restraint, to life 
for hilllllelf, without taking account olothen. .A aimilar cha-
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racter shows itself in modern literatures. In perfection of 
form and artistic beauty, they are far inferior to the ancient; 
but richer and more copious in respect of sentiments and 
ideas. One perceives that huma~ nature has been stirred up 
to a greater depth, and'at a greater number of points. The 
imperfections of form are an . effect of this very cause. The 
more abundant the materials, the more difficult it is to mar
shal thcm iuto a symmetrical and harmonious shape.* 

Hence, he continues, the modem world, while infe
rior 'to many of the ancient forms of human life in 
the characteristic excellence of each, yet. in all things 
taken together, is richer and. more developed than 
any of them. From the multitude"of elements to be 
teconciled, each of which during long ages spent the 
greater part of its strength in combating the rest, the 
progress of modem civilization has necessarily been 
slower; but it has lasted, and remained steadily pro
gressive, through fifteen centuries; which 'no other 
civilization has ever done. ~ 

• There are some to whom this will appear a fanciful 
theory, a. cobweb spun from the brain of a doctrinaire. 
'Ve are of a different opinion. There is doubtless, in 
the historical statement, some of that pardonable ex
aggeration, which in the exposition of large and com
manding views, the necessities of language render it 
so difficult entirely to avoid. The assertion that the 
civilizations of the ancient world were each under the 
complete ascendancy of some one exclusive principle, 
is not admissible in the unqualified sense in which M. 
Guizot enullciates it; th.e limitations which that asser
tion would require; on a nearer view, are neither few 
nor inconsiderable. Still less is it maintainable, that 

• t oL i. Lecture iI. 
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different societies, under diflerent dominant principles, 
did not at each epoch co-exist in the closest contact; 
as Athens, Sparta, and Persia or Macedonia; Rome, 
Carthage, and the East. But aft~r allowance for over
statement, the substantial tr~th of the doctrine appears 
unimpeachable. No one of the ancient forms of 
society contained in itself that systematic antagonism, 
which we believe to be the only condition under which 
stability and progressiveness can be permanently re
conciled to one another. 

There are in society a' number of distinct force8-
of separate and independent sources of power. There 
is the, general power of knowledge and cultivated in
telligence. There is the power of religion; by which, 
speaking politically, is to be understood tl~at of reli. 
gious teachers. There is the power of military skill 
and discipline. There is the. power of wealth; the 
power of numbers and physieal force; and several 
others might be added. Each of these, by the influ~ 
cnce it exerCises over society, is fruitful of (,,artain 
kinds of beneficial results; none of them is favourable 
to all kinds. There is no one of these powers whicL, 
if it could make itself absolute, and deprive the others 
of all influence except in aid of, and in subordination 
to, its 'own, would not'show itself the enemy of 80me 
of the essential constituents of human well-being. 
Certain good results would be doubtless obtained, at 
least for a time; some of the interests of society would 
be adequately cared for j because, with certain of 
them, the natural, tendency of e~h of these powers 
f;pontaneous1y coincides. But there would b~ other 
interests, in greater number, which the complete 
ascf=ndancy of anyone of t~ese·social elements would 
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leave unprovided for; and which must depend for 
their protection on the influence which can be exer
cised by other elements. 

We believe with 1\f. Gllizot, that modem Europe pre
sents the only example in history, of the maintenat).ce, 
through many ages, of this co-ordinate action among 
rival powers naturally tending in difftlrent directions. 
And, with him, we ascribe chiefly to this cause the spirit 
of improvement, which has never ceased to exist, and 
still makes progress, in the European nations. At n9 
time has Europe been free froin a contest of rival powers 
for.dominion over society. If the clergy had succeeded, 
as is supposed to have hlen the case itt Egypt,i.n making 
the kings subRervient to them j if, as among the Mus-

. sulmans of old, or the Russians now, the supreme 
religious authority had merged in the attributes of 
the tempor~ ruler; if th~ military and feudal nobility 
had reduced the clergy to be their tools, and retained 
the burgess~s as their serfs; if a commercial aristo
cracy, as at Tyre, Carthage, and Venice, had got -rid 
of kings, and, governed by_ a military force composed. 
of foreign mercenaries; Europe would have -arrived' 
much -more rapidly at such kinds and degrees of 
national greatness and well-being as those influences 
severally tended to promote j but from that time would 
either have stagnated, like the great stationary despo
tisms of the East, or have perished for lack of such 
other elements of civilization as could sufficiently 
unfold themselves only under some other patronage. 
Nor is this a danger existing only in the past; but 
one which may be yet impending over tpe future; If 
the perpetual antagonism which has kept the human 
mind alive, were to give place to the- complete prepon/ 
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derance of any, even the most salutary, element, we 
might yet flndthat we have counted too confidently 
upon the progressiveness which we are so often told 
is an inherent property of our f:pecies. Education, 
for ~xample--mental culture--would seem to have a 
better title ~han could be ~erived from anything else, 
to rule the world with exclusive authority; yet if the 
lette~d and cultivated class, embodied and disciplined 
under a ceutral organ, could become iIi Europe, what 
it is in China, the Government-unchecked by My 
power residing in the maSs of citizens, and permitted 
to assume a parental tutelage over all the operations 
of lif~the result would probably be a darker despo
tism, one more opposed to improvemeht, than even 
the military monarchies and aristocl'a('ies have in fact . 
proved. And in like manner, if what is thought to be 
the tendency of things in the United States should 
proceed for some generations unrestrained; if the 
power of numbe~f the opinions and instincts of 
the mass-should acquire and retain the absolute 
government of society, and impose" silence upon all 
voices ;hich dissent from its decisions or dispute its 
authority j we should expect that, in such countries, 
the condition of human nature would become as sta
tionary as in China, and perhaps at as low a point of 
elevation in the scale. 

However these things maybe, and imperfectly as 
many of the elements have yet unfolded themscl¥e5 
which are hereafter to compose the civilization of the 
modern world; there is no doubt that it has always 
possessed, in comparison with the older forms of life 
and society, that complex and manifold character 
which M. Guizot ascribes to it. 
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lIe proceeds to inquire whether any explanation of 
this peculiarity of the European n,ations can be traced 
in their origin; and he finds, in fact, that origin to be 
extremely multifarious: The European world shaped ' 
itself from a chaos, in which Roman, Christian, and 
Darbarian ingredients were commingled. . Y. Guizot 
attempts to' determine what portion of the elements 
of modern life derived their beginning from each of 
these sources. 

From the Roman Empire, he finds that Europe de
rived both thp. fact and the idea of municipal institu
tions; a thing unknown to the Germanic conquerors. 
The Roman Empire was originally an aggregation of 
towns; the 'life of the people, especially in the Western 
'Empire, was a town life; their inst~tutions and social 
arrangements, except the system of functionaries 
destined to maintain the' authority of the sovereign, 
were all grounded upon the towns. When the central 
power retired from the Western Empire, town life and 
town institutions, though in an enfeebled condition, 
were what remained. In Italy, wgere they were less 
enfeebled than elsewhere, civilization revived not only 
earlier than in the rest of Europe, but in forms more, 
simihr to those of the ancient world. The South of 
France had, next to Italy, partaken most in the fruits 
of Roman civilization; itl'l towns had been the richest 
and most flourishing on this side the Alps; and having, 
therefore, .held out longer than those farther north 
against the fiscal tyranny of the Empire, were not so 
completely ruined when the conquest took place. 
Accordingly, their municipal institutions were trans
mitted unbroken from the Roman period to recent 
times. This, t~en, was one legacy which the Empire 
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1£'/1 to the nations which .:ere !>haped out of its ruin~. 
But it left also, thou;h not a central authority, the 
hal.it of requiring and looking for liuch an authority. 
It left· the idea of the empire, the name of the em
peror, the conct'ption of the impt'rial majesty, of a 
~~red power inherent in the impt'rw name.' TIlis 
idea, at no time becoming utinct, resumed, as society 
~colme more settled, a porti(\n of its pri!'.tine power: 
towards the close of the middle ~~S. we find it once 
more a really influential element. Finally. nome 
left a body of written law, constructed by and for a 
,walthy and cultinW society; this served as a 
pattern of ci\"ilization to the rude iU3A.lers. and a~
sumed an ewr-increasing importance as they bct-ame 
more 'cirilized. 

In the field of intellect and parely mental dc\'e
lopment. roOme, and throu~h roOme, her pred~snr 
Greece, left a rtill richer inheritance, but one lI'hich 
did not come much into play until a later period. 

• Liberty of thought-rea...~!l lakin; bendC (or her o..-u 
starting-point an-i her 01n1 guide-is an iJf'a ~ntially 
'prong from a .• tiquity. an idea which modt'TD ~ty OW" to 
Greece and Rome. We nidently did Dot nct'i~e it ~jthcr 
from Christianity or from Germany. (or ill neither or ~ 
elements of our ciTiliution was it included. h wu powerfll1 
OD the contrary, it predominated, ill the Gneco-Roman ciri!i
utioo. TIUs wu its true origin. I t is the mo&t pncious 
l~,. which antiquity leJ\ to the modt'TD world: a ~ 
which was ne~er quite s~pended and 'nluelese; -far we see 
the fundamental principle of all philosophy. the right of 
hum:lD reason to explore for it..-elC. animating the mtin.."S and 
the life of Scotus Eri.,'"t'na. and tbe doctrine of frudom of 
thought still erect ill the ninth ~tury. in the W:e of the 
principle of authority .... 

• Yol iT. p.19L 



S·..lch, then, are the benefits 1fruch Europe h13 
aerin~J fl'\)m the relics of tlK- ancient Imp.:rial l-iri!i
utivn. Bolt all)ng ,nth this p€ri.shing ~jetJ-. the 
barbarians fuunJ another an'} a rising s,)Ci~ty, in all 
th"". freshness and vigour of youth-the Christian 
Church_ In thO! de!>t which ruooem s...~iety owes to 
this gn?'3t institution, is first to be included, in lL 
Guuot's opinion, &U which it owes to Christianity. 

I At that time none of the me:ms Wl!fe in e1i5tenC't! by 
w ~ich, in our o ... n dlly~, monl inlluenees ~ubfub and main
taill them..~hes indejlt'udent1y 0( in;;titutions; none of the 
illArumenu ... hc:~by a pure truth. a mere iJea, acq'lires an 
empire O1"er mintU, gQ1"t'ms actions, d~.c:T!!lines t'1"t'nts... In 
the fomth ttntllrJ' nothing ui~ted which COW.! gi,-e to idea... ... 
to mt'fe personal ~ntimt'nu. su.:h all authority_ To mu.e 
head api-.st ttt' dis»t~ to rome TictorioUJ;Yyout of d.e 
tempesb, ol5Dch a period, th ... re ... a.t needed a strongly ~ 
~~eJ and t'1leTp!ticaIly gQ\"emeJ society. It is not too much 
to affirm tha.t at the period in qll~tiOn. the Chri;;tian Church 
NoYed Chri.-.tianity. It ... u the Cbul'I.·h. Yith its institutio!l~. 
its magi:;tntes, its authority. ,.-hich maintained itsdf a",~t 
the d«ay 0( the empire from Yithin. and ~<>aiIl$t ~1Il. 
(rom ... it~t; -which WOIl O1"t'r the~ ... anabecame 
the cirifuing principII.'. tht> princip~ of f:l.ii~ bet-een the 
RolIUD anJ the brbaric _ond! 

Tb,;\t. 1fithout ih compact or"g3lliz.ation. the Chris
tian hi~ra.rchr coulJ bue ~ npiJIy taken po~on 
of the uncwfit"atoo minds Qr th~ barbarians; that, 
~f,,)re tht" conqu~t 'W3S completed. the conquerors 
","oulJ h3ye uniYersally aJoptcJ. the reli~on of the 
nnquished. if that religioil baJ been recornmenJeJ 
tv them by nothing but its intrinsic snperiority-.. -e 
~crree u-ith lL Guizot in thinking increJible. We do 
nut find th3t other sanges. at other eras, hue yielJ<!d 

YOL. Ii • 
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with similar readiness to the -same influences; nor 
did the minds or lives of the invaders, for some cen· 
turies after thejr conversion, give evidence that the real 
merits of Christianity had made any deep im'pres,,;ion 
upon them. The true explanation is to be found in 
the power of intellectual superiority. As the condi· 
tion of secular society became more discouraging, the 
Church had more and more engrossed to itself what
ever of real talents, as well as of sincere philanthropy, 
existed in the Roman world. • Among the Chris. 
tians of that epoch,' says :M. Guizot, • there were men 
who had thought of everything-to whom all moral 
and political questiQus were familiar; men who had 
on all subjects well-defined opinions, energetic feel. 
ings, and an ardent desire to propagate them and 
make them predominant. Never did any boJy of' 
m~u make such efforts to act upon the world an4 
assimilate it to themselves, as did the Christian 
Church from the fifth to the tenth century. She 
attacked Barbarism at almost all points, striving to 
civilizEl it by her ascendancy.' 

In this, tpe ~hurch was aided by the important 
temporal position, which, in the general decay of 
other ~lements of society, it had assumed in the 
Roman empire. Alone strong in the midst of weak. 
ness, alone possessing natural sources of power within 
itself, it was the prop to which all things clung which 
felt themselves in need of suppor~. 1.'he clergy, and 
especially the Prelacy, had become the most influen
tial members of temporal society_ All that remained 
of the former wealth of thE" Empire had for some time 
tended more and more in the direction of the Church. 
At the time of the, invasions, we find the bishops very 
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generally invested, under the title of ilejelUJor civitatis, 
with a high public character-ils the patrons, and 
towards all strangers the representatives, of the town 
communities. It wa~ they who treated with the in
vaders in the name of the natives; it was their adhe
"ion which guaranteed the general obedience; and 
after the conversion of the conquerors, it was to their 
sacred character that the conquered were indebted 
for whatever mitigation ~hey experienced of the fury 
of' conquest. 

Thus salutary, an4 even indispensable, was the 
influence of the Christian clergy during the confused 
period of. the invasions. :M. Guizot has not over
looked, but impartially analysed, the mixed character 
of good and evil which belonged even in that age, and 
still more in the succeeding ages, to the power of the 
Ghurch. One beneficial consequence which he. 
ascribes to it is worthy of especial notice; the sepa
ration (unknown to antiquity) between temporal and 
spiritual authority. He, in common with the best 
thinkers of our time, attributes to this fact th~ hap
piest influence on European civilization . • It was the 
parent, he says, of liberty of conscience. 'The sepa
ration' of temporal and spiritual is founded on the 
idea, that material force has no right, no hold, over 
the mind, over conviction, over truth.' Enormous as 
have been the sins of the Catholic Church in the way 
of religious intolerance, her assertion of this principle 
has done more for human freedom, than all tl,1e fires 
she ever kindled ha~e done to destroy it. Toleration 
cannot exist, or exists only as.a, consequence of con. 
tempt, where, Church and State being virtually the 
same body, disaffection to the national wors4ip is' 

R2 
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treason to the State j as is sufficiently eviJencetl by
Grecian and Roman. history, notwithstanding the fal
lacious appearance of liberality inherent in Poly
theism, which- did not prevent, as long as the national 
religion continued in vigour, almost every really. free 
thinker of any ability in the freest city 'of GreeCf>, 
from being either banished or put to death for 
blasphemy.· In more recent times, where the chief 
of the State has been also the tlupreme pontiff, not, as 
in England, only nominally, but substantially (as in 
the case of China, Rlissia, the Caliphs, and the Sultans 
of Constantinople,) the result has been a perfection of 
despotism, and a voluntary abasement under its yoke, 
which have DO parallel ehewhere except among the 
most besotted barbarians: . 

It remains to assign, in the elemental chaos from 
which the modern nations arose, the Germanic or 
barbaric element. 'Vhat has Europe derived frum 
.the barbarian invaders? M. Guizot answers-the 
spirit of liberty. That spirit, as it exi~t8 in the 
modern world, is something which had never befure 
been lound in company with civilization. The liberty 
of the ancie-nt commonwealths did not mean individual 
fre~dom of action; it meant a certain form of political 
organization; . and instead of asserting the privat~ 

. freedo!l1 of each citizen, it was compatible witli a 
more complete subjection of every individual to the 
State, and a more. active interference of the ruling 
powers with private conduct, than is the practice of 
what are now deemed the.most despotic government". 
The modern spirit of )ib~rty, on the contrary, is tilt> 
love of individual independence j the claim for free-

• Anaxagoras, Protagoras, Socrates, Aristotle, &c. 
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dom of action, with as little interference as is com
patible with the necessities of society, from any autho
rity other than the conscience of the individual. It 
is in fact the self-will of the savage, moderated and 
limited by th·e demands of civilized life; and M. Guizot 
is not mistake'n in believing that it came to us, not 
from ancient civilization, but from the savage element 
infused into that enervated civilization by its barba
rous conquerors. He adds, that together with this 
spirit of liberty, the invaders brought also the spirit 
of voluntary association; the institution of military 
patronage, the bond between followers aRd a leader 
or their own choice, )vhich afterwards ripened into 
feudality. This voluntary dependence of"man upon 
roan, this relatioIl. of protection and service, this spon-' 
taneous loyalty to a superior not deriving his adtho
rity from Jawor from the constitution of society, but 
frum the voluntary election of the dependent himself, 
was unknown to the civilized nations of antiquity; 
thougli frequent among savages, and so customary in 
the Gerruanjc race, as to have been d~emed, tlt0ugh 
erroneously, characteristic of it. • ' 

'fo reconcile, in any moderate degree, tllese jarring 
elements; to produce even an endurable state of 
t;ociety, not to say a prosperous and improving one, 
by the amalgamation ~f savages and slaves, was a 
work, of many centuries. 1[, Guizot's Lectures are 
chiefly occupie<l in tracing the progress of this work. 
and showing by what agencies' it was accomplished. 
The history of the European nations consists of three 
periods; the period of confusion, the feudal period, 
anq the modern p~riod. '.I.'he Lectures of 182~ in
clude, though on a very compressed scale, all the 
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three; but only in relation to the history of society, 
omitting that of thought, and of the human minu. In 
the following year, the Professor took a wider range. 
The three volumes which contain the Lectures of 18:W, 
are a complete historical analysis of the period of confu
sion; expounding, with sufficient fulness of detail, both 
the state of political society in each sllccessive stage 
of that prolonged anarchy, and the state of intellect, 
as evidenced by literature and speculation. In these 
volumes, M. Guizot is the philosopher of the period 
of which M. Augustin Thierry is the painter. In the 
Lectures of 1830-which, having b~en prematurely 
broken off by the political events of tbat year, occupy 
(with the ·Pieces JlIslificatives) only two volumet;-l1e 
commenced a similar analysis of the feudal period; 
but "did not quite complete the political and social 
part of the subject: the examination of the intellec
tual pJ:oducts of the period was not even commenced. 
In this state this great unfinished monument still 
remains. Imperfect, however, as it is, it c~ntains 
mucb.more th~n we can attempt to bring under even 
the most cursory review within our narrow limits. 
We can only pause and dwell upon the important 
epoch~, and upon speculations which involve some 
great and fertile idea, or throw a strong light upon 
some interesting portion of the history. Among these 
last we must include the passage- in wnich M. Guizot 
describes the manner in which the civilization of the 
conquered impressed the imagination of the victors. 

"Ve have just passed in review the closing age· of the 
Roman civilization, and we found it in full dtcadellce, without 
force, without fecundity, incapable almost of keeping itself 

• Vol. ii. pp. 386-8. 
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alive. We now behold it vanquished and ruined by the bar
barians; when on a sudden it reappears fruitful and powerful: 
it ll8llumes over theinstitotions and manners which are brought 
newly into contact with it, a prodigious empire; it impresses 
on them mOre and more its own character; it governs and 
metamorphoses its conquerors. 

'Among many causes, there were two which principally 
contributed to this result: the power of a systematic and 

'comprehensive body of civil law; and the natural ascendancy 
of civilization over barbarism. 

'In fixing themselves to a single abode, and becoming 
landed proprietors, the barbarians contracted, both with the 
Roman population and with each other, relations more various 
and durable than any they had previously known; their civil 
existence assumed greater breadth and stability. The Roman 
law was alone fit to regulate this new existence; it alone 
could deal adequately with such a multitude of relations. 
'l'he barbarians, however they might strive to preserve their 
own customs, were caught, as it were, in the meshes of this 
scientific legislation, and were obliged to bring the'new social 
order, in a great measure, into subjection to it. not politically 
indeed, but civilly. 

, Further, the spectacle itself oC Roman civilization exer
ciscd a great empire over their minds. What strikes our 
modern fancy, what ·we greedily seek for in history, in poems, 
travels. romances, is the picture of a state of society unlike 
the regularity of our own; savage life, with its independence, 
its novelty, and its adventure. Quite different werl! the im. 
pressions of the barbarians. What to tbem was striking, what 
appeared to them great and wonderful, was civilization; the 
monuments oC Roman industry. the cities, roads, aqueducts. 
amphitheatres j that society so orderly, so provident, so full 
of variety in its fixity-this was the object of their admiration" 
and 'their astonishment. Though conquerors, they were sen
sible of inferiority to the conquered. The barbarian might 
despise the Roman as an individual being, but the Roman 
world in its en8t'111bk appeared to him something l!-bO'Ve his 
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level; and all the great men of the age of the conqul'lIts, 
Alaric, Ataulph, Theodoric, and 80 many others, while 
destroying and trampling upon Roman society, UIIcd all their 
efforts to copy it! 

But their attempt was fruitless. It was not by 
merely seating themselves in the throne of the 
Emperors, that the chiefs of the L!1rbarians· could re
infuse life into a social order to which, when alreadY
perishing by its own infirmities, they had .dealt tho 
final blow. Nor was it in that old form that peaceful 
and regular government could be restored to Europe. 
The confusion was too chaotic' to admit of so easy & 

disentanglement. Before fixed institutions could 
become posMible, it was necessary to have a fixed popu
lation; and this primary condition was long unat
tained. Bands of barbllJ"ians, of various races, with 
no bond of .national union, overran the Empire, ~'ith
out mutual concert, and occupied the country as much 
as a people so migratory and vagabond could be said 
to occupy. it; but even the loose ties which held 
together each tribe or band, became relaxed by the 
consequences of spreading themsel~es over an exten
sive territory; fresh hordes, too, were ever pressing on 
from. behind j and the very first requisite of order, per
manent territorial limits, could not establish itself, 
either between properties or sovereignties, for nearly 
three centuries. The annals of the conquered 
countries during the intermediate period, but chro
nicle the desultory warfare of the invaders with one 
another; the effect of which, to the conqu~red, was a 
perpetual renewal of suffering, and increase of impove-
rishmeQt. '. 

M; Uuizot da.tes the termination of this downward 
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period from the reign of Charlemagne; others (for 
example, M. de Sismondi) have placed it later. 'Ve 
are inclined to agree with M. Guizot ; no part of whose 
work seems to us mote ad!Dirable than that in. which 
be fixes the place in history of that remarkable man.-

The name of' Charlemagne, says M. Guizot, has 
come down to us as one of the greatest in history. 
Though not the founder of bis dynasty, he has given 
his name both to bis race and to the age. 

, The homage paid to him is often blind and undistinguisb
ingj his genius aud glory are extolled without discrimination 
or measurll; yet at the same time, peraona repeat, one after 
another, that he founded nothing, accomplished nothing; that 
his empire, his laws, all his works, perished with him. And 
this historical cOlUlIlonplace introduce!! a crowd of moral 
commonplaces, on the ineffectualness and uselessness of great 
men, the vanity of their projects. the little trace which they 
leave in the world after having troubled it in all directions. 
'.' • • • Is this true? Is .it the destiny of great men to 
be merely a burden and a useless wonder to mankind? 

, At the first glallce, the commonplace might be supposed 
to he a truth. The victories, conquests, institutions"reforms, 
projects, all the greatness and glory of Charlemagne, vanished 
with him; he seemed a meteor suddenly emerging nom the 
darkness of barbarism, to be as suddenly lost and extingui.shed 
iu the shadow of feudality •. There are other such examples 
in history. • • • . • . 

, But we must beware of trusting these appearances. To 
understand the meaning of great events, and measure the 

• agency and influence of great men. we need to look far deeper 
into the matter. . 

'The a,ctiyity of a great man is of two kinds; he performs 
two parts i two epochs may generally be distinguished in his 

. career. First, he understands better than other peoplt! the 

• VoL iii. Lecture 20. 
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wants of his time; its real, present exigencies i what, in 
the age he lives in, society needs, to enable it to lubllist, and 
attain its natural development. He 'Understands these wants 
better than any other person of the time, and knows better 
than any othel: how to wield the powers of society, and direct 
them skilfully towards the realization of this end. lienee 
proceed his power and glory i it is in virtue of this, that as 
soon as he appears, he is understood, accepted, followed
that all give their willing aid to the work, which he is per
forming for the benefit of all. 

t But he does not stop here. When the real wantll of his 
time are in some degree satisfied, the ideas and the will of 
the great man proceed further. He quits the region of present 
facts and exigencies; he gives himself up to views in some 
measure personal to himself; be indulges in combinations 
more or less vast and specious, but which are not, like his 
pi'evious labours,> founded on the actual state, the commbn 
instincts, the determinate wishes 01 society, but are remote 
and arbitrary. He aspires to extend his activity and influence 
indefinitely, and to possess the future as he has possessed the 
present. > 

, Here egoism and illusion commence. For some time, on 
the faith of what he has already done, the great man is fol. 
lowed in. this new career j he is believed in, and obeyed j men 
lend themselves to his fancies; his flatterers and his dupes 
even admire and vaunt them as his sublimest conceptions. 
The public, however, in whom a mere delusion is never of 
any long continuance, soon discovers that it is impelled in a 
direction in which it has no desire to move." At first the 
great man had enlisted his high intelligence and powerful 
will in the service of the general feeliug and wish: he now 
seeks to employ the public force in the service of his indivi-' 
dual ideas and desires j he is attempting things which he 
alone -:wishes or understands. Hence disquietude firat, and 
then uneasiness; for a time he is still followed, but sluggishly 
and • 'reluctantly i next he is censured and complained of j 
finally, he is abandoned. and falls; and all which he alone 
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had planned and desired, all the merely personal and arbi
trary part of his works, perishes with him.' 

Aft~r briefly illustrating his remarks by the example 
of Napoleon-so often, by his flatterers, represented 
as another Charlemagne, a comparison which is the 
height of injustice to the earlier conqueror-Yo 
Guizot observes, that the wars of Charlemagne were 
of a totally different character from those of the p!"e
vious dynasty. C They were not di8~ensions between 
tribe and tribe, or chief and chief, nor expeditions 
engaged in for the purpose of settlement or of pillage; 
they were systematic wars, inspired by a political pur
pose, and commanded by a public necessity.' Their 
purpose was no other than that of putting an end to 
the invasions. He repelled the Saracens: the Saxons 
and Sclavonians, against whom merely defensive 
arrangements were not sufficient, he attacke:.l and sub
jugated in their native forests. 

C At the death of Charlemagne, the conquests cease, the 
ullity disappears, the empire is dismembered and falls to 
pieces; but is it true that nothing remained, that the warlike 
exploits of Charlemagne were abr;.olutely sterile, that he 
achieved nothing, founded nothing? 

C There is but orie way to resolve this question: it is, to ask 
ourselves if, after Charlemagne, the countries w)1ich he had 
governed found themselves in the same situation as before; 
if the twofold invasions which, on the north and on the louth, 
menaced their territory, their religion, and their race, recom
menced after being thus suspended; if the Saxons, Sclavo
nians, Avars, 'Arabs, still kept the possessors of the Roman 
empire in perpetual disturbance and anxiety. Evidently it 
was not 110. True, the empire of Charlemagne was broken 
up, but into separate states, which arose as 80 many barriers 
at all ~oints where there was still danger. To the time of 
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Charlemagne, the frontiers of Germany, Spain, and Italy were 
in continual ·fluctuation; no constituted public· force had 
attained a permanent shape; he was compelled to be con
stantly transporting himself from one end to the other of his 
dominions, in order to oppose to the invaders the moveable 
and temporary force of his armies. After him, the scene iii 
changed; real political barriers, states more or less organized, 
but real and durable, arose; the kingdoms of Lorraine, of 
Germany, Italy, the two Burgundies, Navarre, d~te from that 
tim"e: and in spite of the viciSsitudes of their destiny, they 
subsist, and suffice' te oppose effectual resistance to the 
invading movement. Accordingly that movement ceases, or 
continues only in the form of maritime expeditions, most 
desolating at the points which they reach, but which cannot 
be made with great masses of Inen, nor produce grcat 
results. 

• Although, therefore, the vast dominion of Charlemagne 
perished with him, it is not true that he foundcd nothing; 
he' founded all the states which sprung from the dismember
ment of his empire. I1is conquests entered into new com
binations, but his wars attained their end. The foundation 
of the'work subsisted, though its form was changed! 

In the character of an administrator and a legi~
lator, th~ career of Charlemagne is still more remark
able than as a conqueror. His long reign was one 
struggle against the universal insecurity and disorder. 
He ~as one of the sort of men de~cribed by. ~I. 
Guizot, C WhOlJl the spectacle of anarchy or of 80cial 
inrmobility strike!! and revolts; whom it shocks intel
lectually, as a fact which ought not to exist; and who 
are possessed with the desire to correct it, to intro. 
duce some rule, .some· principle of regularity an~ 
permanence, into the world which is before them: 
Gifted with an unresting activity unequalled perhaps 
by any other sovereign, Charlemagne passed his lite 
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in attempting to convert a chaos into an orJerly anc\ 
regular gov~rnment; to create a general syst~m of 
administration, under all efficient central authority. 
In this attempt he was very imperfectly successful. 
The government of an extensive country from a cen
tral point was too complicated, too difficult; it required 
the ~o-operation of too many agents, and of intelli
gences too much developed, to be capable of being 
carried on by barbarians. 'The.disorder around h'im 
was immense, invincible; he repressed it for a moment 
on a single point, but the evil reigned whetever his 
terrible will had not penetrated; and even where he 
had passed, it recommenced ~s soon as he had 
departed.' 

Nevertheless, his efforts were not lost-not wholly 
unfruitfnl. His instrument of government was com
posed of two sets of function:;tries, local and central. 
The local portion cons\sted of the resident governors, 
the dukes, counts, &c" together with the vassals or 
beneficiatii, afterwards called feudatories, to who III 
when lands had been granted, a more or less indefinite 
share had been delegated of the authority,anajurisdic
tion of the sovereign. The central machinery consisted 
of miss; dominici-temporary agents sent into the pro
vinces, and from one provin?e to another, as the 
sovereign's own representatives; to inspect, control, 
report, and even reform what was amiss, either in act 
or negligence, on the part of the local functionaries. 
Over all these the prince held.~ith a firm hand, the 
reins of government; aided by a national assembly or 
convocation of chiefs, when he chose to summon it, 
either bec~use he desired their counselor needed their 
moral support. 
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I Is it possible that of this government, 110' active and 
vigorous,'nothing remained-that all disappeared with Char

, lemagne, that he founded nothing for the inter'nal consolida
tion of society? 

'What fell with Charlemagne, what rested upon him alone, 
and could not survive him, was the central government. 
After continuing sotqe time under Louis Ie Dcbonnaire and 
Charles Ie Cbauve, but with le8s and les8 energy and influence, 
the general assemblies, the miaai domini.ci, the whole 
machinery of the central and sovereign administration, disap
peared. Not so the local government, the dukes, counts, 
1!icairea, centeniera, lJenejiciarii, vassals who held authority 
in their several neighbourhoods under the rule of Charle
magne. Before his time, the disorder had been as great in 
each locality as i!l the eommonwealth generally; landed pro
perties, magistracies, were incessantly changing hands; no 
l,ocal positions or influences possessed any stcadiness or perma
nence. During the forty-six years of hi8 government, these 
influences had time to become rooted in the eame soil, in the 
same families; they had acquired stability, the first condition 
of the progress which was destined to render them indepen
dent and hereditary, and make them the elements of the 
feudal ,Iflime. Nothing, certainly, les8 resembles fendali~m 
than the,. sovereign unity which Charlemagne aspired to 
establish; yet he is the true founder of fendal society: it was 
}Je who, by arresting the external imasions, and repressing to 
a certain extent the intestine disorders, gave to sitnations, to 
fortunes, to local inflnences, snfficient time to take real poslles
sion of the country. After him, his general government 
perished like his conquests, his unity of authority like hill 
extended eqlpire; hut as the empire was broken into separate 
states, which acquired a vigorous aud dUl'able life, 80 the 
central sovereignty of Charlemagne resolved itself into a mul
titude oflocal sovereignties, to which a portion of the strength 
of his government had been imparted, and which had acquired 
under its shelter the conditions requisite for real~ty and dura
bility. So that. in' tbis second point of view, in his civil as 
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well as :.nmtary capacity, if we look beyond first appc~rances, 
he accomplished and founded much.' 

Thus does a more accurate 'knowledge correct the 
two contrary errors, one or other of which is next to 
universal among superficial thinkers, respecting the 
influence of great men upon society. A great ruler 
cannot shape the world after his own pattern; he is 
condemned to work in the direction of existing and 
spontaneous tendencies, and has only the discretion 
of singling out the most beneficial of these. -ret the 
difference is great between a skilful. pilot and none at 
all, though a pilot cannot steer in opposition to wind 
and tide. Improvements of the very finlt order, and 
for which society is completely prepared, which lie in 
the natural course aIld tendency of human events, 
and are the next stage through which mankind will 
pass, may be retarded indefinitely for want of a great 
man, to throw the weight of his individual will and 
faculties into the trembling scale. Without Charle
magne, who can say for how many centuries longer 
the period of confusion might have been protracted? 
Yet in this same example it equally appears·what a 
great ruler can not do. Like Ataulph, Theodoric: 
Clovis, all the ablest chiefs of the invaders, Charle
magne dreamed of restoring the Roman Empire .. 

I This was, in him, the portion of egoism and illusion; and 
in this it was that he failed. The Roman imperillm, and its 
unity, were invincibly repugnant to the new distribution of 
the population, the new relations, the new moral condition of 
mankind. Roman civilization could only enter as a trans
formed element into the new world which was preparing. This 
idea, this aspiration of Charlemagne, was not a public idea, 
nor a public want: all that he did for its' accomplishment 
perished with him. 
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'Yet even of this "vain endeavour, something re"maincd. 
The name. of the Western Empire, revived by him, and the 
rights which 'were thought ·to be attached to the title of 
Emperor, resumed their "place among the elements of history, 
and were for several centuries longer an object of ambition, an 
influencing principle of events. Even, therefore, in the purely 
egotistical and ephemeral portion of his operations, it cannot 
be said that the ideas of Charlemagne were absolutely sterile," 
nor totally devoid of duration.' • 

. M. Guizot, we think, is scarcely just to. Charlemagne 
in this impli~d censure upon his attempt to recon
struct civilized society on the only model familiar to 
him. The most intelligent cotemporaries tihared 
his error. and saw in the dismemberment of his 
Empire. and the fall of his despotic authority, a return 
to chaos. Though it is easy for us to see, it was dif
ficult for them to foresee, that European society, such 
as the invasions had made it, admitted of no retnrn to 

order but through something resembling the feudal 
system. By the writers who ha.ve come down to us 
from the age in which that system arose, it was looked 
upon as nothing less than universal anarchy and 
di-.solution. ' Consult the poets of the time, consult 
the chroniclers; they all thought that the world was 
coming to an end:' M. Guizot quotes one of the 
monuments of the time, a poem by Florus. a ·deacon 
'of the" church at Lyons, which displays with equal 
naivete the chagrin of the instructed few at the break
ing up of the great un solid structure which Charle
magne had raised, and the satisfaction which the same 
fact caused to the people at larg~; n~t the only 
instance in history in which the instinct of the people 
has be~ nearer the truth than the considerate judg
ment of those who clung to historical precedent. 
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That renewal of the onward movement, which even a 
Charlemagne could not effect by means repugnant to 
the natural tendeucies of the times, took place through 
the operation of· ordinary causes, as 800n as society 
had assumed the form which alone could give rise to 
fixed expectations and po!;itions, and produce a sort 
of secur.ity. ~ 

, The moral and the social state gf the people at this epoch 
equally resisted all association, all government of a single and 
extclld~d character. Mankind had few ideas, and did not 
look far around. Social relations were rare and restricted. 
The horizon of thought and of life was exceedIngly limited. 
Under such conditions, a great society 'is impossible. What 
aoo the natural and necessary bonds of political union? Qn 
the one hand, the number and extent of the social relations j 
on the other, of the ideas, whereby men communicate and are 
IlCld together.. Where neither of these are nUlllerous .or 
extensive, the bonds of a great society 'or state are non
existent. Such were the times of which we now speak. 
Small' lIocieties, local governments, cut, as it were, to the' 
measu're of existing ideas and relations, were alone possible; 
. and these alone succeeded in establishing tl;emseh·es. The 
elements of these little societies and litHe governme1!ts were 
_ready-n~ade.. 'I'he possessors of benefices by grant from the 
king, or of domains occupied by conquest, the counts, dukes, 
governors' of provinces, were disseminated throughout the 
country. TheSe became the natural centres of associations 
co-extensive with them. Round these was agglomerated, 
voluntarily or by force, the neighbouring J]opulation, whether 
free or in bondage. Thus were formed the petty states called 
fiefs; and this was the real cause of the dissolution of the 
empire of Charlemagne!* . . 

'Ve have now, therefore, arrived at the opening of 
the feudal period j and have to attempt to appreciate 

.• V 01. iii. ad fill. 
VOL.D 8 
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what the fell;dal society was, and what was the in
flup-nce of that society and of its inl!titutiotls, on the 
fortunes of the human race; what new elements it 
introduced; what new tendencies it impressed upon 
human nature; or to which of the existing tendencies 
it imparted additional strength. 
~L Guizot's estimate of feudalism is among the most 

interesting, and on the whole, the most satisfactory, of 
his speculations. He- observes, ~ that sufficient im
portance is seldom attached to the effects produced. 
upon the mental nature of mankind by mere changes 
in their outward mode of living:-

'Every one is aware of the notice whicb has been taken of 
the influence of climate, and the importance attached to it by 
Montesquieu. If we confine ourselves to the direct influence 
of diversity of climate upon mankind, it is perhaps less tllan 
has been supposed; the appreciation of it is, at all events, 
difficult and vague. But the indirect effects, those for im,tance 
which result from the fact, that in a warm climate people 
live in the open air, while in cold countries they shut them
selves up in their bouses-that they subsist upon diffcrcnt 
kinds 'of food, and tlie like-are highly important, and, 
merely bftheir influence on the details of material existence, 
act powerfully on civilization. Every great" revolut.ion pro
duces in the state of society some changes of this lIort, and 
these ought to be carefully observcd. 

, The introduction of the feudal rfgime occasioned one !luch 
change, of wbich the importance cannot be overlook cd ; it 
altered the distribution of the population over the face of the 
country. Till that time, the masters of the soil, the sovcrcign 
class, lived collected in masses more or lcss numcrous-cithcr 
s~dentary in the towns, or wandering in bands o\'cr t~le 
country. In the feudal state these same pcrSODS livcd insu
lated, each in his own habitation, at great distanccs from one 

• VoL i. Lecture 4. 
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another. It is obvious how great an influence this chal~e 
must have exercised over the character and progress of civi4. 
zation. Social preponderance and political power passed from 
the towns to the country; private property. and private life 
assumed pre-eminence over public. This first effect of the 
triumph of the feudal principle, appears more fruitful in con
sequences, the longer we consider it. 

t Let us examine feuclal society as it is in "its own nature, 
looking at it first of all in its simple and fundamental element. 
Let us figure to ourselves a single possessor of a fief in his own 
d<?n1ILin; and consider what will be the t:haracter of the little 
association which groups itself around him. 

t He establishes himself in a retired and defensible place, 
which he takes care to render safe and strong; he there erects 
what he terms his castle. With whom does he establiah him
self there? With his wife and his children: probably also 
some few freemen who have not become landed proprietors, 
havc attached themselves to his person, and remain domesti
cated with him.' These are all the inmates of the castle itself. 
Around it, and under its protection, collects a small popula'
tion of labourers-of serfs, who'cultivate the domain of the 
seIgneur. .A,midst this iuferior pop,ulation religion comes, 
builds a church and establishes a priest. In the early times 
of feudality, this priest is at once the chaplain of the castle and 
the parish clergyman of the village; at a lllter period the two 
characters are separated. This, then, is the or~anic molecuie, 

. the unit, if we may so 'spcak, of feudal society. This we 
have to summon before us, and demand an answer to the two 
questions which should bc addressed to every fact in hi8tory
what was it calculated to do towards the development, first 
of mali, and next of society?' 

The first of- its peculiarities, he continues, is the 
prodigious irnp:>rtance which the head of tbis little 
association must assume in his own eyes, and in tb~s~ 
of all around bim. '1'0 the liberty of the ma.n and tbe 
warrior, the sentiment of persona.lity and individual 

82 
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Vidependence, which predominated in sa.vage life, is 
ttow added the importa~ce of the master, the landed 
propriefor, the head of a family. No feeling of lielf. 
importance comparable to this, is habitually generated 
in any other known form of civilization. A noman 
patrician, for example, • W!lS the he,ad of a family, was 
a master, a' superior; he was, besides, a. religiou" 
magistrate, a pontiff in lhe interior of his family.' 
But the importance of a. religious magistrate jlJ not 
personal; it i~ borrowed from the divinity who~. he 
serves. In civil life the patrician • was a member of 
the senate-of a corporation which lived unitl'd in 
one place. 'I'his again was an importance "fleri\'cd 
from without; borrowed and rcflectc~ from that of his 
corporation. ' 

I The grandeur of the ancient aristocra~ell was u!IOciated 
with religious and political function!!; it belonged to tho 
situation, to the corporation at larg(', more thn to the indio 
vidual 'fhat of the POS8CSllor of a fief ill, on the contrary, 
purely personal. lie receives notliing from anyone i his 
right8, hi8 powers, come from llimself alone. lie i!! not a rdi. 
gious magi!!trate, nor a member of a senatc; all his importance 
centres in his own person; whatever he ill, he il by bill 011"n 

right, and in ·bil own name. Above him, no superIOr of ,,·hom 
he is the repre8entative and the int .. rprcter; around him, no 
equals i no rigorous universal law to curb him; no extt-rulll 
force habitually controlling hiB "ill; he know. DO ret-traint 
but the limits of his 8trength, or the prelence of an immediate 
danger. With what intensity must'not luch a situation net 
upon the mind of the man wllo occupies it' What boulldlellll 
pride, wbat haughtiness-to I!l){'ak plainly, lIbat iDJ\(}]ence
must arise in his loull' 

We pass to the influence of thLi new state of society 
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upon the devtlopment of uomestic feelings and family 
life. 

'History exhibits to WI the family in several ditrerent 
shapes. First, the patriarchal family, as seen in the Bible 
and in the various monuments of the East. The family is here 
numerous, and amounts til a tribe. The chief, or patriarch, 
lives ill a state of community with his children, his kindred 
(of whom all the various generations are grouped around him). 
and his domestics. Not only does he live with them, but his 
interests and occupations are the same with theirs i he leads 
the ·same life. This is the situation oC Abraham, of the 
patriarchs, of the chiefs of Arsb tribes, who are in our own 
days a faithful image of patriarchal society. 

, Another form of the family is the clan-that little asso
ciation. the type of which must besought in Scotland and 
Irdand, and through which, probably a great part oC the 
European world has at some time passed. This is no longer 
a patriarchal family. Between the chicf and the rest oC the 
people there is now a great difference of condition. He does 
iot lead the same life with his followers: they mostly culti
vate and selTe; he takes his ease, and has no occupation save 
that of a warrior. But he and they have a common origin; 
they hear the same name i their relati,?nship, their. ancient 
traditions, and their community of affections and recollections 
estahlish among all the members oC the clan a moral union, a 
k.ind of equality. . 

• Docs the feudal family resemble either of these types ? 
Elidently not. At first sight it has some apparent resem
blance to the clan i but the difference is immense. The popu
lation which surrounds the po..'IIIesSOr of the fief are perfect 
strangers tc him; they do not bear his name i they have no 
relationship to him. are connected .. -ith him by no tie, histo-

. rieal or moral. N either does he, as in the patriarchal family, 
lead the same life and carryon the same labour as those 
about him: he has no occupation but Tar i they are tillers oC 
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the ground. The feudal family is not numerous i it docs not 
constitute a tribe; it is confined to the family in the most 
restricted sense, the wife and children i it lives ·apart from the 
rest of the people, in the interior of the castle. Five or six 
persons, in a position at once alien from, and superior to, all 
others. constitute the feudal family .....• Internal life, 
domestic society, are certain here to acquire a great prepon· 
derance. I grant that the rudeness and violent passions of 
the chief, and his habit of passing his time in war and in the 
chase, must obstruct and retard the formation of domcstic 
habits i but that obstacle will be overcome. The chief must 
return habitually to his own home i there lIe always finds hi. 
wife, his children, and them alone, or almost alone i they, and 
no others, compose his permanent society-they alone always 
partake his interest, his· destiny. It is impossible that 
domestic life should not acquire a great ascendancy. The 
proofs are abundant. Was it not in the feurlal family tllat 
the importance of women took its rise? In all the societies 
of antiquity, not only where no family Ilpirit existed, but 
where that spirit was powerful, for instance in the patriarchal 
societies, women did not occupy anythin~ like the place whic~ 
they acquired in Europe under the feudal polity. Tht; cause 
of this has been looked for in the peculiar manners of the 
ancient. Germans; in a characteristic respcct which it is 
affirmed that, in the midst of their forests, they paid to 
women. German patriotism has built upon one sentence oC 
Tacitus a fancied superiority, a primitive and inellaceable 
purity of German manners in the-relations oC the sexes to each 
other. Mere chimeras I Expre!!sions similar to those of 
Tacitus, sentiments and usages analogous to tholle of the 
ancient Germans, are found in -the reeitals of many observers 
of b~rbarou8 tribes: There is nothing peculiar in the matter, 
nothing characteristic of any particular race. The importa.nce 
of women in Europe arose from the progress and pre
ponderance of domestic manners i and that preponderance 
became, at an early period, an essential character of feudal 
life.' 
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In corroboration of these remarks, he observes in 
another place, that in the feudal form of society (unlike 
all those which preceded it) the representative of the 
chief's person and the delegate of his authority, during 
his frequent absences, was the clultelaine. In his war
like expeditions and hunting excursions, his cru
sadings and his captivities, she directed his affairs, and 
governed his people with a power equal to his own. 
No importance comparable to this, no position .equally 
calculated t~ call forth toe human facultietl, had fallen 
to the lot of women, before; nor, it may be added, 
since. And the f~uits are seen in the ,manj examples 
of heroic women which the feudal annals present to 
us; women who fully equalled, in every masculine 
virtue, the bravest of the men with whom they were 
associated; often greatly surpassed' them in pru
dence, and fell short of them only in ferocity. 

M. Guizot now turns from the EZeigneurial abode to 
the dependent population surrounding it.. Here all 
things present a far worse aApect. 

'In any social situation which lasts a certain l~gth of 
\ime, there inevitably arises between those whom it brings 
into contact, under whatever conditions, a certain moral tie
certain feelings of protection, of benevolence, of affection. It 
was thus in the fendal society: olle cannot donbt, that in PT(}' 
cess of time there were formed between the cultivators and 
their seigneur some moral relations, some habits of sympathy. 
But this happened in spite bf their relative position, and 
nowise from its influence. Considered in itself, the situation 
was radically vicious. There was nothing morally in common 
between the feudal superior and the cultivators j they were 
part of hia domain, they were his property. . . •. Be
tween the seigneur and those who tilled the ground which 
belonged to him, there were (as far as this can ever be said 
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when hum!1n beings are brought togcther) DO lawe, no protec
tion, no society. Hence, I conceive, that truly prodigious and 
invincible detestation which the rural population haa entcr
tained in all ages for the feudal re!lime • •••• Theocratic 
and monarchical despotism have more than once obtained 
the acquiescence, and almost the affection, of the population 
subject to thein. The reason is, theocracy and monarchy 
exercise their dominion in virtue of some belief common to 
the master with his subjects; he is the representative and 
minillter.of another power, superior to all h~man powers; he 
speaks and acts in the name of the Deity, or of lome general 
idea, not in the name of the man himself, of a mere man. 
Feudal despotism is a different thing; it is the mcre power of 
one individual over another, the domination and capricious 
will of a human being. • • • • Such was tbe. real, the 
distinctive character of the feudal dominion, and luch th~ 
origin of the antipilthy it never ceased to in8pire.' 

Leaving the contemplation of the elementary 
molecule (as·M. Guizot calls ·it) of feudal I!ociety
a single possessor of a fief with his family and 
dependents-and proceeding to consider the nature 
of the larger 8oclety, or state, which was formed by 
the aggregation of these small societies, we find the 
feudal.re$ime to be absolutely incompatible .with any 
real national existence. No doubt, the obligations of 
sertice on the 01l:e hand, and protection on the other, 
theoretically attached to the concession of a fief, 
kept alive some faint notions of a general govern-

. ment, some feelings of social duty. But, in the 
whole duration of the system, it was never found 
practicable to attach to these rights and .obligations 
any efficient sanction. A. central government, witb 
power adequate to enforce even the recognised duties 
of the feudall'elation, or to keep the peace between the 
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different members of the confederacy, did not, and 
could not exist consistently with feudalism. The 
very essence of feudality was (to borrow M. Guizot's 
definition) the fusion of property and sovereignty. 
The lord of the soil was not only the master. of all 
who dwelt upon it, but he was their ·only superior; 
their sovereign. Taxation, military protection, judi
cial administration, were his alone; for aU offices of a 
ruler, the people looked to him, and could look to no 
other. The king was absolute, like all other feudal 
lords. within tis own. domain. and only there. He 
could neither cbIJ;1pel obedience from his feudatories, 
nor impose his ~i3diation as an' arbitrator between 
them. Among such petty potentates, the only unioh 
compatible with' the nature of the case' was a federal 
u~ion-the most difficult to mainta~n of al~political 
organizations j one which. resting almost entirely on, 
moral sanctions, and an enlightened sense of distant 
interests, requires, more than any other social system, 
an advanced state of civilization. The middle age 
was nowise ripe for it; thA sword. therefore. remained 
the universlll umpire; all questions were "decided 
either by private war. or by that judicial 'corebat 
which was the first attempt of society (as ~lle modern 
duel is the last) to subject the prosecution of a quarrel 
by force of arms to the moderating influ~nce of fixed 
customs and ordinances . 

. The following is M. Guizot'~ summary of the in.: 
fiuences of feudalism on the progress of the European 
nations. 

r Feudality ~ust have exercised a considerable. and on the 
whole a salutary, influence on the internal development of the 
individual; it raised up in the human mind sOIDe moral 
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notions and moral wants, some energetic sentiments; it pro
duced some noble developments of character and passion. 
Considered in a social point of view, it was not capable of 
establishing legal order or political securities; but it was indis
pensable as a recommencement of Eur~pean society, which 
baS beed so broken up by barbarism as to be unable to assume 
any more enlarged or more regular form. nut the feudal 
form, radically bad in itself, admitted neither of being 
expanded nor regularized. The (>nly political right which 
feudalism has planted deeply in European society. is .the riglit 
of resistance. I do not mean legal resistance; that was out 
of the question in a society 80 little advanced. The right of 
resistance which feudal society asserted and exercised, was the 
right of personal rcsistance-a fearful, an anti-social right, 
since it is an . appeal to force, to war, the direct antithesis of 
society; but a right which never ought to perish from the 
breast of man, since its abrogation is simply equivalent .to 
submission to slave~y. The sentim':-.1t of this right had been 
lost in the degeneracy of Roman society, from tbe ruins of 
which it could not again arise; as little, in my opinion, WI\S 

it a natural. emanation from the principles of Christian society. 
Feudality re-introduced it into European life. It is the glory 
of ci l'il ization to render this right for eyer useless and inactive; 
it is the ~lory of the feudal society to have constantly userted 
and held fast to it! • . 

Th~re is yet another aspect, and far from an unim-
portant one, in which feudal life has bequeathed, to 
the times which followed, a lesson worthy to be 
l;itudied. Imperfect as the world f'till remains in 
justice and humanity, the feudal world was far inferior 
to it in those attributes, bpt b'Teatly superior in indi
vidual strength of will, and decision of character. 

I No reasonahle person will deny the immensity of the 
social reform w l!ieh haa been accomplished in our times. 
Never have human relations been regulated with more justice, 
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nor produC'Cd a more general well-being as the result. Xot 
only this. but, I am com-inced. a corresponding moral reform . 
bllS also been accomplished j at no epoch perhaps has there 
been, all things considered, so much honesty in human life. 
110 many human beings living in an orderly manner; neYer 
h35 110 Imall an amount ot public force been neces..<.ary to 
repress indi"t'idual wTOng-doing. But in anotber respect we 
hue. I think, much to gain.- We have lived for half a cen
tury under the empire of general ideas, more and more 
a('Credited and powerful; under tbe pressure of formidable, 
almost irresistible events. There has resulted a certain weak
nes!!, a certain etTeminaev, in our minds and characters. 
Individual conrictions and will are wallting in energy and 
confidence in themselves. Men IL."Sent to a prevailing opinion, 
okya general impulse, yield to an external neees;;;ity. Whe
ther for resi5tance or for action, each has but a mean idea of 
his own I1trength, a fl:ebJe relia.nce on his own judgment. 
Indiriduality, the inward and personal ene;gy of man, is weak 
and timid. .\midst the progress of public liberty, many seem 
to hne lost the proud and inrigorating fentimen\ of their 
own personal liberty. 

• Such was not the lIiddle Age. The condition of llOCiety 
was deplorable, the morality of mankind much inferior to 
~ hat is often as..~rted, much inferior to that of our own time. 
n'ut in many pt'l"SOns, individuality was I!trong, will":as ener
getic. There were then few ideas which ruled all minds, few 
outward foret'S which, in all situations and in all places, 
wei~hed upon men'. characters. The indil"idual unfolded 
himself in his own way, with an irregular freedom: the moral 
nature of man shone forth here and there in all its ambitious 
aspirations, with all 'its energy. A contemplation not only 
dnmatic and attaching, but instructive and usetul; which' 
olfers us nothing to regret, notlfiug to imitate, but much to 
learn; were it only by awakening our attention to what is 
wanting in ourselves-by ~ho.ing to us of what a human 
being is capable when he will.'* 

• \' ol Y. rr. 2iL3L 
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The third period of modem history, which is em
phatically'the modern period, is more complex ant! 
more difficult to interpret than the two preceding. 
Of this period, l\I. Guizot had only begun to treat; 
and we must not expect to find his explanations as 
satisfactory as in the earlier portions of' his subject. 
The origin of feudalism, itt character, its place in 
the history of civilization, he has discussed, as ha~ 1 

been seen, in a manner which leaves "little to be· 
desired: but we cannot extent! the same pra.ise to his 
account of its decline, which (it is but fair to con
sider) is not comf>leted; but which, so far as it ha.~ 
gone, appears to us to bear few marks oflhat piercing 
insight into the heart of a question, that determina
tion not to be pa;id with a mere spow of explanation, 
which are the characteristic excellencies of the specu
lations thus fiu brought to notice. 

M. Guizot ascribes the fall of feudality mainly to 
its imperfections. It did not, he says, contain in 
itself. the elements of durability. It was a first step 
out of barbarism, but too near the verge of the former 
anarchy to admit of becoming a permanent ~oci~ll 
organization. The independence of the possessors of 
fief's was evidently excessive, and too little removed 
from the· savage state. • Accordingly, independently. 
of all foreign causes, feudal society, by its own nature 
.and tendencies, was always in question, always on the 
brink of dissolution; incapable at least of subsisting 
regularly or of developin~ itself, without altering it.i 
nature:· 

He then sets forth how, in the absence of any 
common superior. of any central authority capable of .. 

• V uL Y. pp. 3M·G. 
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protecting the feudal chiefs against one another, they 
were content to seek protection where they could find 
it"':"""'namely, from the most powerful among them-. 
selves; how, from this natural tendency, those who 
were already strong, ever became t,!tronge,r; the 

'larger fiefs w'ent on aggrandizing themselves at the 
expense, of the weaker', • A 'prodigious inequality 
soon arose among the possessors of fiefs,' and inequa
lity of strength led, as it usually does. to inequality of 
claims, and at last, of recognised rights., 

I Thus, from the mere fact that social ties were wanting to 
feudality, the feudal liberties themselves rapidly perished; 
the excesses of individ ual.independence were perpetually com
promising society itself; it found in the relatipns of the pos-
8CS80rs of fiefs, neither the meaI).s of re,,"ular maintenance, nor 
of ulterior development; it sought in other institutions the 
conditions which were needful to it for becoming permanent, 
regular, and progressive, The tendency towards centraliza
tion, towards the formation of a power sup~rior to the.local 
powers, was rapid. Long 'before the. royal government had 
begun to inte~vene at every point of the country, there had 
grown up, under the name of II ucilies, counties, visconnties, &c. 
many smaller royaltie3, invested with the central government 
of this or that province, and to whom thc rights of the pos
scssors of fiefs, that is, of the local sovereignties, became more 
and more subordinate.'* ' 

This sketch of the progre:,;sive decomposition of 
the feudal organization, is, no doubt, historically 
correct ; but we desiderate in it any approach to a 
scientific explanation of tl1e phenomenon. That is 
an easy solution which accounts for the' destruction 
of institutions from their own defects; but experience 
proves, that forms of g<#ernment and social ~range •. 

• Vol. v. pp. 370-71. 
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menu do not fall, merely because they deserve to 
fall. The more bacKward and the more degradl.'d 

. any form of society i.~, the stronger is the tendency 
to remain stagnating in that state, simply because 
it is an ex~ting state. We are unable to recogni:re 
in this theory of the decay of fendaiity, the philo
sopher who so clearly demonstrated its origin; who 
pointed out that the feudal polity establishec.l itself 
not because it was a good form of svcitty, but because 
society was incapable of a better; because the rarity 
of communications, the limited range of men's ideas 
and of their social relations, and their want of skill 
to work political machinery of a delicate or com
plicated construction,: disqualified tI~m from being 
either chiefs or m~mbers of an organized association 
extending beyond their immediate neighbourhood. 
If feudality was a product of this conJition. of tbe 
human mind, and the only form of polity wLich it 

. admitted of, nO evils inherent in feudality could llave 
hindered it from continuing so long as that cause 
subsisted. The anarchy which existed as betwl'en 
one feudal chief and another-tbe inequality of their 
talenu, and the accidenu of their perpetual warfare 
-would ha\"e led to continual changes in tbe state of· 
territorial possession, and large gon~rnments would 
have been often formed by the agglomeration of 
smaller ones, occasionally perh~ps a great empire 
like that of Charlemagne; but both the one and tbe· 
other would ha\"'e crumbled again to fragments as 
that did, if the general situation of society ha.l con
tinued. to be what it was when tlle fcuJ.J system 
originated. Is not this the very history of socit'ty 
in a great part of the East, from the earliest rccvrJ 

. . 
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of events? Between the time when masses could 
not help dissolving into particles, and the time 
when those particles spontaneously reassembled 
themselves into masses, a great change must have 
taken place in the molecular properties of the 
atoms. Inasmuch as the petty district sovereign
ties of the first age of feudality coalesced into larger 
provincial sovereignties, whic~ instE!ad of obeying 
the original tendency' to decomposition, tended in 
the very contrary direction, towards ultimate aggre
gation into one national government j it is clear 
that the state of society had become compatible 
with extensive governments. The unfavourable 
circumstances whiq]J. M. Guizot commemorated in 
the former period, bad in some -. manner ceased to 
exist; a great progress in civilization had been 
accomplished, under the dominion and auspices of 
the feudal system j and the fall o(the system was not 
really owing to its vices, but to its good qualities-. 
to the improvement which had been found possible 
under it, and by which mankind had become desirous 
of obtaining, and capable of realizin,J', a better form 
of society than it afforded . 
. What this change was, and ];tow it came to pass, 

:M:. Guizot has left us to s·eek. Considerable light is, 
no doubt, incidentally thrown upon it by the course 
of his investigations, and the sequel of his work 
would probably have illustrated .it still more. At 
present, the philosophic interpreter of historical 
phenomena is indebted to him, on this portion of the 
subject, for little besides materials. . 

It was under the combined assaults of two powers 
-royalty from above, the emancipated commons from 
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below-that the independence of the great vassals 
finally succumbed. M. Gui~ot has delineated with 
great force and perspicuity the rise of both these 
powers. His review of the origin and emancipation 
of the communes, and the growth of the tier,-ildl, is 
one of the Des~ executed portions of. the book; and 
should be read with M. Thierry's • L{'tters on the 
lIistory of France,' as the moral of the tale. In his 
sixth volume, M. Guizot traces, with consideraLI., 
minuteness, the progress of the royal authority, from 
its slumbering infancy in the time of the earlier Cape
tians, through its successive stages of growth-now 
by the .energy and craft of Philippe Auguste, now by 
the justice and enlightened policJ of Saint Louis-to 
its attainment, not indeed of recognised despotism, 
but of almost unlimited power of actual tyran!lY, in 
the reign of Philippe Ie BeL But on all these im
puted causes of the fall of feudalism, the question 

.recurs, what caused the causes themselves P 'Vhy 
was that possible to the successors of Capet, whic~ 
had been impossible to those of Charlemagne? Ho\v, 
under 'the detested feudal tyranny, had a set of fugi
tive serfs, who congregated for mutual protection at 
a few scattered points, and called them townll, beco~e . 
industrious, rich, and powerful. There can be but 
one answer j the feudal system, with all its deficien
cies, was sufficiently a government, contained within 
itself a sufficient vUxture of authority and liberty, 
afforded sufficient protection to industry, and en
couragement and scope to the development of the 
human faculties, to euable the natural causes of social 
improvement to resume their course. 'VLat these 
causes were, and why they have l?een so much more 
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acti\"e in Europe than in parts of the earth wlUch 
were mnch earlil!r civilized, is far too difficult an 
inquiry to be entem npon in this place. We have 
alrt>ady seen what 1I. Guiwt has contributed to its 
elucidation in the way of general reflection. About 
the matter of fact, in T~t to the feudal period, 
there can be no doubt. When the history of what 
are called the dark ages, because they had not yet a 
vernacular literature, and did not write a. correct 
Latin style, shall be written as it descrres to be, that 
will be seen by all, which is already recognised by 
the gn-at historical inquirers of the present time
that at no period of hi,;tory was human intellect more 
active, or society more unmistakably in a state of 
rarid adnnce, than during a great part of the so 
much rilified feudal period. 

M. Guizot's detailed analysis of the history of 
European life, is, as we before remarked. only com-' 
pleW for the period preceding the feudal. For the 
fi\"e centuries which extended from Clovis to the last 
of the Carlovingians, he has given a finished delinea.
tion, not only of outward life and political soci;ty, bnt 
of the progress and vicissitudes of what was then the 

. chit'f refuge and hope of oppressed humanity, the 
religious society-the Church. He makf's his readers 
acquainted with the legi:,lation of the periotL with the 
little it possessed of literature or philosophy, and with 
that which formed, as onght to be remembered, the 
real and serious ()(.'cupation of its speculative facnlties 
-its religious labours, whetht'r in the elaboration or 
ir: the propagation of the Christian doctrine. His 
analysis and historical ~xposition of the. Pelagian 
contro\"'ersy-his examination of the religious litera-

-v0J.. 11. l' 
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ture of the .periud, its sermons and legends-are 
models 'of their kind; and he does not, like the old 
school of historiaus, treat these things as matters 
insulated and abstract, of no interest save what 
belongs to them intrinsically, but invariably looks at 
them as component parts of the general life of the age. 

Of the feudal period, M. Guizot had not time to 
complete a similar delineation. IIis analysis even of 
the political society (]f the periQd is not concluded; 
and we are entirely without that review of ib eccle
siastical history, and its intellectual and moral life, 
whereby the deficiency of explanation would probably 
have been in some degree supplied, "hich we have 
complained of in regard to the remarkable progress of 
human nature and its wants during those ages. For 
the strictly modern period of history he has done still 
less. The r;pid sketch which occupies the concluding 

'lectures of the first volume, does little towards re
solving any of the problems in which there is real 
difficulty. 

We shall therefore pass over the many topics on 
which ~he has touched cursorily, and without doing 
justice to his own powers of thought; and shall only 
further advert to one question, which is the ~ubject 
of a detailed examination in the Essay in his earlier 
volume, 'the origin of representative institutions in 
England'-a question not only of special interest to 
an English reader, but of much moment in the esti
mation of M. Guizot's general theory of modern 

-history. For if the natural course of European events 
was such. as that theory represents it, the history' of 
England is an anomalous deviation from that course ; 
and the exception must either prove, or go far to 
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subvert, the rulf? In England as in other European 
countries, the basis of the social arrangements was, for 
several centuries, the feudal system; in England as 
elsewhere, that system perished by the growth of the 
Crown, and of the emancipated commonalty. Whence 
came it, that amidst general circumstances so similar, 
the immediate and apparent· consequences were so 
strikingly contr3.l;ted? How happened it, that in the 
Continental nations absolute monarchy was at least the 
proximate result, while in England representative 
institutions, and an aristocratic government with an 
admixture Qf democratic elements, were the conse
quence p-

M. Guizot's explanation of the anomaly is just 
and conclusive. The feudal poJity in England was 
from the first a less barbarous thing.,--had more in it 
of the elements from which a government might in 
time be constructed-than·in the other countries of 
Europe. 'Ve have seen M. Guizot's lively picture of 
t.he isolated position and solitary existence of the 
seigneur. ruling from his inaccessible height" with 
sovereign power, over a scanty population; ha';ing no ' 
superior above him, no equals around him, no com
munion or co-operation with any, save his family and 
dependents. absolute master within a small circle, 
and with hardly a social tie, or any action or influence, 
beyond; everything, in short, in one narrow spot, and 
nothing in any other place. Now, of this picture, we 
look in vain for the original in our own history. 
English feudalism knew nothing of this independence 
and isolation of the individual feudatory in his fief: 
It could show no single .vassal.exempt from the habi
tual control of government, no one so strong that the 

T2 
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king's arm could not reach him. Eiuly English his
tory is made up of the acts of the barons. not the acts 
of this and that and the other baron. The cause of 
this is to be found in the circumstances of the Con
quest. The Normans did not. like the Goths and 
Franks, overrun and subdue an almof;t unresisting 
population. They encamped in the midst of a people 
of spirit and energy, many times more numerous, and 
almost as warlike as themselves. That they prevailed 
over them at all was but the result of superior union. 
That union once broken. they would have been lost. 
They could not parcel out the country among them, 
spread themselves over it, and be each king in his 
own little domain, with nothing t~ fear save from the 
other petty kings who surrounded him. They were 
an army, and in an enemy's country j and an army 
supposes a commander, and military discipline. 
Organization of any kind implies power in the chief 
who presides over it and holds it together. Add to 

. this, what various writers have remarked-that t4e 
dispossession of th,e Saxon proprietors being effected 
not at ·once, but gradually, and the spoils not being 
seized upon by unconnected bands, but systematically 
portioned out by the head of the conquering expe
dition among his followers-the territorial possessions 
of even the most powerful N onnan chief were not 
concentrated in one place, but dispersed in various 
parts of the kingdom j 'and, whatever might be their 
total extent, he was never powerful enough in any 
given locality to make head against the king. From 
these causes, royalty was from the beginning much 
more powerful among the Anglo-Normans than it ever 
became in France while feudality remained in vigour. 
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But the s~me circumstances which rendered it impos
sible for the ~arons to hold their ground against regal 
encroachments except by combination. had kept up 
the power and the habit of combination among them. 
In French history we never, until a late period, hear 
of confederacies among the nobles; English history 
is full of them. Instead of numerous unconnected 
petty potentates, one of whom was called the King, 
there are two great figures in English history-a 
powerful King, and a powerful body of Nobles. To 
give the needful authority to 'any act of general 
government, the concurrence of both ,was essential: 
and hence Parliaments, elsewhere only occasional, 
were in England habitual. But the natural state of 
these" rival powers was one of conflict; and the weaker 
side. which was usually that of the barons, soon found 
that it stood in need of assist~ce', Although the 
feudatory class, to use M, 'Guizot's expression, • had 
converted itself into a real aristocratic corporation,'-_ 
the, barons were not strong enough • to impose at the 
same time on the king their liberty, and on the;people 
their tyranny. As they had been obliged to combine 
for the sake of their own defence, so they found them
selves under the necessity of calling in the people in 
aid oftheir coalition:t 

The people, in England, were the Saxons-a van
quished race. but whose spirit had never, like that of 
the -other conquered populations, been completely 
. broken. Being a German, not a Latin ,people, they 
retained the traditions, and some portion of the 
habits, of popular institutions and personal liberty. 
'Vhen called, therefore. to aid the barons in mode-

• • Essais,' p. ~19. t lb. p. 424. 
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rating the power of the Crown, they cla.imed those 
ancient liberties as their part of the compact. French 
history abounds with charter8 of incorporation, :which 
the kings granted, generally for a pecuniary conside. 
ration, to town communities which had cast off their 
seigneurs. The charters which English history is full 
of, are concessions of general liberties to the whole 
body of the nation; libertie8 which the nobility and 
the commons either wrung from the king by their 
united strength, or obtained from his voluntary policy 
as the pllrchase-money of their obedience. The series 
of these treaties, for such they in reality were, between 
the Crown and the nation, begi~ning with the first 
Henry, and ending with the last renewal by Edw.ard I. 
of the Great Charter of King John, are. the prin. 
cipal incidents of English history during the feudal 
period. And thus, as M .. Guizot observes in his con
cluding summary-' In France, from the foundation 
of the monarchy to the fourteenth century, everything 
was individual-powers, liberties, oppression, and the 
resistance to oppression. Unity, the principle' of all 
government-association of equals, the principle of all 
checks-were only found in the narrow sphere of each 
aeigneurie, or each city. Royalty was nominal; the 
aristocracy did not form a body; there were bur. 
gesses in the towIlS, but no commons in the State. 
In England, on the contrary, from the Norman Con. 
quest downwards, everything was collective; similar 
powers, analogous situatio~8, were compelled to 
approach one another, to coalesce, 'to associ,ate. From 
'its origin. royalty was real, while ieudality ultima~ly 
grouped itself into two masses, one of which became 
the high aristocracy. the other the body of the 
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commons, Who can mistake, ·in this first travail of 
the formation of the two societies, in these 80 difl'e
r~nt characteristics of their early age, the true origin 
of the prolonged difference in their institutions and 
in their destinies?' 

M. Guizot returns to this 8ubject in a remarkable 
passage in the first volume of his Lectures,- which 
presents the different character of the progress of 
civilization in England and in Continental Europe, in 
so new and peculiar a light, that we cannot better 
conclude this article than by quoting it. 

'\Vhen I endeavoured to define the peculiar cbaracter of 
European civilisation, compared witb those of Asia and of 
antiquity, I showed that it was superior in variety, richness, 
and complication; that it never fell under the dominion of 
any exclusive principle j 'that the different elements of society 
co-existed and modified one anotber, and were always com
pelled to compromises and mu\ual toleration. This, which is 
the general character of European, has been above all that of 
English civilization. In England, civil and spiritual powers, 
aristocracy, democracy, and.royalty, local and central insti
tntions, moral and political development, bave ~vanced 
together, if not always with equal rapidity, yet at no great 
distance after one another. Under the Tudors, for example, 

, at the time of the most conspicuous advances of pure monarchy, 
the democratic principle. the power of the people, was also 
rising and gaining strength. The revolution of the seven
teenth century breaks out j it is at once a religious and a 
political onl The feudal aristocracy appears in it, much 
weakened indeed, and with the signs of decline, but 'still 
in a ~ndition to take a part, to occupy a position, and have 
it.. share in the result... It is thus with EngliSh history 
throughout: no old element ever perishes entirely, Dor is any 
new one wholly triumphant-no partial principle ever obtain .. 

• Vol. i. Lee\. H. 
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exclusive ascendancy. There is always simultaneous develop
ment of the different locial powers, and a compromise among 
their pretensions and interests. 

I The march of Continental civilization has been less com
plex and less complete. The several elements of .oci~ty, 
religious and civil, monarchical, aristocratic, and democratic, 
grew up and came to maturity not simultaneously, but suc
cessively. Each system, each principle, has in some degree 
had its turn. One age belongs, it would be too much to lay 
exclusively, but with a vf<ry marked predominance, to feudal 
aristocracy, for example; another to the monarchical prin
cipie j another to the democratic. Compare the middle age 
in France and in England, the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth 
centuries of our history, with the correfllponding centuries 
north of the Channel. In France, you find, at that epoch, 
feudality nearly absolute-the Crown and the democratic 
principle almost null. In England, the feudal aristocracy no 
doubt predominates, but the Crown and the democracy are not 
without strength and importance. Royalty triumphs in Eng
land under Elizabeth, as in Fravce under Louis XIV., but how 
many mena!lementa it is compelled to observe' How many 
restrictions, aristocratic and democratic, it lias to submit to I 
In England also, each system, each principle, has had its turn 
of predominance, but never so completely, never 10 exclu
lively, as on the Continent. The victorious principle has 
always been constrained to tolerate the presence of ita rivals, 
and to concede to each a certain share of influenc~" 

The ad.antageous side of the effect of tliis more 
equable development is evident enough. 

• 
I There can'be no doubt tba.t this simultaneous unfolding 

of the different social elements, has' greatly contributed to 
make Englal:ld attain earlier than a~y of the Continental 
nations to the establishment of a government at once orderly 
and free. It is the very business' of government to negociate 
with all interests and all powers, to reconcile them with each 
other, and make them live and prosper together. Now this, 
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from a multitude of causes, was already in a peculiar degree 
the disposition, and even the actual state, of the different 
elements of English society: a general, and tolerably regular 
government had therefore less difficulty in constituting itself. 
So, again, the eS,sence of liberty is the simultaneous manif~s
tation and action o( all interests, all rights, aU social elements 
and forces. England, therefore, was already nearer to it than 
most other States. From the same causes, national good 
sense, and intelligence of public affairs, formed itself at an 
earlier period. Good sense in politics consists in taking 
account of all facts, appreciating them, and giving to each its 
place: this, in England, was a necessity of her social condi
tion, a natural result of the course of her civilization.' 

But to a nation, as to an individual, the conse
quences of doing everything by halves, of adopting 
compromise as the universal mle, of never following 
out a general idea or pri~ciple to its utmost results, 
are by no means exclusively favourable. Hear again 
M. Guizot. 

'In the Continental State~, each system or principle having 
had its turn of a more complete .and exclusive predominance, 
they unfolded themselves on a larger scale, with morl!'grandeur 
and eclat. Royalty and feudal aristocracy, for example, milde 
their appearance on the Continental scene of action with more 
boldness; more expansion, !Dore freedom. All political expe
riments, so to ·speak, have· been fuller and more complete.' 
[This is still more strikingly true of the present age, and, its 
great popnl~r revolutions.] 'And hence it has happened that 
political ideas and doctrines (1 mean those of an extended 
character, and not simple good, sense applied to the conduct 
of affairs,) have assumed a loftier character, and nnfolded 
themselves with greater int~llectual vigour. 'Each systenl 
having presented itself to observation in some sort alone~ and 
having remained long on the scene, it has been possible to 
survey it as a whole i to ascend to its first principles, descend to 
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its remotest consequences; in short, fully to complete ita 
theory. Whoever observes attentively the genius of the 
English nation, will be struck with twd facts-the lurenesa of 
its common sense and practical ability; its deficiency of 
general ideas and commanding intellect, al !lpplied to theo
retical questions. If we open an English book of history, 
jurisprudence, or any similar subject, we Beldom find in it the 
real foundation, the ultimate reason of things. In all 
matters, and especially in politics, pure doctrine and philo
sophy-science properly 80 called-have prospered far more 
on the Continent than in England; they have at least loared 
higher,with greater vigour and bold~es9. Nor doeeit admit 
of doubt, that the different character of the development 
oCthe two civilizations has greatly contribu~ed to this result.' 



EARLY GRECIAN HISTORY AND LEGEND. 

(A RII:VIlIW 0' THlI nlUlT Two VOLUMES 0, 'GllOTlI" 

HllITORY or GUECB.'·) 

THE interest of Grecian history is unexhausted and 
inexhaustible. As a mere story, hardly any 

other portion of authentic history can compete with 
it. Its characters, its sitnations, the very march of 
i~s incidents, are epic. It is an heroic poem, of which 
the personages are peoples. It is also, of all histories 
of which we know so much, the most abounding in 
consequences to us w~o now live. The true ances
tors of the European nations (it has been well said) 
are not those from whose blood they are sprung, but 
those from whom they derive the richest portion of 
their inheritance. The battle of Marathon, even as 
an event in English history, is more important than 
the battle of Haltings. If the issue of th~ day had 
been different, the Britons and the Saxons might still 
have been wandering in the woods. 

The Greeks are· also the most remarkable people 
who have' yet existed. Not, indeed, if by this be 
meant those who have approached nearest (if such an 
expression may be used where all are at so immea
surable a distance) to the perfection of social arrange
ments, or of human character. Their institutions, 
their way of life, even that which is .their greatest 
distinction, the cast of their sentiments and develop
ment of their faculties, wer~ radically inferior t() the 

• Edinbur-gh Btwiew. October 1846. 
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best (we wis.h it could be said to the collective) pro
ducts of modern civilization. It is not the rcsults 
a.chieved, but the powers and efforts required to maki 
the achievement, that measure their' greatness as a 
people. They were the beginners of nearly every
thing, Christianity excepted, of which the modern 
world makes its hoast. If in several things they were 
but few removes from' barbarism,. they' alon~ a~ong 
nations, so far at is known to us, emerged from ba.r
barism by their, own efforts, not following in the track 
of any more advanced people. If with them, as in 
all antiquity, slavery existcd as an institution, they 
were not the less the originators of political freedom, 
and the grand exemplars and sources of it -to modern 
Europe. If their. discords, jealousies, and wars be
tween city and city, caused the ruin of their national 
independence, yet the arts of war and government 
evolved in those intestine cohtests made them the 
first who united great empires under civilized rule
the first who broke down those barriers of petty 
nationali~y, which had been so fatal.to themsclves
and by making Greek ideas and language common to 
large regions of the earth, commenced that general 
fusion of races and nations, which, followed up by 
the Romans, prepared the way for'the cosmopolitism 
of modern times .. 

They were the first people who had an bidorical 
literature; as perfect of its 'kind (though not the 
highest kind) as their oratory, their poetry, their 
'sculpture, and their architecture. They were the 
founders of mathematics; of physics; of the inductive 
study of politics, so early exemplified in Aristotle; ()f 
the philosophy of human' nature and life. In each 
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they made the indispensable first steps, which are the 
foundation of all the rest-steps such as could only 
have been made by minds intrinsically capable of 
everything which has since been accomplished. With 
a religious creed eminently unfavourable to specula
tion, be~ause afforaing a ready supernatural solution 
of all natural phenomena, they yet originated freedom 
()f thought. They. the first, questioned nature and 
the universe by their rational facultiefl. and brought 
forth answers not sugge!;ted by any established system 
of priestcraft j and their free and bold spirit of specu
lation it was. which. surviving in its results. broke 
the yoke of another enthraUing system of popular 
religion. sixteen hundred years after they had ceased 
to exist as a people. These things were effected "in 
two centuries of national existence: twenty and up
wards have since elapsed. and it is sad to think how 
little comparatively hall been accomplished. 

To give a faithful and living portraiture of such a 
people; to show what they were and did. and as 
much as possible of the means by which they did it 
-by what causes so meteor-like a. manife!>'tation of 
human nature was produced or aided, and by what 
faults or necessities it was arrested j to deduce from 
the qualities which the Greeks displayed collectively 
or individually, and from the modes in which those 
qu:i.I.ities were unconsciously generated or intention
ally cultivated, the appropriate lessons for the gui
dance of our own world-is an enterprise never 
yet attempted systematically, nor attempted success
.fully at all Such is the declared object of the work 
of which the first two volumes lie before ns. • First, 
to embody in his own mind, and next to lay Qut before 
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his readers,. the general picture of the Grecian world.' 
i.s Mr. Grote'. description of his task. • The histo
rian,' he says, • will especially study to exhibit tlle 
spontaneous movement of Grecian intellect, sometimes 
aided but never borrowed from without, and lighting 
upa small portion of a world otht'twise cloudeJ and 
stationary j and to set forth the action of that social 
system, which, while ensuring to the mass of freemen 
a degree of protection elsewhere unknown, acted as 
a stimulus to the creative impulses of genius, and left 
the inferior minds. sufficiently unshackled to soar 
'above religious and political routine, to overshoot 
their own age, and to become the teachers of 
posterity:-

In this undertaking there is work for a succession 
of thinkers j nor will it be brought .to· completeness 
by. anyone historian or philosop.her. But the quali
fications of Mr. Grote, and, the contents of these two 
volumes, give assurance that he will be remembered 
not only as the first who has seriously undertaken 
the work, but as one who will have made great 
steps tOT3rds accomplishing it. In ascribirg to him 
the first attempt at a philosophical history of Greece, 
we mean no disparagement to the very valuable 
labours of his predecessor and friend, Bishop Thirl
wall. That distinguished scholar has done much for 
the facts of Grecian history. Before him, DO one had 
applied to those facts, considered as a whole, the most 
ordinary canons of historical credibility. The only 
modern historian of Greece who attempted or even 
affected criticism on evidence, Mr. Mitford, made 
aIm.ost no other use of it than to find reasons for 

• Preface, pp. vii. viii 
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rejecting all statements discreditable to any despot or 
usurper. Dr. ThirlwaIl has effectually destroyed 
Mitford as an historical authority; by substituting 
(though so unostentatiously as to give· no su'fficient 
idea of the service rendered) a candid and impartial 
narrative, for the ·most prejudiced misrepresentation 
by which party passion has been known. to pervert 
the history of' a distant time and a foreign people. 
But Dr. Thirlwall's, though highly and justly 
esteemed as a critical, does not attempt to be a philo
sophical history; nor was such. an attempt to be 
expected from its· original purpose. And though, in 
its progress, it bas far outgrown in bulk, and still 
more in amplitude of scope and permanent value, its 
primitive design, t.he plan has not been fundamentally 
altered; and the most important part of Mr. Grote's 
undertaking has not been, in any respect, forestalled 
by it. 

The portion which Mr. Grote has completed, and 
which ill now published, appears at some disadvan. 
tage, from its not including even the beginning of 
the'part of Grecian history which,is of chi~ interest 
either to the common or to the philosophic~l reader. 
Mr. Grote,.in his preface, laments, that the religious 
and poetical attributes of the Greek mind appear thus 
far in disproportionate relief, as compared with its 
powers of acting, organizing, judging, and speculat
ing. He might have added. th~t the religion and the 
poetry are only thv,se of the most primitive period. 
the time before which nothing is known. A volume 
and a half are devoted to the legendary age j and the 
remaining half volume does not carry us much beyond 
the first dawn of real history. 
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The Legends of Greece Mr. Grote relates at greater 
length than has been thought necessary by any ,of 
his predecessors. This is incident to the design, 
which no on~ before him had seriously entertained, of 
making the history of Greece a picture of the Greek 
mind. There is no !nore important element in the 
mind of G.reece than the legends. They constituted 
the belief of the Greeks of the historical period, con. 
cerning their own past. They formed also the Grecian 
religion; and the religion of an early people is the 
groundwork of its primitive system of thought on all 
subjects. Mr. Grote makes no distinction between 
the legends of the Gods and those of the Heroes. lIe 
relates the one and the other literally, as they were 
told by tke poets, and believed by the general public, 
down to the time of the Roman empire. He makes 
no attempt to discriminate historical matter in the 
stories of heroes, no more than in those of the gods. 
Not doubting that some of them do contain such 
lliatter-that "many of tbe tales of the heroic' times 
are partially grounded on incidents which really hap. 
pened-tie thinks it useless ~o attempt to conjecture 
what these were. The siege of Troy is to him no 
more an historical fact than the births and amours of 
the gods,. as recorded in Hesiod. The only thing 
which he deems historical in either is, that the Greeks 
believed them, and the poets sung them. Whetber 
they were believed from the first, as they were after· . 
wards, on the authority of poets, or the poets grounded 
their narratives on stories already current, we. have 
no means of ascertaining i in some cases the . one 
thing may have happened, in some the other; in 
Mr. Grote's view it is immaterial, since neithe. the 
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poems nor the so· called traditions bear, in his eyes, 
the smallest character of historical evidence. 

This is essentially.the doctrine of Niebuhr; and, in 
the hands of that eminent investigator of antiquity, it 
has, by English scholars, generally been accepted as 
subversive of the previously received view of Roman 
history. But no one, not even the tr'iUlslator of 
Niebuhr, Dr. Thirlwall, had applied this doctrine in 
the same un!lparing manner to the Greek- legends. 
Unqualified rejection has been confined to the stories 
of the gods. Between them and those of the heroes. 
a Greek woulJ have been unable to see any difference. 
To his mind, both rested on the same identical testi
mony; £oth were alike part of his religious creed; 
supernatural agency, and supernatural motives and 
springs of action, are the pervading soul as much of 
the heroic as of the divine legends; the gods them
selves appear in them quite as prominently, and even 

. the heroes are real, though inferior, divinities. By 
moderns, however, the supernatural machinery (as it 
is called by critics profoundly ignorant of. the spirit 
of antiquity) has been treated as a sort of sca1rolding 
which coulJ be taken down, instead of the main 
framework and support of the structure. The his
tory of the Trojan war has been written on the 
authority of the Iliad, suppre&'ing only the interven
tion of the gods, and whatever seemed romantic or 
improbable in the human motives and characters. As 
much credit is th~ accorded to the poet, in all but the 
~inute details of his narrativ~ as is given to the 
most veracious witness in a court of justice j since 
even with him we do no more than believe his state
ments where they are neither incredible in themselves, 

VOL. ll. . V 
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nor contradicted by more powerful testimony. With 
this mode of dealing with legendary narrative!!. Mr. 
Grote is altogether at war. His discussion of the 
credibility of what are chlIed traditions is eminently 
original. evolving into distinctness principles and 
canons or evidence and belief. which. by Niebuhr. are 
rather implicitly assumed than directly stated. 

The following passages will give a clear idea of 
Mr. Urote's main position:-

, In applying the semi-historical theory to Grecian mythical 
narrative, it haa been often forgotten that a certain Itrength 
of testimony. or positive grollnd of belief. must fint he 
tendered before we can be called upon to discuss the antece
dent probability or improbability of the incidenfs alleged. 
The belief of the Greeks themselves, without the srualIC!<t aid 
from special or cotemporary witnesses, has been tacitly 
assumed as sufficient to support the case, prm'ided only luill
cient deductipn be made from the mythical nah-ativet to· 
remove all antecedent improbabilities. It has been assumed 
that the faith of the people must have rested originally U[lOn 
Some particular historical event, involving the identical 
persons, things, and places, which the original mythel exhibit. 
or at le1ti.t the most prominent a~ong them. But when "'e 
examine the psychagogie influences predominaI1t in the society 
among whom this belief originally grew up, we shall see that 

. tpeir belief is of little or no evidentiary valne, and that the 
growth and diffusion of it may be satisfactorily eXl,lained 
without supposing any special basis of matters of fact. 

'The general disposition to adopt the semi. historical theory 
as to the genesis of Grecian mythes, arisCl! in I-art (rom 
reluctimce in critics to impute to the mythopreic ages .extreme 
credulity or fraud, and (rom the presumption that where 
much is believed, some 'portion of·it must be true. There 
would be some weight in these grounds of reasoning, if the 
ages under discussion had been supplied with record", and 
accustomed to critical inquiry. But amongst a people nu-
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provided' with the former and strangers to the latter, credulity 
ill necesllaril~ at it!! maximum, as well in the narrator himself 
as in his hearers: the idea of deliberate fraud is moreover 
inapplicable, for if the hearers are disposed to accept what is 
related to them as a revelation from the muse, the tt8~rlt8 of 
composition ill quite sufficient to impart a simjlar persuasion 
to the poet whose mfnd is penetrated with it. The belief of 
that day can hardly be' said to stand apart by itself as an act 
of reason: it becomes confounded with vivacious imagination 
and earnest emotion; and in every case where these mental 
excitabilities are powerfully acted upon, faith comes uncon
ilciously and as a matter of course. 

'It is, besides, a presumption far too largely and indiscri. 
minately applied, even in our own advanced age, that where 
much is believed, something must necessarily be true-that. 
accredited fiction is always traceable to some basis of histo
rical truth. The..influence of imagination and feeling is not 
confined simply to the process of retouching, transforming, or 
magnifying narratives originally founded on fact; it will often 
create new narratives of its owo, without any such preliminary 
basis. Where there is any general body 'Of sentiment per
vading men living in society, whether it be religious or poli
tical-love, admiration, or antipathy-all incidents tending to 
illnstrate that sentiment are eagerly believed, rapid4y circu
lated, and (as a general rule) easily accredited. If real inci
dents are not at hand, impressive fictions will be provided to 
satisfy the demand: the perfect harmony of such fictions with 
the prevalent fe-eling stands in the place of certifying testi
mony, and causes men to hear them, not Ulerely with cre
dence, but even with delight: to call them in question and 
require proof, is a task which cannot be undertaken without 
incurring obloquy. Of such tendencies in the human mind, 
abundant evidence is' fur~ished by the innumerable religious 
legends which have acquired currency in various parts of the 
world-legends which derived their origin, not from special 
factsmisreported and exaggerated, but from pious feelings 
pervading the society, ,nd translated into narrative by forward 

u2 
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and imaginative minds-legends in which not m"erely the 
incidents, but often even the personages are unreal, yet in 
which the generating sentiment is conspicuously discernible, 
providing its own matter as well as its own form. O~her sen. 
timeJits. also, as well as the religious, provided they be fervent 
afld widely diifused, will find expressi0I! in current narrative, 
and become portions of the general public belief: every cele
brated and notorious chaJ"acter is the !!ource of a thousand 
fictions exemplifying his peculiarities. And if it be true, as I 
think present observation may show us, that such creative 
agencies are even now visible and effective, when the mate· 
rials of genuine history are copiously and critically studied
much more are we warranted in concluding, that in agel 
destitute of records,strangers to historical testimony, and full 
of belief in divine inspiration, both as to the future and as to 
the past, narratives purely fictitious will acquire ready and 
uninquiring credence, provided only they be-plausible, and in 
harmony with the preconceptions of the auditors!-(vol. i. 
pp.572-9.) 

The two points here insi~ad upon are, the large 
space which sheer and absolute fiction still occupies 
in hlll~an beliefs-a place naturally larger as we 
recede further into a remote and uncritical antiquity; 
and the tendency of any strong and widely diffused 
feeling to embody itself in f).ctitiolls narratives, which 
pass from.mouth to mouth, arid grow into traditions. 

These points . have been illustrated in a more 
quotable, because a more condensed form, in a 
fugitive publication, of which :Mr. Grote here 
acknowledges the authorsblp. From this we bore 
rowan illustration, too apt to be dispensed with,-a 
modern my the, caught in the act of formation. Among 
the • numerous fictions' which, in the words of lIr. 
Moore's Life of Byron, have been' palmed upon the 
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world' as his • romantic tours and wonderful adven
tures in places he never saw, and with persons that 
never existed,' one is thus recounted, in a review of 
the poem of • Manfred,' by no less a person ,than 
Goethe. 

I lIe (Byron) has often enough confessed what it is that 
torments him. There are, properly speaking, two females 
whose phantoms for ever haunt him, and in this piece also 
perform principal part.-one under the name of Astarte; the 
other without form or presence, and merely a voice. Of 
the horrid occurrence which took place with the former, the 
following is related :-When a bold and enterprising young 
man, he won the affections of a Florentine lady. Her husband 
discovered the amour, and murdered his wife; but the 
murderer was the same nig1lt found dead in the street, and 
there was no one to whom suspicion could be attached. 
I..ord Byron removed from Florence, and these spirits haunted 
him all his life after. This rpmantic incident. is rendered 
highly probable by innumerable allusions to it in his poems.' . • 

On this Mr. Grote comments as follows;-

I The story which Goethe relates of the intrigue and double 
murder at Florence is not a misreported fact: it TI a pure 
and absolute fiction. It is not a story of which one part is 
true Ilnd another part false, nor in which you can hope, by 
removing ever so much of superficial exaggeration, to reach 
at last a subsoil of reality. All is alike nntrue, the basis as 

, well as the details. In the mind of the original inventor, the 
legend derived its birth, not from any erroneous description 
which had reached his ears r~pecting adventures 'of the real 
Lo.rd Byron, bue from the profound and vehement impres
sion which Lord Byron's poetry had made, both npon him and 
npon all others around him, The poet appeared to be breath. 
ing out his own soul aud sufferings in the character of his 
heroes-we ought rather to say, of his hero, 71'ollwlI OIlO,URTWIJ 

pop;;' ,Ja-he seemed like one struck down as well as 
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inspired, by some strange visitation of destiny. In what 
. manner, and from what cause, had the Eumenides been 
induced thus to single him out as their victim? A large 
circle of deeply-moved readers, and amongst them the greate8t 
of all German authors, cannot rest until this problem be 
solved: either a fact must be discovered, or a fiction iLvented 
for the lolution. The minds of all being perplexed by the 
same mystery, and athirst for the same explanation, nothing 
is wanted except a pr;IIta fiO.l'. Some one, more forward and 
mOre felicitous than the rest, imaginel and proclaims the 
tragical narrative of the Florentine. married couple. So 
happily does the story fit in, tbat the .inventor seems only to 
have given clear utterance to that which others were dimly 
shadowing out in their minds: the lacerated feelings of the 
poet are no longer an enigma-the die which has stamped 
upon his verses their peculiar impress, has been discovered 
and exhibited to view. If, indeed, we ask what is the autho
rity for the tale-'-to speak in the Homeric language, it hl'l 
been suggested by some god, or by the airy-tongued Oll5a, the 
bearer of encouragement and intelligence from omniloqucnt 
Zeus-to express the sama idea in ho'mely and infalltiDe 
English, it has been whispered by a lit~le bird. But we may 
be pretty well assured, that few of .the audience will raise 
qUl'-stioDe<8.bout authority-the story drops into its place like 
the keystone of an arch, and exactly fills the painful yaeancy 
in their minds-it seems to carry with it the same sort of 
evidence as the key which imparts meaning to a manuscript 
in cipher, and they are too well pleased with the acquisition 
to be very nice as to the title. Nay, we may go further and 
say, that the man who demonstrates its falsehood will be tLe 
most unwelcome of all instructors; 80 that we trust.Jor the 
comfort of Goethe'. last years, ihat he was spared the 'pain of 
seeing his interesting my thus about Lord Byron contemptu
ously blotted out by Mr. Moore.' 

Suppose that there had never been any authentic 
biography of Byron. and that his own works and the 
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various testimonie~ about his personality having all 
perished, his' name were carried down to a. remote 
age exclusively by.this writing of Goethe. The case 
would then be parallel with that of the heroic age of. 
Greece;' and the following passage describes what 
would probably have happened. 

• In former days,. the Florentine intrigue, and the other 
. tltoriei! noticed by }Ir. Moore, would have obt~ined undisputed 
currency as authentic materials for the life of Lord Byron; 
then would have Ilucceeded rationalizing historians, who, treat
ing the stories as true at the bottom, would bave proceeded 
to discriminate the basis of truth from the accessories of 
fiction. One man would have disbelieved the supposed 
murder of the wife, another that of the husband j a third 
would have said that, the intrigue having been discovered, the 
husband and wife had both retired into convents, the one 
under feelings.of deep distress, the other in bitter repentance, 
Ilnd that the fleshly lusts being thus killed, it was hence erro
neously stated that the husband and wife had themselves been 
killed. If the reader be Dot familiar with the G~eek scholiasts, 
we are compelled to assure him that the . last explanation 
would have found much favour in their eyes, inasmuch as it 
sa.ves the necessity of giv!ug the direct lie to any.(me. or of 
saying that any portion of the narrative is absolutely un
founded. The mit;fortllne is, that though the story would 
thus be divested of all its salient features, and softened down 
into something very soller and colourless, perhaps even edify
ing, yet it would not be one .vhit nearer the actual matter of 
fact. Something very like what we have been describing, 
however, ·would infallibly have taken place, had we not been 
protected by a well-informed biographer, aud by the copious 
memoranda of a positive age.' 

The feelings ~o which the early Grecian legends 
addressed themselves, and to which they owed not 
their currency only, out most of them 'probably their 
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very existence, were sentiments most strong and per
vading; the religious feelings of the people, and 
their ancestorial feelings. The two, indeed, may Le 
reduced to one, for the ancestorial were also in the 
most lite~al sense religious 'feelings. The legendary 
ancestors of each family, tribe, or race, were the 
immediate descendants of deities-were' immortal 
beings, with supernatural powers t~ destroy or save, 
and worshipped with the rites and honours paid to 
gods. The difference between them and the gods was 
chiefly this, that th~ bad once been men, and bad 
performed exploits on earth. which were the pride and 
glory of other men still living. who honoured them 
as patrons and guardian divinitics-a distinction in 
no way tending to abate the thirst for wonderful ta)clJ 
respecting the heroes. ' 

If a story .harmonized. with the prevailing scnti
ment, to doqbt its truth would never occur to any 
one, not even to t.he inventors themselves; since, in a 
rude age, the suggestions of vivid imagination and 
strong feeling are alwaysdeemcd the promptings of 
a god .• The inspiration of the "muse was not then a 
figure of speech, but the sincere and artless bcli~f of 
the people; the bard and the prophet were analogous 
characters; Demodocus, at the court of King Alcinous, 
could sing the Trojan war by revelation from Apollo 
or from aMuse ;. and Hesiod, in the Theogony, could 
declare respecting himself that he knew, by the 
favour of the Muses, the past, the present, and the 
future. Herodotus expressly says that Hesiod and 
Homer • were the authors of the Greek Theogony, 
gave titles to the gods, distinguished their attributes 

• Odyssey. viii. 487-91. 
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and functions, and described their forms;' that until 
taugLt by them, the Greeks were ignorant 'whence 
each of -the gods sprang, and whether all of them 
were always ~xisting, and what were their shapes"· 
Plato invariably assumes the same thing. The poems 
were a kind of sacred books, like the Ramayun and 
the Mahabharat. . 

It may perhaps be said, that the eager interest here 
supposed in the exploits of ancestors, implies the 
ancestors to be at least real. persons, surviving in the 
memory of those to whom the tales were told; and 
that therefore most of the heroes of legend must have 
really existed, however much of the marvellous in 
their adventures may be due to the imagination of 
their descendants. This doctrine would not be with
out plausibility, were it not the known practice of the 
early Greeks to create not only imaginary ~d ventures' 
of ancestors, but imaginary ancestors. It was the 
universal.theory of Greece that every name, common 
to an aggregation of persons, indicated a common 
progenitor. 'Vhether it was the name of a.. race, as 
"Dorians, Ionians, Achreans; ofa people, as Thessalians, 
l>olopiaM, Arcadians, 1Etolians; of any of the nume
rous political divisions of a people, or of those other 
divisions not made by laws, but held top-ether by reli. 
gious rites and a traditional tie, the -yi"" or !;entell 
(representing probably the units by the aggregation 

• We have ueed Dr. Thirlwal1', translation. The original words are
E.en. a. ryi.-o llCfl(1TW n." s..;"" .-," a' ad q ...... "",,"r, clnioc n .nne 
.. 0 '.'&a. oli" q ... WT.a .... [oJ"EU,,_],uXP' o~ ffM"" "al ](S'., .... : .... g, 
>'&y,!' ·H .... .:.&.. '"op "ol ·Op."po. .j). ... ,,,,, n.-poxoaw"n lna. &" ... ,..,-u 
ff'pftr~vfiptNr yoHalJal, lra1 oV rrAfCHr'· oVro' at 'uri td .. oujCP'Gl'Rf' lffl'Y0"iTJII 
-EU'Icn, fbli t"oicn'Stoia.. Tar J'fI'IMNp1c. aG.nr. &ell ~ n &ai Yix~ 
&').0,,"., "'" .iOOi cumo" '"Ip.~ ........ s,-l1erod. ii. 53. 
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of which the community had, at some early period, 
been formed); all these, as well as many names of 
towns and localities, were believed to be etymologically 
derived from a primeval founder and patriarch of the 
whole tribe. Even names of which the origin was 
obvious, did not escape the applicati.on of the theory. 
The names of the four tribes in the primitive Athe
nian constitution, Geleontes, Hopletes, Argades, and 
Aigikoreis, appellations so evidently derived from 
their occupatiolls, were asc~ihed, according to custom, 
to four Eponymi, sons of Ion, the general ancestor of 
the race, whose names were Geleon, Hopll's, Argades, 
and Aigikores. No one now males any scruple of 
rejecting the whole class of Eponymi, or nam('·hero('s, 
from the catalogue of historical personages. Among 
the Greeks, however, they were the most precious 
of any; "they were as firmly believed, and their 
existence and adventures as justly entitled to the nam" 
of tra~ition, as any Grecian legend whatever. 

But grant that the personages of the heroic legends 
~'ere real, as doubtless some warriors and rulers must 
have le1"t~behind them an enduring memory, to which
legends would not fail to attach themselves ;-could 
we distinguish among the names, those which 
belonged to actual pers.)ns, would it fo]]ow that the 
actions ascrib~d to them bore a resemblance to any 
real occurrences? \Ve may judge from a parallel 
instance. In the earlier Middle Ages, the European 
mind had returned to something like the naif unsus
pecting faith of primitive times. It accordingly gave 
birth to a profusion of legends: those of saints, in the 
first place, almost a literature in themselves, of which, 
though very pertinent to our purpose, we say nothinti 
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·here. But tht? same age produced the counterpart. of 
the tales of Hercules and Theseus, of the wanderings 
of Ulysses and the Argonautic expedition, iu the 
shape of romances of chivalry. Like the Homeric 
poems, the rom:.l.nces announced themselves as true 
narratives, and were, down to the fourteenth century, 
populariy believed as such. The majority reiate to 
personages probably altogether fictitious; Amadis and 
Lancelot we are nowise called upon to believe in; and 
of King Arthur, as of King Agamemnon, we have no 
means of allcertaining if he ever really existed or 
not. But the uncertainty does not extend to all thps~ 
romantic heroes. That age, unlike the 'Homeric, not
withstanding its barbalism, preserved written records; 
and we know consequently from other evidence than 
the romances themselves, that some of the names 
they contain are real. Charlemagne is not only an 
historical character, but one whose life is tolerably 
well known to us; and so genuine a hero, both in war 
and peace-his· real actions so surprising and admi
rable-that fictioll itself might have beel!. conte.nt 
with ornamenting his true biography, instead of fitting 
him with another entirely fabulous. The age, how
ever, required, to satisfy its ide~, a Charlemagne of a 
different complexion from the real monarch. The 
chronicle of Archbishop Turpin, a ~ompilation of 
poetic legends, supplied this wanl Though contain
ing hardly anything .historical, except the name of 
Charlemagne and th~ fact of an expedition into Spain, 
it was declared genuine history by Pope Calixtus the 
Second; was received as such by Vincent de Beauvais; 
who, for his great erudition, was made preceptor to 
the sons of the wise King, Saint Louis of France; 
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and from tllis, not from Eginhard or the monk of St. 
Gall, the poeto; who followed drew th~ materials of 
their narrative. Even, then, if Priam and Hector 
were .real persons, the siege of Troy by the Greeks 
may be as fabulous as that of Paris by the Saracens, 
or Charlemagne's conquest of Jeruflalem. In the 
poem of Ariosto, the principal hero and heroine are 
Ruggiero and Bradamante, the ancestors, real or 
imaginary, of the Dukes of Ferrara, at whose court 
he lived and wrote. Does anyone, for this reason, 
believe a syllable of the adventures which he ascribes 
either to these or to his other characters? Another 
personage of legend, who is also a personage of his
tory, is Virgil. If the author 'of the JEneid were 
only known to us by the traditions of the Middle 
Ages, in what character would he have been tran~
mitted to us P In that of a mighty enchanter. Such 
is the worth of what is called tradition, even when 
the persons are real, and the age not destitute of 
records. What must it be in times .anterior to the 
use of w.titing P 

It is now almost forgotten, that England, too, had 
a mythic history, once received as genuine; and 
neither has this wantE'~ the consecration of the highest 
poetical genius, in tne instances at least of Lear and 
Cymbeliue. 

• If we take the history of our ow,n country, as it waa con
ceived and written, from the twelfth to the seventeenth cen
tury, by Hardyng, Fabyan, Grllfton, lIollinshed, and others, 
we 8hall find that it waa 8upp08ed to begin witb Brute the 
Trojan, and waa carried down from thence, for maD1 ages, and 
through a long 8ucce8llion of kings, to the times of 1 uliua 
Clesar. A similar belief of descent from Tr.oy, arising seem-
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ingly from a reverential imitation of the rwmans, and of their 
Trojan origin, was cheritihed in the fancy of other European 
nations. With regard to the English, the chief circulator of 
it was Geoffrey of ~Ionmouth, and it passed with little resis
tance or dit'pute inte the national faith. The kings, from Brute. 
downwards, were enrolled in regular chronologicallleries, with 
their. retopective dates anneled. In a dispute which took 
place during the reign of Edward I. (A.D. 1301), between 
England and Scotland, the dcsl.'Cnt of the Kings of England 
from Brute tbeTrojan was solcmnlyembodied in a document 
put forth to sustain the rights of the crown of England, as an 
argument bearing on the case then in discussion; and it passed 
without attack from the opposing party;* an incident which 
reminds ns of the appeal made by A';schines; in the contention 
between the Athenians and Philip of ~Iacedon respecting 
Amphipolis, to the primitive dotal rights of Akamas, son of 
Theseus; and also of the dcfence urged by the Athenians, to 
sustain their conquest of Sigeium against the reclam'!tions of 
the Mitylenreans, wherein the former alleged that the'1 had as 
much right to the place as any of the other Greeks who had 
formed part of the victorious armament of Agamemnon. 

• The tenacity with which tLis early series of British kings 
was defended, is no IC88 remarkable than the facility with 
". hich it was admitted. The chroniclers, at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century,warmly protested a",aainst lte intrusive 
Bcepticism which would cashier so many venerable sovereigns, 
and deface 80 many noble deeds. They appealed to the 
patriotic fcelings of their hearers, rtprescnted the enormity of 
their setting up a presumptuous criticism a~ainst the.belicf of 
ages, and insisted on the danger of the precedent, as regarded 
history generally. Yet, in spite of so large a body of authority 
and prec~ent, the historians of the nineteenth century begin 
the history of England with Julius Cresar. They do not 

• See Warton's • History of English Poetry,' sec. ill. p. 131. • No 
111:\11, before the sixteenth century, presumed to doubt tbat the Francs 
dtJrived their olif,.m mIlD Fl1I.ncWI, the lIOn of Hector; that the 
Spaniards were deecend~>d from Japbet, the Britons from Brutus. and 
the Sootch from Fergua.'-(IbiJ. p. l-W.)-(..:ItltAvr·, lrot«.) 
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attempt either tQ settle the date of King Bladud's accc88ion, 
OJ;, to determine what may be the basis of truth in the affect
ing narrative of Lear.'*-(vol. i. pp. 639.42.) . . . 

We will add, before taking our leave of this part of, 
the subject, one :trgument. more, wl!ich we conceive 
to be in itself almost decisive. Authentic history, all 

we ascend the stream of time, grows thinner and 
scantier, the incidents fewer, and the narrative81es8 
circumstantial i-shading off through every degree of 
twilight into the' darkness of night. And such a. 
gradual daybreak we find in Greek history, at and 
shortly before the first Olympiad (s. c. 776), the 
point from which the historical Greeks commenced 
their computation of time. We cannot be far wrong 
in fixing this as the epoch at which written characters 
began to ~e regularly employed by public authority, 
for the recordation of periodical religious solemnities
always the first events systematically recorded, on 
a~count of th~ fearful religious consequences attach
ing to any mistake in the proper period of their cele
bration. 

But if,· beyond the darkness which bounds this 
early morning of history, we come suddenly into the 
full glare of day-an islanu. of light in the dark ocean 
of the unrecorded pa~1;, peopled with majestic forms, 
and glittering with splendid scenery-we may be well 
assured' that the vision is as unreal as Plato's 
Atlantis, and that the traditions and the poems'which 

• Even in 1754, Dr. Za.cbary Grey, in bis notes on Sbaks~eare, com· 
menting on tbe pa.ssage in King Lear, Nero is an angler in tM lake of 
da.rT.ne88, says,-' This is on~ of Shakspeare's most remarkable ana
chronisms. King Lear succeeded bis father Bladud, amw muftM 3105; . 
and Nero, anno fTWhIdi 4017, was si.rleen years old, when he married 
Octavia, ClIlaM'. daugbter.' -See Furu:'i Ckronologia, p.94.-( .. btlw1"'. 
Note.) . 
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vouch for its past existence, are the offspring of fancy, 
not of me.mory. True history is not thus interrupted 
in its course j it does not, like the Arcadian rivers, 
sink into the ground, and, after a long disappearance; 
lise again at a remote point. Light first, and dark
ness afterwards, may be the order of invention, but it 
is seldom that of remembrance. 

The elaborate chapter in which :Mr. Grote traces 
the progress of opinion among instructed Greeks, 
respecting theY. own legends, is important, not only 
in reference to the question of credibility, but as a 
part of the history of the human mind. Originating 
in a rude age, by which they were naively and lite
rally believed, the legends descended into a period· of 
comparative knowledge and culture. With the tone 
of that later age, or at least of the instructed portion 
of it, they were no longer' in harmony. Several things 
conspired to produce this divergence. As communica
tions grew more frequent, and travelled men became 
acquainted witl) legends for which they had acquired no 
early reverence, the mutually contradictory"character 
of the stories themselves tended to undermine their 
authority. The characters and actions ascribed to the 
gods and heroes, contained much that was repugnant 
to the altered moral feelings of a more civilized 
epoch: already Xenophanes, one of the earliest Gre
cian philosophical inquirers, composed poems ·to 
denounce, in the most vehement terms, the stories 
related of the gods by Besiod and Homer, ··the uni
versal instructor,' as he terms him. But, IDore than 
all, the commencement of physical science and intelli
gent observation of nature, introduced a conception 
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of the universe, and a mode of interpreting its pheno
mena, in continual conflict with the simplicity of 
ancient fa.ith: accu&toming men to refer t& pbysical 
,causes and natural laws, what were conceived by 
their ancestors as voluntary interventions of super
natural beings, in wrath or favour to mortals. 

This altered tone in the more cultivated part of the 
Grecian mind, did not, however, proceed to actual ciill
belief in ,the legendary religion of the people. :Man
kind do not pass abruptly from one connected system 
of thought to another: they first exllfust every con
trivance for reconciling thp. two. To break entirely 
with the religion of their forefathers, would have been 
a disruption of old feelings, too painful and difficult 
for the average strength even of superior minds; and 
could not have been done openly, without incurring a 
certainty of the fate which, with all the precautions 
they. adopted, overtook Anaxagoras and Socrates. 
But even of the philosophers, there were at first very 
few who carried the spirit of freethinking so far. In 
general, they were unable to emancipate themselves 
from too.. old religious traditions, bu~ were just as 
little capable of believing them literally. • The result 
was a new impulse, partaking of both the discordant 
forces-one of those thousand unconscious compro
mises between the rational com;ctions of the mature 
man, and the indelible illusions of early faith, reli
gious as well as patriotic. which hUinan affairs are 80 

often destined to exhibit.' The Jegends, in their 
obvious sense, were no longer credible; but it was 
necessary to find for them a meaning in which they 
could be believed. And hence a ,series of etrorts, 
cOntinued with increasing energy from the first 'known 
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prose historian. JIecatreru:, to the Xeophtonic adver. 
sa.ri('~ of Christianity in the school of Alexandria. to 
which th(' nearest parallel is the attempts of Paulus 
and the German rationalists to exphin away the He· 
Lrew &:riptnr~. r..ejected in their obrions interpre
lition, the narratives were admitted in bOrne other 
sense, which stripped them of tile direct intervention 
of any deity. They WCfe represent...>J either as ordi· 
nary bi!'Otori("§, colonred by poetic ornament, or aIle. 
g'lries, in wbich moral instruction, physical know-
1"Jgt>. or eso~ric religious dIX-trines, were designedly 
~-rapt up. TIle sllcc~ion of these rationalizing ex
plarultions is recounted at length. with great learning 
and philosophy, tly lIr. Grote. 

His opinion of the historical system of explanation 
has been seen in the preceding utracts. Without 
being more fat'oura11e, on the whole, to the allego
ri~ theory, he yet makes. a concession to it, with 
which. if we rightly understand his meaning, we are 
com~lled to di~"Tee. He says,- "Though allt~rieal 
int~rprda.tion occasionally lands us in great ab!>-urdi
ties, there are eerlain ca..."'l'S in ~'hich it pres~i.lts in. 
trinsic e\-id"nee of being genlline and correct-i.e. 
included in the o~crinal purport of the story ;' and he 
in!'Otances the We of At~ and the Libe, in the ninth 
book of the lliaJ, which. he says, no one ~ doubt, 
ca.rries with it an intentional moral. Now, it seems 
to u.s that this remark allows either too much to aIle
~ry. or not enough. 

E\"ery reader of the lliad. enn in translation. must 
be familiar with this fine ra.ssao<Y'l' j in which Ate (by 
Mr. Grote translated • reckless impulse) 18 repre-

• ,01. i. p. i'a. 
VOL. IL 
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, spnted as a gigantic figure, who stalks forth furiously, 
diffusing ruin j and Litre, or Prayers, daughters of 
Zeus or Jupiter, as slowly limping after her to, heal 
the wounds she has made'. Now, if the poet did not 
believe the personal existence of Ate and the Litre j
if he employed what he knew to be a mere figure of 
speech, as a means of. giving greater impress"iveness to 
a general remark respecting the course of human 
affairs,-the passage is then rightly termed allegorical 
But if, as we conceive, such employment of the lan
guage of polytheism i~ a merely fi~rative sense, 
neither existed nor could exist until polytheism was 
virtually defunct; if the use of religious' forms as a 
simple artifice of rhetoric, would nave appeared to 
Homer (supposing the idea to have presented itself at 
all) an impious profanation; if the poet, in th'e full 
si~plicity of his religious faith, accepted literally the 
personality and divinity of Ate and the Litre, there is 
then no place for the word • allegory,' in its correct 
acceptation. That a moral meaning a<:companied in 
his mind the religious doctrine, and even suggested it, 
we at. blice admit: but he personified and deified the 
moral agen~ies concerned; and the story, as MUller 
says of the legend of Prometheus and Epimetheus 
(Forethought and Afterthought), is not an allegory, 
but a mythe. Otherwise, we must go much further, 
and affirm a substratum, of allegory in the whole 
Greek re1igion j for the majority of its deities, includ
ing nearly all the more conspicuous of them, are 
undoubtedly personifications of either the physical or' 
the moral powers of nature; and, this granted, the 
attributes ascribed to them 'would necessarily shadow 
forth those which o'btiervation pointed out in the 
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phenomena over which they were supposed to 
preside. 

The natural history· of Polytheism is now well 
understood. Religion, though eflJ vi termilli pre
ternatural, is yet a theory for the explanation of 
nature; and generally runs parallel with the progress 
of human conception!! of that which it is intended 
to explain j each step made in the study of the phe
nomena determining a modification in the theory. 
The savage, drawing his idea of power from his own 
voluntary imjmls;s, ascribes will and personality to 
every individual object .in which he beholds a power 
beyond his contz:ol j and at once commences propi
tiating it by prayer and sacrifice.· This original 
Fetishism, towards natural objects which combine 
great powe.r with a well-marked individuality, was 
prolonged far into the period of Polytheism proper. 
The Gaia of Hesiod, mother of all the gods, waR not 
Ii. goddess of the· earth, but the earth itself j anl her 
physical arJ blended with her divine attributes in a. 
singular medley. The sun and moon, not deities 
residing therein, were the objects of the • ancient 
Grecian worship: their identification with Apollo 
and Artemis belongs ~o a much later age. The 
I1indoos worship as a goddess the river Nerbudda
not a deity of the river, but the river itself j. and, if 
they ascribe to it sex, and other attributes inconsistent 
with the physical. characteristics of the natural 
object, it is from inability to conceive the idea. of 
personality, except in conjunction with the ordinary 
human impulses and attributes. The Homeric Sca-

• See. for interesting details, 'Rambles and Recollections of an 
Indian OfficiuJ,' by Lieut.-Col. Sleemllll. VoL i chap. iii 

x2 
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mander is scarcely other than the animated river 
itself; and the god Alpheus. who pursues Arcthusa 
through the ocean. is the actual river, flowing through 
the salt waves without mixing with them, and at 
iength combining its waters in indissoluble union with 
those of the fountain it loves. 

But where natural objects are' not thus strikingly 
individualized-where the mind c~ at once recog
nise, in a multitude of things, one and the same 
power of affecting human interests-its tendency is 
not to deify the objects, but to prace a deity over 
them, who, himself invisible, rules from a dis
tance a whole class of phenomena.. Bread and wine 
are great and beneficent powers, tut the hlindest 
fetish-worshipper never probably offered prayer or 
sacrifice'to an individual loaf or wine-flask, but to an 
invisible Bacchus or Ceres, whose body, being unseen, 
is 'naturally assimilated to the human, and who is 
thenceforth handed. over to the poets to exalt and 
dignify. Thus the first and most obvious step in 
the generalization of nature, by arranging objects 
in clas"ses, is accompanied by a corresponding gene
ralization of the gods. Fire, being a more mysterious 
as well as a more terrible agent, has, in some reli
gions, been an object of direct worship; but in 

• Homer we find the transition completely effected 
from the worship of fire· to that of the fire-god, 
Hephrest9s. Thunder. the most awful of al~ was 
universally received as the attribute of the most 
powerful of deitielJ, the ruler of gods and men. . As 
thought advanced, not only all physical agencies 
capable of ready generalization. as Night, lIoming, 
Sleep, Death, together with the more obvious of the 
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great emotional agencies, Beauty, Love, War, but by 
degrees also the ideal products of a higher abstraction, 
as Wisdom. Justice. and the like. were severally ac
counted the work and manifestation of as many 
special divinities. • It became,' as lIUllet- expresses it, 
• a general habit to concentrate every fonn of spiritual 
existence, whose unity was recognised, into an apex. 
which necessarily appeared to the mind as a personal 
entity. Can it be imagined that ~~rt, eEJUl;. MijTIl;, 
l\IoiicrG, Xapll;, "H,lrt, 'EpcwV('. "Epl(', could have attained 
a generally believed reality. and even in 80me measure 
dirine worship. otherwise than through a necessity. 
grounded on the epoch of mental development. to 
contemplate in this manner as a unity. not only 
e,-ery aspect of nature, but also of human life ? How 
were it possible to pray to Charis, if she were only 
viewed as a predicate of human or higher natures? 
It is even wrong to consider the worship paid by the 
Romans to Virtua, FelicitaB, &c. as allegorical in 
the strict sense; for then it could be no worship 
at all' 

Assuredly, these objects of worship, were not con
ceived as ideas, but as persons, whose fundamental 
attnbutes, howeyer, n:Cessarily ran in close analogy 
to those of the ideas which they embodied. Slich is 
Ule primitive type of polytheism-a. thing of no 
human invention, but, in the strictest sense of the 
word, na~ur.d and of spontaneous growth. Afterwards, 
indeed, poets and priests did invent stories c~nceming 
the gods, more or less connected or 'consistent with 
their original attributes, which stories .became incor-

• 'utroduc:tioa to & Scientific System of ll)'thologT (p. 61). 
_ill &lid very well UaD&Iat.ed bl Mr. I..IIlit.ah. . .. 
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porated 'with religion; and the most popular deities 
were those concerning whom the most irnprel!sive 
stories have been feigned. But the legends did not 
make the religio:r;l; the basis of that was a. bond fide 
p~rsonification and divinization of the occult causes 
of phenomena.. In these views we have no reason to 
think that we a.t all .differ from Mr. Grote; but if 
there .is any point in which his expositions do not 
quite satisfy us, it is, that they do not bring out 
strongly enough this p~rt of the case; that the Greek 
fE'ligion appears in them too much as a sort of acci
dent, the arbitrary creation of poets and storytellers; 
its origin in the natural human faculties and the· 
spontaneous tendencies of the uncultivated intellect, 
being indicated indeed, but not placed in a sufficiently 
str~g light. 

With this exception, we can hardly bestow too 
mucl1 praise on this portion of Mr. Grote's perform
ance. He has overcome the difficulty, so great to a 
modern imagination, of entering intelligently into the 
polyth~i~tic frame of mind and conception of nature. 
In no treatise whic~ we could mention, certainly in 
no work connected with Grecian history,. do we find 
so thorough a comprehensio~ of that state of the 
human intellect in which the directly religious inter
pretation of nature is paramount-iIi which every 
explanation of phenomena, that refers them to the per-
sonal agency of a hidden supernatural power, appears 
natural .and probable, and every other mode of 
accounting for 'them incredible-where miracles are' 
alone plausible, and explanation by natural causes is 
not only offensive to the reverential feelings of the . 
hearer, but actually repugnant to his re3.S9n, 80 con-
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trary is it to the habitual mode of interpreting pheno
mena. A state of mind made perfectly intelligible 
by our knowledge ofthe Hindoos ; and nowhere better. 
exhibited than in the pictures given by near observers 
of that curious people, who reprod~ce in so many re
spects the mental characteristics of the infancy of the 
human race.-

Though many topics discussed in Mr. Grote's 
volumes are more important, there is none more inte
resting, than the a~thorship of the Homeric poems; 
reg-arded by all antiquity as the production. of one 
great poet (or at most two, for .the Iliad and 
Odyssey), b~t which the scepticism of a recent 
period has pronounced to be compilations made as 
late as the time of Pisistratus, from a multitudinous 
assemblage of' popular ballads. Now, however, that 
the Woltian hypothesis seems nearly abandoned in 
the country in which it arose, the notion that such 
productions could have belln manufactured by piecing 
and dovetailing a number of short poems originally 
distinct, may be ranked along with many other con
ceits of learned ingenuity, in the class ofpsyCbological 
curiosities. Weare aware of no argument on the 
Wolfian side of the colltroversy which really deserves 
any weight, except the difficulty of conceiving that 
such long poems could have been 'composed and handed 

. down to posterity by memory alone; for that they 
were produced prior to the use of writing, is certain. 
from many consider~tion'3, t and especially from the 

• It is much to be regretted that so few such pictares are extant. 
We recommeud. &B oue of the most instructive, the work already 
referred to. of Colonel Sleeman-a book whicb may be called, without 
exaggeration, 'The Hindoos painted by themselves: 

t These us fully Be~forth by Mr. Grote.pp.191 to 197 ofm. B800nd 
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absence of the smallest allusion to lruch an art in the 
whole eight-and-forty books; though so full of notices 
6nd descriptions of almost every useful or ornamental 
process which caD be supposed to have been in exist
ence in that early age, that they bave been said to be 
a summary of all the knowledge of the time. The 
preservation of such works without help from writing, 
is no doubt, at the first aspect of the matter, surpris
ing; but only because ill this, ~ in so many other 
things, we antedate our modern experience, and apply 
to early. ages the limited standard of our own. It i. 
well said by Plato in the • Pbredrus,' that the inven
tion of letters WIiS the great enfeebler of memory. In 
our time, when the babit is formed of recording all 
things. in permanent characters, and when everyone 
relies, not on memory, but on the substitutes for it, 
we can scarcely form an idea of what its intrinsic 
powers, must have been, when e.xercised and cultivated 

. as a thing to be solely depended upon. Det,,'een the 
remembering faculties of· the Homerids of Chios, and 
those o! 9ur degenerate days, there was doubtless as 
great a difference, as .between the powers of eye and 
ear of a North American Indian and those of a London 
citizen. Nor was it, after all, tnore difficult t:o retain 
a single poem of twenty-four books, than tw.enty-four 
poems of one book each, which is much less than must 
bave formed the stock in trade of any celebrated 
aOI8'u;. As for the poet himself, he doubtless, as lIe 
proceeded in the composition, wrote his poem, as it 
were, on the memory of the younger bards, by ",hom 

TOlume, &lid by MUller, • Histol'J' of the Literature of ADCieD~ Greece,' 
pp. 37~39. 
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it is consonant to the manners of· that age that he 
shoulJ. have been surrounded. . 

Those who assert the essential unity of the Homeric 
poems, by no means deny that there may have been, 
and probably were, interpolations, and even additions 
of some length, made either by the same or by other 
poets, to the original plan. This is the ground taken 
by :Ur. Grote. He rejects the Pisistratean hypothesis. 
He maintains, from internal evidence, the complete 
unity of plan and authorship in the Odyssey. He 
claims a like unity for the greater part of the Iliad; 
but argues for an amount of subsequent addition to 
the poem, greater than we can bring ourselves to con
~ider prohable. We shall give, in his own words, 
what is peculiar to his theory. 

, The first book, together with the eighth, and the books 
from the eleventh to the twenty-second inc1usive,seem to form 
the primary organization of the poem, then properly an 
Achilleis: the twenty-third and twenty-fourth books are addi
tions at the tail of this primitive poem, which still leave it: 
nothing more than an enlarged Achilleis: but the books from 
the second to the seventh inclU8ive, together with'tLe tenth, 
are of a wider and more comprehensive character, and convert: 
the poem from an Achillei\ into an Iliad. The primitive fron
tispiece, inscribed wi~h the anger of Achilles and its direct 
consequences, yet remains, after it: has ceased to be co-exten
sive with the poem. The parts added, however, are not neces
sarily infenor in merit to the original poem; 80 far is this 
from bdng" the ~se, that: amongst them are comprehended 
some of the noblest eff'orts of the Grecian epic. Nor are they 
more recent in date than the original; strictly apeaking, they 
must be a little more recent, but they belong to the same 
generation and state of society as the primitive Achilleis. 

, Nothing can be more IItriking than the manner in which 
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Homer concentrates ,our attention, in the first book, upon 
Achilles as 'the hcro, his quarrel with Agamemnon, !!ond the 
calamities of the Greeks, which are held out as about to 
ensue from it, through the intercession of Thetis with Zeus. 
But the incidents dwelt upon from the beginning of the 
second book down to the combat between Hector and Ajax 
in the seventh, animated and interesting as they are, do 
nothing to realize this promise; they are & splendid picture 
of the Trojan War generally, and eminently sllitable to' that 
larger title under which- the poem has been· immortalized; 
but the consequences of the anger of Achillea do not appear 
until the eighth book. The tenth book, or Doloneia, ia also 
a portion of the . Iliad, but not of the Achilleis; while the 
ninth book appears to be a subaequent addition (1 venture to 
say, an unworthy addition), nowise harmonizing with that 
main stream of the Achilleia, which flows from the eleventh 
book to the twenty-second. The eighth book ought to be 
read in immediate connexiov. with the eleventh, in order to 
aee the structure of what seems the primitive Achillcia i for 
there are several passages in the eleventh and the following 
books, whkh prove that the poet who composed them could 
not have had present to his mind the main event of the ninth 
hook-the outpouring ~fprofound humiliation by the Greeka, 
and frolq ~ gamemnon especially, bcfore Achilles, coupled with 
formal offers to restore Brisc'is, and pay the amplest compen
sation for past wrong. The words of Achilles (not less than 
those of Patroclus and Nestor) in the eleventh and following 
books, plainly imply that the humiliation of the Greeks before 
him, for which he thirsts, is as yet future and contingent j that 
no plenary apology has yet been tendered, nor any ()ifet: made 
of restoring Brise!s, while both Nestor and Patroc1us, with all 
their wish to induce him to take arms, neve~theless view him 
as one "vhose ground of quarrel stands still the same ILl it did 
at the beginning. Moreover, if we look at the first book
the opening of the Achilleis-we shall see that this prostra
tion of Agamemnon and the chief Grecian heroes before 
Achilles, would really be the termination of the wMole poem; 
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for Achilles asks nothing more from Thetis, nor Thetis any
thing more from Zeus, than that Agamemnon and the Greeks 
may be brought to know the wrong that they have done to 
thejr capital warrior, and humbled to the dust in expiation of 
it. We may add, that the abject terror in which Agamemnon 
appears in the ninth book, when he .sends the supplicatory 
message to Achilles. as it is not adequately accounted for by 
th~ degr~e of calamity which the Greeks have experienced in 
the preceding (eighth) book, 80 it is inconsistent with the 
gallantry and high spirit with which he strives at the begin
ning of the eleventh. The situation of the Greeks only 
becomes desperate when the three great ~hiefs, Agamemnon, 
Odysseus, and Diomedes, are disabled by wounds i this is the 
irreparable calamity which works upon Patroclus,and through 
him upon Achilles. The ninth hook; as it now stands, seems 
to me an addition by a different hand to the original Achilleis, 
framed 80 as both to forestal and spoil the nineteenth book, 
which is the real reconciliation of the.two inimical heroes. I 
will venture to add, that it carries the ferocious pride and 
egotism of Achilles beyond all admissible limits, and is shock
ing to that sentiment of Nemesis which was so deeply se"ated 
in the Grecian mind. We forgive any excess and fllry 
against the Trojans and Hector after the death of Patroclus, 
bllt that he should remain unmoved by restitution, by abject 
supplications, and by the richest atoning present~ tendered 
from the Greeks, indicates an implacability more than huml1Jl, 
and certainly such as neither the poet of the first book, 
nor the poet of the last twelve books, tleeks to portray!
(vol. ii. 234.-4.J..) 

We are able to g9 so far with the distinction drawn 
by Mr. Grote. as to admit that he has discriminated 
"well between those parts of the iliad which cannot 
have been additions to the original plan. and those 
which possibly may. . If the poem does consist of an 
original basis and a. subsequent enlargement. the 
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books which he has pointed out, or some of them, 
must be the parts superadd~d. Dut that they, or 
even the ninth, to which he takes 8uch vehement 
exception, really· were such subsequent additions 
(powerful as are some of the considerations he has 
urged), he has not succeeded in convincing us. 

n is true, the books from the second to the·seventh 
inclusive, in no way forward the action of the poem, 
as dependent on the anger of Achilles: and it is re
markable that, during that interval, Zeus not only 
suspends the performance of his promise to Thetis in 
the first book, but seems absolutely to ha've forgotten 
it, and directs his conduct and counsels by totally 
different considerations. This last is a serious blemish 
in the construction of the story; but imperfection of 
workmanship does not prove plurality of workmen; 
and if the poet intended to make his poem an Ilias as 
well as an AchilleiS:, there would have been in any 
case a difficulty of this sort to surmount, which it is 
not necessary to suppose that he must have sur
mounted<.successfully. But, if not str!ctly belonging 
to the plan of the Achilleis, these hooks conduce in a 
remarkable degree to the effect of those parts of the 
poem which do belong to it. In no epic is the inte
rest centered excl~sively in one individual j even in 
the Achilleis, not Achilles only, hut the Greeks.gene
rally, and even the Trojans, insJ>ite a keen sympathy; 
and how much that sympathy is promoted by the 
preliminary books, needs hardly be pointed out. Not 
only does the success of the Greeks in the fourth and 
fifth books greatly deepen the .sense of their subse
quent disaster, by giving it the character of a turn' or 
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fortune; while the exploits of the principal heroes, 
especially Diomedes and Ulysses, augment the impr~s
sion of their difficulties when those heroes are dis
abled; but, above all, it is in those books that we 
become acquainted with, and interested in, most of 
the leading characters of the subsequent epos. Hector 
especially, on whom the poet evidently intended that 
a strong personal interest should rest-what ground 
should we have had for ~ympathising with him, were 
it not for the beautiful scenes with Paris and Helen 
in the fourth book, An'dromache and :Hecuba in the 
sixth, and Ajax in the seventh? Without the books 
w1lich Mr. Grote strikes from the original plan, 
there woul~ be, if we except the amiable cha
racters of Patroclus and Sarpedon, scarcely any
thing in the poem which excites a really personal 
interest. 

With regard to the ninth book, we allow there are 
difficulties. The principal is the speech of Achilles 
to Patroclus in the eleventh book,· which certainly 
seeplS to imply' that no atonement had yet been 
offered, or supplication made. Mr. Grote· quotes 
several other passages, which apparently carry a 
similar implication; but none which, we think, it 
would be difficult to get over, if this were disposed 
of. On the other hand, there are' difficulties in his 
own Oleory. He gets rid of three subsequent allu
sions to the transactions of the ninth book, by pro-

• • A~ Muoi .. uiB'I, .... p. ",xapur"'lIf! 8vptji 
N~. 0 ... tr.pl "IOU11M" ipa trrrjulu(Jcu 'AxawVc , 
A,afToJUJIOu~· J.P". yap ~'" olJ"rr' d" • ...,.or.' 

niad, xi, 607. 
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nouncing them to be interpolations; but he has 
overlooked one of, greater importance in the sixteenth, 
where Achilles says to Patroclus, that the time lIas 
come at which he ,had said that his revenge would 
cease, since the enemy has now t:eached the ships.· 
He had said this nowhere, as the text now stands, 
except in his answer to the embasRY. If it be sug
gested that this passage may also be an interpolation, 
we shnl1 still urge that it is not consonant to the 
character of Achilles, to suppose that he would have 
so far renounced his anger as to send aid to the 
Greeks even in that extremity; if he had received no 
ofTer whatever of atonement or restitution i-if Aga. 
memnon and the Greeks had not yet acknowledged 
their fault, and humbled .themselves befon~ him. 
With respect to the argument from the more than 
human ferocity manifested by Achilles, and its con
flict with the Greek sentiment of Nemesis, we cannot 
see the matte]," in the same light. It, is with great 
hesitation that we should question any opinion of 
Mr. Grote on a point of Greek erudition; but .we 
know hot wh~t evidence he has that the peculiar 
Greek idea of Nemesis-manifested in the famouR 
speech of Solon to Crresus, and which afterwarda 
acted so leading a part in the Athenian drama-had 
already begun to' exist in the Homeric age.. We 
rather believe it to have been one of the points of 
difference between the more solemn and gloomy 
theology of the ?istoric age of Greece, and the lively 

• " Ana .. a ,ull trpo· .. ..vx8cu ltiuo,ull' el,,'" Gpo Jr.p Ii .. 
• AtnrTpXEr "'X0>.i»u8cu lv, .p{,<uill' ~1'o, Z<fnIII ')" 
O~ trp'" 1'''1',8'';'" ICaroJrouui,..... m' ,,"o..OP lt~ 
s ijru l,.a~ a.pu."..a. un, ... , ,",o>..,.a • ... .' • 
, lliad, xvi. 60·64.. 
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anthropomorphism of the Homeric Pantheon. We 
find no traces of it in Homer or Hesiod. "\Ve find, 
indeed, severe· vengeance taken on mortals b¥ the 
Homeric deities, not Of or pride or arrogance generally, 
but for some special affront to theU; own dignity; and 
particularly for any presumptuous attempt to dispute 

. their pre.eminence. It is on such provocation that 
Thamyris is struck blind by the Muses, and the chilo 
dren of Niobe destroyed by the arrows of Apollo and 
Artemis. But no such offence_ is offered by Achilles 
in the ninth book; nor any disobedience to the divine 
powers. No god or goddess had commanded him to 
lay aside his wrath, as Pallas, in the first book, reo 
strains him from drawing his sword, and Zeus, in the 
twenty.fourth, enjoins him, through Thetis, to restore 
the body of Hector. To these intimations he is at 
once obedient, and is represented throughout as an 
eminently pious hero. Nor are we at aU inclined to 
admit that his implacability exceeds what the senti. 
ment of that age would allow of, in a character of 
vehement passion. He is not intended for a faultless 
hero; nor does he show any ferocity in .he ninth 
book, at all comparable to that which he displays in 
~he sixteenth; where, in the very act of sending forth 
Patroclus to aid the Greeks, he utters a fervent wish 
that not one Greek or Trojan might be left alive, b1,lt 
they two might alone survive to conquer Troy. Nor 
can we forget that several of the nobler character~stics 
of Achilles are nowhere so eflectual1y manifested as 
in the ninth book; the princely courtesy, rivalling 
the best conceptions of chivalrous romance, in his 
recep?on of the embassy; and that al?horrence of 
disguise, also more resembling the knightly thil.ll the 
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Hellen.ic model, but so necessary to the ideal of his 
'character, which he emphatically announces in the 
linp.s so often quoted: 

, 'Ex81'~ 'Yelp I'D' a.illO., ;,,.;,. ,,'tad': ",;A"a ... , 
·Or x' n,poll ,ull a .... 8 .. '"l q,p'a,,,, ruo a. /3el, .. : 

With regard to the tenth book, we think there is 
weight in what the critics have urged, that the suc
cessful nocturnal enterprise of Diomed and Ulysses is 
skilfully interposed, not only to break the rapid suc
cession of one battle upon another, but to reanimate 
the spirits and courage of. the Greeks after the dill
asters of the eighth book. We cannot coincide in 
Mr. Grote's unwillingness to believe 'that the author 
of the fifth book (or Aristeia of Diomedes) would 
condescend to employ ·the hero whom he there 80 

brightly glorifies-the victor even over Ares rum
self-in slaughtering newly-arrived Thracian sleepers, 
without any large purpose or necessity;' since to kill 

·men who were defenceless, provided they were ene
mies, and not .,clTa' or suppliants, had little that was 

. repugnant to Greek feeling, even in a more advanced 
age; while an ambush is invariably spoken of in the 
Iliad as the' most dangerous service, and the most 
decisive test of courage to which a warrior could be. 
exposed. An Homeric audience would see, in this 
unchivalrous massacre, only the real intrepidity of the 
two heroes, in venturing alone, and for so perilous a 
purpose, into the camp of their sleeping enemies; 
and, in the Homeric point of view, it was doubtless 
an exploit worthy of the most distinguished warriors. 

That Mr. Grote should think it possible for the two 
concluding b.ooks to be additions, we confess surprises 
us. . We cannot imagine how, with the ideas of the 
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Greeks, both in the Homeric age and subsequentl,y, 
respecting the rites or sepulture, the :k:tion of a Greek 
epos could eyer haye been complete until the two 
heroes, whose successive deaths formed the catastrophe 
of the poem, had received the accustomed funeral 
honours. Nor would a Greek audience, we think, 
have tolerated that Hector, the beloved of Zeus, 
whose death he so unwillingly concedes to Destiny 
and the public opinion or Olympus, should have been 
abandoned by him when dead to the ignotpinious fate 
designed. and in part executed, by Achilles. W t: 
need not point out how much {he character of .Achille$ 
himself w,mId lose of its intere~t, without tIle exqui
!'ite manner' in which its softer elemenl<; are called 
forth by the interview with Priam. And though it 
may be true that • the Homeric man would enter fully 
into the thirst or revenge felt ty .Achille;;,' excessi,"e 
and brutal as that revenge was, it is Ill'suming too 
much to suppose tha~ the Homeric man would ha\"'e 
sympathized ,,;th Achilles exclusively. Such, cer
binly, was not Homer's purpose, as there are evidences 
enough e\"'en in the Achilleis to prove. • • 

The cbapter on the c State of Society and Manners 
as exhibited in Grecian legend,' is sound ~d judi
cious; but on this subject previoUiJ writers had not 
lellso much to be performed. A point of originality 
in Mr. Grote's treatment of it is the comparison kept 
up between the characteristics of the heroic and those' 
of the historical period. Thus, for example, the sense 
of obligation in the Homeric period is exclusively of 
a personal kind :_C Personal feelings, either towards 
the gods, the king, or some near and known indin-

VOL. II. Y 
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dual, fill the whole of a man's bosom; out of th£'m 
arise all the" motives to beneficence, and all the in
ternal restraints upon violence, antipathy, and rapa.
city; and special communion, as. well, as special 
solemnities,. are essential to their existence ;' while, in 
the conceptions of the citizen of historical Athells, 
• the great imper!lonal authority called rhe Laws. 
stood out separately both as guide and sanction, dis
tinct from religious duty or private sympathie!l.' In 
the Council of' Chiefs, and the Agora. or Popillar 
Assembly, which, though with no definite function or 
authority, ha1:>itually accompany the Homeric kings, 
Mr. Grote sees the pre-existing elements of the sub· 
sequent republican governments. The following is an 
important remark:-

'There is yet anotbe, point of view in which it behoves Ult 

to take notice of the Council and the Agora as integral por
tions of tbe legendary government of the Grecian cQmmuni· 
ties. Weare thus enabled to trace the cmploymeut of public. 
speaking as the standing engine of government and the proxi
mate cause of obedience, to the social infancy of the nation. 
The P<PW('J' of speech in tbe direction of public affairs becomes 
more and more obvious, developed, and irresistible, as ,,·e 
advance towards the culminating period of Grecian history
the century preceding the battle of Cbreroneia. Tbat its 
development was greatest among the most enlightencd &Cc· 
tions of the Grecian name,' and smallest among the more 
obtulle and stationary, is matter of notorious fact 1 and it is 
not less true. that the prevalence of thi8 habit was one or the 

• chief cause8 of tbe intellectual eminence of the nation gene
rally. At a time when all the count~ie8 around were plunged 
comparatively in mental torpor, there was no motive 8uffi
ciently present and powerful to multiply 80 wonderfully the 
productive minds of Greece, except l'Iuch as arose from tbe 
rewards of public speaking. The susceptibility of the multi. 
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tud~ to this sort or" guidance, their habit of requiring and 
enjoying the stimulll8 which it supplied, and the open discus
sion, combining regular forms with free opposition, of prac
tical matters, political as well as judicial, are the creative 
causes which formed IlUch conspicuoll8 adept. in the art of 
persuasion. Nor was it only professed orators who were thus 
produced. Didactic aptitude was formed in the background, 
and the speculative tendencies were supplied with interesting 
phenomena for observation and combination, at a time when 
the truths of physical science were almos\ inaccessible. If 
the primary effect was to quicken the powers of expression, 
the secondary, but not less certain result, was to develope the 
habits of scientific thought. Not only the oratory of Demos· 
thenes and Pericles, and the colloquial magic of Socrate-. hut 
also the philosophical speculations ofl'lato, and the systcIII atic 
politica, rhetoric, and logic of Aristotle, are traceable to the 
same gcneral tendencies in the minds of the Grecian people; 
and we find the germ of these expansive forces in the senate 
and agora of their legendary government! - (vol. ii. pp. 
105-6.) . 

Incidental remarks of this nature, on the influence 
of circumstances in forming the 'pecnliar Grecian cha
racter and civilization, occur largely in the first two 
chapters on historical Greece, viz. on its ge3gtaphy, 
and on • the Henenic people generally in the early 
historical times.' :Mr. Grote does not give these spe
culathms for more th::\n they are worth. He does not 
affect to exhaust the subject, nor pretends that the 
canses he assigns account for the whole of the effect; 
but points out the natural tendencies of each influen
tial fact, as it successively passes under his review. 
The following (vol. ii. pp. 298-302) is a favourable 
specimen:-

IThe configuration of the Grecian territory, so like in 
many respects to that of Switzerland, produced two effects of 

. y2 
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great moment upon the character and history of the peovle. 
In the first place, it materially strengthened their powers of 
defence; it shut up the country against those inva~ions from 

. the interior which successively subjugated all their continental 
colonies; and it at the same time rendered each fraction more 
diffi~ult to be attacked by the rest, so as to exercise a certain 
conservative influence in assuring the tenure of actual possell
sor.8. But, in the next place~ while it tended to protect each 
section of Greeks from being conquered, it also kept them 
politically disuniled,and perpetuated their separate autonomy. 
It fostered that powerful principle of repulsion, which dispoMed 
even the smallest township to constitute itself a political unit 
apart from the rest, and to resist all iilea of coalescence witb 
others, either ami<lable or compulsory. To a modern reader, 
accustomed to large political aggregatiol18, and securities for 
good government through the repretlentative system, it requires 
a certain mental effort to transport, himself back to a time 
when even the smallest town clung so tenaciously to itsrigbt 
of self-legislation. Nevertheless, such was the general hahit 
and feeling of the ancient world, throughout Italy, Sicily. 
Spain, and Gaul: among the Hellenes it stand. out more 
conspicuously, for several reasons-first, because they seem to 
have pushed the multiplication of autonomOl18 units to an ex
treme voint, seeing that even islands not larger tban Pepa
rethos and Amorgos had two or three separate city communi
ties j secondly, because they produced, for the fir8t time in 
the history of wankind, acute sY8tematic thinkers on matters 
of government, amongst all of whom the idea of the autono
mous city was accepted as the indispensable basis of political 
speculation; thirdly, because this incurable subdivision proved 
finally the cause of their ruin, in spite of pronounced intellec
tual superiority over their conquerors; and, lastly, because 
incapacity of political coalescence did not preclude Ii powerful 
aud extensive sympathy between 'the inhabitants of all the 
separate cities, with a constant tendency to fraternise for 
numer~us purposes; social, religious, recreative, intellectl1fll, 
and reb thetical. • • • • • 
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r ~oris it rash to suppose th/tt the same [geographical] 
causes may have tende~ to promote that unborrowed intellec
~ual development for which ihey stand so conspicuous. 
General propositions respecting the working of climate and 
physical agencies upon character are indeed treacherous; for 
our knowledge of the globe is now jJufficient to teach UI that 
beat and cold, mountain and plain, sea and land, moist and 
dry atmosphere, are all consistent with the greatest diversities 
of resident men. • • • • Nevertheless, we may venture to note 
certain improving influences, connected with their geogra
phical position, at a time when they had no books to study, 
and no more advanced predecessors to imi,tate. We may re
mark, first, that their position made them at onc~ mou~. 
taineers and mariners, thus supplyi!lg them with great variety 
of objects, 8ensations, and adventures; next, that each petty 
community, nestled apart amidst its own rocks, was suffi. 
ciently severed from the rest to possess an individual life and 
attributes of its own, yet n9t so far as to subtract it from the 
sympathies of the remainder; so that an observant Greek, 
c~mmellcing ~ith a great diversity of half-countrymen, whose 
language he understood, and whose idiosYicrasiel he could 
appreciate, had access to a larger mass of social and political 
experience ihan any other man in so uilad'(anced an age could 
personally obtain. The Phrenician, superior to ih~ Greek 
on ship-board, traversed wider distances and saw a greater 
number of strangers, but he had not the same means of 
intimate communion with a multjplicity of fellows in blood 
and language: his relations, confined to purchase and sale, 
did not comprise that mutuality of action and l'eaction which 
pervaded the crowd at a Grecian festival. The Bcene which 
hera presented itself was a mixture of uniformity and variety 
highly stimulating to the obse"ant faculties of a man of 
genius,-wbo at the same time, if he sought ro communicate 
his own impressions, or to act upon this mingled and diverse 
audience, was forced to shake oft' what was peculiar to his 
own town or community, and to, put forth matter in harmony 
with the feelings of all,' 
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In the six concludiDg e1\apten of tbe second volum~, 

Mr. Grote comprises the lum of what ia known 
respecting the e".u-Iy condition of those Grecian Statu 
which have properly no hiatory prior to the Perljian 
invasion;' and briDgs down the bibttlry of the Pelopon
nesian Greeks to the -~o-e of Crresul and l~illi!ltr.ltull. 
The fragmentary nature of the infvmlation, Iud the 
conscientious integrity of the author. ",·bo scruples to 
lupply tbe deficiency of certified facts by theory and 
('oDjcctnre, render these ch»pters, with ont'! CX('t"ptiOD, 
lomewhat me"orrre. The excE.'ption is the clapter 
which treats of the Lt-gUilation of Lycurgus, the 
E.'arliE.'St Grecian event of tiNt-rate hUitoric-.J im
portance. 

AltJlOugh of the personality of LyCUTgU-i scarcely 
anything can be &aid -to be known, lIr. Grote eukr
bins no douM that such a person exu,ted. and that the 
J*Culiar Spartan institutions were the work of a 
single }E.'gislaLtr. Indeed, extraordinary as it may 
..eem that one man. or even a comLination of nlen, 
should. h,ave had power not merely to introJu('t", (vr 

that is little.Lut to· b-lve enduriDg vitality to 50 ~in
gular a sydem of manners and in.'1titutionSo the flystem 
itself is 10 intensely artificial, that any more com
monplace origin would be still anore improbable; it 
Lespeili in every part systematic design. 

The received. view. however. of the LYC1lTg\'aIl 
reforms, and even of the Spartan institutions, )tr. 
Grote &hows to be. in one important point, erron~UlJ ; 
the supposed equal division ot landed property. lie 
rejects thitr. not OD the score of imprubability. tor it 
is not in itself 10 hard to LeJieve as what Lycurgua 
really e1I'ected; but because no mention of it i.i to he 
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found in any Greek author who lived while the 
Lycurgean institutions were still in force; and there 
is ample proof that neither HerQdotus, Thucydides, 
Xenophon, Isocrates, Plato, nor Aristotle knew of 
any such equal division,elther as connected with 
Lycurgus or with Sparta. It rests on the sole testi
mony of Plutarch; and Mr. Grote believes it to 
have been an historic fancy, generated long after by 
the regrets and aspirations of the patriotic party of 
which the reforming kings, Agis and Cleomenes, wer" 
at the head. 

• Taking the condition of the city as it stood in the time of 
Agi8 Ill. (say about 2M B.C.), we know that its citizens had 
become few in number, the bulk of them mil!erably.poor, and 
all the land in ~ small number of hands-the old discipline 
and the public mess (a8 far as the rieh were concerned) dege
nt:rated into mere fOfffi8-a numerous body of 8traugers or 
non·citizens (the old xenela,y, or prohibition of re8ident 
strangers, being long discontinued) domiciled in the town, and 
forming a powerful moneyed intere8t; and lutIy, the dignity 
and ascendancy of the state amongst its neighbour8 altogether 
ruined. It was insupportable to a young enthusia~t like king 
Agis, und to m,any ardent spirits among his contemporaries, 
to contrast this degradation with the previous glories of the 
country j and they saw no other way oC reconstructing the 
old Sparta except by again admitting the dillfranchised poor 
citizens, redividing the lands, cancelling all debts, and restoring 
the public mess and military training in all their strictness. 
Agis endeavoured to carry through these subverllive measures, 
(such as no demagogue in the extreme democracy of Athens 
would ever have ventured to glance at,) with the consent or 
the senate and public assembly, and tile acquiescence of the 
rich. His sincerity is attested by the fact, that his own pro
perty, and ~hat of his female relatives, among the largest in 
the state, was cast as the fitlit sacrifice into the common stock. 
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But· he became the dupe -of unprincipled ooadjuton, ·and 
~rished in the nnaniling attempt to realize hi. echeme by 
persuasion. His snccessor Kleomenes afterwards accom· 
plished by tiolence a change I!uhstantialll similar, though the 
ioterTention of foreign UID8 I!peedily overthrew both himselr 
and his institutions. 

• Now it was under the state of public opinion which gave 
birth to these projects of Agis and Kleomen~ at Sparta, that 
the historic faney, unknown to Aristotle and his predet"H80n, 
first gained grannd,.of the absolute equality of property a. a· 
primitive institution of Lycurgus. How much luch a belief 
would favour the !OChemes of innovation, is too obriou.s to 
require notice; and. without supposing any deliberate im~ 
ture, we cannot be astonished that the predi!ipositionl of 
enthusiastic patriots interpreted according to their own partia
lities an old unrecorded legislation from 'Which they 'Were 
separated by more thao five centuries. The Lycurgean dis
cipline tended forcibly to .n~~t to men'l minds the i./~" of 
equality among the citizens,-that is, the negation of inequa
lity not founded Oil some perllOnal attribute-inasmuch as it 
assimilated the habits. enjoyments. and capacities or the rich 
to th06e of the poor j and the equality thus existing in id~ 
and tend~ncy, which seemed to proclaim the 'Wbh of the 
founder, Jira." ~trained by the later rerormers into a positi.-e 
institution which he had at first realized, but from wbich his 
degenerate followen had receJro ...••• We.hall readilj 
believe that [this hypothesis] would find e&!iy and lincere 
credence, .. hen we rerol1ect how blany similar delusions have 
obtained vogue in modern times far more favourable to hia~ 
rieal accnracy-how reuch false colouring has been attached 
by the poiitical feeling of recent days to matters o( ancient 
history, such as the Saxon Wittenagemote, the Great Charter, 
the riseand growth ofthe English House of Commons. or e'Jen 
the Poor-law of Eliubeth.'-(vol. ii. pp. 5t7-30.) 

The peculiarity of Sparta 'us not equality of for 
tunes. but a coll!>istent attempt to make rich and poor 
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live exactly alike; and live not for themselves, but as 
the creatures and instium'Qnts of the ideal b~ing called 
the State.· The expedient used by the legislator to 
effect this, was to destroy, not private property itself, 
but the possibility of any separate elljoyment of it. 
By a stated contribution in kind from every- citizen, 
public tables were maintained, at which all Spartans, 
from childhood to death, took regularly the same 

-frugal meal. The Spartan citizen 
, " Lived habitually in public, always either himself undet 
drill, gymnastic and military, or. a critic and spectator of 
others-always under the fetters and observances of a rule 
partly military, partly monastic, estranged from the indepen
dence ~f a separate, home, seeing his wife during the first 
years after marriage, only by stealth, and maintaining little 
peculiar relation with his children. The surveillance not only 
of his fellow citizens, but also of authorised censors or cap· 
tains nominated by the state, was perpetually acting upon 
him; his day was passed in public exercises and meals, his 
night in the public barrack to which he belonged .•.••. 

, The parallel of the Lycurgean inl}titutions is to be found 
in the Republic of Plato, who approves the Spartan principle 
of select· guardi3.ns, carefully. trained and admin~tering the 
community at discretion; with this momentous difference 
indeed, that the Spartan character formed by Lycurgus is of 
a low type, rendered savage and fierce by exclusive and over
done bodily discipline, destitute even of the elements of 
letters, immersed in the~r own narrow specialities, and taught 
to des pis. all that lay beyoJ?d, possessing all the qualities re
quisite'to procure dominion, but none of those calculated to 
render dominion popular or salutary to the subject; while 
the habits and attributes of the guardians, as shadowed forth 
by Plato, are enlarged as well as philanthropic, qualifying 
them not simply to govern, bu~ to govern for purposes Ifro
iective, conciliatory, and exalted. Bgth Plato and Aristotle 
conceived as the perfection of society something of the Spartan 
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type, a select body of equally privileged citizens, disengar.ed 
from industrious pursuits, and subjected to public aDd Wliform 
training; both admit (with Lycurgu~) that the citizen bcloll~ 
neither to himself, nor to hie family, but to his city; both at 
the 8ame time note with regret, that the Spartan training was 
turned only to one portion of human virtue, that which is 
called forth in a state of war; the citizens were converted 
into a 80rt of garrison, always under drill, and always read1 
to be calJed forth either against Hclots at home, or against 
enemies abroad .••••• When we contemplate the general' 
insecurity of Grecian life in the ninth or eighth century 
before the Christian era. and especially the precarious condi
tion of a small band of Dorian conquerors in Sparta and its 
district, with subdued Helots on their own lands, and Acl:.a>ane 
unsubdued all around them •.••• the excfll5ive aim which 
Lycurgue proposed to himself is euily undcl'l!tood; but what 
is trulY8urpri&ing is the violence of his means, and the suecen 
of the result. He realised hi. project of creating in the 5000 
or !lOOO Spartan citizens unrivalled habits of obedience, hardi
hood, self-denial, and military aptitude-complete suhjectiOil 
on the part of each individual to the local public opinion, 
aud preference of death to the abandonmeut of Spartan 
maximll-intense ambition on the part of every one to distin
guish hims.!lf within the prescribed 8phere of duties, .ith 
little ambition for "anything else. In what m:mner 80 rigorous 
a system of indh"idual training can have been first brought to 
bear upon any community, mastering the conrse of the 
thoug-hts and actions froUl boyhood to old age-a work. far 
more difficult than any political revolution-we are not per·. 
·mitted to discover; nor does even the inHnence of ap earnest 
and energetic IIerak.leid man, seconded by the It ill more 
powerful working of the Delphian god behin<\, upon the 
strong pious IllSCeptibilities of the Spartan mind, sufficiently 
explain a phenomenon so remarkable in the history of man
kintl, unless we aJUppose them aided by lome combination of 
ro-opcrating circumstances which history has not tranllmitted 
to ILl. and preceded by disorders 10 exaggerated as to render 
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the citizens glad to escape from them at any price.'-(vol. ii. 
pp. &04-51\/.) 

There is indc.cd no such instance of the wonderful 
pliability. and amenability to artificial discipline. of 
the human mind. as is afforded by the complete suc
cess of the Lacedremonian legislator. for many gene
rations. in making the whole body of Spartan citizens 
at Sparta exactly what he had intended to make 

• them. At Sparta. it must be said; for a Spartan out 
of Sparta. at least during his country's ascendancy. 
was not oply the most dOJ4ineering and arrogant. but 
in spite of. or rather by a natural reaction from his 
aNcetic training, the most rapacious and corrupt of all 
Greeks: no one feU so easy a victim to the temptations 
of luxury and splendour. Yet such habitual abne
gation of ordinary personal interests. and merging of 
self in an idea. were' not compatible with pettiness of 
mind. Most of the anecdotes al'!d recorded sayings 
of individual Lncedmmonians breathe a certain mag
nanimity of spirit j although the Lacedromonian State: 
which was the object of this worship. and 1"a.s accus
tomed not to give but to receive sacrifices, was 
memoraLle for the peculiar pettiness of its political 
conduct-a. selfishness s'o excessive. as. by the blind
ness and even the un-Spartan cowardice which it en
gendered, perpetually to frustrate its own ends. 

Such' were the Spartans j those hereditary Tories 
and Conservatives of Greece j objects of exaggerated 
admiration tQ the moralists and philosopherll of the 
far nobler as well 8S greater and wiser Athens j be
cause the second-rate superior minds of a cultivated 
age and nation are usually in exaggerated opposition 
a~ainst its· spirit; and lean towards the faults con-
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trary to those against which they are daily contcnd~ 
ing. To men who felt called upon to stand up for 
Law against Will, and for traditional wisdom against 
the subtleties of sophists and the arts of rhetoricians, 
Sparta was the standing ~odel of reverence for law, 
and attachment to ancient maxims. The revolutions 
which inceRsantly menaced every other Grecian state, 
and from which even Athens was not wholly secure, 
never threatened Sparta. The steadiness of the 
Spartan polity, and the constancy of Spartan ma1im~, 
were to the Greeks highly imposing phenomena. .' It 
was the only government jOn qreece which could'trace 
an unbroken peaceable descent from a. high antiquity, 
and from its real or supposed founder j' and this, we 
think with Mr. Grote, was one of the main causes 
C of the astonishing ascendancy which the Spartans 
acquired over the Hellenic mind, and which they will 
not be found at all to deserve by any superior ability: 
in the conduct or" affairs. The steadiness of their 
political sympathies-exhibited at one time by putting 
down the tyrants or despots, at another by overthr.ow
ing the· d~mocracies-stood in the place of ability j 
and even the recognised failings of their government 
were often covered by the sentiment of respect for its 
early commencement and uninterrupted continuance.' 
,-(vol. ii. p. 477.) 

The reader who is conversllnt with the existing 
state of knowledge respecting the Greci!1n world .. will 
gather from what has bet:n laid before him, ~hat as a 
contribution to that "'nowledge, the present work is 
of high performance and still higher promise. The 
author is not surpassed even by German scholarship, 
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in intimate aud accurate acquaintance with the whole 
field of Greek literature and ant{quity; while none of 
his predecessors have approac~ed to him in the 
amount of philosophy and general mental accomplish. 
ment which he has brought to bear upon the subject. 

It has been made an objection to the volumes now 
published, that they contain a grea.ter amount of dis· 
sertation than of history. To such objectors it may 
be replied, that for the times here treated of, a conti. 
nuous stream of narrative is not possible; that those 
who desire nothing' from history but an amusing 
story, 'may fin4 such abundantly provided elsewhere; 
that it is as much an historian's duty to judge as to 
narrate, to prove as to assert; and that the same 
critics would be the first to reproach a writer who 
Should substitute for the commonly received view of 
the facts a view of his own, without showing by what 
evidence he was prepared t.o substantiate it. There is 
in this case, too, the further peculiarity, that what is 
brougbJ; forward as matter of evidence, is itself 
almost always part and parcel of the exposition of 
the Greek mind; and on this score al<;>ne, Ylo'one who 
wishes to understand what Greece was, would desire 
to see.one page of Mr. Grote's argumentative chapters. 
expunged. 

In the present volumes the i'tyle is clear, unaffected, 
and often very apt and vi~orous. If we have a com. 
plaint to make,' it would be of the too frequent 
enlployment of wordl! of Greek or Latin origin; some 
of them recognised English words, though not in 
common .use, but others purely of his own invention, 
and unintelligible except to scholars. In some cas'!s, 
doubtless, the words are needed, and carry their 
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e~pt~nation' ax~jlg with them: such a word 118 f auto
Donious,· cOl)veying·a political idea not exactly ex· 
pressed by-··an1.m~dern word or phrll8e, is its own 
'suffi~i(,llt justification; and the same may be said of 

, f gens,: ' a. .w,ord borrowed from Roman hil!tory, to 
~¥Ms a: combination of religious and political ideu 
familiar to antiquity. and the llame, suLdantially, 
which Niebuhr has proved that the term denoted at 
Home. Dut many cases would be found in a car~ful 
revisal of these volumes, in which similar harll words 
are used to convey a. meaning which might bo perfectly 
f'Xpressed by phrases generally intelligible. 



VINDICATION 

FRENCH REVOLUTION OF FEBRUA"lt' , 

I.!r Run TO LORD BBOCGILUl AlID OTlURB.· 

THAT the transactions and the men of the late 
. French Revolution 8hould find small favour in 
the eyes of the vulgar and selfish part of the upper 
and middle classes, 'can surprise no one, 'and that 
the newspaper press, which is the echo, or, as far as 
it is able, the anticipation, of the opinions and pre
judices of those cla.<;ses, should endeavour to recom
mend itself by malicious disparagement of that great 
event, is butin the natural order orthings. Justice to 
the men, and a due appreciation of the event, demand 
that these unmerited attacks should not remain un
protested against. But it is diffi~ult to graJ?PI~ with so 
slippery an antagonist as the Writer in a newspaper, 
and impossible to follow the stream of calumny as it 
swells by a perpetual succession of infinitesimal in
fusions from incessant newspaper articles. Unless 
thr~ugh some similar medium, in. which the day's 
falsehood can be immediately met by the day's con
tradiction, such assailants are fought .at too great !Io 
disadvantage. .It is fortunate, ther~fore, when some 

• Let~ to the Marquess of Lansdowne, KG., Lord President of the. 
Council, on the late Revolution in France. By Lord Brougham, F.R.S_, 
Member of the National Institute. London: Ridgway_ 1848.-Wed--
min.teF Bwi,,'III, '!'pril1819. . 
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one, embodying the whole mass of. accufl6tion in one 
general bill of indictment, puts the case uPQn the issue 
of a single battle, instead of a multitude of skirmishes. 
It is an immense-advantage to the· defenders of tr.uth 
and justice, when all that falsehood and injustice have 
got to say is brought togeth~r in a moderate compass, 
and in a. form convenient for exposure. 

Such an advantage Lord Brougham has afforded 
by his outpouring of desultory invective against the 
R~volution and its authors. Among the multitude of 
performances, similar in intention and often superior 
in skill, which have issued fr<?m the English press 
since February 1 S4E1, his pamphlet is the only one 
which afl';cts to embrace the whole subject, and tlle 
only one which bears a known name. Should it seem 
to anyone that morp. importance is attached to 8uch 
a perJormiince, than p~operJy Lelon;;s to a thing 80 

slight and trivial, let it Le considered that the import. 
ance of a numerical amOllnt does not so much depend 
upon the unit which beads it, as upon the number of 
the figures which follow. 

Lord- Biougham 

• Thinks it a duty incumbent on him, as one w110 has at 
various times been a leader in political inovcments, and had 
some hand in bringing about the greatest co~titutional 
change that ever was efiected witho~t actual violence, to enter 
calmly but fully upon the conaideration of the most extra. 
ordinary Revolution which ever altered the face of atrain ill 
a civilized countrl.' . 

It is yery natural and commendable in ;lny one 
(even though he may not have had the advantage 
which Lord Brougham SQ often reminds the' reader 
that'he once enjoyed, of being a fellow·minister with 
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the ~rarquis of Lansdowne) to endeavour to under-
, stand the remarkable event which is the theme of his 
vituperation. Remarkable, it may Justly be called; 
though the commonplace hyperb5>le of • the most 
extrwruinary Revolution which ever altered the face 
of affair~ in a civilized country' will scarcely pass 
muster, even as a rhetorical flourish. In one respect. 
indeed, the Revolution of February must be allowed 
to be extraordinary, if not unexampled. It stands 
almost alone among revolutions, in having placed 
power in the hands of men who neither expected nor 
sought it, nor uSed it for any personal purpose--not 
even for that of maintaining, otherwise . than . by 
opinion and discussion, the ascendancy of their own 
party; men whose every act proclaimed them to be 
that almost unheard-of php.nomenon-unselfish poli
ticians; who did not, like the common run of those 
who fancy themselves sincere, aim at doing a little 

. for their opinions and much for themselves, but, with 
a disinterested zeal, strove to make their tenure of 
power produce as much good as their co~nvymen 
were capable of l'eceiving, and more than their 
countrymen had yet . learnt to desire. It was not. 
perhaps, ~o be expected that men of this stamp 
should command much of Lord Brougham's sym
pathy. Lord Brougham has fought. both frequently 
and effectively, on the people's side; but few will assert 
that he often was much in advance of them, or fought 
any up-hill battle in their behalf. Even in the days of 
his greatest glory, it WaS' remarked that he seldom 
joined any cause until its first difficulties' were over, 
and it had been brought near to the point of success. 
by la~0.u:rers of deeper earnestness, and mtlJ"P willing to 

VOL. 11. Z 
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content themselves without indiscriminate applause. If 
. sympathy, therefore, depends on similarity of charac
t~r, ·it" was not likely that his lordship should feel 
any warm admi~tion. for the members of the Pro
visional Govemmet.lt. But he is probably ·tha only 
man in l;urope, of his reputation and sunwn;, wllO 
would have been capable of speaking of them in such 
a str-.lin as the following:-

• The instantaneous disappearance of virtucs, dominiunll, 
princedoms, power&-Of all the men who bI their Itatiou, or 
their capacity, or their habits of government, or even. their 
habits of business, had a claim to rule the affain of their 
country, was succeeded bI the sudden lifting up to supreme 
power of men lI"ho, with the single exception of mI illuBtrioua 
friend 1I. Arago, were either wholly unknowD before in anI 
way, even to their verI natncs and existence; or wbo were 
known as authon of no great fame; or who were known as 
of 110 indifferent reputation, that the, had better hare not 
been known at all; aud lI. Ara.,"O, the lolitary exception to 
this actual or desirable obscurity, himself known in the world 
of science alone.' " 

Remembering that, of the body of men thus "poken 
of, M.ode·Lamartine is one, it is difficult not to be 
amazed at so unbounded a reliance on the ignorance 
of the public. Th'eliterary fame or M. de l-amartine 
in France and in Europe, can afford to be ignored by 
Lord Brougham. There was" not a single obscure 
person among the Provisional Government. The 
seven onginally named were all distinguished mem
bers of the Chamber of Deputies. Their venerable 
President, one of the most hononred characters in 
France, had even .held office, if that be a recom
mendation; he was a member of the first cabinet 
appointed in 1830, and left the Go,·ernment when" 
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Louis Philippe parted company with popular prin
ciples. The' illustrious friend' known only 'in the 
world of science,' had been an active and influential 
poJiti~ian for twenty years. Three ~thers were leading 
members of the Paris bar. The four whom, in obedience 
to the popular voice,' these seven accepted as their col
leagues, were the acknowledged leauers of the republi
can press i and Vi ho that had paid the smallest atten
tion to French affairs, was not familiar with the names 
and reputation of Marrast and of JJouis Blanc? 
, The first sin of the Revolution in the eyes of the 
pamphleteer is its singularity. 'The like of it never 
was before· witnessed among men.' It has ' no 
parallel in the history of nations.' It is 'wholly at 
variance with every principle, as well as all expe
rience.' If it could possibly last, he would 'feel 
bound to make the addition of a new head or chapter' 
to ' a very elaborate work, the Political Philosophy' 
of' our UReful Knowledge So~iety.' If his account 
of it were true, one would. be unable to .understanu 
ho\v the Revolution could possibly have.hl\ppened. 
It was' the sudden work of a moment-a change pre
pared by no preceding plan-prompted by no felt 
inconvenience-announced by no complaint j' • with
out ground, without pretext, witliout one circum
stance to justify or even to account for it, except 
familiarity with cliange' and 'proneness to violence.' 
It wail the • work of some half-dozen artisans, met in 
a printing-office i' • a handful of armed ruffians, headed 
by a shoemak.er and a. sub-editor.' 'Vho is meant by 
the sub-editor, his 10J'dship hest knows i the shoe
maker, it must be presumed. is M. Adolphe Chenu. 
whose word Lord Brougham takes for the share he· 

z2 
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}Jad in the transaction, though a bare reading of his 
deposition is enough to proye that he was already 
known to be, what he is now admitted to have been, . 
a police spy. ')'0 this • handful,' be it of • artisans' 
or • ruffians: everyboay submitted, though every
body disapproved. Half-a-dozen obscure men over
threw a government which nobody disliked, and esta
blished cne which nobody desired: This singular 
incident, of a government which, so to t:peak, falls 
down of itself, does not suggest to the writer that 
there must have been something faulty in its founda
tions. It merely proves to him that foundations are 

"of no use. It reveals the • terrible truth:' that it is 
natural to buildings to fall without a cause, and that 
henceforth none can be expected to stand. It· for 
ever destroys Ollr confidence in any syl>tem of poli
tical power which may be reared: not only in France, 
but on the face of the earth. • All sense of security 
in any existing government' is gone. • None can 
now be hel~ safe for an hour.' 

The ~xp)anation of the Revolution is, in short, that 
it is entirely inexplicable j and this is intended, not 
as a confession of ignorance. but as a sufficient 
theory. 

Common senf;e, however little informed concerning 
the Revolution. has been unable, from the first, "to 
accept this notion of it. It appears·to Lord Brougham 
very unaccountable that the English journals did not 
at once declare a determined enmity to the Revolution. 
but waited a few weeks "before assuming their pl't'sent 
attitude of hostility. It was because they did not 
believe, as he professes to do, that the best and wisest 
of governments had been overthrown by a touch-
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the mature opinion of the whole country being in its 
favour. . That, too, is the reason why even now, 
while the grossest misrepresentations of the state of 
things which the Revolution has produced are uni
versally propagated and very generally believed, 
hardly anyone except the pamphleteer expresses re
gret fpr what it ~wept away. • The illustrious prince, 
who, with extraordinary ability and complete success. 
had, in times of' foreign and domestic difficulty. 
steered the vessel of the State in safety and in peace 
during a period of seventeen years: ap.d who had 
invited Lord Brougham to the Tuileries, and listened 
with apparent resignation io his t earnest and ,zealous' 
counsels-has DOW Lord Brougham fol" his only, or 
almost only, regretter and admirer. Why is this? 
Because E:verybody, whether acquainted with the facts 
or not, is ~ble to see that a government which, after 
seventeen years of almost absolute power over a. '6reat 
country, can be overthrown in a day-which, during 
that long period, a period too of peace and prosperity. 
undisturbed by any pul)lic calamity. has .. so. entirely 
failed of creating anywhere a wish for its preserva
tion. that • a capital of one million souls. and a nation 
of five-and-thirty,' including an army of several hun
dred thousand, look on quietly while • a shoemaker 
and a sub-editor,' followed by • an armed mob of two 
or three thousand,' turn out the Chambers, and pro
claim a totally different set of institutions-that such 
a government, unless it was so much in advance of 
the public intelligence as to be out· of the reach of 
appreciation by it. was so greatly in arrear 'Of it as to 
deserve to fall. 

This government, Lord Brougbam con.fesses, was 
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nol without its foibles. The ministry had committed 
some blunders and indiscretions, and the institutions 
of the country had a few remaining defects, which the 
goyernment showed no willingness to remoye. There 
°were too many p1acemen in parliament, and the elec
tive franchi::e was • too limited: being confined, in a 
nation of thirty-four millions, to about a qoaI"t4'r of a 
million j distributed. it might ha¥e heen adJed, so un
equally, that a majority of the constituencies did not 
exceed ~oo or 300 yoters •. The goyemment !>houlJ 
haye looked to this. They should have gi,oen • yotes 
to all who were liable to serve on juries i· and also 
• enfranchised. without regard to property, the c13o"ses 
connected with science, letters, and the artS j' which 
is the same thing twice owr, fur the jury-list consisted 
?recisely of the electors and of those classeS. Dy this 
th~ would haye adJed to the 250,000 electors, and 
to t~ large constituencies almost uclusinly, some 
tW91ty or thirty thousand Toters more. The other 
~proYements of which, in Lord Drougbam's judg
ment, the French Constitution stood in need, were to 
make th~ Pee~o-e hereditary, and· alloW' land to he 
entailed. It would haye been treating his frien<l3 
Tery hardly. to be seyere upon them for not effecting 

° these last ~pecimens of constitutional impro\"ement. 
since they might, with as mnch chance of success, hate 
attempted to alter the solar system. lIeI'l"llitary 
legislation and entails are not things which a nation 
takes back. when once it has rid itself of them. It 
certainly was not for this that the gowrnment of 
Louis Philippe, in the moment of trial. was fuund to 
be deserted by all mank.ind. Accordingly, Lord 
Brougham can find no mode of accounting for the fact 
but the selfuhness and indifference of the National 
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Guard, ,,-110 • think only of their shops ana tl1eir 
brittle wares; and &\"oid acting, pronded they see no 
ruk of pillage following the outbreak.' 

This specimen of philosophizing is not at all Ba
couian, and dves no crNit to the political philosopher 
of the Lseful Knowledge Society. The Xational 
Guard acted n~rouslJ enough in 1832, ana again in 
!S3J. when they assisted the troops in putting down 
much more formidable insurrections than that of 1 S-IS. 
Their conduct in June last was not, as the pamphlet 
represents, the exception, but the rule. Their horror 
of reml'llle amounted to a passion: it was that, and 
not any attachment to the throne of Louis Philippe. 
which made them "tolerate him for seventeen years. 
Why. then, in February. did they, for the first and only 
time, not ouly not resist, but openly countenance the 
insurrection? Because the time had come when disgust 
with the government had become a stronger feeling 
than even that passionate horror. The ruler of France 
had made the terror of the bourgeois at the idea of a 
new re\"olntion. his sole instrument of government, 
ex~pt personal COJTuption; and that sUppOrt now 
gave way nnder him. 

The explanation of this result of seventeen years of 
power-the reason why a go>ernment which. in the 
tint years follo\ring its establishment, the most de
termined and violent attacks had failed to shake, found 
ih;elf, in IS·B, 60 feeble, that it fell at the first onset. 
and not a banJ was raised to stay its fall-will be 
found, \\"e believe. principally in two things. 

First-it was a goyernment wholly without the 
spirit of impro\"'ement. Not only did it make an ob
stinate resistance to all and e\"'ery organic reform, even 
the most moderate; to merely legislative or merely ad-
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ministrative improvements it was, in practice, equally 
inimical: . it originated scarcely any itself, and succells
fully resisted all which were pro]>osed by others. This 
had not always been, in the same degree, its character: 
in its earlier years it gave to France two of the most 
important legislative gifts she ever received-the law 
of Primary Instruction and that of Vicinal (or local) 
Roads. But its love of improvement, never strong. had 
long given place to a conservatism of the worst sort. 
There are few instances of a government, in a country 
calling itself free, so comp~etely sold to the support of 
all abuses: it rested on a coalition of all the sinister 
interests in France. Among those who influenced 
the suffrages of the bodies of 200 or 300 electors who 
returned the ministerial majority, there were always 
some to. ~hose intl:'rests improvement, be it in what 
it might, would have been adverse. It made things 
worse, not better, that the most conspicuous instru
ments of the system were men of knowledge and cul
tivation, who had gained the greater part of their 
reputation as the advocates of improvement. In some 
of these.mm it might be personal interest, in others 
hatred of democracy; but neither scrupled, for the 
sake of keeping their party together, to make them
selves subservient to the purposes of their worst sup
porters. In order to bind these together in an united 
band to oppose democracy, they were allowed to have 
their own way in resisting all other change. This was 
of itself fatal to the durability of a government, in 
the present condition of the world. No government 
~an now expect to be permanent, unless it guarantees 
progress as well as order; nor can it continue rea.l1y 
tQ secure order, unless it promotes progress. It can 
go on, as yet, with only a little of the spirit of im-
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provement. While reformers have even a remote hope 
of effecting their objects through the existing system; 
they are' generally willing to bear with it. But when· 
there is no hope at all; when the institutions them
selves seem to oppose an unyielding barrier to the 
progress of improvement, the advancing tide heaps 
itself up behind them till it bears them down. 

This was one great characteristic of the govern
ment of Louis Philippe. The other, equally dis
credita.ble, was the more fatal to that government, 
because identified, still more than the first, in public 
opinion, with the personal character ,and agency of 
the King himself. It wrought almost exclusively 
through the meaner and more selfish impulses of 
mankind. Its sole instrument of government con
sisted in a direct appeal t,o men's immediate personal 
interests or interested fears. It never appealed to, or 
endeavoured to put on it, side, any noble, elevated, or 
generous principle of .action. It repressed and dis
couraged all such, as being dangerous to it. In the 
samo manner in which Napoleon cultivated the love 
of military distinction as his. (lne means· or action 
upon the multitude, so did Louis Philippe strive to 
immerse all France in the culte de8 illterita materiels, 
in the worship of the cash· box and of the ledger. It 
is not, or it has no~ hitherto been, in the cha
racter of Frenchmen to be content with being thus 
governed. Some idea ·of grandeur, at least some 
feeling of national self-importance, must be associated 

• with that which they will voluntarily follow and 
obey. The one inducement by which Louis Philippe's 
government recommended itself to the middle classes, 
was that revolutions and riots are bad for trade. 
They are so~ but that is a very small part of the con-
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siJ~rations which ought to determine our estimation 
of them. 'Vhile classes were thus appealed to throuoh 
their class interhts. every inJi\'idua! ,,-ho, either from 
station. reputation. or talent. appeared worth gaining. 
was addressed through whatever perllonal interest. 
either of n1011ey or vanity. he "'as thought most lilt-Iy 
to be accessible to. MUllY were attempted unsucec"s
fully. many successfully. Corruption was carried to 
tIle utmost pitch that the resources at the disposal of 
the government ndmitted of. 

Accordingly. the best spirits in France had long 
felt. and felt each year more nnd more. that the gO\'l~rn
ment of Louis l'hilipp.e was a demoralizing gorern
ment; that under its baneful influence all public 
principle. or public spirit. or regard for political 
opinions. was giving way more and more to sc1/i:.h 
inuifference in the propertied c1ass~s generally. and, in 
many of the more conl'lpiCltOllS indiviuuals. to the 
shameless pursuit of personal gain. 

It is almost' superfluous to adduce testimonies to 
facts of such universal notorietv; but it is worth while 
to refer to two documents. wl;ich demonstrate, after 
all that has been said of the unexpectedness of the 
events of February. how clearly it wa'l seen by com
petent judges that, from the principle!l on which the 
government had long been carried on, such a tcrmi
nation of its career was almost cert.1in to hnppen at 
some time, and might happen at nny time. 

One of these documcnts is a speech of M. de Tocque
,-iIle, delivered in the Chamber of Deputies. on tI!e 
27th of January 1848. exactly four "'eeks bcfore the 
ncvolution. In this remarkable and almost prollhct:c 
discourse. M. de 'l'orqueville said that in the cla!-s 
which possessed and uercisell political rights. • po-
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litical morality is Jeelining; it is already Jeeply 
taintej, it becoml's more deeply so from day to day. 
More and more, opinions, sentiments. and ideas of a 
public character are supplanted by persunalinterests, 
pen;onal aims, points of "lew borrowed from private 
interest and private life: He called the members of 
the hostile majority themselves to witness, whether iu 
the. five, ten, or fifteen years last elapsed, the nu~ber 
of those who voted for them from private motives was 
not perpetually increasing, the number who did so 
from political opinion constantly diminishing? 

, Let them tell me if around them, under their eyes, there 
is not gradually ~tablishing itself in public opinion a singular 
species of tolerance fur the facts I have been speaking of,-if, 
by little aud little, there is not forming itself a vulgar and 
low morality, according to which the man who possesses poli
tical rights Owes it to himself, owes it to his children, to his 
1rife, to his relations, to make a personal use of those rights 
for their benefit-if this is not gradually raising itself into a 
8urt of duty of the father of a family ?-if this new morality, 
unknown in the great times of our history, unknown at the 
commencement of our Revuluti~n, is not de,-eloping itt-elf 
more and more, and making daily progress in 'he· public 
mind.' 

He described the acts by which the goV'crntnent of 
Louis Philippe had made itself aecessary to this 
decline of public spirit. In the first place, by the 
gigantic strides which it was making towards des
potism: 

'The government has re-pos..."CSsed itself, especially in these 
last years, of greater powers, a larger measure of influence. 
prerogatives more manifold and more considerable, than it 
had possessed at any other ep.1Ch. It has become infinitely 
more powerful than coilld have been imagined, not only by 
those who conferred, but by those who accepted, the reins of 
gQvernment in IS30! 
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The mischief was aggravated by the indirect and 
crafty manner in which it was brought a.bout .. 

'It was by reclaiming old powers, which were thought to 
have been abolished in 1 H30; by reviving old rights,whicb 
w~re supposed to halJe been annulled; by bringing again into 
activity old laws, which were believed to have been abrogated, 
and applying new ones in a different meaning from that in 
which they had been enacted •••• Do you suppose that this 
crooked and· surreptitious manner of gradualll regaining 
ascendancy, as it were by surprise, through other meanB than 
those granted by the constitution,-think you that tllis 
strange spectacle of address and Bavoirjaire, publicly exhi
bited for several years on so vast a theatre, to a whole nation 
looking on,-that this spectacle was of l nature to improve 

. public morals l' 

And supposing, by a. great concession, that the 
men who wrought this . evil were thet:Jlselves per
suaded that it was good-

• They have not the less effected it by means which morality 
disavows. They have achieved it by taking men not by their 
honourable side, but by their bad side-by tlleir pll88ions, 
their weaknesses, their personal interests, often their vices • 
• . • . • AI\,Il to accomplish these things, it has been necesllary 
for them to call to their assistance, to honour with their 
favour, to introduce into their daily intercourse, men who 
wished neither for honest ends nor honest means; who de
sired but the gross satisfaction of their private interests, by 
the aid of the power confided to them! 

After citing one scandalous instance of a. high office 
of trust conferred on'a person notoriously corrupt, 
M. de Tocqueville' added :-' I do not regard this fact 
as a solitary ope; I consider it the symptom of a. 
general evil, the most salient trait of an entire course 
of policy. In the pathll which Jlou have chosen lor your
aeb:es, you had need of such 1Ilen: 
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As a consequence of these things, he appealed· to 
the whole, body of his hearers,' whether it was not 
true that-

'The sentiment, the instinct of instability, that sentiment, 
the precursor of revolutions, which often presages them, and 
sometimes causes them to take place-already exists to a most 
serious degree in the country .•••• Is there not a breeze of 
revolution in the air? This breeze, no one knows where it 
rises, whence it comes, nor (believe me) whom it sweeps away. 
. . . . It is my deep and deliberate conviction, that public 
morals are degenerating, and that the degeneracy of public 
morals will lead you in a short, perhaps a very short time,to 
new revolutions ••••• Have you at this very hour the cer
tainty of a to-morrow? Do you know wha't may happen in 
France in a year, in a month, perhaps even in a day? You 
do not; but this you know, that the tempest is in the horizon, 
that it is marching towards you; will you suffer y~urselve8 
to be overtaken by it? 

, Several c~anges in legislation have been talked of. I am 
much inclined to believe that such changes are not only nseful. 
but necessary. I believe in the utility of electoral reform" 
ill the urgency of excluding place men from parliament. But 
I am not so senseless as to be unaware, that it ~ n.ot the 
laws, in themselves, which make the destiny of peoples; no, 
it is not the mechanism of the laws, which produces the 
great events of the world; it is the spirit of the government. 
Keep your laws if you will, though I think it a great error; 
keep them-keep even the men, if you like. I for mypart 
will be no obstacle; but, in Heaven's DIlme, change the 
spirit of the government, for, I say it 'again, that spirit is 
hurrying you to the abyss! • 

The other documeJlt whic~ shall be cited in proof 
that the natural consequences of Louis Philippe's 
system of government were foreseen by uear observers, 
is the evidence of M. Goudchaux. banker at ParIs - , 
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an<l for some months ltlinister of Finance to the 
Republic; delivered before the C~mmission d'Enqucte 
on the events.of May and June last. M. G.oudcllauJ', 
who said in his place in the Assembly that the TIe\'o. 
lution had come too 800n, nevertheles~ declared in his 
evidence, that he and some of 4is political friends fdt 
so com'ineed that it was impending, that, a few days 
before it broke out, they held a meeting at his house. 
to arrange a list of names for a Provisional Govern. 

, ment; but disagreed on the question whether to admit 
or to exclude from the number M. Louis DIane. 

The Revolution, therefore, which appears to Lora 
Brougham in the singular character of an event 
without a cause, was so much tJ!e natural ret;ult of 
known causes, as to be capable of being foreseen. 
And when what had been foreseen by the mor~ dis. 
cerning, actually came to pass, even the undiscerning 
recognised in it the legitimate conse'lucnce of a ju;,t 

. popular ,indignation .. M. Garnier,Pages was justified 
in his apostrophe, in the National Assembly, on the 
24th of last October:-

• I ask it of everybody:-Did not every one, in tbe first 
days, agree that the Revolution which haa been accomplished 
was moral, still more than political? Did not every one 
agree.that this great renovation had been preceded by • real 
and terrible reaction against corruption, and emanated from 
aU that was honeAt and honourable ill the hearts of the 
French nation ?' • . 

• 'Je Ie demlUlde a tons :-' Est-ce que tout Ie monde, daus!es pre
miere jODrS, ne couvenait pas que la Revolution qui nnait de "lie
eomp!itetait politique {;t morale, morale 8Urtouti' Est-ce que tout Ie 
monde ne couvenait pas que cette grande renovation avait eta pre, 
cedee par une reaction rtl~lle et terrible contre la COITUption, et fAit. 
par tout ce qu'il y a.a.it d'honncte dana Ie ca:ur de 1a France P' 
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Contrast these ~prcRentations of the state of the 
national mind preceding the Revolution, by persons 
really, acquainted 'With it, with the following specimen 
from Lord Brougham's pamphle~ :-' The lesson is 
taught by the experience of February 1848, that to 
cbange' the form of government of France 'requires 
no long series of complaints. no suffering from oppres
sion, whether chronic or acute, no indignatioI\ at 
abuses, no combination of parties to effect a c1lange, 
no preparation for converting the opposition to a 
ministry into a war with a dynasty.' The writer has 
not the most ordinary knowledge of the public events 
of Iris own time. Tpe war with the dynasty began as 
early as 1831, and was first compelled to Plask itself 
under oppo~ition to a ministry, when the laws of 
September had made it impossible to attack; through 
the press, either the King or the monarchy, without 
the certainty of being ruined and reduced to silence. 
But public feeling, onCA sufficiently roused, will force 
a way through aU obstacles; and in spite of the 
gagging,laws, much of the opposition to the Govern
ment had latterly become almost avowe7.I.J.y' a war 
again~t the King. • There was little personal dis
respect shown,' says the pamphlet, 'towards the 
illustrious Prince.' The main political feature of the 

, six months preceding February was the reform 
banquets, and the most marked circumstance attending 
these was the pr~meditated omission, in most of them, 
to drink the King's health. Lord Brougham re
proaches the reformers with not trusting to • repeated 
discussion and the exertion of the popular influence' 
for effecting a reform of the' constitution by a vote of 
parliament. They had little encouragement to rely 
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on such means. The very corQ.lption which was 
ruining the government in the general or:nion, was 
strengthening it with the narrow. and jobbing. class 
who returned a majority of the Chamber. A general 
election had occurred the summer previous, and the 
ministerial majority had gained, not lost, in numben 
by it. Lord Brougham boasts, through many pages, 
of tlte feat performed by Lord Grey's ministry in 
effecting a great change in the constitution (the first 
such change in history which was so accomplished) 
without an insurrection. But ;was it without the lear 
of an insurrection? If there had been no chance of 
a rising, would the House of, Lords have waved their 
opposition, .or the Duke. of Wellington have thrown 
up the game in despair? If, in Englan«l, the mere 
demonstration of popular force sufficed to effect 
what elsewhere required its actual exertion, it was 
because the majority of even the unreformed House 
of Commons was elected by constituencies sufficiently 
large for a really powerful and unanimous popular 
determination to reach it i and because the political 
usages !nulong.standing liberties of England allowed 
of popular meetings and political unions without lnnit 
or stint. To the French reformers these means of 
peaceful demonstration were denied. The nearest 
approach to them allowed by French law, was the 
reform dinners i and these, as soon as they began to 
produce an effect, the govern~ent forbade; reviving 
for that purpose a de~ree passed in the stormiest 
period of the first Revolution. It was when this last 
resource was denied, that popular indignation burst 
forth, and the monarchy w:as destroyed. 

There never was a greater blunder than to speak of 
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the French nepu~lic as an 'improvised government' 
-:-' struck out at a. heat'-' the result of a. sudden 
tLought'-' span new, untried,and even unthought 
of.' ;l'Le Revolution, indeed, was unpremeditated, 
spontaneous; the republican leaders had no more to 
do with effecting it, than the socialist leaders had 
with the insurrection ofJ une last. Dut the re
publicans, immediately after the' crisis, became the 
directors of the movement, because they alone, of the 

. various sections of the French. people, had not to 
improvise a political ~reed, but already possessed one. 
It would require a degree of ignorance of French 
political di!'cussion from 1830 to 1848, which. one 
would not willingly impute even to the autho: of the 
'Letter to the Marquess of Lansdowne,' not to know 
that during those years, republicanism, 'instead of 
being' unthought of,' had bQth been thought of and 
talked of, in every' variety of tone, by friends and 
enemies, in all corners of France; that several for
midable insurrections had broken out in its name; 
that many well-known chiefs had been, and some still 
were, in the prisons of Ham, Doullens, an<l'l\Ibnt St. 
Michel, for acts done in its behalf; and that, except the 
remaining adherents of the elder branch, a republic 
entered into the calculations of all who speculated 
either on the dethronement of Louis Philippe, or on 
the minority of his successo~. If William III. had 
been dethroned tOr following the example of James II., 
would the people of this country have put a child on 
the throne, or sent for some -other Prince of Orange 
from beyond sea ? Would they not, almost certainly, 
nave fallen back on the Commonwealth? What the 
English o( the seventeenth century would assuredly 

VOL. II. A A 
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have done. the French might do in the nine~nth 
without excitin~ surprise. And it was the more to 
be expected that they would do so. since constitu
tional royalty is in itself a thing a3 uncon~enial to 
the character and habits of the French: or any other 
people of the European Continent. a3 it is tluited to 
the tone of thou~ht and feeling characteristic of 
England. 

From causes which might be traced in the history 
and development of Englil.h society and government, 
the general habit and pr4ctice of the Engli.-;h mind is 
compromise. No idea is ~rried out to more than a 
small portion of its legitimate consequences. Neither 
by the generality of our speculative thinkers, nor in 
the practice of the nation, are the principles which 
are professed ever thoroughly acted llpon; something 
always stops the application half .way. Thi~ national 
habit has consequences of very various character, of 
which the following is one. It is natural to mind.i 
governed by habit (which is the character of the 
English more than of any other civilized people) that 
their tastes and inclinations become accommodated to 
their habitual practice; and as in England no principle 
is ever fully carried out, discordance between princi
ples and practice has come to be reg'!rded, not only as 
the natural, but as the desirable state. Th.is is not an 
epigram, or a paradox, but a sober description of 
the tone of sentiment commonly fOlJnd in English
men. They neyer feel themselves· safe unless they 
are living under the shadow of some conventional 
fiction-some agreement to 8ay one thing and mean 
another. Now, constitutional royalty is J>recisell an 
arrangement of ~is description. The very essence 
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of it is, that the so-called 80vereig~ does not govern, 
ought not to govern, is not intended to govern j but 
yet must be held up to the nation, be address~ by 
the nation, and even address the nation, .as if he or 
~he diu govern. This, which .was o~l;inally: a com
promise betw~en the friends of popular liberty and 
those of absolute monarchy, has established itself as a 
sincere feeling in the mind of the nation j who would 
be offended, and think their liberties endangered, if a 
king or a queen meddled any further in the govern
ment than to give a Cornia! sanction to aU acts or 
parliament, and to appoint as ministry, or rather as 
minister, the person whom the majority in parliament 
pointeu out; and yet would be unaffectedly shocked, 
if every considerable act of government did not· pro
fess and pretend, to be the act and mandate of the 
person on the throne. The English are fond of 
boasting that they do not regard the theory, but ~nly 
the practice of' institutions; but their boast stops 
short of the truth; they actually prefer that their 
thdory should be at variance with their prJlctice. If 
anyone proposed to them to convert their practice 
into a theory, he would be scouted. It appears to 
them unnatural and u~safe, either to do the thing 
which they profess, or to profess the thing which they 
do. A theory which purports to be the very thing 
intended to be acted upon, fills them with alarm; it 
seems to carry with it a boundless exteot of unfore
seeable consequences. This disagreeable feeling t.hey 
are ooly free from, when the principles laid down are 
obviously matters of cODvention, which, it is agreed 
on all parts, are not to be pressed home. 

It is otherwise in France ':- so much so, that few 
. A.A2 
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Frenchmen can understand this singular characteristio 
.of the English mind; which, Reen imperfectly and, by 
glimpses, is the origin of those accusations of pro
found hypocrisy, mistakenly brought by many 
foreigners against the English nation. Englishmen, 
on their part, can in general as little understand the 
comparative simplicity and directness 6f Continental 
notions. The French. impatience of discrepancy be
tween theory and practiee, seems to them fancifulness, 
and want of good sense. It was a Frenchman, not 

. an Englishman, who erected the English practi'ce 
of constitutional monarchy into a theory: but his 
maxim, • Ie roi reflne et ne fl0ltverne pas,' took no root 
on the other side of the Channel. The French had 
no relish for a system, the forms of which were in
tended to simulat~ something at variance with acknow
ledged fact. Those who were for a king at all, wanted 
one who was a substantial power in the State, and 
not a cipher: while, if the will of the nation was to 
be the government--if the king was to do nothing 
but re~st~r the nation's decrees-both the reason and 
the feelings of the French were in favour of having 
those decrees pronounced directly by the people's own 
delegates. . 

, A constitutional monarchy, therefore. was likely in 
France, as it is likely in every other country in Con
tinental Europe, to, be but a brief halt on the road 
from' a despotism to a republic. But though a re
public, for France, was the most natural and congenial 
of ~ll the forms of free government, it had two great 
hindrances. to contend with. One was, the political 
indifference of the majority-the result, of want of 
'education, and of the absence of ha.bits of discuuion 
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and participation in public business. The other was 
the dread inspired by the remembrance of 1793 and 
1794; a dread which, though much weakened since 
1830, did and does in !lome measure subsist, notwith
standing what was so promptly done by the Pro
visional Government to disconnect the new republic 
from whatever was 'sanguinary in the recollections of 
the old. These two causes prevented the French 
nation in general from d'emanding or wishing for a 
republican government; and aa long as those causel 
continue, they will render its existence, even now 
when it is established, more or less precarious. ' 

The Provisional Government knew this. They had 
no illusions. They were not blind to any of their 
difficulties. The generation of which they were a 
part, haa neither the ardent faith nor the boundless 
hope which belonged to the era of its predecessors., 
and which made it easy for an entire people ~o be 
transformed into heroes. It has been publicly stated, 
that of the eleven members of the Provisional Govern
ment, though all or nearly all were republicans, M. 
Ledru-Rollin alone, before the 24th of February, 
thought that the' time ha\l yet come for a republic: 
and even he, it would appear, in reliance less on 
what'the public sentiment a.lready.was, than on what 
it might in his opinion be made. It will be the im
mortal glory of these men with posterity, that they 
did not need the illusions of political inexperience to 
make them heroes; that they conld act out their 
opinions with calm determination, without exagge
rating to their own minds the measure of success, the 
amount of valuable result, which probably awaited 
them., They might regret that the nation was not 
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better prepared for the llew regime i but when the old 
had perished, it was not for them to d~cide that the 
institutions of their own preference were too good for 
their countrymen, but to try whether a republican 
government, administered by sincere republicans, if it 
did not find the French people r!publicans, could make 
them so. • 

With this noble hope the members of the Pro
visional Government, if intentions can be judged 
from acts, accepted the power which was thrust upon 
them: and whoever passes judgment on their pro
ceedings according to any other idea of the problem 
which lay before them, is an incapable appreciator of 
the situation and its eugency, and grossly unjust to 
the men. 

Never had any man or set of men, suddenly rai.qed 
to power, a more complicated task before them. It 
was a more difficult achievement in their case to 
govern at all, than in the case of almost any otller 
government to govern well. They were nominal 
dictators, without either soldiers or police whom they 
could cill -to their assistance, without eVe,n any 
organized body of adher~nts. They were a~solute 
rulers, with no means of enforcing obedience. And 
they actually did rule Paris, for two \vhole months 
succeeding a revolution, by means of such obedience 
only as was given voluntarily. This is the part of 
their conduct which, to a ~ertain extent, has had least 
injustice done to it,' since it has commonly been 
admitted to have been a difficult and a meritorious 
achievement: but the unwilling acknowledgment of 
merit has stopped in generals i there is hardly one of 
the acts by which thi.:r great feat was accomplished. 
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that has not since been made a subject of reproach to 
them; though not nntil the emergency had passed 
away. and conduct of which the whole benefit had 
been reaped, could now,be criticised at leisure. Lord 
Brougham, among other~, cannot tolerate the speeches 
by which they calmed the popular effervescence-
speeches for which, at the time when they were made, 
the speakers were worshipped almost as gods by the 
frighteued Parisian bourgeoisie. One would have 
thought that men whose almost sole engine of govern
ment, for months, which in times of revolution are 
ages, was the effect which they could produce by 
lJaranguing an armed populace-who had daily to 
pl'rsuaJe that populace to forego its demands, at tIle 
peril of their liYes if it persisted in them-and who 
succeedeJ in that object, and kept the frame of 
government in existt'nce until things became quiet, 
and authority resumed its course--might claim some 
indulgence as to the means by which this truly won
derful Sllccess walt attained. One hardly expected to 
hear them taunted with fulsome flattery and mob
sycophancy, because they gave fair words to those 
whose good-will was all they had to depend on for 
preventing confusion. One would have thought, t{)O, 
that a people, or a populace if the term is preferred, 
who a.ctually were induced, by fair words alone, to 
make themselves a voluntary police. and preserve 
such order in a great capital that the offences com
mitted were fewer than jn ordinary times, deserved 
some praise frolll; their temporary rulers, and might 
receive it without subjecting these to any imputation 
of time-serving. But Lord Brougham cannot admit 
tha.t any p~a.ise can be due to a people who make 
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barricades, and turn out a government. One of the 
most nnworthy points in his pamphlet, is the abusive 
tone and language into which he breaks out, every 
time that he has occasion to speak of the working 
classes; of those among them at least who meddle in 
insurrections, or think they have anything to do with 
the government except to obey it. • Rabble,' • dregs 
of the populace,' • armed ruffians,' are his expressions' 
for the mo~t intelligent and best-conducted labonring 
class, take it for all in all, to be found on the earth't' 
surfa.ce--the artisans of Paris .. His determination to 
refuse them every particle of honour must be invete
rate indeed, since he will not allow them even courage; 
he will not 80 much as admit that they actually 
fought I-the many hundreds of killed and wounded 
being, it mnst be supposed, the product of accident. 

Even fairer opponents than the pamphleteer, while 
giving deserved credit to the Provisional Government 
for having overcome the tremendous difficulty (If 
governing and preserving order, have passed'A severe 
judgment upon ~he measures of legislation and admi
nistration • which were adopted by this temporary 
authority. SomEf of their acts are censured as' ex
ceeding th·e legitimate powers of a Provisional Govern
ment, and deciding questions which onght to have 
been reserved for the appointed representatives of the 
nation. Others are condemned as ill-judged and per
nicious in themselves. 

How far these charges ar~ merited it will be easier 
to judge, if we place ourselves in the situation of 
these men, and endeavour to realize, in imabrllla
tion, the demands which their position made upon 
them. 
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Wh'lt would have been the proper conduct of men 
who, believing a deTI;locratic republic to be not only in 
itself the sole form of government which secures due 
attention to the interests of the great body of the 
community, but also calculat~d to work well in their 
own 'country-believing, however, that th~ majority 
of their countrymen were indifferent, and a great 
portion averse to it--found themselves unexpectedly 
placed, by an insurrection of their own: Sl'lpporters, 
in a position in' which it seemed in their power 
to direct, for some time to come, the current of 
events? Were they to attempt ~othing in favour of 
their own opinions ? Were they to assume no initia
tive? 'Vere they merely to keep things quiet and in 
Biatu quo, until the apathetic majority could come 
t.ogether and spontaneously determine whether they 
would have what these, the leaders, thought the best 
institutions,· or what they regarded as the worst? 
Were the noblest spirits and most enlightened minds 
in the country to employ an opportunity' such as 
scarcely occurs once in a thousand YE'ars, in simply 
waiting on the whims and prejudices of-the many? 
Were they who, even on the showing of this pamphlet, 
formed the only party which had fixed principles and 
a strong public spirit, to leave all to the decision of 
those who eith~r had only mean and selfish objects, 
or had not yet acquired any opinions? Had they 
done so, they would have deserved to be stigmatized 
in history as the veriest cravens who ever marred by 
irresolution the opening prospects of a people. 

The democratic principles of these men forbade 
them to impose despotically, even if they ha.d the 
power, . their political opinions· upon an un willing 

. . 
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majority j and compelled them to refer all their acts to 
the ultimate ratification of a freely and fairly elected 
representative assembly. But the sovereignty of the 
whole people does not mean the passiveness of indi
viduals-the negation of all impulse, of all guidance, 
of all initiative, on the part of the better and wiser 
few. The more firmly resolved were these men to 
stand by the government of the majority even if it 
did not adopt their opinions. the more incumbent was 
it on them to spare no pains for bringing over the 
majority to them. Their great task was to republi
canize the public mind j to strive by all means, apart 
from coercion or deception, that the coming election 
should produce an assembly of sincere republicans. 
And since this could not but, at the bellt. he regarded 
as doubtful, they were bound, as far as prudence 
permitted, to adopt provisionally as many valuable 
measures as possible; such measures as- the future 
assembly, though it might have hesitated to pass. 
would not perhaps venture to abrogate. These two 
things the Provisional Government did in some 
measure' attempt j and though the enemies of popular 
institutions have clamoured against them as if they 
had carried both these courses of action to the most 
abominable extremities, posterity will have more 
reason, riot for censure, but for regret. that they did 
not venture far' enough in either. 

Among their pr~lCeedings which aimed at the first 
object, that of republicanizing the nation, those which 
have been most commented on were the sending of 
the much-talked-of commissioners to the departments, 
and M. Ledru-Rollin's and M. Carnot's famous bul
letins and circulars 
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The deputation of commissioners into aU parls of 
France, to explain what bad taken place. to represent 
the new government, and supersede the authorities. 
appointed under the previous regime, seems 110 natural 
and indispensable a proceeding, that the storm of dis
approbation which it encountered is only a proof of 
the blind suspicion and distrust with which the pro
vinces reccived all they did, and which was one of the 
greatest difficulties of their situation. Much scandal 
was given by an expression ill 1I. Ledru-P..oIlin's in
structions to the' commissioners, telling them that 
their powers were unlimited. 'Vas it not the very 
necessity of the case, that the authority of the Pro
visional Government was for the time unlimited, that 
is, nnfettered by any constitutional restraints? and 
could they have gone on without imparting to their 
s()lc represcntatives in the provinces, subject to re
sponsibility to themselves, the fulness of their own 
power? Not the power assumed', but the use made 
of it, is, in a time of revoluti/)n, the criterion of right 
or wrong. The Provisional Government knew that 
these commissioners, so ridiculously .compaft:d -to the 
terrible proconsuls of the Convention, were in small 
danger of being tempted to any over-exertion of 
power. They knew tha.t their delegates~ like them
selves, depended on' voluntary obedience for being 
able to fxt:rcise any power at all. These formidable 
despots, who are painted in as frightful ~olours as if 
they had carried with them a guillotine en ambulance, 
were, more than once. simply taken by the hand and 
led out of the town on their way back to Paris. The 
selection of persons for these appointments has also 
been much cavilled at. Lord Brougham revives the 

~ ( 
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almost forgot~n calumny, that· one oChis' (M. Ledrll
Rollin's) • commissioners had been a. felon, condemned 
to the galleys, and had undergone the punishment.' 
Anyone who has taken as much paius to be inforoled 
aK is implied in· merely reading the French newlI
papers, knows that the person alluded to was not a 
delegate of. the government, or of U. Ledru· Rollin, 
but of the clubs. Mistakes no doubt were made in 
the rapid select~on of so great a number ofperiloDB, in 
whom zeal for the principles of the Republic, being 
the most essential requisite, excluaed many persons 
in other reflpects eligible. But the maligners of the 
Provisional- Government may be challenged to deny, 
that the great majority of the selections did honour 
both to the choosers and to the <!hosen; that a large 
proportion acquired, in the districts to which they 
were sent, great and well-merited popularity, and 
contrihuted largely to rally those ·parts of France to 
the cause of the Republic; that. many are now (or 
were, up to 1tI. Leon Faucher's recent ejection en 
flU18Se) prefects, with general approval, of the depart
ments to which they were delegated j .and that where 
errors had been committed, they were at once corrected, 
as soon a!\ brought to light. 

As little ground is there for the embittered. denun
ciations againlit the circulars and proclamations. Two 
only of these documents gave cause for just criticism: 

. the fam~us sixteenth bulletin, and U. Carnot'. cir
cular. The former was withdrawn on the very day 
of its appearance, and was· afterwards declared 
to have been published by the mistake of a clerk, 
the draft never having been seen or approved by 
the minister or by his secretary. M. 'Carnot, in 
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his celebrated circular, though be expressed himself 
unguanledly, could never, by any candid reader, be 
supposed to mean anything but what he has alway~ 
deClared that be did mean: to impress on those to 
whom the document was addtessed, that it was more 
important, at that particular juncture, that the as
sembly to be selected should consist of sincererepub
licans, than that it should contain the greatest pos
sible number of lettered and instructed men,; he 
knowing, as he had good reason to know, that in the 
greater part of France, most of those who had gained 
a reputation as men of letters and a<lquirements 
under. the old regime, like most others who had 
thriven. under that corrupt system, were not to be 
relied on by the new. It is false that M. Carnot dis
paraged knowledge, or panegyrized ignorance. He 
declared, on' the contrary, that to make laws and a. 
constitution Wall a task for the intellectual e7ite of 
France. But were nine hundred men of talent, nine 
hundred talkers, needed, or capable of being made 
useful, for such a task? While thinking only of the 
exigencies. of the moment, M. Carnot gave"expression, 
perhaps unwittingly, to a great general truth. It is 
not the business of a: numerous representative as
sembly to roake laws. Laws are ne,er well made 
but by a few-often best by.only one. The office of 
a representative body is not to make the laws, but to 
see that they 'are made by the right persons, and to 
be the organ of the nation for giving or withholding 
its ratification of them. For these functions, good 
sense, gdod intentiQns, and attachment to the prin
ciples of free government, are the most important 
requisites. Highly cultivated illtellect is not essential, 
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even if W'e could expect to find it. in more than a 
select few j and as for that "tluperficw den'rn~ 
that command of W'(\ros and ~lilful mana;ement of 
commonplact'S. W'hich pass for talent and instructi':'D 
on the hustings. at puLlic meetin~, and in ~(lciety
m~t really cultinW pers..-·ns. ~je belict"e. are a~J 
in opinion. that of this alll~llobtit"e a~~ml.lit'5 hue. 
and are likely to b.n"e. a much greater abundance 
than at all conduces to the end.s for 1\-hich they 
purport to exist. 

'When ~uch are Ule W'orst things that can be cha.rged 
~cY3i~t the Proruional Gon·mment. their conduct 
m~-t indeed be free from serious n'proach. In this 
particular matter. the management of the eYt'\.'tions. 
their behaviour. in all that is known of it, W'ill bear 
comparison W'ith that of any gon:rnment in any 
country.. Probably no gol"ernment that Her u
b--ted, ~rtain1y no French gonrnment. rractisoo £00 

entire an abstinence from illegitimate influence-
from any employment whatenr of gol"ernment in
fiut'nce to procure elt'ctions in their OW'll fat"our.. It 
is not intended to claim merit for them on thi5 ac
count. Their principles n'quired it: but let it k 
said, that nnder great temptations they W'ere true to 
their principles. It is an unfortunate fact. that in 
many thln~ besides this. Lad they been I~ dis
inte~--tt>d. less upright. less determined to rely solely 
on the poW'er of honesty. they would probaLly hue 
ef"ed.ed. more both (\lr themselves and for their 
cause. It is because they persisted. in their ~It"e 
to owe nothing t() any other than fair mt';lns, that 
they have been pl't'CipitateJ from power; and among 
Ulany varieties of calumny. hal"e noi eSC::lpeJ neD 
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those charges from which their whole conduct had 
borne the stamp of the most evident determination to 
keep free. 

It would be astonishing (if the impudence of party 
calumny could astonish anyone) to observe what are 
the crimes of which the detractors of this noble body 
of men have accused, and are not ashamed still to 
continue accusing them. They are even now spoken of 
in newspapers, as if their management of the elections 
had been something almost unexampled in tyranny 
and turpitude; and all this time neither a bribe nor a 
threat, either to an elector or to a _body of electors, , 
has been proved, ,or it may almost be said alleged, J 
against them. If the verdict of history was gathered! 
from the assertions of cotemporaries, what contempt 
would it inspire for the judgment of posterity on emi
nent characters, when we find that thesa. men have 
been charged individually with embezzling money 
from the Treasury; that even M. de La~artine Las 
thought it necessary to lay before the public the 
details of his private fortune and pecuniary transac
tions. in order to extinguish the slander oeyond pos
sibility of revival! Not without cause; for though 
malignity itself is not shameless enough any longer to 
repeat the charge against him personally. his exculpa
tion has not liberated his colleagues j and there have 
appeared within these few weeks, in more than one 
English newspaper, articles in which the financial ad. 
ministration of the Provisional Government has been 
spoken of as one mass of profligate malversation. 
There is nothing whic~ the spirit that pursue!l these 
men would not dare t() assert, when it can venture on 
this. One memher of the Provisional Government has 
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been made a mark for greater inveteracy of as!'lault 
than the rest-M. Ledru-Rollin. Everybody Las 
heard scandalous stories concerning him; and in his 
case, some of these were specific. and accompanied 
with names and circumstances. If those which did 
not enter into particulars, had no better foundation 
than those which did, M. ~edru-Uollin, as to pecu
niaryintegrity, is the statesman of most unim
peachable character in Europe; for every accusation 
of the kind that we are acquainted with, which had 
any tangible character, was investigated by the Com. 
mission d'Enqu~te, and disproved by the evidence of 
the persons alleged to have bl'en 'connected with it. 

tIn England; his assailants, and those of his colleagues, 
eized the opportumty of the appearance of a.mass of 
,vidence which they knew nobody would read, to 
a~rm (it must in charity be supposed, without having 
terd it themse.lves) that it substantiated all the float. 
iDig rumours of misconduct, and covered the members 
qt the government with indelible disgrace. In France, 
it was felt even by their enemies to have entirely 
failed ot elfciting ,the disclosures which had been ex
pected from it. M. Ledru·Rollin instantly rose many 
degrees in public estimation, and has occupied, since 
those documents appeared, a position of' greater po
litical importance than before. 

To speak now of those measures of the Provisional 
Government which partook of a legislative character; 
for none of..which Lord Brougham can find any other 
purpose, than 'to retain the people' oJ favour.' As-' 
suredly to retain that fa1Tour, at such a time, was as 
virtuous an object, considering what depended on it, 
as any of those which influence the cour~e of legisla-
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tion in ordinary times. Yet, if it is meant to be' said 
that for the sake of the people's favour they performed 
one act, isshed one single edict, which did not, in and 
for itself, commend itself to them as a thini. fit to be 
done, the assertion is gratuitous, and in opposition to 
all that is known of the case. Many things were done 
hastily, to make sure of their being done at all: some 
were done, which it has since been necessary to undo; 
but no one thing can they be shown to have done, 
which was not such as, in their deliberate opinion, 
ought to have been done. 

Ldrd Brougham regards the immediate abolition of 
colonial slavery as a hasty measure, and beyond the 
powers of a Provisional Government. Considering 
what proved to be the character of the ~ational As
sembly,who can sa:y, if this great act of justice had 
been left for it to do, how long a time would have 
passed before it would have found the leisure or the 
will to perform it? Financial difficulties, which have 
gathered so heavily round the infant Republic, would 
have been enough of themselves to have caused the 
postponement of emancipation, if it was. to .be pre
ceded, not followed, by compensation. The Govern
ment did at once what required to be so done; they' 
struck ,off the fetters of the srave; knowing, and be
cause they knew, that the act, once 'done, was irre
vocable. By thus acting, they not only made sure 
from the first, that, whatever else might happen, some 
hundreds of 'thousands of human beings. should have 
permanent cause to bless the Revolution, but averted 
the cqances of civil war and massacre consequent on 
the indefinite withholding, in such circumstances, of so 
clear a moral right. The indemnification of the owners 
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they left to the future Assembly; but eommittcu the 
French nation, as far as it was in the power of a go
vernment to commit them, to that act of juktice. 

Lord Brougham talks also of' their incredible decree 
making aI?judges hold office during pleaRure, and by 
popular election ;' thus placing' the adminiF'tration of 
justice in the hands of the populace.' After this 
positive assertion, some persons may be surprised to 
be told that no such decree ever existed. What t.he 
writer was confusedly thinking about, must have been 
the act which remo~ed about half·a-dozen judicial 
functionaries from office, declaring in the preamble 
that the inamovability of judges was inconsistent with 
republican principles. They may have been, and we 
think they were, wrong in this; but the opini~n is one 
held by a large portion of the rep"ulJlican party; and 
several of the best writer. on judicial establishments, 
both in France and in England, have sanctioned it by 
their authority. 

A more important subject than this is :M. de 
Lamartine's circular to the diplomatic agents of the' 
l'rench .go~mment, otherwise known all his 'Mani
feste aux Puissances,' declaratory of the foreign policy 
-of the new Republic. This has been made by Lord 
Brougham the occasion of an attack on :M. de Lamar
tine, which surpasses, in its defiance of fact, almost 
e~ery other specimen of mis-statement in this most 
uncandi<\ pamphlet. . 

The Provisional Government, he alleges, by this 
lIlanifesto-

, Held out the band of fellowahip to the insurgent. of all 
nations ••••• M_ Lamartine does not, Ind he canJlot deny. 
that he assured the people of all other countries of aaaistance 
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from France in cue thcYlhould fail to work out by force their 
own emancipation i in other words, he promised that France 
would help all insurgentl who might be defeated by their 
lawful rnlera in their rebellion against elltablishe.i.authority. 
Beyond all question this ia the very worst thingw'at France 
has done j the most sinning against all principle, the most 
hurtful to herself and to thet world.' 

• 
In this style he continues for several pages, with 

the vofume before him, or (as the context proves) 
freAh in his recollection, which, together with M. de 
Lamartine's defence of his administration, contains a 
reprint o( every speech and every public document 
which proceeded from him during his 'three months 
in power.' Not one of these contains anything re
sembljng what M. de Lamartine, as the organ of the 
French government, is here cbarged with having sa.id. 

The'Manifeste au Puissances' is. both in spirit 
and in letter, a declaration of the intention of the" 
French Republic to remain at peace. The only pas
sages which admit of any other construction shall be 
~uoted at length. to leave no excuse for those who 
may imagine that what. is so positively a!:6erted, and 
if false may be so easily confuted. must be true. 

'The treaties of 1815 no longer exist as obligatory, in the 
opinion of the French Republic; but the territorial bounda
ries fixed by those treaties are an existing fact. which tbe 
Republic admits as a basis and a starting point in ita relations 
with other countries. 

. , But, while the treaties of 1815 no lODger exist except as 
a fact, to be modified by common agreement.· and while the 
Republic openly declares that it bas a right and a mission to 
arrive 'regularly and pacifically at such modifications-the 
good sense, the moderation, the conscience, the prudence of 
the Republic exist, and are for Europe a better and mo~ 

BB2 
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honourable guarantee than the letter of those treaties which 
she herself has so often violated or modified. 

f Apply yourself, sir, to make this emancipation of the 
Republic fr;pJIl the treaties of 1815 understood and admitted, 
and to poiIlPout that this liberation is in no respect irrecon
cileable with the repose of Europe. 

I We avow openly, that if th, hou1' of reconatTucti01l /Qr 
certain opprea8ed nationalitiea • in Europe or ellewhere, ap
peared to ua to hal)e 80unded in the decreel of Pro~idence; 
if Switzerland, our faithful ally since Francis I., were con
strained or menaced in the movement which is taking place 
within her to lend an additional force to her band of demo .. 
cratic governments; if the independent states of Italy were 
invaded; if the attempt were made to impose limits or obsta
cles to their internal transformations, or to contest by force of 
arms their right of allying themselves with each other to con
solidate a common country j the French Republic would con
sider.itself at liberty to take arms for the protection oCthese 
legitimate movements of growth and of nationality.' 

Does this promise • that France would help all 
insurgents who might be defeated by their lawfu~ 
rulers P' Can the most perverse ingenuity find in the 
preceding words one vestige of a suggestion of 8uch 
an intention P M. de Lamartine claimed for hia 
country the right, according to its own discretion and 
judgment, to assist any nation which might be 
struggling to free itself from the yoke of foreign con
querors. Assistance against foreigners, not against 
native rulers, was the only assistan~e of which the 
smallest mention was made; .and the first of the sup
pose~ cases, that of an extinguished nationality, was 
the only one which had anything to do with • insur
rection,' even against foreigners. And in that there 
was not only no promise, but an express reservation 
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to the French government to judge for itself whether 
the • hour of reconstruction' had arrived or not. 

But it is not necessary to rely solel1 on the 
words of the manifesto. M. de Lamartine had the 
advantage, in this case, of being his own commentator. 
The manifesto was issued on the 4th of March. On 
the 19th of that month M. de Lamartine received a 
deputation of Poles, and a deputation of Irish on the 
ard of the month following. Both these deputations 
asked for the succour, which it is pretended that he had 
promised to all who might be defeated in a ' rebellion' 
against 'their lawful rulers.' To both all succour was 
refused. It is an abuse of the privilege of short 
memory to have already forgotten declarations which 
made no little sensation when delivered, and had no 
slight influence on the subsequent course of events in 
Europe. • 

To the Poles, he said-

, 'The Republic is not at war, either open or disguised, with 
any existing governments, so long as those governments do 
not declare themselves at war with France. The 1tepublic 
will neither commit, nor voluntarily suffer to be committed, 
any act of aggression and violence against the Germanic 
nations. . . • The Provisional Government will not allow its 
policy to be altered by a foreign nation, however greatly we 
sympathize with it. We love PolanA, Italy, all oppressed 
peoples; but above all we love France, and we are responsible 
for its destinies, "and perhaps for those of Europe at the present 
moment. This responsibility we will resigu to no one but to 
the nation itself. The Republic must not, and will not, act in 
contradiction to its professions j" the credit of its word is at 

• stake, and shall never be forfeited. What have we said in 
our ",anifeale au puu8ance8! We said, thinking particu. 
larly of you-Whenever it shall appear to us that the" time 
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fixed by Providence for the resurrection of a nationality un
justly blotted out from the map has arrived, we shall fly to itJ 
assistance. But we )lave; with good right, rel'erved to France 
what belong. to her alone,-the appreciation of the hour, the 
moment, the justice, the cause, and the means by which it 
would be fitting for us to intervene. The means which up to 
this time we haye chosen and resolved on, are pacific! 

To the Irish, after expressing a warm sympathy 
. with Ireland as identified with 'liberty courageously 
defended against privilege,' that is, with the conquests 
of peacefUl agitation, he said, 

t Any other en~ouragements it would be improper for UI to 
give, or for you to receive. I have already said it cl propOl 
of Switzerland, of Germany, of Belgium, and Italy. I repeat 
it in the case or every nation which has disputes to adjust, 
either within itself or with its government. Those whose 
own blood is not concerned in the affairs of a people, are not 
free to intervene in its affairs. We are of no party, in Ireland 
.or elsewhere, except the party of justice. of liberty, and of 
the people's welfare. 

I We are at peace. and we desire to remain in friendly and'l 
equal relations, not with this or the other portion of Great . ~ 

Britain. but with Great Britain itself. We think this peace 
useful and honourable. not only for Great Britain and the 
French Republic, but for the human race. We will do no 
act, speak no word, utter no insinuation contradictory to the 
principles of the recipfocal inviolability of nations. which we 
have proclaimed. and of which the Continent is already 
reaping the fruits. The monarchy had its treaties and its 
diplomatists j our diplomatists are peoples. and their sympa
thies are our treaties: We must be senseless to exchange tbis 
diplomacy in open daylight. for underhand and separate 
alliances with parties. even the most legitimate. in the COUD

tries which surround us. We have DO title to judge them, nor 
to prefer one of them to another. Declaring ourselves friends 
of one, would be proclaiming ourselves enemies of lUlother. 
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We do not desire to be enemies of any of your countrymen; 
we desire, on the contrary, to dissipate by the loyalty of OlU 

republican word, the prepos8e~sions and prejudices which may 
exist between our neighbours and ourselves.' 

Many will recollect (fof much notice was taken of 
it at the time) the passage which followed these last 
words: declaring that he never would imitate the 
conduct of Pitt, when, even during an ack.nowledged 
war, he abetted Frenchmen in carrying-on in La 
Vendee an armed contest against their own country. 
me~. 

This contrast between what :M. de Lamartine really 
said, on the subject of affording aid to foreign insur
rection, and what it suits the author of the pamphlet 
to make him suy, speaks for itself' without further 
comment. 

What was really new and peculiar in M. de Lamar
tine's manifesto, consisted, as has been seen by the 
extracts, in two things. He repudia.ted the treaties 

'of 1815; and he asserted a right, though without ad
mitting ,an obligation, to afford military a~d t~ nations 
attempting to free themRelves from a foreign yoke. 

To dilScuss these fundamental points of :M. de 
Lamartine's declaration iti the manner which they 
deserve, would require much more space than can be 
afforded to it. '1'he . topics are among the most delicate 
in political ethics; they are concerned with that 
nice question, the line which separates the highest 
right froo1 the commencement of wrong; where one 
person regards as heroic virtue, what another looks 
upon as breach of faith, and criminal aggression. To 
one like Lord Brougham, who is ostentatiously and 
to his inmost core a man of the last century, M. de 
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Lamartine's principles must naturally appear eI

tremely scandalous. 
M. de Lamartine repudiated certa~ treaties. He 

declar~d them no longer binding on France. Treaties 
are national engagements j ltnd engagements, when in 
them~elves, allowable, and made by persons who have 
a right to make them, should be kept: who ever 
denied it P But another thing must be admitted also, 
and alway~ has been admitted by the morality and 
common sense of mankind. This is, that engage
ments extorted by a ce:tain kind and measure of ex
ternal force, are not binding. This doctrine is pecu
liarly applicable to national engagements imposed by 
foreign armies. If a nation has, under compulsion, 
, surrendered its independence to a conqueror, or even 
submitted to sacrifices of territory or dignity, greate'r 
than according to general opinion could reasonably, 
be imposed, the moral sentiment of mankind has . 
neve; held engagements of this sort to preclude the 
nation from re·asserting its independence, or from' 
again resorting to arms, in order that what had been 
lost by force might. be recovered by force. On what 
other principle were Prussia and A~stria justified' in 
breaking their treaties with Napoleon after his 
disasters in. Russia? This was the situation of· 
France with respect to the treaties of 1815. They 
were imposed by conquest, and were agreed to and 
signed by an intrusive government, while the territory 
of the nation was occupied by foreign armies. The 
nation did not consent to them, for an equivalent 
advantage, ,but submitted to them, because it waif 
prostrate at the feet of the invaders, and had no 
power to refuse anything which they might think fit 
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to demand. Such treaties are never understood to 
bind nations any longer than they find it their'in
terest to acquie;sce in them. ~. de Lamartine had 
no need to rest on the fact that these same treaties 
have been repeatedly remodelled, and in some cases 
actually violated, by others of HIe contracting powers; 
as in the whole treatment of Poland, and remarkably 
in the very recent instance of Cracow. Nor is it 
even necessary to consider what the conditions of the 
treaties were, and to what extent' they were dis
honourable or injurious to France. Into this question 
M. de Lamartine did not profess to enter. He simply 
claimed the right of deciding it, as inherent in, and 
never foregone by, France. He denied any moral ob
ligation to keep the treaties; but he disavowed any 
intention of breaking them .• He accepted their terri
torial and other arrangements as existing facts, to be 
modified' only by mutual consent, or by any of those 
contingencies which in themselves he deemed legiti
mate causes of war. If it was possible to have as
sumed any attitude towards those treaties more just 
and legitimate, ~ore moderate and dignified, more 
wisely uniting thu re-assertion of the nation's own 
proper freedom of action with the regard due to the 
just rights and security of its neighbours, the world 
will be obliged to anyone who will point it out. 

But the doctrine, that one government may make 
war upon another to a~sist an oppressed nationality 
in delivering itself from the yoke! This offends Lord 
Brougham more than everything else. Such a breach 
of received principles, sllch defiance of the law of 
nations, he finds no words too strong to designate.' 
He can hardly ,think of anythlng bad enough to com-
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pare it with. And it,· would be vain to deny, that in 
this he is. back~d by a large body of English opinion. 
Men who profess to be liberal, are shocked at the idea 
that the King of Sardinia should assist the Milanese 
in effecting their emancipation. That they should 
assert their own liberty might be enJured; but that 
anyone should help them to do it, is insupportable. 
It is classed with any unprovoked invasion of a foreign 
country: the Piedmontese, it would seem, not being 
fellow-countrymen of the people of Venice and Milan, 
while the Croats and the Bohemian. are . 
. May.we venture, once for all, to deny the whole 

basis ofthi!! edifying moral argumentation? To assist 
a people struggling for liberty is contrary to the law 
of nations: Pufl'endorf perhaps' does not approve of 

- it j Burlamaqui says notJling about it; it is not a 
CaBU8 belli set down·in Vattel. So be it. But what is 
"the law of nations? Something, which to c~ a law 
at all, is a misapplication of terms. The law of na
tions is simply the custom of nations. It is" a set of 
interriational usages, which have grown up like other 
usages,' pa;tly from a sense of justice, partly' from 
common interest or convenience, paitly from mere 
opinion and prejudice. Now, are international osages 
the only kind of customs which, in an age of pro
gress, are to be subject to no improvement? Are 
they"alone to continue fixed, while all around them 
is changeable? The circumstances of Europe have 
so altered during the last century, that the consti
tutions, the laws, the arrangements of property, the 
distinctions of ranks, the modes or- education, the 
opinions, the manners-everything which affects the· 
European nations separately and within themselves, 
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has changed' so much, and is likely to change so much 
more, that in no great lapse of time they will be 
scarcely recognisable; and is it in their collective 
concerns, their modes of dealing with one another, 
that their circumstances, their exigencies, their duties 
and interests, are absolutely unchanged? What is 
called the law of nations is as open to alteration. as 
properly and even necessarily subject to it when cir
cumstances change or opinions alter, as any other 
thing of human institution. 

And. mark, in the case of a real law, of anything 
properly called a law, it is possible to maintain (how
ever erroneous may be the opinion) that ther,e is 
never any necessity for disobeying it; tha.t it should 
be conformed to while it exists, the ~lternative being 
open of endeavouring to get it altered. nut in reg-ard 
to that falsely-called law, the law of nations, there is 
no such alternative; there i.~ no ordinance or statute 
to repeal; there is only a custom, and the sole way.of 
altering that, is to act in opposition to it. A legis
lature, can repeal laws, but there is no qong:r~ss of 
nations to set aside international customs, and no 
common force by which to make the decisions 'of such 
a Congress binding. The improvement of international 
morality can only take place by a series of vi~latioIl5 
of existing rull!S; by a course of conduct grounded 
on new pri.nciples, and tending to erect these into 
customs in their turn. 

Accordingly, new principles and practices are, aud 
have been, continually introduced into the conduct of 
nations towards one another. To omit other instances. 
one entirely new principle was for the first time 
estahlished in Europe, amidst general approbation, 
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within the last thirty years. It is, that whe~ever 
two countries, or two parts of the. same country. are 
engaged in war, and the war either continues long 
undecided, or threatens to be decided in a way in
volving consequences repugnant to humanity or to . 
the general interest. other countries have a right to 
step in; to settle among themselves what they con
sider reasonable terms of accommodation, and if these 
are not accepted, to interfere by force, and compel the 
rec~sant party to submit to the mandate. This new 
doctrine has been acted on by a combination of the 
great powers of Europe, in three celebrated instances: 
the interference between Greece and Turkey at Na
varino: between Holland and Belgium at Antwerp; 
and betwe~n Turkey and Egypt at St. Jean d'Acre. 
It is too late in the day, after these precedents, to 
tell us tha.t nations may not forcibly interfere with 
one another for the sole purpose of stopping mischief 
and benefiting humanity. 

Can any exigency of this sort be stronger-is any 
motive to such interference of a more binding c~ 
racter"":tha:'n that of preventing the liberty of a nation, 
which cares ·sufficiently for liberty to have risen in 
arms for its assertion~ from being crushed and 
trampled out by tyrannical oppressors, and these not 
even of its own name and blood,· but foreign con
querors? The customs, or falsely ~alled laws of 
nations, laid down in the books, were made for an age 
like that of Louis XIV. to prevent powerful and am
bitious despots from swallowing up the smaller states. 
For this purpose they were well adapted. But the 
great interests of civilized nations in the present age 
are not those of territorial attack and defence. but of 
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liberty, just government, and sympathy of opinion~ 
For this state of things what is called the law of 

. nations was not made; and in no state of things at all 
analogous to this, has that so-called law ever Deen, in 
the smallest degree, attended to. There was once in 
Europe a time when, as much as at present, the most 
important interests of nations, both in their domestic 
and in their foreign ·concerns, were interests of 
opinion: it was the era 'of the Reformation. Did any 
one then pay the leaiit regard to the pretended prin
ciple of non-interference? 'Vas not sympathy of 
religion held to be a perfectly sufficient warrant for 
assisting anybody? Did not Protestants aid Pro
testants, wherever they were in danger from their 
own governments? Did not Catholics support all 
other Catholics in suppressing heresy? What re
ligious sympathies were then, political ones are now; 
and every liberal government or people has a right,to 
assist struggling liberalism, by mediation, by money, 
or by arms, wherever it can prudently do so; as every 
despotic government, when its aid is needed or asked 
for, never scruples to aid despotic govcrnrr-ents. 

A few observations may be permitted on the ex
treme contempt with which Lord Brougham denounces 
what he calls ' 

'That new-fangled principle. that new speculation in the 
rights of independent states, the security of neighbouring 
governments, and indeed the happiness of all nations, which 
is termed Natumalit!/. adopted as a kind of rule for tha dis
tribution of dominion. It seems,' he says, 'to be the notion 
preached by the Paris school of the Law of Nations and their 
foreign disciples. that one state has a right to attack another, 
provided upon statistically or ethnologically examining the 
classes and races of its subjects, these are found to vary. These 
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sages of the international law do not, like their pl't'd~l'()r 
Robespierre (of whom they compose panegyrics), hold euctly 
that France may legally assail any sovereign who rcfU8C8 to 
abdicate, and bestow upon his people the blesa.ingl of rcpub- . 
lican anarchy. But they hold that if any sovereign hal two 
dominions inhabited by different races, France hlUl a right to 
assist eithcr in casting o(f his authority. She may intimate 
to him that he can ollly continue to rule over the people who 
are his countrymen; or, if he wllS born in neither territory, 
that he must be put to hi. dcctioll, and choose which he will 
give up, but cannot be Buffered to keep both.' 

It is far from our intention to defend or apologise 
for the feelings. which make men reckless of, or at 
least indifferent to, the rights and interests of any 
portion of the human species. save that which is 
called by the same name and speaks the same lan
guage as themselves. These feelings are characteristic 
of barbarians; in proportion as a nation is nearer to 
barbarism it has them in a greater degree: and no 
one has ,seen with deeper regret, not to say disgust, 
than ourselves, the evidence which recent events have 
afforded, that in the backward parts of Europe, and 
even (wper~ better things might have been expected) 
in Germany, the sentiment of nationality so far out
wtlighs the love of liberty, that the people are willing 
to abet their rulers in crushing the libe~'y' and in
dependence of any people not of their own race and 
language. But grievous as are these things, yet 10 

long as they exist. the question of nationality is prac
tically of the very first importance. 'Vhen portions 
of mankind, living und~r the same government, 
cher4;h these barbarous feelings--when they feel 
towards each other as enemies, or as str.mgers. in
different to each other-they are scarcely capable of 

, . 
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merging into one and the same free people. They 
have not the ffllow.feelingwhich would enable them 
to unite in maintaining their liberties, or in forming 
a paramount puLlic opinion. The separation of feel. 
ing which mere difference of langua~e creates, is 
already a serious hindrance to the establishment of a 
common freedom. 'Vhen to this are added national 
or provincial antipathies, the obstacle becomes almost 
insuperaole. The Government, being the only real 
link of union, is able, by playing off one race and 
people against Ilnother, to suppress the liberties of all. 
How can a free constitution establillh itself in the 
Austrian empire, when Bohemians are ready to join 
in putting down the liberties of Viennese-when 
Croats and Serbs are eager to crush HungariaDS
and all unite in retaining Italy in slavery to their 
common despot? Nationality is del'irable, as a means 
to the attainment of liberty; and this is reason 
enough for sympathizing in the attempts of Italians 
to re-constitute an Italy, and in those of the people 
of Posen to become a Poland. So long, indeed, 
as a people are incapable of self-goV'ernrpen~, it is 
often 'better for them to be under the despotism of 
forei~ners than of natives, when those 'foreigners are 
more advanced in civilization and cultivation than 
themselves. But when their hour of freedom, to use 
M. de Lamartine's metaphor, has strdck, without 
their having become merged and hlended in the 
nationality of their conquerors, the re-conquest of 
their own is often an indi;;pensable condition either 
to obtclining free institutions, or to the 'possibility,. 
,were they even obtained. of working them in the 
spirit of freedom. 
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There remains anoth~r measure of the Provif~onal 
Government, which opens a still wider. field of diffi
cult and important discussion. than the preceding: 
the recognition ·of the droit au travail; of an obliga.
tion on society to find work and wages for all persons 
willing and able to work, who cannot procure employ
ment for themselves. , 

This conduct of the Provisional Government will 
be judged differently. according to the opi~ions of 
the person judging, on one ·of the most controverted 
questions of the time. To one class of thinkers, the 
acknowledgment of the droit au travail may very 
naturally appear a portentous blunder; but it is 
curious to see who those are that most loudly profess 
this opinion. It is singular that this act of the Pro
visional Government should find its bitterest critics 
in the journalists who dilate on the excellence of the 
Poor-law of Elizabeth; and that the same thing 
should be so bad in France, which is perfectly right, 
in the opinion of the same· persons, for England and 
Ireland. For the • droit au travail' iii the Poor-law of 
Elizabeth, cand nothing more. Aid guaranteed to 
those who cannot work, employment to those who 
can: this is the Act of Elizabeth, and this. the 
promise, which it is so inexcusable in th~ Provisional 
Government to have made to France. 

~ . 
The Provlsio~al Government not only offered no 

more than the promise made by the Act of Elizabeth, 
but offered it iil a manner, and on conditions, far less 
objectionab!e. On the English parochial system, the 
law gives t6 every pauper a right to demand work, or 
support without work, for himself individually. The 
French Government contemplated no such right. It 
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contemplated acti~n ~~ the general l~bour mark~J 
not alms to the mdlvldual. Its scheme was, t1., 
'When there was notoriously a. deficiency of empl<J' 
ment, the State should disburse sufficient funds to 
create the amount of productiv'~ employment which' 
was wanting. But, it gave no pledge that the State 
should find work for A or B. It reserved in its own 
hands the choice of its work people.. It relieved no 
individual from the responsibility of finding an em
ployer, and proving his willingness to exert himself. 
'What it undertook was, that there should always be 
employment; to be found. It is needless to enlarge on 
the incomparably less injurious influence of this inter~ 

, vention of the government iu favour of the labourers 
collectively, than of the intervention of the parish to 
find employment individually ,for every able-bodied 
man who has not honesty or activity to seek and find 
it for himself. 

The droit au travail, as intended by the Prpvisional 
Government, is not amenable to the commoner 
objections against a Poor-law. It is amenable to the 
most fundamental of the objections; that wtich is 
grounded on the principle of population. Except on 
that ground, no one is entitled to find fault with it. 
From the point of view of everyone who disregards 
the principle of population, the droit au travail is the 
most manifest of moral truths, the mdst imperative of 

.political obligations. . 
It appeared to the Provisional Government, as it 

• must appear to every unselfish and open-minded 
person, that tIle earth belongs, first, to all,' to the in
habitants of it; that every person alive ought to have 
a subsistence, before anyone has more; that whoso-

VOL. U. C C 
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eJ':ll works at any useful thing, ought t.o be properly 
tfll and, clothed before anyone able to work is 
~ lvwed to receive the bread of idleneRs. Tbese are" 
100ral axioms. But it is impossible to steer by the 

"light .of any single ·principle, without taking into 
a"hcount other principles by which it is hemmed in. 
The Provisional Government did not consider, what 
harilly any of their critic~ have considered-that' 
although everyone of the living brotherhood of 
humankind has a moral claim to a place at the 
table provided by the collective exeftions of the race, 
no one, of them has a right to invite additional 
itrBngers thither without the consent of the rest. If 

,they do, what is consumed by these strangers should 
be subtracted from their own share" There is enough 
and to spare for all who are born; but therR is not 
and cannot be enough for all who 11li[;ht be born; and 
if every person born is to have ~n indefeasiLle claim 
to a subsistence from the, common fund, there wi"U 
presently be no more than a bare subsistence for any
body, and a little later there will not be even that. 
The aroit 'au travail, therefore, carried out according 
to the meaning of the promise, would be a fatal gift 
even to those for whose especial benefit it is intended, 
unless some new restraint were placed upon the capa
city of increase, equivalent to that which would be 
'taken away. • 

The Provisional Government then were in the right;. 
but those are also in the right who condemn this act 
of the Provisional Government. Both have truth on' 
their side: A time will come when these two por
tions of truth will meet together in harmony. The 
practical result of the whole truth might possibly be, 
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that all persons living should guarantee to each 
other, through their organ the State, the ability to 
earn by labour an adequate subsistence, but that they 
should abdicate the right of propagating the species 
at their own discretion and ~thout limit ~ that all 
classes alike, and not the poor alone, should consent 
to exercise that power in such measure only, and 
under such regulations, as society might prescribe 
with a view to the common good. But before this 
solution of the problem can cease to be visionary, an 
almo~t complete renovation must take place in some • of the most rooted opinions and feelings of the 
pretlent race of mankind. The majority both of the 
upholder! of old things and of the apostles?f new, . 
see.m at present to agree in the opinion, t.hat ODe' of 
the most important and responsible of moral acts, 
that of gi ring existence to human beings, is Il thing 
respecting which there flcarcely exists any moral 
obligation, and in which no person's dis~retion ought 
on any pretence to be interfered with: a super
stition which will- one aay be regarded V\ith ~s much 
contempt, as any of the idiotic notions and practices 
of . savages. • 

The declaration of the uroit flU travail was followed by 
the creation of ateliers nationau:c; which, indeed, was 
its necessary consequence; since, in the great falling
oft' of employment through the industrial stagnation 
consequent on the Revolution, it would neither have 
been honourable nor safe to make no commencement 
of fulfilling the promise given, and circumstances did 
not allow of improvising any better mode of temporary 
employment for the destitute. Some such measure 
would haye been necessary after any revolution., In 

cc2 
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1830, large sums were expended in setting the unem
ploye.d to work. It was the misfortune, not the fault, 
of the Provisional Government, that the numbers reo 
quiring employment were so much greater than at 
any former period, and that the other circumstances 
of the case were such ~s to render the creation of these 
atelier8 eventually the greatest calamity of tlie time; 
since it soon became'impossible to provide funds for 
continuing them, ~hile the first attempt to dissolve 
them was likely to produce, aItd did in fact produce, 
the outbreak in June. ' 

It was not the fall of the monarchy', or the founda
tion of the republic, that caused the complete tem
porary paralysis of industry and commerce; it was 
the appearance on the stage, of the unexpected and 
indefinitely dreaded phenomenon of Socialism. And 
it was owi,ng to the diffusion of Socialism among a 
portion ·of the labouring classes, that the first step 
towards the abolition of the atelier8 1lationauJ: became 
the signal for a determined attempt, by a large section 
of the ,!ork!Den. of Paris, to follow up the republican 
revolution by a Socialist one. 

Let us here stop to consider what this Jlew phe
nomenon termed Socialism is. in itself, and in its 
consequences. 

Socialism is the modern form of the protest, )Vhich 
has been raised, more or less, in all ages of any mental 
activity, against the unjust distribution of Bocial ad·· 
vantages .. 

No rational person Win roaintai~ it to be abstract. 
edly just, that a small minority of mankind should 
be born to the enjoyment of all the external advan
tages which life can give, without earning them by 
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any merit or acquiring them by any exertion oC their 
own, while the immense majority are condemned from 
their birth, to a life of never-ending, never-inter
mitting toil, requited by a bare,' and in general It' 

precarious, subsistence. It is impossible to contend 
that this is in ,self just. It is possible to contelld 
that it is expedient i since, unless persons were 
allowed, not only to retain for themselves, but': to 
transmit to their posterity, the accumulated fruitt of 
their exertions and of their favourable chances, they 
would not, it may be sald, produce; or if they did, 
they would not preserve and accumulate their pro;1uc. 
tiona. It may also be said that to deny to people. the 
control of~hat they have thus produced and accum'l
lated, and compel them to share it with those who, 
either through their fault or their misfortune, have 
produced and accumulated nothing, would be a still 
greater injustice than that of which the levellers 
complain; and that· the path of least injustice, is 
to recogniee individual property and individual rights 
of inheritance. 

This is, in fe~ words, the case f.rhich~ the' existing 
order of society can make out against levellers. The 
levellers of the present day, with few exceptions, 
acknowledge the force of these arguments t and are 
by this distinguished from all former opponents of the 
law of property, and constituted, not levellers in the 
original sense of the word, but what they term them
selves-Socialists. 

'We grant (they say) that it would be unjust to 
take from individual ca.pitalists the fruits of their 
labour and of their frugality. Neither do we propose 
to do so. !lut capital is useless without labour, and 

~ . 
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if capital belongs to the capitalillts, labour belongs, 
by at least as sacred a right, to the labourers. 'Ve, the 
labourers, are at liberty to refllse to work except on 
such terms as lYe please. Now. by a system ot co
ope'ration among ourselves. we can do withou.t capi. 
tal;sts. We could also. if we had fa~ play· from laws 
and,institutions. carryon productive operations with 
so r.iuch advantage. to our joint benefit. as to make ·it 
the interest of capitalists to leave their capital in our 
hands; because we could offer them a sufficient interest 
for iis use; and because. once able to· work for them. 
selv(s. no labourers of any worth or efficiency would 
labour for a 'master. and capitalists would have no 
IDe2l1S of deriving an income from their capibls except 
1-J entrusting them to the associated workpeople. 

The system of co-operative production. thus esta.
blished. would cut up by the root the present partial 
distribution of social advantages. and would ·enable 
the produQe of industry to be shared on whatever 
principle. whether of equality or inequality (for on 
this point different schools of Socialists have different 
opinions) .. might appear to the various communities 
,to be just'an,d expedient. Such a plan would. in the 
opinion of Socialists. be so vast an improvement on 
the present order of society. that the government. 
which exists for the good of society. and especially 
for that of the suffering majority. ought to favour its' 
introdu~tion by every expedient in its power; ought, 
in ·particular. to raise· funds by taxation, and contri. 
bute them in aid of the formation of industrial com
munities on the co-operative principle: which funds 
it is not doubted that the success of the scheme would 
en~ble, in a. few years, to be paid back with interest. 
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Thill is Socialism j and it is not obvious what there 
is in thili system of thought. to jll&tify the frantic 
terror with which everything bearing that ominous 
name is usually received on both sides of the British 
Channel. 

It really Beems a perfectly just demand, in the 
present circuml:ltances of France, that the government 
should' aid with its fundtt, to a reasonable extent, in, 
bringing irito operation industrial communities on the 
Socialist principle. It ought to do 110, even if it 
could be certain beforehand that the attempt would 
fail j because the operatives themselves cannot possibly 
be persuaded of this except by trial j because they 
will not be persuaded of it until everything p(}5sible 
bas been done to make the trial successful j and 
because a national experiment of the kind, by the 
bigh moral qualities that would be elicited in the 
endeavour to make it succeed, and by the instrllction 
that wouid radi~te from its failure, would be an et}l1i
nll!nt for the expenditure of many millions on an! 
of the things which are commonly called popular 
education. • 
. At all events, this view of the subject was the only 
one which could be practically taken by the Pro
visional Government. They had been made a govern
ment, chiefly by the working classes of Paris. A 
majority of the active members of those. classes, in
cluding most of their leaders, were deeply imbued 
with Socialist principles and feelings: to them are
publican revolution, which neither did nor attempted 
anything for Socialism, would have been a disappoint
ment and a deception, which they would have re
sented. with arms in their hands.. The Provisional 
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Government, therefore,' did what any government, 
situated as they 'rere, must have done. They asso
ciated with thems~lves, in the supreme authority, 
two of the Socialist chiefs, M. Louis Blanc and oM. 
Albert. And, things not being ripe for the adoption 
of practical measures of a Socialist character, they 
did the only thing which could be done-they opened 

. an arena for the public discussion of the problem, 
~nd invited all competent person~, under the auspices 
of the government, to contribute their ideas and 
suggestions towards its solution. 

'rhis Wjl.S the origin of the conferences at the 
Lm:em bourg; which. both in themselves, and in 
respect of the conn ex ion of the Provisional Govern
ment with them, have been the subject of 8uch bound
less misrepresentation. The prominent feature of 
those conferences consisted of the Socialist speeches 
of M. Louis Blanc; of whom Lord Brougham asserts 
that he has fled to England • to avoid being judged 

-By" enlightened freemen, for endeavouring to make his 
Republic more bloody than it has been since 1794.' 
The accpsatiPn is as devoid of truth as his charge 
against the Montagne party in" the Assembly, or 
• panting for .the guillotine as an instrument of govern
ment.' M. Louis Blanc is not even accused, officially, 
of being concerned in the insurrection of June; the 
prosecution against him having reference solely to the 
affair of May, in which, though the National Assembly 
was turbulently invaded, • blood,' at all events, was 
neither shed. nor thought ,of; and even as to this, his 
defence before the Commission d'Enquete appears 
conclusive~ But with regard to his speeches at the 
Luxembourg, so far as these have been published 
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(and it has never been pretended that anything has 
been kept back which would make Jl contrary impres
siofl), nothing could be less inflammatory and provo· 
catite than his tone, nor m0re sober and reasonable 
than every suggestion which, he propounded for imme
diate adoption. In fact, he proposed nothing more 
than that degree of aid by government to the experi
mental establishment of the co.operative system of 
industry, which, even if the failure were total, would 
be a cheap price for setting the question at test. 
Far from stirring up the people to a Socialist insur· 
re~tion, everything proves him to have felt that, of 
all things that could happen, an insurrection like that 
of June would be the most ruinous to the immediate 
prospects of his cause. 

It was from no inherent tendency in the principles 
or teaching of the Socialist chiefs, that this insurrec. 
tion . broke out. It arose from the suddenness and 
unexpectedness of the Revolution of February, which, 
being effected mainly by Socialists. brought Socialist 
opinions into a po§ition of apparent power, before the 
minds of the comm\lnity generally were prepared for 
the situation. or had begun seriously to consider this 
great problem. Hence hopes were excited of an 
immediate practical realization; w hen nothing was yet 

. ripe-when discussion ~nd explanation had nearly 
all their work to do; and as soon as the first inevit
able retrograde steps were taken. the fru~tration of 
premature hopes provoked a fatal collision. 

If the Revolution of February should yet disappoint 
the glorious expectations which it raised, this collision 
will be the cause. It has divided the sincere Repub
licans, already a. small minority, into two parties at 
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enmity with one another. It has alienatel} from the 
only Republican party wllich has any elements of 
stability, the greater part of the effective strtmgtlC of 
the democracy j and it has filled the bourge6isie 
with such insane terror at the bare thought of great 
social changes, that the most beneficent projects share 
the discredit of the most perilous, and they Il.re ready 
to throw themsE'lve3 into the arms of any government 
which' will free them from the fear of a second 
Socialist insurrection. These things are lamentable j 
but the fatality of circumstances, more than the 
misconduct of individuals, is responsible for them. . 

If we are now asked whether we agree in the anti
cipations of the Soeialists j whether we believe· that 
the~ co-operative association!), at all events in the 
present state of education, would maintain their 
ground against individual competition, and secure an 
adequate amount of the fruits of industry, combined 
with a just repartition of them~ur answer must be, 
that we do not. It is highly probable that, among a 
great number of such experiments, !)ome would suc
ceed, while 'mder the influence of the zeal and enthu
siasm of the first founders. And, in the face of the 
evidence which experience affords that mankind may 
be made capable of almost anything by a perseveri~g 
application of the power of education in one direc
tion, it would be too much to affirm that a time can 
never come. when the scheme of Owen and of Louis 
Blanc, of a world governed by public spirit, without 
needing the vulgar incentives of individual interest, 
will possess a feasibility which cannot be accorded to 
it now. . 

But. in proportion to our . distrust of the means 
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which Socialists propose for correcting the unjust 
inequalities in the lot of mankind. do we deem i~ 
incumbent on philosophers and politicians to use their 
utmost endeavours for bringing about the same 
end by an adaptation of the existing machinery of 
society. 'Ve hold with Dentham, tllat equality, 
though not the sole end, is one of the ends of good 
social arrilngemenb; and tha.t a system of institu
tions which does not make the scale turn in f,\vour of 
equality, whenever this can be done without impairing 
the security of th~ property which is the product and 
reward of personal exerti(\n, is essentially a bad 
government-a government for the few. to the injury 
of the many. And the admiration and sympathy 
which we feel for the glorious band who composed 
the Provisional Government, and lor the party which 
supported them. is grounded, above all, on the fact 
that they stand openly identified with this principle •. 
and have in all ways proved their sincere devotion to 
it. As an exemplification, we extract a fe\v para
graphs from M. de Lamartine's C History of the 
Girondists,' written before the February lkvohtion 
was thought of; paragraphs worthy of the noble 
conduct which has immortalized their illustrious 
writer. and to be taken as the creed of an earnest 
and rational Social Reformer. ou the questions con
nected with property and the distribution of wealth :-

• An equal repartition of instruction, of faculties, and of 
the things given by na~ure, is evidently the legitimate ten
dency of the human mind. Founders of revealed religions, 
poets and ~'"Cs, have eternally revolved this idea in their. 
souls, and have held it up in their Paradise, in their dreams. 
or in their laws, as the ultimate prospect of humanity. Jt is, 
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then, an instinct of justice in the human mind. • • • What. 
~ver tends to constitute inequalities of instruction, ohank, of 
condition, of fortune among mankind, is impious; whatever 
tends gradually to level these inequalities, ,vhich are often 
injustices, and to share more equitably the common heritage 
among mankind, is religious. All policy may be judged by 

. this test, as a tree by its fruits. The ideal is but truth at a 
distance. 

• But the sublimer an ideal, the more difficult it is to realize 
in inlltitutions on the earth. The difficulty up to this time 
has been, to reconcile with equality of goods the inequalities 
of virtues, of faculties, and of exertions, which distinguish 
mankind from one another. Between the active and the 
inert, equality of goods is an injustice, for the one produces 
and the other merely consumes. In order that this com· 
mnnity of goods may be just, we must suppose in all mankind 
the same conscience, the same application to labour, the same 
virtue. This supposition is chimerical.. What social order 
can rest solidly upon such a falsehood? Of two tliings~ one: 
society, everywhere present and everywhere infallible, must be 
able to compel every individual to the same labour and the 
same virtue; but then, what becomes of liberty? Society, on 
this footing, would be nniversal slavery. Or else, lociety must 
distribute daily with.its own hands, to each according to his 
works: a share exactly proportioned to the labour and the 
services of each in the general association. But in that ca8e~ 
who is to be the judge? . 

, Imperfect human wisdom has found it easier, wiser, and 
more. just to s~y to every one, 'Be thy own judge; take to 
thyself thy own recompense by thy riches or thy indigence.' 
Society has established. property, has proclaimed the freedom 
of labour, and has legalized competition. 

I But property, when established, Joes not feed those who 
possess nothing. But freedom of labour does not give the 

.same means oflabour to him who has only his hands, and to 
him who possesses millions of acres of the earth'. surface. 
But competition is the code of egoism;· a war to the death 
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bctwecn those who work and those who give work; those 
who sell, and those who buy; those who revel in abundance, 
and those who starve. Injustice on all hands! Incorrigible 
inequalities of nature and of law! The wisdom of the legis
lator BtemS to lie in palliating thcm one by one, generation by 
generation, law by law. He who seeks to correct everything 
by one stroke, shatters everything. Possibility is the neces
sary condition of poor human wisdom. Without pretending 
to rcsolve complicated iniquities by a single solution-to cor
rect without intermission, to be always ameliorating, is the 
justice of impcrfect beings like us ...• Time seems to be 
one of the elements even of truth itself: to demand the !llti
mate truth from one moment of time, is to demand from the 
nature of things more than it.can give. Impatience creates 
illusions and ruins instead of truths. Delusions are truths 
gathered before their time. The Christian' and philosophic 
comuiunity of the good things of the earth, is the ultimate 
lIocial truth; the delusions are the violences and the 
systems by which hitherto men have vainly imagined that 
they could establish this truth, and organize it into institu
tions.' 

Although not necessary for the main purpose of 
the present article-t?e vindication of the Revolution 
of February and of its leading characters again3t sys
tematic misjudgment and misrepresentation-it is not 
irrelevant to offer a few pages of comment on the 
advice tendered to France in Lord Brougham's 
pamphlet, ~especting the formation of a -Constitution. 

This advice is prefaced by a. very plain intimation 
that it is useless-grounded on the commonplace of 
essayists and reviewers, that a Constitution cannot be 
made. • Laws are made j codes and constitutions 
grow. Thos~ that grow have roots; they bear, they 
ripen, they endure. 'rhose that are fashioned are like 
painted sticks planted in the ground, as I have seen 
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trees of liberty: they strike no root, bear no fruit. and 
swiftly decay.' 

We have never been able to see in this trite. dictum, 
anything more than a truism enggerated into a. 
paradox. Stripped of its metaphorical language, it 
amounts to this-that political institutions cannot 
wotk well, or subsist durably, unless they have ex
isted as customs. before they were enacted 8~ Jaws. 
No one can be insensible to the advantage in point of 
security for stability, possessed by laws which merely 
annex positive sanctions to usages which the people 
had already adopted, befor~ the legislature recognised 
them; such all our mercantile law, grounded on the 
customs of merchants, to which the courts of justice 
gradually ga.ve legal validity. Dut this. so far 'as it 
is trul3 at all, is as true of any other laws as of political 
institutions, and as true of a single law as of a code. 
Why then confine it to codes and Constitutions? Of 
codes and Constitutions, no more than of single Jaws, 
is this pre-existence as custom, however advantageous 
to stability, a necessary condition of it. 'Vbat is 
necessary is, that they should not violently shock the 
pre-existing habits and sentiments of the people; and 
that they should not demand and pl"£suppose qualities 
in the popular mind, and a degree of interest in, and 
attachment to, the institutions themselves .. which the 
character of the people, and their state of civilization, 
render unlikely to be really found in them. These 
two are the rocks on which those usually split. who by 
means of a temporary ascendancy establish institu
tions alien from, or too milch in advance of, the condi
tion. of the public mind. The founders of the English 
Commonwealth failed for the first reason. Their re-
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publicanism offended the taste for king&hip and old 
institutions, their religious freedom and equality 
shocked the attachment to prelacy or presbyterianism, 
which then were pervading principles in the majority 
of the nation. Charlemagne's attempt to construct a 
centralized mouarchy amidst the distraction and anar
chy of the eighth century, fliled for the other 'of the 
two reasons specified. Its success would have re
quired, Loth in the governors llnd in the governed, a 
more cultivated intelligence, a gr~ater comprehension 
of large views and extended interests, than existed or 
was attainable in that age, save by eminently excep
tional individuals like Charle~crne himself. If the 
establishment of republicanism in France should tum 
out to be premature, it will be for the latter reason. 
Although no popular sentiment is shocked by it, the 
event may prove that there is no sufficient attachment 
to it, or desire to promote its success; but a readint:ss 
to sacrifice it to 'any tri\'ial convenience, personal 
en9ouement, or dream of increased security. 

Lord Brougham cannot enter on the subject of the 
French Constitution, without rebuking the Assembly 
for the indifference they have shown to this their 
appointed work. 

'They seem only able to ,consider, with any interest, per
lonal questions, or party questions; or (if they deviate into 
more general views) social questions, as the,language of the 
day terms them. Such are the only discussions in which the 
National Assembly appears to have taken a deep interest. 
With the ~ork pf framing a Constitution they have as yt't 
troubled themlelvell but little, alt~ough their sittings have 
lasted well nigh. six' months, at the cost to the peopl~ of a 
pound a·day to each of the 900, members.' 
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These sentences were of course written before the 
public. discussions on the Constitution had c~m
menced; but that does not excuse omission to' take 
notice of the fact, that the work of framing the Con
stitution was .going on uninterrupteJly, and with 
still greater activity. in the five months which pre
ceded, than in the two which were occupied .by, tho~e 
public discussions. One of the earliest acts of the 
Assembly was the nomination of a Committe~ of 
thirty of its ablest members, to frame the draft of a 
Constitution. The draft, when framed, was the sub
ject of minute examination and discussion, with closed 
doors-~ut of whieh reports reached the newspapers 
-in every one of the fifteen bureaux of the AssembJ! ; 
after which the bureaux elected another Committee, to 
be associated with the first Committee in revising the 
original scheme, and framing a second draft, with the 
lights derived from the discussion; 80 that when 
the day arrived for taking this. second draft publicly 
into consideration, the work of framing the Constitu
tion wasl in reality, finished. It had received the 
benefit-of the best· light, of the best wisdom of the 
Assembly; it was well· known how the votes of the 
Assembly would go, on all di~putable points of con
siderable moment; and little remained for the public 
discussion to do, except to send forth the arguments 
of the ,majority. and the objections and protests of the 
minority, to their constituents and to the world. Is 
not this the way in which a Constitution should be 
made? AIe not all Constitutions, and all laws of any 
value. the work of a few select ininds in the first 

. instiDce, then discussed and canvassed with a greater 
number. and finally ratified by the ma~y? 
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'rhe Constitution thus made, and now solemnly 
proclaimed and adopted, is such as the ideas and the 
degree of instruction of the age and nation permitted 
it to be. Of all charges, that to which it is the least 
obnoxious is the trivial one of introducing Jlew 
I theoretical' ·principles. There is in it a remarkable 
absence of what, in Lord Brougham's eyes, is so great 
a fault in a political Constitution-original ideas. 
There is not a principle or a provision in it that is Dot 
familial' to the public mind. It is, in fact, a digest of 
the elementary doctrines of representative democracy. 
To those who disapprove of democracy, it is, of 
course, unacceptable: bnt, that being granted as the 
indispensable datum, from which the framers of the. 
Constitution were not at liberty to depart-any fault 
which can be found with their work, on the ground 
of a deficiency of checks to the preponderance of 
popular will, must be set down to the account not of 
new theories, but of the want of them. The presence 
of such checks, not their absence, would have been 
the noyelty in constitution-making. That would 
really have been the introduction of a pri~ciple new 
in democratic constitutions, and for "'hich no founda
tion waslaid in the national mind. 

Lord Drougham has condescended to bestow upon 
these unapt scholars, his view of some of the essential 
requisites of a popular Constitution. First aruong 
these, is the ancient device, or rather accident, of two 
Legislative Chambers. How unsuited this contrivance 
would be to the state of the French mind, may be 
known from the fact, that although supported. by 
some of the most individually influential of French 
orators and politicians, it has been rejected by a 

VOL. II. D D 
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larger majority than any of the other eOnServdli\"e 
amendments that have been proposed; and has num
bered among its opponents the greater part of that 
large party in the Assembly which calls itself Moderate, 
and is called by others .Anti-repuLlican. 

The arguments for a second Chamber, when looked 
at from one point of view, are of gr~at force; being 
DO other than the irresistible arguments for the neces
sity or expediency of a principle of antagonism in 
society-of a counterpoise somewhere to the prepon
derant power in the State. It seems hardly pos&iLle 
that there should be permanently good government, 
or enlightened progress, without such a counterpoi:!e. 

.It may, however, be maintained, with consideraLlo 
appearance of reason~ that the anhlgonism may be 
more beneficially placed in society itself, than in tlle 
It'gislatiye organ which giyes effect to the will of 
society; that it should ha,te its place in the powen 
which form public op~ion, rather than in that whose 
proper function is to execute it; that, for example, in 
a democratic State, the' desired counterbalance to the 
impnlses atd ",-ill of the comparati,-ely uninstructoo 
many, lies in a slrong and indt'pendent organization 
of the class whose special business is the cultiyation 
of knowled~ j and will bettet embody itself in Uni
versities, than in Senates or Houses of LordR. 

A second Chamber, howsocyer composed, is a serious 
hindrance to improvement. Suppose it constitutoo 
in the manner, of all others, least calculated to render 
it an obstructive body; suppose that an Assemblj of 
(say) 60o-pcrsons, is elected by universal su~<"e, and 
,,-hen elected· divides itself, as under the Fl't'nch 
Directorial Constitution, into two bodies, say of 300 

. . 
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each. Now, wherp-as if the I whole body sat as one 
Chamber, the opposition of 300 persons, or one-half 
of tte rcpresentatives of the people, would be required 
to throw out an improvement; on the system of 
!Scparate deliberation, 150, or one-fourth only, would 
suffice. Without doubt, the di ... ision into two sec. 
tions, which would be a hindrance to useful changel:l, 
would be a hindrance also to hurtful ones; and the 
arrangement tllerefore must be regarded as beneficial, 
by those who think that a democr-atic Assembly is 
more l1kely to make hurtful than useful changes. 
But this opinion, both historical and dailyexperient:e 
contradicts. There cannot be a case more in point 
than this very instance of France. The National 
Assembly was chosen in th~ crisis of a ~evolution, by 
a suffrage 'including all the labouring men of the 
community; t11e doctrines of a subversive character 
which Wf're afloat, were peculiarly favourable to the 
apparent interest~ of labouring men; yet the Assembly 
elected was essentially a conservative body; and it is 
the general opinion that the legit>latu:re nQ,w al)Out to 
be elected will be still more so. The great majority 
of mankind are, as a general rnle, tenacions of things 
exi!>ting: habit and custom predominate with them, 
in almost all cases, over remote prospect'! of aJ,"alltage; 
and however popular may be the constitution, in the 
ordinary course of its working the difficulty is not to 
preven'!; considerable chruiget, but to accomplish them 
even when most essentially needful Any syste. 
matic provision in the Constitution to render changes 
difficult, is therefore worse than superfluous-it is 
injurious. 

it is true, that in the times which ac.company or 
DD2 
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immediately follow a. revolution, this tendency of tIle 
human' mind may be' temporarily and partially re
versed; partially, we say-for a. people are as tenacious 
of old customs and ways of thinking in the crisis of a 
revolution as at any other 'time, on all points except 
those on which they have become strongly excited by 
a perception of evils or grievances; those, in fact, on 
which the revolution itself turns. On such points, 
indeed, there may easily arise, at those periods, an 
ardour of ill-considered chapge; and it is at such 
times, if ever, that the check afforded by a second or 
conservative Chamber might be beneficial. But these 
are the times when the resistance of such a body is 
practically null. T1;le very arguments used by the 
supporters of the institution, to make it endurable, 
assume that it cannot prolong its resistance' in excited 
times. A second .Chamber whicIl, during a revo!ution, 
should resolutely oppose itself to the branch of the 
legislature more directly representing the excited 
state of popular feeling, would be infallibly swept 
away. It it! the destiny of a second Chamber to 
become· inoperative -in the very cases, in which its 
effective operation would have the best chance of pro-. 
ducing less harm than good. 

If these observations are correct (and we give them 
only for what they are worth), there is no reason 
to regret the decision by which the Constituent 
Assembly of the French .. Repub~ic has rejected the 
principle of a double legislature. The same con
siderations serve to justify their adoption of what is 
termed universal suffrage. Lord Brougham him~elf 
admits that the operation of universal suffrage has 
hitherto proved very different from what its enemies 
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had anticipatcd. If a-suffrage extending to every 
adult male of the community produces, and is likely 
to ,Produce, a legislature more justly chargeable with 
too· conservative than with too innovative a spirit, 
what would it have been if, by a taxpaying or other 
property qualification, the democracy of Pari~, Lyons, 
and other large towns, had been excluded from its 
share' of influence? Lord Brougham repeats, along 
with other trite and gone-by observations on th~ 
social condition of France, that very commonplace 
one, that Paris is France. It is true that, from the 
political passiveness of the majority of the French 
people, and the habit of looking to the government as 
the sole arbiter of all political interests, the provinces 
of France usually submit readily ,to any existing 
government; but it is not now true, whatever it may 
have beE;n formerly .. that the provinces follow blindly 
the opillion of Paris; they might more truly be said 
to be unreasonably jealous of Parisian influences. 
Paris, with a few of the larger towns, is almost the 
sole element of progress which exists, politically 
speaking, in France; instead of having Mo much 
power, it has far less than in proportion to its immense 
superiority in politic31 education and intelligence_ 
Its power is never preponderant but when its insur
rectionary element is. brought into play i and this 
received a blow in June last, which has laid it pros. 
trate' for some time at least. 

The remainder of Lord Brougham's advice to the 
French people on constitutional subjects is, that they 
should have an efficient executive, with power 
promptly to suppress any attempt at disturbance--a 
point in which, in the present temper of the French, 
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they are not likely to be found deficient i and lastly, 
that the legislature should be nothing but a legisla
ture, and' should not, by itself attempting to ad
minister, usurp the functioDs of the necuti,'e .• On 
this last topic, Lord Brougham's observations, as far 
as they go, are just, and to the point. 

, The legislative body,' he observes, ' should be I!trictly con· 
fined to its proper functions, of making the laws, and'super
intending the administrat'ion both of the executive and of all 

'other departments; but excluded from all share in any of 
those branches. The office of discussing legislative measures 
or of controlling the conduct of public functionaries, may well 
be entrusted to a senate, however constituted, 88 the imposition 
of public burthens upon the community may not only with 
equal safety be placed in its hands, but ought almost exclu
sively to rest there. A representative bo<!J,necesl!arily nume
rous, because elected by a great people, can well and aafcly 
debate such matters; it is peculiarly fitted for their discussion. 
Such a body is wholly unfit to handle matters me"ely of an 
administrative kind, or of ~ judioial. Its numbers at once 
pronounce this disqualification: its responBibility to· con
stj,tuents confirms the sentence: iti. want of individual re
sponsibility precludes all appeal and all doubt. How can an 
assembly of &ix or seven hundred persons conduct foreign 
negotiations, decide questions of peace and war, or dispose of 
the national force, whether with a view to internal police or 
foreign operations, offensive or defensive? How can such a 
body be entrusted with the appointment to places, civil or 
military, when each man will be quick to help hi. fellow
member's job, and none ever feel afraid of constituent. who 
can know little, and care less, about such Dominations? Above 
everything, the jlldicial office must never be exercised by au 
~ssembly like this; and of all appoil1tmentl from which it 
should be shut out, those coDnected with jlldicial pow en fall 
most certainly under the rule of exclusion.' 

The principle here contended for is of so much im-
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porlance, that it deserves to be carried farther than is 
done in this passage, or by any existing school of 
politicians. In generAl, if a public fUDction is to be 
discharged with honesty and skill, some one person, 
or a very small number, should, if possible, be speci
fically entrusted with it. A few persons, and still 
more, one person, will feel a moral responsibility, an 
amenability to the bar of public opinion, ~hich, even 
'when they cannot be made more directly responsible, 
will be a far stronger security for fidelity and atten
tion to their trust than can be pro\"ided in the case of 
a numerous body. We dissent altogether from the 
common opinion of democratic republicans, which 
tends to multiply the conferring of offices by popular 
election. Toe sovereign Assembly, which is the organ 
of the people for superintending and controlling the 
government, must of necessity be so elected. But 
with this exception, it appears'to us certain (what 
even Bentham, though in his earlier speculations he 

. maintained. a different opinion, ultimately acknow
ledged), that judges, administrators, functionaries of 
all sorts, will be selected with a muoh more careful 
eye "to their qualifications, if some conspicuo~s public 
officer, a President or a minister, has· the choice of 
them imposed on him as part of his peculiar business, 
and feels his official chardcter and the tenure of his 
own power to deptmd. not on ""hat the people may 
now think of the choice made, but on what they will 
think of it after trial. It set."ms equally certain that 
th& President, or prime minister, will be better sel,!cted. 
by the· peopl~'s representatives. than by the people 
themselves directly. The example of the United 
States is a strong argument for this opinion. If the 
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,President were elected by Congress, he would gene
rally be the leader, and acknowledged ablest man, of 
hili party:' elected by the people, he is now always 
either an unknown mediocrity, or a man'whose repu
tation has been acquired in some otller field than 
that of politics. Nor is this likely to alter j for every 
politiciim who has attained eminence pas made a 
multitude of, at least political, enemies, which renders 
him a less available candidate for his party to put 
forward, th~n someboJy of the same professed prin
ciples who is co~paratively obscure. It is to be feared 
that the appointment of a President by the direct 
suffrages of the community, will prove to be the most 
serious mi.stake which the framers of the French Con
stitution have made. They have introduced by it 
into the still mor~' fermentable elements of French 
society, what even in America is felt to be so great 
an evil-the turmoil of a perpetual canvass, and the 
baneful hahit of making the' decision of all great 
public questions depend less upon their merits, than 
upon their probable influence on the next presidential 
election.. A1d,. in addition to this, it will probably 
be found,' if their present institutions last, that they 
have subjecte<1 themselves to' a series of much worse 
se~ectioIis, and will ha.ve their Republic presided over 
by a less aqle and less creditable succession of men, 
than if the chief magistrate had been chosen by the 
legislature. 

It is but jUflt to acknowledge, that· this very ques
tionable provision was introduced in obedien~ to the 
important principle of preventing the legislature from 
encroaching on the province of the executive. The 
object was, to make the President independent of the 
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fegislature. It was feared that if he were appointed 
and could be turned out by them, he would be their 
mere clerk-would exercise no judgment and assume 
no responsibility of his own, but simply register the 
decrees of a body nnfit to conduct the business of 
government in detail. There was, however, a means 
of avoiding this, which would have been perfectly 
effectual. They might have given to the chief of the 
executive the power of dissolving the legislature, and 
appealing afresh' to the people. With this safeguard, 
they might have left to the Assembly the nncontI-olled 
choice of the head of the executive, and the power, by 
a 'vote of dismissal, of reducing him to the alternative 
of either .retiring or dissolving the Chamber. The 
check which, nnder this arrangement, the legislature 
and the executive would exercise reciprocally over one 
another, and the reluctance which each would feel to . 
proceed to an extremity which might end in their own 
downfall instead of their rival's, would in ordinary 
cases be sufficient to restrain each within the consti. 
tutionallimits of its own authority. Instead of this, 
it is to be feared that by placing face ~ to face an 
Assembly and a first roagistrate-each emanating 
directly from popular suffrage, and each elected. for a 
term fixed, only c~pable of being abridged by death 
or resignation-the Assembly have organized a per. 
petual hostility between the two powers. replete with 
dangers to the stability of the Constitution. For if 
the President and the National Assembly should here
·after quarrel, there may for three whole years be no 
means by which either can relieve itself from the hos. 
tility of the other. except a coup d'etat. 

In addition to' these considerations, an executive. 
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chosen by a select body, ancl armed with the power ~r 
. dissolving the legislature, would probably be a more 
effectual check than any second Chamber upon the 
conduct of an Assembly engaged in a. course of ha.<;ty 
or unjust legislation. . An eminent politician, the 
leader of a great party, and surrounded by the tfiite 
of that party as his ministers ~nd advisers, would bave 
more at stake in the good conduct of public affairs, 
would be more practised and ikilful in judging of 
exigencies, would apply himselt to his task with a 
much deeper sen,se of permanent responsibility, and, 
as a consequence of all this, would be likely to carry 
with him a greater weight of opinion, than an as
sembly of two or three hundred persons, wh~ther com
posed of English lords, or of the elective representa
tives of French or American democracy. 

To correct misstatements is so much more tedious 
a process than to commit them, that space fails us for 
pointing out, or even alluding to, a tenth part of those 
whi~h compose the main bulk of Lord Brougham's 
pamphlet. BlJt we have exhibited a sample, and what 
}Ve have exnibited is a fair specimen of what remains 
behind. Let us hope that .something has been done 
towards the more important purpose of vindicating 
the Re\'olution, and the Provisional Governmept; from 
as unjust aspersions as ever clouded the reputation of 
great actions and eminent characters. 
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ALL the more recent of these papers were joint productions 
of myselC and of one whose loss, even in a merely intel· 
lectual point of view, can never be repaired or alleviated. But 
the following uo;;ay is hers in a peculiar seuse, my &hare in it 
bcin; little! more than that of an editor and amanuensis. Ita 
authorsLip haling been known at the time, and publicly attri
buted to her, it is proper to state, that she never regarded it 
as a complete discnssion oCthe subject which it treat.'! of: and, 
highly u I estimate it, I would rather it remained unacknow
led~ed, tbaq that it sbould be read with the idea that e,-en 
the faintest image can be found in it of a mind and heart 
which in their union of the rarest, and what are deemed the 
mOdt conflicting excellences, were unparalleled in any human 
being that I have known or read of. While she was the 
light, liCe, and grace of every society in which she took part, 
the foundation of her character was a deep seriousness, re;;ult.
ing from the combination of the strongest and most sensitive 
feelings with the highest principles. All that excites admi
ration wheu found separately. in 01hers, seemed b'rougbt 
together in her: a conscience at once healthy and tender; a 
generosity, bounded only by a sense of jll!!tice which often for
got its own claims, but neyer those of others; a heart so large 
and loving, that whoevel' was capabl~ of making the smallest 
return of sympathy, always received tenfold; and in the intel
lectual department, a vigour and truth of imagination, a deli
cacyof perception, an accuracy and nicety of observation. only 
equalled '1 her profundity of speculative thought, and by a 
practical judgment and discernment next to infallible. So 
elevated was the general level of her faculties, that the highest 
poetry, philosophy, oratory:, or art, seemed trivial by the side 
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of her, and equal only to expressing some small part of her 
mind. And there is no one of those modes of manifcstation 
.in which she could not easily have taken the highest rank, 
had Dot her inclination led her for the most part to content 
herself with being the inspirer, prompter, and unavowed 
coadjutor of others. • 

The present paper was written to promote a cause which 
she had deeply at heart, and though appcaling only to the 
severest reason, was meant for the general reader. 'l'he quel
tion, in her opinion, was in a stage in which no treatmcnt but 
the most calmly argumentative could be useful, while m~ny of 
the strongest arguments were necessarily omitted, as bcing 
unsuited for popular effect. Had she lived to write out all 
her thoughts on this great question, she would have produced 
something.as far transcending in profundity the prescnt };slay, 
as, had she not placed a rigid restraint on her feelings, she 
would have excelled it in fervid eloquence. Yet nothing lI'hich 
even she could have written on any single subject, would have 
given an adequate idea of the depth and compass of her mind. 
As during life she continually dctected, bcfore anyone else 
had seemed to perceive them, those changes of timcs and cir
cumstances which ten or twelve years later became subjects of 
general remark, so I venture to prophecy that if mankind 
continue to improve, their IIpiritual history for age. to come 
will be the ·progressivl working out of her thoughts, and 
realization of her conceptions. 

MOST of our readers will probably learn from 
these pages for the first time, that there has arisen 

in the United States, and in the most civilized and 
enlightened portion of them, an organized agitation 
on a new question-new, not to thinkers, nOl' to any 
one by whom the principles of free and popular 
government are felt as well as acknowledged, but 
new, and even unheard-of, as a subject for public 
meetings and practical political action. This question 
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is, the enfranchisement of women; their admission, 
in law and in fact, to equality in all riqhts, political, 
civil, and social, with the male citizens of the com
munity. 

It will add to the surprise with which many will 
reCleive this intelligence, that the agitation which has 
commenced is not a pleading by male writers and 
orators for women, those who are professedly to be 
benefited remaining either indifferent or olltensibly 
hostile. It is a political movement, practical iu its 
objects, carried on in a form which denotes an inten
tion to persevere. And it is a movement nut merely 
for women, but by them. Its first public 'manifes
tation appears to have been a Convention of Women, 
held in the State of Ohio, in the spring of 1850 .. Of 
this meeting we have seen no report. On the 23rd 
and 24th of Oct~ber last, a succession of public 
meetings was held at Worcester in Massachusetts, 
under the name of a "V omen's Rights Convention,' 
of which the president was a woman, and nearly all 
the chief speakers women: numerously reinf~rced, 
however, by men, among whom were s~me 'Of the 
most distinguished leade:J:s in the kindred cause of 
negro emancipation. A general and four special 
committees were nominated, for the purpose of 
carrying on the undertaking until the next annnal 
meeting. 

According to the report in the New York Tribune, 
above ~ thousand persons were present throughout, 
and • if a larger place could have been had, many 
thousands more would h~ve attended.' The place 
was d~scribed as ' crowded from the. beginning with 
attentive and interested listeners.' In regard to the 
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quality of the speaking, the proceedings bear an 
advantageou~ comparison with tho!>e of any popular 
movement with which we are acquainted, either in 

. this country or in America. Very rareli in the 
oratory of public meetings is the part of verbiage and 
declamation so small, that of calm good sense and 
reason so considerable. The result of the Convention 
was in every respect encouraging to those by whom it 
was summoned: and it is probably' destined to inaugu
rate One of the. most important of the movements 
towards political" and social reform, whieh are the 
best characteristic of the present age. ' 

That the promoters of tbis new agitation take their 
stand On principles, and do not fear to declare these 
in their widest extent, without time-serving or com
promise, will be seen from the resolutions adopted by 
the Convention, part of which we transcribe. 

, Reaolved-That every human being, of full age, and resi
dent for a proper length of time on the soil of the nation, who 
is required to obey the law, is entitled to a voice in ita enact
ment j' \hat ~ery such person, whose property or labour i8 
taxed for the 8\lPport of the government, is entitled to a 
direct share in such government j therefore, . 

.. Re8olved-That women are entitled to the right of8uffrage, 
and to be considered eligible to office, . • •• and that every 
party which claims to represent the humanity, the civilization, 
and,the progress of the age, is bound to inscribe on its banners 
equality before the law, without distinction of sex or colour. 

• Reaolved-That civil and political rights acknowledge no 
sex, and 'therefoJIC the word' male' should be strnck from every 
State Constitution. 

• Re8olved-That, since ihe prospect 0'£ honourable and use
ful employment in after-life is the best stimulus to the use of 
educational !ldvantages, and since the beat education it that 
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we give ourselves, in the struggles, employments, and disci
pline of life; therefore it i. impossible that women should 
make full use of the instruction already accorded to them, or 
that their career should do justice to their faculties, until the 
a"euues to the various civil and professional employments are 
thrown open to them. 

, Ruolctd-That every efI'ort to educate women, without 
according to them their rightll, and arousing their conscience 
by the weight of their responsibilities, is futile, and a w~te of 
labour. 

, Ruoln·J-That the lawl of property, as atrecting married 
persons, demand a thorough re,-isal, s6 that all rights be equal 
between them; that the wife have, during life, an equal con
trol over the property gained by their mutual toil and sacri
fices, and he heir to her husband precisely to that extent that 
he is heir to her, and entitled at her death to dispose by will 
of the &ame share of the joint property as he ~.' 

The following is a brief summary of the principal 
demands. . 

'I. EJIIl'ati01J in primary and high schools, universities, 
medical, legal, aud theological institutions. 

• 2. Pllrtfltr&IIip in the labours and gains, ri/iks and remu-
nerations, of productive industry. '. 

, S . .-J coegllal Ildrt in the formation, and administration 
of laws-municipal, state, and national-through legislative 
assemblies, courts, and executive offices.' . 

It would be difficult to put so much true, just, and 
rea:ronable meaning into a style 80 little calcul~ted 
to recommend it as that o.c some of the resolutions~ 
But whatever objection may be made to some of the 
expressions, none, in our opinion, can be made to the 
demands themselves. As a question of justice, the 
case seems to us too clear for dispute. As one of 
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expediency, the more thoroughly it is examined the 
stronger it will appear. . 

That women have as good ~ claim as men have, in 
point of personal right, to the suffrage, or to a place 
in the jury-box, it would be difficult for anyone to 
deny. It cannot certainly be denied by the United 
States of ~merica, as a people or as &. community. 
Theil democratic institutions rest avowedly on the 
inherent right of everyone to a voice in the govern. 
mertt. "Their Declaration of Independence, framed 
by the men who are 'still their great constitutional 
authoritie~-that document which has been from tlle 
first, and is now, the acknowledged basis of their 
polity, commences with this express statement :-

'We ~old these truths to be self-evident: that all men are 
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure theserigLtR, 
governments are instituted among meo, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the governed.' 

Weo do not imagine that any American democrat 
will eva.de t~e force of these expressions, by the 
dishonest or ignorant subterfuge, that f men,' in this 
memorable. document, does not stand for human 
beings, but for one sex only; that 'life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness' are 'inalieuable rights' of 
only one moiety of the human species; and that 
, the- governed,' whose consent is affirmed to be the 
only sourcp. of just power, are meant for that half of 
mankind only, who, in relation to the other, have 
hitherto assumed the character of governors. The 
contradiction between principle and' practice cannot 
be explained away. A like dereliction of the funda. 
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· mental maxims of their political creed has been com· 
mitted by the Americans in the flagrant instance of 
the negroes; of this they are learning to recognise 
the turpitude. 'After a struggle which, by many of 
its incidents, deserve!! the name of heroic, the aboli. 
tionists are 'now so strong in numbers and in influence 
that they hold the balance of parties in the United 
States. It was fitting that. the men whose names 
will remain §lssociated with the extirpation, from the 
democratic soil of America, of the aristocracy of 
colour, should be· among the originators, for America 
and for the rest of the world, of the first collective 
protest against the aristocracy of sex; a distinction 

· as accidental as that of colonr, and fully as irrelevant 
to all questionli of government. . 

Not only to- the democracy of America, the claim 
of women to civil and political equality makes .an 
irresistible appeal, but also to those Radicals and 
Chartists in the British islands, and democrats on the 
Continent, who claim what is' called universal· suf. 
frage as an inherent right, unjustly and ~pprel'sively 
withheld from them. For with what truth . or 
rationality could the suffrage be termed universal, 
while half the human species remained excluded from 
it? To declare that a voice in the government is 
the right of all, and demand it only for a part-the 

· part, namely, to which the claimant himself belongs. 
-is to, renounce even the appearance of principle. 
'l'he Chartist who denies the suffrage to women, is a 
Chartist only because he is not a lord: he is one of 
those levellers who would level only down to them-
selves. . 

Ev~n those who do not look upon a voi~e in the 
~~a EE 



government Il$ a mat~r of personal right, nor pro
fess principles which require that it should be 
extended to all, hue nsually traditional maxims of 
political justice with which it is impossible to recon
cile the exclusion of all women from the common 
rights of citizenship. It is an axiom of En~lish free
dom that taxation and representation shou1d be co
extenl'ive. Even nnder the laws which give the 
wife'S' properly to the husband, ther~ are many 
unmarried women who pay taxes. It is one of the 
fundamental doctrines of the British ConstitutioD, 
that all persons should be tried by their peers: yet 
women, whenever tried. are tried by male judges and 
a male jury. To foreignt>JS the law accords the pri
vilege of claiming that. half the jury should be com
posed of themseh-es j not so to women. Apart from 
maxims of detail, which represent local and national 
rather than nniversal ideas j it is an acknowlt.·<lgcd 
dictate of justice to make no degrading distinctions 
without necessity. In all thin~ the prE.'Sumption 
ought to be on the side of equality- A reason must 
be given why anything should be permitted to one 
person and interdicted to another. But when that 
which is interdicted includes nearly everything which 
those to whom it is permitted most prize, and to be 
deprived or which ihey feel to be most insultinti; 
when not only political liberty bnt personal freedom 
of action is l.he prerogative of a caste; when even in 
the exercise of industry, almost all employment. 
which task: the higher faculties in an important field. 
which lead to distinction, riches, or e .. ·en pecuniary 
independence. are "fenced round as the exclusive 
domain of ihe predominant section. scarcel; any 
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dool"8 being left open to the dependent clags, except 
luch as all who can enter elsewhere disdainfully pass 
by; the miserable el:pediencies which are advanced 
as neusE'S for 80 gTossly partial a dispell!'ation, would 
not be sufficient, e{"en if they were nal, to render 
it other tl;an a flagrant injustice. While, fill' from 
being expedient, we are nrmly con,inced that the 
diyision oC mankind into two castes, one bom to 
rule oyer t~e other, is in this case, as in all cases, 
an unqualified mischief j a source of perversion and 
demoralization, both to the favoured class and to 
t]lOse at whose expense they are fa{"oured j producing 
none of the good which it is the custom to ascribe to 
it, and forming a bar, almost insuperable 'While it 
lasts, to any really vital impro.ement, either in the 
charnct~r or in the social condition of the- human 
race. 

These propositions it is now o~ purpose to main
tain. But before. entering on them, we woul.! endea
vour to dispel the-preliminary objections 'Which, in 
the minds of pen-ons to whom the subject. is n~w, ace 
apt to prevent a real and conscientious examination of 
it. The chief of these obstacles is that most formi
dable one, custom. Women nen'r haye had equal 
rights with men. The claim in their behalf, of the 
common rights of mankind, is looked upon as barred 
by universal practice. This strongest of prejudices, 
the prejudice against 'What is new and ~knoWD, has. 
indeed, in an age of changes like the present, lost 
much of its force; if it had n.:>t, there would be little 
hope of prevailing against it. Over tbn>e-tourths of 
the h~bitable world, even at this day, the answer. • it 
has always been s?,' closes all discussion. 'But it is 

BBj 
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the boast of modern Europeans, and of their American 
kindred, that they know and do many things which 
their forefathers neither knew nor did; and it is per. 
haps the most unquestionable point of superiority in 
the pretlent above former ages, that habit is not now 
the tyrant it formerly was over opinions and modes 
of action, and that the worship of custom is a declin
ing idolatry. An uncustomary thought, on a subject 
which touches the greater inter~sts of life.sti11startles 
when first preRented; but if it can be kept before the 
mind until the impression of strangeness wears off, it 
obtains a hearing. and as rational a consideration as 
the intellect of the hearer is accustomed to bestow on 
any other subject. • 

In the present case, the prejudice of custom it! 
doubtless on the unjust side. Great thinkers, indeed, 
at aifferent times, froIp. Plato to Condorcet, besides 
some of the most eminent Darnel'! of the present age, 
have made emphatic protesb in favour of the equality. 
of women. And there have been voluntary societies. 
religi~us OI;, secular. of which tne Society of Friends is 
the most know~ by whom that principle was recog
nised. But there has been no political community 
or nation in which, by law and usage, women }lave 
not been in a state of political and civil inferiority. 
In the. ancient world the same fact was alleged, with 
equal truth. in behalf of slavery. It might have been 
alleged in favour of the mitigated form of slavery, 
serfdom. all through the middle ages. It was urged 
against freedom of industry. freedom of conscience, 
freedom of the press; none of these· liberties were 
thought co~patible with a well-ordered sta.te~ until 
they had proved their possibility ~y actually existing 
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as facts. That an institution or a practice is cus
tomary is no presumption of its goodness, when any 
other sufficient cause can be assigned for its exi!>tence. 
There is no difficulty in understanding why the sub
jection of wome~ has been a custom. No other ex
planation is. needed than physical force. 

That those who were physically weaker ~hould have 
been made legally inferior, is quite conformable to 
the mode in which the world has been governed. 
Until very tately; the rule of' physical strength was 
the general law of human affairs. 'rhroughout his
.tory, the nations, races, c\asses, which found them. 
selyes the strongest, either in muscles, in riches, or in 
military discipline, have conquered and held in sub· 
jection the rest. If, even in the most improved 
nations, the law of the sword is a~ last discounte
nanced as unworthy,.it is only since the calumniated 
eighteehth century. 'Vars of conquest have only 
ceased since democratic revolutions began. The world 
is very young, and has but just begun to cast off injus
tice. It is only now getting rid of negro slavery. It 

. is only now getting rid of monarchical dc::.t>otis1'll. It 
is only now getting rid of hereditary feudal nobility. 
It is only now getting rid of disabilities on the ground 
of religion. It is only begiiming to treat any men. as 
citizens, except the rich and a favoured portion of the 
middle class. Can we wonder that it has not yet 
done as much for women P As society was consti· 
tuted until the last few generations, inequality was 
its very basis. association grounded on equal rights 
scarcely existed;, to be equals was to be enemies j 
two persons could hardly co-operate in anything, or 
meet 'in any a~icable relation, without the law's ap-
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pointing that one of them should be the superior of 
the other. Mankind have outgrown this state, aIHl 
all things now tend to substitute, as the general prin
ciple of human relations, a just equality, instead (Jf 
the dominion of the strongest. nut of all relations, 
that between men and women being the pearest nnd 
most intimate, and connected with the greate!'t 
number of strong emotions, was sure to be the last 
to throw off the old rule and receive the new: for in 
proportion to the strength of a feeling, is the tenacity 
with which it clings to the forms and circumstances 
with which it has even. accidentally become asso-, 
ciated, • 

'Vhen a prejudice, which has any hold on the feel
ings, finds itself reduced to the unpleasant necessity 
of assigning rea.sons, it thinks it has don,e enough. 
whoo it has re·asserted the very point in dispute, in 
phrases which appeal to the pre.existing feeling. 
Thus, many persons think they have sufficiently jU!l
tified the restrictions on women's field of action, when 
they have said that the pursuits from which women 
are exciuded' are unfeminine, and that the proper BJlhere 
of women is not politics or publicity, but private 
and domestic life. . 

We deny the right of any portion of the species to 
decide for another portion, or any individual for 
another inaividual, what is and what is not their 
C proper sphere.' The proper sphere for all human 
beings is the largest and p,ighest which they are able 
to attain to. 'Vhat this is, caunot be ascertainel1, 
without complete liberty of choice. The speakers at 
the Convention in America have therefore done wisely 
and rig-ht, in refusing to entertain 'the question of the 
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peculiar aptitudes either of women or of ruen. or the 
limits within which this or that occupation may be 
suppvseJ to be more adapted to the one or to the 
other. They justly maintain, that these questions 
can o11ly be sati"factorily answered by perfect free
dom. Let every occupation be open to all. without 
fin'our or discouragement to any. antI employmentit 
wiil fall into the hands of those men or women who 
are found by experience to be most capable of worthily 
t'Xercising them. '1'here need be no fear that women 
will take out of the hands of men any occupation 
which men perform better than they. Each indivi
dual will prove his or her capacities, in the only way 
in which capacities can be proved-by trial j and the 
world will have the benefit of the best faculties of all 
its inhabit-ants. But to interfere beforehand by an 
arbitrary limit. and declare that whatever be the 
genius. talent, energy, or force of mind of an indivi
dual of a certain sex or class, those faculties shall not 
be exerted, or shall be. exerted only in some- few of 
the many modes in which others are permitted to use 
theirs. is not only an injustice to the individu;1!, and 
a detriment to society, which loses what -it can ill 
spare, llUt is also .the most effectual mode of providing 
that. in the-. sex or class so fettered, the qualities 
which are not permitted to be exercised shatl not 
exist. 

'We shill follow the very proper example of the 
Convention, in not enteri~g into the question of the 
alleged differences in physical or mental qualities 
between the sexes; not because we have nothing to 
say, but because we have too much j to discuss this 
one point tolerably would need all the space we have 
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to bestow on the entire subject." But if those WllO 

assert that the • proper sphere' for women is the 
. domedic; mean by this that they have' not shown 
themselves qualified for any other, t~e assertion 
evinces great ignorance of life and of history. Women 
have' shown fitness for the highest social functions, 
exactly in proportion as they have been admitted to 
them. By a curious anomaly, though ineligible to 
even the lowest .offices of State, they are in sorlie 
countries admitted to the highest of all, the regal j 

and if there is anyone function for which they hav'e 
shown a decided vocation, it is that of reigning. Not 
tp go back to ancient history, we look in vain for 
abler or firmer rulers than Elizabeth j than Isabella. . 
of Castile; than Maria. Teresa; than Catherine of 
Russia; 'than Blanche, mother of Louis IX.. of 
France; than Jeanne d' Albret, mother of Henri 
Quatre. There are few kings on record who con
tended with more difficult circumstances, or overcame 

'. An excellent passage on this part of the subject, from one of 
Sydney Smith's contributions to the Edinburgh Review, we will not 
refrain from quoting :-' A great deal has been laid of the original 
differenc~ of dpacity between men and women, as if women were. 
more quick and men more judicion&--as if women were more remark. 
able for delicacy of association, and men for stronger powers ~f atten. 
non. All this" we confess, appears to us very fanciful Tha.t there is 
Ii. difference in the understandings of the men and the womeu we evl!r'f 
day meet with, everybody, we suppose, must perceive; but there is 
none surely which may not be accounted for by the difference of cir· 
cumstances in which they have been placed, without referring to any 
conjectural difference of original conformation of mind. As long as 
boys and girls run abant in the dirl. and tl'1lndle hoopa together, they 
are both precisely alike. If Yl1l1 catch lip Ol!.e-ha.lf of these cre .. tures, 
and train' them to a particular set of actions and opinions, and the 
other half to 6 perfectly oppoaite Bet, of course their understanding. 
will differ, as one or the other 80rt of occnpationa has called this or 
that talent into action. There is Burely no occasion to go into any 
deeper or more abstruse reasoning, in order to e:l:plain 10 very liwl,}e 
a phenomenon.'-Sydney SmW~', Works, voL i. p. 200. 
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them more triumphantly, than these. Even in iemi
barbarous Asia, princesses who have never been seen 
by men, other than those of their own family, or 
ever spoken with them unless from behind a curtain, 
have as regents, during the minority of their sons, 
exhibited many of the most brilliant examples of just 
and vigorous adminilltration. In the middle ages, 
when the distance between the upper and lower 
ranks W\1S greater than e\"en between women and men, 
and the women of the privileged class, however sub
ject to tyranny from the men of the same c1as~, were 
at a less distance below them than anyone else was, 
and often in their absence represented them in their 
functions and authority-numbers of heroic chate
laines, like Jeanne de Montfort, or the-'great Countess 
of Derby as late even as the time of Charles I., dis
tinguished themselves not only by their political but 
their military capacity. In the centuries immediately 
before and after the Reformation, ladies of royal 
houses, as diplomatists, as governors of provinces, or 
as the confidential advisers of kings,' equalled the first 
statesmen of their time: and the treaty 4>f Cambray, 
which gave peace to Europe, was negotiated in con
ferences where no other person was present, by the 
aunt of the Emperor Charles the Fift.h, and the mother 
of Francis the First. 

Concerning the fitness, then, of women for politics, 
there Can be no question: but the dispute is more 
likely to turn upon the fitness of politics for women. 
'When the reasons alleged for 'excluding women from 
active life in all its higher departments are stripped of 
their garb of declamatory phrases, and reduced to the 
simple, expression of a meaning, they seem to be 
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mainly three: first, the incompatibility of active life 
with maternity, and with the cares of a housl,hold ; 
secondly, its alleged hardening effect on the character; 
and thirdly, the inexpedi(:ncy of making an addition 
to the already excessive pressure of comJ>4!tition in 
every kind of professional or lucrative employment. 

The first, the maternity argument, is usually laid 
most stress upon: although (it needs lmrdly he said) 
this reason, if it be one, can apply only to mothers. 
It is ne!ther necessary nor just to make impe~tive on 
women that they shall be either mothers or nothing; 
or that if they have been mothers once, they shall be 
nothing else during the whole remainder of tht'ir 
1iv-es. Neither }Vomen lIor men n~d any law to 
exclude them from an occupatiou, if they ha,·e nnder
taken another which is incompatible ,,;th it. X 0 one 
proposes to exclude the male sex "from Parliament 
because a man may be a soldier or sailor in acti,"e 
service, or a merchant whose business requires all his 
time and energies. Nine-tenths of the occupations 
of men exclude them de facto from public life, as 
effectmJly ~ if they were exc1uded by law; but that 
is no reason for making la.ws~o ex'elude even the nine
tenths, much less the remaining tenth. The reason 
of the case is the same for women as for men. There 
is no need to make provision by law that a woman 
shall nut carryon the active details of a household, or 
of the education of children, and at the same time 
practise a profession, or be elected to parliament. 
'Vhere incompatibility ii real, it will take care of 
itself: but there is gross injustice in making the in
compatibility a pretence for the exclusion of those in 

" whose case it does not ~xist. And these, if they were 
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free to cboose, \\'~uld be a very large proportion. The 
maternity argument deserts its supporte~ in the case 
of single women, a large and increasing class of the 
population j a faei which, it is not irrelevant to 
remark, by tending to diminish the excessive compe
tition of numbers, is r.alculateu to assist greatly the 
prosperity of all. . There is no inherent reason or 
necessity that all women should voluntarily choose to 
devote their lives to one animal function and its conse
quences. Numbers of women are wives and mothers 
only becaus~ there is no other career open to them, 
no other occupation for their feelings or their activi
ties. Every impronment in their education, and 
enlargement ofthci,r faculties,everyfhing wbich renderS 
them more qualified for any other mode of life, in
creases the number of those to whom it is an injury 
and an oppression to be denied the choice. To say that 
"'omen must be excluded from active life because ma
ternity disqualifies them for it, is in fact to say, that 
every other career should be forbidden them in order 
that maternity may be their only resourc"e. 

Eut secondly. it is urged, that to gin the same· 
. freedom of occupation to women as to men, would be 
an injurious addition to the crowd of competitors, by 
whom the avenues to almost all kinds of employment 
are choked up, and its remuneration depressed. This 
argument. it is to be observed, does not reach the 
political question. It gives no excuse for withholding 
from women the rights of citizenship. The suffrage,. 
the jury-bo~. admission to the legislature and to 
office, it does not touch. It bears only on the indus
trial branch of the subject. Allowing it, then, in an 
economical point of view, its full force; assummg 
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that to lay open to women the employments flOW 

monopolize<l by men, would tend, like the breaking 
down of other monopolies, to lower the rate of remu
neration in those employments; let us consider wbat 
is the amount of this e"il consequence, and what the 
compensation for it. 'lne worst ever asserted, much 
worse than is at all likely to be realized, is that if 
women competed with men, a man and a woman could 
not together earn more than is now earned by tIle 
man alone. Let us make this supposition, the most 
unfavourable supposition possible: the j"int income 
of.the two would be the same as before, while the 
woman would be raised from the position of a ser
vant to that of a partner. Even if every woman, ItS 

matters now stand, had a claim on some man for z;up
port, how. infinitely prefe,ra1lle is it that part of the 
income should be of the woman's earning, even if the 
aggrega~ sum were but little increased by it, rather 
than that she should be compelled to ~tand aside in 
order that men may be the sole earners, and the sole 
dispensers of what is earned. Even under the present 
laws reflpecti:tg the property of women, a. woman who 
contributes materially to the support of the family, 
cannot be treated in the same contemptuously tyran
nical manner as one who, however she may toil as a 
domestic drudge, is a dependent on the man fllr sub
sistenee.* As for the depression of wages by increase 

• The truly horrible effect. or the present state of the law among the 
lowest of the working population, is exhibited in those caBell of hideoua 
maltreatment of their wives by working men, with wllich every no:W. 
paper, every police report, teems. Wretches unfit to have the amallest 
authority 'over any living thing. have a helI,leas woman for their 
hOWiehold slave. These excesses eould not exist if women both eartkld, 
al!d had the right to POllsesll, a part of the income or the faniily. 
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of competition, remedies will be found. for it in time. 
Palliatives might be applied immediately; for in
stance, a more rigid exclusion of children from indus
trial employment, during the years in which they 
ought to be working only to strengthen their bodies 
and minds for after·life. Children are necessarily 'de
pendent, and under the po\ver of others; and their 
labour, being not for then{selves but for the gain of 
their parents, is a proper subject for legislative regu
lation. 'With respect to the future, we neither believe 
that improvident multiplication, and the consequent 
excessive difficulty of gaining a subsistence, will always 
continue, nor that'the division of mankind into capi
talists and hired labourers. and the regulation of the 
reward of labourers mainly by demand and supply, 
will be for ever, or even much longer, the rule of the 
world. But so long. as competition is the general 
law of human life, it is tyranny to shut out one-half 
of the competitors. All who have attained the age of 
self. government have an equal claim to be permitted 
to sell whatever kind of useful labour they are capable 
of, for the price which it will bring. • • 

The third object.ion to the admission of women to 
political or professional life, its alleged' hardening ten
dency, belongs to an age now past, and is scarcely to 
be comprehended by people of the present time. 
There are still, however, persons who say that the 
world and its ~vocations render men selfish and un
feeling; that the struggles, rivalries, and collisions of 
busine'ss and of politics' make them harsh and un
amiable j that if half the species must unavoidably be 
given up to these things, it is the more necessary that 
the other half !Should be kept free from them j that to 
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preserve women from the bad intluences of the worM, 
i9 the only chance ofpreyenting men from bein~ wholly 
given up to them. 

There would have been plansibility in this argue 
ment when the ft"orld was still in the a;e of violence; 
when life was full of physical conflict. and every man 
had to redress hii injuries or those of others, by the 
sword or by the strength of bis arm. Women, like 
prie~ts, by being exempted from sllch re-ponsibilities, 
and from some part of the accompanying dangers, 
may have been enabled to exercise a beneficial influ
ence. But in the present condition of human life, 
we do not know where those hardening influences are 
to be found, to which men are subject and from whi.:h 
women are at present exempt. Individuals now-a-days 
are seldom called upon to fight hand to hand, even 
with peaceful weapons; personal enmities and rivalities 
count for little in. worldly transactions; the general 
pressure of circumstances, not the adverse will of 
individuals, is the obstacle men now bave to mare 
head ~o-ainst. That pressure, when excessive, breaks 
the spmt, and cramps and sours the feelings, but not 
less of women tLan of mpn, since they suffer certainly 
not less from its evils. There are still quarre13 and 
dislikes, but the sou~ of theIIl are changed. The 
feudal chief once found his bitterest enemy in hi:l 
powerful neighbour, the minister or courtier in his 
rival for place: but opposition of interest in active 
life, as a cause of pen;onal animo:>ity, is out of date; 
the enmities of the present day arise not from great 
things bot small, from what people say of one another, 
more than from what tbey do; and if there are hatred, 
malice, and all uncharitableness, they &Ie to be found 
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present !'tate of driliution, the noti(\n of gu:uding 
women from the harJening illfiuenees of the world, 
couM only be re~il.eJ hy secluJing tlH~m from society 
alt.:>gether. The common duties of ('t)mmon life, a.s 
at present ronstitutt'd, are incompatible witb any other 
80finess in women tban weakness. Surt-Iy weak minds 
in weak bodies must ere long ('ea..~ to w e\"en sup
posed to be either attracti,-e or amiable. 

But, in trutll, none of these arguments and ron
siJer.ltions touch the f~)undatious ('If the subject.. The
real question is, whetb~r it is right and expedient that 
onf'-half of the human race should pass through life 
in a sute of furred subordination to the other half. 
If the best state of human ~ociety is that of being 
divia~ into two parts, one ronsisting of persons with 
a will and a substanti\"e existence, the other of humbl!! 
rompanions to thest." persons, attacbed, each of them 
to one, for the purpose of bringing up Ai3 children. 
and makin;: Ai, home pleasant to him; if this is the 
l)laee assigned to women, it is but kindness to educate 
them for this; to make tbem believe that tbe greatest 
good fortune whieh can befal them. is to be chosen 
by some man for thi~ pnrpose; and that every other 
~r which the world deems happy or honourable, 
is closed to them by the law, not of social institutions, 
but of nature and destiny. 

'Then, however, we ask why the ('risten~ of one
half the species should be merely ancillary to that of 
the other-why each Woman should be a mere appen
~ooe to a man, allowed to hue no interests of her 
own, that there may be nothing to compete in her 
mind. with his interests and his pleasure; the only 
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reason which can be giHn is, that men like it. It is 
agreeable to them that men should live for their own 
sake. women for the sake of men: anu the qualities 
and conduct in subjects which are agreeable to rulers, 
they succeed for a long time in making the subjects 
themselves consider as their appropriate virtues. llel
vetius has met with much obloquy for asllerting, that 
persons usually mean by ,"irtues the qualities which 
are useful or convenient to themselves. How truly 
this IS said of mankind in general, and how wonder
fully the ideas of .. irtue set afloat Ly the powerful, 
are caught and imbibed by those under their dominion, 
is exemplified by the manner in which the world were 
once persuaded' that the supreme virtue of suLj~cts 
was loyalty to kings. and are still persuadeu that the 
paramount virtue of womanhood is loyalty to. men. 
Under a nominal recognition of a moral code common 
to both. in practice self-will and self-assertion form 
the type of what are designated as manly virtues. 
while abnegation of ,self. patience, resignation. and 
submission to power. unless when resistance is com
mandetl. by other interests than their own. have been 
stamped by general consent as pre-eminently the duties 
and graces required of women. The meaning being 
merely, that power makes itself the centre of moral 
obligation. and that a man likes to have his own will, 
but does not like that his domestic companion 8hould 
have a will diiferent from his. 

We are ·far from pretending that in modem and 
civilized times,'no reciprocity of obligation is acknow
ledged on the part of the stronger. Such an a.;;serti<?n 
would be very wide of the' truth.· But even this 
reciprocity, which has di~med tyranny, at least ill 
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t111~ higher and middle classes, of its most revolting 
features, yet when combined with the original evil of 
the dependent condition of women, has introduced in 
its turn serious evils. 

In the beginning, and among tribes which are still 
in a primitive condition, . women were and are the 
slaves of men for purposes of toil. All the hard 
bodily labour devolves on them. The Australian 
savage is idle, while women painfully dig up the roots 

-on which he lives. An AmericltU Indian, when he 
has kill~d a deer, leaves it, and sends. a woman to 
carry it home. In a state somewhat more ad vanced, 
as in Asia, \\'(~men were and are the slaves of men 
for purposes of sensuality. In Europe there early 
succeeded a third and milder dominion, secured not 
by blows, nor by locks and bars, but by sedulous 
inculcation on the mind; feelings also of kindness, 
and iueas of duty, such as a superior owes to inferiors 
under his protection, became more and more involved 
in the relation. But it did-not, for many ages, become
arelation of companionship, even between nnequals. 
The lives of the two persons were apar~ The wife 
was part of the furniture of home-of the resting-. 
place to which the .man returned from business or 
pleasure. His occupations were, as they still are, 
-among men; his pleasures and excitements also were, 
for the most part, among men-among his equals. 
He was a patriarch and a despot within four walls, 
and irresponsible power had its effect, greater or 
less according to his disposition, in rendering him 
domineering, exacting, self-worshipping, when not 
capriciously or brutally tyrannical. But 'if the lUoral 
part of his nature sutlered, it was not necessarily so, 

VOL. 11. 
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in the same degree, ","ith the intellectual or the active 
portion. He might have as much vigour of mind and. 
energy of character a.:J his nature enabled him, and as 
the circumstances of his times allowed. He might 
write the • Paradise Lost,' or win the battle of 
Marengo. This was the condition oC the Greeks and 
Romans, and of the modems until a recent date. 
Their relations with their domestic subordinates 
occupied a mere corner, though- a chenshed one, of 
their lives. The~education as men, the formation
of their character and faculties, depended mainly on 
a different class of influences. 

It is otherwise now. The progress of improve
ment has imposed on an possessors of power, and of 
domestic power among the rest, an increased and in
creasing sense of correlative obligation. No man 
now thin'k. that bis wife has no claim upon his action. 
but such as he may accord to her. All men of any 
conscience believe that their duty to their wivcs is 
one of the most binding of th€;ir obligations. _ Nor i. 
it supposed to consist solely in protection, which, in 
the present~state of civilization, women have almost 
ceased to need: it involves care for their happiness 
and consideration of their wishes, with a not unfre
quent sacrifice of their own to them. The power of 
husbands has reached the stage which the power of 
kings had arrived at, when opinion did not yet qu~ 
tion the rightfulnesil of arbitrary power, but in theory. 
and to a certain extent in practice, condemned the 
selfish us~ of it. Thi. improvement in the moral 
sentiments of mankind. and inereased sense of the 
consideration due Ly every man to those who have 
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no one but himself to look to, has tended to make 
home more and more the centre' of interest, arid 
domestic circumstances and society a larger and 
larger part of life, and of its pursuits and pleasures. 
The tendency has been strengthened by the changes 
of tastes and manners which have so remarka.bly 
distinguished the last two or three generations.. In 
days not far di$tant, men found thei'r excitement and 
filled up their time in violent bodily exercises, noisy 
merriment, and intemperance. They have now, in 
all but the very poorest classes, lost their inclination 
for these things, and for the coarser pleasures gene
.rally; they have now scarcely any tastes but those 
which they have in common with women, and, for the 
first time in the world, men and women are really 
companions. A most beneficial change, if the com
panionship were between equals j but heing between 
unequals, it produces, what good observers have 
noticed, though without perceiving its cause, a pro
gressive deteriW'ation among men in what had hitherto 
been considered the masculine excellences. Those 
who are so careful that women shQuld fiot become 
men, do no~ see that men are becoming, what they 
have decided that women should be-are fa.lling into 
the feebleness which they have so long cultivated in 
their compa.nions. Those who are associated in their 
lives, tend to become assimilated in character .. In the 
present closeness of association between the sexes, men 
cannot retain manliness unless women acquire it. 

There is hardly any situation more unfavourable 
to the maintenance of elevationoC character or force 
of i~tellect, than to live in the society, and seek by 

PF2 
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preference the sympathy, of inferiors in mental endow
ments .. Why is it that we constantly see in life so 
much of intellectual and moral promise followed by 
such inadequate performance, but because the a.c;pi
rant has. compared himself only with those below 
himself, and has not sought improvement or stimulus 
from measuring himself with his equals ~r superiors. 
In the present state of social life, this is becomin~ the 
general condition of men. They care less anel les~ 
for any sympathies, and are less and less under any 
personal influences, but those of the domestic roof. 
Not to be misunderstood, it is. necessary that we 
should distinctly disclaim the belief, that women are 
even now inferior in intellect to men. There are 
women who are the equals in intellect of any men 
who ever lived; and comparing ordinary women with 
ordinary men, the varied though petty details' which 
compose the occupation of most women, call forth pro
bablyas much of mental ability, as the uniform routine 
of the pursuits which are the habitual occupation of 
a large majority of men. It is from nothing in the 
faculties themselves, but from the petty subje<:ts and 
interests on which alone they are exercised, that the. 
companionship of women, such as their present cir
cu~stanccs make them, so 'often exercises a dissolvent 
influence on 'high faculties and aspirations in men. 
If one of the two has no knowledge and no care 
about the great ideas and purposes which dignify life, 
or about any of its practical concerns save personal 
interests and personal vanities, her conscious, and 
still more her unc~nscious influence, will, except in 
rare cases, reduce to a. secondary place in' his mind, if 
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not entirely extinguish, those interests which I!lhe 
cannot or does not !Share .• 

Our argument here brings us into collision with 
what may be termed the moderate reformers of the 
education of. women; a sort of persons who cross the 
path of improvement on all great questions; those 
who would maintain the old bad principles, mitigating 
their consequences. These ·say, that women should 
be, not slaves, nor servants, but companion.s; and 
educated for that office (they do ~ot say that men 
should be educated to be the companions of women). 
But since uncultivated women are not suitable com
panions for cultivated men, and a man who feels inte
rest in things above and beyond the family circle 
wishes that his companion should sympathize wit~ 
him in that interest; they therefore say, let women 
improve their understanding and taste, acquire general 
knowledge, cultivate poetry, art, even coquet with 
science, and some stretch their liberality so far as to 
say, inform themselves on politicS'; not as pursuits, 
but sutficiently to feel an interest in the subjects, and 
to be capable of holding a conversation o'n the~ with 
the husband, or at least of understanding and imbibing 
his wisdom. Very agreeable to him, no doubt, but 
unfortunately the reverse of improving. It is from 
having intellectual communion only with those to 
whom they can lay down the law, that so few men 
continue to advance in wisdom beyond the ·first stages: 
The most eminent men cease to improve, if they asso
ciate only with disciples. ,When they have overtopped 
those who immediately surround them, if they wish 
for further growth, they must seek for others of their 
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own stature to consort with. The mental companion
ship which is improving, is,comm'Union between active 
minds, not mere contact between an activd mind and 
a passive. This inestimable advantage is even now 
enjoyed, when a strong-minded man ~d a strong
minded woman are, by a rare chance, united: and 
would be had far oftener, if education took the same 
pains to form strong-minded women which it takes to 
prevent them from being formed. The modem, and 
what are regarded as the improved and enlightened 
modes of educa~ion of women, abjure, as far as words 
go, an education of mere show, and profess to aim at 
solid instructio:p., but mean by that expression, super
ficial information on solid subjects. Except accom
plishments, which are now generally regarded as to 
be ta~ght well if taught at all, nothing is taught to 
women thoroughly~ Small portions only of what it is 
attempted to teach thoroughly to boys, are the whole 
of what it is intended or desired to teach to women. 
What makes intelligent beings is the power of thought : 
the stimuli which call forlll that power are the inte
rest and dignity of thought itself, and a field for its 
practical application. Both motives are cut off from 
those who are told from infancy that thought, and all 
its greater applications,. are other people's business, 
while theirs is to make thems~lves agreeable to other 
people. High mental powers in women will be but 
an exceptional accident, ,until every career is open to 
them, and until they, as well as men, are educated 
for themselves and for the world-not one sex for the 
other. . 

In· what we have said on tfle effect of the inferior 
position of women,. combined with the present consti-
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tution of married life, we have thus far had in view 
only the most favourable cases, those in which there 
is some real approach' to that union and blending of 
characters and of lives, which the theory of the rela
tion contemplates as its ideal standard. But if we 
look to the great majority of cases, the effect of 
women's legal inferiority, on the character both of 
women and of men, must be painted in far darker 
colou1'8. We do not speak here of the grosser bruta
lities, nor of the man's power to seize on the woman's 
earnings, or compel her.to live with him against her 
will. We do not address ourselves to anyone who 
requires to have it proved that these things shoUld be 
remedied. We suppose average eases, in which there 
is neither complete union nor' complete disunion 
of feelings and character j and we affirm that in 

'such cruses the influence of the dependence on the 
woman's side, is demoralizing to the character of 
both. 

The common opinion is, that whatever may be the 
Cl\Se with the intellectual, the moral influence of 
women over men is almost always salutaty. It is, we 
are. often told, the great counteractive of selfishness. 
However the case. may be as to personal influence, 
the influence of the position tends eminently to pro
mote selfishness. The most insignificant of men, the 
man who can obtain influence or consideration nowhere 
else, finds one place where he is chief and head. There 
is one person, often greatly his superior in under
standing, who is obliged to consult him, and whom 
he is not obliged to consult. He is judge, magistrate. 
ruler, over their joint concerns; arbiter of all diffe
rences between them. The jus~ice or com;cience to. 
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which her appeal must be made, is hi .. justice and 
conscience: it is his to hold the balance and adjust the 
scales between his own claims or wishes and those of 
another. His is now the ouly tribunal, in civilized 
life, in which the same person is judge and party. A 
generous mind, in such a situation, makes the balance. 
incline against its own side, and gives the other not 
less, but mote, than a fair equality; and thus the 
weaker side may be enabled to turn the very fact 
of dependence into an instrument of po~er, and in 
default of justice, take an ungenet·ous advantage of 
generosity; rendering. the unjust power, to those who 
make an unselfish use of it, a torment and a burthen. 
But how is it when· average men are . invested with 
this power, without; reciprocity and without responsi
bility? Give such a man the idea that he is tirst in 
law and in opinion-that to will is his part, and hers 
to ·submit; it is absurd to suppose that this idea 
merely glides over his mind, without sinking in~o it, 
or having any effect on his feelings and practice. 
The propensity to make himself the first oldect of 
considel!atioD'i and .others at most the second; is not 
so lare as to be wanting where everything SeePl9 pur
posely arranged for encouraging its indulgence. If 
there is any self-will in the man, he becomes either 
the conscious or unconscious despot of 'his household. 
The wife, indeed, often succeeds in gaining her objects, 
but it is by some of the many various forms of in
directness and management. 

Thus the position is corrupting equally to both; in 
the one it produces the vices of power, in the 
other those . of artifice. . 'Vomen, in their present 
physical a.nd moral ~tate, having stronger impulses, 
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would naturally be franker and more direct than 
men; yet all the old saws and traditions represent 
them as artful and dissembling. Why? Because 
their only way to their objects is by indirect path,". 
In all countries where women have strong wishes and 
active minds, this co~sequence is inevitable: and if it 
itllessconspicuous ,in England than in some other 
places, it is because Englishwomen, saving occasional 
exceptions, have ceased to have either strong wishes 
or active minds. 

'Ye are not now speaking of cases it! which there 
is anything deserving the name of strong affection on 
'\:>oth sides. ~hat, where it exists, is too powerful a. 
principle not to modify greatly the bad influences of 
the situation; it seldom, however, destroy~ them 
entirely. Much oftener the bad influences are too 
strong for the affection, and destroy it. The highest 
order of durable and happy attachments would be a. 
hundred. times more frequent than they are, if the 
affection which the two sexes sought from one another 
were that genuine friendship, which only exists 
between equals in privileges as in fadlllties: But 
with regard to what is commonly called affection in 
married life-the habitual anti almost mechanical 
feeling of kindliness, and plea~ure in each other's· 
society, which generally grows up between persons 
who constantly live together, unless there is' actual 
<li"like-there is nothing in this to coutradict or 
qualify the mischievous influence of the unequal 
relation. Such feelings often exist between a sultan 
and his favourites, between a master and his servants; 
they are merely examples of the pliability of human 
nature, which accommodates itself in some degree 



enn to the .-ont circuTll$tances. &.od the common~t 
Il3tUJ't'S al.-ays the most t"hily_ 
. With respect to the influence pt'NOrut.lly aen.;~ 
by "'"()m~D ot"er men. it. no douL~ renJ~n them 1 .. .".. 
harsh and bruw; in ruJer timl.'So it "'&5 o!"kn the 
only IiOftening influence to .-hich they were A('C('S. 

~ib:~_ But the ~rtion. that the wife', inftkuce 
r~Dders the man lest selfish. contains. as things no ... 
are, fully as much error a.s truth. &:If.shu~ to
wards the ..u~ herself. and to1r.U"ds th~ in "hom 
~he is interested. the cbilJren. tho~h fnourN Ly 
bt"r dependence. the wife'. ~uence. no douL~ tenJs 
to counteract. But the general effect on him c,( bE'r 
character. 10 long' as her inkre;ts are concentrated 
in the f.milly. tends but to luLstitute for indiriJiW 
~l£~hness a £unily ~lfilShness, wE'anng an amaLle 
gui.~. and putting on the ~k of duty- 1Iow rardy 
is the wife's ~uE'nce on the side of public rirtue: 
how rarel! does it do other.-i.~ than diJ!oro~I'2~ a:'!y 
effort of principle by which the printe iuter~ts <'r 
worldly Tanities of the family t'aD he expect.:.J t.> 
~uffer_' PuL~ic Fl,irit. &ense of duty wwaro. the puLlic 
good. is of all nrtul.'So as women ~ now NUeiW 
and situakd. the m&t rarely to he fvund amoo; 
them; they MT"e seldom enD, ,,·hat in men U ot"Un a 
partial substitute for paMie spirit. a l'eDBe of pt'r...JruJ 

honour cunneckd ~ith any publi~ duty. lbny a 
man. whom no mont'y or personal t!.atkry .-oulJ lure 
bought. has bartered his politiC2l opinions a;-ain~t a 
title or inritations for his wife; and a &till grea~t'I' 

number are made mere hunters after tLe put'ril~ 
nnitiea of 6OCietT". Lecau.ce their .-ins nlne them. 
.-\..s for opinions; in Catholic countries, the trife·. 
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influence is another name for that of the priE'st; he 
gives her, in the hopes and elpotions connected with 
a future life, a consolation for the sufferings and dis
appointments which are her ordinary lot in thi!:. 
Elsewhere, her weight is thrown into the st'ale either 
of the most commonplace, or of the most outwardly 
IJrosperous opiniol1s: either those by which censure 
will be escap~, or by which worMly ad\"ancement is 
likeliest to be proeured. In England, the wife's in
fluence is usually on the illiberal and. anti-popular 
siJe: this is generally the gaining sida for personal 
interest Ilnd vanity; and _'hat to her is the democracy 
or liberalism in w.hich she has no part-which leaves 
her the Pariah it found her P The man himself, when 
he marries, usually declines into Conservatism; begins 
to sympathize with the hoMers of power, more than 
with its victims, and thinks it his part to be on the 
side of authority. As to mental progress, except 
those vulgar attainments by whil!h vauity or am. 
bition are promoteJ, there is generally an end to it in 
a man who marries a woman mentally his inferior; 
unless, indeed, he is unhappy in marriage, or hecOlD~S 
indifferent. From a man of twenty-five or thirty, 
after he is married, an experienced ob:>erver seldom 
exPects any further progress in mind or feelings. It 
is rare that the progress already made i:l maintained. 
Any spark of the meRJf dit'iJllOr which might other. 
wise have spread aud become a flame, seldom survi¥es 
for any length of time unextinguished. For 'a mind 
which learns to be l'alisfied with what it already is
which does not incessantly look forward. tQ a degree 
of improY'ement not yet reached-becomes relaxed, 
self-ind~<>'ent, and loses the spring and the tension 
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which maintain it even at the point lllready attained. 
And there is no fact in. human nature to which expt'
rience bears more invariable testimony than to this 
-that all social or sympathetic influences which ,do 
not raise up, pull down; if they do not tend to 
~imulate and exalt the mind, they tend to vul
garize it. 

For the interest, therefore, not only of women but 
of men, and of human improvement in the widest 
sense, the emancipation of women, which the modern 
world often boasts of having effected, and for which 
credit is sometimes gi¥en tb civilization, and s~rue
times to Christianity, cannot stop where it is. If it 
were either necessary or just that one portion of man
kind should remain mentally and spiritually only half 
developed, the deyelopment of the other portion 
ought to have been made, as far as possible. inde
pendent of their influence. Instead of this, they Lave 
become the most intimate, and it may now be said, 
the only intimate associates of tilOse to whom yet 
they are sedulously kept inferior; and have been 
raised just high enough to drag the others down to 
themselves. 

'Ye have left behind a host of vulgar objection!!, 
either as not worthy of an' answer, or as answered by 
the general course of our remarks. A few words, 
however, must be said on one plea, which in England 
is made much use of for giving an unselfish air to 
the upholding of selfish privileges, and which, with 
unobserving, unreflecting people, passes for much 
more than it is worth. Women, it is said, do not 
desirer-do not seek, what is called their emancipation. 
On the contrary, they. generally disown such claims 
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when made in their behalf, and fall with acharnemellf 

upon #any one of themselves who identifies herself 
with their common cause. 

Supposing the fact to be true in the fullest extent 
ever asserted, if it proves that European women ought 
to remain as they are, it proves exactly the same with 
respect to Asiatic WOnlen; for they too, instead of 
murmuring at their seclusion, and at the restraint 
imposed upon them, pride themselves on it, and are 
astonished at the effrontery of women who receive 
visits from male acquaintances, and are seen in the 
streets unveiled. Habits of submission make men as 
well as w(lmen servile-minded. The vast population 
of Asia do not desire or value, probably would not 
accept, political liberty, nor the savages of the f()rest, 
civilization; which does not prove that either of those 
things is undesirable for them, or that they will not, 
at some future time, enjoy it. Custom hardens human 
beings to any kind of degradation, by deadening the 
part of' their nature which.would resist it. And the 
case of women is, in this respect, e,:en a peculiar one, 
for no other inferior caste that we have heard 'bf have 
been taught to regard their degradation as their 
honour. The argument, however, implies a secret 
consciousness that the alleged preference ,of women 
for their dependent state is 'merely apparent, and 
arises from their being allowed no choice; for if the 
prefere~ce be natural, there can be no necessity for 
enforcing it,by law. To make laws compelling people 
to follow their inclination, has not hitherto heen 
thought necessa~y by any legislator. The plea that 
women do not desire any change, is the same that has 
been urged, times out of mind, against the proposal of 
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nbolisl1ing any social evil-c th~re is no complaint;' 
which is generally not tmc, and ,,-hen true,' only 
so bt.'C:luse tliere is not that hope of 811c(',(,SII, without 
which complaint seldom makes itself audiLle to un
willing ears. How do~s the ol~('ctor know that 
WOlDen do not desire equality nnd freedom P lIe 
never -knew a woman who did not, or would not, 
d~sire it for hers~lf individually. It would be vl'ry 

. simple to suppose, that if they do desire it tbey will 
say so. Their position is like ·that of the knants or 
bbourers who vote against their o\\"n political inte. 
rests to please their l,mdioNe or employers; ,,-itb tbl! 
unique addition, that submission is inculcated on 
them from childhood, as the peculiar aUmction and 
grace of their cbaracter. TIl~y are taught to think. 
that to repel actively even an admith . .J injustice (lone 
to themselves, ill somewhat unfeminine, aud bad ktlcr 
be left to some male friend or protector. To be 
accused of rebelling against anytlling which admits of 
being called an ordinance.of society, they are taught 
to regard as an imputation of a l'erioU!l olren~. to say 
the least, againsf the proprieties of their sex. It 
requires unusual moral coumge 88 well as dL"ink· 
l'elitedness in a woman, to express opinions favourable 
to women's enfranchisement, until, at least, there i5 
Borne prospect o(obtaining it. The comfort of her 
individual life, and her social conside:[ation. usually 
dl'pend on tile good-will of those ... ho hold the undue 
power; and to possessors of power any complaint. 
however bitter. of the misuse of it, is a less fl~O'f&llt 

act of insubordination than to protest again it the 
power itself. The professions of women in this 
matter remind us of the Stll.te offenders or old, who, 
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on the point of execntiop, nsed to protest their love 
antltle\"'otion to the sovereign by whose unjust man
Jat~ they suffered. Griselda herselfmigbt be matched 
from the speeches put by Shakespeare into the mouths 
of male victims of kingly caprice and tyranny: the 
Duke of Buckingham. for example, in lHenry the 
Eighth: and e,"en Wol~y. The litel'3ry class of 
women, especially in England. are ostentatious in dis
claiming the desire for equality or ,citizenship, and 
proclaiming their complete satisfaction ,,;th the place 
which society a$signs to them; exercising in t.his. as 
in many other respects. a most. noxious influence o\"'er 
the feelings and opinions of men, 'who unsuspectingly. 
accept the servilities of toadyism as coucessions to the 
force of truth, not considerillg that it is the personal 
intere:;t of these womeu to profess wLatever opinions 
they expect will be a:;reeable to men. It is not 
among men of talent, sprung from the people, and 
patronized and fiattt'red by the aristocracy. that we 
look for the leaJt'lS of a democratic movemeut. 
Successfullitel'3ry women are just as unlikely to pre
fer the cause of women to their own social cOlisidera
tion. They depend on men's opinion for their literary 
as well as for their feminine successes; and such is 
their bad opinion of men. that they believe there is 
not more than one in ten thousand who does not dis
like and fear strength. sincerity. or high spirit in a 
woman. They are therefore anx:ous to earn pardon 
and toleration forwhate\"'er of these qualities their 
writings may exhibit on other subjects. by a studied 
display of submission on tim: tha~ they may give no 
occasion for 11llgar men to say (what nothing will 
prevent vulgar men from saying). that learning tqakes 
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women unfeminine, and thl\t li~erary ladies arc likely 
to be bad wives. 

But enough of this j especially as the f;ret which 
affords the occasion for this notice, makes it impos
sible any longer to assert the universal acquiescence 
of women' Xsaving individual exceptions) in. thpir 
dependent connition. In the United Statcs, at least, 
there, are women, seemingly numerous, and now 
organized for action on the public mind, who demand 
equality in the fullest acceptation o( the word, and 
demand it by a straightforward appeal to men's scnse 
of justice, not plead for it with a timid depr~cation of 

• their' displeasure. . . 
Like other popular movements, however, this may 

be seriously ret,arded by the blunders of its adhe
rents. Tried, by the ordinary standard of public 
meetings, the Fpeeches at the Convention are remark
able for the preponderance of the rational over the 
declamatory element; but there are some exceptions; 
and things to which it is impossible to attach any 
rational meaning, have found their way into the 
resolutions.' ~ Thus, the resolution which set!J forth 
the claims made in behalf of women, after claiming 
equality in education, in industrial pursuit!J, and in 
political rights, enumerates as a fourth head of demand 
something under the name of 'social and spiritual 
union," and • a medium of expressing the highest 
moral and spiritual views of justice,' with other 
similar verbiage, serving only to mar the simplicity 
and rationality of the other demands; resembling 
those who would weakly attempt to combine nominal 
equality between men and women, with enforced dis
tinctions in their privileges and functions. What is 
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wanted for women is equal rights, equal admission to 
an social privileges; not a position apart, a sort of 
sentimental priesthood. To this, the only just and 
rational principle, both the resolutions and the 
speeches, for'the most j>art, adhere. They contain so 
little which is akin to the nonsensical paragraph in 
question, that we suspect it not to be the work of the 
same hands as most of the other resolutions. The 
strength of the cause lies in the support of those who 
are influenced by reason and principle; and to attempt 
to recommend it by sentimentalities, absurd in reason, 
and inconsisteht with the principle on 'which the 
movement is founded, is to place a good cause on a 
level ",ith a bad one. 

There are indications that the example of America 
will be followed on this. 'side of the Atlantic; and the 
first step Las been taken in that part of England 
where every serious movement in the direction of' 
political progress has its commencement-the manu
facturing districts of the North. On the 13th of 
February 1851, a petition of women, agreed to by a 
public meeting at Sheffield, and claiming the elective 
franchise, was presented to the House of Lords by 
the Earl of Carlisle. 

VOL. IL GG 



DR. WHEWELL OX MORAL PHILOSOPHY.-

I F the 1rorth or Dr. 'WheweU's writiug9 cv~ld be 
measured by the importance &Ild amplitude of their 

subjects. no ,.-riter of the age could ne with him in 
merit or usefulness. He 1)35 aspired to be not only 
the historian, but the philosopher and It>gislator. 
of almost all the great departmeuts of human 
knowledge; reducing each to its first principles, and 
shvwing how it might be- scientifically evoln't} from 
these L" a connectM whole •. After en<1ea\"ounllg', in 
his History and Philosophy of the Inductive s.:iences. 
to place physics. and incidentally metaphysics, on a 
philoliophic foundation, he has made an ahu~t 
equally ambitious attemp\ on the subjects of morals 
and government, of which the two "'orb before Us 

are the.resul~s. He is thus entitled to the praise of 
having done his best to wipe ofT from the two endowed 
uni\"ersities, in one of which he holds a high place. the 
reproach to which they have so long been justly liable. 
of neglecting the higher rt"gions of philvtOQpllJ. DJ 
his writings and influence. he has .been an agent in 
that renval of speculation on the most difficult and 
highest subjects. which has ~n noticeaLle for 

• Wut •• iutn' &.ntw, Oct.ober 185!.-1. 'lAdunoa OIl the Ridory 
ollloral rhiloeophy ill EnglaDd.' By Williallt ""he-ell. D.D~ 1Iut« 
of Trinity CoOIkose. anJ Prof~ 01 lI.onll'hiloeophy ia tlae {;Jlinr
si1y rI Cambridge. 1 vol. avo. 18S2. 

2. 'Element. of lIonlity, including PolitI: By tM _me AI1tL«. 
i vola. 8vo. 1 S!.S. 
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some years past·within as well as without the pale of 
Oxford and Cambridge. And inasmuch as mental 
activity of any kind is better than torpidity, and bad 
solutions of the great questions of philosophy are pre
ferable to a lazy ignoring of their existence, whoever 
has taken so active a part as Dr. Whewell in this 
intellectual movement, may lay claim to considerable 
merit. 

Unfortunately it is not in the nature of bodies con
stituted like the English l!niversities, even when 
stirred up into something like mental activity, to send 
forth thought of any but Olle description. There 
have been universities (those of France and Germany 
have at some periods been practically conducted on 
this principle) which brought together. into a body 
the most vigorous thinkers and the ablest teachers, 
whatever the conclusions to which their thinking 
might have led them. But in the English Universi
ties no thought can find place, except that which can 
reconcile itself with orthodoxy. They are ecclesi-

. astical instit~tions; and it is, the e~sence. of all 
churches to vow ad4erence to a set of opinions made 
up and prescribed, it matters little whether three or 
thirteen centuries ago. Men will some day open 
their eyes, and perceive how fatal a thing it is that 
the instruction of those who are intended t<> be the 
guides and goyernors of mankind should be confided 
to a collection of persons thus pledged. If the 
opinions they are pledged to were everyone. as true 
as any fact in physical science, and had Deen adopted, 
not as they almolrii always are. on trnst and authority, 
but as the result of the most diligent and impartial 
examination of which the mind of the recipient was 

GG~ 
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capable; even then, the engagement .under penalties 
always to· adh~re to the opinions once assented to, 
would dehilitat"e and lame the mind, and unfit it for 
progress, still more for assisting the progress of others. 
The person who has to think more of what an opinion 
leads to, than of ~hat is the evidence of it, cannot be 
a philosopher, or a teacher of philosophers. Of what 
value is the opinion on any subject, of a man of whom 
everyone knows that by his profession he must hold 
that opinion? apd how can intellectual vigour be 

. fostered by the teaching of those who, even as a 
matter of duty, would rather that their pupils were 
weak and orthodox, than strong ,With freedom of 

. thought? Whoever thi~ks that persons thus tied are 
fitting depositories of the trust of educating a people, 
must think that the proper object ()f intellectual edu
cation is not to strengthen and cultivate the intellect, 
but· to make sure of its adopting certain conclusions: 
that, in short, iu the exercise of the thinkil}g faculty. 
there is something, either religion, or· conservatism, 
or peace, or whatever it be, more important than 
truth. Not 1& dilate further on this topic, it is nearly 
inevitable, that when persons bolind by the vows and 
placed in the circumstances of an established clergy, 
enter into the paths of higher speculation, and en
deavour to make a philosophy, either purpose or in
stinct will direct them to the kind. of philosophy best 
fitted to prop up the doctrines to which they are 
pledged. And when these doctrines are so prodi
giously in arrear' of the general progress of thought, 
as the doctrines of the Church .of England now are, 
the philosophy resulting 1Vi.l1. have a tendency not to 
promote, but to arrest progress. 
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Without the slightest wish to speak in disparage. 
ment of Dr. WheweU'slaboVIs, and with no ground 
for questioning his sincerity of purpose, w~ think the 
preceding remark 'thoroughly applicable to his philo· 
sophical speculations. We do not say the intention, 
but certainly the tendency, of.his efforts, is to shape 
the whole of philosophy, physical as well as moral, 
into a form adapted to serve as a support and a justifi. 
cation to any opinions which happen to be established. 
A writer who has gone beyond all his predecessors in 
t·be manufact.ure of necessary truth~, that is, of propo· 
sitions which, according to him, may be known to be 
true independently of proof; who ascribes this self. 
evidence to the larg-er generalities of all sciences 
(however little obvious at first) as soon as they have 
become familiar-·was still more certain t~ regard all 
moral propositions familiar to him from his early 
years as self·evident truths. His' Elements of 
:l\1orality' could be nothing better than a classifica. 
tion and systematizing of the opinions which he found 
prevailing among those who had been educated ac
cordi~g to the approved methods of his own·country; 
or, let us' rather say, an apparatus for converting 
those prevailing opinipns, on matters of morality, into 
reasons for themselves. 

This, accordingly, is what we find in Dr. Whewell's 
volumes: while we have sought in vain for the 
numerou~ minor merits, which give a real scientific 
value to his previous works. If the • Phllosophy of 
the Inductive Sciences' was, as we think, an erroneous 
philosophy, it contained much that was not unfit 
to find place in a better, and was often calculated to 
suggest deeper thoughts than it possessed of its own. 
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But in the' Elements of lforality', he leaves the sub
ject so exactly as he found it,-the book is so mere a 
catalogue of received opinions, COlltaining nothing to 
correct any of them, and little whil'h can ,,:ork with 
any potency even to confirm them,--that it can 
scarcely be counted as anything mOJ:e than one of the 
thousand waves on the dead sea of commonplace, 
a.ffording nothing to invite or to reward a separate 

. examination. We should not, thereforE', have felt 
called upon to concern ourselves specially about it, 
if Dr. Whewell had not, iU his more recent pub
lication, • Lectures on the History of Moral PhilollOphy 
in England,' undertaken to characterize and criticise, 
from his own point of view, all other ElIglish writers 
on moral philosophy; and particularly those \I\'ho 
derive their ethical conclusions, not from internal 
intuition, but from an external standard. So long 
as he contented him~elf with giving what we think 
bad reasons for common opinions, there Wl18 not 
much inducement to interfere with them; but assault. 
on the only methods of philosophising (rom which 
any improvemeDt in ethioal opinions can be looked for, 
ought to be repelled. And in doing this it is neces
sary to extend our comments to some of Dr. Whewell'. 
substantive opinions also. When he arguea in con
demnation of any external standard, and especially o{ 
utility, or tendency to happiness, as the principle or 
-test of Dlorality, it ill material to examine how he gets 
on without it; how he fares in the attempt to con
struct a. coherent ijJ.eory of morals on' any other basu. 
We shall make use of his larger work in SO far only 
as it is evidence on this point~ 

Even with the • Lectures: con.'1idered. as ghing loll 
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account of English !>peculations on moral philosoplly 
predous to the age of llentham and Paley. it is not 
our purpose to medJle: Hobbes. therefore, and Locke, 
must be left in the hands of Dr. Whewell. without any 
a~tempt f'ither to correet his estimate of tbeir opinions, 
or to otTer any judgment of our own. This historical 
sketch suggests. however, one remark of an historical 
character. not new to anyone \&0 is conversant "ith 
tbe writings of English thinket:S on ethical subjects. 
During the gr~ater part of the eighteenth centulj, 
th~ receh'ed opinions in religion and ethics were 
cbieRy attacked, as by Shaftesbury, and even by 
Hume, on tb~ ground of instinctive feelings of virtue. 
and the theory of a moral taste or sense. As a con
sequence of this. th~ defenders of established opinions. 
both lay and .clerical, commonly prof~ utili
td.rianism. To the man' writers on the side of 
orthodoxy, of the utilitarian sc~oo1. mentioned by 
Dr. Whewell. might be added several, of at least 
equal note. whom he "has omitted; as John BJOOWD, 
the author of • Essays on the Characteristics;' Soame 
Jenyns, and his more celebrated revieW'er, Dr. John
son'; all of whom, as explicitly as Benthaln.laid down 
the doctrine that utility is the foundation of morolls. 
This series of writers attained its culmination in 
Paley, whose treatise, proclaiming without e{"asion or 
circumlocution, not only expediency as the end, but (a 
very different doctrine) simple self-interest as the 
motive, of virtue, and deducing from these premi::es 
all the orthodox conclusions. became the text-book 
of moral philosephy in one of the two Univer
sities of ~he Church of EngLnd. But a change 
-ensu~ and the utilitarian. doctrine, which had been 
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the favourite theory of the defenders of orthodoxy, 
began to be used by its a~sailants. In ~he hands of 
the French philosophers, and in those of Godwin 
and of Bentham,-who, though earlier than Godwin 
in date, was later in acquiring popular influence,-a 
moral philosophy founded on utility led to many con
clusions very unacceptable to the orthodox. For a 
whole generation, s<f effectual a fight was kept up 
against those cOJlclusion., by bayonets in the field. 
and prosecutiqns in the courts of justice, that there 
seemed no necessity for taking much concern about 
the premises: but when those carnal weapons fell 
into disuse, and the spirit which had wielded them 
was laid-when the battle of established opinions in 
Church and State had again to be fought by argu
ment, a demand arose for metaphysics and moral 
philosophy, of the. kind most remote from that which 
appeared so full of danger to received opinions. 
Utility was now abjured as a. deadly heresy, and the 
doctrine of a priori ?J self-evident morality, an end 
in itself, independent of all consequences, became the 
orthod6x theory. Having once entered into this 
course, ana- gone in search 'of a philosophical system 
to be extracted from the mind itself, without any ex
ternal evidence, the defenders of orthodoxy were in
sensibly led to seek their system, where it ·exist.'! in the 
most elaborate shape-in the German metaphysicians. 
It was not without .reluctance that they found them
selves engaged ia this path j for German metaphysics 
in Germany lay under as grave a suspicion of reli
gious scepticism. as the rival philo!!ophy in ;England 
or France. But it was found on trial, that phi
losophy of this cast admitted of easy adaptation, and 
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would bend to the very Thirty-nine Articles; as it is 
the essence of a philosophy which seeks its evidence 
in internal conviction, that it bears its testimony with 
equal ease for any conclusions in favour of which there 
ill a predisposition,·and is sceptical with the sceptical, 
and mystical with the mystical. Accordingly, the 
tone of religious metaphysics, and of the ethical spe
culations connected with religio~, is now altogether 
Germanized; and Dr. Wh~en, by. his writings, bas 
done no little to impress upon the metaphysics of 
orthodoxy thilj change of character. 

It has always been indistinctly felt that the doc
trine of a priori principles is one and the same doctrine, 
whether applied to the 0" or the ~EOlf'-to the know
ledge of truth or to that of duty; that it belongs to 
the same general tendency of thought, to extract from 
the mind its~lf, without any outward standard, prin
ciples and rules of morality, and to deem it possible 
to discover, by mere introspection into our minds, the 
laws of external nature. Botl:;lorms of this mode o.f 
thought attained a brilliant development in Descartes, 
the real founder of the modern anti-inductivE! school 
of philosophy. . The Cartesian tradition· was never 
lost, being kept alive . by direct descent through 
Spinoza, Leibnitz, and Kant, to SC\lelling and Hegel; 
but the speculations of Bacon and Locke, and the 
progress of the experimental sciences, gave a long 
period of predominance to the philosophy of expe
rience; and though many followed out that philosophy 
into its Aatural alliances, an~ acknowledged not only 
observation and experiment as rulers of the specula
tive world, but utJlity of the practical, others thought 

. that it was scientifically possible to separate the two 
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opinions, and professed themselves Daconians in tllt" 
physical department, remaining Cartesilln.9 in the 
moral. It will probably be thought by poskrity to 
be the principal merit of the German metaphysicians 
of the last and present age. that they have proved the 
impossibility of rl'sting on this midJle ground of com
promise; and lu&ve convinced all thinkers of any 
force. that if they alhere to the doctrine of a pn·ori 
prin.ciples of morals, the1 most follow Descarll'S and 
lIegel in ascribing the same charader to the prin
ciples of physies. 

Un the present occasion, it is only with the moral 
"branch of the subject that we have to deal; and we 
shall behrin ~y showing in what manner Dr. "·hewell 
states the que~tion bchiceu us. 

C Schemes of morality, that ii, mode. of deducing the rules 
ot human action, are of t.·o L.ind. :-thoae .-hich assert it La 

be the law o( human action to aim at IKlme external object, 
(exterual, that i.l, to the mind which aima.) &II, (or example, 
thoee which in ancient or modern times have 8.!Iscrtcd plca..-nre, 
or utility, or the great.t.4 happiness o( the greatest !lumber, 
to be the true end o( human action; and those which would 
regula~ hum~ action by an internal principle or relation, as 
conscience or a moral faculty, or duty, or rectitnJe, or the 
euperiority of reason to deaire. These two linda of IChemes 
may be described m>pecti .. ely as J<"}~,.J.:aJ and i""~JK.J~ .. 1 
morality. :\ow, it i. here held that indepenJent moralit1 i. 
the true IChtllIle. We maintain, witb Plato, tbat reaaou haa 
a natural and rightful authority over desire and' alft.'Clion; 
with Butler, tbat tbere is a difference o(kind in onr principlt'S 
or actiOD; with the general voice or mfnkiDd, that we mo.t 
do what i. right, at whatever COIit of pain and 10611.- We deny 
the doctrine ot the ancient Epicureans, that pleasure is the 
aupreme good ; of lJobbcs, that moral rules are onll tbe work 
o( men'. mutual tear: of Paley, that wbat is expedient is 
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ri;;Lt, and that there i. no diffcrence among plc&ilures except 
thcir i9-ten~ity and duration; and of Bentham, that the rules 
of human action are to be obtained by casting up the plea
aures which action8 produce. But though 'We thU8 take Ol1or 
IItand upon the ground of indepeudent morality, as held by 
pre\'ious writers, we hope that 'We are (by their aid mainly) 
able to present it in a more lIystematic and connected form 
thaD h8.il yet beeu done.'-I~eroJuc/()rl Ltcture, pp. ix. x • 

• 
There is in this mode. of stating the. question, great 

.unfairness to the doctrine of • dependent moral'ity,' as 
Dr. Whew-ell terms it, though' the word independent 
is fully as applicable to it as to the intuition doctrine. 
Ile appropriates to his own side of the question all 
the expressions, such as conscience. duty, rectituue, 
with which the revereutial feelings of mankind towards 
moral ideas are associated, and cries out, I am for, 
these noble things, YOII are for pleasure, or utility. We 
cannot accept this as a description of the matter in 
issue. Dr. Whew-ell is assuming t'l himself what 
belongs quite as rightfully to qis antagonists. We 
are as much for conscience, duty, rectitude, as Dr. 
Whewell. The terms, and all the feelings connected 
with them, are as mnch a part of the ethics of utility 
as of that of intuition. The point in dispute is, what 
acts are the proper objects of those feelings j whether 
we ought to take the feelings as we tint! them. as acci
dent or de~ign has mOOe them, or. whether the tendency 
of actions to promote happiness affords a test to which 
the fedings of morality IIhould contorm. In the same 
spirit, Dr.)Vhewell· announces, it as A~ opinion, as 
the side Itt takes in this grea~ controversy, • that .we 
must do what is right, at whatever cost of pain and 
loss.' As if this was bot everybody's opinion: as if 
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. it was not the very meaning of the word right. The 
matter in debate is, what is right, not. whether what 
is right ought to be done. Dr. 'Yhewell represents 
his opponents as denying an identical proposition, in 
order that he may claim a monopoly of high principle 
for his own opinions. The same unfairness pervades 
the whole phraseology. It is not only Dr. Whewell 
who' maintains, with Plato, that reason has a rightful 
authority over desire and affection.' Everybody. main
tains it; only, what i8 reason? and by what rule is 
it to guide and govern the desires and affections? 
The description of Bentham, as obtaining his rule- of 
conduct by 'casting up the· pleasures which actions 
produce/ ought to be • casting up the pleasures and 
pains which actions produce oJ a. very different thing. 

As might be expected from the historical character· 
of the Lectures, the discussion of opinions mOtitly 
assumes the form of criticism on writers. Dr. 
Whewell's objections to utility, or the • greatest hap
piness,' as the standard of morals, are chiefly con
tained in his anixru:dversions on Paley and on Ben
thant. It -would be quite open to a defender of. the 
principle of utility, to refuse encumbering himself. 
with a defence of either of those authors. The prin
ciple is not bound up with what they have said in its 
behalf, nor with the degree of felicity which they may 
have shown in applying it. As for Paley, we resign 
him without compunctioB to the tender mercies of Dr. 
Whewell. It concerns Dr. Whewell more than .our
selves to uphold th.e reputation of a -writer, who, 
whatever prin'ciple of morals he professed, seems to 
have had no object but to insert it as a foundation 
underneath the existing set df opinions, ethical and 
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political; who, when he had laid down utility as the 
fundamental axiom, and the recognition of general 
rulcs as the condition of its application, took his leave 
of scientific analy~is, and betook himself to picking 
up utilitarian reasons by the wayside, in proof of all 
accredited doc.trines, and in defence of most tolerated 
practices. l/entham was a mora~ist of another stamp. 
With him, the first use to be made of his ultimate 
principle, was to erect on it, as a foundation, secondary 
or middle principles, capatle of serving as premises 
for a body of ethical doctrine not derived from exist
ing opinions, but fitted to be their test. Without such 
middle principles, an universal principle, either in 
science or in morals, serves for little but a thesaurus 
of commonplaces for the discussion of questioml, in-

. stead of a means of deciding them. If Bentham has 
been regarded by subsequent adherents of a morality 
grounded on the "greatest happiness,' as in a peculiar 
sense the founder of that system of ethies, it is not 
because, as Dr. Whewell imagine~ (p. 190), he either 
thought himself, or was thought by others, to be tIle 
• discoverer of the principle,' but because' he was the 

. first wno, keeping clear of the direct and indirect 
influences of all doctrines inconsistent with it, deduced 
a set of' subordinate generalities from utility alone, 
and by these consistently tested all particular ques
tions. This great service, previously to which a 
scientific doctrine of ethics on the foundation of 
utility was impossible, has been performed by Bentham 
·thougli with a view to the exigencies of legislation 
more than to those of morals) in a manner, as far ~s 
it goes, eminently meritorious, and so as· to indicate 
. cl\!arly the way to complete the scheme. We must at , 
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the same time qualify our approbation by adding, not 
that his practical conclusions in morals were often 
wrong, for we think that as far at they went they 

. were mostly right j but that there were large defi
ciencies and hiatuses in his scheme of human nature 
and life, and a consequent want of breadth and com; 
prehension in his secondary principles, wbich led him 
often to deduce just conclusions from. premises so 
narrow as to provoke many minds to a rrjection of 
what was nevertheless truth. It L'I by bis 'IIP/lwd 
chiefly that Bentham, as we think, justly earned a 
position in morJl science analogous to that of Dacon 
in physical. It is because he was the first to enter 
into the right mode of working ethical problems, 
though he work.ed many of them, :l8 Dacon did 
physical, on insufficient data. Dr. Whewell's ~hafts, 
howevt'l', selJom toucn Benth.tm where he is really 
vulnerable j they are mostly aimed at his strong 
points. " . 

Before commencing his attack on Bentham's 
opinions, Dr: "llewell gives a ,;ketch of his life. In 
this "there -is" an apparent desire to be just to 
Bentham, as far as the ,,-riter's opini~ns allow. Dut' 
there is in some of the strictures a looseness of ex
pression, scarcely excusable in an extemporancoo3 
lectUJ'e, and still less in a printed book.' • lIe 
(Bentham) showed very early" that peculiar one
sided ness in his mode of a.<;serting and uJ'fo';ng his 
opinions, which made him tllink all moderation with. 
regard to his opponents superfluous and absurd' 
(p. 189). What is here called • one-sidedness in hi. 
mode of as!lerting and urging his opinions,' must 
mean one-sidedness in the opinions themselves. It 
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rould not be Bentham's • mode of asserting his 
opinions: that • made him think' whatever he did 
think. This i~ a: if anyone &'bould say, • hisspeaking 
only Engfuh made him unable to understand French,' 
or • his peculiar habit of fighting made him think it 
superfluous and ab~urd to kt't'p tlle peace: Again 
(p. 1 DO), • Bentham appeal"!l to have been one of those 
persons to whom everything which passes through. 
their own thoughts assumes quite a direrent cha
racter and value from that which the same thing had 
when it passed through the thoughts of other ~r
son!!.' If a thought in a person's own mind did not 
assume a cliffurent character from what the same 
thought had in other minds, people might as well 
think hy deputy. 

A more serious inju!;tice to Bentham is that of 
citing, as is ~onstantly done in this volume, t1t.e book 
('aIled • Deontology: as . the authentic exposition of 
Bentham's philosophy of morals. Dr. "Whewell would, 
no doubt, ·justify this by saying that the book in 
question is the only treatise expressly and exclusively 
on morals, ",·hicb we ha.e from Bentham. It is true 
that we have n~other; butthe • Deontology' was not, 
and does not profess to be, ":ritten l,y Bentham. Still 
Jess ought that book to be represented as the embodi
ment of the opinions and mental characteristics of all 
who share Bentham's general conception of ethics. 
After charging the compiler of the • Deontology' with 

• profound ignoranCt', and saying that it is almost 
• superfluous to notice misstatemen~ so gross and 
partiality so blind: Dr: Whewell adds that • such mis
representations and such unfairness are the usual style 
of contro.ersy of him (Bentham) and his disciples; 
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and it is fit that we, in entering upon' the considera-' 
tion of their writings, should be aware of this: Who 
are the persons here ittcluded under the name of 
Bentham's 'disciples,' we are not enabled to judge; 
nor are we aware that Bentham ever had any dis
ciples, in Dr. Whewell's sense of the term. As far a~ 
our means of observation have gone, which in this 
matter are considerably greater than Dr. 'Vllewell'II, 
those who, from the amount of their intellectual obli. 
gations to bentham, would be the most likely to be 
classed by Dr. Whewell as Benthamites, were and are 
persons in an unusual degree addicted to judging and 
thinking for themselves; persons remarkable for learn
ing willingly from all masters, but swearing blind 
fealty to none. It is also a fact, with which Dr. 
Whewell cannot be altogether unacquainted, that 
among them there have been men of the widest and 
most accurate acquirements in history and philosophy, 
against whom the accusation of ignorance of the 
opinions which they controverted woul,d be as un
founded as the imputation of blind partiality, We 
protest agai~st including them and Bentham in au 
imaginary sect, of which the 'Deont~logy' is to be 
considered the gospel. Bentham's merits or demerits 
must stand on what is co~tained in the books written 
by himself. 

4,mong these, the one in which the doctrine of 
utility is expressly discussed, and contrasted with the 
various ethical doctrines opposed to it, is the I Intro
duction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation,' 
published in 1789. On this Dr, Whewell comments 
as follows:- . 

• The first chapter of this work is I On.1he Principle 
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of Utility:' the. second • On Principles adverse io that 
of Utility.' These adverse principles are stated to be 
two: the Principle of Asceticism, and the Principle 
of Sympathy.' (Bentham calls it the Principle of 
Sympathy and Antipathy, which is already a con
siderable difference.) • The principle of asceticism is 
that principle which approves of actions in proportion 
as they tend to diminia/t, human happiness, and, con
versely, disapproves of them as they tend to augment 
it. The principle of sympathy is that whi~h approves 
or disapproves of certain actions • merely because a 
man finds himself disposed to approve or disapprove 
of them, holding up that approbation or disapproba
tion as a sufficient reason for itself, and disclaiming 
the necessity of looking out for any extrinsic ground.' 
And these'two principles are, it seems, according to 
Bentham's view, the only principles which .are, or 
whillh can be, opposed to the principle of utility t 

• Now it is plain that these are not only not fair 
representations of allY principles ever held by moralists, 

,or by any persons speaking gravely and deliberately, 
but that they are too extravagant and fe.ntastMlal to 
be accepted even as caricatures of any such principles. 
For who ever approved of actions because they tend 
to make mankind miserable? or who ever said any
thi~g which could, even in an intelligible way of ex
aggeration, be so represented? . • . But who. then 
are the ascetic school who are thus ridiculed? We 
couid not, I think, guess from the general description 

• thus given; but from a note, it appears that he had 
the Stoical philosophers and the religious ascetics in 
his mind. With regard to the Stoics, it would of 
courSEl be wast~ of time and thought to defend them 

VOL. II. H H 
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from such coarse buffoonery as this, which does not 
touch their defects~ whatever these may be,' &c.
(p.·202.) 

Not solely for the due estimation of Bentham, but 
for the right understanding of the utilitarian contro
versy, it is important to .know what the truth is, re
spectiug the points here in issue between Bentham 
and Dr. Whewell. 
Undoub~dly no one has set up, in opposition to 

the' greatest happiness' principle, a • greatest unhap
piness' principle, as the standard of virtue. But it 
was Bentham's busine~s not merely to discuss the 
avowed principles of his opponent.q, but .to draw out 
those which, without being professed as principles. 

. . 
were implied in detail, or were essential to support 
the judgments passed in particnlar cases. His own 
doctrine being that the increase of pleasure and the 
prevention of pain were the proper ends of all moral 
rules, he had for his opponents all who contended 
that pleasure could ever be an evil or pain a good. in 
itself, apart from its consequences. Now this, what
ever 1)r. '\Thewell may say. the religious a.."Cetics 
really did. They held that self-mortification. or even 
self-torture, practised for its ~wn sake, and not for 
the sake of any useful end, was meritorious. It 
matters not that they may ~ve expected to be re
warded for these merits by consideration in this 
world, or by the favour of an invisible tyrant in a 
world to come. So far as this life was concerned, 
their doctrine required it to be supposed that pain 
was a thing to be sought, and pleasure to be avoided. 
Bentham generalize4 this into a maxim. "'hich he 
called the principle of asceticism. . The Stoics did not 
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go 80 far as the ascetics; they swpped ruill'-way. 
They did not say that pain is a good. and ple3SUl'9 
an e,i!. But they said. and boasted or saying. that 
pain is no evil. and pleasure DO good: and this is all: 
llnd more than all, that ~ntham impu.tes to them. as 
may be seen by anyone who reads that chapter of his 
book. This. howewr, was enough to place them, 
(>(}ually with the a.."Cetics. in direct opposition to Ben
tham, since they denied his supreme end to be an 
end at all. And hence he classed them and the 
aSt.'etici1ogether. as professing the direct negation of 
the utilitarian standard. . 

In the other division of his opponents he placed 
those who. th~ugh they did not deny pleasure to be Ii 
good and pain an evil. refused to consider the paiIf' or 
the pleasure which an action or a class of actions 
tends to produce. as the criterion of its morality. 
As the former category of opponents were described 
by Benth:lm as followers or the • principle of asce
ticism: so lie described these as followers of • the prin
ciple of sympathy and antipathy;' not becau~ they 
had themselves generalized their principld of judg
ment, or would have acknowle<\,,~ it when placed 
uudk;guised before them; but because. at the bottom 
of what they imposed on themselves and others as 
reasons, he could find nothing else; because they all, 
in one phrase or another, placed the test of right and 

. \Hong in .. feeling of approbation or disapprobation, 
thus making the feeling its own reason and its own 
justification. This portion of Bentham's doctrine 
can only be fairly exhibited in his own words. 

'It is manifest that this [the principle of sympath;r and 
. antipathy] is rather a principle in name than in realit1; it is 

nn2 
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not a pOsitive principle of itself, so much asa term emplo}:ed 
to signify the negation of all principle. What one expect. to 
find in a principle is something that points out some externa.l 
Ilonsideration as a means of warranting and guiding the in
ternal sentiments of approbation and disapprobation: this ex
pectation is but iU fulfilled by a proposition which does ncither 
more nor less than bold up each of theBe sentiments u • 
ground and standard for it.~elf. 

• In looking over tbtt catalogue of human actions (says a 
partisan of tl,tis principle) in order to determine whicb of them 
are to be marked with the seal of disapprobation, you need but 
to take counsel of your own feelings; whatever you find in 
yourse!f a propensity to condemn, is wro:Qg for that veryreasou. 
For the same reason it is also meet for punishment: in what 
proportion it is adverse to utility, 'or whether it be adverse to 
utility at all, is a matter that makes no difference. In that 
sallie proportion also is it meet for punishm;nt: if you hate 
much, punish much; if you hate little, punish little: punish 
as you bate. If you hate not at all, punisb not d all: the 
fine feelings of tbe soul are not to be overborne and tyrannized 
by the harsh and rugged dictates of political utility. 

I The various systems that have been formed concerning 
tbe standard of right and wrong, may all be reduced to the 
princijlle of s~mpathy and antipathy. One account may serve 
for all of them. They conaist, all of tbem, in 10 many con
trivances for avoiding the obligation of appealing to aoy 
external standard, and for prevailing upon the reader to 
accept of tbe author's sentiment or opinion as a reuon for 
itself. The phrase is different, but the principle the aame. 

• It is curious enough to observe the variety of inventions 
men bave hit npon, and the variety of phrases they have 
brought forward, in order to conceal from the world, and if 
possible from themselves, this very general, and therefore very 
pardonable self-sufficiency. 

• One man says, he has a thing made on purpose to tell him 
wbat is right and what is wrong, and that it is called a moral 
,cnae i and then he goes to work at his ease, and 8ay', luch a 
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thing is right, and such a thing is wrong-why? • because my 
moral sense tells me it is.' 

• Another man comes and alters the· phrase j leaving out 
moral, and putting in common in the room of it. He then 
tells you, that his common sense teaches him what is right and 
wrong, as much as the other's moral sense did: meaning, by 
common sense, a sense of some kind or other, which, he says, 
is possessed by aUmankind j the'sense of those, whose sense 
is not the same as the author's, being struck out of the account 
as not worth taking. This contrivance does better than the 
other j' tor a moral sense being a new thing, a man may feel 
.bout him a good wbile without being able to find it out j but 
common sense is as old as the creation j and there is no man 

, but would be ashamed to be thought not to have as much of 
it as h,is neighbours. It \.as anoth~r great advantage j by 
appearing to share power, ,it lessens envJ: for when a man 
gets up ullon this ground, in order to anathematize those ~ho 
differ from him, it is not by a ,ie, flOW lie jubeo, but by a 
flelitill jubeati,. 

• Another man comes, and says, that as to a moral sense 
indeed, he cannot find that he has any such thing j that, how
ever, he has an under8tandin9, which will do quite as well' 
This understanding, he says, is the standard of right and 

. wrong: it tells him so and 80. All good and wise men under
stand all he does: if other men's understandings differ in any 
point from his, so much the worse for them j it is a sure sign 
they are either defective or corrupt. 

• Another man says, that there is an eternal and immutable 
rule of right j that that rule of right dictates so and so j and 
then he begins giving you his sentiments upon anything that 
comes uppermost j and these sentiments (you are to take for 
granted) are so many branches of the eternal rule of right. 

• Another man, or perhaps the same man (it's no matter), 
says, that there are certain practices conformable, and others 
repugnant, to the fitness of things j and then he tells you, at 
his leisure, what practices are conformable and what' repug
IlAnt: just AS he happens to like a practice or disli)le, i~. . . 
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I A great multitude of people are continually talking of the 
law of nature; and then they go on giving you their lenti.
menta about what ~ right and what is wrODg; and tllel'e 
sentiment8, you are to undel"lltand, are 80 many eliapten and 
sections of the law of nature. 

• We have one phil080pher who says, there is no harm in 
anything in the world but. in telling a lie; and that if, for 
example, you were to murder your own Cather, thia woul.d 
only be a particular way of saying, he was not your Cather. 
OC course, when this philosopher sees anything that he doea 
not like, he say., it i. a particular way of telling a lie. It is. 
saying, that the act ought to be done, or may be done, when, 
i" true4, it ought Dot to be done.'-:-(chap. ii.) 

To this Dr. Whewell thin1& it a sufficient answer 
to call it extravagant'ridicule, aud to ask, • 'Vho ever 
ass,erted that he approved or disapproved of actions 
merely because he found himself disposed to do so, 
and that ·this was reason sufficient in itself for his 
moral judgments P' Dr. Whewell will find that this by 
no means disposes of Bentham's doctrine. Bentham 
did not mean that people • ever asserted' that they 
approved or condemned actions only because they felt 
dispos~d to do 80. He meant that they do it without 
asserting it; that they find certain feelings of appro-

. bation and disapprobation in themselves, take for 
granted that these feelings are the right ones, and 
when called on to say anything in justification of 
their approbation or disapprobation, produce phrases 
which mean nothing but the fact ot the approbation 
or disapprobation itself. IT the heare! or reader feels 
in the same way, the phrases pass muster; and a 
great put of all the ethical reasoning in books and in 
the world is of this BOrt. All this is not only true, 
but cannot <;pnsistently be denied by those woo, like 
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Dr. ,Whewell, consider the moral feelings as their own 
justification. Dr. Whewell will doubtless say that 
t.he ~elings they appeal to are not their own indivi
dually, but a part of universal human nature. No-

, body denies that iliey say so: a feeling of liking or 
aversion to an action, confined to an individual, would 
have no chance of being accepted as a reason. The 
appeal is always to something which is assumed to 
belong .to all mankind. But it is not of much conse
quence whether the feeling which is set up as its own 
standard is the feeling of an individual human being, 
or of a multitude. A feeling is not proved to be 
right, and exempted from the necessity of justifying 
itself, because the writer or speaker is not only con
scious of it iu himself, but expects to find it in other 
people; because instead of saying '.1; he says' you and 
I.' If it is alleged that the intuitive school require, 
as ap authority for the feeling, that it should in lact 
be universal, we deny it. They assume the utmost 
latitude of arbitrarily determining. whose votes de
serve to be counted.' They either ignore the exis
tence of dissentients, or leave them out of the aecount, 
on the pretext that they have the feeling which they 
deny having, or if 'not, that they ought to have it. 
This falsification of the universal suffrage which is 
ostensibly appealed to, is not confined, as is often 
asserted, to cases in which the only dissentients are 
barbarous tribes. The same measure is dealt out to 
whole ages and nations, the most conspicuous for ~he 
cultivation a.nd development of their mental faculties; 
and to in4ividuals among the best and wisest of their 
respective countries. The explanation of the matter 
is, the inability of persons in general to. conceive that 
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feelings of right and wrong, ,.-hich han been det'pl1 
implanted in their minds by the teaching they Lutt 
from infancy received from all around them, can Le 
&incerely thought by anyone else to be mistalcn or 
misplaced. This is the mental infirmiiy which Bcn
tham'. philosophy tends especially to correct, &nd 
Dr. 'Whewell'. to perpetuate. Things which ",-ere 
really beli{'\"'ed by all mankind, and for ,.-bich all 
were conrinced that tbe1 had the unequivocal evi· 
dence of their senses, have been pro\"'ed to be fal--e : 
as that the sun rises and sets. Can immunity from 
similar error be-claimed for the moral feelinb"S? wben 
all experience shows that those f~lings are eminently 
artificial, and tbe product of culture; that e\"en wben 
reasonable, they are no more spontaneous than the 
growth of com and wine (which are quite as natural), 
and that the most senseless and pernicious feelin:;s 
can as easily be raised to tbe utmost intensity bJ· in
culcation, as hemlock and thisUes could be reared to 
luxuriant growth by sowing them instead of wheat. 
Bentham. therefore. did not judge too severely a lind 
of ethtcs wbereby any implanted sentiment. ",-hich u 
tolerably general may be erected into a moral law. 
binding. under penalties. on all mankind. The con
test between the morality which appeals to an ex
ternal standard, and that which grounds itself on 
internal conviction. is the contest of progressive mo
rality ~crainst stationary--of reason and art-rument. 
against the deification of mere opinion and habit. 
The doctrine that the existing order of things is the 
natural order, and that, being natural. all innovation 
upon it is criminal. is as ricioua in morals, as it is 
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now at ~t admitted to be in physics. and in society 
and gol"emIVent. 

Let us now consider Dr. Whewell's objections to 
ntility as the foundation of ethics. 

• Let it be taken Cor ,",nted, as a proposition which is true, 
if the terms which it invol .. es be duly unden>tood, that acti0D8 
are right and nrtuous in proportion as they promote the hap
piness of mankind; the lIctions being CIOIlSidered upon the 
,.-hole, and with regvd to all theirconseqnence&. Still, hay, 
we cannot male this truth the basis of morality. for hro 

reuona: first. we cannot calculate all the consequences of any 
action, and thus cannot estimate the degree in which it pro
mota human happiness; aeeond, happiness is derived from 
moral elements. and therefore we cannot properly derive 
morality from happiness. The calculable happiness resulting 
from actions annot dett'nnine their nrtue: first, because the 
resulting happiness is not calculable; and secondly, because 
the virtue is one oC the things which determine the resulting 
happiness.'-{p. tlO.) 

• 
The first of these arguments is an irrelennt truism. 

c We cannot calculate 01/ the ron..--equenees of any 
action.' IT Dr. Whewell ean point out any aepart
ment of human a.1f.airs in \\"hich we can do aD that 
,rould be desir-.lble., he will hue found something 
new. But because we cannot foresee el"erything, is 
there no such thing as foresight? Does Dr. Whewell 
mean to say that no ~--timate can be formed of ronse
quences. which can be any guide for our conduct. 
unless we can calculate aD ronsequenees? that because 
"·e cannot predict every effect which may follow from 
a person's death, we cannot know that the liberty of 
murder would be destructil"e to human happiness? 
Dr. "newell. in his r.eal ~oainst the morality of eoD.-. 
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sequences, commits the error of proving tto much. 
Whether morality is or is not a questi~n of conse
quences, he cannot deny that prudence is; and if 
there is such a thing as prudenae, it is because tIle 
consequences of actions call be calculated. Prudence, 
indeed, depends on a calculation of the consequences 
'of individual actions, while for the efltablishment of 
moral rules it is only necessary to calculate the con
se,\uencE:s of classes of actions-a much easier matter. 
It is certainly a very efiectual way of proving that 
morality does, not depend on expediency, to maintain· 
that there is no such thing as expediency-that we 
have no means of knowing whether anything is ex
pedient or not. Unless Dr. Whewell goes this length, 
to what purpose is what he says about the uncertainty 
of consequence~ P Uncertain or certain, we are able to 
guide onrselves by them, otherwise human life could 
not exist. And there is hardly anyone concerned 
in the business of life, wh~ has not daily to decide 
questions of expedie\lcy far more knotty than those 
which Dr.WheweU so coolly pronounces to be insoluble. 

ButT-let us "examine more closely what Dr. 'Vhewell 
finds to say for the proposition, that' if we ask whe
ther a given action will increafle or diminish the total 
amount of human happiness, it is impossible to answer 
with any degree of certainty.' 

'Take ordinary cascs. I am tempted to utter a flattering 
falsehood: to gratify some sensual desire contrary to ordinary 
moral rules. How shall I determine, on the greatest' happi
ness principle, whether the act is virtuous, or the contrary ? 
In the first place, the direct effect of each act is to give plea
sure, lo another by flattery, to myself by sensual gratification; 
and pleasure is the material of happiness. in the scheme we 
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are now considering. But by the flattering lie I promote 
falsehood, which is destructive of confidence, and so, of human 
comfort. Granted that I do this in some degree-although I 
may easily say that I shall never allow myself to speak falsely, 
except when it will gi;e pleasure; and thus I may maintain 
thlt.t I shall not shake confidence in any case in'which it is of. 
any value. But granted that I do, in some degree, shake the 
general fabric of mutual human confidence by my lI.attering 
lie,-still the question remains, lunD muc4 I do this: whether 
in lIuch a degree !'8 to overbalance the pleasure, which is the 
primary aDd direct consequence of the act. How small mqst . 
be the effec.t of my solitary act upon the whole- scheme of 
human action and habit! how clear and decided is the direct 
effect of increasing the happiness of my hearer! And in the 
same way we may reason concerning the sensual gratification. 
Who will km>w it? Who will be influenced by it of th~se 
who do know it? What appreciable amount of pain will it 
produce in its consequences, to balance the palpable pleasure, 
which, according to our teachers, is the only real good? It 

. appears to me that it is impossible to answer these questions 
in any way which will prove, on these principles, II,lendacious 
flattery, and illegitimatesens~ality, to be vicious and immoral. 
They may possibly produce, take in all their effects, a balance 
of evil; but if they do, it is by some process which we cannot· 
trace wi~h any clearness, and the result is one ~hich we' cannot 
calculate with any certainty, or even probability; and there
fore, on this account, because the resulting evil of such false· 
hood and sensuality is not calculable or appreciable, we cannot, 
by ealculatio~ of resulting evil, show falsehood and sensuality 
to be vices. And the like is true of other vices; ana, on 
this ground, the construction of a scheme of morality on 
1Ib. Bentham's plan is plainly impossible.'-(p. 211.)... . 

• 
Dr,· 'Vhewell supposes his self-deceiving utilitarian 

to be very little master of his own principles. If the 
etfec~ of a • solitary act upon the whole scheme of 
human action and h~}it' is small, the addition which 
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the accompanying pleasure makes to the general DlasS 

of human happiness is small likewise. So small, in 
the great majority of cases, are both, that we have no 
scales to weigh them against each .other, taken singly. 
'Ve must look at them multiplied, and in large masses. 
The portion of the tendencies of an action which 
belong to it not individually, but as a violation of 
a general rule, are as certain and as calculable as any 
other consequences; only they must be examined not in 
the individual case, but in classes of cases. Take, for 
example, the case ~f ~urder. There are many persons 
to kill whom would be to remove men who are a cause 
of no good to any human being, of cruel physical 
and moral suffering to several, and WhOSi whole in
fluence tends to increase the mas~ of unhappiness and 
vice. Were such a man to be assassinated, the balance 
of traceable consequences would be greatly in favour 
of the act. The counter· consideration, on the prin
ciple of utility, is, that unless persons were punished 
for killing, and taught not to kill; that if it were 
ihought allowable for anyone to put to death at 
pleasur-e· any human being whom he believes that the 
world would be well rid of.nobody's life would be 
safe. To this Dr. Whewell answers-

r How does it appear that the evil, that is, the pain, wing 
from. violating a general rule once, i. too great to be over
balanced by the pleasurable consequences of that single 
violation? The actor says, I acknowledge the general rule-
I do not deny its value; but I do not intend that this pne act 
should be drawn into consequence.'-(p. 212.) 

But it does not depend on him whether or not it 
shall be drawn into consequence. If one person may 
break through the rule on his own judgment, the 
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same liberty cannot be refused to others; and since 
no one. could rely on the rule's being observed, the 
rule would cease to exist. If a hundred infringe
ments would produce all the mischief implied in the 
abrogation of the rule, a hundredth part of that mis
chief must be debited to each one. of the infringe
menb, though w.e may not be able to trace it home 
individually. And this hundredth part will generally 
far outweigh any good expected to arise from the 
individual act. We say generally, not universally; 
for the admission of exceptions to rules is a necessity 
equally felt in all systems of morality. To take an 
obvious instance, the rule against homicide, the rule 
against deceiving, the rule against 'taking advantage 
of superior physical strength, and various other im
portant moral rules, are suspended against enemies 
in the field, and partially against malefactol'S in pri
vate life: in each case suspended as far as is required 
by the peculiar nature of the case. That the morali
ties arising from the special circumstances of the 
action may be so important as to overrule those 
arising from the class of acts to whi~h it l1elongs, 
perhaps to take it out of the category of virtues into 
that of crimes, or vice uraa, is a liability common to 
all ethical systems. 

And here it may be observed that Dr. Whewell, in 
his illustration draWD from flattering lies, gives to 
the side he advocates a colour of rigid adherence to 
principle, which the fact does not bear out. Is none 
of the intercourse of society carried on by those who 
hold the common opinions, by means of what is here 
meant by • flattering lies P' Does ·no one of Dr. 
Whewell's way of thinking say, or allow it to be 
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thought. that be is glad to s~e a visitor whom lie 
wishE's away? Does he never alik &CqQaintanc('s or 
relatives to stay wben be would prefer them to go. or 
invite thE'm when M bopes that they will refuse? 
Does be never show any int('l'('st in pel'liOns and 
things be cares nothing for. or send people away 
belie\"'ing in his friendly feeling. to whom his real 
feding is indifference. or eveo dislike? 'Vhethf'r 
these things are right. we are not now going to discuss. 
For our part. we think that flattery "hould be only 
permitted to those who can flatter wiillOut ll;ng. al 
aU persons of sympathizing feelings and quick per
('£'ptions can. At all e\"'enta. the existence of nc('p
tions to moral rules is no stumbling-block peculiar to 
tbe principle of utility. The essential is. that the 
exception should be itself a general rule; so that. 
being of definite extent. and not lea\"'ing the expe
diencies to the partial judgment of the agent in the 
indh'idual case, it may not shake the stability of the 
wider rule in the cases to which the reason of the 
eIception does not extend. Thill is an ample founda
tion lot' • the 'construction of a scllcme of morality: 
'Vith respect to the means of inducing people to COli

form in their actions to the scheme so formed. the 
utilitarian system depends, like all other scbemes of 
morality. on tbe external moti\"'ell liupplied by law 
and opinion. and the internal feclin~ produced by 
education or reason. It is thus no worse off in this 
respect than any other scheme--we might ralher say. 
lUuch better; inasmuch as people are likely to be 
more willing to conform to rules wlen a reason U 
given fur them .. 

Dr. "'hewell's second argument agairuit the Lani. 
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-ness principle is, that the morality of actions cannot 
depend on the happiness they produce, because the 
happiness dept'nds on the morality. 

I Why should a man be truthful and just? Because acts of 
veracity and justice, even if they do not produce immediate 
gratification to him and his friends in other ways (and it may 
easily be that they do not), at least produce pleasure in this 
,,-ay, that they procure him his own approval and that of all 
good men. To us this language is intelligible and significant; 
hut the Beothamite must analyze it further. What does)' 
mcan according to him? A man's own approval of his act, 
means that he thinks it virtuous. And therefore the matter 
stands thus. He (being a Benthamite) thinks it virtuous, 
because it gives him pleasure; and it gives him pleasure 
because he thinks it virtuous. This is a vicious circle, quite' 
as palpable as any of those in which Mr. Bentham is 80 fond 
of representing his adversaries as revolving. And in like 
manoer with regard to the approval of otbers. The action is 
.irluous, says the Benthamite, because it produces ple~ure ; 
namely, the plcasure arising from tha approval of neighbours; 
they approve it aud thin~ it virtuous, he also says, btlCause it 
gi\"C8 pleasure. The virtue depends upon the pleasure, the 
}Jeasure depends upon the virtue. Here again is a circle 
froUl which there is no legitimate egress. W «tmay gr~nt that, 
taking into ac..,'Ount all the elements of happiness-the ple~ 
sures of sdf-approval-of peace of mind and harmony within 
us,'and of the approval of others-of the known sympathy of 
all good men i-we may grant that, iucludiug these elements. 
l'irtue always does produce an overbalance of happiness; but 
then we cannot make this moral truth the basis of morality, 
because we cannot extricate the happiness and the virtue the 
one from the other, so as to make the first, the happiness, the 
foundation of the second, the virtue.'-(p. 215.) 

In Dr. Whewell's first argument against utility, he 
was obliged to assert that it i~ impossible for human 

, beings to know that some actions are useful and others 
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• 
hurtful. In the present, he forgets against what 
principle he is combating, and draws Ol1t an elaborate 
argument against something else. What he now 
appears to be contending against, is the doctrine 
(whether really held by anyone or not), that the test 
of morality is the greatest happiness of the agent 
himself. It argues total ignorance of Bentham, to 
re~resent him as saying that an action is virtuous 
because it produces • the approbation of neighbours,' 
a:ri.d as making so 'fluctuating' a thing as 'public 
opinion,' and such a 'loose and ~ide abstraction as 
education,' the' basis of morality.' When Bentham 

. talks of public opinion in connexion with morality, 
he is not talking of the • basis of morality' at alI. lIe 
was the last person to found the morality of actions 
upon anybody's opinion of them. He founded it upon 
facta.: namely, upon the observed tendencies of thE: 
actions. Nor did he ever dream of defining mora
.lity to be the self· interest of the agent. His' greatest 
happiness principle' was the greatest happiness of 
mankind, and of all sensitive beings. When he talks 
of education, 'dnd of • the popular or moral sanction,' 
meaning the opinion of our fellow-creatures, .it is not 
as constituents or tests of virtue, but as motives.to 
it; as meads of making the self-interest of the indi
vidual accord with the greatest happiness principle.* 

• It is curious thai while Dr. Whewell here confounds the Happineu 
theory of Morals wIth the theory of Motives sometimes called the Selfish 
System, and attacks the latter as Bentham's. under the name of the 
former. Dr. Wbewell himsel!. in his larger work. adopts the Selfi8h 
theory. Happiness, he says (meaning, aa he explains, ODr own happi. 
ness). is 'our being's end and aim;' we cannot desire anything ebe 
unless by identifying it with our happiness. (Elements. i. 3[,9). To 
this we Bho~ld have nothing to object, if by identification wa. meant 
that what we desire unselfuIhly must first, by a mental procesll, become 
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Dr. Whewell's remark. therefore. that the approval 
of our fellow-creatures, presupposing· moral ideas, 
cannot be the foundation of morality, has no applica
tion against Benthar,n. nor against the principle of 
utility. It may, however, be pertinently remarked, 
that the moral ideas which this approval presupposes, 
are no· other than those of utility and hurtfulness. 
'fhere is no great stretch of hypothesis in supposing 
that in proportion as mankind are' aware of the ten
dencies of actions to produce happiness or misery, 
they will like and commend the first, ~hor and re
l)robate the second. How these feelings of natural 
complacency and natural dread and aversion directed 
towards actions, come to. assume the peculiar character 
of what we term moral feelings, is not' a question of 
ethics but of metaphysics, and very fit to be discussed 
in its proper place. Bentham did not concern him
self with it. He left it to other thiukers. It sufficed 
him that the perceived inlluenc~ of actions on human 
happiness is cauSe enough, both in reason and in fact. 
for strong feelings of favour to some actions and of 

• • 
an actual part of what we seek ~s our own happiness; that the good 
of others becomes our pleasn~ because we have learnt to find pleasure 
in it: this is, we think, the true philosophical account of the matter. 
Dut we do not understand this to be Dr, 'Vbewell's meaning: for in an 
argument to prove that there i8 no virtue without religion, he says 
that religion alone ca.n assure 11S of the identity of happiness with 
duty, Now, if the happiness connected with duty were the happiness 
we find in our duty, self·consciousness would give us a full account of 
this,· without religion. The happiness, ,theref()re, which Dr. Whewell 
means, must consist, not in the thing itself, but in a reward appended 
to it: and when he says that there can be no morality unless we believe 
that happiness is identical with duty, and that we cannot believe this 
apart from 'the belief in God's government of the world,' he must 
meen that DO one woulJ act virtuously unless he believed that God 
wonlJ reward him for it. In Dr. Whewell'a view of· morality, thel'&
fore, disinterestedness haa no place. 

VOL. II. I I 
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hatred towards others. From the sympa.thetic reac· 
tion of these feelings in the imagination and seIf-con
sciousness of" the agent, naturally arise the more 
complex feelings of self-approbation and self-reproach, 
or, to avoid all disputed questions, we will merely say 
of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with ourselves. All 
this must be admitted, whatever else ma.y be dt!nied. 
~hether the greatest happiness is the principle of 
morals or not, people do desire their own happiness, 
and do consequently like the conduct in other people 
which they think promotes it, and dislike that which 
visibly endangers it. This is absolutely all that 
Bentham postulates. Grant this, and you have his 
popular sanction, and its reaction on the agent's own 
mind, two infi'Uences tending, in proportion to man· 
kind's enlightenment, to keep the conduct of each in 
the line which promotes the general happiness. Ben· 
tham thinks that there is no other true morality than 
this, and that the so-called moral sentiments, what. 
ever their origin or composition, should be trained to 
act in this direction only. And Dr. WheweU.'s at
temft to find anything illogical or incoherent in this 
theory, only proves that 'he does not yet understand it. 

Dr. Whewell puts the last hand to his supposed 
refutation of Bentham's principle, by what,he thinks 
a crushing reductio ad absUrdum. The reader might 

. make a hundred guesses before discovering what this 
is. 'Ve have not yet got over our astonishment, not 
at Bentham, but at Dr. Whewell. See, he says, to 
what consequences your greatest-happiness principle 
leads! Bentham says that it is as much a moral duty 
to regard the pleasures and pains of other animals as 
those of human beings. We cannot resist quoting 
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the admirable passage which Dr. Whewell cite'.! from 
Bentham, with the most Raif persu~sion that every
body will regard it as reaching the last pitch of para
doxical absurdity. 

'Under the Gentoo and Mahometan religion the interests 
of the rest of the. animal kingdom seem to have met with 
some attention. Why.have they not, universally, with as 
much as those of human creatures, allowance made for ~he 
difI'creuce in point of sensibility? Because the laws that are, 
have been the work of mutual fear; a sentiment which the 
less rational animals have not had the same means as man has 
of turning to account. Why ought they not? No reason 
can be given. The day may come when the rest of the animal 
creation may acquire those rights which never could .have been 
withholden from them but by the hand of tyranny. It may 
come one day to be recognised that the number of the legs~ 
the villosity of the skill, or the termination of tbe 08 IJacrum, 
are reasons insufficient for abandoning a sensitive being to the 
caprice of a tormentor. What else is it that should trace the 
insuperable line? Is it the faculty of reason, or perhaps the 
faculty of discourse? But a full-grown horse or dog is beyond 
comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversable 
animal, than an infant of a day, a week, or even a month old. 
But suppose the case were otherwise, what \vOqld it ivail ? 
The question is not, can they reason? nor, can they speak? 
but, can they suffer?' 

This noble anticipation, in 1780, of the better 
morality of Which a first dawn has been seen in the 
laws' enacted nearly fifty years afterwards against 
cruelty to animals, is in Dr. Whewell's eyes the finish
ing proof that the morality of happiness is absur~ ! 

, The pleasures of imimals are elemellts of a very different 
order from the pleasures of man. We are bound to endeavour 
to augment the pleasures of men, not only because they are 

I 12 
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pleasurel\ but because they ~ hnman pleasures. We are 
bound to men by the nniversal tie oC humanity, oC human" 
brotherhood. We hue no luch tie to animals.' ' 

• 
This then is Dr. Whewell's noble and disinterested 

ideal of virtue. Duties, according to him, are only 
duties to ourselves and our like. 

• We are to be A"""JI.e to them, l>ecause we are .hlMlt, 
not' because we and they alike Ceel a"jrul pleasures •••• The 
morality which depends upon the increase oC pleasure alone, 
would make it our duty to increase the pleasure oC pi~ or oC 
geese rather than that of men, iC we were lure that the plea
"sures we could give thE'm were greater than the pleasures of 
men. . • • • It is not only not an obvious, but to most penons 
not a tolerable doctrine, that we may sacrifice the happinCN of 
men provided we can in that Yr.y produce an oyerpllll of 
pleasure to cats, doge, and hoga.'-(pp. 223-5.) 

It is • to most persons' in the Slave States of Ame
rica not a tolerable doctrine tha' we may sacrifice any 
portio~ of the happiness of white men for the sake of 
a greater amount of happiness to black men. It 
would have been intolerable five centuries ago • to 
most'personf among the feudal nobility, to hear it 
asserted that the greatest pleasure or pain of a hun
dred serfii ought not to give way to the smallest 
of a nobleman. According to the standard of Dr. 
Whewell, the slave masters and the nobles were right. 

. They too felt themselves • bound' by a • tie of brother
hood' to the white men and to the nobility, and fdt no 
such tie to the negroes and serfs. And if a feeling on 
moral subjects is right because it is natural, their feel
ing was justifiable. Nothing is more natural to human 
beings, nor, up to a certain point in cultivation, mvre 
universal, than to estimate the pleasures and pains of 
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others &.'1 deserving of regard exactly in proportion to 
their likeness to ourselves. These superstitions of sel
fishness had the charac~ristic\by which Dr. Whewell 
recognises his moral rules; and his opinion on tha , 
rights of animals shows that in this case at least he· 
is consis~nt. We are perf~tly willing to stake the 
whole question on ~his one issue. Granted tlf'.lt any 
practice causes more pain to animals than it gives 
pleasure to man; is that practice moral or immoral? 
And if, exACtly in proportion as Luman beings raise 
their heads out of the slough of selfishness, they do 
not with one voice answe~ C immoral.' let the morality 
of the principle of utility be for ever condemned. 

There cannot be a fit~r transition than this subject 
affords, from the Benthamic standard of ethics to that 
of Dr:Whewell. It is not enough to object to the 
morality of utility. It is necessary also to show that 
there is another and a better morality. This is what 
Dr. Whewell proposes to himself in his Introductory 
Lecture, and in the whole of his previous work, • Ele
ments of Morality.' We shall now, therefore, proceed 
to examine Dr. Whewell'lj achievements as the con
structor of a scientific foundation for the theory of 
morals. 

• The moral rule of human action,' Dr. Whewell 
says, is that. • we must do what is right.' (' Lectures,' 
p. xi.) Here, at all events, is a safe proposition i since 
to deny it ~ould be a contradiction in terms. But 
what is meant by • right r According to Dr. Whewell. 
• w~at we must do: This, he says. is the very defi
nition of right. 

. • The definition or ",lV.I, or of the adjective rijU, is, I 
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conceive, contained in the maxim which I have already 
quoted as proceeding from the general voice of mankinJ: 
namely this, that we mns! do what is right at whatever cost. 
That an action is right, is a reason for doing it, which is para-

. mount to all other reasoDll, and overweighs them all when 
they are on the contrary side. It is painful; but it is right: 
therefore we must do it. It is a 1088; but it is right: there
fore we must do it. It is unkind; bllt it is right: therefore 
we must do it. These are self-evident' [he might have said 
identical] I propositions. That a thing is right, is a IfJprem, 

reason for doing it. R~!e implies this supreme, unconquer
able reason; and does this especially and exclll8ively. No 
other word docs imply such an irresistible cogency in ita 
effect, except in 80 far as it involves the 8ame notion. What 
we 0"9"t to do, what we "'ovU do, that we mild do, though 
it bring pain and 1088. But why? Beca,"e it is ~"l. The 
expressions all run together in their meaning. And this 
lJupreme rule, that we must do what is right, is also the moral 
rule of human action!-(pp. x. xL) 

1 
Rigltt means that which we mlUt do, and the rule of 

action is, that we must do what is right; that we must 
do that which we must do. This we will call vicious 
circle the first. .But let us not press hardly on Dr. 
Whewell at. this stage; perhaps he only meaIlJ that 
the foundation of morals is the conviction that there 
is something which we must do at all risb; and he 
admits that we have still to find what this something 
is. ' What is right; what it is that we ought to do, 
we must have some means of determining, in order to 
complete our moral scheme.' (p. xi.) 

Attempting then to pick out Dr. Whewell's leading 
propositions, and exhibit them in connexion, we fiud, 
first, that 'the supreme rule of human action, Right
ness/ ought to control the desires and affections, or 
otherwise that these are • to· be regulated so that they 
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may be right.' (xii. xiii.) This does not help towards 
showing what i8 right. 

But secondly, we come to a • condition which is 
obviously requisite.' Iu orde1-. that the desires and 
affections which relate to • other men' may be right, 
• they must conform to this primary and universal 
condition, that they do not violate the NiJMB of others. 
This condition may not be sufficient, but it is neces
sary.' (p. xiii.) 

This promises something. In tracing to its ele. 
ments the idea of Right, the adjective, we are led to 
the prior, and it is to be presumed more elementary 
idea, of Rights, the substantive. But now, what are 
rights? and how came, they to be rights? , 

Before answering these questions, Dr. Whewell 
gives a. classification of rights' commonly re<:ognised 
among men.' He says, they are of five s<?rts, 'those 
of person, property, family, sta.te, and contract.' (xv.) 
But how do we discover that theY,are rights? and 
what is meant by calling them rights? Much to our 
surprise, Dr. Whewell refers us, on both these points, 
to the law. And he asks, ! in what lJlanner .do we 
rise from mete legal rights to moral rightness?' and 
replies. • we do so in virtue of this principle: that the 
supreme rule of man's actions must be a rule which 
has authority over the whole of man; over his inten
tions as well as his actions; over his affections, his 

. desires, his habits, his thoughts, his wishes.' We 
must not only not violate the rights of others, but we 
mwt not desire "to violate them. • And thus we rise 
from legal obligation to moral duty; from legality to 

, virtue; from blamelessness in the forum of man to 
innocence in the court of conscience.' 
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And this Dr. Whewell actually gives as his scheme 
of morality. His rule of right is, to infri~ge no rights 
conferred by the law, and to cheri~h no dispositions 
which could make us desire such infringements I 
According to this, the early Christians, the religious 
reformers, ~he founders of all free governments, 
Clarkson, Wil~erforce. and all enemies of the rights of 
slaveowners, must be classed among the wicked. If 
tpis is Dr. Whewell's morality, it is the very Hobbism 
which he reprobates, and this in its worst sense. 
But though Dr. Wb.ewellsays that this is his morality, 
he presently unsays it. 

, Our morality is not derived from the IIpecia! commands of 
existing laws, but from the fact that laws exist, aDd from our 
clas'sification of their subjects. Personal gafety, property, con· 
tracts, family and civil relations, are everywhere the 8ubjecUl 
of law, aDd are everywhere protected by law; therefore we 
judge that these thiDgs must be the 8ubjects of morality, and 
must be reverently regarded by morality. But we are not 
thus bound to approve of all the special appointmeDUI with 
regard to those subjects, which may ex~st at a given time in 
the laws of a given country. On the contrary, we may con
demn (he laws ~ being contrary to morality. We cannot 
frame a morality without recognising property, and property 
exists through law; but yet the law of property, in a parti
culal' country, may be at variance with that moral purpose for 
which, in our eyes, laws exist. Law is the foundation and 
necessary condition of justice; but yet laWI may be unjUllt, 
and when unjust ought to be changed!-(p. xvii.) 

Thepracticalenormitiesconsequent~n Dr. Whewell's 
theory are thus go~ rid of; but when these are gone, 
there is nothing of the theory left;. He nndertook 
to explain how, we may how what is right. It 
appeared at first that he was about to give a crite-
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rion, whfln h~ said that it is not right to violate legal 
rights. According to this, when we want to know 
what. is right, we have to consult· the law, and see 
what rights it recognises. But now it seems that 
these rights may be' contrary to right; and all we 
can be sure of is, that it is right there should be 
rights of some sort. Apd-we learn that, after all, it 
is for a • moral purpose' that in Dr. Whewell's opinion 
'laws exist.' So that while the me!!,ning of ollght is 
that we ought to respect rights, it is a previous condi-

, tion that these rights must be such as ollght to be 
respected. Morality must conform to law, but law 
must first conform to morality. This is vicious 
circle the second. Dr. Whewell has broken out of 
the first j lie has made, this time, a larger sweep; 
the curve he describes is wider, but it still returns 
into itself. 

An adherent of • dependent morality' would say 
that, instead of deriving right from rights, we must 
have a rule of tight before it can be decided what 
ought to be rights; and that, both in law and in 
morals. the rights which ought to exist ar& those 
which for the general happiness it is expedient should 
exist. And Dr. Whewell anticipates that some one 
may even do him what he thinks the injustice of 
supposing this to be his opinion. He introduces an 
objector as saying, • that by making our morality 

, begin from rights, we really do found it upon expe
diency, notwithstanding our condemnation of systems 
so founded. ·For, it may be said, rights such as pro
perty exist only because they are expedient: Dr. 
'Vhewell hastena to repel this imputation; and here 
is his theory. • We reply as before. that rights are 
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founJ~d on the whole nature of mlln, in.luch a way 
that he cannot luu'e a bunuUl ui.b·nce "'ilhout Ulcm. 
lie is a mor:U Ldng, and !UUllt have riebta. trCl1t1~~ 
,.oralilJ tauof uilll trArrt ri.JAI. or~ .of: \\P u eYer 
an unfortunate ml't.1phJl'ician Jrinn into lIuch a 
('omt'r? We "'anted to know wllat morality i!l, And 
Hr, Wilewell said that it is conformint: to ri;.:hb. 
\\P e IL!ik how })(.' kno,,·. that tht're are rieht., and he 
1l11l'\\"Cr.t, kcau~ ol1lerwi~ tlu~ro could lie 110 mora
lity. 'fbi. is ,iciou. circle the third, and the lnll~t 
"'vhJt'rful of the three. The Indianll "I.k.'t'd tll('ir 
eI"phant on the Lack of a tortoise, Lut lhl'I did not 
at the same lime I,lace the tortoise on the Lack of Ult· 
('Il'pbant. 

1>r. \\'Il'well ball faikd in "'hat it wu imp()!i~iLle 
to IIUCCccJ in. Every attt'OIpt to Jru. up an Ar~·aJ 
to intuition in tho fonn. of n'll5oning, IUUllt Lrl'ak 
dO\Vll in the lWllO mannt'r. 11le lIy,tern mU!it.. from 
tbe conditiont of the c;uc, re\'lIh"e in a ('irclc. If 
mornlity is not to grnitate to anI.('nd, but t.) hug 
sdf·Lalanced in l'pnce, it i. utid~ss attempting to IU .. 

penll' (lno pobt of it ul>on anotlll'r point. nil' fdct 
of mor.J rules IiUI'P')!lt'. a Cl'rtrun a!l84.'nlLlae,>e ,-!f iJ~u. 
It i. to no purpotic dct.1ching lliclie iJu .. 0110 (rom 
allotllt'r, an,l laying lllat on6 or thcm mu"t ui.t 
lIt'l.·UU!IC Ilnuthcr dO('s. 1"l\'!Is tbe moraliel a at<'p 
farthl'r, and he can only uy that the othcr mUlit uillt 
kcau!ic of the fi~t. The hou~e must have .. Ct'lllre 

Lccau!IC it l\;lS ,,·ine ... , and win~ Lt.uuH it Lu a 
ccntre. Hut tbe quclltion ,,·at IlLout the "'hole JIOUII(", 

and how it comes to ui.t. It "'ould Le mucb I'iml'kr 
to "4Y plainl!. lllat it uids Lt'Olu"C it ni.t.. This 
is whal1>r. Wbe\\cU i. in the rod oLlij){·J to come 
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t<l; an.! he ,,"oul.! hue sUN him..<.df a ~ d~ of 
l~ l~):;lc. if he laJ be-;uu with it.· 

&> much as till the ubten~ of monl rules: now 
&S till .. hat they are. 

• We ~<l DOt re.t our rules of a..-tiOD Up.lD. the- tenJt'~ of 
actioos to proJuoe the hat'piness of others. or of IllsukinJ in 
~.ue-nI; brt-au..-e we nnuolt solt'e a pruhlt'm so di.ffi~t u to 
dctnmiue which of t .... o rourses of a..-~<>n .ill produre the 
~ amount of human happiness: a.nd we ~ a &mpla 
auJ. far ~ satisfactory mode of deJucing such rWt"S; 

namely, by roasiJeriu~ tha1 there must be s~h rule'$; that 
they mll£t be rules f.x mu ; lor man liring amOll~ mt"n i a.nd 
fvr the .~ of man~s bein;. SilK'e.-e are thus led chn,"tly 
t<) mor.rJ nJ~ bI the ~..iJa'atiou of the iutern~ ooud~tio:l 
of man's bci~ we ~not think it .-ise to tv.rn· away from 
this method, &.:l.l to u,- to dett'rmine ~'h rules by refe
reure to an obs.:-u.re and un~~hle extenuJ condition. the 
amvuut of h.arpiness proo.iuccd.'-I,.p. XL) 

If th~ ,..ere not Dr. '\TIle.-ell's o.-n WONS, 1\e 
f.houl.! expect to be ch~ as he charges ~nthol.Dl • 
.-ith. eane&ture. This is giwn as a ~"'nti£'~ stolte
ment (\f the prope.r rooJe of diso.>l"ering what are the 
rules (If mcrality! ". e are to • a .. ..J.ure Imch--rult'S' 
from f(,u,t' consider-ilions. ~t.' that there m~t be 
s:uch rules" a n~ preliminary, certainly, If 

• b. Dr, ~. ~ ..... 'd. _ £N lUza rwo..~, &fin an. to.> 
_ • a1«D&l c>l~' u t.he 1I1Um..~ ~.J. f... ,,'l:av-lo:.Js'~~ &£J 
--.J nU.o.e _~" u ... taeN sa:n- that ·lM~\. f,. d..~,b.at 
.. aheo.-h1t .. lT n..~ is tlaat it ~ tM ~afGoJ. t.Ju,.""'~ _b.:.m ~ ~ 
oli ..... aaJ·~Dat'" oi -w.m.l ~_l..r.' th.-y ~'~l:'_ts. 
i.~) Ia Uae Lect~ i...~. hf' aJ.uuts Wt tlUs ft.uJen .'&1... ... 
t.."Y ~ Utr":hiag ... ,. --.l attn"btltes t.,) &J.l. 'Ii _ -..1 ... ~ 
j~ -.l raritY. ~ _ I"e$al\ <'i Go.i's Nmmaa.ls. _ Call _ 

l..,~ bJ. ... yf~ ia u.. ~ t.Aat Go.i ~ b..-,}~.ju..<.1.,aa.I 
rare; si.ce ~ ~ u.-~ ~y ... ~y iJ. ... .nti.:al 
~n.....'-{p.~) Woe i...'l'tu.at t.hia~&~, of.,~ __ u.. J>DVVwta.. of tM eariW 'tNII::k.. 
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we are to build a wall, it is because it has been pre
viously decided that there must be a. wall. Dut we 
must' know what the wall is for. what end it is 
intended to serve. or we shall not know what sort of 
wall is required. What end are moral rules intended 
to serve? No end, according to Dr. Whewen They 
do not exist for the sake of an end. To have them is 
part of man's nature, like (it is Dr. Whewell's own 
illustration) the circulation of the blood. It is now 

. then to be inquired what rules are part of out: nature; 
This is to be discovered from three, thirtgs: that they , 
must be 'rules for roan. for rna; living among men. 
and for the whole of man's being." This is only saying 
over again, in a greater number of words, what we 
want, not how we are to find it. First, they mU!lt be 
'rules· for man" but we are warned not to suppose 
that this means for man's benefit. it only. means tliat 
they are for man to obey. This leaves us exactly 
where we were before. Next, they are for 'man 
living among men,' that is, for the conduct of man to 
men: but hOlO is roaD' to conduct himself to men? 
Thirmy, they <are' for the whole of roan's being" that 
is, according to Dr., Whewell's explanation, they are 
for the regulation of our desires as well as of our 
actions. but what we wantE::d to kbow was, how we 
are to regulate our desires and our actions? Of the 
four prop~sitions given as premises from which all 
moral rules are to be deduced, not one points to any. 
difference between one kind of moral rules and another. 
Whether the rule is to love or to hate our neighbour, 
it will equally answer all Dr. Whewell's conditions. 
These are 'the premises which are more 'simple and 
satisfactory'than such • obscure and unmanageable' 
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propositions, so utterly impossible to be assured of, as 
that some actions are fa.vourable, and others injurious, 
to human happiness I Try a parallel case. Let it 
b*, required to find the principles of the art of naviga
tion. Bentham says, we must look to an • external' 
end;' getting from place to place on the water. No, 
lIays Dr. Whewell, there is a • silIlpler and more satis
factory' mode, viz. to con'sider that there must be 
such an art j that it must be for a ship; fo], a ship at 
sea; and for all the parts of a ship. Would Dr. 
Whewell prevail on anyone to suppose that these 

,considerations made it unnecessary to consider, with 
Bentham, what a ship ill intended to do? 

1.'his account is all we get from Dr. Whewell, in 
the Lectures, of the mode of discovering and recog
nising the rules of morality'. But perhap§ he succeeds 
better in doing the thing. than in explaining how it 
ought to be done. At all events, having written two 
volumes of C Elements of Morality,' he must have per
formed thiR feat, either well or ill; he must have 
found a way of C deducing moral ruleR.' We will 
now, therefore, dismiss Dr. Whewell~s generalities,' 
and try to estimate his method, not 1,y what he says 
about it, but by what we see him doing when he 
carries it into practice. 

'Ve turn, then, to his C Elements of Morality,' and 
to the third chapter of that work, which is entitled, 
C Moral Rules exist necessarily." And here we at 
once 'find something well calculated . to surprise us. 

, That moral rules must exist, was, it may be remem
bered, the first 6f Dr. Whewell's four fundamental 
axioms; and has been presented hitherto as a law of 
human nature, requiring no proof. It '~ust puzzle 
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some of his pupils to find him here proving it; and 
still more, to find him proving it fro~ utility. 

t In enumerating and describing, as we have done, certain 
desires as among the most powerful springs of human action, 
we have stated that man's life is scarcely tolerable if these 
desires are not in some degree gratified; that man cannot be 
at all satisfied without Bome security in such gratification; 
that without property, which gratifies one of these desires, 
man's free agency cannot exist; that without marriage, which 
gratifies another, there can be no peace, comfort, tranquillity, 
or order. And the same may be said of all those IIprings of 
actions which we enumerated BS mental desires. Without 
some provision for the tranquil gratification of these desires, 
society is disturbed, nnbalanced, painful. The gratification of 
such desires must be a part of the order of the society. There 
must be rules which aireCt the course and limits of lIuch grati
fication. Sucp rules are necessary for the peace of lIOCiety!-
(' Elements,' i. 32.) . . . 

This is a very different m~de of treating the sub
ject from that which we observed in the LeCtures. 
We are now among reasons: good or bad they may 
be, but still reasons. Moral rules are here spoken of 
as mea.ns to all end. We now hear of the peace and 
comfort of society; of making man'. life tolerable; of 
the satisfaction and gratification of human beings; of 
preventing a disturbed and painful state of society. 
This is utility-this is pleasure and pain. When 
real reasons are wanted,. the repudiated happiness
principle is always the resource. It js true, this is 
soon followed 1>y a recurrence to the old topics, of the 
necessity of rules' for the action of man as man,' and 
the impossibility to 'conceive man as man without 
conceiving him JlS subject to rules.' But any meaning 
it is possible to find in these phrases (which is not 
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much) is all reflected from the utilitarian reasons 
given just before. Rules are necessary, because man
kind would have no security for any of the thiugs 
which they value, for anything which gives them 
pleasure or shields them from pain, unless they could, 
rely on one another for doing, and in particular for 
abstaining from, certain act!!. And it is trne, that 
man could not be conceived 'as man,' that is, with 

• the average human intelligence, if he were unable to 
perceive so obvious an utility. 

Almost all the generalia of moral philosophy pre
fixed to the' Elements' are in like manner derived 
from utility. For example: that the desires, until 
subjected to general rules, bring mankind into con
flict and opposition j but that, when general rules are 
established, the feelings which gather round these 
'are sources not of opposition, but ot: agreement j' 
that they 'tend to make men unanimous j and that 
such rules with regard to the affections and desires 
as tend to control the repulsive and confirm the 
attractive forces which operate in human society j 

such as tend to unite men, to establish ctmcord, 
unanimity. sympathy, agree with that which is the 
character of moral rules.' (i. 35.) This is Benthamism 
---even approaching to Fourierism. 

And -again, in attempting' a classification and defi
nition of virtues, and a parallel one of duties corre
sponding to them. The definitions of both the one 
a.nd the other are deduced from utility. After class
ing virtues under the several heads of benevolence, 
justice, truth,. purity, and order, Benevolence is de
fined as 'desire of the good or all men j' and in a 
wider sense. as the I absence of all the :i.1rectlon~ whll'h 
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tend to separate men, and the aggregate of the affec
tions which unite them.' (i. 137-l:S.) 'Justice, as • the 
desire that each person should have his own.' (p. 138.) 
Truth is defined' an agreement of the verbal expres
sion with the thought,' and is declared t.o be a duty 
because 'lying and deceit tend to separate and dis
unite men, and to make all action!! implying mutual 
dependence, that is, all social action and social life, 
impossible.' (pp. 138.9.) Purity is defined • the con·· 
trol of the appetites by the moral sentiments and the 
reason.' Order, as a conformity of our internal dis
positions. to the laws and to moral rules (why not 
rather to good laws, and good moral rules 1) All 
these definitions, though very open to criticism in 
detail, are in principle utilitarian.- Though Dr. 
Whewell will not recognise the promotion of happi
ness as the ultimate principle, he deduces his Recondary 
principles from it, and supports his propositions by 
utilitarian reasons as far as they will go. He is 
chiefly distinguished from utilitarian moralists of the 
more superficial kind, by this, that, he ekes out his 
appeals to utility with appeals to • our idea of man as 

• The enumeration of duties does not always follow accurately the 
definition of the corresJlonding virtues. For example, the definition of 
purity is one which suits teJ;llperance, • the control of the appetite! by 
the moral sentiments and the reason :' but the eeheme of dutie811L>t forth 
under ~8 head is rather as if the definition had beeD 'the conformity 
of the appetites to the moral opinions and cU8toms of the country.' It 
is remarkable that a writer who uses the word purity 80 much out of 
its common meaning as to make it synonymous with temperanOl', 
should charge Bentham, (' Lectures,' p. 200,) because he employs the 
word in another rJl its acknowledged senBell, with arbitrarily altering it. 
signification. Bentham understands by the purity of & pleal!1lJ'e, its 
freedom from admixture or"ain I 88 we speak of pure gold, pure water, 
pure truth, of things purely beneficial or purely millChieToUB: meaning. 
in eacla ease, freedom from aDo, with any other ingredient. 
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man it and when reasons fail, or are not sufficiently, 
convincing, then' all men think,' or • we cannot help 
feeling,' serves as a last resort, and closes the discus-
sion. 

or this hybrid character is the ethics of Dr. 
Whewell's • Elements of Morality.' And in this he 
resembles all other writers of the intuitive school of 
morals. They are none of them frankly a~d' con
sistently intuitive. To use a bappy expression of 
Bentham in a different case, they draw from a double 
fountain-utility, and internal conviction; the ten
dencies of actions, and the feelings with which man
kind regard them. This is not a matter of choice 
with these writers, but of necessity. It arises from 
the nature of the morality of internal conviction. 
Utility, as a standard, is capable of being carried out 
singly and consistently; a moralist can deduce from 
it his whole ~ystem of ethics, without calling to his 
assistance any foreign principle. It is not so with 
one who relies on moral intuition; for where will he 
find his moral intuitions? How many ethical propo
sitions can be enumerated, of which the.mos~ roekless 
assertor will venture to affirm that they have the 
adhesion of aU mankind? Dr. Whewell declares un
llesitatingly that the moral judgment of mankind, 
when it is unanimous, must be right. 'What are 
universally heM. as virtues, must be dispositions in 
conformity with this [the supreme] law: what are 
universally reckoned vjces, must be wrong: This is 
saying much, when we consider the worth, in other 
matters nearly allied to these, of what is complimenta
rily called the general opinion of mankind; when we 
remember what grovelling superstitions, what witch .. 

VOL. II. xx 
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. ·craft. magic. ast,rology. what oracles. ghosts, what 
gods and demons scattered through all nature, were 
once . universally believed in, and still are so by the 
majority of the human race. But where are these 
Q,nanimously recognised vices and virtues to be found? 
fractices the most revolting to the moral feelings of 
some ages and nations do not incur the smallest cen
sure fr~m otbers j and it is doubtful whether there is 
a. single virtue which is held to be a virtue by all 
:pations, in the same sense, and with the same resena-

. tions. There are, indeed, some moralities' of an 
utility 80. unmista-keable, so obviously indispensable 
to the common purposes of life, that as general rules 
mankind could no more differ about them than 
about the multiplication table j but even here, there 
is the, widest difference of sentiment about the ex· 
ceptions. The universal voice of mankind, so often 
appealed to, is universal only in its discordance. 
What passes for it is merely the voice of the majo
rity, or, failing th~t, of any large number having a 
strong feeling on the subject j especially if it be a 
feeling of which they cannot give . any account, and 
which, as it is not consciously grounded on any 
reasons, is supposed to be hetter than reasons, and 
of higher authority. With Dr. 'Vhewell, a strong 
feeling, shared by most of tho:;e whom he thinks 
worth counting, is always an ultima ratio from which 
there is no appeal. Be forgets that as much might 
have been pleaded, and in many cases might still be 
pleaded, in defence of the absur~est super:;titions. 

It seems to be tacitly supposed that however liable 
mankind are to be wrong in their opinions, they are 
generally right in their feelings, and especially· in 
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their antipathies. On the contrary. there is nothing 
which it is more imperative that they should be re
quired to justify by reasons. The antipathies of man
kind are mostly derived from three 8l>Urces. One of 
these is an impression, tr~e or false, of utility .. They 
dislike what is painful or dangerous. or what is appa.. 
rel)tly so. These antipathies, being gr~)Unded on the 
happiness principle, must be required to justify them
selves by it. The second .class of antipathies are agains~ 
what they are taught, or imagine, to be displeasing to 
some visible or invisible power, capable of doing them 
harm, and whose wrath, once kindled, may be wreakeJ 
on those who tolerated, as well as on those who com
mitted, the offence. The' third kind of antipathies, 
oJten as strong as either of the others, are directed to
wards mere differences of opinion, or of taste. Any 
of the three, when nourished by education, and deriving 
confidence from mutual encouragement, assumes to 
common minds the character of a moral feeling. But , 
to pretend that any such antipathy, were it ever so 
general, gives the smallest guarantee of its own justice 
and reasonableness, or has any claim to pe binding on 
those who do not partake in the sentiment, is as irra
tional as to adduce the belief in ghosts or witches as a 
proof of their real existence. I am not bound to 
abstain from an action because another person dislikes 
it, however he may dignify his dislike with the name 
of disapprobation. 

We cannot take leave of Dr. Whewell's stric
tures on Bentham. wi!Jlout adverting to some obser
vations made by him on Bentham's character as a 
jurist rather than as a moralist. In this capacity Dr. 
Whewell does more justice to Bentham, than in the 

. KK2 
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. department of moral philosophy. But he finds fault 
with him for two things: first, for not sufficiently 
recognising what Dr. Whewell ca.lls the historical 
element of leb>islation; and imagining • that to a 
certain extent his schemes of law might be made in
dependent of local conditions.' Dr. Whew ell admits 
it to be part of Bentham's doctrine, that different 
countries must to a certain extent have different laws; 
and is aware that he wrote an • Essay on the Influ
ence of, Time and Place in Matters of Legislation ;' 
but thinks him wrong in maintaining that there should 
be a general plan, of which the details only should be 
modified by local circumstances; and contends, that 
different countries Iequire different ground.plans of 
legislation. 

• There is in every national code of law a necessary and 
fundamental historical element; not a few supplementary 
provisions whic:h may be added or adapted to the local circum
stances after the great body of the code has been constructed: 
not a few touches of local colouring to be put in after the 
picture is almost painted: but an element which belongs to 
law fr~m its oripin, and penetrates to its roots: a part of the 
intimate structure; a cast in the original design. The national 
views of personal status; property, and the modes of acqui8i
tion; bargains, and the modes of concluding them; family, 
and its consequences; government, and its origin'i these affect 
even the most universal aspects and divisions of penal offences; 
these affect still more every step of the ex posi tory process w wch 
the civil law applies to rights in defining penal offences/
(' Lectures,' p. 254.) 

What Dr. Whewell designatei by the obscure and 
misleading expression, • an historical element,' and 
accuses Bentham of paying too little regard to, is the 
existing opinions and feelings of the. people. TMse 
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may, without doubt, in SQ~e 8en~e be called historical, 
as bein~ partly the product of their previous history; 
but whatever attention is due to those opinions and 
feelings in legislation, is due to them not as matter 
of history, but as social forces in present being. 
Now Bentham, in common with all other rational 
persons, admitted that a. legislator is obliged to have 
regard to the opinions and feelings of the people to 
be legislated for; but with this difference, that he did 
not look upon those opinions and feelings as affecting, 
in any great degree, what was desirable to be done, 
but only what could be done. Take one of Dr. Whe~ 
well's instances, 'the national views of personal 
status.' The' national views' may regard slavery as 
a. legitimate condition of human beings, and Mr. 
Livingstone, in legislating for Louisiana, may have 
been obliged to recognise slavery as a fact, and to 
make provision for it, and for its consequences, in his 
code of laws; but he was bound to regard the equality 
of human beings as the foundation of his legislation, 
and the concession to the 'historical element' as a 
matter of temporary expediency; and while y~elding 
to the necessity, to endeavour, by all the means in 
his power, to educate the nation into better things. 
And so of the other subjects mentioned by Dr. Whe
well-property, contracts, family, and government. 
The fact that, in any of these matters, a people prefer 

. some particular mode of legislation, on historical 
grounds-that is, because they have been long used 
to it,~is no proof of any Ol:iginal adaptation in it to 
their nature or circumstances, and goes a very little 
way in recommendation of it as for their benefit now. 
But it may be a very important element in deter-



mining what the legi£lator pn do, and r-till more. the 
manner in which he should d.) it; and in bvth th~ 
respects Dentham allowed it full .-ei;;Lt. 'nat be 
is at ~ue .-ith Dr. Wbewf"'ll upon. is i,:, ~rt.liL; it 
right for the l~lator to keep kfore Lis minJ an 
ideal of what he wou!J do if the pe<.ple for .-hom be 
ma.Ie laws were entireIj del'oid of prt>juJi\."e or .c~i
dental pre~ion: .-bile Dr. Whe.-ell, 1" I,laciD~ 
tbeir prejudices and accidental pre~ions • at the 
basis of the spkm: enjoins lej,-ial.ltion not in s~mple 
recog!lition of exbting popular !t;~lin~, but in oLe-

• dienee to them.. 
The other oLjeclion nuJe bI Dr. \\1le.-eU to 

~ntlum &S a .-riter on lc.>gi.:.WioD, (for .-e (It;lit the 
criticism on hii clAssification (If ()f;'"~nces. as too Dluch 
a matter of detail fur tbe present ~us.sivn" i~ t~t 

he does not fully recogtWe • the m,:,ra! (lLject d la.· 
(p. ~57). Dr. Whew-ell ~Js. in p~logy .. ·w~h 
we consiJeraLlj abridt,-.e, that laW" ou;Lt not onll to 
p~e and gratifj man. but to imprc/l'e and ti:ach 
him; not onll to take C3re fJf him Ai an anUruJ. Lut 
to raiJ;e him to a moral life.. Puniahment, t1(:refore, 
be &ajS. • is to be, not merelJ a meaIl.li of prt>Yentin~ 
,utTering, Lnt is also to be a mural lesiOn.' Dut Ikn
thain, as Dr. Whewell is presentlI f"reed to admit. 
says the same; and in fact carrieii this dO\.-uine 50 Car, 
as to maiDt3in that I~ punishment oa.;ht some
times to be attached to acts for the mere p~ "f 
s~<?tllatizing them, and turning the popuLu sentiment 
~.-rain.st them.. So one. more than lkntham, n-oog
nises that most important. hut mc.-t neo~-ted. (uc
tion of the legislator. the office of an inatructor. both 
IlJoral and intelle~, .. tual Dat h. reeein:s no creJ.it fur 
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tIlis from Dr. 'VheweU, except that of being false to 
his principles; for Dr. Whewell r;eems to reckon it an 
impertinence in anybody to recognise morality as It 

good, who thinks, as Bentham does, that it is a. means. 
to an end. If anyone who believes that the moral 
sentiments should be guided by the happiness of tnan" 
kind, proposes that moral sentiments, so guided, 
should be cultivated and fostered, Dr. Whewell treats 
this as a deserting of utilitarian principles, and bor .. 
rowing or stealing from hi~. 

As an example of 'Bentham's- attempt to exclude 
morality, as such, in his legislation,' Dr. WheweU refers 
to • what he says respecting the laws of marriage, and 
e~pecill.Ily in favour of a liberty of divorce by common 
consent." As this iii the only opportunity Dr. Whewell 
gives his readers, of comparing his mod~ of discussing 
a specific moral question with Bentham's, we shall 
devote a few words to it. • 

Having quoted from Bentham the observation that 
a government which interdicts divorce 'takes upon 
itself to decide thilot it understands the interests of 
individuals better than they do th~mselvelJ,' Dr. 
'Vhewell answers, that this is an objection to all 
la.ws: that in many other cases, C government, both 
in its legislation and administration, does assume that 
it understands the interests of individuals, alld the 
public i,lierest all affected boY them, better than they do 
themselves.' The words which we have put in italics .. 
adroitly change the question. Government is entitled 
to assume that it will take better care than individuals 
of the public interest, but not better care of their 
own interest. It is one thing for the legislator to 
dictate to individuals what they shall do for their 
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own a~vantage, and another thing to protect the 
interest of other persons who may be injuriously 
affected by their acts. Dr. WheweU's own instances 
suffice: • What is the meaning of restraints imposed 
for the sake of public health, cleanliness, and com
fort P Why are not individuals left to do what they 
like with reference to such matters? Plainly because 
carelessness, ignorance, indolence, would prevent their 
doing what is most for their own lliterest.'-(p. 258.) 
Say rather, would lead them to do what is contrary 
to the interest of other people. The proper oltiect of 
sanitary laws is not to compel people to take care of 

, their ow~ health, but to prevent them from endan
gering that of others. To prescribe by law, what 
they should do for their own health alone, would by 
most people be justly regarded as something very like 
tyranny. . 

Dr. Whewell conti.ues :-

• But is Mr. Bentham ready to apply consistently thc prin
ciple which he thus implies, that ill such matters individuals 
are the best judges of their own interests? Will h~ allow 
divorce to take place whenever the two parties agree in desiring 
it?.,. • • Such a facility of divorce, al this, leaves hardly any 
difference possible between marriage and concubinage. If a 
pair may separate when they please, why does the legislator 
take the trouble to recognise their living together?' 

Apply this to other cases. If a man can pay his 
tailor when he and his tailor chooSe, why does the 
law take the trouble to recognise them as debtor and 
creditor? 'Vhy recognise, as partners in business, as 
landlords and tenants, as servants and employers. 
people who are not tied to each' other for life? 

Dr. Whewell finds what he thinks an inconsistency 
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in Bentham's view of the subject. He thus describes 
Bentham's opinions. 

• Marriage for life is, he [Bentham 1 says, the most natural 
marriage: if there were no laws except the ordinary law of 
contracts, this would be the most ordinary arrangement. So 
far, good. But Mr. Bentham, having carried his argument so 
far, dops not go on with it. What conclusion are we to sup. 
pose him to intend? This arrangement would be very general 
without law, therefore the legislator should pass a law to make 
it unil,'erlal! ••• No. The very next sentence' is employed 
in showing the absurdity of making the engagement one from 
which the parties cannot liberate themselves by mutual con· 
sent. And there is no attempt to reduce these argements, or 
their results, to a consistency.'-{p. 259.) 

Dr. 'Vhewell's ideas of inconsistency seems to be 
peculiar. Bentham, he says, is of opinion, that in 
the majority of cases it is best for the happiness, of 
married persons that they should remain together. 
Is it so? (says Dr. Whewell)-then why not force 
them to remain together, even when it w~uld be best 
for th~ir happiness to separate? . 

Try again parallel cases. In choosiilg a profession, 
a sensible person will fix on one in which he will find 
it agreeable' I? remain; therefore, it should not be 
lawful to chal'.ge a profession once chosen. A land. 
IQrd. when he l'~ a good tenant, best consults his own 
interest by not c. lmging him; therefore, all tenancy 
should be for life.; Electors who have found a good 
representative ~:~ probably do wis~ly in re-electing 
him; therefore. members of· parliament should be 
irrelPovable. 

Dr. Whewell intended to show int{) what errors 
Bentham was led, by treating the question of mar-
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riage apart from 'moral grounds: Yet part of his 
complaint is that Bentham does consider moral 
grounds, which, according to Dr. 'Vhewell. he haR no 
right to. do.· If one married person maltreats the 
other to procure consent to a divorce,-

, Bentham's decision is, that liberty should be allowed to 
the party maltreated and not to the other .•.• Now to this 
decision I have nothing to object: but I must remark, that 
the view which makes it tolerable is, its being a decision on 
moral grounds, such as Mr. Bentham would not willingly 
acknow)e~ge. The man may not take advantage of Lis own 
wrong: that is a maxim which quite satisfies "8. But Mr. 
Bentbam,·who ouly regards wrong as harm, would, I think, 
find it difficult to satisfy the man that he was fairly used.' 

Mr. Bentham would have 'found it difficult to con
ceive that any .one attempting to criticise his philoso
phy could know so little of its elements. Dr. Whewcll 
wonders what the reason can be, on Bentham's prin
ciples, for not allowing a man· to benefit by his own 
wrong. Did it never occur to him, that it is to take 
away from the man his inducement to commit the. 
wrong"?· . 

Finally, Dr. 'Vhewell says, 'No good rule can be 
established on this subject without ~/garding the 
marriage union in a moral point of V'J~W i without 
assuming it as one great object of 0·" law to elevate 
and purify men's idea of marriage' to lead them to 
look upon it as an entire union of !nterests and feel
ings, enjoyments and hopes, between the two parties.' 
)V e cann~t agree in the doctrine that it Ilhould be an 
object of the law to 'lead men to look upon' ,mar
riage as being what it is not. Neither Bent-bam Dor 
an'y one who thinks ~ith him would deny that this 
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entire union IS the completest ideal of marriage; but 
it is bad philosophy to speak of a relation as if it 
always was the best thing that it possibly can be, 
and then infer that when it is notoriously not snch, 
as in an immense majority of cases, and even when it 
is the extreme contrary, as in a considerable minority, 
it should nevertheless be treated exactly as if the fact 
corresponded with the theory. The liberty of divorce 
is contended for, because marriages are not what 
Dr. 'Vhewell says they should be looked upon as 
being; because a choice made by an inexperienced 
person, and not allowed to be corrected, cannot, ex
cept by a happy accident, realize the conditions 
essential to this complete union. . 

'Ve give these observations not as ·a discussion of 
the question, but of Dr. 'Vhewell's treatment of it; as 
part of the comparison which he invites his readers to 
institute between his method and that of Bentham. 
Were it our object to confirm the general character 
we have given of Dr. 'Vhewell's philosophy, by a 
survey in detail of the morality laid down by him, 
the two volumes of • Elements' alford abundant· 
material.s. We could show that Dr. Whewell not only 
makes no improvement on the old moral doctrines, but 
attempts to set up afresh several of them which have 
been loosened or thrown down by the stream of human 
progress. 

Thus we find. him everywhere inculcating, as one 
of. the most sacred duties, reverence for superiors, 
even when personally undeserving (i. 176·7), and. 
obedience to existing laws, even when bad. • Th\~ 
laws of the state are to be observed even when they 
enact slav:ery:-(i. 351.) • The morality of the indi-
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vidual,' he ~~ys, (i. 58), • depends on" his not vio
lating the law of his nation.' It is not even the 
spirit of the law, but the letter (i. 213), to which 
obedience is due. The law, indeed, is accepted by 
Dr. 'Vhewell as the fountain of rights; of those rights 
which it is the primary moral duty not to infringe. 
And mere custom is of almost equal authority with 
express enactment. Even in a matter so personal as 
marriage, the usage and practice of the country is to 
be a paramount law. • In some countries, the mar
riage of the child is a matter usually manag'ed by the 
p!l;1'ents j in such" cases, it is the child'" duty to bring 
the affections, as far as possible, into harmony with 
the custom.'-(i. 211.) • Reverence and affection' 
towards" the constitution of each country,' he holds 
(ii. 204) as • one of the duties of a citizen.' . 

Again, Dr. Whewell affirms, with a directness not 
usually ventured on in these days by persons of his 
standing and importance, that to disbelieve either a 
providential government of the world, or revt'lation, 
is ~orally crinlinal; for that • men lire blameable in 
disbelit!ving truths after they have been promulgated, 
though they are ignornnt without blame b~fore the 
promulgation.'-(ii.91-94.) This is the very essence 
of religious intolerance, aggravated by the fact, that 
among the persons thus morally stigmatized are 
notoriously included many of the be5t men who ever 
lived. He goes still further, and lays down the prin
ciple of intolerance in its broad generality, saying, that 
, the man who holds false opinions' is morally con
demnable 'when he has had the means of knowing 
the truth' (ii. 102); that it is • hi~ duty to think 
rationally,' (i.e. to think the same as Dr. Whewell): 
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that it is to no pnrpose his 8a);ng that he has done 
all he coulJ to arriYe at truth. since a man has ne\"er 
dlme all lu mit to arrive at truth:-(ii. 106.) If a 

man has never done all he can. neither has his judge 
dLlne aU he can; and the heretic may have more 
grounds for believing his opinion true. than the judge 
has for affirming it to be false. But the judge is on 
the side of recei.ed opinions. which. according to Dr. 
WheweU's standard, makes all right. 

It is not, howe.er. our object to critici-re Dr. 
Whewell as a teacher of the details of mor-ality. Our 
design got's no farther than to illustrate his contro
\"ersy with Bentham respecting its first principle. It 
may, perhaps, be thought that Dr. Whewell's- ar<;u
ments against the philosophy of utility are too feeble 
to f\.'quire so long a refutation. But feeble· argu
ments easily pass for convincing, when they are ·on 
lile sanle side as the prevailing sentiment; and 
readers in general are so litlie acquainted with t~at 
or any other syskm of moral philosophy, that they 
take the word of anybody, .e:,:pecially an author in re
pute, who professes to inform them what it ii; and 
suppose that a doctrine must be indeed absurd, to 
"'hich mere truisms are offered as a sufficient reply. 
It wa..,\ therefore, not unimportant to show, by a 
minute examination, that Dr. 'Thewell has misunder-

. stood and misrepresented the philosophy of utility, 
and that his attempts to refute it, and to construct a 
moral philosophy without it, have been equally 
f.wures. 



GROTE'S HISTORY OF GREECE.-
VOll. IX. X. XI. 

-
I N his eighth volume,' Mr. Grote brougltt the 

narrative of Grecian History to its great turning 
point-the subjugation of Atnens by the Spartans and 
their confederates; including, as. the immediate seQuel 
of that event, the sanguinary tyranny of the Thl. -
-the rapid reaction in Grecian feeling-the return o. 
the exiles under Thrasybulus, subsequently known at 
Athens by the designation of • those from Phyle' or 
'those .from Pirreus'-the restoration of Athens, 
under the tolerance of Sparta, to internal freedom 
though denuded of empire, Hnd the inauguration of a 
new era of concord by the healing measures which 
made the archonship of Euclides memorable to suc
ceeding generations. '1'he recital of these stirring 
events was immediately followed by those admirable 
chaptels'on the Sophists and on Socrates, which may 
be pronounced the most important portion yet written 
of this History; whether we consider the intrinsic 
interest of their subjects-the deep-roote~t historical 
errors which they tend to dispel-or the great per
manent. instruction contained in their display of the' 
characteristics of one of the most eminent men who 

• Edinburgk.Review, October 1853. Vide 8upra (p.283) the review 
of the first and second volumes. The articles iII the Edinburgh &vW 
on the iIltermediate volumes of Mr. Grote's History were not written 
by the author. Some passages from shorter notices of those vol1l11le8, 
published as they succesSively appeared, have been inlOrporated with 
the followiDg article. 
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ever lived-a man unique in history, of a kind at all 
times needful, and seldom more needed than now. * 

The three volumes which we have here to notice 
contain no delineations belonging to the same elevated 
rank with that which closed so impressively the 
volume imDledil\.tely pre('~ding. The exposition and 

• We h&ve not Rpaee to give the smallest specimen of the delinea
tion of this remarkable character, now brought into clearer light than 
ever before-a. philosopher inculcating, under a supposed religious 
impulse, pure reason and a rigid discipline of the logical faculty. But 
we invite attention to the. estimate, contained in this chapter, of the 
peculiarities of the Socratic teaching, and of the urgent"need, at the 
present and at all times, of such a teacher. Socrlttes, in morals, is 
conceived by Mr. Grote as the parallel of Bacon in physics. He exposed 
the loose, vague, confused, and misleading character of the common 
notions of mankind on the most famili~ subjects. By apt interroga
tions, forcing the interlocutors to become conscious of the want of pre
ci~ion in their own ideas, he showed that the words in popular use on 
all moral subjects (words which, because they are fanliliar, all persons 
fancy they uuderstand) in reality answer to no distinct and well-defined 
ideas; and that the common notions, which those words serve to 
express, all require to be reconsidered. TWs is exactly what BacoD. 
showed to be the case with respect to the phrases and notions com
monly current on physical subjects. It is the fashion of the present 
day to decry negative dialectics; a.s if making men conscious of.their 
ignorance were not the first step-and an absolutely neccllsary one-
towards inducing them to acquire knowledge. • Opinio copial,' says 
Bacon, • maxima causa inopial est.' The war whkll Bacon made upon 
confused general ideas, • notiones temere a rebus abstractas,' wa.s essen
tially negative, but it constituted the epoch from which alone advanoe
ment in positive knowleJge became possible." It is to Bacon that we 
owe Newton, and the modern physical science. In like manner 
Socrates, by convincing men of their ignorance, and pointing out the 
conditions of knowledge, originated the positive movement which pro
duced Plato and Aristotle. With them and their immediate disciples 
that movement ceased, and has never yet been so effectually revived as 
to .be permanent. The common notions of th~ present time on moral 
and mental subjects are lIB inca.pable of snpporting the Socratic croS8-
examination a.s those of hie own age: they are, just as much, the wild 
fruits of the unJisciplined understanding-oI the' intell.ectus sibi per
misBUS,' 88 Bacon phrases it; rough generalizations of first impres
sions, or couse.rations of aocidental feelings, without due analysis or 
meatal circumscription. 
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estimate of Plato, which alone would ha\"e afforded 
similar opportunities,. though falling within the citro
nological period comprised in the eleventh \,,: Ie, is 
not included in it, but reserved for one yet to come; 
except in so far as the philosopher is personally in. 
volved in the series of Sicilian transactions, through 
his connexion with Dion, whose remarkable and 
eminently tragic character and career form the centre 
of interest in the' most striking chapter of these 
volumes. There is little scope in this portion of the 
work for bringing prominently forward any great 
ethical or philosophical ideas j and the illustrations it 
contains of Grecian character and institutions relate 
principally to points which the author had largely 
illustrated before. In no other part of the book i. the 
continuity of the narrative 80 little Lroken by disser
tation or discussion; but in the rapid succession of 
animating incidents, and the living display of inte
resting individual characters, these volumes are not 
inferior to any of the preceding-. 

They commence with the expedition of Cyrus, and 
the retreat of l:enophon and the Ten Thousand: an 
episode fertile in exemplifications of Grecian and of 
Asiatic cllaracteristics, and espt>CiaIly valuable as 
being the only detailed account of the personal ad· 
ventures of any body of Greeks, or e'-en of any indio 
vidui" Greek, which has been directly transmitteJ 
to us by an eye-witness and actor. Next follows tbe 
history of the short-lived Laceda!monian ascendancy j 
its deplorable abuse, and the conspicuous Nemesis 
which fell on that I'Clfish and domineering community, 
by the irreparable prostration of her power through 
the arms of Thebes, so many years the firm ally of 
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Sparta, and for her tre~herous conduct to whom, even 
more than for any'other of her misdeeds, she. in the 
general opinion of Greece, deserved her fate. The 
chapters which describe this contest, relate also the 
resurrection of Athens. and her reattainment. in dimi
nished measure and for a brief period, of something 
like imperial dignity. At this halting-place Mr. 
Grote suspends the main course of his narrative. and 
takes up the thread of the hi~tory of the Sicilian 
Greeks; the most interesting part of whose, story is 
included in the present volumes. He illustrates. by 
the conduct and fortones of the elder Dionysius. the 
successive stages of the 'despot's progress: Here. 
too, the avenging Nemesis attends; but, as usual 
with the misdeeds of rulers, the punishment is vica
rious. The younger Dionysius. a weak and self
indulgent, but good-natured and rather well-meaning 
inheritor of despotic power, suffered the penalty of 
the usurpation and'the multiplied tyrannies of his 
energetic and unscrupulous father. The decline and 
fall of the Dionysian dynasty, and the restoration of 
Sicilian freedom. are related by Mr. Gr~ in his best 
style of ethical, narrative. and with a biographical 
interest equal to the historical. For. 8.'J the chapters 
on the fall of Sparta are animated and exalted by the 
great qualities of Epaminondas--the first of Greeks 
in military genius. surpassed only by Pericles in com
prehensive statesmanship, yet even more honourably 
distinguished among Grecian politicians by the un
ostentatious disinterestedness of his public virtue, and 
the gentleness and generosity of his sentiments towards 
opponents; S.o the Sicilian chapters are lighted up, 

, first by the high-minded but chequered, and even in 
VOL. n. LL 
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his errors eminently interesting, character of Dion, 
and afterwards by the steadier and more unmixed 
brilliancy of the real liberator of Sicily, the 'Wise, 
just, and heroic Timoleon. 

Last comes that gloomy period of Grecian history, 
the age of Philip of Macedon: during which, eu
feebled by the long and destructive wars which had 
successively prostrated every one of her leading 
states,eGreece fell a prey to an able and enterprising 
neighbour, who, at the head of a numerous population 
of hardy 'warriors implicitly obedient to his will, was 
enabled to turn her own military arts and discipline 
against herself. At the time when Philip com· 
menced his ~areer of aggrandisement, the only Grecian 
state in a condition to meet him with anything like 
equ&lity of strength was' Athens; still free 'and pro
sperous, but so lowered in public spirit and moral 
energy. that she thre.w away all her opportunities, and 
only rallied with a vigour worthy of her ancestors when 
it was too late to do more than perish honourably. 
These sad even~s, so far as their course can be traced 
through the e,dreme imperfection of our information, 
are related by Mr. Grote do~ to the fatal day of 
ChIDroneia. And neither is this melancholy recital 
destitute of the relief afforded by the appearance on 

. the seene of an illustrious character. Even in that 
age Athens possessed a man, of whom posterity has 
ratified the proud boast, drawn from him in self
vindication, that if there had been one such man in 
every state of Greece, or even in Thessalyand Ar
cadia alone, the attempts of Philip to reduce the Greeb 
to subjugation would have been frustrated. What one 
man, of boundless energy, far-reat:hing political vision, 
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and an eloquence unmatched e\'"en at Athens, eould' 
do to save Greece from an inevitable doom, Demos
thenes did. His life was an incessan~ struggle against 
the fatality of the time, and the weaknesses of his 
countrymen. And though he failed in his object, 
and perished wah the last breath of the freedom for 
which -he had lived, he has been rewarded by that 
immortal fame, which, as he reminded the Athenians 
in the most celebrated passage of his greatest oration, 
is not deserved only by the successful; and which he 
merited not more by his unequalled oratorical emi
nence, than by the fact, that not one mean. or selfish, 
or narrow, or ungenerous sentiment is appealed to 
throughout those. splendid .addresses, in which he 
!;trove to rouse ~nd nerve his countrymen to the 

. contest. or proudly mourned over its unsuccessful 
issue . 

.. The Chreroneian catastrophe closes the epoch of 
Grecian history. Though much that is highly in
teresting remains, its interest is derived from other 
sources j the diffusion ,of Greek civilization through 
the Eastern nations by the expediti01! of Alexander 
and its con..<;equences, and a few noble but vain efforts, 
against insuperable obstacles, in Greece itself. to re
gain a freedom and national independence irre
coverably lost. Of the period of Grecian greatness, 
we have now from Mr. Grote the completed history. 
'Ve have the budding. the blossoming, and the decay 
and death. TIle fruits which survived-the per
manent gifts bequeathed by Greece to the world, and 
constituting the foundation of aU subsequent intel
lectual achievements-these he has Rot yet, or has 
only partially, characterised. But he has produced 

LL2 
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a finished picture of the political and collective life 
of Greece. and the distinctive characters of the form of 
social existence, during and by means of which she 
accomplished things. 80 far transcending what hall 
ever elsewhere been achieved in 80 marvellously short 
a space of time. From the legislation of Solon to the 
field of Marathon, a hundred years of pl't'paration ;. 
from Marathon to Cbreroneia, barely a hundred and 
fifty years of maturity :-that century and a half is 
all that separates the earliest recorded prose writing 
from Demosthenesand Aristotle, all that lies between 
the first indication to the outer world of \>r-hat Greece 
was destined to be, &ltd her absorption by a forei;.,PIl 
conqueror. A momentous interval, which decided for 
an indefinite period the question, ~hether the human 
race was to be stationary or progressive. That the 
former condition is far more congenial to ordinary 
human nature than the latter, experience unf(lr
tunately p'laccs beyond doubt; and history points 
out no other people ill' the ancient world who had 
any spring of unborrowed progress within them
selveS'.· We have no knowledge of any other source 
from which freedom and intellectual cultivation could 
have come, any other means by which the light never 
since extinguished mignt have been kindled, if the 
world had been left, without any elements of Grecian 
origin, to be fought for between the unlettered r..o
mans and the priest-led and dellpot-gowmed Asiatics. 
The people and the perio<I on which this depended, 
m1lst be important to posterity as long as any portion 
of the past continues to be remembered: and by the 
aid of Mr. G.ote, we are now enabled to see tllem 
lnth a clearness and accuracy, and judge them 
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with a largeness of comprehension, never before 
approached. 

To disparage what mankind owe to Greece. be-
. cause she has not left; for their imitation a perfect 
type of human character. nor a highly improved pat
tem of social institutions. would be to demand from 
the early youth of the human race what is far from 
being yet realized in its more advanced age. It would 
bej;ter become us to <:onliider whether we have. in 
these particulars. advanced as much beyond the best· 
Grecian model, as might with reason have bpen 
expected after more than twenty centuries; whether. 
having done no more than we have done with all that 
we have inherited from the Greeks, an~ all that haa 
been since superadded to their teachings, we ought 
not to look up with reverent admiration to a people, 
who, without any of our adventitious helps, and 
without 'the stimulus of preceding example, moved 
furward bv their native strength at so gigantic a pace, 
though U; au earlier portion of the path. . It is true,' 
that in institutions, in manners, aud even in the ideal 
standard of human character as existng in tae best 
nlinds, there is an improvement. All the great 
thinkers and heroic Jives, from Christ downward. 
would have done little for humanity. if after two 
thousand years no single point could be added to the 
type of excellence conceived by Socrates or Plato. 
But it is not the moral conceptionS of heroes or philo
sophers which measure the. difference between one 
age and another, 80 much as the accepted popular 
standard of virtuous conduct. Taking that as the 
criterion, and comparing the best Grecian with the 
best modern community, is the superiority wholly on 
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the side of the moderns? Has there not been de
terioration as well as improvement, and the former 
perhaps almost as marked as the latter P There is 
more humanity, more mildness of manners, though 
this only from a comparatively re.cent date; the 
s~nse of moral obligation is more cosmopolitan, and 
depends less for its acknowledgment on the existence 
of sonie special tie. But we greatly doubt if most of 
the positi,:"e vi:t1"ues were not better' conceived, aud 
more highly prized, by the public opinion of Greece 
t,han by that of Great Britain; while negative and 
passive qualities have now engrossed the chief part of 
the honour pald to virtue; and it may be questioned 
if even private duties are, on the whole, better under
stood, while duties to the public, unless in cases of 
special trust, have almost dropped out of the cata
logue: that idea, so powerful in the free States of 
Greece, has faded into a mere rhetorical ornament. 

In political and social organization, the moderns, or 
some of them at least, have a. more unqualified supe
riority over the Greeks. They have ,succeeded in 
making free in&titutions possible in large territories; 
and they have learnt to live and be prosperous without 
slaves. The importance of these discoveries-for dis
coveries they were-hardly admits of being overrated. 
For want of the first, Greece lost her freedom, her 
virtue, and her very existence as a. people; and slavery 
was the greatest blot in her institutions while she ex
isted. It is sufficient. merely to mention another 
great blot, the domestic and social condition of 
women (on which point, however, Sparta, in a degree 
surprising for tt.e age, formed an honourable excep
tion); since, in this respect, the superiority of modern 
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nations is not so 'much greater as might be supposed. 
Even on the subject of slavery there are many, and 
not inconsiderable palliations. Slavery in the ancient, 
as in the Oriental world, was a very different thing 
from American or West Indian slavery. The slaves 
were not a separate race, marked out to the contempt 
of their mas~ers by indelible physical differences. 
When manumitted, they mixed on equal terms with 
the general community; and though, in Greece, seldom 
admitted, any more than other a1iens, to the complete 
·political franchise of their patron's city,. they could 
generally become full citizens of some new colony, or 
he placed on the roll of some old commonwealth re
cruiting its numbers after a disaster.· The facility 
with which, in these small territories, slaves could 
escape across the frontier, must, at the worst, have 
heen a considerable check to ill usage. The literature 
of the Athenians proves that they not only cultivated, 
hut counted on finding, moral virtues in their slaves~ 
which is not consistent with the worst form of slavery. 
Neither, in Greece, did slavery produce that one of 
its effects by which, above all, it is) an obstacle to 
improvement-that of making bodily labour dis
honourable. Nowhere in Greece, except at Sparta, 
was industry, however mechanical, regarded as un
worthy of a freeman, or even of a citizen; least of all 
at Athens, in whose proudest times a majority of the 
Demos consisted of free artisans. Doubtless, however, 
in Greece as elsewhere, slavery ~as an odious institu
tion j and its inherent evils are in no way lessened 
by the admission, that as a temporary fact, in an early 
and rude state of the arts of life, it may have been, 
nevertheless, a. great accelerator of progress. If we 
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read history with intelligence, we are led to think 
concerning slavery as concerning many other bad 
institutions, that the error was not 80 great of £r8t 
introducing it, as of continuing it too long. 

Though Grecian history is crowded with objects of 
interest, all others are eclipsed by Athens. Whatever 
in Greece most merits the gratitude of posterity, 
Athens possessed in fullest measure. If the Hellenic 
nation is in history the I9ain source and most con
spic~ous representative of progress, Athens may claim. 
the same honourable position in regard to Greece 
itself; for all the Greek elements of progress, in their 
highest culmination, were united in that illustrious 
city. This was not the effect of an original superiority 
of natural endowments in the Athenian mind. In the 
first exuberant outpourings of Grecian genius, 'Athens 
bore no more than her share, if even so much. The 
many famous poets and musicians who preceded the 
era of Marathon, the early speculators in science and 
philosophy, and even the first historians, were scat
tered through all the divisions of the Greek name; 
with a"prepon<Nrance on the side of tlie Ionians of 
Asia. Minor, the Sicilian and Italian Greeks, and the 
islanders, all of whom attained prosperity much earlier, 
as well as lost it sooner, than the inhabitants of Con
tinental Greece. Even Bceotia produced two poets of 
the first rank, Pindar and Corinna, at a time when 
Attica ha,d only yet produced one.· By degrees, how-

• By lIOlIle oversight, Mr. Grote has paased over one whole geA" 
ration of Grecian poets. He has given all full an account all the 
materials permit, of the earlier poets, down to the age of Alcam. and 
Sappho, and has spoken at some length of the dramatists, bu~ hall eaid 
llothing (except incidentally) of Pinda.r, Simonidell, Anacreou, Bacc:by" 
lides, or the two Bmotian poetesses, Myrtia and Corinna, the laet of 
whom was five times crowned at Thebes in competitioll with Pinda.r. . 
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• • ever, the whole lIltellect of Greece, except the purely 
practical, gravitated to Athens j until, in the maturity 
of Grecian culture, all the great writers, speakers, 
and thinkers were educated, and nearly·all of them 
were born and passed their lives, in that centre of 
enlightenment. Of the other Greek states, such as 
were oligarchically governed. contributed little or 
nothing, except in a military point of view. to make 
Greece illustrious. Even those among them which. 
like Sparta, were to a certain degree successful in 
providing for stability. did nothing for progress, fur
ther than supplying materials of study and experience 
to the great Athenil!Jl thinkers and their. disciples. 
Of the other democracies, not one enjoyed tJ!e Euno
mia, the unimpeded authority of law, and freedom 
from fa.ctious violence, which were quite as <;haracter. 
istic of Athens as either her liberty or her genius j 

and which. ma.king life and property more secure 
than in any other part ~f the Grecian world. afforded 
the mental tranquillity which is also one of the con
ditions of high intellectual or imaginative achieve-
ment. . • 

'Vhile Grecian, history; considered philo'sophically, 
is thus almost concentrated in Athens, so also, con
sidered oosthetically, it is an epic, ·of which Athens, as 
a coll~ctive personality. may be called the hero.' The 
fate of Athens speaks to the imagination and sympa
thies like that of the .Achilles or Odysseus of an 
heroic poem; .absorbing into itself even the interest 
etcited by the long series of eminent Athenians. who 
seem ~ather like successive phases under which Athens 
appears to us, than individualtl independent and apart 
from it. Nowhere does history present to us a col~ 
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• Iective body so abounding in human nature as the· 
Athenian Demos. In them all the capacities, all the 
impulses and ~usceptibilities, the strength and the 
infirmities, of human character, stand out in large and 
bold proportions. There is nothing that they do not 
seem capable <?f understanding, of feeling, and of 
executing j Jll>thing generous or heroic to which they 
might not be roused j and scarcely any act of folly, 
injustice, or ferocity into which they could not· be 
hurried, when no honest and able adviser was at hand 
to recal them to their better nature. Ever variable, 
according to the character of the leading minister of 
the time j alike prudent and enterprising under the 
guidance of a Pericles j carelessly inert or rashly 
ambitious when their most influential politicians were 
a Nicias and an Alcibiades j yet nevE!r abdicating their 
own guidance, alway,;. judging for themselves, and, 
though often wrong, seldom choosing the worst side 
when there was anyone pres(>Jlt capable of advocating 
the better. Light-hearted too, full of animal spirits 
and joyousness j re.velling in the fun of hearing rival 
oratorS inveigh against each other j bursting with 
laughter at .the mingled floods of coarse buffoonery 
and fine Wit poured forth by the licensed libellers of 
their .comic stage against their orators and statesmen, 
their poets, their gods, and even themllelves-' that 
angry, waspish, intractable tittle old man, Demos of 
Pnyx,'* the well-known laughing. stock of one of the 
most successful comedies of AIistophanes. They are 
accused of fickleness i but Mr. Grote has shown on 

• Mr. Grote's paraphrll.88 or 
·Aypouco~ om", "''''I''''"p';'E, d"pOxoMr. 
Aij,...s U"",u...", attTlCDMP y.p/JVf"uw. (AM. Eq. '1.) 
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bow false an estimate of historical facts tbat imputa-' 
tion rests,· and that they were much rather remark
able for the constancy of their attachme:ntl,. They 

·were not fickle, but (a very different quality, vulgarly 
confounded with it) mobile j keenly susceptible indi
vidually, and of necessity still more collectively, to 
the feeling and impression of the m~ment. The 
Demos may be alternately likened to the commonly 
received idea of a man, a woman, or a child, but 
never a clown or a boor. Right or wrong, wise or 
foolish, Athenians are never fi7l'ai~flJT"o, j' theirs are 
never the errors of untaught or unexercised minds. 
They are always the same Athenians who have thrilled 
with the grandeur and pathos of JEschylus and 
Sophocles, who were able to ransom themselves from 
captivity by reciting the verses of Euripides, who 
have had Pericles or Demosthenes for their daily 
ine;tructor and adviser, and have heard every species 
of judicial case, public a~d private, civil and criminal: 
propounded for their decision, in the \Dost finished 
compositions ever spoken to a public assembly. They 
are the same Athenians, too, ,who live and· move 
among the visible memorials of ancestors, the greatest 
of whose glories was that they had dared and suffered 
all things rather than desert the liberty of Greece. 
Their just pride in such progenitors, and their sense 
of what was due to the dignity and fame of their 
city, were ever ready to be evoked for any noble 
cause. Even at the last, when their energies, too 
late aroused, had been insufficient to save them, and 
they lay ·crushed at the feet of· a. conqueror, they 

• See this point admit-ably handled in the remarks, in the last 
chap~r but ODe of the fourth volume, on the oondemnation of Miltiadee. • 
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earm·d the admiration of posterity by bestowing. 
inskad of displeasure. additional distinctions on the 
author and adviser of the struggle which had pre
sen'ed their honour. though not their safety or their . 
freedom. 

In every resped Athens deserved the high com
mendation given her by Perides in his Funeral Ora
tion. of being the educator of Greece. • And ~e can
not better set forth the cbaracteristics of this great 
commonwealth at its greatest period. than by fol. 
lowing Mr. Gro~ in quoting som~ passages from tLat 
celebrate..i discotme. t 

• We live under a constitntion such &8 noway to enry tbe 
lanof OOlneighboun-ourselves an example to olhen rather 
than imitators. It is called a democracy, since ita aim tend. 
towards the lIany, and not towards the Few; in regard to 
pri~ate matters and di!!putes, the la ... deal equally with c'fery 
one; while in ~pect to public dignity and importance, the 
posit;ion of each is determined, not by class in1!uence, but by 
worth, a.ccording &8 his ~putation stands in hi. particular 
department; DPI' does poverty or obscure station keep hiID· 
back. if he has any capacity o( benefiting the state.. An.! 
our ~ march a free, not merel, in regard to public afi"oms, 
but also in ~gud to tolerance of each other's di1"enityof 
tastes and pursuits. For we are not angry with our neighbour 
lor what he does to please himself, nor do we put on those 
sour looks, which are otrensive, though they do no positi~e 
dam. ... <>e. Thus conducting our printe social intercoune with 
reciprocal indulgence. we are restrained from mitconduct in 
public matten by (ear and revereDce of our magistrates (ur 
the time being, and o( our laws, especially luch Ia .... as are 
instituted (or the proUction of the W'IOuged, and such as, 

• Tp ___ ..ow ~ 'I".ll.il'c .....:a.- .-. (ri.c. ii. 'I.) 
t '"01.. vi. rp. 1~3-I~ w. haft 'ftIItvN to chaD&, • f~. n· 

pres&<'DS Ua !lr. Grote'. tnDalatioa, iJl order. t.ho1lg1l., the upeue or 
ftlOOthA-. to bring n ~ to the litenl man.ing of the oriii.Aal 
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though unwritten, are enforced by a common sense of shame. 
Besides this, we have provided for ,?ur minds numerous recrea
tions from toil, partly by our customary solemnitie!! of sacrifice 
and festival throughout the year, partly by the elegance of 
our private arrangements, the daily charm of which banishes 
pain and annoyance. From the magnitude of our rity, the 
products of the whole earth are brought to U8, so that our 
enjoyment of foreign luxuries is as·much our own and assured, 
/1.8 of those which we produce at home. In respect to training 
for war, we differ from our opponent8 (the Lacedremonians) on 
several material points. First, we lay open our city as a 
common resort; we apply no xenelasy to exclude anyone 
from· any lesson or ppectacle, for fear lest an enemy should see 
and profit by it : for we t~t less to manreuvres and artifices, 
than to native bolduess of spirit, for warlike efficiency • Next, 
in regard to education, while the Lacedremonians even from 
their earliest youth subject themselves to an irksome exercise 
for the attainment of courage, we, with our easy habits of life, 
are not less prepared than they to encounter all perils within 
the measure of our IItrength. • • .• • 

I We combine taste for the beautiful with frugality of life, 
and cultivate intellectual speculation without being enervated: 

. we employ wealth for the service of our occasions, not for the 
ostentation of talk; nor i8 it disgraceful to anyone who is 
poor to confe8s himself 10, though he may be blamed for not 
actively bestirring himself to get rid of hiS poverty. Our 
politicians are not exempted from attending to their private 
affairs, and our private citizens have a competent knowledge 
of public matters; for we stand alone in regarding the man 
who keep8 aloof from politics, not /1.8 a blameless person, but 
as a 11seles8 one. Far from accounting discussion an impedi
ment to action, we think it an evil not to have been instructed 
by deliberation before the time for execution arrives. For, in 
truth, we combine in a remarkable manner boldness in action 
with full debate beforehand on that which we are going about: 
whereas with others ign/Jrance alone imparts daring, debate 
induces hesitation. Assuredly those ought to be regarded as 
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.the stoutest of heart, who, knowing most accurately both the 
terrors of war and the sweets of peace, are still not the lesB 
willing to encounter peril! 

This picture, drawn by Pericles and transmitted 
by Thucydi.des, of ease of living, und freedom from 
social intolerance, combined with the pleasures of cuI. 
tivated taste, and a lively interest and' energetic par. 
ticipation in public affairs, is one of the most interest
ing passages in Greek history: placed, as it is, in the 
speech in which the first of Athenian statesmen pro. 
fessed to show • by what practices and by 'what insti
tutions and manners the city had become great:
This remarkable testimony, as lIr. Grote has not 
failed to point out, wholly conflicts, so far as Athens 
is concerned,with what we are so often told about 
the entire sacrifice, in the ancient republics, ,of the 
liberty of the individual to an imaginary good of the 
state. In the greate~t Greek commonwealth, as 
described by its most distinguished citizen, the public 
interest was held of paramount obligation in all things 
which concerned it; but, with that part 'of the con
duct of individ·.lals which. concerned only themselves, 
public opinion did not interfere: while in the ethical 
practice of the moderns, this is exactly reversed, and 
no one is required by opinion to pay any regard to 
the public, except by conducting his own private 
concerns in conformity to its expectations. On this 

• It is worthy of notice that in the speech of Niciaa to hit troops, 
preceding their final death.~truggle in the harbour of Syracnse, he too 
(if correctly reported by Thucydides) reminds them of the same feature 
in their national institutions and habits, the unrivalled freedom of the 
individual in respect to his mode of life :-

'lraTpillof ff Tij£,..AfVlI.p .... a"l' ;""o,..,.vfJu" .. ", /Cal ~r ill..vrj cinlflTG.m.v 
frGu'" I, "I" llitUTaJ1 IEovuiar. (Tkuc. vii. 60,) 
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vital question of social morals, Mr. Grote's remarks, 
though belonging. to an earlier volume than those 
which we are reviewing, are too valuable, as well as 
too much to the purp9se, to require any apology for 
quoting them. (Vol. vi. pp. 200-2.) 

'The stress which he (pericles) lays upon the liberty of 
th~ught and action at Athe;'s, not merely from excessive 
restraint of law, but also from practical intolerance between 
man and man, and tyranny of the majority.over individual 
dissenters in taste and pursuits, deserves serious notice, and 
brings out one of those points in the national character upon 
which the intellectual development of the time mainly 
depended. The national temper was indulgent in a high 
degree to all the varieties of positive impulses: the peculiar 
promptings in every individual bosom were allowed to mani
fest themselves and bear fruit, without being suppressed by 
external opinion, or trained into forced conformity with some 
assumed standard: antipathies against any of them formed 
no part of the habitual morality of the citizen. While much 
of the generating causes of human hatred was thus rendered 
inoperative, and while society was rendered more comfortable, 
more instructive, and more stimulating, all its germs of pro
ductive fruitful genius, so rare everywhere, found in such an 
atmosphere the maximum of encouragemlmt. Within the 
limits of the law, asSUredly as faithfully observed at Athens 
as anywhere in Greece, individual impulse, taste, and even 
eccentricity, were accepted with indulgence, instead of being 
a ~ark, as elsewhere, for the intolerance of neighbours or of 
the public. This remarkable feature in Athenian life will 
help us in a future chapter to explain the striking career of 
Socrates j and it farther presents to us under another face, 
a great part of that which the censors of Athens denounced 
under the name of 'democratical licence! The liberty and 
diversity of individual life in that· city were offensive to 
Xenophon, Plato, and Ari~totle-attached either t~ the mono
tonous ~ill of Sparta, or to some other ideal standard, 
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which, though much better than the Spartan in itsetr, thl'1 
were diBposed to impress upon society with a heavy-handed 
uniformity. That liberty oC individual action, not merely 
from the over-restraints of law, btU from the tyranny of 
jealous opinion, such as Pericles depicts in Athens, belongs 
more naturally to a democracy, where there ilt no select Oue 
or Few to receive wonhip and set the fashion, than to any 
other form of government. But it is very rare even in demo
eracies: nor can we dissemble the Cact, that none oC the 
governments of modern times, democratical, ariatocratical, or 
monarchical, pr~sents anything like the picture oC generoul 
tolerance towards social dissents, and spontaneityoC indi,;dual 
taste, w hieh we read in the speech oC the A thenian statesman. 
In all oC them, the intolerance of the national opinion cuts 
down individual character to one out of a Cew aet types. to 
which every penon, or every family, is constrained to adjlUt 
itself, and beyond which all exceptions meet either with hatred 
or with derision. To impose upon men luch restrain is, either 
of law or of opinion, aa are requisite Cor the security aud com
fort of society, bnt to encourage rather than reprea. the free 
play of individual impulse subject to those limits, ill an ideal 
which, if it was ever approached at Athens, haa certainly 
never been attained, and has indeed comparatively been little 
studied or cared for, in any modern &ociety.' 

• 
The difference here pointed out between the 

temper of the Athenian and that of the modern minu, 
is most closely connected with the wonderful display 
of individual genius which made Atllens illustrious, 
and with the comparative mediocrity of modern 
times. Originality is not always genius, but genius 
is always originality; and a. society which looks 
jealously and distrostfully on original people-which 
imposes its common level of opinion, feeling, and 
conduct, on all its individual members-may have 
the satisfaction of thinking itself very moral and re-
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8pectabre~ but it must do without genius. It may 
have persons of talent, who bring a larger than usual 
measure of commonplace ability into the service of 
the common notions of the time j but genius, in such 

. a soil, is either fataliy stunted in its growth, or if 'its 
native strength forbids thill, it usually retires into 
itself, and dieR without a sign. 

The ambitious external policy of Athens is one of 
the points in Greek history which have been most 
perversely misjudged and misunderstood. M:~dern 
historians seem to have succeeded to the jealous ani
mosity of the Corinthians, and other members of the 
Spartan alliance, at the opening of the Peloponnesian 
war, tho~gh by no means at one with them in the 
reasons they are able to assign for it. The Athenians 
certainly were not exempt from the passion, universal 
in the ancient world, for conquest and dominion. It 
was a blemish, when judged by the universal st,andard 
of right j but as a fact, it was most beneficial to the 
world, and could not have been other than it was 
without crippling them in their vo~ation as the organ 
of progress. There was scarcely a p6~sibility of pt'r- ' 
manent improvement for mankind, until intellect had 
first asserted its superiority, even in a military sense, 
over brute force. With the barbarous part of the 
species pressing in all around, to crush every early 
germ of improvement, all would have been lost if 
there had not also been an instinct in the better and 
more gifted portions of mankind to push for dominion 
over the duller and coarser. Besides, in a small hut 
flourishing frep. community like Athens, ambition was 
the simple dictate of prudence. 'No lIuch community 
could have had any safety for its own freedom, but by 

VOL. II.' 1rl M 
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acquiring power. Instead of reprobating the Athe-
. nian maritime empire, the whole of mankind, begin
ning .with the subject states themselves, had cause to 
lament that it was not much longer continued; for 
that the fate of Greek civilization was bound up with 
it, . is proved by the whole course of the history. 
When the jealousies of the other Greek.states stripped 
Athens of her empire, and nominally restored the 
subject allies to an independence which they were 
wholly incapable of maintaining, Greece lost her sole 
chance of making successful head against Macedonia 
or Rome. And considering what t,he short period 
of Athenian greatness has done 'for the world, it is 
painful to think in how much more advanced a stage 
human improvement might now have been, if the 
Athens ot'Pericles could have lived on in undiminished 
spirit and energy for but one century more. 

The Athenian empire was the purest in its origin 
of all the empires of antiquity. It was at first a 
free and equal confederacy for defence against the 
Persians, organized by Aristides with a justice worthy 
of his name. It never would have become anything 
else, but that the majority of the allies, consisting of 
the comparatively unwarlike and unenergetic Asiatic 
Greeks, chose to make their contribution in money 
instead of personal service, preferring to pay Athens 
for protecting them, rather than protect themselves. 
Even the removal of the treasury of the confederacy 
Jrom Delos to Athens was no act of the At~enians, 
but of th~ synod of the confederacy, on the propo
sition of Samos. When, at a later date, some of the 
states attempted to secede from the alliance, and 
enjoy the peace and security which it afforded, with-
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out sharing in the cost, the general sentiment of the. 
confederates at first went along with· Athens in 
bringing back the recusants by force of arms. But, 
with these small town communities, to be defeated 
was to be conquered, and the conquered, by the uni
versal custom of antiquity, received the law from 

"the conqueror That law, in the case of Athens, was 
only occasionally either harsh or onerous; yet thus, 
by degrees, the once equal allies sunk into tributaries. 
The few who had neither revolted,' nor commuted 
personal service for pecuniary payment, retained their 
naval and military force, and their immunity from 
tributEf, and had nothing to complain of, but that, like 
the dependencies of England or of any modern nation, 
they were compelled to join in the wars of the domi
nant state, without having . any voice in deciding 
them. They do not seem to have alleged any other 
practical grievances against the Athenian community: 
th~ir complaints, recorded by Thucydides, turn 
almost solely upon offence to the Grecian sentiment 
of city independence and dignity. Under the protec
tion of the powerful Athenian navy, Ule allied states 
enjoyed a. security never before known in Greece, 
and which no one of them could possibly have ac
quired by its own efforts. :Many of them grew rich 
a~d prosperous. With their internal government 
Athens, as. a general rule, did not interfere j in :Mr. 
Grote's opinion, not even to make it democratical, 
when it did "not happen to be so already. Like all the 
weak states of antiquity, whether called independent 
or not, they were liable to extortioI\ an~ oppression"; 
n(lt, however, from the Athenian' people, but from 
rich and powerful Athenians in command of expedi-

11M2 
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tions, against whom the Demos, when judicially 
appealed to, was ready to give redress. The most 
express testimony is borne to this general fact by the 
able oligarchical conspirator Phrynichus, as reported 
by the oligarchically inclined Thucydides, in his 
account of that remarkable incident in Athenian his
tory, the revolution of the Four Hundred. The 
historian represents Phrynichus as reminding his 
fellow-conspirators that they could e:s;pect neither 
assistance Jlor good-will from the· allies, since these 
well knew that it was from the oligarchical Athenians 
they were liable to injury, and looked upon the Demos 
as their protector.· The reality of the proteHion is 
exemplified by the case of Paches, the victorious 
general who had just before captured Mitylene. The 
resentment of ·the Athenians against that revolted 
city was such, that they were (as is w~ll known} per
suaded by Cleon to pass a decree for putting the 
whole military population to death, though they re
called the mandate before it had been executed. Yet, 
Paches having abused his victory by violating two 
women of Mitylene (having first put their husbands 
to death) was prosecuted by them before the Athe
nian dicastery, and the facts being proved, was so 
overwhelmed by the general burst of indignation, that 
he slew himself' in open court. This incident (which 
until its real circumstances had been hunted out by 

• Tovr T. .roAo.,.. "c1yoSovf dllopaCo,ulfCNf oUlt. ,"A&a". abroiJr rmll-t,n" 
"</l''''' trpa'tp.tJTa fraplE .. " ToV ~~!WV. tropurrO. Sl1Ta~ aal 'tTTfY'/TO, T •• 
"we." Tcji 8ql''t' • • e z,,, TO tr),..,,,, aVroV' "cfn)",'&u8aa· aal T4 ,.." '11 ,,,,;.,, .. , 
.r"aa, ,,01 iI"P'TO' 4" "01 {j""ltnpo" "fr08"q.,."."" TO. Tf ~~I'O. ,,~ .... 
ICaracpvyq., .1MII Kal· ';flll6JJI trO)q,pOJl&".".ql'_ KGl f"Mea Frap' ain-.. 7''''' 
E'pyc»., ffr'trra~illdr nil' :OAflf uo<p*" oUro, liaEJIGI, o.n olir. II0,uCOVfTl •. 
('l'hIlC. viii. 48.) • 
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Xiebuhr, was one of the stock examples of Athenian 
and popular ingratitude) is a striking illustration of 
the diflerence between the Athenian empire and the 
'Lacedromonian; for when Spartan citizens, in repeated 
instances, committed similar enormities, not against 
conquered enemies but friendly allies, no redress could 
be o~tained. It required the field of Leuctra to 
avenge the daughters of Skedasus, or appease the manes 
of the victims of the harmost Aristodemus. 

However unpopular the dominion of Athens may 
have been among her subjects, though it appears to 
have been so with the leading men rather than with 
the m~ority, they had reason enough to regret it 
alter it was at an end; for not only was the little 
finger of Lacedromon heavier than the whole body of 
Athen~, but many of them only exchanged Greek 
dominion for that of the barbarians. Sparta was 
never able; fQr more than a few 'years, to protect the 
Asiatic Greeks even against Persia;, and at the height 
of her power, as 800'n as the obligation of defending 
them became inconvenient, she, by the peace of Antal
cidas, actually ceded the whole of' that great division 
of Greece to the Persian king, 'to whom it remained 
subject until the invasion of Alexander. Severalof 
the most prosperous of the islanders fared no better: 
(Jos, Chios, and Uhodes, when by the Social War they 
succeeded in detaching themselves from the second 
Athenian empire, fell almost immediately into depen
dence on the Carian despot Mausol?-s, against whom 
the Rhodians had soon to appeal again to their enemy" 
Athen&, for assistance. ~o mere !L name was that 
universal autonomy, which was used so successfully 
to stir up the feelings of the Hellenic world. aga.inst 
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its noblest member; so entirely did the independence 
of Greece turn on the maintenance of some cohesion 
among her multifarious particles, while the political 
instincts of her people obstinately rejected the 
merging of the single city-republiQ in any larger 
unity. 

The intellectual and moral pre-eminence which 
made Athens the centre of good to GAlece, and of 
the good to after-generations of which Greece has 
been the m~dium, was wholly the fruit of Athenian 
institutions. It WflS the consequence, first of demo
cracy, and secondly, of the wise and well-considered 
organization, by which the Athenian democracy was 
distinguished among the democratic constitutions of 
antiquity. The term democracy may perllaps be 
deemed inapplicable to any or the Grecian govern
ments on account of the existence of slavery 0; and 
it is inapplicable to them, in the purest and most 
honourable sense of the term. Dut in another sense, 
not altogether inapproprIate, those governments, the 
first to which the word democracy was applied, must be 
considered entitled to the name; in the same manner 
as it is given to the northern States of America, 
although women are there excluded from the right. 
of citizenship; an exclusion which, equally with that 
of slaves, militates against the democratic principle. 
The Athenian Constitution was so far a democracy, 
that it was government by a multitude, composed 
in majority of poor persons-small landed pro
prietors and artisans. It had the additional demo
cratic characteristic, far more pract~cally important 
than even the political franchise; it was a government 
of boundless t>ublicitvand freedom of speech. It had 
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the liberty of the bema, of the dicastery, the portico, 
the palrestra, and the stage j altogether a full equiva
lent for the liberty of the press. Further, it was the 
onl,r government of antiquity which possessed this 
inestimable advantage in the same degree, or retained 
it as long. Enemies and friends alike testify that 
the rapp'Ia:a of Athens was paralleled in no other 
place in the known world. Every office and honour was 
open to every citizen, not, as in the aristocratic Roman 
republic (or even the British monarchy), almost nomi
nally, but really: while the daily working of Athenian 
institutions (by means of whi~h every citizen was 
accustomed to hear every sort o( question, public and 
private, discussed by the ablest men of the time, with 
the earnestness of purpose and fulness of preparation 
belonging to actual business, deliberative or judicial) 
formed a eourse of political education, the equivalent 
of which modern nations have not known how to give 
·even to those whom they educate for statesmen. To 
their multitudinous judicial tribunals the Athenians 
were also indebted for that habitual love of fair play, 
and of hearing both sides of a case, -which was more 
or less a quality of the Greeks generally, but had so 
firm a hold on the Athenians that it did not desert 
them under the most passionate excitement. The 
potency of Grecian democracy in making every indi
vidual in the multitude identify his feelings and inte
rests with those of the state, and regard its freedom 
and greatness as the first and princip3J. of his own 
personal concerns, cannot be better described than in 
the words of Mr. Grote. After quoting a remarkable 
passage from Herodotus, descriptive of the unexpected 
outburst of patriotic energy at Athens after the ex-
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pulsion of the Pisistratidre and the establishment of 
the Cleisthenean constitution, - Mr. Grote prtceeds as· 
follows (vol. iv. pp. 237-9). 

I Democracy in Grecian antiquity possessed the privilege, 
not only of kindling an earnest and unanimous attachment to 
the constitution in the b080m~ of the citizens,. but all!O of 
creating an energy of public and private action such as could 
never be obtained under an oligarchy, where the utmost that 
could be hoped for was a passive acquiescence and obedience. 
Mr. Burke has remarked that thf mass of the people are 
generally very indifferent about theories of government: but 
such indifference (although improvements in the practical 
working of all governments tend to foster it) is hardly to be 
expected among any people who exhibit decided mental 
activity and spirit on other matters; and the reverse was 
unquestionably true, in the year 500 B.C., among the com
munities of ancient Greece. Theories of government were 
there anything but a dead letter; they were connected with 
emotions of the strongest as well as of the most opposite cha
racter. The theory of a permanent rnling 011e, for example, 
was universally odions; that of a ruling Few,. though 
acquiesced in, was never positively attractive, unless either 
where it was associated with the maintenance of peculiar 
education and habits, as at Sparta, or where it presented itself 
as the only antithesis to democracy, the latter having by 
peculiar circumstances become an object of terror. But the 
theory of democracy ~as pre.eminently seductive; creating 
in the mass of the citizens an intense positive attachment, and 
disposing them to voluntary action and Buffering on its behalf, 
such as no coercion on the part of other governments could 

• 'AO"lHJwa ph .... tJ"Eqvro" 3,,).0& aE 0;' .tn" :. ,.4- Qlla tnD'I'axij, 
., lCT1f'l0p,,, ior (aTa XP'Ipa mrOlJ3aw., .l .u1 'A8r,lHJwa "'~~~ .. "A .. 
oMap.&.JI T"II ~r rnp&OUCfovr ... (trOll nl rro).;,.... a,..."",", d1raAMX8i •• 
... r a. TlJpUwo.p, 1'4"Prf> rrp.:w ... ''YfJlOvro' 3'1Ao& In ...wra. .in aa'l'fX0,u-
"AI', .S,).OICrUcEOJl, ~r a.trtr&"1J 'P'Ya'o~_ ."Af1JO.pJivr •• aE, a:lrriw fUIIIT .. ' 

l .. ~ rrpe8upi...., ...... pyGC.tr8aa. {Herod. .... 7d.) 
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entail. Herodotus, in his comparison of the three sort8 of 
'government, puts in the front ;ank of the advantages of 
democracy I its most splendid name and promise' -its power 
of enli8tin~ the hearts of the citizens ill support of their con
stitution, and of providing for all a common bond of union 
and fr~ternity. This is what even democracy did not always 
do: but it was what no other government in Greece ccrutd 
do: a reason alone sufficient to stamp it as the best govern
ment, Bnd presenting the greatest chance of beneficent results . 
. . • • Among the Athenian citizens, certainly, it produced a 
strength and unanimity of posi~ive political sentiment, such 
as has rarely been seen in the history of mankind; which 
excites our surprise and admiration the more, when we compare 
it with the· apathy which had preceded, and which is even 
implied as the natural state of the public mind in Solon's 
famous proclamation against neutrality in a sedition. Because 
democracy happens, to be unpalatable to most modern readers, 
they have been accustomed to look upon the sentiment here 
described only in its least honourable manifestations-in the 
caricatures of Aristophanes, or in the empty comm~nplaces of 
rhetorical declaimers. But it is not in this way that the force, 
the earnestness, or the binding value of democratical sentiment 
at Athens is to be measured. We must listen to it as it comes 
from the lips of Pericles, while he is strenuously enforcing 
upon the people those active duties for whicll it both implanted 
the stimulus and supplied the courage; or from the oligar
chical Nikias in the harbour of Syracuse, when he is,endea
vouring to revive the courage of his despairing troops for one 
last death-struggle, and \V hen he appeals to their democratical 
patriotism as to the only flame yet alive and burning even in 
that moment of agony. From the time of Kleisthenes down
ward, the creation of this new mighty impulse makes an entire 
revolution in the Athenian character; and if the change still 
stood out in 80 prominent a manner before the eyes of Hero
dotus, much more ~ust it have been felt by the contemporaries 
amo~g whom it occurred: 

The influences here spoken of were those of demo-
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cracy generally. For the peculiar and excellent 
organi~ation of her' own democracy, Athens was 
indebted to a succession of eminent men. The 
earliest was her great legislator, Solon; himself the 
first capital prize which Athens drew in the dispensa
tions of the Destinies; a man whose personal virtue 
ennobled the city for which he was chosen to legis
late, and the merit of whose institutions was a prin
cipal source of the deep:rooted respect for the laws, 
which distinguished Athens beyond any other of the 
ancient democracies. The salutary forms of business 
established by Solon, and calculated to secur~ as much 
caution and deliberation as were compatible with ulti
mate decision by a. sovereign ecclesia, lived through 
the su~cessive changes by which the Constitution was 
rendered more and more democratic. And though 
it is commonly supposed that popular passion in a. 
democracy is peculiarly liable to tranlple on forms 
when they stand between it and its object-which is 
indeed, without question, one of the da.ngers of a 
democracy-there is no point in the character of 
the Athenians blore remarkable, than their respect 
and attachment to the forms of their Constitution. In 
the height of their anger against Pericles, for not 
leading them out to defend their lands itnd houses 
from the ravages of the Peloponnesians-because he, 
standing on his privilege as a magistrate, abstained 
from calling an assembly. no assembly met. There 
is indeed out one ma,rked instance known to us in 
Athenian history, of that violation of forms which 
was the daily practice of most of the oligarchical 
governments. That" one was a case of great and just 
provocation, the • cause ce1ebre' of the six generals . 
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who neglected to save their drowning countrymen 
after the sea fight of Arginusre: and there was, as 
Mr. Grote has shown, no injustice in the fact of their 
condemnati~n by the people, though there was.a 
blameable violation of the salutary rules of criminal 
procedure established for the protection of the inno
cent. It was in this case that the philosopher Socrates, 
accidentally that month a senator of the presiding 
tribe, as firm against the • civium ardor prava juben
tium' as afterwards against the 'vultus instantis 
tyranni,' singly refused to join in putting the ques
tion to the assembly contrary to the laws; adding one 
to the proofs .that the man of greatest intellect at 
that time in Athens was also its most virtuous citizen. 

After Solon (omitting the intervening usurpation 
of Pisistratns), the first great constitutional change 
was the reformation of Cleisthenes, an eminent man, 
to whose character and historical importance no une 
before Mr. Grote had done justice. The next was 
that in which the immediate mover was Aristides, 
at the re-establishment of the city after the Persian 
war, when the poorest class of citizens was first 
admitted to share in public employments. The final 
measures which completed the democratic constitution 
were those of Pericles and Ephialtes; more parti
cularly the latter, a statesman of whom, from the 
unfortunate absence of any cotemporary history of 
the period between the Persian and Peloponnesian 
wars except the brief introductory sketch of Thucy
dides, we have to lament that too little is known, 
but of whom the recorded anecdotes indicate a man 
worthy to have been the friend of Pericles." 

• See pa.rti.cula.rly lEHan, V. H. xi. 9, and xiii. 39. 
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Epbi.Jtt.'S peri:ohe.J Ly ass.L~illoltion, a vidim to 
tbe ranrorou~ hatn-d of the oli;-.1TChi~.u party. 
_·\:, ... ~"Sin;ltion afiel'\\-arJ~ Ji.'3rpt'llr'S from Atb~'nian 

l'ublic lit~, until ~introJu'-'t.>J on a rt>e~lu 1)5tt'tn 

by tLe same party. to etf~-ct tLe rev"luti\..n of tb~ 
Fuur HunJred. The Athenian lIany. of ,..bo...~ 
J~nh.>croltic irribbility anJ sUl1pit:iun we Lt:'u ~ 
mu\.·L, are ratbe! \0 be aC\:usN of to<> e.·.y anJ h""Ut.,J. 
natun.-.J a confiJenct', wLen Vie re:!~:-t that d.eJ h~ 
living in the wiJst of them tbe ~ery men .-ho. un 
t!le first 1'how of an opportunity. wen!' reaJy tv ('\'ru· 
pa..'S th~ !lub¥ersion of the J..-mocl".lc)- by th .. tLrk 
dt.'\.Js of l'~iS:lnJer anJ Antiphon. anJ when tbey 
bad etred~ tbt'ir ol~t.~t. ~rpdr:ltc."J all the! vil!.lni .. "S 

of Critias and his as...;vciates. TLl~ Olen .cgtt 
always to be prest'nt to tbe mind. not merdyas a 
Jack badgrounJ to the picture of the .ltL ... ni.lU 
~puLlic. but as an active power in it. Tlley .·ere no 
uLscure private inJiviJuals, Lut men of rauk auJ 
fortune. not only prominent &s pvhtit:iaD.S .nJ pul.lie 
2!'peakers. Lui (.'Untinually trusW with all the ~;n3t 
otD.\.'eS of state ... Truly Athens was in mvre d.mi,~r 
from these ml'n than from the Jem;t:;ogu~: th .. ! .. ere 
inJ~ themseh-~ the worst "f the d~lli~,,\";U~'1t
Jt'S<.TibeJ by l'hrynichus, tht:ir confrtlc!ratt', 1L'i. for tht'ir 
own purpos..>S. the l~.1Jers anJ in:;tig-.lwn of \!.e lkw~ 
to its must LluueaLle activDli. rupe~ u~ i~'l~.( 
rwr ua:w rtf (.~". i~ W" Wl,H.. ~ ~la~6. .. 

These are a few of the tvpiOJ on .. Lieh a lioud of 
light U ld in by lIr. Grvte's llistvry. and from .-hich. 
tho&e ,,-ho have not read i' maT Curro (lOwe nutiun &)f .. 
the in~t which perndd it. especially the part 
relating to the import&Dt centllrJ ~t1 .. eeD ~oo and 
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-4()(l II.C. The ~:u-ehing charackr of lIr. Grot~'s 
llli.--t .. 'ri .... al criticism is not ~u~ridou".ly C'()D5nt"ll til 
matters in whi.:h his o..-n politie-.u (lriD.i~)llS Ulay be 
surpo~ til be int('~t .. ..J. Thou:;h the rtJ.t~ment 
has the air of 3D e1ag";er.ltiun, yet aft~r much stuJy 
of llr. Gr-)te's !xXII.. we do not h('sitate til a..,o;ert, that 
there is hardly a fact (If .iruportanl.'e in Gredau his
t0lJ" ",·hil,h WJ.S pt'rf~tly unJ(·rst~.t..l kfore his re
examinatiuu of it. This ",ill not s~m incre.lible. to 
th~ who are aware how new an art that of writing 
hist"'lJ" is; how nry rt."Cently it is that we p'-"Sse.'8 
hist.:ories, uf ewuts not cvtemporary with the writer, 
which. apart (rom literary "Ulerit. haTe any Talue 
othelTise thap as m!lt~rials; how utterly uncritical. 
until latd". were all histvIiws., eTen as to the most 
important -facts in history, and lh)w lll~ch. e¥en after 
criti~ism had rommen~ the Lt .. 'r writers merely 
rontinueJ til rept"lt aft.:or the earlit'r. h (\Ul' own 
~nt'ration, !\iehuhr has efft'CteJ a radical revulutioD:. 
in the opini .. 'ns of all eJucaW p.:-lsons respecting 
Roman hiskry. GJttian c\"ents, suhsequent to tM 
Homeric p.:-rioo. are more auth~n~.il.-ally l't'CONt"Il; 
but; there. too, a TCry mooerate acquaintmce with 
the eTiJ.ence 1rnS suffident to show how sup.:-rocially 
it had bith~rt() been u:amined. 

That the s.:.phist.~ for example, were not the 
lnues and protligates they are so often repre-
senteJ to h:l\"e been. could be g-.ltllereJ enn from 
the statement:i of the hostile witn~es on whose 

• authority they were condcmneJ. The Pro~---ora.s 
alone. of their gr'{'at enemy Plato. is a sufficient 
document.. But lIr. Grote has been the fust to 
poin~ out; clearly "'hat the Sophists really were. 
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• 
That term was the common designation for specula,. 
tive inquirers generally, and more particularly for 
instructors of youth; and was ~pp1ied to Socrates and 
Plato, as much as to those whom they confuted. The 
Sophists formed no school, had no common doctrines,' 
but speculated in the most conflicting ways on physics 
and metaphysics; while with respect to moral~, those 
among them who-professed to prepare young men for 
active life, taught the current morality of the age in 
its best form: the apologue of the Choice of Hercules 
was the composition of a Sophist. It is most unjust 
to the Sophists to adopt, as the verdict of history upon 
them, the severe judgment of Plato, although from 
Plato's point of view they deserved it. He judged 
them from the superior elevation of a great moral and 
social reform~r: froID that height he . looked down 
contemptuously enough, not on them alone, but. on 
statesmen" orators, artists-on the whole practical life 
of the period, and all its institutions, popular, oligar
chical, or despotic; demanding a reconstitution of 
society from its foundations, and a complete renova
tion of the human mind. One who had these high 
aspirations, had" naturally little esteem for men who 
did not see, or aspire to see, beyond the common id~a8 
of their age; but, as Mr. Grote remarks, to accept 
his judgment of them would, be like characterizing 
the teacher.s and politicians of the present tim A in the 
words applied to them by Owen or Fourier. Even 
Plato, for the most part, puts the immoral doctrines 
ascribed to the Sophists (such as the doctrine that 
might makes right) into the mouths not of Sophists, 
but Of ambitious active politicians, like Callicles. The 
Sophists, in Plato, almost always express themselves 
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not only with decorum, but with goon sense and 
feeling, on the subject of social duties; though his 
hero Socrates always succeeds in puzzling them, 
and displaying the confusion of their ideas, or 
rather of the common. ideas of mankind, of which 
they are the exponents. 
, Again, the Athenian democracy had been so out

rageously, and without measure, miiirepresented, that 
whoever had read, as so few have done, Thucydides 
and the orators with decent intelligence and candour, 
could easily perceive that the vulgar representation 
was very wide of the truth; just as any Olle who had 
read Livy could see, and many did see, that the 
Agrarian law was not the unjust spoliation that was 
pretended: but as it required Niebuhr to detect with 
accuracy what the Agrarian law actually was, so no 
less profound a knowledge of Greek literature than 
that of Mr, Grote, comllined with equal powers of 
reasoning and reflection, would have sufficed to make 
the effective working of the A.thenian Constitution'as 
well known to us as it may now be pronounced' to be. 
The mountain of error which had accumulated and 
hardened over Greek history, the rt)~oval of which 
had been meritoriously commenced by Dr. ThirlwaIl, 
has not only been shaken off, but the outlines of the 
real object are now made visible. . A.nd so cautious 
and sober is Mr. Grote in . the estimation of evidence. 
so constantly on his guard against letting his con
clusions outrun his proofs, as to make it a matter of 
wonder that among so much that is irreparably lost, 
his researches have e'nabled him to arrive at so consi
derable an amount of positive and certifiable result. 

This conscientious scrupulousness in maintaining 
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the demarcation between conjecture and proof, is 
more indispensable than any oth~r excellence in a 
historian, and above all in one who sets aside the 
common notion of many of the facts which he relates, 
and replaces it by a version of his own. 'Vithout 
this quality, such an innovator on existing beliefs 
inspires no reliance, and can only, at mOllt, unsettle 
historical opinion, without helping to restore it. Any
body can scrawl over the canvas with the common
places of rhetoric or the catc.word~ of party politics; 
and many, especially in Germ'any, can paint-in a pic
ture from the' more or less ingenious tmggestions of a 
learned imagination. But Mr. Grote commands the 
confidence of the reader by his sobriety iII. hypothesis, 
by never attempting to pass off an inferenee as a fact, 
and, when he differs from the common opinion, ex
plaining his reasons with the precision and minuteness 
of one who neither desires nor expects that anything 
will be taken upon trust. He has felt that a hiMtory , 
of Greece; to be of any value, must be also a running , 
commentary on the evidence, and he has endeavoured 
to put the r~ader in a position 'to judge for himself on 
every disputabl~ point. But the discusllions, thougb 
to a historical taste as interesting as the narrative, 
are not carried on at its expense. 'Vherever the 
facts, authentically; known, allow a consecutive stream 
of narrative to be kept up, the story is told in a more 
interesting manner than it has anywhere been told 
before, except in the finest passages of Thucydides. 

Weare indeed disposed to assign' t.o this history 
almost as high a rank in narrativ~ as in thought. It' 
is open, no doubt, to minute criticism j and many 
writers are superior to ,Mr. Grote in rapidity, grace, 
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and picturesqueness of style. But even in these 
respects there is n'o such deficiency as amounts to a 
fault, while in' two qualities, far more important to 
the interest, not to say the value, M his recitals, he 
has few equals and probablj no superior. The first 
is, that at each point in the series of events, he makes 
it his primary object to fill his own mind and his 
reader's with as correct and complete a conception as 
can be formed of the situation; so that we enter at 
once into the impression:s and feelings of the actors, 
both. collective and individual. Niebuhr had already, 
in his Lectures on Ancient History, carried his cha
racteristic liveliness of conception into the represen
tation of the leading characters of Greek history, 
depicting them, often' we fear with insufficient warrant 
from evidence, like persons with whom be had long 
lived and been familiar; but, for clearnes~ aud cor
rectness in conceiving the surrounding circumstances, 
and the posture of affairs at each particular moment, 
we do not think him at all comparable to Mr. Grote, 

One of the beneficial fruits of this quality is, that 
it makes the history a philosophic onevrithout apparent 
effort. There is no need of . lengthened discussion to 
connect causes with their effects j the causes and 
effects are parts of the same picture, and the causes. 
are seen in action before it appears what they are to 
produce. For example, the reader whose mind is 
filled ~ith the greatness attained by Athens while her 
councils were ruled by the commanding intellect and 
!>elf-restraining prudence of Pericles, might almost 
anticipate the coming disasters when he finds, in the 
early chapters of the seventh volume, into the hands 
of what advisers Athens had' already fan~n. . And,· 

VOL. II. oN N 
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mark well, tllese evil advisers were not the dema
gogues, but the chiefs of the aristocracy, the richest 
and most highborn men in the republic-Nicias and 
Alcibiades. Mi. Grote had already shown vound. 
for believing that Cleon, and men of his sta!DP, had 
been far too severely dealt with by historians; not 
that they did not frequently deserve censure, but tlJat 
they ~ere by no means the worst misreaders of the 
Athenian people. The demagogues were, as he ob. 
serves, essentially opposition speakers. The conduct 
of affairs was habitually in the hands of the rich and 
'great, who had.by far the largest share of personal 
influence, and on whose mismanagement there would 
have been hardly any check, but for the demagogues 
and their hostile' criticism. These opinions receive 
ample confirmation from the course of affairs, when, 
there being no longer any low hom Cleon or IIyper
bolus to b~Jance their influence, Nicias and Alcibiades 
had full scope to ruin the commonwealth. The con
trary vices of these two men, both equally fatal, are 
exemplified in the crowning act of their malauminis
tration; the Orie having been the principal adviser of 
the ill-starred expedition to Syracuse, while the other 
was the main cause of its ruinous failure, by his intel
lectual and moral incapacity. 

This genuine realization ofthe successive situations, 
also renders the narrative itself a pi~ture of the Greek 
mind. Carrying on, throughout, the succe~ion of 
feelings concurrently with that of events, the writer 
becomes, as it were, himself a Greek, and tabs the 
reader along with him. And hence, if every discus
sion or dissertation in the book were omitteu, it would 
still be wopderfully in advance of any former history 
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in making the Greeks intelliiible. For example. no 
modern writer has made the reader ellter into the 
religious feelings of the Greeks as Mr. Grote does. 
Other historians let it be supposed that. except in 
some special ~mel'gencies. beliefs and feelings relating 
to the unknow.n world counted for very little among 
the determining causes of events; and it is a kind of 
aecredited opinion, that the religion of the ancients 
sat almost as lightly on them, as if it had been to 
them. what it is in modern literature, a mere poetical 
ornament. But the case was quite otherwise: religion 
was one of tho most active elements in Grecian life, 
with an effect. in the early rude times, probably on 
the whole beneficial. but growing more and more 
injurious as civilization advanced. Mr. Grote is the 
first historian who has given an adequate impression 
of the omnipresence of this element in Grecian life; 
·the incessant reference to supernatural hopes and 
fears which pervaded public and private transactions. 
as well as the terrible power with which those feelings 
were capable of acting, and not unfrequently did act, 
on the Hellenic susceptibilities. 'Vhlle our. admira
tion is thus increased for the few superior minds who, 
like- Pericles and Epaminondas, rose above at least the 
vulgarer parts of the religion of their country; or. like 
Plato, »r9bab1y rejected it altogether, we are enabled 
to see the explanation of much that would otherwise' 
be enigmatical, and to judge the Greeks with~he same 
amount of allowance for errors produced by their 
religion, which in parallel cases is always conceded to 
the moderns. 

The other eminent quality which distinguIshes Mr. 
Grote's narrative is its pervading ~OU!: ~ the moral 

NN2 
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interest, which is so much deeper and more impres-
sive than picturesque interest, and exists in portions 
of the history which aff~rd no materials for the latter. 
The events do not -always admit of being vividly de
picted to the mental eye; and when they do, the 
author does not always make use of the opportunity: 
but one thing -he never fails in-the moral aspect of 
the events and of the persona is never out of sight, 
and gives the predominating character to the recital. 
'Ve use the word moral not solely in t.he restricted 

-sense of right and wrong, but as inclusive of the whole 
of the sentimeIlts connected with the occasion. Along 
with the clear light of the scrutinizing intellect, there 
is the earnest feeling of a sympathizing contemporary. 
This rich soutce of impressiveness in narration is 
often wanting in writers of the liveliest fancy, and 
the most brilliant faculty of delineating the mere out. 
side of historical facts. - • 

Nor is the narrative deficient in the commoner 
sources of interest. The apt selection and artistic 
grouping of the details of battles and sieges, ~Ir. 

Grote had found doue to his hand by the consum
mate narrators whom he follows, and in this respect 
he CQuid do no better than simply to reproduce their 
recital. There is much more that belongs peculiarly 
to himself, in the series of remarkable c.ha'\"acters 
whom he exhibits before us, not so much (gt!nerally 
speaking) in description or analysis, as in action. In 
the earlier period, the prominent characters are 
Themistocles and Aristides -: Themistocles, the mOllt 
sagacious, the most .far-sighted, the most judiciously 
daring, the craftiest, and unfortunately also one of 
the most unprincipled of politicians; who first saved, 
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then aggrandized, a~d at last would have sold his 
country. Aristides, the personification ·of public and 
private integrity, the one only Grecian statesman who 
finds grace before the somewhat pedantically rigid 
tribunal of the Platonic Socrates. 

The figure which most brightly illuminates the 
middle period of Mr. Grote's history is Pericles
"the Thunderer'-'the Olympian Zeus: as he was 
called by his libellers, the comic dramatists of Athens. 
Seldom, if ever, has there been Been in I;t statesman of 
any age, sur.h a combina~ion of great qualities as were 
united in this illustrious man: unriv!llled in eloquence; 
eminent in all the acquirements, talents, and accom
plishments of his country; the associate of. all those 
among his cotemporaries who were above their age, 
either in positive knowledge or in freedom Trom super
stition ; though an aristocrat by birth and fortune, a. 
thorough democrat in principle and conduct, yet never 

, stooping to even the pardonable arts of courting popu
larity, but acquiring and· maintaining his ascendancy 
solely by his commanding qualities; never flattering 
his conntrymen save on what was really admirable .. . 
iu thenl, and _which it was for their good to be 
taught to cherish, but the determined enemy of their 
faults and follies ; ever ready to peril his popularity· 
by gi\'"ing disagreeable advice, and when not appre
ciated, rising up against the injustice done him with 
a. scornful dignity almost .amounting to defiance. 
Such was Pericles: and that such a man should have 
been practically first minister of Athens during the 
greatest part of a. long political life, is not so much 
honourable to him as to the imperial people who 
were willing to be so'led ; who, th~lUgh in fits of tem-
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porary irritation .and disappointment, excusable in 
the cilcumstances, they several times withdrew their 
favour from him, always hastened to' give it back; 
and over whom, while he lived, no person of talents 
and virtues inferior to his was able to obtain any 
mischievous degree of influence. It is impossible to 
estimate how great a share this one man hacl in 
making the Athenians what they were. A great 
man had, in the unbounded publicity .of Athenian 
political life, extraordinary facilities for moulding hilt 
country after his own ima~e j and seldom has any 
people, during a whole generation, enjoyed such a 
course of ~ducation, ali forty years of listening to the 
lofty spirit and practical wisdom of Pericles must 
ha.ve been to the Athenian Demos. 

As the next in this gallery of hiiltorical portraits, 
we qu~te the ~haracter of another but a far inferior 
Athenian statesman, whom Mr. Grote is, we think, 
the very first to appreciate correctly, and bring 
before us in the colours and lineaments of life. 

'Though Nikias, son of Nikeratus, had been for some time 
conspicuous in pu'.Jlic life, and is said to have been more than 
once Strategus along with Pericles, this is the first occasion on 
which Thucydides introduces him to our notice. He was now 
ODe oC the Strategi or generals 01 the commonwealth, and 
appears to have enjoyed, on the whole, a greater and more 
constant personal esteem than any citizen of Athena, from the 
present time down to his death. In wealth and in family, 
he ranked among the first class of Athenians: in political 
character, Aristotle placed him, together with Thucydidea 
80n of lIelesias, and Theramenes, above all other namel in 

. Athenian history--seemingly even above Pericles. Such a 
criticism from Ari~totle deserves respectful attention. though 
the facts before us completely belie 80 lufty an estimate •• It 
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marks, however, the p~sitiol1 occupied by Nikial in Athenian 
politics, as the· principal person of what may be called the 
oligarchical party, succeeding Kimon and Thucydides, and pre
ceding Theramenes. In looking t() the conditiollll under whic~ 
this party continued to subsist, we .han see that during the 
interval between Thucydides (Ion oUlelesia!!) and Nikias, the 
democratical forms bad acquired such ·confirmed ascendancy, 
that it would not have suited tbe purpose of any politician to 
betray evidence of positive hostility to t~em, prior to the 
Sicilian expedition and the great embarrassment in the foreigr 
relations of Athens which arose out of that disaster. Mte) 
that change, the Athenian oligarchs became emboldened and 
aggressive, so that we shall find Therameues among the chief 
conspirators in the revolution of the Four Hundred: but 
Niklas represents the oligarchical party in its previous state 
of quiescence and torpidity, accommodating itself to a sovereign 
democracy, and existing in the form of common 8entiment 
rather than of common purposes. And it is a remarkabfe 
illustration of the real temper of the Athenian people, that 
a man of this character, known as an oligarch bnt not feared 
a8 such, and doing hill duty sincerely to the democracy, should 
have remained until his death the most esteemed and influ~ 
entJill man in the city. He was a man of a sort of even 
mediocrity, in intellect, in education, and in oratory j forward. 
in his military duties, and not only persoll-ally courageous in 
the field, but also competent as a general under ordinary cir
~mstances: assiduous in the discharge of all political duties 
at home, especially in the pos' of Strategus or one of the ten 
generals of the .tate, to which he was frequently chosen and 
rechosen. Or. the many valuable qualities combined in his 
predecessor Pericles, the recollection of whom was yet fresh 
in the Athenian mind, Nikias possessed two, on which, most 
.of aU, his inlluence rested-though, properly speaking, that 
influence belongs to the Bum total of his character, and not to 
any special attributes in it. First, he was thoroughly incor~ 
ruptible as to pecuniary gains-a quality 8<1 rare in Grecian: 
public men of all the cities; that when a man once became 
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notorious for possessing it, he acquired a greater de;ree of 
trust than any superiority of intdlect could hue be5to .. ed 
upon him: next, he adopted the Periclean vicw .. to the 
necessity of • conservative or stationary foreign policy Cor 
Athens, and of avoiding new acquisitions at a dUitance, adyen
turous risks, or proTocation to Creah enemies. With this im
portant point of analogy, there were at the same time material 

, differences between them even in regard to foreign policy. 
Pericles was a conservative, resolute against submitting to 10811 
or abstraction of empire, as well as refraining from r.ggrandize
mente Nikias was in policy faint-hearted, averse to energetic 
effort for any purpose whatever, and disposed not only to 
maintain peace, but even to purchase it by coniiiderablc sacri. 
fices_ Nevertheless, he was the leading champion of the con· 
servative party of his day, ahray. powerful at Athens: and as 
he was constantly familiar with the detail. and actual coune 
of public affairs, capable of giving full effect to the cautious 
and prudential point of view, and enjoying unqualified crOOit 
for honest purposea--bis value as a permanent counsellor was 
steadily recognised, even though in particularcases his couD8CI 
might not be followed. 

& 13esides these two main poinb, which Nikias bad in 
common with Pericles~ he was perfect in the nse of those 
minor and collateral modes of standing well with the people, 
which that great tpan had taken little pain. to practi..e. 
While Pericles attached himself to Aspasia, whose "l'lendid 
qualities did not redeem in the eyes of the public either her 
foreign origin or her unchastity, the domestic habiu of Nikias 
appear to have been strictly conformable to the rules of 
Athenian decorum. Pericles was surrounded by philosophers, 
Nikias by prophets-whose advice was necessary both as a 
consolation to his temperament, and as a guide to hi. intelli. 
gence under. difficulties: one of them was constantly in his 
6Crvice and confidence; and his condnct sppears to have been 
sensibly affected by the difference of character between one 
prophet and another, just as the gOl""ernment of Louis XlV. 
and other Catholic princes has been modified by the change 
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of confessors. To a life thus rigidly deooroUB and ultra-religious 
-both emineptly acceptable to the Atheniaus-Nikias adlled 
the judicious employmeut of a l~rge fortune w~th a view to 
popularity. Those liturgies (or expensive public dutics nnder
taken by rich men each in his turn, throughout other cities of 
Greece as well as in Athens) which fell to his lot, were per
formell with such splendour, munificence, and good taste, as to 
procure for him nniversal encomiums j and so much above his 
predecessors as to be loug remembered and extolled. Most of 
thesc liturgies were t:onnected with· the religious service of the 
state; 80 that Nikias, by his manner of performing them, dis
played his zeal for the honour of the gods, at the same time 
that he laid up for himself a store of popularity. Moreover, 
the remal·kable caution and timidity-not before an enemy, 
but in reference to hiB own fellow-citizens-which marked his 
character, rendered him pre-eminently 8crupuMus as to giving 
offence or making personal enemies. 'Vhile hiB demeanour· 
towards the poorer citizens generally was equal and conciliat
ing, the presents which he made were numerous, both to gain 
friends and to Bilence assailants. 'Ve are not Burprised to 
hear that various bullies, whom the comic writers turn to 
scorn, made their profit out of this susceptibility: but most 
assuredly, Nikias as a public man, though he might occa
sionally be cheated out of money, was greatly assisted by the 
reputation which he thus acquired! • 

We have the more willingly extracted this passage, 
because, like many others in these volumes, it contains 
lessons applicable to other times apd circumstauces 
than those of Greece j Nicias being ~ p~rfect type .'of 
one large class of the favourites of public opinion; 
modern as well as ancient. And the view here inci
dentally presented o(some points in the character and 
dispo·sition .of the Athenian Many, will afford to 
readers who only know Athens and Greece through 
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the medium qf writers like Mitford, some faint idea of 
how much they have to unlearn. 

With regard to style, in the ordinary sense, what 
_ is most noticeable in Mr. Grote is, that his style 
'always riseR with his.subject. The more valuable the 
thought, or interesting the incident, the apter and 
more forcible is the expression; as is generally the 
case with writers woo are thinking of their subject 
rather than or their literary reputation. We can con
scientiously say of him 'what, rightly under!ltood, is 
the highest praise which, on the score of mere com· 

. position, a writer in the more intellectual departments 
of literature can desire or deserve j that ev~rythiDg 
which he ha~to express, be is always able to express 
adequately and worthily. 
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·VINDICA.TION OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

OF FEBRUARY 1848." 

The following are the passages, translations of which are 
given in the text • 

. From t4e Speecll of M. de TocqueviZle. 

• Pour parler d'abord de ce, que j'ai appele la classe qui" 
gouverne (remarquez que je prends ces mots dans leur accep
tion In plus generale: je ne parle pas seulement de Ia classe 
moyenne, mais de tous .Jes citoyens, dans quelque position 
qu'ils soient, qui possedent et exercent des droit! po1i~qu~ 
je dis done que ce qui existe dans In classe qui kou1'errie 
m'inquiete et m'efthye. Ce que j'y vois, messIeurs, je puis: 
l'exprimer par un mot: }es mmurs publiques s'y alterent, elles 
y sont deja profondement alterees;" elles e'y alterent de plus' 
en plus tous les jours; de plus' en plus aux opinions .. aux sen
timents, aux idees communes, succedent des interets parti
culien, des visees particulieres, des points de vue emprnntcs a 
In vie et a }'interet prives. 

• Mon intention n'est point de forcer In chambre a s'appe
BRntir plus qu'il n'est necessaire, sur ces tristes details; je me 
bv.,·nerai A m'adresser ames adversaires eux-memes, ames' 
CO~· ~ues de la majol'ite mirusterielle. J e les prie de faire pour 
leur1'Opre usage nne sorte de revue statistique des colleges 
ele~o ux qui les ont envoyes dans cette chambre; qu'ils com
posent une premiere .categorie de ceux qui he votent pow: eui 
que par suite, non pas d'opinj.onspolitiques, mais de sentiment!!' 
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d'amiti~ particuliere, on de bon voisinage. Dans une lIeconde 
catt~gorie, qu'ils mettent ceux qui votent pour eux, non pas 
dans un point de vue d'interet puplic ou d'interet general, 
mw dans un point de vue d'intCret purement local. A cette 
seconde categorie,qu'ils en ajoutcnt eniin nne. troisieme,com. 
posee de ceux qui votent pour eux pour des motifs d'iutcrct 
purement individuels, et je leur pemande Ii ce qui re8tc cst 
tres nombreux; je leur demande si ceux qui votent par un 
sentiment public dtSsintercsse, par luite d'opinions, de lJas8ions 
publiques, si ceux-IA {orment la majorite des e1ectcurs qui 
leur ont confcre Ie mandat de depute; je m'aslure qu'ils 
decouvriront aisement Ie contraire. J e me pcrmcttai encore 
de le11r demande. Ii, A leur connaisflance. depuis cinq an!!, dis 
ans, quinze ans, Ie nombre de ceus qui votenf pour eux par 
suite d'interets personnels et particulier. ne croit pal sans 
cesse;. Ii Ie nombre de ceux qui votent pour cux par'opinion 
politique ne decroh pas san8 cesse? Qu'ils me disent entin .i 
autour d'eut, sous leurs yeux: il ne s'etablit pas peu A peu, 
dans l'opinion ptlblique, une sorte de tolerance singulicre pour 
les faits dont je parle, si peu A peu il ne Be fait pas une lIorte 
de morale vulgaire et basse, luivant laquelle l'bomme qui 
possede des droits politiquel se doit A lui.m~me, doit A lea 
cnfans, A sa femme, A sea parents, de faire un usage personnel 
de cea droits dans leur interet; si cela ne s' eleve pas grad uelle. 
ment jusqu'A devel'ir une espece de devoir de p~re de famille? 
Si cette morale nouvelle, inconnue dans lei grands tempi de 
notre histoire, inconnue au comm~ncement de notre Revo
lution, ne se dcveloppe pas de plua en plus, et n'cnvallit paa 
chaque jour lea esprits. J e Ie leur dcmande?' 

~ J e crois, messieuri, qu'oh peut, sana bleascr personne, dire 
que Ie gouvememeilt a ~essai~i. dans, ees demieres annees eur· 
tout, des droits plus grands, nn-e influence plus grande, des 
prerogatives plll8 considerables, pIus multiples, que celles qu'il 
avait possedees A aucune autre epoque. 11 est devenu infini
ment plus grand que n'auraient jamais pn se I'imaginer, nOll 
seulement ceux qni 1'0nt donne, mais meme eenx qui ront 
re~u en 1830~ • •.• • • C'est en ressaisiasant de vieux 
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poul-oirs qu'on croyait avoir abolis en J uillet~t.n Lisant rerine 
d'anciensdroitsqui semblaient annuIes,en remetta~en rigueur 
d'anciennes lois qu'on jllgeait abrogees, en appliqn~~ lea lois 
nouvelles dans un autre sens quecelui dans lequel eUea a'aient 
ete Caites, c'eat par tous ces moyens Mtourm!s,par celie sav!&'\te 
et patiente industrie, :tue Ie gouverneineuL a entin ~ria pl~ 
d'action, plus d'activite et d'influence, qu'il n'en av,\t ~ut
~tre jamais eu en France en aucun temps. • • • :\. ~ 
pensez.vous, messieurs, que cette maniere que j'ai appel~tout \ 
~ l'heure detoumee et subreptice, de regagner peu a pe- la 
pui~sance, de la prendre en qllelque lorte par surprise, en,e 
servant d'autres moyens que ceux que Ia co~stitution lui ava~ 
donoes; croyez-vous que ce spectacle etrange de l'adresse 
ct du &avoir-Caire donne publiquement pendant plusieurs 
aonees, sur un si vaste theatre, a toute nne nation qui Ie 
regarde, croyez-vous que tel spectacle ait tHe de nature ~ 
amitorer lea nio:~rs publiques? • • • • ~ Ils croient que 
Ia revolntion qui a'est operee depnis qninze ans dans les droits 
du pouvoir etait necessaire, soit; et ils ne I'ont pas Cait par un 
interet particulier ; je Ie .veox croire; mais il n'est pas moins 
vrai qu'ils rant opiree par des moyens que Ia moralite puhlique 
desa\'oue j iI n'est pas moins uai qu'ils l'ont operee en prenant 
les hommell, non par leur cOte honnete, mais par leur mauvais 
cot~par leur passions, par leur Caiblesse, par leur iutoret,. 
aouvent par Ie\\" viCt:8.C'est ainsi -que toUt en- voulant peut.
~tre un but honnete, ils ont { .. it iles choses qui ne l'etaient pas. 
Et pour faire ces clulScs il leur a caUu appcler a leur. aide, 
honorer de leur faveur, introduire dans leur compagnie jour
naliere, des hommes 'lui ne voulaientni d'un but honnete, ni 
de moyens bonnetes, qui ne voulaient que la satisfac.ion 
grossiere de leurs intercts prives, a 1'81de de la puissance qu'on 
leur confiait. Je ne regarde pas ce fait eomme un 
fait isoIe; je Ie considere comme Ie symptome d'un inal 
general. Ie trait Ie plus saillant de toute une politique: en 
marchant dans lea voies que VOIlS aviel choisies. VOIlS ariel 
hesoin de teIs hommes. . 

'Pour la premiere lois depuis quinze ans, j'eprouve nne 
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certaine era' te pour I'avenir; et ce qui me prouve que j'ai 
raison, c' 'Ilue cette impression ne m'est pas particuli~re: je 
crois q je puis en appeler ~ tous ceux qui m'ecoutent, ct que 
tous e repondront que dans les pays qu'ils r~rel!cntent, une 
j es~on analogue aubsiste; qu'un certain malaise, une cere 
,ttiine ~D.inte a envahi les esprits; que, pour 1& premidre foil 
pC\1t.ktre depuis seize. anll, Ie sentiment, l'instinct de l'insta. 
bilite ce sentiment preeurseur des revolutions, qui 1I0uvent leI 
anur.nce, que quelquefoisles fait nattre, que ee sentiment existe 
~ uri: degre tres grave dans Ie pays. • Est-ce que 
VJUS ne ressentez pas, par une sorte d'intuition instinctive qui 
ne peut pas s'analyser, mais qui est certaine, que Ie 801 tremble 
de nouveau eli Europe? Est-ce que vous ne sentez pas-que 
di,rai-je 1, un vent de revolutions qui est dans Pair 1 ee vent, 
on ne sai.t ou il nait, d'ou il vient, ni, croyez-le bien, qui i1 
ebleve. 

I Ma "conviction pl'ofonde et arretee, c'est que )es mlllurl 
publiques se degradent, c'est· que la degradation des mmurl 
publiques vous amC;nera, dans un temps court, prochain peut

,etre, ~ des revolutions nouvelles. • • • Est-ee que VOUI 

avez iL l'heure QU DOUS sommes, la certitude d'un lendemain 1 
Est-o.e que "'ous savez ce qui peut ~iTiver en France d'ici & Ull 

an, a UD mois,. a UD jour peut-Hre ?VOU8 l'ignorez; mail ce 
qU&~UZ Ravez, ~est quela tempete est A I'hOriZOD, c'est qu'elle 
marche survous j v~us laisserez-von. pn~veniJ' par ells:? 

I Messieur'll, jei vous sUPlllip .is: ne pas Ie faire; je De vous 
Ie demande p~aS, je vous eD supplie : je me mettrais volontien 
a genoux devant vous, tant je crOll! Ie dangerr&! et serieux, tant 
je pense que Ie signaler n'est pas recourir a une vaine forme 
de rMtorique. Oui, Ie danger est grand! conjurez Ie quand il 
en" est tem pa encore: corrigez Ie mal par des moyens efficaces, 
non en l'attaquant dans ses symptomes, mais en lui-meme. 

'On a par~e de changements dani la legislation. "Ie sui. 
tres porte a croire que celf changements .ont· non-seulerueni 
utiles, mais necessaires : ainsi je crois t. l'utilite de la reforme 
electorale, al'urgence de la reforme parlementaire j maid je De 
8m pas assez inseDse, messieurs, pour ne pas avair que ce De 
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lont pas lei lois elles-mlimes qui font la destinee del peuples j 
lion, ce n'est pal Ie mecanisme del loil qui produit les grands 
cvenements de ce monde: ce qui fait lei evenements, mes~ 
lieun, c'eat l'esprit m~me du gouvernement. Gardez lesloie &i 
vous voulez jquoique je pense que vons ayez grand tort de 1e 
faire, gardez.lce; ga~dez.m~me les hommes, 8i cela :vous fait 
plaisir, je n'y fais, pour mon compte, aucun obstacle j mait', 
pour Dieu, changez l'esprit du gouvernement, car,ja' vons Ie 
repete, cet esprit-Tho vous conduit a l'abime/ 

From· the MonifestQ of M. de LatIJartine. 

, Les trait& de 181& n'existent plul en droit aux yeux de 
Ia Republique Franljaise j tontefois,les circonscriptions terri. 
torialeil de ces.traites sont un fait, qu'eHe admet comme base 
et comme point de depart dans ses rapports avec Ie8 autres 
nations, 

'Mais, si Ies traites de 1815 n'existent plue que comme fait 
a modifier d'uu accord commun, et si Ia Republique declare 
hautement qu'elle a pour droit et pour mission d'arriver regu. 
lierement et pacifiquement a ces modifications, Ie bon sens,Ia 
moderation,. la conscience, la prudence de la Republique 
existent, et Bont pour l'Europe une meilleure et plus honO!'able 
garantie que les lettres de ces traites, si sou.vent vioMs ou 
·modifies par elle. ~ 

, Attachez.vous, monsieur, a faire comprendre et admettre 
de bonne foi cette emancipation de la Republique des traites 
de 1815, et a montrer que cette franchis!: n'a rien d'inconcili. 
able avec Ie repos de l'Europe. 

• Ainsi, nous Ie disons hautement, Ili l'heure de Ja recon
struction de quelques nationalitCs opprimees en Europe ou 
ailleuTS, nous paraissent avoir BOnne dans les· decrets de'la 
Providence j si la Suisse, notre fideIe alliee dep~is Fran~ois 
lor, etait contrainte ou menacee dans Ie mouvement de crois
sance qu'elle opere chez elle pour preteI' une force de plus au 

- faisceau des gouvernements democratiques j si les etats inde
pendants de l'ltalie etaient envahis i iii l'on imposait des 
limite. ou des obstacles a. leur transformations inteneures' si .. - ,~ 
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on leur contestait A main arnu:e Ie droit de .'allier entre eux 
pour consolider une patrie Italienne, 1& Republique Frsu~nile 
se croirait en droit d'armer elle-m/;me pour proteger ces 
mouvements legitimes de croissance et de la nationnlit6 des 
peuples.' 

From the Analcer oj M. de Lamartine to the Pulid 
Refugees. 

'La Republique n'est en guerre ouverte ni sourde avec 
,aueune des nations, avec aucuo des gouverllements existants, 
tant que ees nations et ees gouvernements ne se declarent pas 
eux-memes en g"uerre avee eUe. Elle ne fera done, elle ne 
permettra volontairementa;:icu~ aeted'aggression et de\'iolence 
contre les nations Germaniques. •• Le Gouvernement 
Provisoire ne se laissera pas changer sa politiqee dansla main 
par une nation etrang~re, queIque sympathique qu'clle Boit a 
nos creurs. Nous aimons la PoIoglle, nous aimona I'Italie, 
nous aimons tous les peuples opprimcs; mai, nous aimon. 
avant tout la France, et nous avons la responsabilite de 8e8 
destinees,. et peut-etre de celles de l'Europe, en ce moment. 
Cette responsabilite nous ne la remettrons A personne qu'a la 
nation elle-m/;me. • • : La Republique ne doit pas ct ne 
veut pas avoir ,des actes en contradiction avec sel paroles; Ie 
respect de S8 parole est A. ce prix; elle ne la decreuitera 
jamais en y manqu~t. Qu'a-t·elle dit dans Ion manifeste aux 
puissances t Elle a dit, en pensant a vous: Le jour OU il 
nous paraitrait que l'heure providentielle aurait lonlle pour la 
resurrection d'une nationalite injustement cfI'acee de la carte, 
.. OUB volerions A son secours, Mais nonB noul sommes ju~te
ment re~rve ce qui appartient A la France seule, l'appreciation 
de l'heure, '!U moment, de la justice, de la cause, et dea 
moyen! par,lesquels il nous convi(~ndrait d'intervenir. Eh bien, 
ces moyens, j usqh'ici noUB les a yons choisis etresolua paciiquea.' 

From tAe Amw61' of 1'[, de Lalltart;"e to tAe 1m! 
IJep'Mtation, 

, Quant A d'autrCII encouragements, il ne serait pas con
venable A ~U8 de VOUB les donner, a VOUB de lea receJoir. Je 
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l'ai dejA dit A propos de Ja't!UI88e, a propOil de l' Allemagne, a 
propos de la Belgique et de I'Italie. J e Ie repete a propos de 
toute nation qui a des debata interieun a rider &'fec.elle-meme 
ou &'fee IOn goufernement. Quand on n'a paa IOn sang dans 
les affaires d'un peuple, il n'eat paa pennia d'y avoir IOn inter
"ention ni sa main. Noul ne 80mmes d'auCUD parti en Irlande 
ou ailleun, que du parti de la justice, de la liberte, et du 
bonheur dea peuples. Aueun autre role ne nous serait accepta
ble, en temps de pm, dana lea interetset dans les passions des 
nations etrangeres. La FraoCe Teut Be rese"er libre pour 
tous ses droits. • 

• Nous 10m mea en pais, et lIOns desirons rester en bons rap
porta d'egalite, non afee telle 00 telle partie de la Grande 
Bretagne, maia uec la Grande Bret~tr}}e tout entiere. Nons 
croyons cette pais utile et honorable, non seuIement pour la 
Grande Bretagne et la Republiqoe Fran~aise, mais pour Ie 
genre hnmain. Nons ne Cerons aucun acte, nous'ne dirons 
aocune parole, nous n'adresserons aucune insinuation en contra
diction &fee les principes d'inriolabilite reciproque des peoples, 
qne nous avons proclames, et dont Ie Continent rectreille deja 
lea fruits. La monarchie dechue avait des 'traitCs--et_ des 
diplomates i nons avons dea peuples pour diplomates, et des 
I!ympathies pour naites. Nous serions insenses de changer 
une telle diplomatie ao grand jour contre dea alliances wardes 
et particlles avec lea partis meme lea plu!? legitimes dans les 
pays qui nous em;ronnent. Nou8 n'avons qualite ni pour les 
juger, ni pour les preferer lea uns aox autres. En nous 
declarant amis de ceux-ci, nous nous declarerions ennemi de 
ceox-Ia. Xous ne vouIons etre ennemis d'aucuna de TOS~ 
compatriotes i nons vouIons Caire tomber, au contraire, par 
la myaute de la parole republicaine, lcs_ preventions et les 
prejuges qui existeraient entre nos Toisins et nous.' 

Fro". tile' Huw~ of tAe Giro.Juts.' 

I Le 'partage ega! des IUDlieres, des facultis, et des dons 
de la nature est evidemment la tendance legitime du C(Eur 
humain. Lea reH!la~rs, lea peetes, et lea sages ont roule· 
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• 
eternellement cette pensee' dans leur Ame, et I'ont perpe-
tuellement montree dans leur ciel,dans leurs reves, ou dans 
leurs lois, comme la perspective de l'humanite. C'cst donc un 
instinct de la justice dans l'hommc. . . . Tout ce qui tend ~ 
constituer des inegalites de lumieres, de rang, de conditions, 
de fortune, parmi Ies hommes, est iwpie. Tout ce qui tcnd ~ 

. niveler graduellement ces inegalites, qui sont lIouvent dCII 
injustices, et a. repartir Ie plus equitablement l'heritage com
mun entre tous Ies hommes, est divino Toute politique pcnt 
~~re jugee ~ ce tligne, comme tout arbre est juge a. lies fruits : 
Videal n'est que la verite ~ distance. 

• Mais plus un ideal est IIlIblime, plus il 'est difficile ~ 
realiser en institutions sur la terre. La difficulte jusqu'ici a 
ete de concilier avec l'egalite des biens Ies inegalites de 
vertus, de facultes, et de travail, qui 'diffcrencient Iell hommell 
entre eux. Entre l'homme actif et l'homme inerte, J'egalite 
des biens devient une injustice; car l'un cree, et l'autre 
depense. Pour que cette communaute des biens lIoit juste, il 
faut supposer ~ tous les hommes Ia m~me conscience, Ja meme 
application au travail, Ia meme vertu. Cette lIupposition est 
une chimere. Or quel ordre social pourrait l'eposer solide
ment sur un tel mensonge ? De deux choses l'une. Ou bien 
il faudrait que la societe, partout presente et partout infaiI
lible, pat contraindre chaque individu au meme, travail et ~ Ia 
meme vertu; maisc'alol's que devient Ia liberte? La societe. 
n'est plus qu'un universel esclavage. On' bien il faudrait que 
la societe distribu5.t de ses propres maiI;ls, tous Ies jours, lie 
chacun selon ses re?vres .. la part exactement proportionnee 
lL l'reuv,e et au service de chacun dans l'association generale ; 

,mais alors quel sera Ie juge? 
• La sagesse humaine imparfaite a trouve plus facile, plus 

sage, et plus juste de dire A l'homme: • Sois toi-meme tDn 
propl'e juge, retribue-toi toi-meme par Ia richesse ou par la 
misere.' La societe a institue Ia propriete, proclame Ia Iiberte 
du travail, et legalise la concurrence. 

• M ais la propriete instituee ne nourrit par celui qui ne 
]lollsede rien. Mais la libertc du travail ne donne Pal; les 
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memes Clements de travail A celui qui n'a que ses bras, et iL 
cclui qui possede des millien d'arpents suw la surface du sol. 
Mais Ia concurrence n'est que Ie code de l'egoisme, et la 
guerre a mort entre celui qui travaille et celui qui fait tra
vailler, entre celui qui acheteet eelui qui vend, entre eelui 
qui nage dans Ie superflu et celui qui a faim. Iniquite de 
toutes parts I Incorrigibles inegalite!!l de la nature et ~e la 
loi I La sagesse du legislateur parrut Iltre de les pallier une a 
une, siede par siede, loi par loi. Celui qui veut. tout corriger 
d'un coup, brise tout. Le possible est Ia condition· de Ia 
miserable sagesse humaine. Sans pretendre resoudre par u~le 
seule solution dcs iniquites complexes, corriger sans cesse, 
ameIiorer tOUjoufS, c'est Ia justice d'etres imparfaits cpmme \ 
nons. . • • • Le temps parait etre un element de la verite elle
mil me ; demander la verite. definitive a un seul jour, c'est 
demimder A In nature des choses plull qu'elle ne peut donner. 
L'impatience erec des illusions et des mines au lieu de verites. 
Lcs deceptions sont des ventes cueillies avant Ie temps. La 
verite est evidemment Ia communaute chretienne et philoso
phique des biens de Ia terre. Les deceptions, ce sout Ies" 
violences et les systemes. par lesquels on a eru vainement 
pouvoir etablir cctte verite et l'organiser jusqu'ici.'-Lamar
tine, Huloire de8 Girolldi1l8, livre 39, ad finem. 
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